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It is shown that two matrices A and B of order n X n which satisfy a monic quadratic equation 
with two roots Al and A2 are connected by ATAB = TABB where TAB = A + B - (AI + A2)] with] 
being the n X n unit matrix (Theorem 1). The condition for TAB to be involutional is that the 
anticommutator of A = A - (l/2)(AI + A2)] and B = B - (l/2)(AI + A2) is a c number 
(Theorem 2). A 2m X2m matrix Q(2m) is introduced as a typical form ofa matrix which can be 
diagonalized by an involutional transformation. These theorems are further extended through 
the matrix representation of the group of the general homogeneous linear transformations, 
GL(n). IUH (involutional, unitary, and Hermitian) matrices are introduced and discussed. The 
involutional transformations are shown to playa fundamental role in the transformations of 
Dirac's Hamiltonian and of the field Hamiltonians which are quadratic in particle creation and 
annihilation operators in solid state physics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Almost ten years ago the author developed a theory of 
involutional matrices I (this work will be referred to as I), 
which are defined as the solutions of the simple quadratic 
equation, 

x 2 = constX], (1.1) 

where] is the unit matrix. The two-dimensional solution of 
this equation is simply given by a traceless matrix; the well 
known examples are the Pauli spin matrices. The solutions 
of (1.1) in arbitrary dimensions have been obtained by the 
matrix representation for the group of the general homogen
eous linear transformations in two dimensions, GL(2). The 
symmetry properties, and the eigenwert problems for the 
solutions have also been discussed. It has been recognized 
that involutional matrices have deep roots in various prob
lems of mathematical physics. 1.2 The solutions of a more 
general equation x m = const X] have also been studied by 
Santhanam et al. 3 and are given explicitly for m = 3. We 
shall, however, limit m = 2 in the present work. 

The purpose ofthe present work is to show the effective
ness of involutional transformations in connecting matrices 
of certain types frequently encountered in physics. The con
venience of an involutional transformation is obvious from 
the fact that the inverse transformation is the same as the 
original transformation. Any unitary transformation be
comes an involutional transformation when the unitary ma
trix of the transformation is Hermitian. Such a matrix may 
be called an IUH (involutional, unitary, and Hermitian) ma
trix, where any two of the properties guarantee the third. 
The well known examples are Puali's spin matrices, Dirac's 
y matrices, and Dirac's Hamiltonian for a free electron in the 
momentum representation. 4 The effectiveness of involu
tional transformations has also been recognized by Wigner 5 

in connection with the representation theory of the Poincare 
group. 

Let M (n X n,p (r)(x» be a set of matrices of order n X n, 
every member of which satisfies a given polynomial equation 
p (r)(x) = 0 of degree r. We can then prove a general theo
rem 6 that if two matrices A and B belong to the set 

A, BEM (n X n,p<r)(x», (1.2) 

we can construct a polynomial TAB of A and B which trans
forms A into B if TAB is nonsingular. In the discussion of 
involutional transformation, however, we need to consider 
only the simplest special case where r = 2. Let p (2)(X) 

= x 2 
- (A I + A2 ) X + A I A2 • Then the transformation 

matrix TAB which connects A and BE M(n Xn,p(2)(x» is 
simply given by TAB = A + B - (A I + A2 )] (Theorem 1). 
Based on this theorem we shall establish the condition for 
TAB to be involutional (Theorem 2). 

In special cases where A 2 = B 2 = I, these theorems are 
closely related to the fundamental theorem of Pauli 6,7 which 
connects two sets of antic om muting Dirac y matrices. Based 
on these theorems we can construct the spinor representa
tion for a group of orthogonal transformations in arbitrary 
dimensions 6,8, of which a special case is the Lorentz group. 
The more direct applications of the theorems are in solving 
the energy eigenvalue problems in the Dirac relativistic the
ory of an electron; the powerful transformation due to Foldy 
and Wouthuysen 9,10 for a free electron and Biedenharn's 
transformation II in the Dirac-Coulomb problem are imme
diately obtained from Theorem 2 (Sec. 2). 

Using the theorems developed in Sec. 2, we shall con
struct a special type of matrix Q (2m) of order 2m X 2m which 
can be diagonalized by an involutional transformation. The 
Q (2m) matrix is by no means the most general form of a ma
trix which can be diagonalized by an involutional transfor
mation. Nevertheless, all 2 X 2 matrices and the Dirac matri
ces are Q (2m) types or direct sums of Q (2m) type. It will be 
shown that when Q (2m) is normal, the transformation matrix 
which diagonalizes Q (2m) becomes an IUH matrix (Sec. 4, we 
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shall extend the theorems developed in Secs. 2 and 3 to an 
invariant matrix 12 S (A) of a matrix AEM (n X m,p 2(X» by 
the matrix representation theory developed in I. This is pos
sible since in this representationS (A) is triangular when A is 
triangular. Moreover, if we limit A to 2 X 2 matrices, we can 
show that many symmetry properties of A are directly re
flected to those of S (A ). As a result, if A is diagonalized by an 
IUH matrix, then so is S (A ). 

In Sec. 5, we shall given some illustrative examples 
which may exhibit further significance to the involutional 
transformations. The examples considered are the Bogoliu
bov Hamiltonian 13.14 for phonons in a superfluid and the 
Hopfield Hamiltonian 15 for a polariton-photon field. These 
are typical field Hamiltonians in solid state physics. It is well 
known that diagonalizations (the reductions into the canoni
cal forms) of these Hamiltonians require nonunitary trans
formations, owing to the fact that the particle creation and 
annihilation operators are not Hermitian. We shall show 
that these non unitary transformations can be characterized 
by involutional transformations. 

2. BASIC THEOREMS 

Theorem 1: Let A and B be matrices of order n X n 
which satisfy a monic quadratic equation p (2)(X) 
= x 2 - (AI + A2)X + Al A2 = 0, with two roots Al and 

A2 • Then, A and B are connected by 

A TAB = TAB B, 

where 

(2.1) 

(2.1') 

I being the n X n unit matrix. If TAB is nonsingular, then A 
and B are equivalent. 

The proof is self evident. It is obvious that if A and Bare 
not equivalent, then TAB is singular, while the equivalence of 
A and B does not guarantee that TAB is nonsingular. For 
convenience, we may call TAB the characteristics transfor
mation matrix of A and B, which mayor may not be singular. 
Since TAB = TBA , we have 

TABA TAB = T~BB = B T~B' (2.2) 

that is, T ~B commutes with A and B. This property will play 
an important role when B is a diagonal matrix equivalent to 
A. The more general transformation matrix VAB which con
nects A and B through 

A VAB = VABB 

is given by 

(2.3) 

VAB = FA TAB = TABFB, (2.3') 

where Fx is a function of x. In practical application, it is 
often useful to introduce a special case where FA = A,-
FB =B. Then 

VAB=A TAB = TABB=AB- A I A2 I. , (2.4) 

Note that VAB =1= V BA , unless A and B commute. The trans
formation matrices TAB and VAB constitute the basis of the 
present work. 

It is obvious that Theorem 1 is most useful when TAB is 
nonsingular. We can easily establish such a condition for an 
important special case where TAB is involutional. Since invo-
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lutionality requires that the anticommutator of 
A=A-!(AI + A2 )IandB=B-!(AI + A2 )Iisac 
number, 

(2.5) 

we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2: LetA, BE M (n X n, P<2)(X». If the anticom

muator of A =A - !(A 1 + A2 )IandB = B - !(A I 

+ A2) I is a c number ( = 2c AB ), there exists an involutional 
transformation which brings A into B via 

YABAYAB = B; Y~B = I, 
where 

YAB = NAB [A + B - (AI +A2)I j, 

N A-B2 = !(AI - A2)2 + 2CAB, 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

provided N A-B2=1=O. Moreover, if A and B are Hermitian, 
YAB is an IUH (involutional, unitary, and Hermitian) 
matrix. 

The involutional matrix YAB acts as an exchange opera
tor of A and B on any functionf(A ,B) of A and B which can be 
expressed in a power series of A and B, 

YABf(A, B) YAB = f( B,A ). (2.8) 

Thus, YAB commutes with any symmetric function of A and 
B, and anticommutes with any antisymmetric function of A 
andB. 

An alternate application of Theorem 2 is to transform A 
into the complementary matrix B ' of B defined by 
B' = (AI + A2 )I -B,sinceB'satisfiesthesamequadratic 
equation, p(2)(X) = 0. The matrix of transformation YAB , 
which brings A to B ' via YAB , A YAB , = B ' is given by 

YAB , = NAB,(A - B); N A-B~ = !( AI - A2)2 - 2CAB=I=0. 
(2.9) 

Note that, if AI =1= A2, both of TAB and TAB' cannotbenilpo
tent at the same time. The transformation of B into its com
pliment B ' gives an interesting problem since TBB , = ° by 
definition. We shall come back to this problem at the end of 
Sec. 3. 

In a simplest special case where A andB are 2 X 2 equiv
alent matrices, the matrices A, B and TAB of Theorem 2 are 
all involutional matrices and the anticommutator of A and B 
is always a c number. Thus, we have the following corrollary 
to Theorem 2: 

Corollary: The characteristic transformation matrix 
TAB of two equivalent 2 X 2 matrices A and B is always invo
lutional. 

When A and B are involutional matrices satisfying 
A Z = B Z = I, Theorems 1 and 2 take simpler forms since 
A I + Az = 0, so that TAB = A + B. In this special case 
Theorem 2 has very elegant applications for the Dirac theory 
of an electron. To see this, let YI , Yz ,"', Y d be a set of d
anticommuting involutional matrices of an appropriate 
order, 

y" Y1l + Y1l Yv = 20v/L' V,/-l = 1,2,···,d, (2.10) 

and let U be a unit vector with constant components (u l , 

U z ""'ud ) in a d-dimensional space. Then a linear combina
tion with the vector u, 

d 

Yu = L. u,. Yv; (u·u) = L. u~. = 1 (2.11) 
v=l 
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is also involutional. Since the anticommutator of two such 
linearcombinationsyu and Yv is acnumber, Yu can be trans
formed into Yv via an involutional transformation 

Yuv Yu Yuv = Yv' 

where 

(2.12) 

Yuv = (Yu + yv)/(2 + 2(U'V»1I2; (u.v) = L,uyVy* - 1. 

(2.12') 

This result, (2.12), may be used to construct a general theory 
of the spinor representation for a group of orthogonal trans
formations in d dimensions. 6.7.8 Alternatively, the result 
may be used to solve the energy eigenvalue problem for the 
Dirac particle. Let us assume a representation which diagon
alizes Yd' Then the involutional matrix Yud given by 

(2.13) 

brings y u to the diagonal matrix Yd' Since the Dirac Hamil
tonian for a free electron in the momentum representation is 
a special case of y u with d = 4 except for a scalar factor of the 
energy E, the Dirac plane wave solutions 9 are completely 
described by the involutional matrix Yud ' It can be shown 
that a powerful transformation due to Foldy and Wouthuy
sen 10 SFW for a free electron and Biedenharn's 11 transfor
mation S B in the Dirac-Coulomb problem are simply given 
by Yd Yud , which corresponds to VAB of (2.4). It will be 
shown 6 that Yud is more effective than Y d Yud in these trans
formations on account of the fact that Yud is involutional. 

3. DIAGONALIZATION OF Q(2m) MATRICES 

We shall specialize the results obtained in Sec. 2 to the 
case where B equals a diagonal matrix A equivalent to 
AE M (n X n, P(2)(X» with P(2)(X) having two distinct roots. 
It can be shown that there exists at least one proper A which 
makes the characteristic transformation matrix T = TAA be 
nonsingular. We shall, however, postpone the proof of this 
statement to a forthcoming paper 6 where we shall develop a 
general theory of matrix diagonalization for a matrix 
AE M (n Xn,p(r)(x» based on the reduced characteristic 
equation p(r)(x) = ° which has no multiple roots. In this 
section we simply investigate the structure and the proper
ties ofthe matrixAE M (n X n,p(2)(x» which can be diagona
lized by an involutional transformation. 

The basic equations (2.1) and (2.1') of Theorem 1 take 
the following forms, when B equals a diagonal matrix A 
equivalent to A: Let T = TAA , then 

AT= TA, TA =AT, (3.1) 

where 

(3.1') 

Thus, a column (row) vector of Tis an eigenvector of A 
provided that it is not a null vector. From (2.2) or directly 
from (3.1) and (3.1'), we have 

(3.2) 

Accordingly, if we assume a standard form for A defined by 
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A ~ [ x:' X~I' l (3.3) 

whereIv is the unit ny X ny matrix with ny being the degen
eracy of Ay , then T Z becomes a direct sum of two subma
trices of order niX n 1 and nz X nz . 

In fact, if we substitute (3.1') into one of Tin T Z, we 
obtain 

T Z= XIT(I) Ell XzT(Z); Xv=Uy-A1-A Z (3.4) 

where Ell denotes the direct sum and T(y) is given by a 
ny X ny submatrix of T, 

[T(V)]ij=Til' (3.4') 

with i,j belonging to the subspace corresponding to AJv of 
A. This is a rather remarkable property of T, based on which 
one can construct a more convenient transformation matrix 
which becomes unitary when A is Hermitian. 6 

From (3.4), it is obvious that the condition for T to be 
involutional is given by 

XyT(v) = N - Z Iv; v = 1,2 (3.5) 

where N is a constant independent of v, which is equal to 
NAB of (2.7) when B = A. The conditions (3.5) and (3.4) 
severely restrict the form of the matrix A: If we exclude the 
trivial case of where n l *n2 , we have n l = nz = m and A 
becomes a Q (Zm) type matrix of order 2m X 2m defined by 

[

al b 1 
Q(2m) = ; bc=el 

c dl 

(3.6) 

where a, d, e are constants, 1 is the m X m unit matrix, band c 
are m X m matrices which commute with each other. The 
two characteristic roots are determined from A I + ,,1,2 
= a + d and A1A z = ad - e, so that the condition AI *,,1,2 

gives (a - d) 2 + 4e*O. The trace and the determinant of 
Q(2m) are 

trQ(Zm) = m(a + d), det Q(2m) = (ad - e)m. (3.6') 

The form of Q (2m) matrix is rather limited, but all the 
2 X 2 matrices are Q (2m) type matrices and all the Dirac ma
trices are Q (4) type or direct sums of Q (2m) type matrices. For 
convenience, we may state the above findings in a form of a 
theorem with the explicit form of the involutional matrix 
which diagonalizes a Q (2m) matrix. 

Theorem 3: A Q (2m) type matrix of order 2m X 2m de
fined by (3.6) is diagonalized by an involutional transforma
tion through 

Y~ =1, (3.7) 
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I t should be noted that N Q 2*0 can be always arranged 
if A I *,1,2 and that Y Q is a special case of YAB of (2. 6). From 
(3.7), we have 

(3.8/) 

Thus for m = odd, YQ describes an improper rotation (see 
I). It should also be noted that (2.13) is a special case of (3.8) 
when Q (2m) is involutional. 

Now, according to Schur, the condition for a square 
matrix to be diagonalized by a unitary transformation is that 
the matrix be normal. A similar theorem holds for Q (2m) • 

Theorem 4: If the matrix Q (2m) is normal, the transfor
mation matrix YQ is an IUH (involutional unitary and Her
mitian) matrix. 

The proof is simple. When Q (2m) is normal, the subma
trices of Q (2m) satisfy the following conditions. 

(a* - d *)b = (a - d)e + 

(3.9) 

where a* and d * are the complex conjugate of a and d respec
tively, and b + and c + are Hermitian conjugate of the sub
matrices band e. From these conditions, it is a simple matter 
to show that YQ is Hermitian so that it is unitary as well. 

Q.E.D. 
For a 2 X 2 matrix, the following corollary to Theorem 

4 holds. 
Corollary: Any 2 X 2 matrix R (2) can be brought into a 

triangular form by an involutional transformation with an 
IUH matrix. 

The proof is simple. Let ( p) be an eigenvector of R (2) 

where a can be made real. Then the required involutional 
matrix Y is given by 

(a /3_*a)' Y = (a 2 + 1/312) - 112 ..; (3.10) 

where /3 * is the complex conjugate of /3. Q.E.D. 
Before ending this section we shall go back to the prob

lem of transforming a matrix B into its complement 
B / = (A I + ,1,2) I-B. This problem is interesting since 
TBB , = ° by definition. When Band B / are equivalent and 
Al *,1,2' we have n l = n2 = m so that they are matrices of 
order 2m X 2m. Let us assume further that B is a Q (2m) type 
matrix. Then there exists an involutional matrix YBA which 
brings B into a standard diagonal matrix A B equivalent to B. 
Likewise there exists YB 'A' which brings B I into A B' • It is 
obvious that an involutional matrix J = (~ ~) brings AB 
into A B' • Therefore, there exists an involutional matrix Y 
= YBA JYB'A' which brings B into B /. When B is involu-

tional, B I = - B, so that Y given above satisfies 
YB + BY = 0, i.e., there exists an involutional matrix Y 
which anticommutes with a given involutional matrix B pro
vided that B is a Q(2m) type (cf. Pauli's fundaml1Jltal theo
rem 7 on Dirac's y matrices). 

We shall make one additional remark on the involu
tional matrix YQ defined by (3.8). It is obvious that YQ di
verges as Al -,1,2 while Y~ = 1. It can, however, be shown 
that Q (2m) with two equal characteristics roots can be trans
formed into a triangular form by an involutional matrix with 
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a mild condition that be = el*O. In fact, the following invo
lutional matrix, 

[ 
1 Y -I 

.=£ (-e)-I!2c 

(1 - £2)( - e) - l!2b] 
(3.11) 

-I 

with an arbitrary parameter £(*0) brings Q(2m) with 
Al = ,1,2 into a triangular form (cf. Corollary to Theorem 4) 

Y Q(2m) Y = 2 

[ 

l(a + d)1 

• E ° ci 1 
!(a + d)1 . 

(3.12) 

4. DIAGONALIZATION OF INVARIANT MATRICES. 

We shall extend the theorems developed in Sec. 3 
through a matrix representation of the group of the general 
homogeneous linear transformation in n dimensions, G L(n). 
For this purpose, it seems best to use the particular represen
tation S (R (n» of a matrix R (n)EGL(n) introduced in I, for a 
variety of the symmetry properties of R (n) are directly re
flected in S (R (n». This representation gives an invariant ma
trix 12 S (R (n» of R (n) in the sense that the elements of S (R (n» 
are polynomials in the elements of R (n). For definiteness, we 
shall describe the representation. 

Let Ifv (r); v = 1, 2 .. p J be a set oflinearly independent 
functions of a vector r = (XI ,x2 ""x II ) in n dimensions. A 
representation S (R (n» is defined by 

Iv(R (n)r) = f S (R (n»"11 II' (r). (4.1) 
I'~I 

It should be noted that the conventional representation due 
to Wigner 16 is the inverse transpose of the above representa
tion. We takelv (r) as the qth degree monomials 

!:,(r) = IT X~'/(Vi!)1/2, VI + V 2 + ... + Vn = q, (4.2) 
i= I 

where V stands for the set [VI 'V2 "",VII; i Vi = q J. By 
i= I 

definition S (R (II» is an invariant matrix of R (II) and the di-

mension of representation p is given by C + : - } When 

n = 2, p = q + 1. To label the matrix we choose the order of 
V in the decreasing order, regarding vas a single number 
with n decimal points, i.e., V = (VI 'V2 ,. .. ,vlI ). Then, when 
q = 1, the invariant matrix S (R (II» coincides with R (II). 

It has been shown 1.3 that when R (II) is a triangular ma
trix, S (R (II» is also triangular in shape similar to R (II). Based 
on this theorem one can calculate the eigenvalues of S (R (n» 
simply by transforming R (n) into a triangular form by a suit
able unitary transformation. I Let Tbe the transformation 
matrix which brings R (II) into a triangular matrix R ~") via a 
similarity transformation. Then we have for their 
representations, 

S(T) - IS(R (n»S(T) = S(R ~n» (4.3) 

where S (R ~"» is triangular, similar in shape to R ~n). Ac
cording to Theorem 3, when R ~") is a Q (2m) type matrix with 
A I *,1,2' it can be diagonalized by an involutional matrix Y Q 

so that 
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S(YQ)S(Q(2m»s(yQ) = S(A Q), n = 2m (4.4) 

where A Q and S (A Q) are diagonal matrices, and S (Y Q) is 
involutional, S (Y Q)2 = /. This means that S (Q (2m» is also 
diagonalized by an involutional transformation. In a special 
casewhenR = R (2)EGL(2),S(R )EGL(q + 1) whereqis the 
degree of the polynomial basis. From Theorem 2 of I, it can 
easily be shown that 

S(R) = S(R), S(R *) = S(R )*, (4.5) 

where Rand R * are the transpose and the complex conjugate 
of R, respectively. From (4.5) and the fact that S (R ) is a 
representation of R, we can state that if R is real, symmetric, 
normal, Hermitian, unitary, triangular, or diagonal, then so 
isS (R ). Combining this result with the corollary to Theorem 
4, wecanstatethatS(R )foranyREGL(2) can be brought into 
a triangular form by a similarity transformation with an IUH 
(involutional, unitary, and Hermitian) matrix. 

The explicit form of S (R (n» has been given by the au
thor for n = 2 in I and by Santhanam et al., for n = 3. 

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES FOR Q(2m) 

We have shown some important applications of the pre
sent formalism of involutional transformations on the rela
tivistic theory of an electron in the end of Sec. 2 and on the 
representative theory ofGL(n) in Sec. 3. In this section we 
shall apply the involutional transformations of Q (2m) type 
matrices for the diagonalizationsofthe Hamiltonians which 
are quadratic in the "particle" creation and annihilation op
erators in solid state physics. 13 It is well known that such 
diagonalizations require non unitary transformations owing 
to the fact that the particle operators are not Hermitian. 
Through typical examples we shall show that such nonuni
tary transformations may be characterized by involutional 
transformations. 

The examples considered are the Bogoliubov Hamil
tonian which describes the phonon field in a superfluid or a 
magnon field 14 and the Hopfield Hamiltonian 15 which de
scribes the polariton-photon field. In actual calculations it 
seems best to diagonalize the matrix which describes the 
equation of motion of the particle operators in the field, since 
it contains only commuting operators. 

A. The Bogoliubov Hamiltonian 14 

H = I!s(k 2)(at ak + -!) + -!t(k 2)(a~ _ k + a ~ kat) 

k (5.1) 

wheres(k 2) and t (k 2) are scalar functions, at andak are the 
creation and annihilation operators which satisfy the com
mutation relations [ak' a/] = t)k/' The problem is to find a 
suitable linear combination a k of ak and a ~ k which reduces 
H into the canonical form 

H = LE(k 2)(ak+ a k + 1); [ak, at] = 1. (5.2) 
k 

The equation of motion is 

i[a:~J=R(2)[a:~J R(2)= [_; t_J, (5.3) 
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where for simplicity the k 2 dependence of the matrix ele
ments are suppressed and fz = 1. It is evident that R (2) is an 
involutional matrix with eigenvalues ± E, 

E = (S2 - t 2)112 > O. (5.4) 

Accordingly, it can be diagonalized via an involutional 
transformation: 

Y~) = [ u v ] 
-v -u' 

(5.5) 

where use has been made of (3.7) and 

u = [(s + E)/2E] 112, V = [(s - E)/2E] 112; u2 - v2 = 1. 
(5.5') 

It is noted that u and v satisfy a strange normalization condi
tion which, however, is simply due to det Y~) = - 1 (cf 
3.8'). 

The required linear combination a k is given by Y~) as 
follows: 

(5.6) 

where ql and q2 are scaling factors to be determined by the 
commutation relation, [a k , a k+] = 1. Withql = 1, 
q2 = - 1, the above linear combination reduce to 

a k =uak +va~k or ak =uak -va~k' (5.7) 

B. The polariton-photon Hamiltonian by Hopfleld 14 

H = I!f(k 2)(ak+ ak + -!) + g(k 2)(b k+ bk +!) 
k 

- ih (k 2)(a/ bk - akb k+ 

- akb _ k + ak+ b ~ k»), (5.8) 

wheref(k 2), g(k 2), h (k 2) are scalar functions of k 2;ak, a/ 
and bk , 

b / are two independent sets of Bose operators coupled 
through h (k 2). The polarization dependence of these opera
tors is suppressed for simplicity. The equation of motion is 

[ 

ak [ a

k 1 a+ a+ 
i - k = R (4) - k R (4) 

Ok bk ' 

O~k b~k 
f 0 

R(4)= 
0 -f 

- ih ih 

ih -ih 

ih 

ih 

g 

0 

ih ] ih 
o ' 
-g 

(5.9) 

where we have suppressed the k 2 dependence off, g, and h. 
The matrix R (4) is traceless but it is not involutional. 

The characteristic equation is given by 

[R (4)]4 - (/2 + gZ)[R (4)]2 + (/2 gZ _ 4fgh 2)/ = 0, 

(5.10) 

which has four distinct roots ± EI and ± E2 • To use the 
theorems introduced in the foregoing sections, we regard it 
as the quadratic equation for [R (4)] 2, which is a Q(4) type 
defined in Theorem 3. 
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[R(4)]2= [PI IT ],r= [ f+ g 
- iT g21 - f+ g 

f- g ] 
-f-g' 

(5.10') 

where r is obviously a 2 X 2 involutional matrix. Thus, from 
Theorem 3, [R (4)]2 can be diagonalized by an involutional 
transformation as follows: 

(5.11) 

where the explicit form of Z (4) can be written down immedi
ately from (3.8). The above equation means thatZ(4)R (4)Z(4) 

is a direct sum of two involutional matrices of order 2 X 2, 

Z (4)R (4)Z (4) = 1 • 
[
R (2) 0] 
o R i2) , 

(5.12) 

where R ~~) have forms similar to R (2) of (S.3) and hence can 
be diagonalized likewise; y;2)R ;~)Y;~) = diag (E", - E,,), 
v = 1,2. The overall transformation W which diagonalizes 
R (4) via 

(S.13) 

is given by a product of two involutional matrices, 

W = y(4)Z (4); y(4) _ [ yi
2

) 0 ] (S.13') 
- 0 y(2)' 

2 

with W - I = Z(4)Y(4). The transformation of the particle 
operators is given by 

(S.14) 
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which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in the form, 

H = II E1(k 2)(a/ ak + ~) + E2(k 2)({3 / {3k + ~»). 
k 

(S.lS) 
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A general formalism is given to construct a transformation matrix which connects two matrices 
A and B of order n X n satisfying any given polynomial equation of degree r, p (r)(x) = 0; r :=:; n . 
The transformation matrix TAB is explicitly given by a polynomial of degree (r - I) in A and B 
based on p (r)(x). A special case where B is a diagonal matrix A equivalent to A leads to the 
general theory of matrix diagonalizations with the transformation matrix TAli> which can be made 
nonsingular with a proper choice of A. In another special case where B is a constant matrix with 
the constant being a simple root Av of p (r)(x), the transformation matrix TAB reduces to the 
idempotent matrix Py belonging to the eigenvalue Av of A. Based on the relation which exists 
between TAA and Py , one can construct a transformation matrix U which is more effective than 
TAA and becomes unitary when A is Hermitian. Illustrative examples of the formalism are given 
for the problem of angular momentum coupling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous work I (which will be referred as I), the 
author has developed a theory of matrix transformation 
which connects two equivalent matrices of any order satisfy
ing a quadratic equation. It has been shown that the involu
tional transformations play fundamental roles in transform
ing matrices frequently encountered in physics; for example, 
Dirac's Hamiltonian in the relativistic theory of an electron 
and the field Hamiltonian in solid state physices. In the pre
sent work we shall develop a general theory of constructing a 
transformation matrix TAB which connects any two matri
ces A and B of order n X n via A TAB = BTAB, provided that 
A and B satisfy any given polynomial equation p (r)(x) = 0 of 
degree r<,n. The matrix TAB will be given explicitly by a 
polynomial of (r - I) degree in A and B (Theorem I). Here
after, we shall call TAB the characteristic transformation 
matrix of A to B. 

The present formalism contains the method of the 
idempotent matrix 2,3 (or the projection operator method) 
for constructing eigenfunctions of the matrix A as a special 
case where B is a constant matrix satisfying the reduced 
characteristic equation of A. The earliest work in this line is 
known as the Liverrier's method in Faddeev's modification 
in computational methods oflinear algebra. 2 

The most important special case of the present formal
ism occurs when the reduced characteristic equation of A 
has no multiple roots. In this case, A is diagonalizable by 
similarity transformation. Let B be a diagonal matrix A 
equivalent to A. Then it will be shown that there exists a 
nonsingular characteristic transformation matrix TAA with 
a proper choice of A (Theorem 2). This then provides a gen
eral theory of matrix diagonalizations (Sec. 3). 

Based on the fundamental theorems of matrix transfor
mation given in Sec. 2 and 3, the mathematical properties of 
~e characteristic transformation matrices T=TAA and 
T TAA will be discus~ed in Sec. 3. One of the most impor
tant properties is that TT is expressed by a direct sum of 

submatrices which are common to T and f. Based on this 
property we shall construct a new transformation matrix U 
which is more convenient than Tor f and becomes unitary 
when A is Hermitian (Sec. 4). 

In Sec. 5, we shall give some very simple illustrative 
examples for the present formalism on the matrix diagonali
zations. The examples chosen are concerned with the cou
pling coefficients for angular momentum wave functions. 
These are chosen primarily because the eigenvalues of the 
resultant angular momentums are known separately from 
the vector addition theorem. For purposes of comparison, 
some of the examples are taken from those introduced pre
viously by L6wdin 3 in his work on the projection operator 
method applied to the angular momentum wave functions. 

The present formalism of matrix transformations be
comes more effective when the degree of the reduced charac
teristic equation is lower irrespective of the multiplicities of 
the characteristic roots. 

2. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS 

Before introducing the basic theorems we shall give 
some preparations. Let A be a matrix of order n X n which 
satisfies a monic polynomial equation of degree r (<,n), 

lr)(x) = xr + c1xr - 1+ ... + C
r 
= 0, (2.1) 

with constant coefficients. From these coefficients we define 
a k th degree polynomial by 

X(k)=Xk+CIXk-l+"'+Ck' k=O, I, ... , r. (2.1') 

Then, x (r) = p (r)(x) so that A (r) = p (r)(A ) = O. Let M (n 
X n, p (Y)(x») be a set of n X n matrices, every member of 
which satisfies lr)(x) = O. Then, we can write for the matrix 
A 

A EM (n X n, p (Y)(x»). (2.2) 

When p (r)(x) = 0 is the equation of the least degree 
satisfied by the matrix A, itis called the reduced characteris
tic equation of A. To avoid confusion, the characteristic 
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polynomial of A given by the secular determinant is denoted 
by 

D (n)(x) = det [xl - A ], (2.2') 

where lis the n X n unit matrix. The multiplicity ofa rootA v 

of this equation is called the degeneracy of the eigenvalue Av 
of A. With these preparations we state the basic theorem of 
matrix transformations: 

Theorem l:LetA,BEM(n X n,p(l}(x»withp(l}(x) of 
(2.1). Then A and B are connected via 

ATAB = TABB, 

with TAB given by 

(2.3) 

r-I r-I 
TAB = L Ar-1-kB(k)= L A(k)B r- 1 - k, (2.4) 

k~O k~O 

where A (k) and B (k) are the k th degree polynomials defined 
by (2.1'). If TAB is nonsingular, then the matrices A andB are 
equivalent. 

The proof is elementary. The second equality of (2.4) is 
an identity which follows from the definition of X(k) and the 
rearrangement of the summations. Equation (2.3) follows 
from A (r) = B (r) and the recursion formula, 

X(k) = XX(k - I) + c~; k = 1,2 .... ,r - 1. 

x (0) =1. 

where x stands for A and B. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that the above theorem can be gener

alized by replacing the assumption A (r) = B (r) = ° by 
A (r) = B (rl, since only the latter condition is needed for the 
proof. This generalization may be useful when r is small. 
However, we shall not consider this generalization any fur
ther in the present work. 

It is obvious that if A and B are not equivalent then TAB 
is singular and also that the equivalence of A and B does not 
guarantee that TAB is nonsingular. We may call TAB the 
characteristic transformation matrix of A to B which mayor 
may not be singular. It should be noted that TAB =/:::-TBA in 
general except when A and B commute or r = 2. For the 
latter case 

(2.5) 

where A 1 and ,,1,2 are the characteristic roots of A (B). This 
simple special case has many important applications which 
have been extensively discussed in the previous work. 1 

From (2.3) We can show that the product TAB TBA com
mutes with A since 

(2.6) 

If A and B are Hermitian. we have TAB = Tit where Tit is 
the Hermitian conjugate of TBA so that TAB TBA is positive 
semidefinite. 

The more general transformation matrix VAB which 
connects A to B through 

AVAB = VA~ (2.7) 

is given by 

VAB = FA TAB = TA~B' (2.7') 

where FA (FB )isa function of A (B). In practical applications 
it is often useful to introduce the special case where FA = A. 
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FB =B. Then, 
r- 1 

VAB =ATAB = TA~ = - cr + L AAk _ IB(r- k) 
k ~ I 

r-I 
= _cr+ L A(r-k)Bk_1B, 

k~1 

which becomes, I for r = 2, 

VAB = AB - ,,1,1,,1,2/. 

(2.8) 

(2.8') 

It is most desirable to give some simple criteria for the 
existence of a nonsingular characteristic transformation ma
trix TAB' We have established such a criterion in a simple 
special case where A, B, and TB are involutional in the pre
vious work I. We shall also establish it for the most impor
tant special case of a matrix diagonalization in Sec. 3. How
ever, even if TAB is singular, Theorem 1 can provide very 
significant consequences in some cases. A typical example is 
the case where TAB becomes an indempotent matrix with B 
being a constant matrix. We shall now discuss this special 
case. 

A. Idempotent matrix 

LetA,BEM(n X n,p<rl(x» andA 1 ,A 2 , ... ,Ar be the 
roots of the polynomial p (r)(x), of which some of the roots 
could be equal. Then, if B is a constant matrix equal to AJ 
where Av is one of the characteristic roots of A, it can be 
shown that the characteristic transformation matrix TAB 
equals the quotient ofp (r)(x) and (A - AJ), namely, 

r 

TAB = n (A -Aal), B =AJ. (2.9) 
cry'cv 

Ifwe asume further thatp<rl(x) is the reduced characteristic 
polynomial of A, andAv is its simple root, then TAB becomes 
proportional to the idempotent matrix P v belonging to the 
eigenvalue Av of A defined by 

Pv = Xv-I IT (A - A,J), XV = IT (Av - ,,1,(7)=/:::-0. (2.10) 
~v ~" 

Let the degeneracy ofthe eigenvalue Av be n". Then, there 
exist nv and only nv linearly independent columns (rows) in 
Pv which provide all the eigenvectors of A belonging to the 
eigenvalue "lv, since the rank of P v is nv' which can be seen 
easily from Jordan's canonical from of P v (see also 3.8). The 
calculation of these eigenvectors is facilitated by the follow
ing formula. 

P,. = X: 1 IT (A - Aal), Xv = IT (Av - ,,1,(7)=/:::-0. (2.10) 
~v ~v 

where use has been made of (2.4), (2.9) and (2.10). If all the 
roots of the reduced characteristic polynomialp(r)(x) are dis
tinct, then we have the orthogonality and the closure 
relations 

r 

PVPI" = DVI"Pv' L Pv=l, v,,u=1,2 ..... r, (2.11) 
v~l 

where Dv!,- is Kronecker's delata. In particular, when n = r 
and p< r) (x ) becomes the characteristic polynomial D (n)(x) of 
A, and we have a set of convenient recursion formulas. 
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A (k) = AA (k - I) + CJ, C
k 

= _ k - ItrAA (k - I), 

k = 1,2,···,n, (2.12) 

where tr .'. denotes the trace. The set ofEq. (2.10') and (2.12) 
constitute Liverrier's method in Faddeev's modification 2 

for calculating the eigenvectors of A. 

3. THEORY OF MATRIX DIAGONALIZATIONS 

We shall now develop a general theory of matrix dia
gonalizations based on Theorem 1. The condition for a ma
trix A to be diagonalized by a similarity transformation is 
that the reduced characteristic equation of A has no multiple 
roots. This condition may be expressed as follows: 

A EM(n X n,p[r1(x» 

where plrl(x) denotes a polynomial of degree r with all dis
tinct roots. With this preparation we state the basic theorem 
for matrix diagonalizations. 

Theorem 2: Let A EM (n X n, lr)(x» and A be a diag
onal matrix equivalent to A. Then, there exists at least one 
diagonal matrix A which makes the characteristic transfor
mation matrices T TAA and/or T TAA nonsingular, so 
that 

T-IAT=A, and/or TAT- I =A. (3.1) 

The proof of this theorem is somewhat involved. Before 
proceeding with the proof we shall give some preparations. 
From (2.4), the explicit forms of T and T are give by 

r-l r-l 
T = TAA = I A r -- I - kA (k) = I A (k)A r - I - k 

k~O k=O 

(3.2) 
r-I r-I 

T=TAA = I Ar-I-kA(k)= L A(k)A r - I -- k 

k=O k=O 

In a special case where r = 2, we have 

T = T = A + A - (A I + A2 )1, (3.3) 

which has been extensively studied in the previous work I. 
Hereafter, we shall call T and T the characteristic transfor
mation matrices of A even if they are singular. It is obvious 
that the column (row) vectors are eigenvectors of A even if 
T(T) is singular, unless they are null vectors. 

Now a diagonal matrix A equivalent to A is character
ized by a sequence of the whole set ofn characteristic roots of 
A. Let the distinct characteristic roots of A be A I , A 2' .,. , A r 

and their respective degeneracies be n I ' n2 , ••• nr • Then 
n l + n2 + ... + nr = n. The matrix elements of A may be ex
pressed by 

A" = Al'=g(s)O" v = 1,2,.··,r s,t = 1,2,.··,n (3.4) 

where OS! is the Kronecker delta and v = g(s) defines the 
sequence ofthe characteristic roots on the principal diagonal 
of A. The inverse g - I( v) is a multivalued function of v 
which gives the n v indices of the columns or the rows belong
ing to At .. It is obvious that the intersection of two sets of 
indices belonging to two different roots Al' and A,i are null, 

g - I(V)ng - \v') = 0, for v::;;i=v'. (3.5) 

This simple and obvious property plays an important role in 
the proof. If a sequence v = g(s) is such that the equal roots 
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are placed on the consecutive positions, then the correspond
ing A is called a standard form of A. 

Now, let us denote theph column (row) vectors of any 
matrix Mby M. j (MF ). Then we can state that T.j (ij.) 
belongs to the eigenvalueAl' of A if v = g(j). Moreover, from 
(2.10') and (3.2) we have 

T·)=X"[P,,l-J. 1). =X,,[PvL·; v=g(J) j= 1,2,,··n, 
(3.6) 

which are the crucial relations for the proof of the existence 
of a nonsingular T(T). One has to show that all the n col
umns (rows) of T.) (1).) can be made linearly independent 
with a proper choice of the sequence v = g(J). 

By assumption, there exists a nonsingular matrix G 
which diagonalizes A. Then G also diagonalizes P v' 

G - IPvG = D" v = 1,2,.··,r, (3.7) 

where Dl' is a diagonal matrix which has nl' unit elements, 

[Dl'lij = 8,',h(I)8ij' (3.8) 

with v = h (i) which defines the sequence of Al' in the diag
onal matrix D = G - lAG. Substitution of Pl' = GDl'G - I 

into the first of (3.6) yields 

T' j = Xv I G'k [G - I Lj ; jEg- I(V), (3.9) 
kEh '(v) 

where G' k is the k th column vector of G. 
Since Gis nonsingular, all the column vectors G' k are 

linearly independent. Hence, if the nl' X nl' coefficient ma
trix..1 (v) of (3.9) with elements. 

..11;)= [G-1]k); kEh-l(v), jEg-I(V), (3.10) 

is nonsingular then the n,. column vector T.) ,jEg - I(V), are 
linearly independent. Now, det [..1 (v)] is nothing but a minor 
of det[ G - I]. Thus, if we apply the Laplace theorem on ex
pansion of a determinant to det [G - I] with respect to nv 
columns given by h - I(V) changing v successively from 
v = 1 to v = r, we must have at least one set of nonvanishing 
minors such that 

IT det[..1 (\,)]::;;i=0, (3.11 ) 
1/=1 

with conditions 

h -1(V)nh - I(V') = 0, g-I(V)ng- I(V') = 0, for v::;;i=v'. 
(3.12) 

This means that there exists at least one sequence v = g(j) of 
Av defining A which makes T nonsingular for a given se
quence v = h (k ). 

An analogous proof holds for T. In fact, the row vector 
Ti • is given by 

Ti·=Xv I Gik[G-I]k" iEg-I(V), (3.13) 
keh '(v) 

proceeding as before we can find a set of non vanishing mi
nors of det[G] which determines a sequence v = g'(i) of A,. 
defining A which makes Tnonsingular. Q.E.D. 

It is noted that the proper sequence v = g(i) and 
v = g'(i) for Tand Trespectively need not be the same except 
for r = 2 unless there exists a certain symmetry in A. In most 
cases, however, one can find such a sequence for which both 
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T and Tare nonsingular. The number of ways defining 
v = g(l) which makes Tnonsingular is in anywhere between 
1 and n!/(nl!n2!'''' n). The minimum number occurs in the 
exceptional case where A is triangular. In this case the trans
formation matrix Tand T are also triangular similar in shape 
to that of A, and the diagonal elements of T and T are given 
by 

r 

T" = Tss = L (Ass - Au); s = 1,2,· .. ,r, (3.14) 
a*g(s) 

where g(s) describes the assumed sequence of the character
istic roots in A (see 4.2). Thus, to obtain nonsingular T(f) 
one must take A equal to the diagonal part of A, i.e., 

Ass = Ag(s)' 

It is noted here that an alternate form of T(T) is of 
interest which has the form analogous to the indempotent 
matrix Pv ' Let ()be a cyclic permutation of A I ,A,2"",A,r on the 
principal diagonal of A; 

(3.15) 

We apply () on A repeatedly to generate a set of diagonal 
matrices A i by 

A =Al,A2,=()Al, .. ·,Ar=()Ar~I' (3.16) 

Then using the relation between the coefficients and the 
roots of p[r1(x) = ° we can show that 

h r 

plrJ(A) = OAA II (A - AJ = 0AA II (A - AJ = 0, 
i= 1 i= 1 

(3.17) 

where 0 AA and 0 AA are operators which order the products 
of A and A in the orders written in the subscripts; for 
example, 

OAA(A -Al)(A -A2) =A 2 -A (AI +A2) +A lA 2, 

(3.18) 

OAAA -AI)(A -A2) =A 2 - (AI +A2)A +AIA z , 

Then, (3.17) gives 
r 

T= OAA II (A -A), 
i~ 2 

r 

T= OAA II (A -A), 
i~ 2 

(3.19) 

which satisfy AT = TA and TA = A T, respectively. We can 
easily show that these satisfy the expansion formula of T and 
T given by (3.2). 

When we have found a proper sequence of Av in A 
which makes T (T) nonsingular it is al ways possible to reduce 
A into a standard form where the equal roots are placed in 
the consecutive positions by unitary transformation of A and 
A which is merely a simultaneous renumbering of the col
umns and the rows of A and A. Hereafter, we shall assume 
such a renumbering has been performed so that the proper A 
takes a standard form unless otherwise specified. As one can 
see in the practical applications, a standard sequence is fre
quently a proper sequence for a given matrix A without any 
simultaneous renumbering. 

4. THE BASIC PROPERTIES OF T AND t 
We shall discuss the basic properties of the characteris

tic transformation matrices T and T which stem from their 
relations with the idempotent matrices given by (3.6). Then, 
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these properites will be used in Sec. 5 to construct a new 
transformation matrix U which is more effective then T(T) 
in the sense that its inverse is written down immediately and 
it becomes unitary when A is Hermitian. Let v = g(j) be any 
sequence of Av in A equivalent to the matrix A EM (n X n, 
p[r1(x». Then from (3.6) we have 

~ {O, for g(i):i=g(j), 
[TTJ= , 

Ij X J&V), for v = g(i) = g(j) 
(4.1) 

where T(v) is a nv X nv submatrix common to T and T 
T);) = Tij = Tij; i,jEg ~ lev). (4.2) 

These are remarkable properties of T and T. If we assume a 
standard form for A, we can express it in the form of a direct 
sum: 

A = Al II ffiA212 ffi ••• ffiA r Ir , (4.3) 

wherelv isthen v X nv unit matrix. Then TTand TATaiso 
take the forms of direct sums: 

TT=XIT(I)ffiXIT(2)ffi'''XrT(r), (4.4) 

TAT = AtXlT(I) ffiAzX2T(2) ffi '" ffiArXrT(r). (4.5) 

These equations suggest an alternate method of diagonaliz
ing the matrix A when both Tand Tare nonsingular. We 
may re~gard X v T ij) as the scalar products of two sets of vec
tors { Ti.j and { T.j J belonging to Av of A. Then the mutual 
orthogonalization of these two vector sets leads to the de
sired diagonalization of A (see Sec. 5). 

From (4.4) we have for the determinant of TT 

detfT = IT x:'detT(v). (4.6) 
v=l 

Th us, if both T and Tare nonsingular, then all T (v), 

V = 1,2, ... r, are nonsingular and vice versa. If one of T(v) is 
singular, at least one of Tand Tmustbe sing~lar. In a special 
case where one of T(v) is a null matrix and Tis nonsingular, 
then all the column vectors of Tbelonging to the eigenvalue 
Av are also null, because 

i T.kTkj=O, for alljEg-I(v). (4.7) 
k~O 

Hereafter, we shall assume that all T(v) are nonsingular un
less otherwise specified. 

If the matrix A is Hermitian, then T = T + and TT 
becomes positive definite. Hence, the following quadratic 
forms with respect to asetofcomplex variables !xiEg - I (v) j 
for each v becomes positive definite, 

n 2 

Xv L xr T~;) Xj = L I L Tki Xii >0, (4.8) 
iJEg ,<V) k ~ I . 

where xr is the complex conjugate of Xi and the number of 
the variables Xi is arbitrary as long as the indices i belong to 
g - I(V). Consequently, all the principal minors o/Xv T(v) are 
positive; for example, the signs of all diagonal elements of 
T(v) are given by the sign of X v: 

XvT~;)= L ITik I2 >0, v= 1,2,.··,r. (4.9) 
k 

If anyone of the diagonal elements, Tii is zero, then T be
comes singular and the ith column and row become null. 
These properties, which come from (4.8), will be used to 
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diagonalize T(v) by the Gaussian elimination procedure dis
cussed in Sec. 5. 

5. CONSTRUCTION OF A TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
U 

It has been shown by (4.4) and (4.5) in Sec. 4 that the 
complete diagonalization of the matrix A can be achieved by 
reducing each submatrix Xv T(v) of order nv X nv into the 
unit nv X ny matrix. Obviously, the present formalism can 
be used for this. However, it is more effective to use the 
method of successive elimination since X v Tij) ~an be regard
ed as the scalar products of two vector sets {T;. J and (T.j J 
according to (4.4). The method is based on the well known 
Gaussian procedure, which transforms a square matrix T(Y) 

into a triangular form by another triangular matrix of the 
opposite shape. It serves as an effective algorithm for the 
Schmidt orthogonalization process. Previously, Lowdin 3 

used the elimination method in his well known work of the 
projection operator method in constructing an orthogonal 
set of angular momentum eigenfunctions, where he has 
based his argument on the idempotent nature of the projec
tion operator and the "turn over rule" of the Hermitian 
character of the operator. We shall see that the present meth
od is free from all these assumptions. 

Let us introduce two nonsingular matrices cry) and 
C(,·) of order ny X nv and diagonalize T(v) via C(v)T(v)C(v). 

To this end, we put 

(5.1) 

Then, we require sty) to be, say, a lower triangular form 
assuming an upper triangular form with unit diagonal ele
ments for C<'·). Likewise, we require sty) to be upper triangu
lar assuming a lower triangular form with unit diagonal ele
ments for cry). It is well known that there exists a unique 
solution for each pair of (S(Y>' C(v)J and (sty) ,C(v)J,ifT(v) 

satisfies the condition that a certain number of the principal 
minors of T(v) are nonvanishing. This condition will be dis
cussed later by (5.12). From (5.1) we have 

(5.2) 

which is diagonal, since the second equality means that the 
product of upper triangular matrices is equal to the product 
of lower triangular matrices; 

[ C(")T(v)C(V)] .. = 0 S(") = 0 sty). i J' ~a - l(V) (5.3) 
I) IJ II IJ lI' t ''-0 . 

It is obvious that the above argument holds if we interchange 
all the upper and lower triangular forms. 

When A is Hermitian, T(") is also Hermitian so that it is 
only necessary to construct one of S(v) and sty) since 

S(") = [S(v)] +, C(v) = [C(v)] +. 

N ow we define a pair of transformation matrices of or
der n X n by 

S= TC, S= CT, (5.4) 

where C and C are direct sums of cry) and crY), 

C= t EflC("l, C= t EflC(vl . (5.5) 
1'=-1 v= 1 

Then Sand S coincide with sty) andS(v) respectively in each 
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degenerate subspace of Av ' and 

I SiI~kJ = DijXg(JPi;; ij = 1,2, .. ·,n, 
k 

(5.6) 

where use has been made of (4.4) and (5.3)-(5.5), andxg(;) 

means X v with v = g(j). 
Finally, the required transformation matrix U which 

diagonalizes A via U - IA U = A is given by 

with 

N j - 2 = Xg(j) Sjj *0, [U - 1 L = Uii = 1!(N;Xg(I) 

ij = 1,2,.··,n. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Here it is essential for the existence of U that Sjj *0 for all). 
As will be shown in (5.12), this condition is equivalent to the 
condition that the Gaussian elimination procedure assumed 
in (5.1) is valid. It is also noted that the argument of each 
normalization constant Aj has to be assigned appropriately, 
once for each index. If necessary, one may avoid this arbi
trariness using S - 1 given by 

[S-I]ij=N7Sij (5.9) 

instead of U - I. In a special case when there exist no degen
eracies in the eigenvalues of A, we have S = T and S = T so 
that 

Uij=TuNJ' [U-1]ij=Niij; N j -
2 =Xg(j)Tjj; 

i.j= 1,2,···,n. (5.10) 

Finally, when A is Hermitian, Ubecomes unitary and 

N J- 2 = Xg(j~Jj>O, (5.11) 

which follows from (5.6) since S = S + . 

Now we shall discuss the condition that the Gaussian 
elimination procedure assumed by (5.1) is valid. To this end, 
we first note that the diagonal elements S ~;) of(5.6) are relat
ed to the determinants of the leading submatrices of T(v) by 

a n = S~y~t,a+t =det[Tij); i,j=a+ 1,a+2, ... ,a+q] 
t= I 

q = 1,2,. .. ,nv , (5.12) 

where we have assumed for definiteness that sty) is lower 
triangular and a is the minimum index of the columns and 
rows of Tfor T(v). It is well known that the Gaussian elimi
nation procedure assumed by (5.1) is possible on condition 2 

that all the determinants on the right hand side of (5.12) for 
q = 1,2,.··, n" are nonvanishing. We have already shown by 
(4.8) that this condition holds when the matrix A is Hermi
tian. In the general case, we have shown by (4.6) only that 
det T(v)*O for all v with the assumption that both T and T 
are nonsingular. Accordingly, in order to satisfy the above 
condition it may be necessary to renumber the columns and 
rows of A and Tin each degenerate subspace where the num
bering has so far been arbitrary. If the renumbering does not 
work we simply take 

cry) = [X,T(v)] - I, C(v)=! 
v (5.13) 

in (5.1). Then S = Tand S = T - I from (4.4), (5.4) and 
(5.5). 

Frequently, we encounter the problem of simultaneous 
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transformation of a matrix H which commutes with the ma
trix A EM (n X n, p [,lex»~. Then, we have the following 
generalizationof (4.5), 

for g(l)=I=g(J), 

for v = get) = g(J). 
(5.14) 

In terms of the transformation matrix U, these equations 
give 

[ U ~ WU ] ij = 0, for g(l)=I=g(J), 

[U ~ WU]ij = (l/U,J L L C~I/Hkk' Uk'j (5.15) 
k<i k'>j 

= (l/U.ii) L L [U~I]jkHkk,C~Vj, for i,jEq~I(V), 
k> i k' <j 

where for definiteness it is assumed that in the subspace of 
Av' C(v) and U are lower triangular and C(v) and U ~ I are 
upper triangular. From (5, 15) one can seen that the off-diag
onal elements of RHS of (5, 15) do not contain any diagonal 
elements of H. This is important since it prevents the off
diagonal elements from becoming large. It was L6wdin 3 

who first recognized a result analogous to this in his work on 
the projection operator method. The present treatment is 
more general and explicit. 

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

In order to give some illustrations of the present formal
ism we shall discuss some very simple examples, In the actu
al calculation of the transformation matrix Tor T, one may 
simplify the calculation by using the fact that any similarity 
transformation which diagonalizes a matrix A EM (n X n, 
p ['](x» also diagonalizes its linear transform, 

A-aA +bl, (6.1) 

where a and b are constants and a=l=0. It can be easily shown 
that the matrix U given by Eq. (5,7) is invariant for this linear 
mapping while the matrix T (1') is mapped into a' ~ IT (1') 
where r is the degree of the reduced characteristic equation. 
Hereafter, we shall freely use such a linear mapping. 

The examples chosen here are concerned with the cou
pling coefficients of the total angular momentum wave func
tions, for which the eigenvalues are known from the vector 
addition theorem, For purposes of comparison, some of the 
examples are taken from those previously introduced by 
L6wdin 3 in his well known work on the projection operator 
method. 

We shall use a standard set of notations: Land S are 
orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively, and 
J = L + S. Their ladder operators are defined by 
M ± = Mx ± lMy where M stands for J, L, and S. 

A. A spin system 3 

Consider the total spin of a four electron system with 
Sz = I, Let a and /3 be the elementary spinors, Then the 
basis of representation is given by 

¢I = aaa/3 ¢2 = aa/3a ¢3 = aa/3a ¢4 = /3aaa, (6.2) 

where the particle coordinates in order are suppressed, The 
allowed total spin quantum numbers are S = I and 2 with 
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degeneracies 3 and I, respectively. To construct the eigen
functions of S 2, we shall take the matrix representation of 
II S ~ S + II given by the basis of (6.2) as the matrix A: 

I 1 

(6.3) !] 
The relations between the total spin quantum number 

S, Av' the eigenvalues of A, nv , the degeneracies, and X v of 
(2.10) are given by 

S Av nv 
v=l 1 ° 3 
v=1 2 4 I 

Xv 
-4. 

4 

The reduced characteristic equation of A is 

A 2 - 4A = 0, 

Choosing the following standard form for the diagonal 
matrix, 

A = diag[0,0,0,4], 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

we can immediately write down the transformation matrices 
T and Tusing (3,3), 

T= T=A +A - 41 = [~C~:3u~:3.:] 
1 1 1 ~ 1 

(6,7) 

One can easily see from this result that Tis nonsingular for 
any sequence of the characteristic roots in A. The subma
trices T(l) and T(2) corresponding tOA I andA 2 are shown by 
the dotted lines in (6.7). They are symmetric since A is sym
metric. Note that the signs of the diagonal elements of T 
coincide with those XI and X2 satisfying (4.9). By successive 
elimination of the elements above the principal diagonal of T 
in the first three columns leaving the first column intact, we 
obtain the matrix S defined by (5.4) for the present case. 
Then normalizing each column of S using (5.7), we obtain 
the unitary transformation matrix U, 

3 

° ° Y12 2 

1 2 

° Y12 Y6 2 

U= (6.8) 

I I 1 

Y12 Y6 Y"2 2 

1 1 I 

Y12 Y6 Y"2 2 

From (6.4) and (6.6), the first three columns of U give the 
coupling coefficients for the eigenfunctions belonging to 
A I = 0 or S = 1, The last column gives those for A2 = 4 or 
S = 2. These are in complete agreement with LOwdin's re-
sult based on the projection operator method. The present 
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method is definitely simpler than his method for this exam
ple, since the latter requires construction of two idempotent 
matrices. 

B. The atomic wave functions 3 

2, and 2 respectively. We take 

A = !IIL_ L+ 11- 51 
-2 3 0 

3 3 

0 3 0 

0 V6 \1'6 
0 0 2 

0 0 2 

0 0 0 

V6 0 0 

\1'6 2 2 

-1 0 V6 
0 -3 2 

\1'6 2 0 
(6.11) 

The problem is to construct the atomic state wave func
tions for a given electronic configuration. The present for
malism may give a very general scheme to handle this prob
lem. However, we shall postpone the general treatment and 
consider a typical example of constructing L 2 eigenfunc
tions for a given configuration d 3. For simplicity, set L z = 2, 
then the basis of representation is given by a set of the six 
Slater determinants: 

Then, the relations between L, Av' nv' and X v are given by 

tPl=(2111). tP2 = (2010), tP3 = (211 1), tP4=(1OIl), 

tPs = (2212), tP6 = (1112). (6.9) 

Here, the notation (2111). for example, is an abbreviation of 
the Slater determinant, 

(2111)= (nd2a, ndla, nd1p), (6.10) 

L Av nv Xv 
v=1 5 7 540, 
v=2 4 2 - 140, 
v=3 3 -2 2 108, 
v=4 2 -5 2 - 252, (6.12) 

The reduced characteristic equation of A is given by 
where each one-electron function is characterized by four 
quantum numbers, (n, I, m[ m.). From the vector addition 
theorem we expect the total orbital angular momentum 
quantum number L to be 5, 4,3, and 2 with degeneracies 1, 1, 

A 4 -2A 3 -39A 2 +8A+1401=0. (6.13) 

Assuming a standard form for A, 

A = diag [7, 2, - 2, - 2, - 5, - 5], (6.14) 

we obtain, from (3.2), 

18 - 36 - 27 - 9V6 18 36 
54 

T= 
54 

18V6 

18 

- 48 0 0 - 18 - 36 
12 ·: .. · .... ~; .......... ·~·~·V~ .. ~ 78 - 12 

4V6 ~ - 9\1'6 54. - 30V6 24V6 
24 : ...... ·~·~ ........ ·~·~·~V1·1 ..... ~.~.;~ ........ .... ~ .... i 

(6.15) 

36 48 - 36 0 60 - 48 ; . . .................................... 
where the 2 X 2 submatrices surrounded by the dotted lines are T(3) and ]<4) corresponding to A3 = - 2 and A4 = - 5, 
respectively. We orthogonalize the third and thefourth columns of Tby bringing T(3) to an upper triangular form and likewise 
for the fifth and sixth of Tand obtain the transformation matrix S of (5.4). By normalizing each column of S using (5.7), one 
obtains the unitary transformation matrix U, 

2165 

{27 
\f14O 

_f12 
\f3s-

~ 1!0 

f12 
\f3s-

o o 
~ ........... ......................... Of 

If-if 

2 

2 

2 

Hs 
-Hs 
-if 

.0 J+.o J+ 

...................................... : ................................... . 

o -If 
-If o 

2 

o 

(25 
\fF;4 
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From (6.14) and the conversion relation (6.12), the coupling coefficients for the eigenfunctions ofL 2 are given by the columns 
of U as follows: 

(6.17) 

The last two c?lumns corresponding to D 2 are in complete agreement with Lowdin's result 3 based on the projection operator 
method. He dId not calculate the rest, which requires further calculation of three more idempotent matrices. 

c. The vector coupling coefficients 

The vector coupling coefficients for two angular mo
menta or simply the Wigner coefficients 5 have completely 
been worked out by Wigner based on the theory of group 
representations. One of the reasons for choosing this well 
known problem is to incorporate the sign convention of the 
coupling coefficients due to Condon-Shortley 6 and 
Wigner 5 into the present formalism. For the sake of simplic
ity of notation, we may state that the problem is to construct 
the eigenfunctions of J 2 from the direct product basis func
tions I Ism I mJ of the two angular momenta Land S, with I;;;. 
s and a given m = m( + m,. Then, the order of the matrix 
IIJ 2

11 is(2s + 1) X (2s + 1) in a subspace ofagiven set of/,s 
and m. The present formalism can give a very general treate
ment for this problem. However, we shall discuss here very 
simple special cases of s = ~ and 1. In actual calculation it is 
simplest to take A = IILoS II· There is no degeneracy in this 
problem. Accordingly, we may take the proper sequence 
v = g(i) in A such that v = i. 

1.S=! case 

The matrix A = \\L·S II is of order 2 X 2 described by the 
basis of representation. 

A.. - 111m _ 11) A.. - III m +' _ ') If'l - '2' 2' 2' '1-'2 - '2' 2' '2' (6.18) 

In this special case of r = 2, we can write down the T matrix 
without further calculation using (3.3) once the matrix ele
ments of A are known. The eigenvalues of A are A I = ~/, 

,1,2 = - W + 1) corresponding toj = I + !,j = 1- ~ re
spectively. Taking 

A = diag W, - W + I)] (6.19) 

we have, from (3.3) and (5.10) with the positive square roots 
for the normalization constants, 

Y= l( 
(l + m + 112) )1/2 

21 + 1 

(
1- m + 112)1/2 

21 + 1 

Then, from (5.10), we have 

(
/- m + 112)1/2 ] 

21 + 1 

_ (I + m + 112)112 
21 + 1 

(6.20) J 

where we have written Yinstead of U following the notation 
used in the previous work I. This matrix Yhas the IUH 
symmetry (involutional, unitary, and Hermitian) and is real 
and symmetric. Despite these symmetries, the columns of Y 
do not satisfy the sign convention of the Condon-Shortley 
and Wigner. In fact, the Wigner coefficients are given by the 
columns ofU = Ya wI ~re a = diagl1, - 1]. Hereafter, in 
the calculation of the vector coupling coefficients we shall 
take the signs of the normalization constants in (5.10) such 
that all the row elements of U corresponding to the mini
mum m, (= - s) become positive. Then we can show that 
the matrix U given by (5.10) satisfies the sign convention of 
Condon-Shortley and Wigner 5 (see the next example). 

2.5= 1 case 

In terms of the basis of representation with a given set of 
I, s = 1, mj = m, 

cPI = 11,I,m - 1,1), cP2 = 1/,I,m,O), 
cP3 = II, I,m + 1, - I), (6.21 ) 

we can easily write down the matrix elements of A = IIL,SII, 
which satisfies the characteristic equation 

A 3 +2A 2
_(/

2 +1_I)A -/(1+ 1)1=0. (6.22) 

The relations betweenj, A,. and Xv are 

j ,.1,1' 

v= 1, 1+1 1 
v=2, I -1 

v= 3, 1- 1 - (I + 1) 

Assuming v = i, namely, 

A = diag[l, - 1, - (I + 1)], 

we can calculate the matrix T from 

T=A 2 +AA (I) +A (2). 

Xv 
(/ + 1)(21 + 1), 

- / (I + 1), 

1(21 + 1). 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

( (l + m)(1 + m + 1) )112 
2(1 + 1)(2/ + 1) 

_ ((l + m)(/- m + 1) )112 
21 (I + 1) 

(
U-m)(l-m + 1»)1/2 

21 (21 + 1) 

U = ((1- m + 1)(1 + m + 1»)112 
(I + 1)(2/ + 1) 

( 
(l- m)(l- m + 1) )112 

2(1 + 1)(2/ + 1) 

m 

[1(/+1»)112 

( 
(I - m)(I + m + 1) ) I /2 

21 (I + 1) 

_ ((l + m)(/- m»)I12 

1(21 + 1) 

( 
(l + m)(1 + m + 1) )112 

21 (21 + 1) 

(6.26) 

where the signs of all the last row elements corresponding to the minimum ms (= - I) are made positive to satisfy the 
convention of Condon-Shortley. It is noted that the column vectors u. 1, u. 2 and U. 3 give the coupling coefficients correspond
ing toj = I + 1, I, and /- 1, respectively. 
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Given a finite group G and a subgroup K of index 1 or 2, a method is developed for 
finding all the finite groups G (up to equivalence) such that any semiunitary projective 
representation of G can be lifted to a semiunitary representation of G. The method is 
used in simple but interesting groups in physics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to examine in a systematic way a 
new method for obtaining all the semiunitary (unitary lan
tiunitary) projective representations of a finite group G from 
the semi unitary representations of an auxiliary finite group 
G.l 

It must be pointed out that the case of a connected Lie 
group has been considered in an earlier paper2 and that of a 
nonconnected Lie group will be treated in a forthcoming 
paper. 

This paper is motivated by the fact that the semi unitary 
projective representations arise in quantum physics as a con
sequence ofWigner's theorem l which implies that any sym
metry group of a quantum system must be realized by means 
of a semiunitary projective representation in the space of the 
states of the system. 

The method that will be developed here reduces the 
study of all the (semiunitary) projective representations of a 
finite group G, to the problem of the (semiunitary) represen
tations of its auxiliary group G once that this last group is 
known. This method is simpler than the standard methods 
that are usually applied when one considers unitary repre
sentations (via, e.g., twisted algebra4,S). 

It is worthwhile to point out that this method is differ
ent from the well known procedure of obtaining those se
miunitary projective representations of a group G corre
sponding to a given (cohomology class of) factor system, 
from the semiunitary representations of the middle group of 
the associated extension of G by the circle group.6 Notice 
that in our approach only one group is used while in Ref. 6 a 
family of auxiliary groups is employed. 

The study of unitary projective representations of a fin
ite group was done almost exhaustively by Schur? in a series 
of three papers. Schur showed that the unitary projective 
representations of G can be obtained from the unitary repre-

")This work has been supported by Instituto de Estudios Nucleares. 
h)Partly from the Ph.D. Thesis quoted in Ref. \. 

sentations of a new finite group G, called the representation 
group (darstellungsgruppe) for G. However this group Gis 
not univocally determined by G. 

Janssens proved recently that a similar result holds for 
the more general case of semi unitary projective representa
tions of a finite group G. Then the following question arises; 
Why reconsider an old problem already solved? The reason 
is twofold: Firstly, Janssen's method of construction of the 
representation group cannot be extended to topological 
groups while our method permits this generalization. Sec
ondly, we give a new general method (without any reference 
to the defining relations) of finding all the representation 
groups, and further they are classified. Consequently our 
method allows us to choose in each case the simplest repre
sentation group: This results in a simplification of the calcu
lations needed in some particular problems (see, e.g., the 
worked example in Sec. 9 for the Vierergruppe). 

I t is interesting to point out that this new simple method 
may be useful in several fields, like theoretical physics, solid 
state, and perhaps quantum chemistry. Taking into account 
that semi unitary projective representations of groups appear 
in fundamental problems in such fields whereas cohomology 
theory is not usually in the mathematical background of 
their practitioners, we confine ourselves to a relatively ele
mentary level of this theory, which suffices for our purpose, 
and we have avoided the use of more advanced techniques
as, e.g., the spectral sequences-with whose help some of the 
results contained in this paper could be easily obtained. 

In Sec. 2. we establish some basic definitions and nota
tions, due to the fact that, unfortunately, the terms involved 
have different meanings for different authors. The most im
portant properties concerning these definitions are included 
in the Appendix. In Sec. 3. the concept of splitting group is 
defined and characterized, and we classify the representa
tion groups in Sec. 4. Section 5 deals with representation 
groups. In Sec. 6 we develop a new general method for ob
taining all the representation groups for any finite group G; 
we discuss in Sec. 7 the characterization of the different 
classes of representation groups and we give a theorem con
cerning the unicity of (splitting classes of) representation 
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groups. In Sec. 8 the connection between semiunitary projec
tive and linear representations, in particular the irreducible 
case, is considered. Finally, Sec. 9 applies the present theory 
to some examples of great interest in Q.M. We do not enter 
here in discussing the possible applications of semi unitary 
projective representations.9 

2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 

In the following H will denote a separable complex Hil· 
bert space, and jj the projective space associated with H. The 
group of unitary or antiunitary operators in H (the so-called 
semiunitary group) will be denoted r U(H) and U(H)will be 
the unitary subgroup. By T we mean, as usual, the circle 
group U(1), identified with the center ofU(H) (unitary sca
lar operators e iaI); the factor groups rU(H)/Tand 
U(H )/Twill bedenotedprU(H) andPU(H), respectively. 
We callrr the canonical epimorphism 
rr:rU(H) -prU(H). 

Let G be a finite group (noted multiplicatively) and K a 
subgroup of index 1 or 2 of G. An action of G on T denoted by 
• K, will be defined by 

[

A_A, 

(*K) (g) = 
..1_..1*, 

gEK, 

gEG - K, 

where A * stands for the complex conjugate of AET. If no risk 
of confusion arises, we use A _ A g as a shorthand notation 
for the action * K. The corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane 
(normalized) cochain complex as well as the corresponding 
subgroups and quotients 10 are denoted C:K(G,T), etc. 
Whenever K is clear from the context, we shall write * in· 
stead of of *K, and when K = G we will also omit *. 

Next, let us introduce some definitions that will be used 
in the following sections. 

Definition 1: A semiunitary representation (hereafter 
SUR) of (G,K) is an homomorphismD:G _ rU(H) such 
thatD(K)CU(H) andD(G -K)CrU(H) - U(H). 

Definition 2: A semi unitary projective representation 
(SUPR) of (G,K) is an homomorphism P : G _ pr U(H) 
such that P(K)CPU(H) and P(G - K)CprU(H). 
- PU(H). 

Definition 3: A semiunitary multiplier representation 
(SUMR)of(G,K)isamapR: G-rU(H)suchthatrroRis 
a SUPR of(G,K) and R (1) = l. 

Definition 4: A SUMR,R of(G,K) is said to be a (multi
plier) lifting of the SUPRPof(G,K) if rroR = P. In this case 
one also says that P is the SUPR of (G,K) associated with R. 

Definition 5: Let Gbe a finite group and p:G _ G an 
epimoThism. If P is a SUPR of (G,K), a SUR, R of (G, K) 
[with K = p- I (K)] is said to be a (linear) lifting of P [with 
respect to the "covering" (G,p)] if pOp = rroR. 

Other basic concepts, as equivalence, irreducibility, 
etc., are included in the Appendix. 

3. THE SPLITTING GROUPS 

Almost everyone knows that, in general, not every 
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SUPR of a finite group (G,K) admits a (linear) lifting to a 
SURof(G,K)(with the identity epimorphism). Here we con· 
sider the possibility of finding a group G (and an epimor
phism p:G - G) such that any SUPR of (G,K) can be lifted 
to a SUR of (G,K). 

Definition 6: Let G be a finite group and p:G - G be an 
epimorphism. Then (G,p) is said to be a splitting group for 
(G,K) if any SUPR of (G,K) can be lifted to a SUR of 
(G,K)(K = p-I(K». 

The term "splitting group"has been used by Moore ll in 
another slightly different context, and also by Cattaneo. 12 

From now on, and when K is clear from the context, a 
SUPR of G will be one of (G,K), and so on. 

Next we show that to every "general" splitting group (if 
it exists) we can associate another splitting group of a more 
restricted kind, namely extensions of G by Abelian finite ker· 
nels A with a definite action - K of G on A given by 

[

a-a, 
(- K) (g) = 

a_a- I , gEG-K. 

This task is carried out in two steps. First let us show 
there is no real loss of generality (in the above sense) if we 
demand the kernel of the epimorphism p:G _ G to be Abe
lian. Let GI be a "general" splitting group with respect to 
PI:GI-G. If D is a SUR of GI which lifts some SUPR P of G, 
itisclearthatD(kerpI)CT,andthereforeXD _D Iker PI is 
a unidimensional UR of ker PI. Because of the Abelian na
ture of Twe have XD «ker PI)/) = 1. Then (ker PI)' is con
tained in the kernel of any SUR of GI which lifts any SUPR 
of G. But (ker PI )/ being a characteristic subgroup of the 
normal subgroup ker Ph (ker PI)' is also normal in GI and we 
can define G2 = G';(ker PI)' and P2:G2-G as P2 [gl(ker PI)'] 
= PI(gI). On the other hand, D gives rise naturally to a SUR 

of G2which is also a lifting of P. The new kernel, ker P2, is 
Abelian because it is the Abelianized ofker PI. Then G2 is a 
splitting group for G with an Abelian kernel ker P2. 

Henceforth we restrict our search for splitting groups to 
extensions of G by Abelian kernels, A, l-A_G_G_1. 
Any (equivalence of class of) extension of G by A is charac
terized by an action e of G on A, e:G-Aut A and a (coho· 
mology class w of) e-factor system w:G X G_A If WEW, the 
group G is isomorphic (equivalent as extension) to the group 
called G wand obtained giving in the set of pairs, (a,g)EA X G 
the following composition law, 

(a,g) (b,h) = (ab erg) w(g,h), gh ). 

The epimorphism p:G-G is defined in terms of G w by 
p(a,g) = g. The explicit reference to this P will be omitted in 
the following. We turn now to the second reduction step, in 
which we show that one can choose, without any real loss of 
generality the action - K instead of the most general e. Let 
GI be a splitting group for G, with Abelian kernel A 1 and 
"general" action e:G_Aut A I. If D is a SUR of G1 which 
lifts some SUPR PofG, and XD D Iker A, EAh the relation 
(l,g) (a,l) = (a e(g),g) which holds in Gw' implies 
[XD(a)] g = XD (ae(g», or XD«a - 1)( - K)(g)ae(g» = I, that 
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is, (a- 1)( - K)(g)a 8 (g)Ekerxv. these relations being accom
plished for all X DEl I arising from those SUR's of G jjj which 
are lifts of the SUPR's of G. Let S be the subgroup of Al 
whose elements are all suchXD' and defineB = nxES kerx. It 
is clear that B is a normal subgroup of A 11 and again it is also 
normal in GI, so that defining G2 = GliB and 
piglB) = PI(gI) we have anew splitting group G2 becauseB 
is contained in the kernel of every "relevant"SUR of G I . 

Furthermore, the induced action of G on the new kernel 
A2 = All B is just, as one easily sees, the action - K of G on 

A 2• 

Then we have obtained: 

Proposition 1: In the search of splitting groups for (G,K) 
we can restrict our study to the ("right-hand part" of) exten
sions of G by Abelian kernels A with action - K of G on A. 

Now we fix our attention on the conditions which must 
satisfy A and w in order for GiJj to be a splitting group. With 
this purpose let us introduce some auxiliary hom om or-

- . 2 
ph isms. Every XEA defines a homomorphism x:Z _ (G,A) 

-+Z ;(G,T), X(w) = Xow, compatible with the equivalence 
modulo the respective B 2 and therefore induces another ho
momorphismx:H2_ (G,A )-+H; (G,T), X(w) = x(W) with 
any WEW. Similarly, every WE Z 2 (G,A) defines a homo

morphism wA-+Z; (G,T)byw(X) = X(w).Moreover,if 
WI and W2 are cohomologous, so are WI (X) and w2( X) for any 

- . - 2 XEA, and one ~an define an homomorphism w:A-+ H .(G,T) 
by w( X) = X(w) In terms of such homomorphisms, we 
have the following results: 

Proposition 2: A SUPRPofiG,K) can b!lifted toaSUR 
of (G,,,, K iJj) iff there exists a XEA such that X( w) is the coho
mology class of P. 

Proof If D is a SUR of G iJj lifting P, the cohomology 
class of P can be easily found to be X D (w). [Here X DElis 
determined as before by D IA (a) = XD (a) 1.] Conversely, let 
us assume that P is a SUPR of (G,K) with cohomology class 
t. If there is a xEl such that t = X( w), take a section 
r:G-+G iJj and let W r EW be the corresponding lifting of W, and 
define Sr = X(wr)· Now Sr lies in t and Proposition 1 (Ap
pendix) shows that there exists a multiplier lifting Rs, of P, 
with factor system S rEt. The application D:G iJj-+r U(H) de
fined by R (a,g)r = X (a)R~,(g) is a SUR ofGiJj which lifts P. 

Theorem I: If tEN; (G, T), there is at least a SUPR of 
(G,K) with t as its cohomology class. 

Proof It can be done by a straightforward generaliza
tion of the Bargmann's argument 13. Take an arbitrary SEt. 
and, on the vector space of all complex functions on G, define 
[Ri;(g)F] (h) = S (g,g-I h) Fg(g-Ih). ThenR; isaSUM~of 
G and 1TO R .. = P is a SUPR of G with cohomology class;' In 
the case K ~ G this theorem is a particular case of a result of 
Mackey. 14 

From Proposition 2 and Theorem I it follows: 

Theorem 2: G". is a splitting group iff w is an 
epimorphism. 

Proof Every element of H; (G,T) must be obtained as 
X(w) w(X) with somexEl. 
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As w is an epimorphism, we have that Card(A) (the 
order of A) is some multiple of Card H;' (G, T) and conse
quently, the order of any splitting group GiJj is some multiple 
of Card H ;( G, T) X Card G. The lowest order for G iJj is 
Card H;G (G,T) X Card G. 

Definition 7: The group G iJj is said to be a representation 
group for (G,K) if it is a splitting group of minimal order. 

For representation groups we have 

Theorem 3: GiJj is a representation group iff w is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof The order of GijJ must be Card H;H (G,T) 
X Card G and therefore A must have the same order as 
H;' (G, T). This, and the fact that w must be an epimorphism 
implies that w is an isomorphism. The converse is trivial. 

A useful characterization of the kernel of w is furnished 
by the next proposition. 

Proposition 3: The kernel ofw consists ofthose elements 
of A which are restrictions to A of the crossed homomor
phisms y:G,,,-+T. 

Proof: Let rbe a section r:G-+GiJj and Wr its factor sys
tem. IfXEker w, asX(wr)EB ;(G,T), thereexistsAEC !(G,T) 
such that Xowr = 8A. Define y:G_-Tby y(a,g)r_ 

w 
= X (a)A (g). ItisclearthatyEZ;(G,T),andYIA x·Con-

versely, if xEl is the restriction to A of some yEZ ;'(G,T), 
X -yiA , then the relations 

y [(a,gL (b,h ) r 1 = y(a,gL r (b,h )r , 

y (a,g)r = x(a) y (l,g)r' 

hold and with a simple computation we obtain 

i.e., w( X) = 1. 

y(l,g)r yg (l,h )r 

y(l,gh)r 

4. EQUIVALENCE OF SPLITTING GROUPS 

We begin this section with a definition about the equiv
alence of splitting groups. According to our Definition 6, a 
natural concept of equivalence ought to refer only to the 
epimorphisms p:G-+G. 

Definition 8: Two splitting groups for G, (G,p), and (G', 
p') will be called equivalent if there exists an isomorphism 
R:G-+G' such that p = p'oR 

This relation is obviously an equivalence relation. 

As we have seen in Propostion 1, splitting groups arise 
essentially only as the ("right-hand part" ~f) extensions of G 
by Abelian groups A . Thus, if one kno~s G as some ext~nsion 
of G by A (which demands to know p:G-+G and i:A-+G) one 
can also consider the equivalence of extensions (in the usual 
sense) as a criterium of equivalence of splitting groups. Of 
course there is a close relation between these two equiva
lences which we are going to analyze, in order to show that, 
from our point of view, this difference is, in some sense, 
irrelevant. 

In fact it is well known 15 that if( G, p) is a splitting 
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group for G with a kernel isomorphic to some A, and we 
denote by i the canonical injection i:Kerp-G, any isomor
phism a:Kerp_A defines a new extension (unique up to 
equivalence) l_A_G'_G_l and an isomorphism R (be
cause of the short five lemma) such that the diagram 

is commutative. It is clear that (G' ,p') is also a splitting group 
equivalent (cf. Definition 8) to (G,p). Conversely, if we have 
two equivalent splitting groups (G,p) and (G',p'), let i,t be 
the canonical injections i:Kerp-G, t:Kerp'-G'; it is clear 
that the restriction of the R that realizes the equivalence to 
Kerp is an isomorphism a:Kerp-Kerp'. Now if one identi
fies Ker p and Kerp' with A, through the isomorphisms aOa 
and a, respectively (a arbitrary), and consider the extensions 

i _ p 

of G by A obtained from 1-Kerp - G _ G_l through 

i' p' 

aOa and from I_Kerp' _ G' _ G-I, through a, it is evi-

dent that such extensions of G by A are equivalent in the 
usual sense. 

Now let ¢EAut A, and use the obvious generalization of 
the same notations previously employed, ~ for the homo
morphism Z 2~ (G,A )-Z 2~ (G,A), ~ (w) = ¢ow" and ¢ for 
the homomorphism H 2~ (G,A )_ H 2~ (G,A), f (w) 

= ¢ (w) with any WEW. It is easy to show: 

Proposition 4: Let (G,p) and (G ' ,p') be two splitting 
groups, which are extensions of G by A with action - K, and 
let wand W' be the corresponding cohomology classes. Then 
G and.G' are equivalent iff there exists ¢EAutA such that 
W' = few). 

The extension equivalence classes of splitting groups for 
(G,K) with kernel A and action - K are in one-to-one corre
spondence with the subset of H2~ (G,A) whose elements w 
verify that w is an isomorphism. On the other hand, the 
equivalence classes (cf. Definition 8) are in one to one corre
spondence with the orbits of AutA [with action 
¢_(w_¢ (w)] in such a subset of H2~ (G,A). It is a trivial 
task to establish the corresponding results for isomorphism 
of splitting groups. 

5. REPRESENTATION GROUPS 

In the folllowing we shall restrict ourselves to the repre
sentation groups. If some extension of G by A has a middle 
group G w which is a representation group, one derives easily 
from Theorem 3 thaL4 must be isomorphic to H; (G,T), 
and, of course, A itself must be isomorphic to [H;(G,T)(. 
Then, for finite groups, the kernel of any extension of G lead
ing to a representation group is essentially unique 
(::::::[H;(G,T)]\ Because of the autoduality of finite Abe
lian groups, one could also take A::::::H; (G,T) as Janssen 
does, but as we are looking for a procedure that can be gener-
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alized to Lie groups [in which case H; (G, T) is no longer 
finite,], then we shall always choose A :::::: [H;(G,T)(. As a 
direct consequence of Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 we have: 

Proposition 5: Let Gw be the middle group of the exten
sion of G by [H; (G,T) ~] that is labelled by 
wEH2~ (G, (H;(G,T) (). Then Gw is a representa!ion 
group [for (G,K)] iff the restriction to [H;(G,T)] of every 
crossed homomorphism yEZ! (Gw,T) is trivial. 

In order to translate this condition into a more easy 
form we draw our attention to the groups Z! (G,T) and 
H! (G,T). Let w be an arbitrary element of H 2 (G,A) (with 
an arbitrary A), and let I_A-Gii, -G-I be the corre
sponding extension. The surjective homomorphismp:Gw 
-G induces an injective homorphism 
1j;:Z! (G,T)_Z! (G,v,T) defined by 1j;(b) = bop. 

The elements belonging to the image of 1j; are trivial on 
A. Moreover 1j;(B ! (G,T» CB! (Gw,T) and 1j; induces a new 
injective homomorphism, ifi:H!(G,T)-H !(Gw,T). 

If we take A = [H; (G, T) ] " Proposition 5 show us 
that G w is a representation group iff 1j; is also surjective, be
cause then every yEZ! (Gw,T) is trivial onA. In such a case 1j; 
and ifi are isomorphisms. We have obtained: 

Theorem 4: G", is a representation group iff the canoni
cal mapping ifi is an isomorphism. 

The elements of Z! (G,T) and H! (G,T) are closely re
lated to the semi unitary unidimensional representations of 
(G,K). In fact, let yEZ ! (G, T) and K be some (fixed) antiuni
tary operator in a unidimensional Hilbert space H, and de
fine an application Ry:G-rU(H) by 

gEG-K. 

Then, it is clear that Ry is a unidimensional SUR of 
(G,K). Conversely we can associate some yEZ ! (G, T) to ev
ery unidimensional SUR of(G,K), by "removing" K. 

The study of Z !( G, T) is therefore equivalent to the one 
of unidimensional SUR's of (G,K), which can be done by 
means of the traditional method of induced representations 
(with antiunitary operators!6). Take some n-dimensional UR 
of K,tl, and induce from tl a SUR of (G,K); we obtain a SUR 
of(G,K) whose dimension is n, 2n, 2n, depending on the 
"Wigner type" of tl being I, II, III. Then, unidimensional 
SUR's of (G,K) are just induced by type I unidimensional 
UR's of K, which form a subgro~ of i (unidimensional 
UR's of K) and will be denoted K(I). Then we have,!6 
/'- A 

K(I) = {aEK la(h) = a' (go~ 1 hgo) and a(g~) = I, 

V hEK, goEG - K}. 

There is a useful test, due to Dimmock I ) which gives the 
Wigner type of any UR of K in terms of his character. In our 
case, the UR's of K and their characters coincide, and we 
have 

i(l) = {aEiI L a«goh)2) = cardK}. 
hEK 
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,A- Proposition 6: There is a (noncanonical) isomorphism 
K(I) ® T-+Z !(G,T). 

Proof Select an arbitrary but fixedgoEG - K and define 
I{JfJo :12(1) ® T-+Z !(G,T) as follows: If (O',oEi?(I) ® T, then 

{ 

0'( g), gEK, 

[I{Jg" (0',01 (g) = 

;O"(go- 1 g), gEG - K 

The remaining part is trivial. 

The image ofTby I{JfJo isjustB !(G,T) and hence we can 
state: 

,A-
Proposition 7: There is a (canonical) isomorphism 

K(I)-+H !(G,T). 

If K = G, the crossed homomorphisms are homomor
phisms and (as there are not "Wigner types") Proposition 6 
reduces to the well-kn.Q.wn statement that H I(G,T) is the 
group Hom (G,T) = G. 

By making use of these results, we obtain from Theorem 
4: 

Corollary 1: Gw is a representation group [for (G,K)] iff 
" " K~) and K (I) are isomorphic. 

The explicit form of Dimmock's test can be modified 
,A-

for K~)in the following way: IfWEW, andgoEG - K, we have 
" A 
K~) = ! O'E K w I ~hEK O'(w(goh,goh ), (goh )2) = Card K J. 

In the particular case K = G Afrom C.Q.rollary 1 we have: 
G w is a representation group iff G wand G are isomorphic; 
this condition is equivalent to saying that A = [H;(G,T) r 
is contained in the derived group (G w)' of G w' Hence we 
meet Schur's well-known result7.5: 

Corollary 2: The middle group G w of some central ex
tension ofGby (a group isomorphic to) [H2(G,T)( is a repre
sent at ion group for (G,G) iff [H2(G,T)( C(Gw)'. 

An alternative, more general view of the results of Sees. 
3 and 5 is provided by considering the inflation-restriction 
sequence for l-+A-+Gw-+G-+l. In fact, Propositions 3 and 
5 and Theorem 4 are trivial consequences of the exactness of 
that sequence, 12 

1 IP 1 AW 2 2 
O-+H .(G,T) -+H .(Gw,T)-+A -+ H • (G,T)-H .(Gw,T). 

Our maps wand IP are, respectively, the corresponding 
transgression and inflation maps. In this context, Theorems 
2 and 3 can also be formulated as follows: G,v is a splitting 
group iff the inflation map H ;(G,T)-+H;(Gw,T) is trivial 
and G", is a representation group if this last map is trivial and 
the inflation map IP is bijective; both theorems are but par
ticular cases of results by Cattaneo (comments preceding 
Remark 1 of Ref. 12). It is also clear that a sufficient condi
tion for G", being a splitting group is the triviality of 

H;(G".,T). 

6. A METHOD FOR FINDING THE REPRESENTATION 
GROUPS 

In this section we shall give an explicit method of con-
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struction of representation groups. The shorthands 
H;, Z;, B;willbeusedforH;(G,T),etc. 

Let G Iii be a representation group and WEW a lifting of W. 
In the following diagram 

the map w is an isomorphism, and as w = mV, W must be an 
injective homomorphism. The isormorphism 
w:H; ~ -+ H; can be factorized in only one way, 
w = O-IO~-I, with OEAutH; and ~ the canonical isomor

phism H; -+ (H;)~ Ct)(X) = X<t) for any XE (H;)A 
and tEN;. Let s:H; -+ Z; be defined by s = WOW-I; it is 
clear that s is a section which is also an (injective) homomor
phism. In some sense, we can consider the isomorphism w as 
labelled by 0, and w by 0 and s. If tEN; , the image s<t) is 
given by s(o) = {(~[O<t)])J (w), or, equivalently, by 
(s<t» (g,h) = w(g,h) (0 <t». Then,intermsof(s,O ),wcanbe 
written 

w(g,h):t -+ (s [O-I<t)]) (g,h). 

Conversely, if s is a homomorphic section s:H; -+Z; and 
OEAut H; , the map wos:G X G-+(H 2) A defined by 

WOs (g,h ):t-+ (s [0-1 <t»)) (g,h) 

isacocycle,wo,EZ 2
_ (G, [H; (G,T)r)and(~ [0 <t)])iiJos 

= s<t), that is, w~, ~oO = s and therefore, wOs is an injective 
homomorphism. Furthermore, the wo, is easily computed to 
be wOs = 0 -I, ~-I and, as it is an isomorphism, the correspond
ing GWe, is a representation group. Then: 

Theorem 5: Letsbe a sections:H; (G,T)- Z; (G,T) 
which is also a homomorphism and OEAut H; (G, T). If W Os 

is the mapping wo,:G X G -+ [H; (G, T) r defined as 

WOs (g,h ):t -+ (s [0 -I <t) 1) (g,h ), 

thenwos EZ 2
_ K (G, [H;' (G,T)f) and Gw •• is a represen

tation group. Conversely, if Gu; is a representation group for 
(G,K), there is a homomorphic section s:H! -+ Z; and an 
automorphism OEAut H;' (G,T) such that wOs = W. 

By making use of this Theorem one can get the follow
ing result about the existence of representation groups: 

Corollary (Theorem 4 of Ref. 8): There is (at least) a 
representation group for (G,K). 

Proof The Abelian group B ;, (G, T) is divisible, and 
therefore an injective Z module. Any Abelian extension with 
injective kernel is inessentiaPS and hence there is a section 
H; -+ Z; which is a homomorphism. 
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7. EQUIVALENCE AND UNICITY OF REPRESENTATION 
GROUPS 

From Theorem 4, one sees that the subset of 
Z2_ (G, [H! (G,T)f)whoseelementswverifythatwisan 
isomorphism can be "parametrized" by the set S X n where 
S is the set of all homomorphic sections H! -+ Z! and n 
the set Aut H! . Furthermore, this "parameter space" is 
very useful in the actual construction of representation 
groups. Then we are naturally lead to the question of study
ing, in terms of S X n, equivalence of the representation 
groups. If two pairs (s,O) and (s',O ') have associated (through 
Theorem 4) two equivalent representation groups, we shall 
say that (s,O) and (s',O') are equivalent. 

At the first place, and before discussing such a problem, 
we remark that S can be put in one-to-one correspondence 
with Hom (H; (G,T), B; (G,T» in the following way: Ifwe 
pick out an arbitrary but fixed homomorphic section 
so:H; - Z;, every homomorphic section s can be "factor
ized" as a product of So by some AEHom (H;, B ;), 
s({) = so({) A ({), or s = s0 and conversely; then, for the 
chosen section So, the correspondence S-+ Hom (H;, B;) is 
S0-A. 

Let us discuss firstly when (s,O) and (s',O ') lead to two 
representation groups which are equivalent as extensions of 
G by (H!)'. Because of the identity wlJS = °0 -1 ';.-1, an obvi
ously necessary condition is 0 = 0 '. Suppose now that (s,O ) 
and (s',O) are extension equivalent; thenwslJ [ws'lJ ]-1 is trivial 
[as an element of Z ~ (G,H! »). Calling 
Bs,s',1J = WslJ [ws'lJ ]-1, we have 

Bs,s',e (g,h ):t - {s [0- 1 
({)] (g,h)} {s' [0- 1 

({)] (g,h )}-1. 

A slight play shows that the value of Bs s' e (g,h ) in tis 
{s [0 -1 ({)] 'S' [0 -1 ({-I)]} (g,h ). Ifwe p~ts = SoU, s' = SoU' 
with u,u'EHom (H; B ;), A = u(u't l

, and B;..,e = Bs,s',e we 
obtain that (sou, 0 ) and (SoUA,O) are extension equivalent iff 
B;",e, defined by 

B;..,e (g,h ):t - (A [0 -1({)]) (g,h ) 

is trivial [in Z 2_ (G, (H;) A») 

The triviality of E)"IJ depends only on A; in fact, if for 
some A, E;",I is trivial, there is a mapA;..:G _ (H!) A, such 
thatEA,1 = 8A)..Inthiscase,E;..,1J = 8 (0-1 A;..)(whereO- l 

is the adjoint automorphism of 0 -1). On the other hand, it is 
clear that the subset of Hom(H!, B!) whose elements A 
have a trivial EAIJ is a subgroup of Hom (H!, B!), which 
will be denoted Hom, (H!, B!). Then, (s,O) and (s',O') lead 
to representation groups equivalent as extensions iff 0 = 0' 
and s' = sA for some AEHom, (H!, B!). According to Pro
position 4, the representation groups obtained from (s,O) and 
(s',O) are equivalent (in the sense of Definition 8) iff Ws'IJ' 
and tjJ (WslJ ) are cohomologous for some tjJEAut (H!) A • First 
~e show that, for any OEAu! H! and tjJEAut(H!) we have 
tjJ (wI-,IJ) = ws.J' IJ , where tjJ is the adjoint map of tjJ,H! and 
H! A being identified as usual. By means of a simple compu
tation it follows: 

[(~ (wslJ» (g,h )] (() 
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[tjJ (WslJ (g,h»] (() 

Ws.J-' IJ (g,h) ((). 

Ws,lJ (g,h) (~({» 

Then (s,O) and (s',O ') are equivalent iff there exists 
tjJEAut (H!) A, such that (s,O) and (s',~ -10 ') have associated 
the same extension class, i.e., iff s' = sA [AEHom, (H! ' B !») 
and 0 = ~ -10 '. This last condition being always automatical
ly satisfied for an appropriate tjJ, we obtain: 

Proposition 8: Two pairs (s,O), (s',O ') are equivalent iff 
s' = sA for someAEHom, (H!, B !). The "parameter space" 
for the equivalence classes of representation groups is 

Hom (H;,B;) 

Hom, (H;, B ;) 

We exhibit out last results for practical convenience: 

Theorem 6: Let So be a fixed homomorphic section 
so:H; (G,T) -+ Z; (G,T). For each class 

Hom (H;,B;) 
fA ]E . 

Hom, (H;, B ;) 

select an arbitrary element AE[A ]. Then the mapping 
W;.. :G X G _ (H ;) A, defined by 

W;.. (g,h ):t - (so({» (g,h ).(A ({) (g,h », 
verifies W A E Z 2_ (G,(H;) A) and the associated group G w, is 
a representation group. Conversely, if G w is a representation 
group for (G,K), thereisa [A] such that, foreachAE[A], Gw" 
and Gw are equivalent. 

In the following theorem we derive a characterization 
of the elements of Hom, (H;, B ;). In order to do this, re
member the exact sequence of Abelian groups, 

{j 

I -+ Z!K (G,T) - C !dG,T) - B;K (G,T) - 1. 

The group C!K (G,T) is isomorphic to T(Card.G - I) and 

Z!K (G,T) is isomorphic to i(l) ® T, where i(I) is a finite 
group. We have: 

Theorem 7: Let AEHom(H;, B ;), Then 
AEHom, (H;, B ;) iff there is a section u:B ; - C! whose re
striction to the subgroup A (H;) is a homomorphism. 

Proof Suppose AEHom, (H;, B ;). The triviality of B;.. 
permits us to choose BE C!K (G, (H;)') such that 
B;.. = 8B. For ea<:h tEH;, define a function A(-G _ T as 
Af(g) = (B(g» (;). By construction Afverifi~s 
AfAf' = Aff , and furthermore 8 (A f) = A (;). For the 
elements of B; which are in A(H;) one can define 
U(A({» = Af,andcompleteuoverB; - A (H;) in order to 
build a section. Then u has the required properties. 

For the "if' part, suppose that for some 
AEHom (H;, B ;), we have a section u:B ; _ C! which is an 
homomorphism if one is restricted to A (H ;). For each 
tE H;, A ({)E B;, and therefore, A ({) = 8(u(A ({))), and, 
as a consequence of u being an homomorphism on A (H ;), 
foreverygEGthemappingt _ U(A ((» (g)isin(H;) A. Next 
wedefineB:G _ (H;) A asB (g) ({) = u(A ({» (g).ltisnow 
clear that BA = 8B. 
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This result enables us to consider the following unicity 
criterium for representation groups (up to equivalence): 

Theorem 8: The representation group for (G,K) is 
unique (up to equivalence) if j(I) is trivial. lB 

Proof The isomorphism Z!K (G,T) ::::: j(I) ® T, 
shows that Z!K (G,T) is divisible iff j((I) is trivial. In this 
case, by the argument invoked in the demonstration ofTheo
rem 5, there exists a global homomorphic sectionB 2~C I and 
then by Theorem 7, Hom l (H;, B ;) = Hom (H;, B ;). Pro
position 8 shows the required result. 

Theorem 8 sharpens and generalizes Schur's resuW9 
about the unicity (up to isomorphisms) of representation 
groups for the unitary case which we have obtained here as a 
corollary: 

Corollary 1: The representation group for (G,G) is 
unique (up to equivalence and also up to isomorphism) if 
Hom(G,T) is trivial. 

Proof For the unitary case i(1) = Hom(G,T), and of 
course if two representation groups are equivalent, they are 
also isomorphic. 

A more general result than Theorem 8 in the sense that 
it applies also to some topological groups, and of which our 
Theorem 8 is a particular case is given by Cattaneo. IB 

8. SEMIUNITARY PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
(G,K) 

Once a representation (or splitting) group (G,p) for 
(G,K) is known, the SUPR's of( G,K) can be derived from the 
SUR's of (G,K). As already remarked in Sec. 3, only the 
SUR's of(G,K) such that D (kerp)C Tcan appear as liftings 
of the SUPR's of (G,K); it is easy to show that, in fact, all 
these representations appear as liftings of the SUPR's of 
(G,K). So: 

Proposition 9: Let (G,p) be a representation (or splitting) 
group for (G,K), and let R be a SUR of (G,K). Then there 
exists a SUPR, P of (G,K) such that pop = 1TO R iff 
R (kerp)C T. 

In this case, let r:G~G be an arbitrary normalized sec
tion; the mapping g~ R (r(g») is a multiplier lifiting of P. 

Furthermore, (projective) equivalence of SUPR's re
flects itself into pseudoequivalence of the corresponding lift
ings (see the Appendix for the relevant definitions). Then, 
given a representation (or splitting) group (G,p) for (G,K), all 
the (projective equivalence classes of) SUPR's of (G,K) can 
be obtained in the following way: 

(i) Select, among the SUR's of (G,K), those satisfying 
R (kerp)CT: 

(ii) Classify these SUR's into classes of pseudoequiva
lence (after Proposition 2 in the Appendix). Each such a 
class corresponds to a class of SUPR's of (G,K) in a one-to
one way. 

There is an important case in which step (i) can be over
looked: If we are interested in the irreducible SUPR's of 
(G,K), it is clear that the corresponding liftings are also irre-
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ducible, and automatically, in virtue of the generalized 
Schur lemma20 verify R (kerp)C T. Thus, for ISUPR's we 
have: 

Theorem 9: If (G,K) is a representation (or splitting) 
group for (G,K), there is a one-to-one correspondence be
tween the classes of equivalence ofISUPR's of (G,K) and the 
classes of pseudoequivalence ofISUR's of (G,K). 

To be complete, one must also indicate how the ISUR's 
of (G,K) can be calculated. This point is adequately treated 
in the literature l6 so we refrain from doing so here. 

9. SOME EXAMPLES 

Finally, we show how the preceding techniques can be 
used in the search of representation groups (and ofSUPR's) 
of simple but very interesting examples. 

To use the theory for some group (G,K) we have to 
know: 

(a) HZK (G,T) as abstract group; 

(b) One arbitrary homomorphic section SO:H;K -+ Z ZK 
(for each cohomology class, a cocycle of this class satisfying 
the appropriate product relations); 

(c) B; (G, T), both as abstract group and as group of 
applications G X G -+ T. 

The most difficult point is, of course (a), because (b) is 
very simple in each case and (c) is mechanical. We do not 
enter here in the problem of the determination of H;K (G,T) 
which is adequately discussed in the literature.7.B·'1 

In order to maintain some uniformity in our examples 
we adopt the following notations- Z ZK (G, T) wiII be denoted 
as some subgroup ofT", and every SE Z ZK (G,T) is a n-tuple 
of elements of T, (m,n"",p,q,"') whose value in (g,h ) will be 
given in a table. For B;K (G,T) we use a similar notation, 
and for H;K (G,T) the conventional one as equivalence 

classes of cocycles in the form [m,n,. .. ] = (m,n, ... ,p,q,."). 
(Remember that if SE Z; (G,T), then tis the cohomology 
class of 0 

(1) The group (C2, C) 

The corresponding problem arises in quantum mechan
ics for the time reversal. In this case G = C, generated by a, 
with a' = 1, and K = C I is the trivial subgroup. It is easy to 
show that: 

B;c, (C2 , T) = 1, 

Z;c, (C2 , T) = 2T, (m) _~, m = ± 1, 

:T: 
H;c, (C2 , T) = C2 , [m] = (m), m = ± 1. 

There is only one homomorphic section so:H; -+ Z;, 
given by so[m] = (m). Because B; = 1, we have 
Hom (H;, B ;) = 1 and then there is only one (class of 
equivalence of) representation group. Now (H;) A is the cy
clic group C2 generated by the E defined as E[ m] = m. The WI 

of Theorem 6 is given by wl(a,a) = E, and the correspond-
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ing representation group is the extension of C2 = <a) by 
C2 = <E) with this factor system; the middle group is 
C4 = <D) with projectionp(D) = a, and the subgroup K w, is 
K,y" ::::: C2 = «2). 

This subgroup has only two irreducible unitary repre
sentationsLl + (D 2) = ± 1.0nly Ll+ is of type I. The induced 
irreducible SUR's of C4 are given by D+(D) = IK. and 

D_(D) = (_ 1 I) 1K.. Because of the different dimension, these 

representations cannot be pseudoequivalent, and we finally 
obtain the well known results (which we have rederived here 
only to show our method in the simplest example): 

There are two classes oflSUPR's of(Cz, C,), and a lift-
ing of each class if given by 

R.(a) ~ lK, R~(a) ~ (~ 1 1) lK. 

(2) The group (V,C2) 

The Klein's Vierergruppe V arises in physics, among 
other ways, as the group of connected components of classi
cal kinematical groups.zz We discuss here the SUPR's of 
(V,C2), with G = V = <a, (3), a2 = f3 2 = 1, af3 = f3a, 
and K = C2 = <a). Now: 

B;c (V,T) = T ® T, 

a f3 af3 
a p q-' pq 

(p,q) f3 p-' q-' 1 p-' q-' 

af3, q q 1 

a f3 af3 
a p nq-' npq 

(m,n,p,q) f3 
mp-' q-' n mnp-' q-' 

af3 mq q m 

H;c, (V,T) = C2 ® Cz, [m,nj (m,n,p,q). 

We choose the section so:H; _ Z; given by 
so[m,n] = (m,n,I,I). Furthermore 
Hom (H;, B;) = Hom (H;,T® T) = (H;) ~ ® (H;)~. 

Let E,1J be the generators of (H;) ~ given by 

E[m,n] = m, 1J [m,n] = n. 

Then each AEHom (H ;, B ;) can be parametrized by a pair 
of elements of (H ;)-, in the form A. (Ei rI, Ek r/), where 
i,j,k,l, = 0,1. 

If (a, b, c) is the element of C !c, (V, T) given by a - a, 
f3 - b, af3 ---> c, it is a trivial task to verify D (a,b,c) 
= (a 2

, c /ba). If E i1Jj * 1, there is no section B; _ C! 

which restricted tOA (H;) can be a homomorphism, while 
such a section exists if (/ rI = 1. Thus Hom, (H;, B ;) 
= ( 1, Ek 1J1)]. The four classes of representation groups 

correspond, e.g., to the factor systems W A with 
A _ (Ei 1J j

, 1), i,j, = 0,1. We obtain 

wA(g,h):[m,nj-(m,n,I,I)(g,h) X (I,I,min j, 1) (g,h) 

and, in an explicit form 

WA" (g,h) a f3 af3 

a Ei 1Jj 1J Ei 1J j + 1 

f3 EI - i 1Jj 1J 
EI - i 1J1 - j 

af3 E €. 

The four corresponding extensions of V ::::: <a,/3) by 
(H;) - = < E, 1J) lead to representations of each class. The 
cases (i,]) = (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) furnish non-Abelian groups 
whereas (i,]) = (1,1), whose factor system is 

W Au (g,h ) a f3 a/3 
a E1J 1J E 

f3 
a/3 

1J 1J 
E 1 E 

gives rise to an Abelian group isomorphic to 
C4 ®C4 = <D,y) [the isomorphism Vw,. ::::: C4 ®C4 isgiven 
by (1, a) +-+ D, (1, /3) +-+ D], and with projection p (D) = a, 
p (y) = /3 and the subgroup K w,. ::::: C4 ® C2 = <D, i). 
We shall not go into details of the structure of the other 
representation groups, because this, being Abelian, is easier 
to use. Next we derive the ISUPR's of (V, C2) by means of 
this representa!ion group V""" which we denote simply V. 
The IUR's of C2 are labelled Ll i" ± and given by 
Ll i" ± (D, y2) = ± in. If we choose go = D, Dimmock's 
test gives 

Ll . 
-1,-

8 8 ° ° -8 -8 ° ° 
The ISUR's of (V, (;2) induced from LlI, + and Ll _ I, + are pseudoequivalent, as well as those induced from Lli _ and 

Ll _ I, - . Then we obtain four classes of pseudoequivalence ofISUR's of( V, (;2), and therefore four classes ofISUPR's 'of( V,CJ: 
a lifting of each one is given by 
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Induced 

R from R (a) R(/3) R (a/3) 

R+ L1 I , + lK lK 

Ri+ L1 i, + , L1 ~ i, + ill,l AlK iSlK 

R_ L1 I , ~ I SlK SlK 

R ,~ L1 i, ~ , L1 ~ i, ~ ill,1 -SlK - iAlK , 

where lK is the complex conjugation in some fixed basis and 

These four ISUPR's of( V,C2) are related with the "types" of the elementary particles, We remark that, as a consequence of the 
complete character of our method of construction of representation groups, we can choose a "simpler" representation group (in 
this case, an Abelian one), whereas Janssen's method leads to one of the non-Abelian ones. 8 

(3) The group (Q,C.) 

The quaternionic group Q is not a crystallographic group, and its ISUPR's have not been studied, at least to the best of our 
knowledge. The UPR's of (Q,Q) can be found from the UR of(Q,Q) because H;Q (Q, T) = 1.23 Now, we are going to find the 
SUPR's of Q with respect to a subgroup of index 2. Here G -Q = <a, /3), with a' = 1, /3 2 = a 2, a/3 = /3al, and 
K = C. = <a). Now 

6 6 

B;c. (Q,T) = ® T (pqrstu), Z;c. (Q,T) = 2T ® (® T) (m,pqrstu), H;c. (Q,T) 2T [m] (m,pqrstu). 
i= I 

(p,q,r,s,t,u) a a 2 a ' 

a pq-2,-1 q-l r-2 pq-l,-1 

a 2 q-I r-2 ,-2 q-l 

a ' pq-I,-1 q-l pr 

/3 p-lq2 r'tu rs p-Iqru 

a/3 u- I rt q-Isu-I 

a 2/3 p-lq2 rs-1u S-I p-Iq rs-1tu 

a '/3 st -IU-I t -1 q-I ,-2t -IU-I 

(m,I,I,I,I,I,I) a a 2 a J /3 a/3 a 2/3 a '/3 

a 

a 2 

a ' 
/3 m m m m 

a/3 m m m m 

a 2/3 m m m m 

a '/3 m m m m 

We choose So as so[m] = (m, 1, I, 1, 1, 1, I). Let E be the 
generator of (H;) A, dm] = m, and then 
Hom(H;, B ;) = ® ~ = I (H;) A. By means of Theorem 7, it is 
easy to show that a AEHom(H;, B ;), parametrized by a 6-
tuple of elements of (H;) A lies in Hom t (H;, B ;) iff the first 
element of the 6-tuple is trivial. Then, a representation group 
in each of the two splitting classes is obtained with 
A = (E i,I,I,I,I,I), i = 0,1. The corresponding wA , is 
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i=1 

/3 a/3 a 2/3 a '/3 

U pq-2 ,-ISU-l s-ltu pq-2 ,-3t -IU-l 

S t ,-2S-1 rt- I 

q rtu pq-I,-lu-1 qs-Iu pq-I ,-Ist -IU-I 

r p-lq2ru rs p-Iqr'tu 
q-I,-Iu-I r rsu- I rt 
,-IS-l p-lqs-Iu r p-lq2 rs-1tu 

,-It -lU-1 ,-It -I q-I,-Ist -IU-I r 

W A, a a 2 a' /3 a/3 a 2/3 a '/3 

a Ei Ei Ei Ei 

a 2 

a ' Ei Ei Ei Ei 

/3 EI +i EI +i EI +i EI +i 

a/3 E E E E 

a 2/3 E I + i E I + i EI +i EI +i 

a '/3 E E E E 

The representation groups so obtained are two non
Abelian groups, which, although in different classes, are iso
morphic; the one corresponding to A = (1,1,1,1,1,1) is the 
group generated by ~,y with relation ~. = 1, Y = I, 
~y = yl~, and projectionp(~) = a,p(y) = /3a. We do not 
enter into the actual construction of the ISUPR's of (Q, C.) 
from the ISUR's of this representation group, and we only 
quote the result obtained: There are four classes ofISUPR's 
of (Q,C.). 
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APPENDIX 

IfRisaSUMRof(G,K),1T(R (g)R (h» = 1T(R(gh» 
for any pair ( g,h )EG X G and therefore there is a map 
w:G X G----.., T (the so-called multiplier, or factor system of 
G) such that R (g) R (h ) = w( g,h ) R (gh ). Associativity 
impliesw( g,h )w( gh,k) = w( g,hk)w g(h,k). So, anySUMR 
of (G,K) determines an element of Z; (G, T)(cocycle). Such 
a SUMR R will be written Rw' 

To any SUMR RUJ is associated the SUPR P = 1ToR",. 
If P is a SUPR of (G,K) and O':(pr U(H )----..r U(H) is a nor
mali zed section (1TOO'= idpru,u(l)= I)'Pa = O'oPis a 
SUMR of (G,K) which is also said to be a lifting of P. When 
two SUMR's R,o and Qw' have associated the same SUPR of 
(G,K), there exists a mapAEC ~ (G,T) such that 

I A (g)A g(h) 
w (g,h)=w(g,h) = (w8A)(g,h), 

A (gh) 

that is to say, w' andw are cohomologous. So, to any SUPRP 
of(G,K) corresponds an element of H; (G,T) 
= Z; (G,T) IB; (G,T). However, different SUPR's with 

the same cohomology class wEB; (G,T) can exist. 

Proposition 1: Let P be a SUPR of (G,K) with cohomo
logy class iIj. If wEZ; (G,T) is an arbitrary lifting of iIj there 
exists a SUMR Rw which is a lifting of Piij. 

Proof Let 0': prU(H) ----..rU(H) be an arbitrary nor
malized section. Then Q = O'OPiij is a SUMR with a multipli
er to be denoted w a. As w a and ware cohomologous, wa 

= w8A with AEC 1 (G,T). If R:G----..rU(H) is defined by 
R (g) =A (g)Q (g),onecanverifyeasilythatR isaSUMRof 
(G,K) with factor system w. 

The definitions of equivalence we adopt are: 

Definition 1: Two SUR's of(G,K), D, andD I (with the 
same support space) are said to be equivalent if there is 
AEFU(H) such that AD (g) = D '(g)A for any gEG. If 
AEU(H) one calls it unitary equivalence and if AEF U(H)-
- U(H) one calls it antiunitary equivalence. 

Definition 2: Two SUPR's of(G,K), PandP' are said to 
be (projectively) equivalent if there exists SEPrU(H) such 
thatSP(g) = P'( g)SforanygEG. IfSEPU(H)wecallituni
tary equivalence and if SEPrU(H) - PU(H) we call it an
tiunitary equivalence. 

With respect to semiunitary multiplier representations: 

Definition 3: Let RUJ and R ~ be two SUMR's of(G,K): 

(i) R,o and R ;0' are said to be equivalent if there is 
AEFU(H) such thatARw(g) = R ~,(g)(A); 

(ii) R'd and R ~, are said to be pseudoequivalent if 1ToR 
and 1ToR :d' are equivalent, 

(iii) R'd and R ~, are similar, if 1ToR w and 1ToR ~, are 
identical. 

Definition 4: Let Rand R ' be two SUR's of (G,K) such 
that R (kerp) C T R '(kerp) C T; we will say that Rand R ' are 
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pseudoequivalent if the associated SUPR's of (G,K) are 
equivalent. 

It is evident that an intrinsic criterion ofpseudoequiva
lence, without making any reference to the associated SUPR 
is the following: 

Proposition 2: Two SUR,R and R I of (G,K) such that 
R (kerp)C T, R '(kerp)C Tare pseudoequivalent iff there ex
ists a VEFU(H) and a mappingA.:G----..Tsuch that 

R '(a, g) = A. (a, g)VR (a, g)V-1
• 

The definitions of reducibility of the representations are 
as always: 

Definition 5: A SUR of(G,K) is irreducible if the only 
invariant subspaces are! Oland H. 

Definition 6: A SUPR of(G,K) is irreducible if the only 
invariant (projective) subspace is H. 

Definition 7: A SUMR R of (G,K) is irreducible if the 
only invariant subspaces under the set! R (g)' gEG ) are! 0 ) 
andH. 
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An algorithm is presented for computing the eigenvalues of Micu-type invariants for Lie 
algebras An Bn Cn and Dr. Inasmuch as the definitions of these invariants is 
recursive and not in terms of a closed formula, only a recursion relation is obtained for 
computation of their eigenvalues, which is easily programmable on a computer. Some of 
the formulas developed here are valid in arbitrary complex semisimple Lie algebras and 
may be useful in other contexts. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An algorithm was described some time ago l for compu
tation of various types of invariants for the Lie algebras A r 

corresponding to the unitary unimodular groups SU(n), 
n = r + 1. If one is interested only in Racah-type invariants 
(denoted by type C in Ref. I), this algorithm can be applied 
in its basic form itself to other simple Lie algebras as well. 
Explicit computations of Racah-type invariants by this pro
cedure have been published recently for Lie algebras A r, B r, 

Cr, and D/ and for Lie groups U(n), O(n), and Sp(n).J 

In order to apply this algorithm for other invariants, 
one possible approach is to derive recursion relations for the 
quantities involved by using commutation relations and oth
er algebraic manipulations. A few examples of non-Racah
type invariants for SU(n) were treated this way in Ref. 1. 
Here we obtain recursion formulas that are helpful in the 
computation of Micu-type4 invariants for the Lie algebras 
A,., Br, Cr and Dr' In as much as these invariants are defined 
recursively, it is not surprising that closed formulas are not 
obtained. However, the recursion formulas are amply suited 
for machine computations. Computer programs for the al
gorithm developed here are being prepared and will be avail
able shortly to the interested readers. 

Concerning general aspects of notation, throughout 
this paper, G will stand for a compact connected Lie group 
and L its Lie algebra, complexified if necessary. The complex 
field will be denoted by C. Also we assume Gis semisimple 
and fin it-dimensional so thatL also has these properties. The 
universal enveloping algebra of L will be denoted by U. 

In Sec. 5 and onward, a further assumption of simplic
ity will be imposed on G and L. Further specializations will 
be pointed out when they occur. 

The product in the group G will be denoted by juxtapo
sition gh for g,hEG and the product in the Lie algebra L is 
denoted by [X, Y] for all X, YEL. Juxtaposition is also used for 
products in U and for compositions of mappings, a map a 
followed by a map (3 being written as (3a. A dot as in g·m or 
Xm will be used to denote the action of the group or the 
algebra on a module. Also, we shall identify the canonical 
image of L in U with L itself although the Lie product [X, Y] 
is then replaced by the commutator XY - yx. 

Greek indices run from 1 through dimL, whereas the 
range of Latin indices will depend on the context. Summa
tion over repeated indices is implied unless stated otherwise. 

2. LIE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR MODULES 

We summarize here some useful facts about Lie groups 
and Lie algebras and their representations. This is for refer
ence purposes, mainly to establish notation, to clarify the 
sense in which some common terms have been used in this 
paper and to have easy access to the basic results we need. 
More details and proofs may be found in standard texts.'-9 

Quite often it is necessary to translate statements about 
G to statements involving its Lie algebra L and vice versa. 
This is achieved by noting the fact that for every XEL, there 
is a unique one-parameter subgroup of G whose elements are 
denoted by exp(tX), with parameter t, and satisfy 

exp(O) = 1, 

d 
- (exp(tX»1 .. 0 = X. 
dt 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

An important application of (2.1) and (2.2) for us is that 
any inner automorphism of G induces an automorphism of 
L. Let Adg denote the conjugation by gEG: (Adg)(h ) = ghg- l 

for each hEG. Then for each XEL, we define 

(Adg)(X) = (~(g exp(tX)g-l)) 
dt 1-0 

= g( ~ exp(tX») g-l = gXg-l. 
dt I ~O 

(2.3) 

Adg is an automorphism of L and the set of all such auto
morphisms is a group called the adjoint group AdG of G. 

By a module Mover G we shall mean a finite-dimen
sional vector space M over complex numbers such that for 
every gEG and every mEM, a group action g·m is defined and 
belongs to M and satisfies the following properties: 

(a) e·m = m, where e is the identity element of G, 

(b) for g,hEG and mEM' g·(h·m) = (gh ).m. 

(c) g·m is a C-linear function of m, 

(d) g·m is a continuous function of g and m. 

(2.4) 
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Elements of G are then representable by elements of AutcM, 
or even by matrices of order equal to the dimension of M. 

We can then regard M as a module over L with XEL 
acting on mEM through 

X·m = (!!..- exp(tx).m) . (2.5) 
dt 1=0 

It is easy to verify the following properties for all X, YEL and 
mEM: 

(a) [X,Y].m = X.(Y·m) - Y·(X·m), 
(2.6) 

(b) X·m is linear in X and m. 

We shall write X (M) for the linear operator in M represent
ing the element X of L. 

Lastly, M can be regarded as a module over the associ
ative algebra U with the additional condition 1 um = m. 

A submodule SCM is an invariant subspace of M, i.e., 
gSCSfor allgEG, or XSCSfor allXEL. Mis called irredu
cible ifits only submodules are the trivial submodule ! 0 J and 
M itself. 

In particular, L itself is an L module giving the adjoint 
representation in which eachXEL is represented by the linear 
operatoradX:L-Lsuch that (adX)(Y) = [X, Y] for all YEL. 
the trace operation in the adjoint representation defines the 
so-called Killingform 

(X,Y) = TrL(adX,adY), (2.7) 

which is a nondegenerate bilinear form on L XL if Lis 
semisimple. 

Given G modules M and N, we can form the tensor 
product M I8i N of the two vector spaces and make it into a G 
module by defining the action of gEG by 

g.(m I8i n) + (g·m) I8i (g·n) (2.8) 

for all mEM, nEN, and extended to all of M I8i Nby linearity. 
In terms of Lie algebra L this equation translates as 

X.(m I8i n) = (X·m) I8i n + m I8i (X.n) 

for all XEL. 

(2.9) 

On the other side, we shall write lin(M,N) for the vector 
space of all i(:-linear maps from M to N. Then lin(M,N) can 
be made into a G (or L ) module by defining the action ofgEG 
on aElin(M,N) by 

(g·a)(m) = g·(a(g-I.m» (2.10) 

for all mEM. Elements XEL act according to 

(X.a)(m) = X·(am) - a(X-m). (2.11 ) 

The complex numbers C form a G module (resp. L mod
ule) under the trivial operation g·c = c(X·c = 0) for all gEG 
(XEL) and CEiC. Therefore, the action of G (resp. L ) on the 
dual module M * = lin(M,C) is given by 

for each gEG (XEL ), pEM *, and mEM. With these defini
tions, lin(M,N) and N I8i M * are isomorphic as modules, that 
is, there is a vector space-isomorphism between them com-
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muting with elements of G (or L ). This isomorphism allows 
us to regard a typical element I.iE1n i I8i fliof N I8i M * as a linear 
operator from M to N where 

L (n i l8ifl)(m) = Lfllm)ni (2.13) 
iEi iEI 

for each mEM. 

A submodule of lin(M,N) is termed a tensor operator 
submodule. These may be irreducible or reducible. The irre
ducible ones have been called irreducible tensorial sets by 
Fano and Racah lo and their individual members have been 
called irreducible tensor operators. In particular, iflin(M,N) 
has a submodule V which is isomorphic to L (adjoint repre
sentation), then V is called a vector operator submodule, its 
individual members being called vector operators. 

Of particular interest in the invariant theory is the sca
lar operator submodule S of lin (M,N ) consisting of all G
invariant elements, that is, elements aElin(M,N) such that 

g·a = a, X-a = 0 (2.14) 

for all gEG and all XEL. In view of (2.10), this says 

g·(am) = a(g·m), X·(am) = a(X·m) (2.15) 

for all mEM. Thus elements of S are module homomor
phisms and so S is often appropriately denoted by 
HomG(M,N) or Hom L (M,N). 

If H denotes a Cartan subalgebra of L (semisimple), 
then roots and weights are linear forms over H, that is, be
long to H *. The Killing form induces a nondegenerate bilin
ear form in H * which we shall again denote by ( , ). If 
al, ... ,ar (r = rank of L ) denote the simple roots, then for any 
weightfl, the numbers m i = 2{J..t,aJj(ai,a), i = I, ... ,r, are 
nonnegative integers; they will be called the Dynkin indices 
of fl and we shall write fl = (ml, ... ,mJ Every irreducible 
module of L is uniquely specified by the Dynkin indices of its 
highest weight. 

The modules having highest weights WI = (1,0, ... ,0), 
W2 = (0,1,0, ... ,0), ... , Wr = (0,0, ... ,1) are called the basic mod
ules and the one with highest weight WI will be termed the 
fundamental module. The Dynkin indices of a weight are 
simply its components relative to the basis! wI, ... ,wrl. The 
Dynkin indices of simple roots are nothing but columns of 
the Cartan matrix of L. 11 

From now on, M will denote an irreducible module 
with highest weightfl = (mh ... ,mr). The eigenvalue reM) of 
the second order Casimir invariant is given by Weyl's 
formula 

reM) = {J..t,fl + 28), (2.16) 

where 8 is half the sum of positive roots. The Dynkin indices 
of 8 are (1,1, ... ,1). Weyl also gave a formula for the dimen
sion of M, 

dimM = IT (a,fl + 8) / IT (a,8), 
a>O '/ ~>o 

(2.17) 

where the product is over all positive roots a. 

Practical computations involving these formulas can be 
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performed easily with the help of the matrix of the bilinear 
form ( , ) in H * relative to the basis I (i)h ... ,(i)rl. ll If one pre
fers, the use of this matrix can be avoided by using the Young 
indices [j;, ... ,f,.] to specify an irreducible module of L; but 
then the formulas are different for each Lie algebra and may 
be found in Refs. 2 and 3. 

3. CONSTRUCTION OF INVARIANTS 

We define an invariant ofG or L as any elementI of the 
center of the universal enveloping algebra U of L. Since U is 
generated by L, I belongs to the center of U if and only if I 
commutes with every element of L. This again is equivalent 
to the conditionl2 exp(tX)I exp( - tX) = !for allXEL, that 
is, I is invariant under the action of the adjoint group. In any 
module Mover G or L, I is represented by a scalar operator 
I (M)EHomG(M,M), that is, 

gI(M) = I(M)g (3.1) 

for every gEG. If M is an irreducible module, then by Schur's 
Lemma, I (M) is a multiple i(M) of the unit operator 1 M inM. 
We are interested in computing the number i(M) known as 
the eigenvalue 0/ I in the irreducible module M. For a semi
simple Lie group of rank r there are exactly r algebraically 
independent invariantsll and their eigenvalues can be used 
instead of Dynkin indices to specify irreducible modules of 
L.14 

For explicit construction of invariants, let I Gala 
= 1, ... ,dimL 1 denote any basis of L. (Throughout this pa

per, greek indices run from 1 through dimL). We define a 
metric tensor gaP using the Killing form, 

gaP = (Ga,Gp) = TrL(adGu,adGp ). (3.2) 

Thus (gaP) is just the matrix of the Killing form relative to 
the above basis. Since L is semisimple, there exists a recipro
cal metric tensor ~P, with the help of which we can raise 
indices to define the correlate basis for L, namely 

GU=gaPGp. (3.3) 

(Note that summation is implied over repeated indices.) 

The simplest invariant is that of Casimir which is of 
order 2 and is defined by 

(3.4) 

where G a and G a are considered as members of the universal 
enveloping algebra U. This definition is independent of the 
basis chosenl 2 and normalizes r to have the eigenvalue 1 in 
the adjoint representation. 

To define other invariants, let F denote any faithful 
module over L and let Fa = Ga(F) denote the linear opera
tors representing the basis I Gal in this module. Racah-type 
invariants are defined by 

(3.5) 

where k = 2,3,···. If L is simple, then any L module other 
than 10 land C may be used for F. Gruber and O'Raifear
taigh,15 in discussing the algebraic independence of invar
iants, chose F to be the fundamental module for almost all 
the classical simple groups. With F as the fundamental mod-
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ule, the eigenvalues of the Racah-type invariants have been 
explicitly calculated in Ref. 1 for SU(n), in Ref. 3 for the Lie 
groups U(n), O(n), and Sp(n), and in Ref. 2 for the Lie alge
bras A,., B,., C,., D,., and G2• 

Another sequence of invariants has been defined by 
Micu4 as follows. Let F denote any faithful module over L. 
ThenbysemisimplicityofL, thetraceformTr F (X (F), Y (F», 
X,YEL, isnondegenerate,i.e.,ifTrF (X (F),Y(F» = Oforev
ery YEL, then X = O. If L is simple, then F could be any 
nontrivial module. First one defines the collection of 
numbers 

(3.6) 

Using these coefficients, one defines a sequence of "vector" 
elements in U recursively, 

V~I) = Gs, 

(3.7) 

k = 1,2,···. 

It is shown in Appendix A that for each k = 1,2, .. ·, the ele
ments v~2k - I), k = 1,2,. .. are linearly independent and satis
fy the same commutation relations as the basis elements GlJ 
of L. 

Micu-type invariants are then defined as 

U2 = V~I)GlJ = G{,G/j, 

U = v(3)G lJ = u GaGPGYG lJ 
4 /j aPy/j , 

U (2k-I)G/j a GPGYG lJ 
2k = vI> = Uaf3y/jV(2k -- 3) , 

(3.8) 

k = 1,2,. ... Their invariant character is established in Ap
pendix A. 

It should be pointed out that Micu constructed his in
variants using the symmetrized coefficients 

sa[3y/j = Tr F«F J rl"y}.ymmFS) 

instead of the unsymmetrized ua f3y/j' The unsymmetrized in
variants are, of course, simpler and more likely to occur in 
applications. Part of the algorithm described here involves 
permuting the factors in F J rI" r' so that it can be easily 
adapted to cover the symmetrized invariants, if necessary. 

4. SOME LIE ALGEBRA IDENTITIES 

We derive here some useful results valid in an arbitrary 
semisimple Lie algebra. The notation is as before except 
G a(M) denotes the representation of G u in a module M. The 
most fundamental identity, of course, is the commutation 
relations 

Ga(M)Gp(M) - G[3(M)Ga(M) =/a[3YG/M), (4.1) 

where the/aPY are the structure constants of L, obviously 
skew symmetric in a and /3. Defining/aPY = g y/j/aP t'J, it is 
easy to show that the/a [3r are unchanged under a cyclic per
mutation of indices and are skew symmetric under inter
change of any two indices. 

Let M and N be irreducible L modules. If L is an irredu
cible tensor operator submodule of lin(M,N), then the rela-
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tion (2.11) written more explicitly reads 

[Ga(T)](t) = Ga(N)t - tGa(M) (4.2) 

for each tET. Applying G aCT) to this equation we get 

r(T)(t) = [Ga(N)t - tGa(M)] [Ga(N)t - tGa(M)] 

which, after simplification, gives 

Ga(N)tGa(M) = Hy(M) + yeN) - y(T)]t. (4.3) 

Now suppose Tis isomorphic to the adjoint representa
tion module L with an isomorphism u: L_ Twhich maps the 
basis I G a) of L into the basis Ita = u( G a») of T. then 

Ga(T)(tfl) = u-IuGa(T)uolutfl 

=laflY ty. 

Therefore, from (2.11), 

Ga(N)tfl - tflGa(M) =laflY ty. 

Contracting this with Gfl and using (4.3), we get 

lafllflGY(M) = Hy(M) - yeN) - l]ta· 

In particular, with M = N, this simplifies to 

lafll flG Y = - 1la' 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Specializing even more by setting t fl = G fl (M), we obtain 

iaflyGfl(M)GY(M) = - ~Ga(M). (4.8) 

We now derive Cutkosky's identity that is at the root of 
algorithms described here and in Refs. 1,2, and 3. LetN and 
M be L modules and let 

(4.9) 

be a direct sum decomposition (Clebsch-Gordan series) of 
their tensor product in terms of irreducible submodules 
M (A ). Let 17'" : N ® M-M (A ) be the canonical projections 
and let i" : M (A )-N ® Mbe the natural injections. The maps 
17'" and i" are scalar operators satisfying 

(4.10) 

and i"17',, is idempotent for each AEA. Since 17'" is a scalar 
operator, (2.15) gives 

Ga(A )17'" = 1T" (Ga(N) ® 1M + IN® Ga(M», (4.11) 

where the 1 's denote the unit operators and we have written 
Ga(A) for Ga{M(A ». A similar equation holds for Ga(A )17'" 
which, on contracting with Ga(A) and using (4.11) gives us 

(4.12) 
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where we have written y(A )fory(M (A ». Multiplying (4.12) 
on the left by iA and summing over A we obtain Cutkosky's 
identity 

Ga(N) ® Ga(M) = I Hy(A) - y(M) - y(N)]i" 17'A · 
"EA 

(4.13) 

5. COMPUTATIONS IN SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 

From now on we shall restrict L to be a simple Lie 
algebra and F will denote the fundamental module. In that 
case, every nontrivial module is faithful and the trace form in 
any module is proportional to the Killing form. 17 More 
explicitly, 

dimNy(N) 
TrN(Ga(N)Gfl(N» = dimL gafl' (5.1) 

Equation (5.1) can be used to write the eigenvalues of 
invariants as the trace of a scalar operator in F ® M which is 
defined below. In an irreducible module M, 

(5.2) 

where U2k (M) is the eigenvalue of U2k (M) in M. Therefore, 
writing V~2k - I) = V~k - I)(M) and Ma = Gu(M), 

1 
U2k(M) = dimM TrMU2k (M) 

= __ I_Tr (V(2k - L)M O) 
dimM M 0 

= di~ TrM (ga/3V(2k - I)M fl ). (5.3) 

Using (5.1), this becomes 

dimL 
uZk(M) = dimM dimFy(F) TrF®MCQ2k - IQI), (5.4) 

where Q2k _ 1 = Fa ® V(21< _ I)' It is shown in Appendix A 
that the Q2k _ I are scalar linear operators belonging to 
HomL(F®M,F®M). 

To calculate the trace appearing in (5.4), first note that 
because of (4.10) we can write 

TrF®M(QsQ,) = Trp®M I I Qs i"17'"Q,i".17',, .. (5.5) 
"EA ,,'EA 

Here17'AQ/A ,Elin(M (A '),M (A» is a scalar operator between 
irreducible modulesM (A ) andM (A '). Therefore, by Schur's 
lemma, it is equal to 0 if A.::ji:A ' [note that if Fis the fundamen
tal module, then all M (A ), AEA are nonisomorphic] and a 
multiple q,(A) of the unit openitor I" when A = A '. Similar 
remarks apply to Qs and since the trace of the idempotent 
operator iA17'A e<}uals dim(A), we get 

TrF~M(Qs Q,) = I dim(,,1 )qs(A )q,(,,1), (5.6) 
"EA 

where dim(A ) = dim(M (A )} and q.(A ) = q,(M (A )}. 

Clearly the same technique can be applied to an arbi
trary number offactors giving 
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TABLE I 

Quantity A, - su(n,C) D, or D, = so(n,C) C, = sp(n,C) 

Highest weight of 
fundamental module 

dimF= n 

dimL 

Highest weight of 
adjoint rep. module 

y(F) 

y(w,) 

r+ 1 

n'-I 

w,+w, 

n'-I 

2n 

(n - 2)(n + I) 
n' 

(n + 2)(n - I) 

n' 

1 
8",8h, - - 8"h8ij 

n 

2n( 8""8,,, - ~ 8"h8Cd) 

2r+ 1 (D,) 
2r (D,) 

n(n - I) 

2 

n-I 

2(n - 2) 

n 

n = 2r 

n(n + I) 

2 

2m, 

n + 1 
2(n + I) 

n 

n+2 

_1_ (8"d 8,,, - ~ 8"h 8"d) 
2n n 8(n _ 2) (8",,8b, - 8,,,8bd ) 8(n + 2) (E",Ehd + Eh,.E"d) 

1 1 
-(8",8h, - -8"h8,) 
2n n 

1 1 

(F"),,(F"),, 

= (F",.),/F'''')" _1_ (8"8,, _ ~ 8ij8,,) 
2n n 

2(n _ 2) (8,A, - 8,,8,,) 

_1_(F"F(3F,. 
1 . 

2(n _ 2) (F"F(3 F,. + FyF(3 F,,) 2n 

- ~ Tr,(FJ(3Fy)I,) 

TrF®M(Q~:···Q=,:') = L dim(A )q~:(A ) ... q=:(A). (5.7) 
.-lEA 

Applying (5.6) to (5.4), we get 

uzk(M) = dimF:i(~dimM .-l~ dim (A )qzk-t(A )ql(A). 

(5.8) 

The rest of the paper is devoted to developing a recur
sion formula for qZk _ t(A). Note that since Ql = Fa ® M a

, 

the value of ql(A) is already available from (4.13) as 

ql(A) = ![y(A ) - y(M) - y(F)]. (5.9) 

I t will be necessary for us to reverse the order of the first 
three factors in a product of the kind F,FpFa ® VaMPMY, 
where va is a vector operator in M. Such reversal is also 
necessary if one is interested in computing the invariants 
defined by means of the symmetrized coefficients Sapy8 as 
given by Micu.4 The main technique is repeated use of the 
commutation relations (4.1). To begin with, (4.1) and (4.8) 
give 

F~1i' ® vaMP = F Ii' ® vaMP + 1F "'" va 
{J'a a'P 2 a"" • (5.10) 

Using (5.10), (4.1), and then (5.10) again, we get 
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(5.11) 

The first term on the right-hand side can be simplified in the 
same manner and the result subsituted in (5.11) gives 

F,FpFa® VaMPMY 

= FJpFy® VaMPMY + [y(F) + !lFJp® vaMP 

(5.12) 

Reduction of the last term is somewhat indirect as follows. 

Let F ® F * = :I iE/ T (I) be a decomposition as a direct 
sum of irreducible submodules T (z). The linear operator 
FaF(3 belongs to lin(F,F)S!!f,F® F* and hence can be written 
uniquely as a sum of irreducible tensor operators, 

F JP = L Tap(z), (5.13) 
iEI 

where Tap(z) belongs to T(z) for each iE!. Applying (4.3) we 
get 
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F,/ J pFu = I FuTafJ(I)FU 
iEI 

I [y(F) - !y(T(I)] TafJ(t) 
iEI 

= y(F)F JfJ - ! I y(T(t)TafJ(l). (5.14) 
iEI 

Substitution of this into Eq. (5.12) gives 

Fl'tI'a® VaMfJMY 

=FJpFy® VaMfJMY + !FJfJ® vaMfJ 

+ lFa® va +! I y(T(l)TafJ(i)® VaGfJ. (5.15) 
iEI 

For the rest of the computations, we have to work in a 
specific Lie algebra employing a special basis for the funda
mental representation. The elements Fa are labeled asFab by 
the double index a - (a,b ), where all latin indices run from 1 
through n = dimF. Explicit matrix elements, the metrics 
g(ab)(cd) and g(ab)(cd) together with other pertinent informa
tion are collected in Table I for the Lie algebras A r, Br, Cr, 
and Dr. These data are used to compute expressions for 
(Fab)ij(Fbahl and uafJy{jF{j which are also given there. These 
will give the needed recursion formula because 

Q F {j V(2k - I) ",8 va 1I;(fJMY 
2k - I = ® Ii = UafJyb' ® (2k - 3)'"~ , 

(5.16) 

and the (k,l) element of UafJyJ Ii is (F aFpFyMFIi)y{FIi)kl' 

The numbering of the simple roots used by us is the 
same as in Ref. 5. 

6. LIE ALGEBRA Ar 
This is the Lie algebra of the special (det = 1) unitary 

group SU(n) and will also be denoted by su(n,C), where 
n = r + 1. The Clebsch-Gordan series for F ® M can be ob
tained easily from the Young diagram techniques. 18.19 Here 
we present the result in terms of Dynkin indices: 

(1,0,00.,0) ® (mt.m2,.00,mr) 

= WI ® f.1 

= (P + WI) Ell (p - WI + (2) Ell ... ® (p - Wr _ I + wr) 

(6.1) 

Now Dynkin indices of highest weights must be nonnegative 
numbers; hence any term on the right-hand side of(6.1) that 
contains a negative Dynkin index must be omitted. 

The fundamental representation of L = su(n,q con
sists of all n X n complex matrices of trace zero and so any 
dimL = n' - I traceless matrices which are linearly inde
pendent will constitute a basis of L in the fundamental repre
sentation. One such choice is given in Table I. Substituting 
uafJy~8 and other information from Table I into Eq. (5.15) 
we obtain the following recursion relation, 
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Q2k- I 

= 2~ (QZk - 3Qi - n di~ (TrF .. Ni2zk - 3Q~)IF ® 1M). 

(6.2) 

Projecting this onto the submodule M (A) CF ® M and sub
stituting for the trace from (5.6), we get 

q2k - I(A ) = -2
1 

(q2k _lA )qT(A) - d'~ L dim(A) 
n n 1 ,tEA 

(6.3) 

where the summation is over all submodules M (A ), AEA, in 
the Clebsch-Gordan series (4.9) for F®M. 

Thevalueofql(A ) is given by (5.9) so that (6.3) allows us 
to calculate successively the values q3(A ), qs(A ), etc. With 
these and the values dimL = n' - 1, dimF = n, 
y(F) = (n' - 1)/(2n), (5.8) reduces finally to 

U 2k (M) = n - 2 _. 1_ I dim(A )q2k _ 3(A )qi(A ). 
2n dlmM ,tEA 

(6.4) 

7. LIE ALGEBRAS Br AND Dr 
These are the simple Lie algebras of the special ortho

gonal groups SO(n), wl)ere n = 2r + 1 (Br) or n = 2r (Dr>. 
For most part, these algebras can be treated together and so 
we shall denote them collectively by so(n,C). 

The Clebsch-Gordan series for F ® M was calculated 
by Murnaghan20 for the orthogonal groups O(n). For the 
group SO(n), his formulas have to be slightly modified as 
described by Okubo. 2 Their formulas translated in terms of 
Dynkin indices give for B,., 

WI ®f.1 = (1,0,00.,0) ® (mt.oo.,mr) 

= (p + WI) Ell (p - WI + ( 2 ) Ell 00. Ell (p - Wr _ 2 + W r _ I) 

(7.t) 

Any term on the right-hand side in which a negative Dynkin 
index occurs, must be omitted. Moreover, the last term is just 

J1. if mr*O, but is omitted if mr = 0. 

For Dr we have 

WI ®f.1 = (1,0,00.,0) ® (mt.oo.,mr) 

= (p + WI) Ell (p - WI + w,) Ell .. · Ell (p - Wr_ 2 + Wr_ 1+ Wr) 
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(7.2) 

Again, all terms with any negative Dynkin index have to be 
excluded and the last term is simply f.L ifmr=Fmr_ \ but must 
be omitted if mr = m, _ \. 

The fundamental representation of so(n,q consists of 
all n X n skew matrices. A particular basis choice is shown in 
Table I in which we have also gathered some other relevant 
information. Using the reduction of uaf3ysF° given there, we 
find 

1 (Fa Ff3 Fy + Fy Ff3 Fa) ® V(2k _ 3P f3G y. 
2(n - 2) 

(7.3) 

To reverse the order off actors in F ~ pFa' we use (5.12) 
which needs a simplication of F J pF ~a. This is achieved by 
applying formula (5.14) in the special case of so(n,q. For 
both B, and D,., F ® F = WI ® WI decomposes into irreducible 
modules with highest weights 0, W2, and 2wI' This corre
sponds to the decomposition 

FpFy = Tf3/O) + Tf3y(W2) + Tf3/2w I), (7.4) 

where the 

Tf3yCO) = n(n ~ 2) gf3y l F 

are multiples of the unit operator, 

Tf3y(W2) = !(FpFy - F~(3) 

are skew linear operators, and 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

Tf3yC2w l ) = !(FpFy + F~(3) - n(n ~ 2) gf3y1F (7.7) 

are traceless symmetric linear operators. Using these explicit 
tensors and supplying the values of the Casimir operators, 
we get 

1 
FJpF~a =--

2(n - 2) 

X (- F pFy + ff3y/(T + (n ~ 2) gf3 yl F ). 

(7.8) 

Substitution of this in (5.12) followed by some algebra gives 

F~pFa® V aMf3MY 

=FJ,-P ® V aMf3MY + n - 1 FJf3® V aMf3 
{Yy n-2 

+ n - 1 F ® va _ 1 IF® VaMa. 
4(n - 2) a 2(n - 2)2 

Finally, this used in (7.3) gives 

q2k _ I(A) 

1 (2q2k _ 30 )qi(A) + ~2k _ 3(A )q1(A ) 
2(n - 2) n - 2 
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+ n - 1 A _ U2k - z(M) 1 ) 
4(n - 2) q2k - 3() 2(n - 2)2 ).. 

With ql(A ) given by (5.9), this allows successive compu
tation of ql(A ), qs(A ), etc., which then can be used in (6.4) to 
determine u4(M), u6(M), etc. 

8. LIE ALGEBRA Cr 

The simple Lie algebra L = Cr is the (complex) Lie al
gebra of the symplectic group Sp(n), n = 2r and is often de
noted by sp(n,C). The Clebsch-Gordan series for F ® M is 
given in Ref. 2 which, written in terms of the Dynkin indices 
is 

WI ®f.L = (f.L + WI)IB (f.L - WI + (2) IB "'IB (f.L - W r _ 1+ wr) 

(8.1) 

As usual, any term in which a negative Dynkin index occurs 
must be omitted from (8.1). 

The fundamental module F is of dimension n = 2r and 
carries a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form. The ma
trix E of this bilinear form can be chosen to be 

o I 1) 
E~LJ-J (8.2) 

where each block is a matrix of order r. The fundamental 
representation of L consists of all complex n X n matrices X 
satisfying 

EXE = X T. (8.3) 

Any [(n(n + 1 )12] such matrices will form a basis of L in this 
representation. One such choice is shown in Table I. Substi
tuting uaPy{jF{j from Table I into Eq. (5.15), we get 

Q2k _ I = 1 (Fa Ff3 Fy + Ff3 Fy Fa) ® V(2k _ 3P f3G y. 
2(n + 1) 

(8.4) 

Since F ® F decomposes into irreducible modules with 
highest weights 0, W 2, 2w" we can write 

(8.5) 

The tensor operators 

(8.6) 

are multiples of the unit operator, 

(8.7) 

are traceless symplectic-symmetric operators, and 

(8.8) 

are skew-symplectic operators. Using these explicit tensors 
in (5.14) and simplifying, we get 
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This, when substituted in (5.12) gives 

F,FpFa® V aMf3MY 

=F~pF ® V aMf3MY + n + 1 F/f3® vaMP 
Y n+2 

+ n + 1 F ® va _ 1 IF® VaMa. (8.10) 
4(n + 2) a 2(n + 2)2 

Finally, this used in (8.4) gives the recursion formula 

q2k - 1(,1) 

1 ( 2 n+I = 2qZk - i,i )ql(,i) + ~2 Zk - i,i )ql(,i) 
2(n + 2) n + 

n+l (,1)- uzk(M) ) 
+ 4(n + 2) q2k - J 2(n + 2)2 1,,\ . 

(8.11 ) 
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APPENDIX A 

Here we show that the elements V~2k - I) (k = 1,2, ... ) of 
U defined in (3.7) are linearly independent and satisfy the 
same commutation relations as the basis elements Ga of L. 
As a corollary, it follows at once that the elements U2k 
(k = 1,2, ... ) of U defined in (3.8) are indeed invariants and 
also that the operators Q2k _ 1 = Ffj ® Vt2k - 1)' where 
V~2k _ I) = V~2k _ I) (M), are scalar operators acting in F ® M. 
the proofs are broken down in the following lemmas. The 
notation is the same as in the rest of the paper, that is, F is a 
faithful module, Man arbitrary module, G a (a = 1, ... • dimL ) 
constitute a basis of L which are represented as linear opera
tors G a (M) in M. Greek indices run from 1 through dimL 
and summation over repeated indices is implied. We also 
abbreviate Fa = Ga (F) and Ma = GAM). 

Lemma 1: If uaPyfj = Tr F(F / pF ,Fo), then for all com
plex numbers CO satisfying COUaPY6 = O. we must have c6 = 0 
for each J. 

Proof Since L is semisimple and F is faithful, the trace 
form in the representation Fis nondegenerate. Iffor all a. {J, 
r, we have 0 = cfjuapyo = Tr F(F / pF ye6 Fo), then by the non
degenerate nature of the trace form, it follows that CO Fo = 0, 
which implies each CO = 0 by linear independence of Fo' 

Lemma 2: For each k = 1,2, ... , the elements V~2k- 1) de
fined in (3.7) are linearly independent. 

Proof V~I) = Ga are linearly independent because they 
form a basis of L. Now let cl, ... ,CdimL be complex numbers 
such that 

CfjV~3) = cfjuaPYfj G aG PG Y = O. 

By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem,21 the set of 
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G uG PG Y is linearly independent as a. {J, r vary from 1 
through dimL. Hence C6UaPY6 = 0 for all a, {J, and r which. 
by Lemma 1, implies CO = 0 for each J. Similarly cOv~) = 0 
implies CO(uaPyfjv(JP PG y) = 0; that is, C6UapyoUpvpa 
X GPG ''GfGPG Y = 0 which gives c6uavYbUpvpa = 0 and 
hence, by Lemma I, COUaPyb = 0 so that again by Lemma I, 
e6 = 0 for each o. Although the notation becomes cumber
some, it is clear that this procedure can be continued for 
higher order V6'S and so the result follows by induction. 

Lemma 3: For each k = 1,2, .. · the V~2k - I) satisfy the 
commutation relations 

G V(2k - I) _ V(2k - I)G = r YV(2k - I) 
ap P a Jap· y • 

Proof We use induction on k. For k = 1, the result is 
obvious because V~I) = Gb • Now assume that the result is true 
for all positive integers less than k. 

Then 

G V(2k - I) _ V(2k- I)G 
ap P a 

= UILvpp(Gav'(2k _ 3P vGP - v'(lk _ JP vGPGa)· 

Repeated use of commutation relations converts the right
hand side to 

TrF(FpF,.F/p [fPaav'(2k _ JPvG a + Faav'(zk _ JpaGP 

+ /P aavaG vGP]. 

To simplify this, we associate the/coefficients with the 
F operators and use the commutation relations for the F 
operators backwards. Further repeated use of commutation 
relations (among the F's) to rearrange the order off actors 
reduces this to r YV(2k - I) Ja(3. I' . 

Lemma 4: For each k = 1,2 ... ·, the element UZk defined 
in (3.8) commutes with every element of L. 

Proof It is enough to show that U2k commutes with 
every basis element of L. Using the commutation relations 
twice we get 

Ga U2k = Gav(3GP = v(3GaGP - /paaVO'GP 

- GPG /P. GO' r P Ga - VIJ a - .a~f3 - Jaa. Vp 

= UlkGa · 

Lemma 5: For each k = 1,2, .. ·, QZk _ 1 = Fp ® V~k _ I) 

is a scalar operator in F ® M, where we have written V7lk _ I) 

= JtZk - l)(M). 

Proof: Again, it suffices to prove that Q2k _ 1 commutes 
with every basis element of L represented in F ® M, that is, 
withFa® IM+ IF®Ma· Now 

X (Fp ® V7Zk _ I» - Fp ® Vflk _ l)(Fa ® 1 M + I F® Ma) 

= (F/f3- FpFa) ® Vf2k _ I) + Fp ® (Ma V f2k _ I) 

- Vgk - 1#a) 
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= la/3cl" a ® Vf2k _ I) + laa/3 Fa ® Vf2k _ I) 
=0. 
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There has been a recent controversy between Gzyl [J. Math Phys. 18, 1327 (1977)] and Blume [J. 
Math. Phys. 19, 2004 (1978)] concerning the correct way to integrate the equation 
iill/J/ilt = Hol/J + 8(t)Vl/J 
where 8 is the Dirac delta function. In this paper we: (1) Suggest some physical reasons for 
rejecting Gzyl's procedure and (2) Extend the limiting procedure suggested the Blume to 
unbounded Hamiltonians. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various authors have recently considered quantum me
chanical systems having Hamiltonians of the form: 

H=Ho +c5V, (1.1) 

where Ho is the time-independent background Hamiltonian 
c5 is the Dirac delta function, and V is a potential function. 
Such Hamiltonians can be thought of as representing a sys
tem which evolves according to the equation, 

. dx H 
1-= oX 

dt 
(1.2) 

for t=F0. At t = 0, however, a potential pulse of spatial distri
bution Varrives. Clauser and Blume,l as well as Gzyl, 2 have 
considered Hamiltonians of the slightly more general form, 

H =Ho + L c5(t - T;)V; , (1.3) 

in which TiO the time of arrival of the ith pulse described by 
V;, is a random variable. 

Such Hamiltonians were used by Clauser and Blume to 
describe the line shape of Moss bauer spectra. In the course of 
their treatment they claim that the correct solution to the 
equation 

is 

i dx = Hox + c5(t - T)Vx 
dt 

(1.4) 

{ 
exp( - iHo t )x(O) if O<'J < T, 

x(t) = 
exp( - iHo(t - T» exp( - iV)x(T -) if t> T, 

(1.5) 

where 

x(T - ) = limit x(t) and x(T + ) = limit x(t) . 
t/T t"T 

In particular it follows that, 

x(T + ) = exp( - iV)x(T - ) . (1.6) 

Gzyl, however, writes (1.4) in differential form, 

dx = - iHox dt - ic5(t - T)Vx dt. (1.7) 

Integrating this expression and treating c5 (t - T) as a point 
mass at T he obtains, 

x(T + ) = (I - iV)x(T - ) . (1.8) 

Obviously, (1.6) and (1.8) are very different. In order to de-

termine which is in fact physically appropriate we make two 
remarks. First, imagine that the two shocks are applied to 
the system. Suppose that at time TI the potential pulse VI 
arrives and at time T2 , V2 arrives, with T2 > TI . Then the 
formula of Clauser and Blume would predict that, 

x cb (T2 +) = exp( - iV2) exp[ - iHo(T2 - T I )) 

X exp( - iVl )x(TI - ) , (1.9) 

while that of Gzyl would lead one to expect that, 

xg(T2) = (I - iV2) exp[iHo(T2 - TI)](I - iVl)x(TI -) . 
(1.10) 

If the two shocks were flowed together so that 
T2 -+ TI ,then we see from (1.9) that 

xcb(TI + ) = exp( - iV2) exp( - iVl )x(TI - ), (1.11) 

while from (1.10) we would get 

xg(TI + ) = (I - iV2)(1 - iVl )x(TI - ) 

= [I - V2 VI - i(V2 + VI)]x(TI -). 
(1.12) 

Now suppose that V2 and VI commute. Then (1.11) 
becomes, 

xcb(TI +) = exp[ - i(V2 + VI)]x(TI -), (1.13) 

which is exactly what we would expect from two shocks 
arriving as one. This is obviously not the case in (1.12) since 
then we would expect, 

xg(TI +) = [I - i(V2 + VI)]x(TI -). 

A second objection to Gzyl's interpretation of (1.4) is 
that in practice it is impossible for a potential to be turned on 
instantaneously. Indeed, if this were to happen it would con
tradict relativity, since the potential could be a carrier of 
information. Instead, (1.4) and (1.7) should be thought of as 
representing a system in which the switching off and on sim
ply occurs very rapidly. 

This remark is especially important since it suggests the 
sense ofEq. (1.4) and how its solution should be obtained. 
Since the pulse must actually arrive during a very brief inter
val of time, Eq. (1.4) should be replaced by a sequence of 
approximating problems; 

dXE 
i-- = HOXE + 1:(t - T)VXE' 

dt (1.14) 
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where each/. is nonnegative, continuously differentiable 
with compact support satisfying 

f~+ 00

00 

JAs) ds = 1 = l~~~ fT~+1515 J 71 (t - T) dt 

for every E> 0 and {j > O. Finding the solution to (1.4) in this 
interpretation is now reduced to solving the problems (1.14) 
and, in the appropriate topology, taking the limit of the xAt ) 
as E tends to zero. 

This is the approach taken by Blume3 in his discussion 
of Gzyl's formula (1.8). However in his justification of (1.6) 
Blume assumes that Ho can be ignored during the interac
tion, i.e., when/.*O . This is appropriate for the Hamilto
nians considered by Blume, Clauser, and Gzyl. In general, 
however, this is a dangerous assumption since Ho and V will 
often be unbounded operators, thereby admitting the possi
bility of a nontrivial interaction between Ho and V during 
the limiting process. If, however, Ho is bounded then it is 
easy to see that, 

limxAT +) = exp( - iV)x(T -) (1.15) 
E --+ 0 

in the norm topology of the Hilbert space in which x exists. 
Indeed, Clauser showed this for Ho = 0 in his example. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that, in fact, for 
general classes of Ho and V, bounded or not, (1.15) holds. 

In Sec. 2 we state the precise conditions under which we 
show (1.15) holds. In Sec. 3 the necessary methematical ap
paratus is assembled and the result is proved. 

2. THE MAIN RESULT 

Let cW'denote a complex Hilbert space that is separable, 
i.e., cW' has a complete orthonormal sequence. (¢,t/I) is the 
inner product ofvectors¢ and t/Iin cW'with II¢ II = (¢,¢) 1/2 

the norm. 
Each operator A on cW' will be linear and have a dense 

domain fiJ(A) in cW'. A is closed if whenever ¢n - ¢ and 
A¢ n - t/I for a sequence {¢ n } in fiJ (A ), it follows that 
¢EfiJ (A ) and A¢ = t/I. A is closable if there is a closed opera
tor A I with fiJ (A I ) ~ fiJ (A ) and A I ¢ = A¢ for all ¢ in 
fiJ (A ). It turns out that if A is closable there is a minimal 
closed operator A extending A. A is called the closure of A. 

An operator A is bounded if the norm of A 

IIA II = sup IIA¢ II 
114>11 = I 

is finite. A bounded operator always has a unique extension 
to a bounded operator with domain equal to all of cW'. The 
extension has the same norm. 

A is symmetric if the equation 

(A¢,t/I) = (¢,At/I) 

holds for each pair of vectors ¢ and t/lin fiJ(A ). The adjoint of 
A, denoted by A *, is defined for each vector t/I for which there 
is a vector 7] satisfying 

(A¢,t/I) = (¢,7]) 

for all ¢EfiJ (A ). We write 7] = A *t/I. Note that if A issymmet
ric, A * is an extension of A. If A * = A we say that A is self
adjoint. 

It is well known that if Ho is a self-adjoint operator, the 
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Schrodinger equation 

.d¢ -H A. 
/- - o'/' 

dt 
(2.1) 

generates a unitary group exp[ - iHo t ] of operators so that 
any solution ¢ (t) of (2.1) can be written as 

¢ (t ) = exp[ - iHo t ]¢ (0). (2.2) 

We must consider two self-adjoint operators Ho and Vand 
the associated Schrodinger equation 

id¢ = [Ho +/.(t)V]¢. 
dt 

(2.3) 

Here/. is a smooth approximation of the {j function {j (t - 1). 
By translation of the time scale we here set T, the shock time, 
equal to 1. IfJ(t) is any continuously differentiable function 
which is non-negative on (- 00,00) and satisfies the 
conditions 

J(t) = 0 for te(0,2) 

and 

f J(t) dt = 1, 

then we set 

J.(t) = (1/E)f[1 +(t-l)/E] 

for 0 <€ <; 1. 
Now by letting 1 + (t - 1)/E be the new time variable, 

which we denote by t, (2.3) becomes 

i d¢ = [EHo + J(t)V]¢. (2.4) 
dt 

If E = 0, it is easy to show that 

¢(t)= exp [ -i i'J(S) dSV]¢ (0) (2.5) 

is the general solution and hence that the equation 

¢ (2) = exp[ - iV]¢ (0) 

gives the result of Blume. 3 The significant problem is to de
termine whether the solutions of (2.4) for positive E tend to 
(2.5) as E - O. Its significance derives from the fact that, in 
general, Ho and Vare unbounded. 

Since there are two possibly unbounded operators in the 
present case care must be used in defining the operator 
EHo + J(t ) V on the right side of (2.4). We are basing our 
result on the recent work of Dollard and Friedman4 on evo
lution equations in Banach spaces. We find that the follow
ing hypotheses are convenient for our purpose. (For exam
ples of Hamiltonian and potentials satisfying these 
conditions see Simon. 5

) 

(i) fiJ (Ho)nfiJ (V) is dense in cW'. For each S;;;' 0, 
Ho + sV, defined on fiJ (Ho)nfiJ (V), has a self-adjoint clo
sure, denoted by H (5 ). 

(ii) H (5) has a bounded inverse H (5 tl for each S ;;;. O. 
Furthermore, as a function S H (5 tl is weakly bounded on 
each finite interval [O,L]. This means that for any vectors ¢ 
andt/lthefunctions (¢,H(5)~ It/I) is bounded on each finite 
interval [O,L ]. 

(iii) The operator V [Ho + s V] .. I is bounded on 
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(Ho + S V)[Pfl(Ho)nPfl(V)] . Since (i) and (ii) will imply 
that this space is dense in JIt', we denote by C (S ) the unique 
extension of V [Ho + S V] - I to all of JIt'. We require C(S) 
be weakly continuous as a function of S. This means that for 
each pairofvectorstP and t,b, the function (tP,C (S) t,b) is con
tinuous for E ;;;. o. 

We can now state our results. 
Theorem 2.1: Suppose (i)-{iii) hold. Then for each vector 

tPoE Pfl (Ho) ,there is precisely one solution tPE(t) of(2.4) with 
tPE(O) = tPo . Furthermore we have theformula 

tPE(t) = exp [ -iEH(~ff(S)dS)]tPo, (2.6) 

where H ( S) is the closure of Ho + S v. 
We will discuss the proof of this theorem in Sec. 3, as 

well as the proof of its important: 

Corol/ary2.I: limtP.(t) = exp(-i r'f(S)dsV)tPo. E_O )0 

3. LEMMAS AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 AND 
COROLLARY 2.1 

In addition to the results of Dollard and Friedman4 we 
will employ the following two lemmas that can be found in 
Kato. 6 

Lemma 3.1: Let Tn and Tbe self-adjoint operators. 
Suppose Pfl is a dense subspace contained in the domains of 
Tn and T, and Tequals the closure of its restriction to Pfl. If 
Tn U - Tu as n - + 00 for each u in Pfl, then for any non
real number ~, 

(Tn - ~I)-I-(T- ~I)-I as n- + 00. (3.1) 

The next lemma is a special case of Theorem 2.6 on page 
502 of Ref. 6. 

Lemma 3.2: Suppose Tn and Tare self-adjoint and (3.1) 
holds for some nonreal number~. Then it follows that for 
each t 

e - ilT" _ e - ilT as n _ + 00. (3.2) 

The convergence in (3.1) and (3.2) is strong point-wise 
convergence. 

We proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1. For simplic
ity we establish Eq. (2.6) in the case E = 1. The hypotheses 
are such that the proof is valid for any positive E. 

Following Dollard and Friedman we set A (t) 
= H[(t)], the closure of Ho + f(t)Von Pfl(Ho) 
n Pfl(V).Then (2.4) becomes 

i dtP = A (t)tP . (3.3) 
dt 

To employ the results in Ref. 4 we must verify the following 
conditions: 

(A) A - I(t) has a weakly continuous weak derivative 
(d Idt)A - I(t). 

(B) A (t) (d Idt) A - I(t) is weakly continuous in t and 
bounded for each t. 

To show that (A) is true fix t. Then on the space 
A (t)[Pfl(Ho) n Pfl(V)] we have 

A -I(S) -A -I(t) =A -1(s)[A (t) -A (s)]A -I(t). 

But on Pfl (Ho)niZ7 (V), A (t) - A (s) = [f(t) - f(s)] V. Hence 
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by (iii) we may write 

A - I(S) - A - I(t) = [f(t) - f(s)]A - I(S)C (J(t ». (3.4) 

Since (3.4) holds on the dense subspace 
A (t)[ iZ7 (Ho) n Pfl (V)] of JIt' and both sides are bounded 
(3.4) is true on all of JIt'. Now sinceA - I(S) is weakly bound
ed by (ii), (3.4) shows that A - I(t) is weakly continuous. 
Furthermore, 

lim (A - I(S) - A - I(t) tP,t,b) 
s_t s-t 

-lim f(s) -f(t) (A -l(S)C(f(t»tP,t,b) 
s_1 s - t 

- f'(t )(A - l(t)C (f(t »tP,t,b) , 

sincefis differentiable and A - I(S) is now weakly continu
ous. Thus 

:tA -I(t)= -f'(t)A -1(t)C(f(t» , (3.5) 

and (A) holds since by (iii) C (f(t» is weakly continuous. 
Finally we see that (B) is also true since 

A (t)!!..A -I(t) = - f'(t)C(f(t». 
dt 

Now we will prove thatthe solutiontP (t) of(3.3) satisfy
ing the initial condition tP (0) = tPo is given by the formula 

(3.6) 

Again we note that (2.6) for any E > 0 can be similarly 
derived. 

For any positive number A set 

A;.(t) = A A (t)[A + iA (t)]-I 

and consider the initial value problem 

. dtP;. 
1-- = A;. (t)tP;. , 

dt 

tP;. (0) = tPo . 
(3.7) 

Since (A) and (B) hold, we may collect some results from 
Ref. 4 in the form of a lemma. 

Lemma 3.3: The following statements are true: 
(a) For each t,A;. (t) is bounded and is norm continuous 

as a function of t. 
(b) For each", E Pfl(A (t », 

IIA;. (t)t,b II " IIA (t)t,b II and lim A;.(t)t,b =A (t)t,b. 
A- + 00 

(c) For each t, lim tP;. (t) = tP (t) , where tP (t) is the 
A_ + 00 

solution of (3.3) with tP (0) = tPo . 
Term-by-term differentiation of the exponential series 

will now show that 

tP;.(t) = exp( -i fA;.(S)dS)tPo' 

Thus (3.6) now follows if we can show that 

exp( - if A;.(s) dS)tPo - exp [ - iH( Lf(S) dS) JtPo 

(3.8) 
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aSA -+ + 00. 

LetA = An where {An }isan arbitrary sequence tending 
to + 00, and let t/J be an arbitrary vector in 
!iJ(Ho) n !iJ(V). Then for each s, 0 .;;; s .;;; f, 

A (s)t/J = Hot/J + f(s)Vt/J, 

IIA (s) t/J - A.i (s) t/J II -+ 0 as n -+ + 00, 

and 

IIA.i,,(s) t/J II .;;; IIA (s) t/J II . 
So by Lebsegue's dominated covergence theorem, 

n~i~ 00 f A.i,,(s) t/Jds = fA (s) t/Jds =H( ff(S)dS) t/J. 

So if 
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Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show that 

e - iTn¢o _ e - iT ¢o as n -+ + 00. 

This proves (3.8), and completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.1 follows now by another application of 

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to Eq. (2.6). 

'M.J. Clauser and M. Blume, Phys. Rev. B 3,583-91 (1971). 
'H. Gzyl, 1. Math. Phys. 18, 1327 (1977). 
3M. Blume, J. Math. Phys. 19,2004 (1978). 
'J.D. Dollard and C.N. Friedman, J. Func. Anal. 28, 309-54 (1978). 
'B. Simon, Quantum Mechanicsfor Hamiltonian Defined as Quadratic 
Forms (Princeton, N.J., 1971). 
'T. Kato, Perturbation Theory for Linear Operator (Springer-Verlag, New 
York, 1966). 
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On the asymptotic behavior of the derivatives of Airy functions a) 

Philip A. Maurone and Alain J. Phares 
Department of Physics, Villanova University, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085 

(Received 6 March 1979; accepted for pUblication 15 May 1979) 

We present a noniterative functional solution to the three-term recursion relation satisfied by the 
higher order derivatives of the Airy function. This solution allows one to obtain the asymptotic 
behaviors of these derivatives for large argument and also for large order. 

In two recent publications,·2 the linear potential as a 
quark confinement mechanism has been discussed for the 
case of nonzero angular momentum. It is well known that 
Airy's equation and its convergent solution, A i(z) , are useful 
in describing zero angular momentum states. In Refs. 1 and 
2 it is seen that not only the Airy function but its derivatives 
are also important when discussing nonzero angular mo
mentum states. It is the purpose of this note to present some 
new useful properties of the derivatives of the Airy function. 

It is well known that w(m)(z), the mth derivative of the 
Airy function, can be expressed in the form 

(1) 

where Pm (z) and Qm (z) are polynomials. Indeed this result 
can be easily seen from the recurrence relations 

Pm + I (z) = P;" (z) + zQm (z), 

Qm + I (z) = Pm (z) + Q ;" (z) 

obtained by use of Airy's equation3 

W"(z) - zW(z) = 0, 

and the starting values 

Po(z) = 1, Qo(z) = 0. 

(2) 

(3) 

On the other hand, no explicit expressions for the poly
nomials Pm (z) and Qm (z) are known. The recurrence rela
tions (2) are coupled and so far no one has been able to solve 
them. Instead, we replace them by one single linear finite
difference equation, which, in turn, is solved using the recent 
combinatorics function technique.4 Taking repeated deriva
tives ofEq. (3), one obtains the three-term recurrence rela
tion among the higher order derivatives of the Airy function, 
namely' 

W(m) = (m _ 2)w(m - 3) + zw(m - 2). (4) 

Systematic application of the technique of Ref. 4 to Eq. (4) 
leads to the results (the square brackets refer to integer 
divisions) 

I [(P~)l2J 
W(3P)(z) = Y I zjW(;)(z) L (3z3y 

j=O n=O 
[3n +jJ 

X I 
q=O q!(3n + j - q)! 

X r (p + n + U + 1 - q )/3) 
r (U + 1 - q)/3) , 

(5a) 

I [(P+~I)/2J 
W(3p + 1)(Z) = 3P + I z2 I (3z) - j W(;)(z) L (3z3y 

j=O n=O 

a)Work supported in part by a grant from the Office of Research and Patent 
Affairs, Villanova University. 

13n+2-jJ (- l)q 

X q~O q!(3n+2-j-q)! 

X r(p+n+l+U+l-q)/3) 
r(u + 1 - q)/3) 

[3n"I,+IJ (-I)q 

X q = 0 q!(3n + j + 1 _ q)! 

rep + n + 1 + U + 1 - q)/3) X , r«(j + 1 - q)/3) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

Comparing Eqs. (1) and (5), Pm (z) and Qm (z) are then 
easily identified. The resulting expressions for Pm and Qm 
can then be verified by substituting them in recurrence rela
tions (2), the same way expressions (5) can also be shown to 
satisfy Eq. (4). 

Equations (5a)-(5c) provide easy asymptotic expre
sions for large values ofz and for a given order p. This asymp
totic behavior is based on the well known3 asymptotic expan
sions for W(z) and W'(z). Obviously, all higher order 
derivatives of W (z) will fall off at infinity if W (z) is the well 
behaved A i(z) , and will blow up if W (z) is any linear combi
nation of Ai(z) and Bi(z). 

Asymptotic behaviors of w(m)(z) for large order m can 
also be computed using Eqs. (5a)-(5c). This is perhaps less 
trivial to obtain. By setting m = 3p + i (i = 0,1,2), we see in 
Eqs. (5a)-(5c) the dependence onp appear at only two 
places: the upper limit on the n-summation and the argu
ment of one r function. 

The details ofthe calculations leading to Eqs. (5a)-(5c) 
and other formulas (not available in the literature) can be 
found in Ref. 6. 

'A.F. Antippa and A.J. Phares, J. Math. Phys. 19, 385 (1978). 
'A.J. Phares, J. Math. Phys. 19, 2239 (1978). 
'See, for example, Handbook oj Mathematical Functions, edited by M. 
Abramowitz and I.A. Stegun (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, 
D.C., 1964). 

'This is a technique that allows one to solve anyone-dimensional muItiterm 
linear recursion relation. This technique is formally developed in A.F. An
tippa and A.I. Phares, J. Math. Phys. 18. 173 (1977); A.I. Phares, I. Math. 
Phys. 18, 1838 (1977); and A.F. Antippa, I. Math. Phys. 18,2214 (1977). 

'This property is not new but presented in P.L. Ferreira and I.A. Castilho 
Alcanis, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 15, 500 (1975). 

'P.A. Maurone and A.I. Phares, Villanova preprint #TH23-03 (1978). 
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Schwinger equations 
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Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Wrocfaw, Cybulskiego 36, 50-205 Wrocfaw, Poland 
(Received 24 March 1978) 

A compact description of the Schwinger equation is given and its different transformations and projections 
are considered. 

In the case of systems with finite degrees offreedom the 
process of solving a given system of equations is in principle 
finished if we reach an integral form of solutions. For sys
tems with infinite degrees offreedom like quantum field the
ory (qft) or statistical physics (st), a completely different sit
uation occurs because of troubles with the effective 
approximation of the resulting integrals (functional inte
grals). It turns out that in such cases it is useful sometimes to 
corne back to the starting equations, and by means of those 
one can try to find new approximations to considered quan
tities. In the work presented we concentrate on qft formulat
ed by means of the functional integral. 

r[a] =%-1 J d,u[¢] e:»'[ + ''PJe'('P·a ) (1.1) 

with the measure 

f d,u [rp ] e'('P·a ) = e(a.K - 'a)/2 (1.2) 

and an r-component classical field a(x). 

We consider here the Schwinger equation (5.2) fulfilled 
by the functional r. We would like to show in this paper 
that the Schwinger equation can be used as a good starting 
point for different approximations of the functional r. To 
do this, the equation has to be described in the standard form 
of one linear, inhomogeneous equation, Sec. 5, and trans
formed in different ways. 

The introduction of a general notion of projection oper
ators was found to be very fruitful for investigation of the 
Schwinger equation. By this we mean an operation P with 
only idempotent property, P = P2. It turns out that there are 
a lot of operations in nature and theory connected with the 
above property. For example, stirring sweet tea or substract
ing infinities from Feynman's graphs are projection opera
tors. There are different possibilities of applying the projec
tor operators to the Schwinger equation. First of all, we can 
use them to separate a chosen process from others. Secondly, 
the projection operators can also be used to obtain the non os
cillator perturbation approach to qft. Thirdly, by means of 
the projectors (projection operators) we can improve math
ematical correctness of the formulas obtained. 

I. THE CONTENT OF THE WORK 

In Sees. 2 and 3 we give some remarks and consider 
general functional equations. In Sec. 4 we discuss the projec
tion operators. In Sec. 6 we consider projection properties of 
the Schwinger equation. It turns out that the free part of the 

Schwinger operator is the lowering operator (PilIIoPj:f:O 
only forj < I) but the interacting part is the nonlowering op
erator. The latter property is responsible for linking of equa
tions for n-point functions in infinite chain. The possibility of 
decoupling of such a chain of equations is considered in Sec. 
7. The most spacious is Sec. 8, where we demonstrate differ
ent applications of the projected Schwinger equation. In par
ticular we derive there the Feshbach equations and we pro
pose the modified Tarnm-Dancoff method for calculating 
kernels of those integral equations. The Dyson equations, as 
a particular case of the Feshbach equations, are derived 
there. It turns out now that the kernels ofthese equations are 
the inverses of projections of the Schwinger operator. We 
also discuss in this section the application of the projected 
Schwinger equation to renormalization of a theory. This is 
possible since the usual subtraction operations are a projec
tion operators. 

Section 9 contains variational formulation of the 
Schwinger equations and some remarks about the improve
ment of calculations when we do not know the exact proper
ties of the considered operators. In particular, we consider 
there the method of effective operators. 

Section 10 contains similarity transformations of the 
Schwinger equation. We also give there a definition of gener
al symmetrical transformations of the Schwinger equation. 

II. GENERAL REMARKS 

A. Operator and vector equations 

Let us consider a linear inhomogeneous equation 

AX=Y, (2.1) 

where all occurring quantities are operators. This is an oper
ator equation. The vector equation is obtained if operators 
on both sides of (2.1) act on the vector r oED (X) and D (Y). 
We then get 

(2.2) 
with 

(2.3) 

In spite of the fact that in physics vector equations are more 
original, we also consider the operator equations because 
they are more general and may lead to calculational conse
quences (Sec. 9C). 

B. Solution of (2.1) 

To solve (2.1), we usually transform that equation 
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BAX=BY (2.4) 

to obtain a simpler one. For B, which has an inverse opera
tor, (2.4) is equivalent to (2.1). If A-I exists we may express 
the solution of (2.1) or (2.4) in the form of 

X = (BA)-IBY. (2.5) 

The solution does not depend on a freely chosen operator B 
and is indeed equal to 

X = A -Iy' (2.6) 

However, in the expression (2.5) we can make use of the fact 
that the inverse BA can be easier to calculate than the inverse 
A. 

The standard choice of the operator B is the following 
onel: 

B = (A + Altl, (2.7) 

where Al is any operator. Then from (2.1) we have 

X = BAIX + BY. (2.8) 

The operator B is successfully chosen if (2.7) is calculable 
and the spectral radius p of the operator BA is less than 1. 
We then apply to (2.8) the method of successive 
approximation: 

Xn = BAlXn _ I + BY. 

In a vector version equation (2.9) becomes 

!?n =BAI!?n_l +B,;},. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

For p(BAl) < 1 and any E, ° < E < 1 - p(BAI), the sequence 
!? n tends to the unique solution !?* and the following esti
mation holds true 

lI!?n - !?*II<c(€)[p(BAI) + E]nll!?o - BAlR"'O - /11 
(2.11) 

(see Ref. 1, Chap. I, Sec. 2). 

Often, it is hard to find the spectral radius of a consid
ered operator. For such cases special procedure has been 
developed in Sec. 9. 

c. Projected equations 

Particularly useful to analyze the linear equation (2.1) 
or (2.2) are projection operators (projectors) which by defi
nition have to be only idempotent,2 

P = P2. (2.12) 

Any projector P divides the initial space E into two comple
mentary linear manifolds 

E = MEBN, (2.13) 

where 

M = PE, N = (I - P)E. (2.14) 

The opposite statement is also true. Equation (2.13) corre
sponds to a pair of complementary projectors 

P+Q= I 

such that 

PE=M, QE=N. 

(2.15) 

Using a pair of complementary projectors (2.15) we 
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may rewrite Eq. (2.1) in an equivalent, projected form as 

PAPX + PAQX = PY, 

QAQX + QAPX = QY. 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

We may use only one equation, e.g., (2. 16b), but then the 
projection PX has to be treated as a given quantity. The 
choice of PX cannot lead beyond the class of possible solu
tions (2.1). It means that for Eq. (2.1) whose general solution 
is parametrized by a finite number of/parameters, P can 
project on anI-dimensional manifold at the most. In addi
tion, if the kernel of a projected operator QAQ is trivial, Eq. 
(2. 16b) is equivalent to (2.11). 

III. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

In statistic and quantum physics the following func
tional equations appear: 

A [a,8/8a]!?[a] = ';}'[a], (3.1) 

where A and';}' are given quantities and the functional differ
ential operator A has a general, normal order form of 

A [a,8/8a] = L _1_ ~famn(X(m)'Y(n) 
n,m ml nl 

The useful representation of the operator A, defined by (3.2), 
expresses in an explicit way the dependence on the function
al derivatives. That is, 

A [a,8!8a]~A[a,P.l = euf3A [a,/3], (3.3) 

where /3 are now functions and a/3 = (a,/3). Following 
Rzewuski, ) we call this representation the matrix representa
tion of the operator A. Using the Volterra series produced by 
the formula 

(3.4) 

we express, by means of that representation Eq. (3.1) as 

(3.5a) 

We may consider the lhs of equality (3.5) as the definition of 
action of the operator A represented by the double, function
al power series, on the vector /:1', represented by the single 
functional power series. In other words, we can rewrite (3.5) 
in an equivalent way as 

(3.Sb) 

This is the vector equation. The operator equation is obtained 
if the vectors iZ' and 'Yare substituted for the operators X 
and Y which, we assume, admit also representations in the 
form of a double functional series. We have then 

A [a ' 81Ds]X [S,/3ls ~ 0 = Y[a,/3] (3.6a) 

with 

,:?''[a] = X[a,O], ';}'[a] = Y[a,O]. (3.7) 

In an abbreviated notation we can write (3.6a) as follows, 

AX=Y. (3.6b) 
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IV. UNIT AND PROJECTION OPERATORS 

Using the lhs of the formula (3.6a) as a definition of the 
operator multiplication, we can chek at once that the matrix 
representation of the unit operator is given by 

1 
I[a,.o] = eafJ = 2: -(a.ot· 

n! 
(4.1) 

According to the same multiplication law, the operators 

1 . 
P;la,f3] = -(af3)' ., 

1. 

are projectors and 

Pi[a,ol0S' ]Pj 1 [S',f3] 1 ~ = 0 = oilj[a,f3] 

or 

PiP) = tJijPj' 

We have also 

(4.2) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.4) 

Any matrix representation of the operator can be repre
sented as follows: 

A[a,f3] = 2: PJa,tJ/oS']A [S,tJ/tJr]Pj[r,f3]I~=y=o (4.5a) 
iJ 

or in a shortened form 

A = 2: PiAPj' (4.5b) 
iJ 

The projected operator PiAPj is represented by the function
al monomial of order i in a andj in.o: 

Pi APj ) [a,.o ] 

= f dX(i)dY(j)a(xl)···a(xi)A;;(x(i)'YV).o (yl) .. ·.o (Yj)' 

(4.6) 

where, e.g., x(i) = (XI""'X). Thus we emphasize explicitly 
the dependence of the functional A on two kinds of function 
a and 13. This provides useful information for investigating 
the decoupled properties of the Schwinger equation. 

V. SCHWINGER EQUATION AND DIFFERENT 
COUPLING CONSTANT EXPANSIONS 

The functional r defined by (1.1) and (1.2) and ex
pressed by 

r[a] = ff-1exp(rr[o ItJaDexp(!aK-Ia ), (5.1) 

fulfills the Schwinger equation 
tJ loa(x)r - [(K-1a)(x) + (K-1 rr'[o /tJaD(x)]r = 0, 

xER d (5.2a) 

where, e.g., 

(K-1a)(x) = f K-I(x,y)a(y) dy. 

In qft K -I is porportional to the free propagators and rr is 
connected with an interacting part of the action integral. It 
can be seen that the Schwinger equation (5.2) has a particu
lar form of the functional equation (3.1) with 
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tJ A [x;a,8!tJa] = -- - (K-1a)(x) - (K-I rr'[o/c5aJ). 
tJa(x) 

The matrix representation of the operator (5.3) is 
A[x;a,f3] = [f3(x)-(K-Ia )(x)] 

(S.3) 

- (K-1rr'[B])(x)]e aP, (S.4) 
and the Schwinger equation (5.2) can be described as 

(S.2b) 

The functional derivative in the matrix representation 
is given by the functional D[x;a,.8] =.0 (x)e aP. It is easy to 
check that an inverse operation for the functional derivative, 
defined by the relation 
Sdx D-I[x;a,8!tJt]D[x;t"BI]~=o = eafJ - 1, is given by the 
formula D-I[x;a,.8] = a(x)Sbd).~afJ = a(x)(a.oYI 
X (eafJ - 1).4 Applying the above formula to the operator A 
we get 

f dxD -I [x;a,c5/tJt ]A[x;t,.8] 1;=0 

= eaP - 1 - aK -Iag(a.o) - aK -I rr'[8 V(a.o) (5.5), 

with 

J(t) = f d).~t, g(t) = ret ). 

Introducing the Schwinger operator 

I[a,f3] - lll[a,f3] = I[a,f3] - lllo[a,f3] - llll[a,f3] 
(5.6) 

with 

lllo = aK -la·g(af3) (free term), (5.7a) 

Illl = aK-l7r'[.8V(af3) (interacting term), (5.7b) 

we describe the Schwinger equation in the form of 

(5.8a) 

where we have used the normalized condition /'~[O] = 1. To 
abbrevate this, 

(I - Ill)7/' = 1, (5.8b) 

where 1 is the vector with only one component different 
from zero, Pol = 1. 

In this way we have arrived at the Schwinger equation 
described in the standard form (Sec. 2) of one linear, inhomo
geneous equation. Further, apart from the vector Schwinger 
Eq. (5.8) we consider the operator Schwinger equation 

X[a,.8] - I.II[a,o/8t ]X[~"B] 1;=0 = Y[a"B] 
(5.9a) 

with 

Y[a,O] = 1 and 7/[a] = X[a,O], (5.10) 

which we also describe in an abbreviated way as 

(I - Ill)X = Y. (5.9b) 

We may choose the unit operator for Y, because it is seen 
from (4.1) that (5.10) is fulfilled. The Schwinger equation 
then can be described in the form of an equation for the right 
inverse operator 
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(1- lil)X = I. (5.11 ) 

If we assume that the right and the left inverse operators are 
the same we get a new equation for X, 

X(I - ill) = I. (5.12) 

A. Perturbation series 
The usual perturbation series for the solution of 

Schwinger equation is obtained after rewriting (5.11) as 

(I - (I - lilo)-'lil,)X = (I - lilot' (5.13) 

and representing X in the form of the Neumann series 
oc 

X = I [(1- lilo)-'ill,F(I - liloY'. (5.14) 
j=O 

For 

,// = XPo, (5.15) 

(5.14) produces the same formula as (5.1). 

B. Inverse coupling constant series 

The series, useful for a large coupling constant is ob
tained after transforming (5.11) into 

(J - (I - 1Il,Y'lilo)X = (I - lil,Y'. (5.16) 

The Neumann series for 
oc 

X = I [(I - liltY'llIoli(I - Ill,t'· 
j=O 

(5.17) 

Introducing explicit dependence on the coupling constant 

Ill, = g ill, (5.18) 

and using the so-called the first Neumann series for the 
resolvent,2 

_ ! g-n-11Il\-n-J, (5.19) 
n=O 

we get 

X= jto (- lY+ t~o g-n-lIi'i:-n-lIIIor 

x ! g-m-1ill
l
- m- l . 

m=O 

(5.20) 
The first terms are 

,--... ,--... --... 
X = g-'lil

l
- \ + g-2 [ill

J
- 11lIoIII\- I -llI J- 2] + o( g-l). 

(5.21) 

We would like to note here that applying appropriate 
inverse operators or applying Neumann series cannot be, in 
general, justified operations, which is seen most directly 
when particular terms of the given expansion are the diver
gent quantities. The projected Schwinger equations appear 
to be partially remedial for these difficulties. 
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VI. PROJECTION PROPERTIES OF THE 
SCHWINGER OPERATORS 

The functions! and g appearing in the definition (5.6), 
(5.7) of the Schwinger operators are 

and 

co t n 

J(t)=r'(et-I)= I--
o n!(n + 1) 

00 t n 

g(t) = I I( 2) . 
o n. n + 

Hence we get for i> 1 

P illio = P illioP i - 2 

(6.1a) 

(6.tb) 

(6.2) 

and Pillio = o for i = 0,1, where projectors Pi are defined in 
Sec. 4. It means that the free part of the Schwinger operator 
admits the following expansion 

00 

Illo = I P;llIoPi - 2' (6.3) 
2 

This is a subdiagonal operator 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

llIo= P11lIoP, 0 0 

0 P.llIoP 2 0 

In general, a more complicated case is the interacting part of 
the Schwinger operator. For 

Y[B] = ! ~J fUn (x,,···,xn)P(x,)"·p(Xn) dX(n) 
o n! 

we get from ( 6.1 a) and (5. 7b) the following formula, 

P;IlI, = f PjIll,Pj' 
j=j-I 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

For the usual interactions the sum (6.4) begins with n = 3, 
and (6.5) is substituted for 

PillI, = f Pililtlj. 
j=i+ I 

In this case 

Ill, =! ! PilIl,Pj' 
i= Ij= i+ 1 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

In the matrix representation of Ill" all elments are placed 
over the principle diagonal. 

In both cases (6.5) and (6.6) we have for the projections 
of the whole Schwinger operator 

P,(I - Ill) = Pi - I PilliPj (6.8) 
j= i- 2 

and the expression 

III =! f P iIllPj' (6.9) 
i=lj=i-2 

From the expansions (6.3), (6.7), and (6.9) we get for the 
right projections: 

(6.10) 
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j- 1 

1Il,Pj = I PilIl,Pi'J = 1,2,.··, 
i~ 1 

j+ 2 

lIlPj = I PilIl,Pj' 
;= I 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Definition: The polynomial interactions are character
ized by the finite terms in the expression (6.4). We have, e.g., 

m 1 f r = I, tun (X(n» {J (xl)···{J (Xn) dX(n)' 
o n. 

(6.13) 

The terms with n = 0,1,2 ususally disappear in QFT. The 
term with n = 0 gives a trivial multiplicative change of r 
[see def. (5.1)]. The term with n = 1 disappears from vacu
um stability. The term with n = 2 usually enters the free part 
oflIlo. In this case in theformulas (6.5)-(6.7) sums over j are 
finite. 

A. Inverse operators 

Inverse operators (I - lIloY' and (I - 1Il,)-' which ap
pear in the transformed Schwinger equation, Sec. 5, have 
interesting properties. We assume that in the space consid
ered they can be expressd in the form ofthe Neumann series 

(I - lIloY' = ! Ill{), (6.14) 
o 

(I - 1Il,Y' = ! III \ . (6.15) 
() 

Then for the left projection, we have from (6.2) and (6.14) 
the following expansion, 

Pm (I - lIloY' 

{
'I P mlIloP m 2",Pm - 21 + 21I1oPm _ 2/' for even m, 
1-- 0 

- (m - 1)12 

I PmlIloPm - 2"'P", - 21 + 21I1oPm - 2/' for odd m, 
I c- 0 

(6.16) 

and only the finite terms of the expansion (6.14) contribute 
to the projection (6.16). 

The same situation appears for the right projection of 
the operator (I _lIl,y' in the case of (6.7). We have then 
from (6.15) and (6. 11) the following equali ty, 

But because ofill<;m - l,ill _ I <;m - 2, and so on, we obtain 
i, < 1 for appropriately large n. It means that in the case of 
interaction (6.7), the foHowing is true. 

Theorem: The right projection of (6.15) contains only 
finite terms of the corresonding infinite sum. 

B. Monomial interactions 

Definition: For the monomial interactions the function
al 71" appearing in the Schwinger operator (5.6) has the form 

71-[/3] = f dX(II) (('n(X(II»{J (x,)-··{J (XII)' (6.18) 

where n > 2. 
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For n = 3,4 the interaction is normalizable, for n > 4 
unrenormalizab1e. Now the operators 1Il and 1Il, have very 
simple projective properties. For general n we have 

PilIl = PilIl,Pi+n-2' 

where i> 0, n > 2; 

Ill,Pi = Pi-n+21I1,Pi' 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

where i>n - 2> O. In other cases projections are equal to 
zero. For the whole 1Il 

Pilil = PllIloPi - 2 + 1Il,Pi + II - 2) 

and 

IllPi = (Pi + 2 + Pi - II + 2)lIlPi· 

The projection 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(I - Ill,t'Pi = Pi + I Pi - 1(11 - 2)Ill, ... Pi _ II + 21I1,P,. 
I 

(6.23) 

Taking into account that n - 2> 0 and that Pj Ill, = 0 for 
J < 1 we see that all terms of the expansion (6.15) with appro
priate large I disappear and we have only finite terms in 
(6.23). See the above theorem. 

VII. DECOUPLED EQUATIONS 

The usual Schwinger equation described in the form 
(5.11) 

(I-lIl)X = I 

is the infinite chain of coupled equations for projections PiX. 
For example, in the case of monomial interactions (6.18) [see 
Eq, (6.21)] we have 

(Pi - PilIl(Pi _ 2 + Pi + n _ 2»X = Pi' i = 2,3,.··. 
(7.1) 

Because n - 2> 0, we see that the Schwinger equation links 
the PiX projection with lower and higher projections and 
leads, therefore, to an infinite chain of equations. 

Definition: The projection P decouples the equation 

AX=Y (7.2) 

if 

PA = PAP. (7.3) 

In a general case of the projector P, for which the inverse 
operator of the projected operator QAQ exists, we may 
transform (7.2) in such a manner that 

BAX = BY 

is decoupled for that projector. We have to take 

B = BQ = I - A(QAQ)-', 

where Q is a conjugated projector to P, 

Q+P=1. 

I t is easy to prove that 

PBo A = PBo AP. 

Indeed, 
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PBQA = PA - PA(QAQ)-'A 

Similarly 

= PA - PA(QAQY'A(A + P) 

= PA - PAQ - PA(QAQY'AP 

= PAP - PA(QAQY'AP 

=PBQAP. 

BQAP = AP - A(QAQY'AP 

= AP - QAP - PA(QAQY'AP 

= PAP - PA(QAQY'AP 

= PBQAP. 

Hence we see that P commutes with BQ A, 

[P,BoA] = 0, (7.8) 

and as a consequence we have (7. 7). It is, however, a problem 
to calculate the decoup/ed transformation B Q which contains 
the inverse operator (QAQY'. 

We'll show now that in particular cases of the small and 
large coupling constant, decoupling is practically realized 
without using (7.5). Special equations which admit decou
pIing for particular projectors are equations with operators 
A for which 

PiAPj = 0 for j> i. (7.9) 

For projectors 
i 

pi I PI (7.10) 
[=0 

we get 

P'A= piApi, 

where we have used the following properties of the projec-
tors considered . 

(7.11 ) 

A. Small coupling constant 

Now we can transform the Schwinger equation (5.11) in 
such a manner that decoupling is realized approximately in 
the case of the small coupling constant. We shall make use of 
the fact that projections ofilio are lowering, Eq. (6.2). Mul
tiplying (5.11) by (I - IlloY' and using (6.14) we get 

(I - I IllbIll,)X = (I - IlloY'· (7.12) 
o 

The projections ofIll, are not lowering. Using the lowering 
property of Illo we shall always find for the polynomial in
teractions (6.13) an appropriate power ofilio so that 
IllbIll, will fulfill (7.9). To be more precise we assume that 

(7.13) 

where Ill 1m describes the monomial interaction of the pow
er m. It means that 

PiIll lm = PiIll1mPi + m ·2' 

Hence we have 
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(7.14) 

(7.15) 

The minimal power I for which the product Illbililm fulfills 
(7.9) is 

1=[m~2], (7.16) 

where 

{
m-2 --- for even m, 

[m-2] 2 
-2- = m-l C dd 

--- lor 0 m 
2 

Then the terms in the lhs of(7.12) that do not fulfill (7.9), are 
as follows, 

[(m - i2<21 - I 
Bm = 2.. llibIll1m , m = 3, ... ,r. (7.17) 

I~O 

Assuming that the inverse operator 

B=(I- i Bm)-l 
m ~3 

(7.18) 

exists we exclude all terms (7.17) from the Schwinger equa
tion (7.12) and we get 

( I - B i I IllbIlllm)X = B(I - IlloY'· 
m ~ 3 I~ [(m - 2)/21 

(7.19) 

For a small coupling constantg(Illl = gill,) we may substi-

tute the unit operator for B. We take into account only the 
first order terms in parenthesis. In this way, we arrive at the 
approximated Schwinger equation 

( I - i I IllbIlllm)X~B(I - IlloY' 
m~3/=[(m-2)/2J 

(7.20) 

which admits decoupling for any operator pi defined by 
(7.10). It is worth noting that to derive (7.20) we did not 
assume analytic properties of X or even B with respect to the 
coupling constant. We only assumed (6.14) and that for a 
small coupling constant the operator B in parenthesis is ap
proximately equal to the unit operator. It means that Eqs. 
(7.20) can be especially useful in the case of non analytic de
pendence of X on a coupling constant. As a particular case 
we consider the monomial interaction with m = r = 4. 
From (7.16), 1= [(m - 2)/2] = 1 and from (7.17) we have, 

Bm = B. = I1114 = Ill!. (7.21) 

From (7.21) and (7.18) we have 

B = (1- Ill,Y'· 

The equation (7.19) is now 

(I - (1- Ill,Y'[(I - Illo)-' - I]Ill,)X 

= (I - ilI!)-'(I - Illo)-! 

and by analogy to (7.20), 
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(I - [(I - Illotl - I]IllI)X:::::(I - IllI)-I(I - Illo)-I. 

(7.24) 
The generalization of Eq. (7.23) is as follows, 

which can be used to derive approximated decoupled equa
tions for the polynomial interactions. In the case of, e.g., 
r = m = 4 and I> 0, the decoupling is of a higher order than 
one. It means that we may retain the higher order terms with 
respect to the coupling constant in a Neumann expansion of 
the operator (I - I.! ~ oillbIllltl occurring in the lhs of 
(7.25) and have a further decoupled equation with respect to 
the projectors P ". 

B. Large coupling constant 

Definition: We mean that then the term lIll is dominat
ed with respect to lIlo and that we may consider, instead of 
(5.11), the equation 

We now transform Eq. (7.26) as follows, 

(I - lIll - lIlt + lIl l+ lIlI)X = (I - lIl l+)· 

Omitting the linear terms and unit operator, 

(7.26) 

lIl l+ lIllX = I - lIl l+ . (7.27) 

The vector version of that equation for 

7' = XPoli 

is even simpler because lIlt' Po = O. For the monomial in
teraction (6.IS) due to (6.19), 

PilIl l' = PilIlt Pi 11 ~ 2' 

Hence 

Pi! 11 2lIll! PilIlIPi-t 11- 2"'=Pi , 11_2PO =0 

(7.2S) 

(7.29) 

for i = 0, I, .... This is a decoupled equation for projections 
Pi -+ 11 _ 2 r for a large coupling constant. 

VIII. THE FESHBACH EQUATIONS AND OTHER 
PROJECTIONS OF THE SCHWINGER 
EQUATION 

A. Feshbach equatlons 
The Feshbach equations which are widely known in 

atomic and nuclear physics, are equations for distinguished 
components of the stationary wavefunction5 (see also Ref. 3, 
Chap. 4). They are used in the case of multidimensional pro
jectors for each one of the projected equations (2. 16a) or 
(2. 16b) is not equivalent to the original equation (2.1) (see 
Sec. 2C). Then, if we want to consider only, e.g., PX projec
tion, we have to eliminate the component QX from the sec
ond equation to get the Feshbach equation. For that purpose 
we may also use the operator (7.5). 
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We now derive the Feshbach equations for the 
Schwinger equation. For the sake of simplicity we use the 
vector version (5.S) of the Schwinger equation which is mul
tiplied by the operator (7.5). In the considered case 

B = BQ = I - (I - lIl)[Q(I- lIl)Q]-1 (S.l) 

and 

[P,BQ (I - lIl)] = O. (S.2) 

From (S.I) and (S.2), 

PBQ (I - lIl) = PBQ (I - lIl)P 

= P! I - (I - lIl)[Q(I - lIl)Q]-1 ! 
x(l-lIl)P 

= P(I - lIl)P - PlIl 
X [Q(I - lIl)Q]-llIlP. (8.3) 

Also taking into account that the vacuum 

1 = Pol, 

and choosing the projector Q so that 

QPo = 0, 

we get from (5.S) the following equation, 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

P(I -lIl)P7/' - PlIl[Q(I -lIl)QrllIlPr' = PPol. 
(8.6) 

This is the Feshbach equation for the P~v component of the 
functional ~~[a] fulfilling the Schwinger equation. Contrary 
to the latter one they are not overlapping equations. For the 
projection P = P", we get the integral equation only for the 
n-point function, generated by the component 

(8.7) 

The serious problem is to find the inverse operator appearing 
in the Feshbach equation 

XC) = [Q(I -lIl)Q]-I, 

which by definition fulfills the equality 

[Q(I - lIl)Q]XQ = Q. 

(S.8) 

(S.9) 

The fact that for the polynomial interaction only particular 
components of the operator XC) occur in (S.6) is favorable 
condition. We therefore, may repeat our trick with the oper
ator B, constructed now for Eq. (S.9), and derive the Fesh
bach equation for that equation. Assuming that 

Pill = PIll(P + L1 P), 

lIlP = (L1P' + P)lIlP, 

(S.lOa) 

(S.lOb) 

and taking into account that for the projectors .:l P and L1 P' 

.:lP·Q=Q.:lP=.:lP, (S.lla) 

.:lP'Q = Q.:lP' = .:lP', (S.llb) 

introducing, moreover, the complementary projector.:lQ in 
the space QE, 

.:lQ+.:lP=Q, (8.12) 

for which 
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LlQ.Q = QLlQ = LlQ, LlPLlQ = 0, (8.13) 

we get the following Feshbach equation for the projected 
Schwinger equation (8.9) 

Ll P(I - IIl)Ll p~ Ll P' 

+ Ll PIIl[Ll Q(I - W)Ll Q]-IIIlLl PXQLl P' 

= Ll PLl P' + Ll PIIl[.J Q(I - IIl).J Q]-I.J P'. (8.14) 

This is the equation for a part of the kernel occurring in the 
second term of the Feshbach equation (8.6) [see (8.8) and 
(8.10)]. It is important to note that the inverse operator ap
pearing in (8.14) is defined in a smaller space than the analo
gous inverse operator appearing in (8.6). 

B. Modified Tamm-Dancoff method 
Although in the case of the Schwinger equation there 

are not exact theorems like the Fadeev theorems for three
body scattering, the following approximation method can be 
suggested to calculate the inverse .JQ(I - IIl).JQ. For 

XAQ = [.JQ(I - IIl)LlQ]-1 (8.15) 

we have the equation 

[LlQ(1 - IIl)LlQ]XAQ = LlQ. (8.16) 

Because LlQIIlLlQ is already defined on a subspace, we di
vide it into two parts using a new pair of the complementary 
projectors 

RAQ + TAQ = LlQ. (8.17) 

We get 

(I - RAQIllAQ - T.dQIIlAQ)X.dQ = LlQ. (8.18) 

Hence, after the transformation we arrive at the equation 

(I - (LlQ - RAQIIlAQtT.dQIIl.dQ)XAQ 

= (.JQ - R.dQIIl.dQ)-I.JQ (8.19) 

which we can try to solve by means of the perturbation meth
od using the operator TAQillAQ as a perturbation. However, 
we have to find the inverse operator occurring in (8.19). 
There is a very useful formula that reduces a calculation of 
that inverse operator to the subspace RE of the initial space 
E on which the Schwinger equation is considered. It is 

(LlQ - RAQIIlAQ)-1 

= [(R.dQ - RAQIIlAQR.dQtl 

(8.20) 

[see Eq. (8.17)]. We check (8.20), multiplying this equality 
from the right by 

LlQ - RAQIIl.dQ = RAQ + T.dQ - RAQIIlAQR.dQ 

(8.21) 

One can get a similar formula for the right division of the 
operator 

IIlAQ = IIl.dQRAQ + IIlAQ T AQ' (8.22) 

From the above formulas it can be seen that at successive 
stages of calculation, the Schwinger operator is projected on 
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fewer and fewer spaces, which can be decisive in obtaining 
successful results. 

c. The Dyson equations 

We consider further the interaction 

YIP] = f d"x dte- " K'(O)/2 ':?;nt(t)eiIP(X), (8.23) 

..., 
which takes into account the normal ordering . .5t' ,is any 

int 

one variable function, which for the polynomial interaction 
is a sum of derivatives of Dirac's function. We consider the 
interaction for which 

-.5t' (t) = gt5(4)(t), (4) 4). 
int 

Then 

YIP] = g J d "x(fj4(x) - 6K-I(O)/J2(x». 

We have, therefore, 

{
Pi IIl1(Pi + 2 + Pi) for i>O, 

P·1Il1 = 
I a for i = a ' 

and 

{

(Pi - 2 + P;)1Il1P; 

IIlIP j = P1IIlP I 

o 
We introduce the projectors 

for i>2, 

for i = 1,. 

for i = 0 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26a) 

(8.26b) 

P = p2 = Po + PI + Pl and Q = Ql (8.27) 

for which p2 + Q2 = I. Eq. (8.5) is now fulfilled. For the 
interaction (8.25) 

P2"+lr=0 for n=0,1,2, .. · (8.28) 

Hence from (8.6) we get 

P2r - PlilloPo - P21Il1P2r 

- P2IIl1P.XQ, P41IloP2r = 0 (8.29) 

This is the equation for the two-point function represented 
here by (8.7) for n = 2. This equation is similar to the Dyson 
equation but now the third and forth terms connected with 
the mass operator are given in a more manifest way, which 
facilitates applying different approximation methods like 
the one proposed in Sec. 8B. 

For the zeroth order approximation 

(8.30) 

That justifies the following graphical representation for Eq. 
(8.29) 

4 

2 

o 

(8.29') 
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where, e.g., the thick line corresponds to P2r, the thin line 
with the same slope and level corresponds to its zeroth order 
approximation, and the disconnected line corresponds to the 
projected operator p,XQ' p •. It is possible to derive a similar 
equation for the four-point function. 

For that purpose we have to choose the projector 

(8.3Ia) 

and 

Q' = I _ p'. (8.31b) 

Then we rewrite (8.6) as 

p'r - p'IlIP'r - P'IlIXQ,IlIP'r = Po. (8.32) 

Hence, after projection with P, we get 

PS/" - p,lllop,r - p,lll,p,r - P,IllP6XQ, P6111op,r 

= O. (8.33) 

In a graphic representation we have 

/ \ 
~ -'\. I:\~ 2-'\.-" 

-\-
\ 

0 

(8.33') 

To compare the Schwinger equation with Eq. (8.29) and Eq. 
(8.33) we multiply the Schwinger equation (5.8) by P2 and we 
get 

P2r - P2llioPo - P2IlIlPz + p.)r = o. (8.34) 

The graphic form for (8.34) is 

° 
\ (8.34') 

The system of equations (8.29'), (8.33'), and (8.34') is not 
closed because no kernels presented by the disconnected 
lines are known in analytic form. Other relations can be ob
tained if we use the following projected Schwinger equation, 

Q(I -1ll)Q7' + Q(I - IlI)p;r = O. (8.35) 

This equation can be used to obtain the formula expressing 
the component Q7' by the component PjV, 

QJ' = XQlllPF (8.36) 

[see (8.8)]. Obviously, this equation cannot be considered 
alone because, in general we do not know the projection P r. 
However, it may establish a complement to the Schwinger 
equation (8.34). For the two-point function, using Q = Q2, 
P = p2, we get in the case of q;' interaction the following 
equation, 

Q'7 '= XQ ,P,WoP27 '. (8.37) 

Hence we have 

PJ '= P.XQ,P.llioP,7', (8,38) 

In a graphic representation this becomes 
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(8.38') 

a 

Similar to (8.29), an unknown in an analytic form p,XQ' p. 
occurs. Collecting (8.29') and (8,34') we get three equations: 

~:I\ / '\ \:1\ /\ 
'\ \ \ \ 0 0 I,) Ib) 

\ 41 \2 S 
S 

0 

ic) 

We see that they are not independent equations. We get (a) 
from (b) and (c). Introducing the corresponding graphic 
multiplication we can rewrite (a) as 

(8.39) 

Hence the solution is 

4 

The quantity --- is here represented by 

(8.40) 

This is an eight-point function which can be calculated by 
means of the same approximation technique proposed 
before. 

D. RenormaUzation of the theory 

Projected Schwinger equations in the vector version, 

P(I - Ill)P7' - PlllQr = Pl, (8.41) 

Q(I -1ll)Q7/ - QlllPT' = Ql, (8.42) 

are analogous to Eq. (2.16). The existence of the only one, 
perhaps formal, perturbation solution is the specific feature 
of the Schwinger equation. It means that only one of the 
equations (8.41) and (8.42), in the case of nontrivial projec
tor, cannot be equivalent to the original Schwinger equation 
(5,8), In other words, for any nontrivial projector P, PT' 
cannot be freely fixed. On the other hand, to develop the 
divergentless perturbation theory we have to use the nontri
vial projector P to eliminate some divergences, It turns out 
that P 7 . chosen in agreement with certain physical demands 
is inconsistent with the original Schwinger equation. This 
allows us to renormalize bare parameters of the theory. We 
now give some examples of projectors which can be used to 
remove divergences from the perturbation expansion or to 
embed additional phenomenological parameters in the 
Schwinger equation. We consider more general projectors 
than (4,2), 
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(8.43) 

with 

f dZ(n) P n(x(n),z(n»P n(z(n),Y(n» = P n(X(n),Y(n»' (8.44) 

Particular examples are projectors with 

Example 1: 

P n(X(n)'Y(II» = t5(a(n) - Y(II»' (8.45) 

where a(lI) = (a" ... ,all ) are fixed. Of course (8.44) is fulfilled 
and 

PII [a,/3] = ~! [ f dxa(x) ]"/3 (a l)···/3 (all)' 

We have for;/ [see (8.7)] 

(PI/:V)[a] = J-. 15";7/'[;] I (Jdxa(x»)n. 
n! t5;(a l) .. ·t5(an) ~ = 0 

(8.46) 

(8.47) 

Example 2: We construct here the projectors which ex
clude from n-point functions their first m terms in a Taylor 
expansion. We take 

I, + ." +-1,,=1 

(8.48) 

where 

Because of the coefficients 11! .. ·ln !, (8.44) is fulfilled. We have 

P,Jah /3] = J-. f ( - 1)lf dX(II) dY(n) 
n! 0 

X 
(XI - al)l, ( ) (XII - an)''' ( ) a XI ... a X 

II! In! n 

X - /3 (al)'" - /3 an ( 
d )/, ( d )1" ( ) 

da l da" 
and 

(PJ)[xl = J-.fdx(l/)a(XI) ... a(x,) 
n! 

(8.49) 

III /. ( )1" 
XI (xl-al)' xl/-all,;;,1 ( ) 

-'-'----.:.::- ... ;;// U' a I' I , II (n)' 

1 I' /I' (8.50) 

Similar formulas in momentum space are true. We have to 
change only all the quantities by their Fourier transforms 
andx-p. 

IX. IMPROVEMENT OF CALCULATIONS 

In our paper we have used the Neumann series [see 
(5.14) and (5.17)] to express solutions of the considered 
equations. Unfortunately, we cannot resolve whether there 
are norms for which the spectral radius of the transformed or 
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projected Schwinger equation is less than one. In such a situ
ation we can only try a different method of calculation. Some 
variational principles have particular advantages in such 
cases. 

A. Variational principle 

The variational principle in the case of the linear 
equation 

(9.1) 

defined in the final space F to which AHY' and ,;,IJ belong, can 
be chosen as follows, 

(9.2) 

It is easy to derive estimations [see (9.4)] which justify the 
functional (9.2) for the operator A with a bounded inverse. 
Having some approximated solution, which we label as /lC'*, 
we define 

'dI* = Af?*. 

Hence for the solution f? we have 

,9" - !f'* = A- I ( £" - ,q"*) 

and 

B. Modified equations 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

Sometimes we have to deal with Eq. (9.1) in which the 
left- and right-hand side are modified, 

(A + B)2Y'* = 'Y + J, (9.5) 

e.g., B = - QA and :7 = - Q'dI, where Q is a projector. 
We are interested now in the relation of the solution (9.1) to 
the solution (9.5). For the defined E, and bounded operators 
A and B, we have the following estimation,' 

fJ-(A) (IIBII II g ll) 
I - fJ-(A) II A 11/11 BII TiAiT + II 'dill ' 

(9.6) 

where 

(9.7) 

The inequality (8.17) enables us to approximate the occur
ring relative error if we are going from Eq. (9.1) to (9.5). For 
a smaIlfJ- (e.g., IIA-Ilarge) even in the case of relatively large 
IIBII and g such that 

~ ::::: I, 11·;;711::::: 1, (9.8) 
II All II:?l1I 

the relative error is a small quantity. It means then, that in 
the case of (9.7) and (9.8), we can significantly change the 
form of the initial equation (9.1). For a largefJ-, (9.6) does not 
give any restriction for the relative error because the rhs can 
take a negative value. 

Now let us observe that the rhs of the estimation (9.6) 
can also be used as a variational principle (see Sec. 9C). 
Taking 
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and 

:1 = 0, (9.9) 

we have to choose the parameters of Aetf or Xapp [see (9.12)] 
so that 

IIA - Aeffll 
IIAcffl1 

(9.10) 

at the condition II Aclf '1111A - Acffll < 1, has the minimal 
value. 

C. Effective operators 

We consider here the operator equation 

AX=Y, 

with only one solution. Ifwe know the solution X we may 
find the operator A describing that equation 

A=YX-l. (9.11) 

This circumstance enables us, in the case of any approximat
ed solution of the operator equation, to find the correspond
ing effective operator 

(9.l2) 

Now we can decompose the operator A in the original equa
tion as follows, 

(Aell + A1)X = Y, 

where 

(9.13) 

(9.14) 

The standard form for (9.13) is obtained (Sec. 2) if we multi
ply (9.13) by Aclf I. We get then [see (9.l2)] 

(9.15) 

X. SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE 
SCHWINGER EQUATION 

By means of any nonsingular operator U we may trans
form the Schwinger equation 

(I -ill)! =~, 

as follows 

(1 - ill')! ., = Ull, 

where the transformed Schwinger operator 

III' = UIIIU-l 

and 

;1' =U;·. 

A. Symmetrical transformations 

(10.1 ) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

In the case of the Schrodinger equation, symmetric 
transformations are defined by the unitary U which does not 
change the shape of the equation. Such a definition can be 
realized here if 

ill' = III (10.4) 

and 
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Ul =1. (10.5) 

The last condition may be interpreted as the invariance of 
the vacuum. When there exists only one solution of the 
Schwinger equation (10.4) and (10.5), this means that the 
generating functional is a scalar 

7" = 7'. (10.6) 

For the simplest transformations U given in the matrix form 

U[a,P'] = e"A/3, (10.7) 

(10.6) means 

7 "[a] = U[a,D/DS]F~[s]I; = 0 = 7'[Aa] = r'[a], 

(l0.8) 

where A describes the space-time and internal symmetricity 
of the theory. Now Ul = 1 and 

U-I[a"B] = eaA "f3. (10.9) 

B. Amputated transformations 

With the functional 7/' is correlated the amputated 
functional 

,yo = ur, (10.10) 

with 

U[a,P'] = e uK!l, (10.11) 

where K is defined by the differential operators occurring in 
the free part of the field equations. 

The S matrix is constructed from the functional .'I' as 
follows,' 

S[a,f3] = Y[Ky]ly = q[x;;:r,ffJ' 

where Qo[x;;,13] are general solutions of the classical field 
equations. Denoting in the case of (10.11), 

we get for the functional.'/' 

(I _IIIG)Y = 1. 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

It is important that the projection properties of the operator 
III G are the same as III because of the diagonal form of the 
transformation (10.11) and U-I. We have, e.g., 

U = I P,UP,. (10.14) 

C. The general symmetric transformations 

By the general symmetric transformations, we mean 
here any similarity transformations which do not change the 
physical content of the Schwinger equation. If we confine 
ourselves to the mass shell, the transformations which do not 
change the S matrix elements are symmetric transforma
tions. Such transformations have been considered by 
Rzewuski.' More general transformations are obtained if the 
in variance concerns only absolute values of the transition 
amplitudes or if it concerns only a finite amount of the 
amplitudes. 
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An application of the maximum principle to the study of 
essential self-adjointness of Dirac operators. I 

J. J. Landgren 

Department 0/ Mathematics. Uniuersity o/Tennessee, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402 

P. A. Rejtoa) 

School of Mathematics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
(Received 25 October 1978) 

We formulate a theorem saying that the Dirac operator corresponding to a one-electron 
atomic ion is essentially self-adjoint on the usual domain, provided that the nuclear 
charge Z is less than 118. Furthermore, for such nuclear charges the domains of the 
closure of the free particle and total Dirac operators are equal. In the present part I of 
this paper we prove this theorem for the part of the operator over each of the usual 
reducing subspaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rellich showed,I.2 that the Dirac operator correspond
ing to a one-electron atomic ion is essentially self-adjoint 
provided that the nuclear charge Z is less than 118. Indepen
dently of Rellich, using the Rellich-Kato perturbation theo
rem, Kato showed 3c that this is the case for Z less than 67. 
At the same time he emphasized that the domain ofthe clo
sure of this operator equals the domain of the closure of the 
free particle Dirac operator. The aim of this paper is to show 
domain preserving essential self-adjointness for the entire 
range of values considered by Rellich,I.2 According to the 
recent result of Parthasaraty4 for Z outside the Kato range 
the bound of the potential with respect to the free particle 
operator is no longer less than one and so the Rellich-Kato 
perturbation theorem does not apply to them. Nevertheless, 
we show that the free particle operator can be replaced by an 
approximate operator which was introduced by Rellich and 
Weidmann in connection with their study of the separated 
Dirac operator. 

In Sec. 2, in the main Theorem 2.1 we describe this 
domain preserving essential self-adjointness in specific 
terms. Then in Corollary 2.1 we show that domain preserv
ing essential self-adjointness also holds if we add a perturba
tion whose bound with respect to the free particle Dirac op
erator is zero. An interesting special case of Corollary 2.1 is 
the case of potential perturbations. Therefore, in Corollary 
2.2 with the aid of the Stummel bound5.6 we formulate condi
tions on the potential which ensure that the corresponding 
operator has bound zero with respect to the free particle 
Dirac operator. Corollary 2.2 is interesting inasmuch as it 
gives a common generalization of the results of Rellich, 1 Ka
to, 3c and Evans/·8 Corollary 2.1 also allows us to extend a 
result of Gross.9 This extension is formulated in Corollary 
2.3. Note that this extension is based on the Gross criterion 
for a potential to have bound zero with respect to the free 
particle Dirac operator. For various overlapping classes of 
such potentials we refer to the works of Prosser,1O Thomp
son,11 Eckhardt,12 Guillot-Schmitt,13 and Weder.14 

"'Supported by NSF grant MCS78-02199. 

In the short abstract Sec. 3 we show that Theorem 2.1 
implies Corollary 2.1. 

In Sec. 4 we prepare for the proof of Theorem 2.1. We 
start this preparation by emphasizing that the Dirac opera
tor admits a complete family of reducing subspaces, on each 
of which it acts like a system of ordinary differential opera
tors.15.16.17.18 We study the Dirac operator by studying its re
strictions to these reducing subspaces. For brevity we call 
these restrictions the parts of the operator. In Theorem 4.1 
we show that Theorem 2.1 holds for each of these parts of the 
Dirac operator. Then we show that Theorem 4.1 implies the 
essential self-adjointness conclusion of the main Theorem 
2.1. To show the domain preservation conclusion we need 
our estimates for the parts of the operator to be uniform in 
the reducing subspace parameter. This is implied by Theo
rem 4.2. 

In Sec. 5 we prove Theorem 4.1. This proof makes es
sential use of the approximate potential of definition (5.4) 
which was introduced by Rellich,1,2 and Weidmann. 19 The 
difficult part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is isolated in Theo
rem 5.1. It says that zero is in the resolvent set of the approxi
mate operator and that the part of the Coulomb operator is 
bounded with respect to this approximate operator. We start 
the proof of Theorem 5.1 by proving that the formal part of 
the Weyl-Weidmannl9 construction can be carried out for 
this approximate operator. This is the statement of Lemma 
5.1. Then in Lemma 5.2, using a result of Schur-Ho1mgren
Carleman20 we show that the kernel of Lemma 5.1 defines a 
bounded operator. Hence, the formal construction of 
Lemma 5.1 gives the resolvent kernel. Finally, in Lemma 5.3 
we show that the part of the Coulomb potential times the 
resolvent of the approximate operator is also bounded. 
Lemma 5.3 is the key part of the proof of Theorem 5.1. We 
prove it again by using a result of Schur-Holmgren
Carleman. 20 

Theorem 4.2 will be proved with the aid of the maxi
mum principle in the second part of this paper. 

Finally we note that our Corollary 2.1 overlaps with an 
elegant result ofSchmincke. 21 For related work on Dirac 
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operators we refer to the excellent paper of Kalf
Schmincke-Walter-Wtist22 and to the recent paper of 
Nenciu. 23 

2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULT 

Let gJlV be the components of the Lorentz matrix, that 
is, 

goo = 1, gil =Ef2=g33 = -1, 

and 

gJlV=O forf1=F-v , f1,v=0,1,2,3. 

Next let C(J. be the four-dimensional complex Euclidean 
space. The Dirac matrices [yJl J are then defined as a set of 
unitary matrices acting on C(J 4, which satisfy the anticommu
tation relations 

yJlyV + yJlyV = 2gJlVI. 

As usual we define (£o(~ 3' '{f 4)to be the space of'{f 4 -valued 
infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions with com
pact support on ~ 3' the three-dimensional real Euclidean 
space. We denote partial derivatives by 

_ Jf 00 _ 

Dk f(x) - - (x), fE(£o (~3)' k - 1,2,3. 
JXk 

Similar to Kato 3c and Reed-Simon,8 we define the free parti
cle Dirac operator to be the closure of 

3 1 
H (0) = I. yOyk -:- Dk + yO on (£o(~ 3> '{f 4)' (2.1) 

k ~ I I 

Next set 

r(x) = (xi + x~ + xD Jl2 (2.2) 

and 

M(J.-)f(x) = _1_ f (x), fE(£o(~3,'(J4)' (2.3) 
r r(x) 

Then in a one-electron atomic ion, the interaction between 
the electron and the nucleus is given by 

Vo(e) = -eM(l/r) on (£O(~3,C(J4)' (2.4) 

Here e is the adjusted nuclear charge defined by e = Za, 
where Z is the nuclear charge and a is the fine structure 
constant. This scaling was introduced by Kato. 3c 

With the aid of these notations, the one-electron Dirac 
operator corresponding to an atomic ion with adjusted nu
clear charge e is defined to be 

H(e) =H(O) + Vee) on (£O(~3,'(J4)' (2.5) 

It is an elementary fact that the matrices I yOy k J and yO 
are symmetric. This shows that the operators H (0) and H (e) 
are also symmetric. The aim of this paper is to show that they 
are essentially self-adjoint and that the domains of the clo
sures of H (0) and H (e) are equal provided that e satisfies the 
ReIIichl.2 condition. This is the statement of our main theo
rem which follows. In it for a given operator T acting in an 
abstract Hilbert space a we denote by peT) its resolvent set. 
Following Dunford-Schwartz,2' for a given complex num
ber we set 

R (f1,T) = (f11 - T) - I, f1Ep(T). 
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We shall also make use of the well known fact that a given 
symmetric operator A is self-adjoint, if and only if and only if 
± i are inp( A). 24c,3d For brevity we denote an operator and 

its closure by the same symbol. 
Theorem 2.1: Let the operators H (0) and H (e) be defined 

by relations (2.1) and (2.5). Suppose that the real number e 
satisfies 

eE( - V3/2,V312). 

Then the operator H (e) is essentially self-adjoint on 
(£O(~ 3' '(J 4); equivalently its closure is such that 

± iEp(H (e». 

Furthermore, 

H (O)R ( ± i,H (e»E!B(532 (~3' '{f 4», 

and hence 

:D(H (e» = :D(H (0». 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Next we formulate a corollary of the main Theorem 2.1. 
In it we assume that the operator VI has H (0) bound zero. It 
is not difficult to see that this is equivalent to 

lim I!VIR (if1,H (0»II = o. (2.10) 
Il-±oo 

Corollary 2.1: Suppose that the real number e satisfies 
assumption (2.6) and that the operator VI is symmetric and 
satisfies assumption (2.10). Then the operator H (e) + VI is 
essentially self-adjoint on (£O(~ 3' '(J 4); equivalently its clo
sure is such that 

± iE p(H (e) + VI)' 

Furthermore, 

:D(H(e) + VI) = :D(H(e». 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

An interesting special case of Corollary 2.1 is the case of 
a potential. Accordingly, we assume that VI is of the form 

VI f(x) = p(x)f(x), fE(£o(~ 3, '(J 4)' (2.13) 

where p is a real valued function in 532,loc (~3)' To describe 
conditions which ensure that this operator has H (0) bound 
zero we need the StummeI bound of p. 5,6 For a given pair of 
positive numbers, say (a,k), this is defined by 

S(a,k)(p) = sup SM(a,k)(p)(x), 
XEM~ 

(2.14) 

where 

SM(a,k)(p)(x)= r Ip(y)lk dy. (2.15) 
J1X-YI<1 Ix _ yla 

In the following corollary we formulate an essential self
adjointness criterion for such potential perturbations with 
the aid of the Stummel bound. 

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that the real number e satisfies 
assumption (2.6) and that the operator VI is symmetric and of 
theform (2.13). Suppose,Jurther, that to the corresponding 
potential p there is a number a such that 

a> 1 and S(a,2)(p) < 00. (2.16) 

Then the operator H (e) + VI is essentially self-adjoint on 
(£O(.9? 3' C(J 4); equivalently conclusion (2.11) holds/or its clo
sure. Furthermore, conclusion (2.12) holds. 
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Corollary 2.2 is interesting inasmuch as it gives a com
mon generalization of results of Rellich I Kato 3c and Ev
ans. 7 For the case of p = 0 it extends the Rellich result, inas
much as Rellich did not have conclusion (2.12). It extends 
the Kato result inasmuch as instead of assumption (2.6), 
Kato had the more restrictive assumption 

eE( - ~,~). (2.17) 

For the case of P=f=O it extends the Evans result, inasmuch as 
Evans' used the Kato assumption (2.17) instead of our as
sumption (2.6). At the same time it extends the Evans as
sumption on the potentialp. Specifically, he assumed that for 
each positive number p, 

sup SM(a,2)(p) < 00, a> 1 
Ixl·· p 

and that 

(2.18) 

lim sup Ip(x) I < 00. (2.19) 
Ixl "CYC 

It is not difficult to show that the Evans assumptions (2.18) 
and (2.19) imply our assumption (2.16). 

Evans also showed that his assumptions imply that the 
operator VI of definition (2.13) has H (0) bound zero. A 
straightforward adaptation of his proof shows that in this 
implication one can replace his assumptions by our assump
tion (2.16). Therefore, Corollary 2.2 is a consequence of Cor
ollary 2.1. 

Corollary 2.1 also allows us to extend a result of Gross.' 
For this extension we need one of his results.' This says that 

pE~iY(3) (2.20) 

implies that the corresponding operator of definition (2.13) 
has H (0) bound zero. Combining this implication with Cor
ollary 2.1 yields the following. 

Corollary 2.3: Suppose that the real number e satisfies 
assumption (2.6) and that the operator VI is symmetric and of 
the form (2.13). Suppose,further, that the corresponding po
tential p satisfies assumption (2.20). Then the operator 

H (e) + VI is essentially self-adjoint on C£; (Yl3' 'If 4); equiv
alently conclusion (2.11) holds for its closure. Furthermore, 
conclusion (2.12) holds. 

3. THEOREM 2.1 IMPLIES COROLLARY 2.1 

In this short section we show that the main Theorem 2.1 
implies Corollary 2.1. To show this, we need the fact that for 
each self-adjoint operator A and for each real fl, 3a 

IIR (ifl, A )11 <; 1/ 1111· 
Clearly, 

(il - A )R (ill, A) = I + i(l - Il)R (ill, A). 

Inserting relation (3.1) in this relation shows that 

lim sup 11(i1 - A )R (ill, A )11 < 00. 
IJ .. J cc 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Conclusion (2.7) allows us to apply relation (3.2) to the oper
ator H (e). This yields 

lim sup II (il - H (e»)R (1;U,H (em < 00. (3.3) 
p .. t ex: 

Combining relation (3.3) with conclusion (2.8) we find that 
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lim sup IIH(O)R (ill,H (e») II < 00. (3.4) 
Jl--± OC: 

Relation (3.4) and another application of the abstract rela
tion (3.1) together show that 

lim sup II (illl - H (O»)R (ill,H (e») II < 00. (3.5) 
Il .. ± 00 

Inserting relation (3.5) in assumption (2.10) we arrive at 

(3.6) 
1', .. i oc 

Relation (3.6) allows us to apply the Rellich-Kato theor
em 3° totheoperatorsH(e),andH(e) + VI andconcludethe 
validity of Corollary 2.1. 

4. PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 

Our proof of Theorem 2.1 will make essential use of the 
fact that the operator of definition (2.5) admits a complete 
family of reducing subspaces on each of which it acts like a 
system of ordinary differential operators. The proof of this 
fact is similar to the proof of the well known fact that the 
corresponding eigenvalue equation can be solved by separa
tion of variables. 15.16.18 This proof is implicit in the work of 
Rellich ' and for completeness it was also given elsewhere." 

To describe these systems of ordinary differential oper
ators we introduce some notations. First we let D denote 
differentiation; 

Df( p) = 1'( p), fEC£;(Yl + ,'G' 2)' 

and we set 

Secondly for a given matrix valued function Pin 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

~2.I()c (.'YI + ,(6' 2) we let M (P) denote the corresponding mul
tiplication operator; 

M(P)f(p) = P(p)f(p), fEC£;(Yl + /G' 2) (4.3) 

Then we define the operator L (P) to be the closure of 

L(P)=JD+M(P) on C£;(Yl +,'6"2) (4.4) 

Thirdly, for each pair of real numbers (e,K) we set 

and 

Then define the matrix valued function P(e,K) by 

P(e,K)(p) = C oc + J... Co(e,K), PEYl +. 
p 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

These notations allow us to describe the parts of the 
operator Ho (e). The statement which follows is implied by a 
result formulated elsewhere. I J There is a family of mutually 
orthogonalorthoprojectors, ! 0 (K) 1, such that 

K - -+- x 

I 0 (K) = I on 22(Yl" 'If 4) (4.8) 
K -'--" - oc 

andforeach K = ± I, ± 2,,,, 

o (K)H (e) = H (e)O (K) on 0 (K)C£;(:W 3' 'If 4)' (4.9) 
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Furthermore, there is a family of partial isometries [ U (K) J 

mapping G:o(&iP 3' CG' 4) onto CG' 21KI ® G:o(&iP +, CG' 2) such that 

U*(K)U(K) = o (K), (4.10) 

and 

U(K)H(e) = (f®L (P(e,K»)U(K) on 

o (K)G:o (&iP 3' CG' 4)' (4.11) 
Here, I is the identity operator on CG' 21K I' Roughly speaking 
these relations say that the part of the operator H (e) over the 
reducing subspace 0 (K)53z{&iP 3' CG' 4) is unitarily equivalent to 
21KI copies of the operator L (P(e,K». 

As a first step in the proof of the main Theorem 2.1 we 
show that it holds for each part of the operator H (e). The 
validity of conclusion (2.7) for these parts is a result of Rel
lich' and Weidman. '0 We state it for future reference, 

± iEp(L (P(e,K»), K = ± 1, ± 2,.·· . (4.12) 

The validity of the other two conclusions for these parts is 
the statement of the theorem which follows. 

Theorem 4. 1 :LettheoperatorsL (P (O,K»andL (P(e,K» 
be defined by relations (4.4) and (4.7). Suppose that the real 
number e satisfies assumption (2.6), Then for each 
K = ± 1, ± 2,. .. , 

L (P(O,K»R (± i,L (P(e,K»)EIB(532(&iP +,CG' 2»' (4.13) 

and hence 

'1)(L (P(e,K») = '1)(L (P(O,K»). (4.14) 

As a second step in the proof of the main Theorem 2.1 
we show that Theorem 4.1 implies conclusion (2.7). To do 
this we note the elementary fact that the inverse of an ortho
gonal sum equals the orthogonal sum of the inverses. As is 
well known25 the norm of an orthogonal sum equals the su
permum of the norms. These two facts and relations (4.11) 
and (4.12) together show that each of the two operators 
( ± if - H (e» admits a possibly unbounded inverse for 
which, 

II( ± if - H(e» - III = sup IIR (± i,L (P(e,K»)II. (4.15) 
K 

Since the operator L (P(e,K» is symmetric relation (4.12) al
lows us to apply the abstract relation (3.1) to it. This yields 

IIR ( ± i,L (P (e,K»)11 < 1. 

Inserting this estimate in relation (4.15) proves conclusion 
(2.7). 

As a third step in the proof of the main Theorem 2.1 we 
formulate a theorem which implies conclusion (2.8). For this 
purpose we note that according to relation (4.9) the reducing 
subspaces are independent of the parameter e. Hence, simi
larly to relation (4.15), 

IIH (O)R ( ± i,H (e» II = sup ilL (P (O,K» 
K 

X R (± i,L (P(e,K»)II. (4.16) 

To estimate the supermum on the right recall definitions 
(4.3), (4.4), and (4.7). They show that iff or pep) = p we set 
M(P) = Mthen 

L (P(e,K» = L (P(O,K» - eM - I. (4.17) 

In the following theorem we show that theL (P(O,K» bound 
of M - I is small for large 14 
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Theorem 4.2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, 

lim 11M - IR (± i,L (P(O,K»)II = 0. (4.18) 
IKI~oc 

We shall prove Theorem 4.2 in the forthcoming part II 
of this paper. At present we show that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
together imply conclusion (2.8) of the main Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 4.2 and relation (4.17) together with the Rel
lich-Kato 3b theorem show that for large enough IKI, 

R (± i,L (P(e,K» = R (± i,L (P(O,K»)[f + eM - I 

XR (± i,L (P(O,K»))] -I. (4.19) 

At the same time Theorem 4.2 together with the usual esti
mate for the norm of a convergent Neumann series5 yields 

lim sup II [I + eM - IR (± i,L (P(O,K)))l-111 < 00. 
IKI~oc 

(4.20) 

Combining relations (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain 

lim sup IlL (P(O,K»R (± i,L (P(e,K)})11 < 00. (4.21) 
IKI~oo 

Inserting estimate (4.21) and conclusion (4.13) of Theorem 
4.1 in relation (4.16) we arrive at the validity of conclusion 
(2.8) of Theorem 2.1. 

Since we defined the domains of our operators by clo
sure conclusion (2.9) is an immediate consequence of conclu
sion (2.8). 

5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 

In this section we prove Theorem 4.1. We start this 
proof with a reformulation of conclusion (4.13). Specifically, 
we claim that it is equivalent to 

M - IR (± i,L (P(e,K»)EIB(53zC&iP +, CG' 2»' (5.1) 

To see this we note that relation (4.17) implies the following 
version of the second resolvent equation26 

R (± i,L (P(e,K))) 
= R ( ± i,L (P (O,K))) - R ( ± i,L (P (O,K») 

XeM - IR (± i,L (P(e,K))) (5.2) 

on ( ± z1 - L (P (e,K»)G:o(&iP +, CG' 2)' 

As is well known relation (4.12) implies that 

(± if - L (P(e,K)})G:o(&iP +, CG' 2) is dense in 53z(&iP +, CG' 2)' 

(5.3) 

Relations (5.2) and (5.3) together show the equivalence of 
relation (5.1) and conclusion (4.13). 

To prove relation (5.1) we employ an approximate po
tential which was introduced by Rellich'·2 and Weidmann. '0 

Specifically, we set 

Q(e,K)(p) = {(l/p)Co(e,K) pE(O,I) 
C oc pE(I, (0). 

(5.4) 

Weidmann used this approximate potential in his proof of 
the self-adjointness of the original operator L (P(e,K». His 
proof also shows the self-adjoint ness of the approximate op
erator L (Q (e,K». Hence each nonreal complex number is in 
peL (Q (e,K»). In the theorem which follows we show that 
zero is also in this resolvent set and that M - I is bounded 
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with respect to L (Q (e,K». At the same time this theorem 
isolates the technical part of the proof of relation (5.1). 

Theorem 5.1: Suppose that the real number e satisfies 
assumption (2.6). Let the Rellich-Weidmann approximate 
potential Q (e,K) be defined by relation (5.4). Then the closure 
of the corresponding operator of definition (4.4) is such that 

DE peL (Q (e,K))), (5.5) 

and 

M - 1 R (O,L (Q (e,K»)EIB(22(911 +, 'G' 2»' (5.6) 

We start the proof of conclusion (5.5) by showing that 
for this operator the formal part of the Weyl-Weidmann 
construction 19 can be carried out. This is the statement of the 
lemma which follows. 

Lemma 5.1: Suppose that e satisfies assumption (2.6). 
Then for each K = ± 1, ± 2,,,,, the equation, 

Jk '(e,K) + Q (e,K)k (e,K) = ° (5.7) 

admits two linearly independent solutions, k l(e,K) and k r(e,K) 
such that 

(5.8a) 

and 

(5.8b) 

In the proof of this and the following lemmas we omit 
the parameter K. To prove conclusions (5.8) note that ac
cording to definition (5.4) for any two points PI andp2 
which are both in the interval (0,1) or (1,00 ), 

JQ (e)(Pl)JQ (e)(P2) = JQ (e)(p2)JQ (e)(Pl)' (5.9) 

This commutation property allows us to give a fundamental 
matrix of Eq. (5.7) in each ofthese two intervals. In fact, 
elementary algegra yields, 

y l(e)(p) = exp[ -lnpJCo(e)], pE(O,I), (5. lOa) 

and 

y r(e)(p) = exp[ - (p - I)JC",,], pE(I, 00). (5. lOb) 

Definitions (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) show that 

JCo(e,K) = (=: :) (5.11) 

and 

JC~ = (~ ~). (5.12) 

These formulas, in turn, show that the spectra of these matri
ces are given by 

(5.13) 

and 

(5.14) 

Hence there are unit vectors a ±, b ± in 'G' 2 such that 

- JCo(e)a ± = ± (K2 - e2)1!2a ± (5.15) ± 

and 

(5.16) ± 

Inserting these definitions in formulas (5.10) we find that the 
functions 

(5.17a) 
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and 

yr(p) = exp[ - (p - l)]b .- (5.17b) 

satisfy Eq. (5.7) on the interval (0,1) and (I, 00), respectively. 
Finally define k I (e) and k r( e) by the requirements that they 
satisfy Eq. (5.7) over all of 9ll + and 

kl(e)(p)=yl(e)(p), pE(O,I) (5.18a) 

and 

k r(e)(p) = yr( p) pEel, 00). (5.18b) 

Then it is clear from these definitions that for these functions 
conclusions (5.8) I hold. To see that they are linearly inde
pendent we evaluate their determinant at the point p = 1. 
Since the functions k I,r(e) are continuous, definitions (5.17) 
and (5.18) yield 

detlk I (e),kr(e) I = detla+ ,b -I. 
It is an immediate consequence of definitions (5.15) + , 

(5.16)- offormulas (5.11), (5.12), and of assumption (2.6) 
that 

detlaa,b -I=F°. 
Combining these two relations yields 

det I k l(e),k r(e) I *0. 

Relation (5.19) completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 

(5.19) 

The proof of Lemma 5.1 also shows that neither conclu
sion (5.8a) nor conclusion (5.8b) holds for every solution of 
Eq. (5.7). In other words, each of the two endpoints areofthe 
limit ponit type. 19 Combining this fact with Lemma 5.1 we 
see thatthe operator L (Q (e,K» is oneto one on uO'(911 +' 'G' 2)' 
Combining this fact, in turn, with the Weyllemma 24d we see 
that the closure of this operator is also one to one. 

To see that this operator is onto we use the Weyl-Weid
mann 19 construction for the resolvent. First we need a nota
tion. To any two given vectors a, b in 'G' 2 we assign the 
matrix a) (b defined by 

(a) (b)x = a(b,x), for every x in 'G' 2' (5.20) 

Here 

(b,x) = (b,X), 

where bar on the right denotes complex conjugate. Note that 
since our inner product is conjugate linear in the second ar
gument, the left member is linear in both arguments. In 
short, it is a real inner product. Secondly, following the 
Weyl-Weidmann construction we set 

1 
R(e)(S,rt)= detlkr(e),k I (e) I 

X {k'(e)(S» (k I (e)(rt), 17 <S, (5.21) 
k l(e)(S»(k r(e)(1l), 1l>S· 

As usual, we define the operator corresponding to this kernel 
by 

R (ey(S) = f R (e)(S,1l}f(1l) d1l, fEfEO'(911 +, 'G' 2)' 

(5.22) 

Thirdly, we claim that 

L (Q(e,K»R (e) = I on fEO"(911 +,'G' 2)' (5.23) 
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To see this we note that according to definition (4.2) the 
matrix Jis antisymmetric with respect to the real inner prod
uct. Hence, 

<a,Jb> = - <b,Ja> and <a,Ja> = <b,Jb > = o. 
These relations and another application of definition (4.2) 
yields 

Jb) (a - Ja) (b = - detla,b lIon Ctf 2' 

This relation, in turn, together with definitions (5.21), 
(5.22), Eq. (5.7), and elementary algebra yields the validity 
of relation (5.23). Fourthly, we shall show that relation 
(5.23) holds on all of 22 (Y? + Ctf 2) by showing that 

R (e)EIB(2iY? +, 'If 2»' (5.24) 

To prove relation (5.24) we need the Schur-Holmgren
Carleman20 bound of a given integral operator R with refer
ence to a given positive measurable function t. This is defined 
by 

/l R /I(t) = (sup t(5)-1 J IR (5,7]) I t(7])d7] 

.supt(7])-1 f IR(5,7])lt(5)d$" y/2, (5.25) 

where the supremum is taken over the support of t. Accord
ing to their result,zo if the support of t (5)t (7]) contains the 
support of R (5,7]), then 

IIR II<IIR lI(t), (5.26) 

where the left member is the operator norm. In view of rela
tion (5.26) relation (5.24) is implied by the lemma which 
follows. 

Lemma 5.2: Suppose that the real number e satisfies as
sumption (2.6). Let the kernel R (e)(5,7]) be defined by rela
tion (5.21) and let the/unction t be defined by 

t (7]) = 7] - 112. (S.27) 

Then/or each K = ± 1, ± 2,.·· 

and 

IIR (e) !I (t ) < 00. 

To prove this lemma first define 

z'(e)(p) = p -'(K' - e')'''a-

zr(p) = exp[ + (p - 1)]b +. 

(S.28) 

(S.29a) 

(5.29b) 

Then according to definitions (S.lS) - ,(S.16) - andformu
las (5.10) these functions satisfy Eq. (5.7) on the intervals 
(0,1) and (1,00), respectively. At the same time, remember
ing definitions (S.17) we see that 

(S.30a) 

and 

lyr(p)1 < Izr(p)\, for PE(l,oo). (S.30b) 

Secondly, define 

m'(e)(p) = {IY'(e)(p)l, pE(O,l) 
I zr( p) I , pE{l, 00 ) 

(5.31a) 

and 
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mr(e)(p) = {Iz '(e)(p) I, pE(O, 1), 
lyr(p)l, PE(1,oo). 

(5.3lb) 

Since the general solution ofEq. (5.7) is a linear combination 
of these solutions we see from definitions (5.18) and (5.19) 
that to each K there is a constant r such that 

jR (e)(5,7]) I <rIm '(e)(7])m
r
(e)(5), 7] <s, 

m'(e)(5)mr(e)(7]), S<7]· 

Combining this estimate with definition (5.27) yields 

t(5) -I!R (e)($,7]) I t(7]) 

(5.32) 

<rs 1127] - 1I2{m '(e)(7])m
r
(e)(5), 7] < S, (5.33) 

m '(e)(5)m r(e)(7]), S <7]. 

Hence, 

t(5)-1 J IR(e)(5,7])!t(7])d7] 

<rsll2( mr(e)(5) f' 7] - 112m '(e)(7])d7] 

+ m '(e)(K)(5) f>O 7] - l!2m r(e)(7])d7]). (5.34) 

To estimate the right member first we make the additional 
assumption, 

(5.35) 

Then we see from definitions (5.31), (5.29a), (5.17a), and 
assumption (2.6) that 

S 112mr(e)(5) f 7] - 112m' (e)(7])d7] 

$" 
(K2 _ e2)1/2 + ! 

Similarly, combining these definitions with definition 
(5. 17b) we see that 

sIl2m'(e)(S) Loo 7]-1I2mr(e)(7])d7] 

= S 1/2 + (.-' - e')'/'( LI 7] - 1/2 - (.-' - e
1F'd7] 

+ Loo 7] - 112 exp[ - (7] - 1)]d7]). 

(5.36) 

It is a matter of elementary algebra to estimate the integrals 
on the right. Because of assumption (2.6) this yields, 

S 112m' (e)(S) (00 7] - 112mr(e)(7])<S ( 1 + 1). J,; (~ _ e2)112 

Secondly, we make the additional assumption 

1 <s. 

(5.37) 

(5.35)' 

Then we see from definitions (5.31), (5.29b) and (S.17b) that 

(5.37), 

Similarly, combining these definitions with definition 
(S.29b) we see that 

sI/2mr(e)(5) f' 7] - 1I2m'(e)(7])d7]) 

= 5 1/2 exp( - (S - 1)>( f 7] - 112 + (.r - e
2 )'/Zd7] 
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+ it rt - 1/2 expert - l)drt). 

It is a matter of elementary algebra to estimate the integrals 
on the right. Because of assumption (2.6) this yields, 

sl/2mr(e)(5) (t rt - 1/2ml (e)(rt)drt< 1 + 2 
Jo (K2 _ e2)1/2 + ~ 

(5.36)' 

Inserting estimates (5.36), (5.36)" (5.37) and (5.37)' in esti
mate (5.34) we obtain 

sup t(5)- If IR (e)(5,rt) I t(rt)drt < 00. (5.38) 

Here the supremum is taken in 5 over Yl + . According to 
definition (5.21) the kernel R (e)(5,rt) is symmetric. Inserting 
this fact and estimate (5.38) in definition (5.25) we arrive at 
the validity of conclusion (5.28). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.2. 

Combining Lemma 5.2 with relations (5.23) and (5.26) 
proves conclusion (5.5) of Theorem 5.1. At the same time it 
follows that 

R (e) = R (0, - L (Q (e,K»). 

To prove conclusion (5.6) define 
K (e) = M - IR (O,L (Q (e,K») on 

L (Q(e,K»C£O'(Yl +,C(J 2)' 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

Note that according to conclusion (5.5) the set on the right is 
dense. Similarly to the proof of conclusion (5.5) we show that 
this operator is bounded by showing that a Schur-Holm
gren-Carleman bound is finite. This is the statement of the 
lemma which follows. 

Lemma 5.3: Suppose that the real number e satisfies as
sumption (2.6). Let the operator K (e) be defined by relation 
(5.40) and let the/unction t be defined by relation (5.27). 
Then/or each K = ± 1, ± 2,. .. 

11K (e)lI(t) < 00. (5.41) 

To prove this lemma first we note that relation (5.39) 
and definitions (5.40), (5.21), and (4.3) together show that 

K(e)(5,rt)= detl(k~(~;'kr(e)1 

{
k r(e)(5» (e(e)(rt), rt <5, 

X k '(e)(5» (kr(e)(rt), 5 <rt. 

Inserting estimate (5.32) in this relation yields 

IK(e)(5,rt)l<rs _1{m'(e)(rt)m
r
(e)(5), rt<S' (5.42) 

ml (e)(5 )mr(e)(rt), 5 < rt· 
Estimate (5.42) allows us to replace the kernel R (e)(5,rt) by 
K (e)(5,rt) in the proof of estimate (5.28) of Lemma 5.2. This 
way, we arrive at 

sup t (5) - I f I K (e)(5,rt) I t (rt)drt < 00, (5.43) 

where the supremum in 5 is taken over!Yl +. 
Secondly we note that estimate (5.42) and definition 

(5.27) together yield 

t(rt) -IIK(e)(5,rt)lt(5) 
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(5.44) 

Hence 

t (rt) - I f I K (e)(5,rt) I t (5 )dS 

<rrt l /2(e)(rt)( m'(e)(rt) 117 5 - 3/2ml(e)(5)ds 

+ ml(e)(rt) 100 

5 - 3I2mr(e)(5)dS»). (5.45) 

To estimate the right member first we make the additional 
assumption 

O<rt<l. (5.46) 

Then, similarly to relations (5.36) and (5.37), we see that 
assumption (2.6) imiplies that 

rtI/2m'(e)(rt) 5 -J/2ml(e)(5)ds= -----17/ 1 

o (K2 _ e2)112 _ ! 

and 

Secondly, we make the additional assumption 

1 < rt. 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

(5.46)' 

Then, similarly to relations (5.36), and (5.37)', we see that 
assumption (2.6) implies 

rtIl2mr(e)(rt) 5 - 3/2m'(e)(5)ds< + 2, 117 1 

o (~ - e2
) 112 - 1 

(5.47)' 

and 

rt 1l2m'(e)(rt) f" 5 - 3/2mr(e)(5)ds<2. (5.48)' 

Inserting estimates (5.47), (5.47)" (5.48), and (5.48), in esti
mate (5.45) we obtain, 

sup t (rt) - I J I K (e)(5,rt) I t (5 )ds < 00. (5.49) 

Inserting estimates (5.43) and (5.49), in tum, in definition 
(5.25) we arrive at the validity of conclusion (5.41). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 

Combining Lemma 5.3 with definition (5.40) and rela
tion (5.26) yields the validity of conclusion (5.6). This com
pletes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Next we derive relation (5.1) from Theorem 5.1. For 
this purpose first we note that conclusion (5.5) and the first 
resolvent equation23 together yield 

R ( ± i,L (Q (e,K») = R (O,L (Q (e,K») ± iR (O,L (Q (e,K») 

XR ( ± i,L (Q (e,K»). 

Multiplying this equation by M - I and using conclusion 
(5.6) we obtain 

M - IR ( ± i,L (Q (e,K»)El8(2iYl +' C(J J). (5.50) 
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Secondly, we note that according to definitions (4.7) and 
(5.4) 

supIP(e,K)(p) - Q(e,K)(p)1 < 00, 

where the supremum is taken over p in:!ll +. Hence 

L (P (e,K» - L (Q (e,K»E~(2i:!ll +, C(i 2»' (5.51) 

Since the operator L (Q (e,K» is symmetric we see from con
clusion(5.5)that ± iareinp(L (Q(e,K))). 24c,

3d This fact and 
relations (4.12) and (5.51) together allow us to apply the 
second resolvent equation to them. 26 This yields 

R ( ± i,L (P (e,K))) = R ( ± i,L (Q (e,K))) 
+ R (± i,L (Q(e,K»)[L (P(e,K» 

- L (Q (e,K»]R ( ± i,L (P (e,K»). 
(5.52) 

Multiplying this equation by M - 1 and using relation (5.50) 
we arrive at the validity ofrelation (5.1). From this, in turn, 
we arrive at the validity of conclusion (4.13) of Theorem 4.1. 

Since we defined the domains of our operators by clo
sure, conclusion (4.13) clearly implies conclusion (4.14). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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The motion of an arbitrary set of points (or bugs) in a plane chasing one another in cyclic pursuit 
is studied. It is shown that for regular center-symmetric configurations, analytic solutions are 
easily obtained by going to an appropriate rotating frame of reference. A few cases of 
non symmetric configurations are discussed. In particular, it is shown that for three bugs in a 
triangular configuration, the center of the rotating coordinate system relative to which the bugs 
have no tangential velocity is the point of collapse and coincides with one of the two Brocard 
points of the triangle. For the case when all the bugs have the same speed, a theorem is proved 
that whenever a premature (i.e., non mutual) capture occurs, the collision must be head on. This 
theorem is then applied to the case of three and four-bug configurations to show that these 
systems collapse to a point, i.e., the capture is mutual. Some aspects of these results are 
generalized to the case of the n -bug systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A well-known problem that seems to have made its de
but nearly a century ago,I-) and has since reappeared in nu
merous forms,4-6 is the one about N bugs (or dogs) that are 
initially placed on the N vertices of a regular polygon. At a 
given time the bugs start pursuing one another along the 
instantaneous line of sight with constant speed either in a 
clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Given the speed of 
the bugs and the size of the polygon, one is normally asked 
for the length of the path covered, or the time elapsed before 
mutual capture occurs. 

Watton and Kydon have described the analytical as
pects of the problem for regular polygons. 7 Klamkin and 
Newman, using complex variables, have recently offered a 
more general and rigorous treatment of the problem, and 
have extended it to the case of nonsymmetric 3-bug configu
ration. 8 Here we describe a more intuitive solution for the 
regular polygons, and explore the problem further for non
symmetric configurations by going to a rotating system of 
coordinates. In particular, we prove a theorem which is of 
general validity for the problem of pursuit. The application 
of this theorem to the case of 3-, 4-, and n-bug systems is 
considered. 

II. REGULAR POLYGONS 

Figure 1 shows the initial configuration for bugs 1,2, 3, 
and n, placed on the vertices of a regular n-gon of side a. By 
the symmetry of the problem, the configuration of the sys
tem looks similar for all time, though shrinking in size, to an 
observer placed at the centroid of the polygon. The speed 
with which each bug approaches the center is simply 
v sin¢' = v sin(1Tfn), so that 

vr = f = - v sin(1Tfn), (1) 

where r is the radial distance from the centroid. 

Similarly, we obtain an equation for the tangential 
motion, 

Vo = rO = v cos(1Tfn), 

where 8 is the polar angle from our reference line. 
It is instructive to observe the system from a frame 

"Yhich rotates with variable angular speed 

(2) 

8 = [v cos(1T/n)]fr about the center of the polygon. To an 
observer in this frame, all the bugs move uniformly toward 
the center with speed v sin(l1"1n). Thus, the time for the bugs 
to reach the center is T = rof[v sin(1T/n)], where ro is the 
initial radial distance. The path for each bug, however, al
ways appears as a straight line independent of the speed. This 
means that the bugs may stop to rest on their way, or vary 
their speeds to suit the terrain ( provided all the bugs do the 
same thing at a given time) without any change in their 
paths, 

It is elementary to integrate Eq. (1) to obtain 

r = ro - [v sin(1T/n)]t. (3) 

To find an expression for 8 (t), we combine Eqs. (2) and (3)to 
get 

3 

c 
FIG. I. Part of a regular polygon showing Bugs 1, 2, 3, and n. All bugs have 
the same speed v. 
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0= (lI{ ro - [v sin(17"/n)]t J)v cos(1Tln). (4) 

Integration results in 

0= 00 - [cot(1Tln)] In{ [ro - vt sin(1Tln)]/roJ. (5) 

Finally, elimination of time between Eqs. (3) and (5) leads to 
the equation of the path,9 

r = ro exp[(Oo - 0) tan(1Tln)]. (6) 

We note that r(O) is independent of the speeds, as indeed 
should be the case. The speed only plays the role of a param
eter which influences the time required for mutual capture. 
This time is given by 

T= [dr/f= ('0 dr/[v(t)sin(1Tln)], 
TO Jo 

which for the case of constant speed results in 

T= ro/[v sin(1T/n)] = a/[2v sinZ(1T/n)], 

where a is the length of a polygon side. 

(7) 

The distance traveled can be found by integrating the 
path element dS = (dr + r dO Z)II2. Alternatively, we note 
that since Eq. (7) yields the time required for mutual cap
ture, the path covered may be obtained through multiplica
tion of the time of flight by the speed, 

S = Tv = a/[2 sinZ(1T/n)]. (8) 

The same results for T and S are obtained if we note that the 
approach speed of one bug with respect to its neighbor is 

vap = v[ 1 - Cos(21Tln)] = v[2 sinZ(1T/n)] , 

while the relative distance is just a. The time required for 
capture is therefore T = alvap = a/[2v sinZ(1T/n)], and the 
distance traveled is S = Tv = a/[2 sinZ(1T/n)], as before. 

III. NONSYMMETRIC CONFIGURATIONS 

We now proceed to consider the case of nonsymmetric 
convex polygons. The results of Sec. II lead us to ask whether 
there exists a point for the polygon such that an observer 
placed at this point will see the bugs approaching along 
straight lines. In other words, we wish to go to a rotational 
frame in which the bugs have no tangential velocity. In such 
a frame (should it exist), the center of rotation would be the 
point of collapse or mutual capture, if we arrange for the 
polygon to preserve its shape. 

4 

n 
FIG. 2. Part of a nonsymmetric convex polygon. The symbols are self
explanatory. 
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FIG. 3. An arbitrary (nondegenerate) triangle. 

Consider the general convex polygon as shown in Fig. 2. 
The symbols are self-explanatory. For point C to be the point 
of collapse, we must have 

liT = (VI coswl)/r1 = (vz coswz)/rz = ... 
= (vn coswn)/rn, 

where T is the time required for mutual capture. Further
more we must require 

0= (VI sin(1)lrl = (vz sinmz)/rz = ... 

= (vn sinmn)/rn, 

where 0 is the angular velocity with respect to point C. 
Since TO = tanml = tanm2 = "', and 0 <mi <1T/2 

(i = 1,2, ... ,n), these two conditions are equivalent to 

and hence 

(A) 

(B) 

Condition (A) tells us that in order for the polygon to 
collapse to point C, lines drawn from C to the vertices of the 
polygon must all make the same angle w with the sides. Then 
we only have to alter the speeds to each bug according to 
condition (B) for mutual capture to occur at point C. 

In general, condition (A) cannot be met for arbitrary 
convex polygons. However special cases exist. 4 The arbitrary 
triangle is one such special case, which we now consider in 
more detail. 

Consider Fig. 3. The symbols used are self-explanatory, 
and the chase is counterclockwise. The existence and 
uniqueness of point C satisying condition (A) is guaranteed 
in an arbitrary triangle through the work of the French 
mathematician Brocard4

•
10 and others. In fact, point C is one 

of the two points in the triangle known as the Brocard points. 
The other Brocard point corresponds to the point of collapse 
for the clockwise chase. 

Applying the law of sines to triangle C</J2¢h results in 

rz/sinm = rJsin(</Jz - m). 

Since rJr2 = VJV2' we have 

VJV2 = sin(</J2 - m)/sinm 

resulting in 
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FIG. 4. Bug Xi is chasing Bug Yi' 

(9) 

The ratio of speeds vl/vz is fixed by the requirement that 
the triangle remain similar to itself throughout the course of 
motion. This means that the approach speed of one bug with 
respect to the target bug must be proportional to the initial 
distance between them. Thus, we must have 

T = Ij(vl + Vz cos<Pz) = M(vz + V3 C0s<P3) 

= 13/(vJ + VI COStPl)' 

The above relations lead to 

vl/VZ = (II - 12 cOs<Pz + 13 cOs<Pz costPJ)/ 

(/z - IJ cOStPJ + II COs<P3 C0s<PI) 

which can be incorporated into Eq. (9) to give w in terms of 
the constants of the triangle. Several equivalent expressions 
for w exist,4.11 for example, cow = COttPI + cottPz + COttP3' 

The equation of the path is easily determined. Simple 
integration of the equations of motion for bug 2 of Fig. 3, 
results in 

rz = roz - (vz cosw)t, 

and 

(}z = (}oz - tanw In[(roz - vztcosw)/roz], 

leading to 

rz = roz exp[«(}oz - ()) cow]. 

We note in passing that a general polygon does not re
main similar to itself if the approach speeds are made pro
portional to the length of the corresponding sides. In other 
words, one can construct many polygons with the same side 
ratios; the triangle is unique in that given the side ratios, the 
angles are determined. 

IV. HEAD-ON COLLISION THEOREM 

For the general case of m bugs in n-dimensional space 
where the bugs have equal speeds, the following theorem is 
of general interest: 
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Theorem: A bug cannot capture a bug whose accelera
tion is bounded, except by a head-on collision. 

This theorem can be proved geometrically, but a proof 
using tensor notation is more general because it avoids refer
ence to a specific number of dimensions. 

Let x, be the coordinates of the bug that chases, y, the 
coordinates of the bug being chased, ri = y, - x, the dis
placement vector, r = (r, r, yn the displacement,IZ and 
V = (Xi xyl2 = (y,yY 12 the constant velocity magnitude. See 
Fig. 4. 

The approach speed, i.e., the rate at which the distance 
between the two bugs changes, is given by 

r= - v + y, xJv. (10) 

Note that xJv = rJr is the unit vector along r,. Since 
y, y, = VZ and r, = y, - x" Eq. (10) reduces to 

f = - (y, y, - y, xJ/v = - (Yj fJ/v. (11) 

Finally we write Eq. (11) as follows: 

dr d(. ) .. 
v dt = - dt rj y, + r, y,. (12) 

Now, consider the proposition that a capture is about to 
take place after a short time T, and integrate Eq. (12) over 
this time interval. We use the subscript 0 to represent initial 
values, and subscript/to represent final values. We obtain, 

Since rf = r if = 0 at the instant of capture, we have 

I
T+to 

vro + riO YiO = - rj y, dt. 
t" 

(13) 

Let A be an upper bound for IYj I, and R be the upper bound 
for I rJ r 0 lover the range of T. Then 

I (riD YiO/rO) + v I <;TRA. 

This equation holds throughout the time interval before cap
ture. Taking the limit T -0, we obtain 

lim I (riD Yi01rO) + v I = O. 
T--o 

Since riO/rO = XiO/V, we have that 

lim (x,o YiO) = - VZ 

T'{) 

which implies that X, = - y, at the moment of capture. This 
proves the theorem. 

As a corollary, we deduce that a bug cannot capture a 
bug which is not capturing another bug, except by head-on 
collision. This is because of the fact that a bug not capturing 
another bug cannot have infinite acceleration (it is chasing a 
distant bug with finite velocity). Its acceleration is bounded 
by vZ/r. And so a domino principle applies. The bug which 
cannot capture another bug, cannot itself be captured, and so 
on throughout all the bugs; except for the possibility of head -
on capture. Thus except for this possibility, capture must be 
mutual. Of course, this theorem does not apply to the mutual 
capture on a regular polygon, because the acceleration be
comes unbounded at the moment of capture. 

We apply this theorem to the case of three bugs to show 
that the capture is mutual. First we note that a triangle con-
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, 
e

l 

FIG. 5. Bug 3 is about to capture Bug I. 

figuration never becomes colinear, i.e., it always remains tri
angular. This is because a colinear configuration can only 
result from a colinear initial condition. (All bugs have their 
speeds along the same line, and so the configuration remains 
on a line). Thus a triangular configuration remains triangu
lar throughout the course of motion. 

Now suppose that a premature capture is about to take 
place in a three-bug system whose initial configuration was 
not colinear. From the preceding comments, it follows that 
the configuration remains noncolinear right up to the last 
moment before premature capture. Hence the configuration 
must resemble that of Fig. 5 just before the capture, where 
bug 3 is about to capture bug 1. By the assumption of immi
nent capture, we require that 

1,-0 (a) 

and by the head-on collision theorem we deduce that 

~~ ~ 

or that 01 must become negative. 
On the other hand, by straightforward geometric argu

ments we may derive the equation 

01 = [(sinOI)!I)] - [(sinO,)/II] (14) 
(without the loss of generality we have assumed unit veloc
ity). By the law of sines we note that 

sinO I = (I, sinO,)/I). 

It follows by Condition (a) that just before capture, it must 
be true that 

sinOI > sinO,. 

Also by Condition (a) we see that ultimately 

I) <II' 

(15) 

(16) 

From Eqs. (14), (15), and (16) it follows ultimately that 

01 >0, 

which contradicts the deduction from Condition (b) that 01 

must become negative. Hence premature capture cannot 
take place. 

The impossibility of premature capture for the triangu
lar configuration was originally proved by Klamkin and 
Newman. 8 We have reported it here to illustrate the utility of 
the head-on collision theorem. However, the theorem is of 
wider applicability. In what follows, we use the theorem to 
arrive at some useful results for the n-bug system. 

V. THE N-BUG SYSTEMS 

For some time we have entertained a conjecture to the 
effect that, in general 

(a) a convex configuration remains convex, and 
(b) premature capture is possible only in nonconvex 

configurations. 
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A configuration is convex if upon connecting the bug 
pairs 1-2,2-3,3-4, ... a convex polygon results with the 
vertex angles less than 1T. In what follows we shall prove the 
conjecture for the 4-bug case and generalize some aspects of 
the proof for the n-bug systems. As expected, the head-on 
collision theorem plays an important part. We mention in 
passing that the bug system is capable of two types of motion: 
A forward motion in which the bugs chase one another, and 
a motion in reverse time in which the bugs run away from 
one another. 

Consider Fig. 6 which shows a 4-bug configuration 
where bug 4 is about to capture bug 1. Let us assume that 
Fig. 6 represents the initial configuration at t = 0 and that 
the capture will take place at t = T. For unit velocity and a 
counterclockwise chase, the forward motion is governed by 
the following equations: 

i, = - 1 - cosO, + I , 

0, = [(sinO.)/I'_I] - [(sinO, + I)!!.]. 

In particular we have 

01 = [(sinOI)!I.] - [(sinO,)/II], 

I. = - 1 - cosOI. 

(17) 

(17') 

(18) 

(19) 

The head-on collision theorem demands that at the mo
ment of capture (t = T), 

limOI = o. 

Furthermore, 

lim/. = O. 

Since ~O, = 21T, and Ol~' we have 

lim O. = 21T - O,(T) - O,(T). 
I-T 

At t = T, the configuration is triangular with 

[O,(T) + O)(T)] < 1T. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

From Eqs. (22) and (23) we deduce the important result that 

limO. > 1T 
I_T 

(24) 

which implies that the configuration must be nonconvexjust 
before a premature capture. Could it have been convex at 
some earlier phase of its development? 

Let us assume that the configuration, initially convex, 
becomes nonconvex at the time when O. passes from the 
range (0,1T) to the range (1T,21T). Now if we start with this 
nonconvex configuration and retrace our steps, i.e., follow 
the motion in reverse time, O. must pass from 1T' to 1T- range. 

FIG. 6. Bug 4 is about to capture Bug I. 
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a, 

FIG. 7. A possible 4-bug nonconvex configuration leading to a premature 
capture. 

The evolution of 84 in reverse time is governed by the 
equation 

04 = - [(sin84)1/3] + [(sin8[)114]' (25) 

which is the same as Eq. (18) except for a change in sign. 
When 84 is passing from 1T+ to the 1T- region, i.e., when 84 is 
transferring through the 1T barrier, 04 must be negative since 
84 is diminishing. But Eq. (25) implies the contrary. This is so 
because when 84 = 1T we have 8[ < 1T and hence sin8[ > 0, 
which results in 04 > O. So 84 tends to bounce back from the 1T 

barrier and cannot pass through. The configuration remains 
nonconvex and cannot by time reversal reach its assumed 
convex initial condition. Conversely, a nonconvex configu
ration cannot evolve from a convex configuration. Further
more, we conclude that only nonconvex 4-bug configura
tions can give rise to a premature capture. 

The above arguments for the 4-bug case can be general
ized to apply to the n-bug systems. One needs to replace 4 by 
n and follow a parallel argument. Also, Eqs. (22) and (23) 
require minor modifications and in Eq. (25) the SUbscript 3 
must be incremented. There are nevertheless, a number of 
questions that need to be considered. First, can a nonconvex 
polygon evolve from a convex polygon by means of a 
crossover, when a bug crosses the line joining another bug 
pair. A little thought shows that the polygon must be non
convex immediately after the crossover, at which time the 
same 1T barrier holds as before to prevent the emergence of a 
convex polygon. Second, would simultaneous nonmutual 
captures invalidate the preceeding argument? Perhaps. We 
do not have an answer to this question yet. Third, can the 
simultaneous transitions of more than one angle through the 
1T invalidate the argument? Let us assume that 8j and 8j + [ 

have made the transition from 1T- to 1T+. In reverse time they 
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must retrace the steps and go from 1T+ to 1T-, after which the 
polygon is convex. But this transition cannot take place since 
8j + 2 is smaller than 1T and so by the same argument follow
ing Eq. (25), 8j + [ is unable to overcome the 1T barrier as 
before and the transition is forbidden. Fourth, is premature 
capture possible for nonconvex polygons? This possibility 
can be demonstrated by construction. In Fig. 7 we consider a 
4-bug case. Assume that at the time of capture I[ = 12 = 13 
= 1,14 = 0, 8[ = 0,82 = 83 = 60°, 84 = 240°. Taking this 

configuration as our initial condition and working backward 
in time we will arrive at possible configurations, none of 
which are convex, which will yield premature capture in for
ward time. For the case considered, the initial values of the 
derivatives are given by Eqs. (17) and (17'), except for O[ 
which gives a problem because 14 = O. However by taking 
limiting values, we get 

lim[(sin8[)!/4] = lim[(cos8[)(0[)!i4] = - OJ2 
and hence 

t .0 

In reverse time then O[ = + Y3!3 initially, and one 
has no difficulty retrieving the configurations that led to the 
premature capture. 

Although the above arguments do not constitute a 
proof of the conjecture, they make it plausible. Our recent 
computer-assisted analysis of cyclic pursuit13 lends further 
support to our conjecture and leads us to believe that a math
ematical proof is possible. However, we suspect that the 
computer will playa role in such a proof much in the same 
way that the four-color conjecture was proved. [4 
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We consider results previously obtained in the context of a generalized norm. In 
particular, we develop a general comparison principle which permits us to give sufficient 
conditions for conditional stability and boundedness in the mean relative to a 
generalized norm. Finally, we provide a decomposition technique together with 
additional comments which demonstrate the applicability of our results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we extend some of the results obtained in 
Ref. 1 to a generalized norm setting. In this setting (cf., Ref. 
2), we are able to develop a comparison principle and criteria 
for conditional stability and boundedness of solutions of a 
given stochastic differential system. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

Let R n denote n-dimensional Euclidean space, II·IIG a 
generalized norm defined from R n to R ~ (R + = [0,00». 
Additionally, let {1] = 1](t ),tER + I be a Markov process de
fined on a probability space (fJ,F,P) which takes values in R. 
By E [X I K] we shall mean the conditional expectation 
(mean) of the random vector X subject to the condition(s) K, 
and by Ei [IIX(t)IIGlxo./Lo] we mean the ith component 
(E[IIX (t )IIG1xo./Lo Di of E[lIX (t )IIGlxo,/Lo]' If X = (Xl' 
... ,x n ) is a random vector, then by the expectation of X, E (X), 
we naturally mean the vector of expectations of Xl , ... ,x N' 

For k < n, M(n _ k) will denote a manifold of(n - k) dimen
sions containing the origin. 

We shall consider a system of stochastic differential 
equations 

x'=/(t,x,1](t», x(to)=xo, 1](to) =1]0' (2.1) 

where/E[R + XR nXR,R n], for which we shall assume ex
istence of solutions I x(t,to,xo ),1](t,to, 1]0) J for all 1'> to ;;;,0. 

Further, we make the following definitions: The trivial 
solution of (2.1) is called, 

(i) Conditionally equistable in the mean, if for each 
EER ~ - 101, to ER + ' there is a positive function 
8 = 8(to ,E)ER ~ - 101, continuous in to for each EER ':. 
- I OJ, and such that xOEM(n _ k) and the inequality Ilxo IIG 
<8 implies that 

E [llx(t,to,xo,1]o)IIGlxo,1]o] <E, t;;;,to; 

(ii) Conditionally quasiequiasymptotically stable in the 
mean iffor each E,aER ~ - 10 J , toER + ' there exists a posi
tive number T= T(to,E,a) such that 

E [llx(t,to,Xo,1]o)II Glxo,1]o] <E, ['>to + T 

whenever Ilxoll G<a and xOEM(n _ k ); 

(iii) Conditionally equiasymptotically stable in the mean 
if (i) and (ii) hold simultaneously. 

Solutions of the stochastic differential system (2.1) are 
called conditionally, 

(iv) equibounded in the mean if, for each aER ~ - 10 J, 
toER + ' there exists a positive function,8 =,8 (to,a), continu
ous in to for each a, such that xoEM(n _ k) and the inequality 
Ilxoll G<a implies that 

E [llx(t,to,xo,1]o)II G lxo,1]o] <,8, t;;;,to; 

(v) quasiequiultimately bounded in the mean iffor each 

aER ':. - 10 J, toER + ' there exist positive numbers M and 
T = T (to,a) such that xoEM(n _ k) and the inequality 
IlxollG<a implies that 

E [llx(t,to,xo,1]o)II G lxo,1]o] <M, t;;;,to + T; 

(vi) equiultimately bounded in the mean if (iv) and (v) 
hold simultaneously . 

Associated with the system (2.1) is the auxiliary differ
ential system 

u' = g(t,u), u(to) = uo, (2.2) 

where gEC [R + xR ~,R N], g(t,u) is quasi monotone non· 
decreasing in u for fixed tER + , and u(t,to,uo) is an arbitrary 
solution of (2.2). 

One now formulates definitions for the system (2.2) cor
responding to definitions (i)-(vi) formulated for (2.1). For 
instance, corresponding to (i) would be 

(i') the trivial solution of(2.2) is conditionally equistable 
if for each EER ':. - 10 J, tER + ' there exists a 8 = 8 (to ,E) 
EER ~ - 10 J ' continuous in to for each ER ~ - 101 such 
that Uo = (u lo , ... ,uN.)<8 and ui, = 0, i = 1, ... ,k implies that 
u(t,to,uo) = (u l , ... ,uN ) < E, t;;;,to' 

We shall say that a function b (r) belongs to the class K if 
bEC [R ~,R ~ ], b (r) = Oifandonlyifr = Oandbisstrictly 
increasing; a function a(t,r) belongs to the class CK if 
aEC[R + xR Nt-,R .~ ], a(t,O)-O, and a(t,r) is increasing in r 
for each tER + . 

If tP: R n_R tn, then we understand thattP is convex if tPi 
is convex for each 1 <i<m; tP is concave if - tP is convex. 

3. THE COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 

Let VEC [R + XR nXR,R ~] and define 
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D + E [V(t,X,1/)] = lim sup ~ (E [V(t + h, 
h--.{J + h 

x + h/(t,x,1/),1/(t + h »/1/] - V(t,x,1/)}. 

We shall assume that the system (2.2) and the function 
V satisfy the following hypotheses: 

(H I): gEC [R + X R "':- .R N ]. g(t.u) is concave and qua
simonotone nondecreasing in u. for each fixed tER +. 

(H2): Assume that r(t.to.u) is the maximal solution of 
the auxiliary Eq. (2.2) existing for r;;.to• toER + 

(H): Assume that g(t,D)=O. 
(H4): Let VEC [R + xR nXR.R "':- ] and V(t.x.1/) be 10-

cally Lipschitzian in x for fixed t and uniformly in 1/. Also 
assume for (t.x.1/)ER + XR n XR. that D + E [V(t.x.1/)] 
<,g(t. V(t.x.1/». 

(Hs): V,(t.x.1/) O. for I <,i< k < n iff xEM(n _ k)' where 
M(n _ k) is an (n - k )-dimensional manifold containing the 
origin. 

(H6): For (t,x.1/)ER + XR n XR. b (1IxI/ G ) 

<, V(t.x.1/)<,a(t,l/xI/ G ). where bEl(. b is convex and aECK. 
(H7): For (t,x.1/)ER + XR nXR, b(lixIiG) 

<, V(t.x.1/)<,a(t,l/xl/d whereaECK. bEl(. b is convex and 
for each 1 <,i<,N, their existsj such that lim",,~oo bAO ..... O.tP;. 
0 ..... 0» = 00. 

We shall now include a basic comparison theorem for 
the stochastic differential system (2.1). 

Theorem 3.1: Suppose that hypotheses (HI ). (H2 ). and 
(H4) are satisfied. and that (x(t) = x(t,to,xo,1/o). 
1/(t) = 1/(t.to,1/o») is any solution 0/(2.1) with t-;;.to-;;'Oand 
V (to .Xo .1/o)<'uo· Then E [V (t,x(t ).n(t »/xo.1/o] <,r(t.to .uo). 
r;;.to· 

Proof The essentials of the proof are contained in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 of Ref. 1. Since the Lipschitz condition 
given in (H4) is expressed in terms of a generalized norm. one 
makes this substitution instead of the usual norm. The 
Lebesgue convergence theorem. the concavity of g. and Jen
sen's inequality3 lead to the inequality 

D + m(t )<,g(t.m( t ». t-;;.to. 

Theorem 4.1.1 of Ref. 4 now completes the proof. 

4. CRITERIA FOR CONDITIONAL STABILITY AND 
BOUNDEDNESS IN THE MEAN 

Equipped with the comparison principle (Theorem 3.1) 
we are now able to develop some criteria for conditional 
stability and boundedness of solutions of the stochastic dif
ferential system (2.1). 

Theorem 4.1: I/(H;}. i = 1.2 ..... 6 hold. and if the system 
(2.1) has the trivial solution. then 

(i) conditional equistability o/the trivial solution 0/(2.2) 
implies conditional equistability in the mean o/the trivial so
lution 0/(2.1); 

(ii) conditional quasiequiasymptotic stability o/the solu
tion u 00/(2.2) implies conditional quasiequiasymptotic 
stability in the mean o/the trivial solution 0/(2.1); 

(iii) conditional equiasymptotic stability o/the solution 
u-O 0/(2.2) implies conditional equiasymptotic stability in 
the mean 0/ the solution x 00/(2.1). 

Pro%/(i): Suppose that EER "':- - (O). toER + are giv-
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en and that the trivial solution of (2.2) is conditionally equis
table. Since the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied when
ever V(to.xo.1/o)<'uo• choose Uo so that 

a(to.llxol/G)<'uo. U; = O. i = 1 ..... k. . 
Hence. by Theorem 3.1 we have 

E [V(t.x(t ).1/(t »/xo.1/o] <,r(t.to.uo). t-;;.to. (4.1) 

Suppose there is no 8ER "':- - [0) such that I/xol/ G<,8 
implies that 

E [l/x(t.to.xo.1/o)I/G/xo.1/o] <E. 

Then for any 8 there exists t I > to and a solution [x(t ).1/( t ) I 
such that 

E;<,E;[ I/x(t l)I/G/XO.1/o] for some i. 1 <,i<,N. 

Clearly then. 

(O ..... O.E;.O ..... O)<,E [lIx( tl)IIG/xo.1/o]· 

Let 
v = min[biO ..... E; .... ,D) I 1 <'i,j<,N I 

and let i = (v.v, .... v). Then 

;<,b «O ..... E; ..... O»<,b (E [llx( tl)I/G/Xo.1/oJ) 

<,E [b (I/x( t l)I/ Glxo.1/o)]' 

By the conditional equistability hypothesis. there is 8 1 such 
that uo<,81• we have 

;<,E [b (I/x( tl)I/G/Xo.1/o)] 

<,E [V(tl.x( t l).1/( t l»lxo.1/o] 

<,r( t l.tO'UO) < E. 

This contradiction together with the observation that 
xOEM(n _ k) by (Hs). proves (i). 

To prove (ii). let EER "':- - [0 J. toER +. I/xol/G<,a. and 
xOEM(n _ k)' By the hypothesis on a(t.r). there is 
a I = a I (to.a) such that the inequalities I/xol/ G<,a and 
a( to.l/xoI/G)<,al hold concurrently. We choose Uo as before. 
so that (4.1) holds. 

Suppose that for IIxol/ G<,a and xOEM(n _ k)' the 
inequality 

E [lIx(t.to.xo.1/o)I/G/xo.1/o] < E. for r;;.to + T. 

is false. Then there must exist a sequence [tn J. tn"»to + T. 
tn-+oo as n-+oo. such that for some solution [x(t ).1/(t) J of 
(2.1) we have 

E;[ I/x( tn.tO.XO.1/o)I/G/xo.1/o] "»E; > O. 

for some i, 1 <,i<,N. 
If we let i = (O ..... O.E;.O ..... O). then 

E [lIx( tn.to .xo.1/o)IIG/xo.1/o] "»i. 

Since i=FO. b (i) > 0 and 

b (i)<,b (E [lIx( tn.tO.xo.1/o)IIG/xo.1/oJ)· 

Since the trivial solution of (2.2) is conditionally quasiequi 
asymptotically stable. there exists T = T (to. a I.E) such that 

u(tn.tO'UO) = (ul(tn) ..... uN ( tn» < b (i). 

t "»to + T. whenever. Uo = (u l ..... uN )<,a l• U; = O. 
i"= 1 ..... k. By an argument si~ilar to" the one ·used in the 
proof of (i). we have 
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b (f)<E [V(tn,x( tn),'YJ( tn»/xo,7]o] 

«rl( tn), ... ,rN( tn» < b (f); 

a contradiction, which proves (ii). 
The proof of (iii) follows from the proofs of (i) and (ii). 

Theorem 4.2: If(H I), (H2), (H4), (Hs), and (H7) are 
satisfied, then 

(i) conditionally equiboundedness of solutions of (2.2) 
implies the conditionally equiboundedness in the mean of so
lutions of (2.1); 

(ii) conditionally quasiequiultimately boundedness ofso
lutions of(2.2) implies the conditionally quasiequiultimately 
boundedness in the mean of solutions of (2.1); 

(iii) conditionally equiultimately boundedness of solu
tions of(2.2) implies conditionally equiu/timately bounded
ness in the mean of solutions of (2.1). 

Proof of (i): Let! x( t ),7]( t) l be a solution process of 
(2.1) with IIxoll G<a and xoEM(n _ k)' From Theorem 3.1 we 
have the inequality (4.1). By the hypothesis, given a I > ° and 
toER + ' there is 13 = 13 ( to,a I) continuous in to for each a I' 
such that u( t,to,uo) = (ul, ... ,UN) <13, r;.to, if Uo 
= (u1", ... uN)<a I' whereal is defined as in the proof of (ii) of 

Theorem 4.1. 
Let 

Yi = E ([ Ilx(t,to,Yo,7]o)II Glxo,7]oDi 
= Ei[ Ilx( t )IIG1xo,7]0], i = 1, ... ,N 

and let 

tPi = sup[ y, I bj«O, ... ,O,y"O, ... ,O» <f3j ,i = 1, ... ,N l 
(see Ref. 5). We claim that E [llx(t )II Glxo,7]o] < tP 
= (tPo,···,tPN)· Otherwise there is a solution! x( t ),7]( t) l of 

(2.1) that IlxoIIG<a, xOEM(n _ k) and for tl>tO' tPi 
<Ei[ Ilx( t l)II Glxo,7]o], some i. Note that by (H7) we have 
bj«O, ... ,O,tPi'O, ... ,O» = f3j for somej. Hence, 

f3j <biE [llx( t 1)IIG/xo,7]oJ) 
<Ej [ b (1Ix( t l )IIG/xo,7]o)] 
<Ej[ V(t l,X(tl),7]( t l»/xo,7]o] 

<rpI,to,uo) <f3i' 

a contradiction, which proves (i). 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar in nature to that of 

(i). To illustrate our results, we consider the following de
composition technique. 

Let xElRn, n = ~f'~ In" and let 

x= 

Relabeling the Xi as 
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x,= 

x7; 
x can then be written 

[~~J 
x N 

Hence, the system 
x' = f( t,X,7]( t », x(to) = xo, 7]( to) = 7]0 

is equivalent to 

xi =fl( t,X,7]( t» 

x~ =f2( t,X,7]( t» 

xlv = fN( t,x,7]( t ». 
If we let alx) = IIx,I1 2 

= x;.xi, where IlxliG 
= (a l(X), ... ,a N(X», and let V,( t,x) = xTp, Xi' where Pi is an 
n, X n, positive definite matrix, and if m, and M, are the mini
mum and maximum eigenvalues of P, respectively, then 

m,lIx,11 2< V,( t,x)<M,llxiI1 2
, with 

b,(llxIIG) = millx,W, a,(llxIIG) = Millx,112, i = 1, ... ,N. 

Hence 

Then 

D + E [V,( t,X,7])] 

= lim sup ~ [E (x, + h/'(t,x,7])V 
h--->D· h 

,Pi(Xi + h/,(t,x,7]» - xT P, Xi] 
N 

< I aij(t)~(t,X,7]), i= 1, ... ,N, 
j~l 

which is equivalent to 

D + E [V(t,x,7])] <A (t)V(t,X,7]) g(t,v(t,X,7]», 

A = (aij)' 

If A is quasi monotone and 

N 

a,p) + I aij(t) <0, 
i= 1 

/olej 

then the trivial solution of u' = A (t )u is equistable, 6 therefore 
Theorem 4.1 assures the trivial solution of (2.1) is condition
ally equistable in the mean. We remark that the above exam-
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pIe is also valid by introducing a factor involving 1] as in Ref. 
7, example 1. 

Finally, it should be noted that stability concepts in the 
mean with regard to the generalized norm imply the corre
sponding usual stability results. Additionally, the preceding 
illustration would imply for example, that 

N N 
IlxII G <€ gives L IIx;112< L €;. 

i= 1 i= 1 

Hence, one concludes that conditional equistability in the 
mean in the context of the generalized norm includes the 
usual pth mean stability properties, thus unifying the usual 
stability concepts. 
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Some applications of time-dependent canonical transformations 
to nonlinear nonconservative classical systems 
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The recently proposed time-dependent canonical transformation method of Leach for the 
quadratic Hamiltonian has been extended to deal with nonlinear nonconservative 
classical systems. It is observed that the linear time dependent canonical 
transformations are not adequate to remove the time dependence of any arbitrary time
dependent nonlinear Hamiltonian. Alternatively, we propose that such a Hamiltonian 
may be transformed to a quadratic form by means of successive nonlinear canonical 
transformations. It is also shown that the canonical method is useful to obtain solutions 
for differential equations governing certain dissipative classical systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Time-dependent classical and quantum oscillators have 
been studied recently by several authors. H One of the prime 
motivations of such studies is to examine whether dynamical 
symmetries are at all associated with explicitly time depen
dent systems. It was shown by Fradkins that all classical 
dynamical problems involving central potentials, inherently 
possess both 0 4 and SU3 symmetries. Subsequently, Mu
kunda9 proved in a very general way that any conservative n
dimensional classical system possesses invariance under 
On + 1 and SUn algebras, independent of the fact whether 
the system is linear or nonlinear. 

For further generalization of this observation, the prob
lem has been extended to the time-dependent case by several 
authors. Invoking time-dependent canonical transforma
tions, Gunther and Leach6.

7 have recently shown that the 
Hamiltonian of a time dependent linear system can be trans
formed to a time independent form, which enables one to 
construct the generators of the underlying symmetry 
groups. This then implies that the dynamical symmetries 
associated with a linear conservative system remain unal
tered even if the system becomes explicitly time dependent. 

One question which then remains is whether such alge
braic structures are preserved in the case of a more general 
situation, i.e., when the system is nonlinear as well as non
conservative. To determine it, one may proceed in either of 
the two ways: The time-dependent nonlinear Hamiltonian 
may be transformed to a time-independent form with the 
same order of nonlinearity by means oflinear transforma
tions as considered by Leach. 7 In the alternative approach, 
the nonlinear nonconservative Hamiltonian may be trans
formed to another time-dependent form but with a lower 
order of nonlinearity, by means of canonical transforma
tions which are nonlinear in contrast to the linear ones con
sidered in the first approach. By successive applications of 
such transformations one may then finally recast the Hamil
tonian into a quadratic time-dependent form which conse
quently preserves invariance properties.7 

In Sec. II, we shall show explicitly that in the first ap
proach only a restricted class of time-dependent nonlinear 

Hamiltonians can be converted to time-dependent form with 
the help oflinear canonical transformations. We shall show, 
however, that the elimination oftime dependence from such 
Hamiltonians may be possible systematically by successive 
applications of time-dependent nonlinear canonical trans
formations. This will be discussed in the context of damped 
Duffing oscillator in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we further show 
that the canonical method is useful to obtain solutions of 
differential equations governing a class of dissipative sys
tems. To deal with such problems, Denman and Buch' pro
posed that the Hamilton-Jacobi technique of classical me
chanics is applicable if the coordinate and temporal com
ponents are factored in the form of product instead of addi
tion, as is usually done in the case of conservative system. 10 

Our method may be considered as an alternative to the ap
proach suggested by these authors. 

II. LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS FOR 
NONLINEAR NONCONSERVATIVE HAMILTONIAN 

To apply linear canonical transformations of the type 
prescribed by Leach7 to time-dependent nonlinear systems, 
we consider the Hamiltonian for a simple one-dimensional 
case with the lowest order nonlinearity (i.e., of cubic type) in 
addition to the quadratic part that describes a damped har
monic oscillator. We thus write 

H (x,p,t) = ! p2 e - 2yt + !W2X2 e2yt + +A (t) X3 

+ !B(t)p3 + C(t)x2p +D(t)Xp2, (2.1) 

where A, B, C, and D are at the moment arbitrary functions 
of time. The canonical equations of motion obtained from 
(2.1) are 

x = aH lap =pe- 2yt + Bp2 + Cx2 + 2Dxp, (2.2a) 

jJ = - aH lox = - (w2xe2Y' + Ax2 + 2Cxp + Dp2). 
(2.2b) 

We require that the Hamiltonian in (2.1) containing cubic 
nonlinear terms may be transformed into a time independent 
form having the same order of nonlinearity 
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il(x,p) = !(P 2 + [1 2X2) + l aX 3 

+ !bp 3 + eX 2p + dXP 2 (2.3) 

with [1 2 = m2 
- yl, by means of the linear transformations 

x = A :(t)x + A i(t )p, 

P = A i(t)x + A ~(t )p. 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

If the transformations (2.4) are to be canonical, the trans
formed variables X and P must satisfy the following 
equations: 

i = ail lap = P + bp 2 + eX 2 + 2dXP, (2.5a) 

p= -aillax= _([12X+aX 2+2eXP+dp 2). 
(2.5b) 

In order to determine the unknown time-dependent coeffi
cients appearing in (2.3) and (2.4), the relations in (2.2), 
(2.4), and (2.5) are combined in such a manner that the new 
canonical variables are replaced by the old ones. This is ef
fected by taking time derivative of the relations in (2.4), re
placing i and P by the expressions (2.5), and then substitut
ing x and jJ by the quantities given in (2.2). Finally we equate 
the coefficients of like powers of x, p, x 2, P 2, xp, etc. from 
either side of the equations and obtain the following relations 
among the parameters: 

and 

A: =A~m2e2Yt+A~, 
A ~ = - A : e ~ 2yt + A L 
Ai =A ~m2e2yt _[12A:, 

A· 2 - A 2e ~ 2yt n 2A 1 
2 - - 1 - J.& 2' (2.6) 

e(A D2 + 2dA : A i + b (A D2 - CA : + AA ~ = 0, 

e(AD2+2dA~A; +b(A D2_BA: +DAi =0, 

eA iA: + d(A:A ~ +A iA D 
+ bA ~ A ~ - DA : + CA i = 0, 

a(A :)2 + 2eA : A ~ + d (A D2 - AA ~ + CA ~ = 0, 

a(AD2+2eAiA~ +d(A~f-DA~ +BAi =0, 

aA : A i + e(A : A ~ + A iA D 
+ dA i A ~ - CA ~ + DA ~ = 0. (2.7) 

The time dependence of A, B, C, and D can be determined 
after evaluating the values of A 's from Eqs. (2.6). The first 
order coupled equations (2.6) may be solved by the well
known matrix method.!! Equations (2.6) may be written in a 
more convenient form 

dZ =AZ, 
dt 

where Z is a column matrix given by 

and 
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(2.8) 

(2.9) 

m2 

A= Y ° ° -y 
(2.10) 

0 _[12 -1 

To get the solution for the vector Z, one needs to diagonalize 
the matrix A. For this purpose we define 

Z-Ty (2.11) 

so that 

dy = T ~ 1 ATy. 
dt 

The matrix T would be constructed such that 
T ~ lA T is a diagonal matrix 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where theA's are the characteristic roots of the matrix A and 
are given by 

Al = ,,1,2 = 0, 11.3 = 2in, ,,1,4 = - 2in. (2.14) 

Thus from (2.10), (2.13), and (2.14) we get 

T = (~11 ~ruy' 2(~~~) 2~~!). 
2in (y + in ) - 2in (y - in ) 

Also from (2.12) and (2.13) we obtain 

y= 

Kl 

K2 

where the Ki 's are arbitrary constants. Combin-

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

ing Eqs. (2.9), (2.11), (2.15), and (2.16), it is then trivial to 
obtain the general solutions for A 's which satisfy Eqs. (2.6). 
The solutions are 

A :(t) = K1e Y1 + 2m2K3e(Y + 2ifl)1 + 2m2K4e(Y ~ 2ifl)l, 

A i(t) = K 2e ~ yl + 2( Y + in )K 3e ~ (y ~ 2ifl )1 
(2.17) + 2(y - in )K4e ~ (y + lifl)1 , 

A i(t) = yK1eY1 - mlKleY1 + 2iml[1K3e(Y + lif])1 

_ 2i{jl[1K4e(Y~ lif])I, 

A i(t) = K1e - yl - yKle - yt + 2in (y + in )K3e ~ (y ~ lif])t 

_ 2in (y - i[1 )K4e - (y + lifl )t. 

Instead of using these general expressions for A's, we shall 
use, however, particular sets of values that give simple re
sults. To determine the explicit forms of the time-dependent 
coefficients, we use the following sets of simple solutions: . 

I. Kl = 1, K2 = K3 = K4 = ° 
A :(t) = eyt, A 1(t) = 0, 
Ai(t)=yeyt, A~(t)=e-yt; 
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II. Kz = l/w, K J =K3 = K4 = 0 
A:(t)=O, A l(t)= e-yt/w, (2. 18b) 

A i(t) = _weyt, A ~(t) = - re-yt /w, 

This amounts to considering only particular types of trans
formations out of a class of equivalent canonical transforma
tions12 for replacing one Hamiltonian by the other. 

With the values of A 's in (2. 18a), Eqs. (2.7) are found to 
be consistent only if the temporal dependence of A, B, e, D 
occur in the form: 

A (t) = (a + 3ey + 3dV + br) e3rt, 

B (t ) = be - 31'1, 

e (t ) = (e + 2dy + by) eYI, (2.19) 

D (t ) = (d + by) e - YI. 

Similarly, for the set of values of A's in (2. 18b) we get from 
Eqs. (2.7) 

A (t) = - bw3 e3y" 

B (t) = _1_ (a - 3ey + 3dV - br) e - 31'1, 
w3 

C (t) = w(d - by) K I , 
(2.20) 

D (t) = - l.. (e - 2dy + by) e - YI. 
W 

It is then clear that although an arbitrary time-dependent 
nonlinear Hamiltonian cannot be recasted into a time-inde
pendent form through linear time-dependent canonical tans
formations, only specific forms of time dependence of the 
coefficients as given in (2.19) and (2.20) may be dealt with by 
Leach's prescription. 

III. NONLINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

In this section, we attempt to show that the removal of 
explicit time dependence of a nonlinear Hamiltonian may be 
possible in successive steps by means of nonlinear canonical 
transformations. For illustrations of our method, we consid
er the Hamiltonian 

H (x,p,t) = !fJz e - Zyt + 1w2x2e2yt _ !Ex4e2yt, (3.1) 

which describes a damped Duffing oscillator corresponding 
to the pair of canonical equations 

x=pe- 2YI , (3.2) 
jJ = _ (w 2x _ EX3) e2yt. 

We now require that the Hamiltonian in (3.1) containing 
quartic nonlinear term be transformed to another time-de
pendent form with the next lower order (cubic) nonlinearity 

H(X,P,t) = !(pZ + fl 2XZ) + aCt )X 2p 

+ b (t )XP Z + ~(t)X 3 + !.-<J (t)P 3. (3.3) 
3 3 

by means of the nonlinear transformations 

X = A :(t)x + A ~(t)p + Cl(t )XZ + DI(t) p2 + EI(t )xp, 

P = A f(t)x + A ~(t) P + Clt )x2 

+ Dlt ) p2 + Elt )xp, 
(3.4) 

Jfthe transformations (3.4) are to be canonical, the trans-
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formed dynamical variables, X and P, must satisfy the ca
nonical equations of motion 

X=P+aX 2 + 2bXP+dp z, 
(3.5) 

p= _ (fl2X + 2aXP+ bPz + eX Z). 

Our task remains in determining the time-dependent coeffi
cients in the transformed Hamiltonian and the transforma
tion relations (3.4). We follow the same procedure as already 
discussed in the earlier section. Removing the dynamical 
variables and their derivatives from Eqs. (3.2), (3.4), and 
(3.5), we obtain the same set offour linear coupled differen
tialequationsamongA 's [as given in Eqs. (2.6)] and 24 other 
relations involving A 's and various time-dependent param
eters. Using the A 's given in (2.18a) in those relations, we 
find that for consistency one requires 

b = d = C l = DI = Dz = EI = E z = 0, 

aCt) =fie- YI, 

e(t) = - fiye - yl, 

Cit) = - fleYI, 

wherefi = (d2) 112. Thus the reduced Hamil-

(3.6) 

tonian (3.3) and the appropriate time-dependent nonlinear 
transformations become 

X(t) =xe1'I, (3.8) 
P (t ) = yxe1'1 + pe - 1't - fixZe yt. 

Similar solutions for the time-dependent parameters corre
sponding to the other set of values of A 's in (2.18b) give the 
reduced Hamiltonian and the canonical transformations in 
the form 

H(X,P,t) = !(P 2 + fl zXz) 

+ (fi/w 3)e - YI[ - 2yfl ZX2p 

+ (2V - WZ)XP 2 

- .!..V(3wz - 2y2)x 3 + ~yP 3] 
3 3 

X (t) = (l/w)p e - 1't + {f1/(JJ )x2eYt , 

P(t) = - (JJ2xe yt - (y/(JJ)p e - yl - (Y/(JJ)fix2e1" . 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

The results in (3.7)-(3.10) clearly indicate that a quartic 
nonlinear time-dependent Hamiltonian may be reduced to a 
number of time-dependent forms with cubic nonlinearity 
through the application of equivalent canonical transforma
tions. It is important to mention here that if the general solu
tions fo A 's in (2.17) are used in (2.7), the time-dependent 
coefficients, such as a, b, CI , Dz , etc. depend in general on 
the four unknown constants K's. One is then free to choose 
the constants conveniently to reduce algebraic complexities 
of the calculations. 

Since our ultimate aim is to convert the Hamiltonian 
(3.3) into a time-dependent quadratic one (which may be 
subsequently reduced to time-independent form by Leach's 
method), we repeat similar canonical procedure. The steps 
showing further reduction are presented in the Appendix. 
As we have considered here a simple Hamiltonian with quar-
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tic nonlinearity, two successive canonical transformations 
are enough to reduce the problem to a quadratic one. How
ever, for a more complicated time-dependent nonlinear sys
tem, not only the number of successive canonical steps 
would be greater but also the form of the transformations 
will be more complex in general as compared to those in (3.8) 
and (3.10). 

IV. CANONICAL METHOD OF SOLVING DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS FOR DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS 

The canonical approach may be used as well to obtain 
solutions for certain differential equations associated with 
harmonic Hamiltonian, which have been treated earlier by 
the Hamilton-Jacobi method. 3 We consider the equation 

x + yi + g = 0, (4.1) 

which is canonical to the Hamiltonian 

H (x,p,t) = !p2 e - yt + gx eyt. (4.2) 

This may be transformed to the time-independent harmonic 
oscillator form 

H(X,P) = !(P 2 + X2) 

through the transformations 

X=A l(t)x+Ai(t)p+'t(t), 

P=A i(t)x +A ~(t)p + 'it). 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

It is important to mention that since the Hamiltonian in (4.2) 
and (4.3) are both quadratic, it is enough to take linear forms 
of the transformations relating the old and new canonical 
variables. Proceeding in the same manner discussed in the 
last two sections, we eliminate the dynamical variables to 
obtain the following equations for the time-dependent 
parameters: 

and 

A· I A2 
I = I' 

A~ = -A: e-yt+A~, 

Ai=-A:, 

A~ = -Ai e-yt-A~ 

;-1 = '2 + gA i eyt
, 

;-2= _'I+gA~eyt. 

The solutions of Eqs. (4.5) are 

A l =A sin(t+a), 

A i = B sin(t + [J) + (A Iy) e - yt sin(t + a), 

A i = A cos(t + a), 

A ~ = B cos(t + [J) + (A Iy) e - yt cos(t + a), 

which when substituted in (4.6) give 

'I = C sin(t + 8) + (gA Iy)t sin(t + a) 

+ (gB Iy)eyt sin(t + [J) 

'2 = C cos(t + 8) + (gA Iy)t cos(t + a) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

+ (gB Iy)eyt cos(t + [J), (4.8) 

where A, B, a, [J, etc. are arbitrary constants. It is clear from 
the Hamiltonian (4.3) that X (t ) is the coordinate of an un-
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damped harmonic oscillator and hence 

X (t ) = D sin(t + E), 

P(t) = D cos(t + E). 
(4.9) 

Now from Eqs. (4.4), (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) one may obtain 

x(t) = E - (F Iy)e - yt - (gly) t, (4.10) 

which is the required solution of Eq. (4.1). The same result 
was obtained by Denman and Buch3 by employing Hamil
ton-Jacobi technique. 

We have checked also that other time-dependent prob
lems considered by these authors are solvable by our canoni
cal prescription. The advantage of this method is that one 
only needs to invoke appropriate canonical transformations 
to convert the time-depedent Hamiltonian to a suitable time
independent Hamiltonian for which either the exact or the 
near approximate solution is known. It is then trivial to re
vert the canonical transformations and to obtain the solution 
for the original nonconservative system. 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

In the present paper we have shown that linear time
dependent canonical prescription of Leach is useful to re
move time dependence from only a restricted class of nonlin
ear Hamiltonians. However, it is observed that one may need 
to replace the linear transformation relations by appropriate 
nonlinear time-dependent canonical transformations for 
dealing with more general nonlinear nonconservative classi
cal systems. Although we have restricted our discussion to 
one-dimensional cases, it is worthy to investigate the appli
cability of the ideas used here to general Hamiltonian sys
tems. It has eben pointed out by Kohler13 that classically 
every 2n-dimensional Hamiltonian may be transformed to 
any other n-dimensional Hamiltonian by suitable canonical 
transformations. Based on this remark, we expect to develop 
a more rigorous prescription for reducing a general nonlin
ear time-dependent Hamiltonian to a time-independent qua
dratic form which is necessary for obtaining appropriate in
variants' associated with the system. We finally observe that 
the canonical technique provides an elegant and straightfor
ward method for obtaining solutions of the equation ofmo
tion describing certain dissipative classical systems. 

APPENDIX: CONVERSION OF CUBIC NONLINEAR 
HAMILTONIAN TO THE QUADRATIC FORM 

In Sec. III, we have explained how a given time-depen
dent Hamiltonian with quartic nonlinearity can be convert
ed to another time-dependent form of the type (3.3) with 
cubic nonlinear terms. We here wish to show precisely the 
necessary steps for further reduction of this Hamiltonian to 
the quadratic time-dependent form 

H(Xt,Pt,t) = !a(t)pi + ![J(t)Xi + 8(t)XIP I, (AI) 

in which a, [J, and 8 are to be determined. The new dynami
cal variables, XI and P t which obey the canonical equations 

XI = aPI + 8XI, 

PI =[JXI + 8PI, 
(A2) 

are assumed to be connected to the old coordinates, X and P, 
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by the relations 

X\(t) = S l(t)x + S ~(t)P + L\(t )X 2 

+ M\(t)p 2 + N\(t)XP, 

p\(t) = si(t)x + S~(t)P + Lit)X 2 

+ Mit)P 2 + Nit )XP. (A3) 

Taking time derivative of the relations (A3) and replacing 
(X,P) and (X\ ,P\ ) by the Eqs. (3.5) and (A2), we equate the 
coefficients of the like powers of X, P, X 2

, XP, etc. to get 

S\ =aSi +8S\ +n2s~, 

S~ =aS~ +8S~ -S:, 

Si = -/3S: +8Si +n 2sL 

Si = -/3Si -8Si -Si, 
L\ =aL2 +8L\ -as\ +eSi +n 2N\, 

M\ =aM2 +8M\ -dS: +bS~ -N\, 

N\ =aN2 +8N\ -2bS: +2aSi -2L\ +W2M\, 
. 2 2 2 L2 = -/3L\ -8L2 -as\ +eS 2 +n N2, 

M2 = -/3MI -8Mz -dSi +bS~ -N2' 

N2 = -/3N\ - 8Nz - 2bSi + 2aSi - 2Lz + W ZM2 

and 

2225 

2aL\ - eN} = 0, 

2bMI - dNI = 0, 

4bL I - 2eM} - aN} = 0, 

2dL} - 4aMI + bN} = 0, 

2aL 2 - cNz = 0, 

2bM2 - dN2 = 0, 
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(A4) 

4bL2 - 2eM2 - aN2 = 0, 

2dL2 - 4aM2 + bN2 = 0. (A5) 

One may then check that the coupled equations (A4) are 
solvable if the conditions 

2b - ad I b - a2 Ie = 0, 
d - 2a2d Ibe + ab Ie = 0, (A6) 

which are obtained from Eqs. (A5), are satisfied. As we have 
already mentioned that the time-dependent parameters, a, b, 
c, and d are in general dependent on the specific choice of the 
arbitrary constants K 's appearing in (2.17), the conditions 
(A6) may be made valid by proper adjustments of these 
constants. 
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It is shown that, with proper interpretation, phase space trajectories for the one-dimensional 
Kepler problem retain their significance after quantization. The classical and quantum theories 
are both entirely conventional; only the Wigner correspondence (Weyl quantization rule) is not. 
The usual quantum theory may be obtained by so(2, 1 )-invariant *-product quantization 
(generalized Moyal mechanics). [The analog in three dimensions is so(4,2) invariant *
quantization; it is believed that this should encounter no new difficulties of principle.] New 
results concerning invariant *-products on polynomials, in the case ofso(2,1), are presented. The 
Kepler problem is the first known example of a nonanalytic *-representation. Piecewise analytic 
*-representations are defined and are shown to provide a general framework for invariant 
quantization on singular orbits of semisimple groups. When piecewise analytic *-representations 
are allowed, then the specification of an invariant *-product on polynomials is no longer 
sufficient to determine a unique quantum theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Distinguished observables: Some very special physical 
systems possess the remarkable property that phase space 
trajectories continue to be meaningful after quantization. 
The harmonic oscillator is a well-known example l

; the 
Kepler problem is another instance--as will be shown here. 
A related phenomenon is the high degree of accuracy of the 
WKB approximation for such systems. Recently it has been 
conjectured that these properties may be shared by a class of 
very interesting field theories; this would imply that solu
tions of the classical field equations would have a meaning in 
the corresponding quantum field theory. Let us agree to re
fer to such systems as "systems with distinguished 
Hamiltonians. " 

In order to decide whether a system has a distinguished 
Hamiltonian, it is necessary to known (i) the classical ver
sion, (ii) the quantum version, and (iii) the Wigner corre
spondence. The last maps operators in Hilbert space to func
tions on p~ase spa:e: F -+8 (F) = F. The equation of motion 
ifz(d Idt)F= [F,H] becomes 

ifz(d Idt)F= [F*H], (1.1) 

where the *-product is defined by F*H = 8 (FH) and 
[F*H] = F*H - H*F. This equation defines a trajectory in 
phase space if and only if the map F -+[F* H) is a derivation 
of the algebra offunctions on phase space, with the ordinary 
product.2 This happens if the bracket [F*H] coincides with 
the Poisson bracket (F,H j. 

Definition 1: A system with classical Hamiltonian func
tion Hand Wigner correspondence 8 is said to have a distin
gUished Hamiltonian if 8([F,H]) = ifz( F,H 1, for all opera
tors F in the domain of S. The exact form of the Wigner 
correspondence is not unique, even when both the classical 

and quantum descriptions are given, and the question of 
whether a system does or does not have a distinguished Ha
miltonian depends on the choice of the Wigner 
correspondence. 

A distinguished Hamiltonian defines trajectories in 
phase space that can be associated with the time develop
ment of the system, but these are not the only trajectories of 
interest. In particular, it is usually true that symmetries of 
the system are associated with trajectories. For example, the 
generators (i A ), A = 1, ... ,10, of Poincare transformations 
in conventional quantum field theories are bilinear expres
sions in the elementary field operators and the condition 
8([F,L AD = ifz( F,L A j is satisfied by the usual Wigner cor
respondence. This ensures that coordinate transformations 
retain their geometrical meaning after quantization. It is 
well known, however, that this correspondence of [A,.8 ) with 
(A,B 1 cannot extend to all operatorsA,.8 in thedomainofE, 
and this leads to 

Definition 2: The distinguished observables of a quan
tized system with Wigner correspondence 8 are those asso
ciated with self-adjoint operators i such that 
8([i,F]) = ill I L,F 1 for all operators F in the domain S. 

It is evident that the distinguished observables form a 
Lie algebra, the i 's with respect to [ , ] and the L 's with 
respect to ( j. 

Invariant quantization: Let a classical mechanical sys
tem be given, and an algebra .Q( of classical observables; that 
is, a linear space of functions on phase space, closed under 
the Poisson bracket; the corresponding abstract Lie algebra 
is also denoted ,r:f. Let T be a representation of .Q( by self
adjoint operators in a Hilbert space. Let i ifzT (L ), for Lin 
.r:f and let Ebe a Wigner correspondence. Then .Q( will be an 
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algebra of distinguished observables if E is invariant in the 
sense ofthe following3: 

Definition 3: E is said to be ,xff -invariant if (i) E(i ) = L 
for every Lin .!f and (ii) E([i,F]) = iii! L,F 1 for every Lin 
,xff and every F in the domain of E. [F =E (F).] 

The problem ofinvariant (more precisely, ,xff -invariant) 
quantization of a classical mechanical system with an alge
bra ,xff of classical observables is to find all possible pairs 
(T,E) such thatEis,xff -invariant in the sense of Definition 3. 
This is of particular interest when ,xff is "large enough" to 
provide a system of coordinates for phase space, that is, 
when phase space can be identified with an orbit of the co
adjoint action in the real vector space dual of ,xff. 

The Kepler problem: The principal aim of this paper is 
to construct an soC 4,2)-invariant Wigner correspondence for 
the Kepler problem, that is, an invariant quantization proce
dure that leads to the conventional quantum theory of the 
hydrogen atom. It should be emphasized that both classical 
and quantum systems are conventional; only the Wigner 
correspondence E, and thus the associated *-product and 
Moyal mechanics, are new. We shall simplify the calcula
tions by dealing with the one-dimensional rather than the 
three-dimensional Kepler problem; this does not alleviate 
the principal difficulties. Our interest arises from the follow
ing considerations. 

(i) The (regularized) Hamiltonian is one of the gener
ators of,xff = soC 4,2) 4; it follows that if an invariant Wigner 
correspondence exists, the hydrogen atom belongs to the 
class of systems for which phase space trajectories retain 
their meaning after quantization. 

(ii) Invariant (*-product) quantization seems to have 
more general applicability than the very much related geo
metric quantization procedures of Souriau5 and Kostant. 6 

Geometric quantization cannot handle the Kepler problem 
because of the nonexistence of "invariant polarizations," 
and this presents us with a challenge. 

(iii) the phase space of the Kepler problem can be iden
tified with an orbit in the dual of soC 4,2). The fact that the 
orbit in question happens to be very singular gives rise to 
special difficulties, and it comes as no surprise that the asso
ciated "*-representation" turns out to be nonanalytic. This 
is the first known example of a singular *-representation. 

Outline: The physical system is defined in Sec. II. In 
Sec. III it is shown that an invariant Wigner correspondence 
E can be defined for a certain space of operators and the most 
general form is exhibited. The associated *-product (general
ized Moyal product) is the first known example of a nonana
lytic *-representation. In Sec. IV we present some new re
sults concerning *-products on polynomials. In Sec. V we 
study piecewise analytic *-representations. When such *-re
presentations are allowed (and the Kepler problem tells us 
that they must be), then a *-representation is not determined 
unambiguously by the *-product on polynomials. In other 
words, a Weyl-type quantization rule for polynomials does 
not lead to a unique spectrum, even for polynomial opera
tors.7 An invariant Wigner correspondence and an associat-
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ed piecewise analytic *-representation is conjectured for the 
pair (T, W), where T is a unitary representation of a simple 
Lie group G and the phase space W is an orbit of the co
adjoint action of G in the real vector space dual of the Lie 
algebra of G. 

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL KEPLER PROBLEM 

The Kepler problem in one dimension presents the 
same difficulties as the realistic, three-dimensional case. In 
addition, it is of special interest because conventional quanti
zation based on the Heisenberg algebra is not available. 

Configuration space is the real half-line, q> 0, and 
phase space (W) is the real half-plane 0 < q, - 00 <p < 00. 

The symplectic structure is given by ! q,q I = 0 = !p,p J and 
I q, p J = 1. Conventional Weyl quantization would associ
ate q and p with operators in L 2(0, 00 ;dr); in particular, 
p -(fzll)(d Idr). Here one can object that this operator is not 
self-adjoint, and this remark casts doubts on the relevance of 
the whole procedure; indeed, q andp are supposed to be the 
most basic of observables, and the axioms of quantum me
chanics require that they be represented by self-adjoint oper
ators. On reflecting, however, on the fact that p, as a function 
on phase space, is not the generator of a group of canonical 
transformations (it comes to grief with a collision at q = 0), 
one understands that p is not a good observable even on the 
classical level. Consequently, it is illogical to attempt invar
iant quantization based on the Heisenberg algebra. 8 To ex
press this in another way: If one insists on defining quantiza
tion in terms of representations of the Heisenberg algebra, 
then a nonintegrable representation must be used. Notice 
that we are not rejecting the quantum theory that is discov
ered by the conventional procedure; in fact we shall adopt it. 
But we choose our distinguished observables among those 
that are represented by self-adjoint operators. 

In the case of the three-dimensional Kepler problem 
one is led by intuitive physical arguments to the idea of at
tempting invariant quantization based on so(4,2).9 The one
dimensional analog is so(2, 1) or sl(2,R). The algebra ,xff is 
spanned by the three functions q, qp, and qp2. The Hamilton
ian function is H = p2 - l/q, and this must be regularized. 
The mean anomaly s is the monotoneous function of t de
fined up to an additive constant by dsldt = l/q. The equa
tion of motion df I dt = ! E - H, f J takes the form 

df Ids = ! q(E - H),fj, (2.1) 

where q(E - H) = qE + 1 - qp2 is the regularized Hamil
tonian. The main point is that this regularized Hamiltonian 
is an element of ,xff; an invariant quantization procedure will 
therefore give us a system with a distinguished Hamiltonian. 

If the operator F is symmetric in L 2(R3,d 3r), then the 
operator rF(where r is the radial coordinate) is symmetric in 
L 2(R3,d 3rl r). This correspondence extends, in many cases, to 
self-adjoint operators and is familiar in connection with 
group theoretical treatments of the hydrogen atom. IO The 
generators ofso(4,2) are self-adjoint in d 3rl r, and this corre
sponds precisely to the self-adjointness of the operators 
(fzll)(d Idri) and - IF\! in d 3r. The situation is different in 
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one dimension. The operators r[(Ii/l)(d /dr)r, n = 0,1,2, 
are symmetric in L '(0,00 ;dr/r) and have unique self-adjoint 
extensions with a common, dense, invariant domain; the op
erators [(Ii/l)(d /dr)r, n = 0,1,2 are symmetric in 
L '(0,00 ;dr), but one of them, (Ii/O(d /dr), has no self-adjoint 
extension. It is convenient to use the metric dr / r, rather than 
dr, and we take L '(0,00 ;dr/r) as the Hilbert space of one
dimensional hydrogen. 

There is additional simplification to be gained by trans
forming to a momentum space description. We use Greek 
letters a, (J to denote momentum space coordinates; the op
erators corresponding to the distinguished observables then 
take the form (i lid /da)a n

, n = 0,1,2. 

The mapping of phase space (W) into R3 given by 
(q,p) -(q,qp,qp') may be interpreted as a mapping of Wto 
an orbit of the co-adjoint action of sl(2,R) in the real vector 
space dual d* of sl(2,R). The orbit in question is a singular 
one; namely the upper cone 

Q -(L I)' - (L ')' - (L 3)2 = 0, L I> 0. (2.2) 

[see Eq. (3.1) below.] The unitary representation ofSL(2,R) 
defined in L '(0, 00 ;dr/r) by the operators r[(Ii/O(d /dr)r, 
n = 0,1,2, belongs to the discrete series and is characterized 
by 

Q =(L I)' _ (L 2)2 - (L J)2 = 0, 

Spectrum (L I/Il) = 2,4, .... 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The operator that corresponds to regularized Hamiltonian is 

!(E - l)L I + !(E + l)L J + 1. 

The spectrum of this operator is the same as that of 
- ( - E )ll2i I + 1 if E < ° and that of ( - V E)L J + 1 if 

E> 0. The constraint E - H = ° thus gives the discrete 
spectrum E = -1i2/4n2, n = 1,2, .. ·, and the continuous 
spectrum E> 0. 

III. INVARIANT WIGNER CORRESPONDENCE 

A Wigner correspondence maps operators in Hilbert 
space to distributions on phase space. II The term "distin
guished observable" is associated with the commutator Lie 

~ A 

algebra d of operators of the form a = a A L A (sum 
A = 1,2,3), and with the Poisson Lie algebra d offunctions 
on phase space of the form a = aAL A, with aA in Rand 

L I = ili(a/aa)(a2 + I), L 1= q(p2 + I), 
L 2 = ili(a/aa)(2a), L 2 = 2qp, (3.1) 
L J = ili(a/aa)(a2 _ I), L 3 = q(p2 - 1). 

A Wigner correspondence E for the one-dimensional Kepler 
problem is called so(2,1 )-invariant, or simply invariant, iffor 
every a in d we have E (a) = a and 

E([ai]) = ilila,F), (3.2) 

where F is any operator in the domain of E and F = E (F). 
(Definition 3.) 

The linear operator E acts on a space of operators de
fined by t~eir integral kernels. [The in!egral kernel Fa ,f3 of an 
operator Fis given heuristically by (F¢)(a) 
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= S RFa.f3¢((J )d(J.] The precise domain of E will not be de
termined; we shall assume that, on a proper topological sub
space Y of its domain, the linear mapEis a function-valued 
distribution that we shall write as 

E (F) = J Fa •f3 E f3.a da d(J, F in Y. (3.3) 

Proposition 4: If E is an invariant Wigner correspon
dence, then 

E f3.a (q,p) = J (eL
.
i / ilip)f3.a OJ(p) dp. 

where OJ is a complex distribution on Rand 

(3.4) 

Loi gABL Ai B = L IL 1_ L 2L 2 - L JL J. (3.5) 

Proof It is easily established that 

(e Q
/

i') = R ((J ') 8((J' - a) (3.6) 
f3.a R ((J) , 

where R is the polynomial defined by a = qR (P), namely 
R (a) = (a l - a,) + 2aza + (az + aJ)a2 and 

(J' 

= [Az((J - A I)e
2it 

- AI((J - A,) ]/[((J - A I)e2it 
- (J + A2l. 

(3.7) 

where A 1,2 are the zeros of Rand 

[2 a.a ~BaAaB_(al)2 - (a2)2 - (a 3)2. (3.8) 

Substituting a -LoL /p in (3.6), we find 

(eL.i /ilip) 
(3,a 

_ I o( 1 
q((J - p)' q((J - p) 

1 2 \ 
q(a - p) - -; j' 

(3.9) 

so that the right-hand side of (3.4), after multiplication by 
q((J - pr, depends only on [q((J - p)]-I - [q(a - p)]-I. To 
show that this is the most general form of Ep,a , we impose 
(3.2); taking a = q, we learn that it depends on q, a - p, 
(J - p; taking a = qp, we find that qEf3.a depends only on 
q(a - p) and q((J - p); finally we take a = pq2 and discover 
that q((J - p),EfJ.a depends on [q((J - p)J-I - [q(a _ p)]-l 
only. 

~ 

By definition 3, the elements a of,r£ are in the domain of 
E; however, it will not be taken for granted that these opera
tors belong to the subspace Y on which E is determined by 
the formula (3.3). In fact, we know of no choice of OJ such that 
Q.3) !J!akes sense for any operator F in the env~loping algebra 
U of d. Nevertheless, we insist on including U in the domain 
of E, although {r is disjoint from the space Y on which E is 
defined by the formula (3.3). One of our main results will be 
to give a definition of Eon (r that extends (3.3). To do this, 
we must place some restrictions on OJ, and we begin by postu
lating that (3.3) applies to the unitary operators exp(a/ili) of 
the group representation. 

Substitution of exp(a/iIi) for F in (3.3) leads, with the 
help of (3.6) and a change of integration variables, to the 
following expression, for gx in SL(2,R): 
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gx in SL(2,R): 

- A x·L f + '" dz (- x·L ) .:= (T ) = - w . 
x 2 _ '" (cosht - XO)2 cosh; - Xo 

(3.10) 

Here cosh; = (z2 + 1)/2z, x·L = xAL A (sum A = 1,2,3), 
and (XI") , I" = 0,1,2,3, are the parameters for SL(2,R) defined 
by the standard homeomorphism between this group and the 
surface x6 + x7 - x~ - x~ = 1 in R4. In the domain of the 
exponential map Xo = cost, x A = (a A It )sint, and Tx 
= exp(aIHi) is the unitary operator corresp~nding to 

gx = ea. 

As usual, define the *-productI2 

(3.11 ) 

Differentiating with respect to y at the identity, we get 

E(hTx)=b*E(gx) = [-ifll(b) E](gx), (3.12) 

where I (b) is the vector field ofleft translations on SL(2,R) 
generated by b. Higher derivatives givec*b*E (gx) and so on. 
Now, ifg -----E (g) were analytic at the identity, as was the case 
in all cases studied previously, then these expressions could 
be used to compute E(th) = c*b and higher *-polynomials. 
However, we know of no choice of w for which E is analytic at 
the identity and we believe that none exists for any reason
able choice of Y. The Kepler problem allows no analytic *
representation. 

Nevertheless, E is uniquely defined on polynomials if 
E (gx) can be expanded as a power series in the coordinates 
LA. This is the case if w is an entire function, w = "J,w n pn, 
with coefficients that decrease fast enough to allow the ex
change of the order of summation and integration. For con
venience we introduce complex constants cn and functions 
Pn by 

w(P) = - - c -1 00 (2n + I)!! ( p )n - I 

7Tfz n~1 (n - l)!(n + I)! n ifl ' 
(3.13) 

P () 
(2n - I)!! n • 

n a = a, n = 0,1, .. ·, a m d. 
n! 

(3.14) 

Evaluation of the integral then gives for ° < t < 1T, 

E(e
Q

) = I Cn(t)Pn(a), (3.15) 
n=l 

Cn(t)=cn i(2n+1! (flt)-ne-;'TP~(1!itant). (3.16) 
(n + I)! smt 

According to (3.12), this function is annihilated by b* + ifl 
I (b). Applying a* + ifll (a) to (3.15), we use the recursion 
relation 

(2n + 1)[(1 -1"2) ~ -I" ]p~(Jl) 
= n(n + A )P~ _ IcP) + (n + 1)(A - n - I)P~ + 1(Jl) (3.17) 

and annul the coefficient of P~, n = 1,2,. ... (Note that P 6 
vanishes identically.) The result is 

(2n + l)a*c~n(a) = (n + l)cn + IPn + I(a) 

- n(1 - n2)(flt )2Cn _ IPn _ I(a) (3.18) 
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for n = 1,2, .. ·. We shall normalize Eby taking 

c l =l, sothatcIPI(a)=a. (3.19) 

Now, solving (3.18) successively for c2P2(a), c1P1(a), .. ·, one 
obtains expressions for c~n(a) in the form of *-polynomials 
ma: 

[nI2] 
cnPn(a)= I A~(flt?k(a*)n-2k. (3.20) 

k=O 

The coefficients A ~ are independent of the choice of the c n; 
the *-polynomials (3.20) satisfy (3.18) identically. In other 
words, (3.18) may be regarded as a recursion relation for a 
family of *-polynomials, while (3.20) expresses each *-poly
nomial as the ordinary function cnPn(a). Since A ~ 

= (2n - l)!!/n!*O, (3.20) determines the function (a*)n for 
n = 2,3, ... , and we have proved: 

Proposition 5: If an in varian t Wigner correspondence E 
is determined by (3.4), or equivalently by (3.10), and if w is 
an entire function, then E has a unique extension to the en-

A A A 

veloping algebra U of d, given by E(ab ... ) = a*b* .. ·, the *-
product being defined for polynomials by (3.18). The *-pow
ers (a*Y are polynomials of order n, with leading term cnan. 
The coefficients Cn are defined by (3.13) and must all be 
nonzero.lJ 

Ref!Z~rk 6~ The *-l?roduc~ is defineAd}or any two ele
ments F, G of U by E(F)*E (G) = E (FG) and is evidently 
associative. The in variance requirement (Definition 3) tells 
us that, for a in d, 

[a*F] = ifll a,F l (3.21) 

so the *-product is invariant. 14 This is why the *-product on 
polynomials is determined by the *-powers (a*)" and hence 
by the *-polynomials cnPn(a). 

Later we shall obtain a closed expression for the c~n(a) 
as *-polynomials (Proposition 8), though not in the simple 
form (3.20). Direct solution of (3.18) leads to 

cnan = (a*)" _ (n + l)n(n - l)(n - 2) (flt)2(a*y-2 
6(2n - 1) 

+ (n + l) .. ·(n - 4) 
3·5!(2n - 1)(2n - 3) 

X (5n2 - 7n + 6)(flt)' (a * y - 4 + ... 

+ n {(iflt Y - la, 

(2n - I)!! (iflt)" - 2¢ (n)a*a, 

with ¢ (n) = "J,~(1!k) and, if cn = 1, 

n odd 

n even 

(a*)" = an + (n + l)n(n - l)(n - 2) (fit )Zan - 2 

6(2n - 1) 

+ (n + l)· .. (n - 4) 

3·5!(2n - 3)(2n - 5) 

, (3.22) 

X (5n 2 - 23n + 30)(flt )4(a* y - 4 + .... (3.23) 
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The numerical values ofthec n are unimportant; we favor 
the choice c n = 1, for in this case, as (3.23) shows, the *-prod
uct on polynomials is a deformation of the ordinary product, 
with deformation parameter fz. 15 If a is nilpotent, for example 
a = q, thent = o and (a*r = an. Thus, ifc" = 1, and iff(q), 
g(q) are polynomials,t6 

f(q)*g(q) = f(q)g(q)· (3.24) 

This choice makes (3.15) convergent for sint*O and 

w(P) = - (3/21T1i) IF I(5/2, 3, 2p/ifz) (3.25) 

an entire function. The right-hand side of (3.4) is now the 
integral kernel Kp,a of the operator defined weakly by 

K = f eL'£lilipw(p)dp, 

and (3.3) may be written 

g (i) = tr(iK), 

provided iK is trace-class. 

IV. INVARIANT *-PRODUCTS ON 
POLYNOMIALS 

In this section, let (L A), A = 1,2,3, denote, either (as 
earlier) a basis for cW' = sl(2,R), or coordinates for its real 
vector space dual d'. We recall 17 the construction ofinvar
iant *-products on an orbit of the co-adjoint action, given by 
fixing the invariant 

(4.1) 

in IR. For the Kepler problem one has Q = O. Let the solid 
spherical function Pn(a) and the symmetric tensor Tn be 
defined by 

P,,(a) = I ( - )k (2n - 2k - I)!! (t 2Q )ka" - 2k 
k (n - 2k )!(2k )!! 

- T" LA, LA" - A, ... A" ... (4.2) 

-this agrees with (3.14) when Q = O-and define 

P (a*) T" L A'*L A'* ... *L A" (4.3) n Aj ... A" 

The function Q gAeL A*L B is an invariant of the co-adjoint 
action, and reduces to a constant on each orbit; we define A. 
and /by 

Q = fz2(A. 2 - 1) = 4fz2/(l + 1), A. = 2/ + 1, (4.4) 

Proposition 7: Any invariant *-product on the space of 
polynomials in the linear coordinates (L A), A = 1,2,3, of 
,W", restricted to any orbit, is given in terms of complex 
parameters A.' and (d,,), n = 2,3,. .. by (4.4) and 

P,,(a*) = d"Pn(a), do = d l = 1. (4.5) 

Proof See Ref. 12, Example 41. 

When A. = 1, then P,,(a*), defined in (4.3), coincides 
with the *-polynomials (3.20), defined by (3.18) and (3.19). 
This will be shown below, Proposition 8. 

The *-exponentiaI 18
: If an invariant *-product on some 

orbit W is given, then we may consider the series 
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1 
Exp(a) = I - (if!) - n(a*)" 

" n! 
(4.6) 

Suppose, for the moment, that this series converges, for a in 
some neighborhood of the origin of cr:!, to a C W function on 
.r:!'. Then, for a, b near the origin, 

Exp(a)*Exp(b) = Exp(c), (4.7) 

wherec = c(a,b ) is given by the Campbell-Hausdorffformu
lao Differentiation at the origin gives 

[a* + if! / (a)]Exp(b ) = 0, (4.8) 

and from this it follows that Exp(b ) is an invariant eigendis
tribution on the local group. IS The general form is l9 (if we 
require regularity at aA = 0) 

I C,,(t )P,,(a), 

" 
with 

where Q ~ is an associated Legendre function, Co = e, = 1, 
and (c,,), n = 2,3,. .. , are complex numbers. Applying a* + ifz 
X I (a) to (4.9), making use of the recursion relations (3.17) 
that hold for Q;; as they do for P ~, and annulling the coeffi
cient of Q:', we obtain 

(2n + l)a*e"P,,(a) = (n + l)c" lIP" 1 I(a) 

- n(A. 2 - n')(fzt YCn IP" I(a) 

(4.10) 

for n = 0,1,. ... 

If we compare terms of the same order in (a A) in (4.6) 
and (4.9), we learn that (a*)" = ena" + terms oflower order. 
The same conclusion is reached by solving (4.10), consider
ing this equation as a recursion relation for a family of *
polynomials. On the other hand we know, since the *-prod
uct is invariant, that there are complex parameters d n such 
that (4.5) holds, and this gives (a*)" = d"a n + lower order 
terms. Therefore, cn = d n , and we have the following: 

Proposition 8: The *-polynomials P,/a*) defined by 
(4.3) are the unique solutions of the recursion relations 

(2n + l)a*Pn(a*) 

= (n + I)Pn + I (a*) - n(A.' - n')(fzt )'P" .. I (a*), 
(4.11 ) 

with the boundary condition Po(a*) = 1. 

Proof The above analysis assumes only the conver
gence of (4.9) near a A = 0, which puts a limitation on the 
asymptotic behavior of c"for large n. Otherwise, the e" are 
arbitrary for n = 2,3,. ... The result (4.11) follows from (4.5), 
(4.10) and the equality en = d", and is completely indepen
dent of the values of e" e.,. .. ; hence (4.11) is an identity for 
n = 0,1,. ... 

Corollary: If the invariant *-product is defined by 
P,,(a*) = cnPn(a), then the functions c"P,,(a) satisfy (4.10). 

Now suppose that eN = 0 for some positive integer N. 
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Then (4.10) gives (N + l)cN+ 1PN+ 1(a) 
= (fzt )W(A 2 - N 2)cN_ 1PN _ 1(a), and thus we have the 
following: 

Proposition 9: If an invariant *-product on polynomials 
is defined by Pn(a*) = cnPn(a), n = 0, I, ... , then either all the 
Cn are nonzero, or A is a positive integer and Cn = ° for n';;>A 
and cn*O for n <A. 

The integral case: When A = 21 + I is a positive integer, 
there are two possibilities. (1) If C n = ° for n ';;>A and C n *0 
for n < A, then every *-polynomial is an ordinary polynomial 
of order <,21 and the algebra of "'-polynomials is a linear 
space of finite dimension (21 + IY. This case is related to the 
finite-dimensional representations of sl(2,R) and of su(2). 20 

(2) Ifcn=¥=O, n';;>A, then the polynomials [Pn(a"')}; n';;>A, a in 
sf, span a linear space of polynomials that is invariant for 
the operators b* and *b; this space is thus closed under *
multiplication and forms a "'-product algebra. In this case 
one may ask whether the extension of this *-product algebra 
to the lower *-polynomials Pn (a*) with n <A, which is al
ways possible, is mandatory. It will be shown below that 
quantization can be carried out without such an extension, in 
one and only one way. 

V. REPRESENTATIONS AND *
REPRESENTATIONS 

Let Tbe a unitary representation ofG = the universal 
covering group of SL(2,R), in some Hilbert space, and let 2 
be an invariant Wigner correspondence with values in 
C =( W). Assume that the domain of 2 is invariant under the 
group action, then W = Eo T defines a *-representation, 
which has been defined21 as a distribution on G, with values 
in C oc (W), such that (I) the domain and the kernel of Ware 
closed under the convolution in the test function space and 
(2) It' is invariant in the sense that, for a in sl(2,R), It'oad (a) 
= ad ·(a)oW. A *-representation is said to be analytic ifit 

coincides, in a neighborhood U of the identify of G, with 
E (g-')d, g, where d, g is the right-invariant Haar measure 
and E is analytic in U. 

If W is an analytic "'-representation, then there is a 
unique invariant *-product on polynomials that is compati
ble with it. It is defined by expanding E (eQ

) in a power series 
in (a A ) and identifying with the series Exp(a), Eq. (4.6). Con
versely, if an invariant *-product on polynomials is given, 
then it is compatible with at most one analytic "'
representation. 

A *-representation W will be said to be associated with a 
unitary representation Tifthere exists an invariant Wigner 
correspondence such that W = 2 0 T. If W is defined by inte
grating against E (g-l)d, g, then E (g) = E (Tg ). In this paper 
we have selected a particular representation ofSL(2,R) and a 
particular (singular) orbit. We have found a general expres
sion for 2 that appears to rule out the existence of an analytic 
*-representation in this case, though we have been unable to 
formulate a proof. We have found a type ofWigner corre
spondence, and hence a type of *-representation, that, 
though not analytic, leads to a unique invariant *-product on 
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polynomials. We shall refer to this type as piecewise analytic 
*-representations, 

Definition 10: A *-representation is said to be piecewise 
analytic if it coincides with E (g-l)d, g, where E is analytic 
almost everywhere. 

As in the analytic case, we can determine the general 
form of E (eQ

) in the piecewise analytic case. The result is 
similar to (4.9), with some important differences. The func
tion Q~ is replaced by a linear combinationflQ~ + vP~, 
withfl' v independent ofn. The functionP~(1/i tant) is sin
gular at t = 0; therefore, the representation (4.6) is not valid 
unless v = 0. Let us express this another way: the series (4.6) 
may possibly converge, in that case it defines Exp(a), but 
Exp(a)*E (eQ

) unless v = 0. Just as in the analytic case, a *
product on polynomials exists only if the C" satisfy the condi
tions of Proposition 9, and is then determined unambiguous
ly. Therefore, every invariant *-product on polynomials is 
compatible with a family of *-representations, parametrized 
by v/fl, precisely one of which (except in the integral case) is 
analytic. 

The integral case: When A = 21 + I is a positive integer, 
then P~ = ° for n <A. The exception just referred to occurs 
whenfl = 0, v = I, so that 

E(eQ

) 

= f i(2n + I)~n (fzt) - ne - i1T).P~( _. _1_ )Pn(a). (5.1) 
n =). (n + A )!smt 1 tant 

Only the functions and *-polynomials Pn(a*) = cnPn(a) for 
n';;>A appear in this case, so the lower *-polynomials are irrel
evant, as was hinted at near the end of the preceding section. 
Conversely, if we take the *-product algebra to be spanned 
by thePn(a*), n';;>A, then we must takefl = 0, and a unique *
representation results. The *-representation for the Kepler 
problem is recovered by taking A = I. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Distinguished Hamiltonians: It was shown that the one

dimensional Kepler problem is one of the very special phys
ical systems that have distinguished Hamiltonians, systems 
for which phase space trajectories remain meaningful after 
quantization. In other words, if the phase space distribution 
function is supported on one point in phase space at t = to, 
then the same is true at all times. We expect to be able to 
show that the three-dimensional Kepler problem has the 
same property; a hint of what to expect will be given below. 
Next, it will be extremely interesting to investigate whether 
certain field theories may have distinguished Hamiltonians 
(an example: quantized fermion fields in interaction with 
classical boson fields), expecially in view of the importance 
that has recently been placed on exact solutions of nonlinear 
classical field equations. It is even possible to imagine that 
the future correct quantization of general relativity may be 
found by requiring this system to have meaningful trajector
ies, for in this way it might be possible to circumvent the 
difficulties associated with quantum fluctuations of the light 
cone. 
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*-representations: The Kepler problem has led us to 
study nonanalytic *-representations. So far it has not been 
proved that analytic *-representations for the Kepler prob
lem are impossible, but our many fruitless efforts to con
struct one is not our only reason for believing that none exist. 
It may turn out to be easier to prove the existence of systems 
that have no analytic *-representation, instead of showing 
that the Kepler problem is such a system. Indeed, let us con
sider the case A = 1, Q = O. There are two inequivalent, uni
tary, irreducible representations ofSL(2,R) with Q = O. One 
of them, T. say, is associated with the Kepler problem and is 
characterized by the positive spectrum for i I given by Eq. 
(2.4); the other one, T_, has a purely negative spectrum. Let 
us suppose that go. = E.o T. is analytic; hence given by (4.9) 
with A = 1 and any choice of cn's, subject only to the condi
tion c n=FO and the requirement of convergence of (4.9). 
Now, if ~ _ = E_oT_ is also analytic, then we may choose the 
c,/s equal in go +' and reach the conclusion that go + coin
cide although T± are inequivalent. It remains only to show 
that this apparently absurd conclusion constitutes a real 
contradiction, in order to complete the proof that T + can
not both have analytic *-representations. A satisfactory 
treatment of these problems must perhaps wait for the devel
opment of the concept of equivalence classes of *
representations. 

The nonanalytic *-representation that was constructed 
for the Kepler problem turned out to be piecewise analytic 
(Definition to). The concept of piecewise analytic *-repre
sentations may be wide enough to cover the general case; 
more precisely we venture the following: 

Conjecture: Let G be a simple Lie group, .# its Lie alge
bra, ,r;{' the real vector space dual of .#; and Wan orbit of 
the co-adjoint action of.# in .#'. Let Tbe any unitary repre
sentation of G and suppose that W is an orbit of maximal 
dimension. 22 Then there exists an invariant Wigner corre
spondence E and a piecewise analytic *-representation 
go = EoT. 

There is some support for this conjecture. Let ¢ be the 
map from .#' to G defined by ¢ = expoK, where K is the 
natural map from ,r;{' to .# defined by the Killing form and 
exp is the exponential map. Let X rdenote the character of T, 
and consider 

Eg(g) L XT(g·¢ <S /p)ku(P) dp, SEW, gEG, 

where w is an everywhere analytic function on R. It is known 
that X T is locally integrable. If g is a regular element of G, 
then XI" coincides, in a neighborhood of g, with an analytic 
function. The integrand, for regular g, is therefore piecewise 
analytic in p and analytic outside a compact interval. As 
ipi-+oo we have XI,(g·¢<S /P»-+XT(g), which existsforgreg
ular. Thus, mild growth conditions on ware sufficient to 
guarantee the existence of the integral, for g regular. (It 
seems to be more difficult to prove that the integral defines a 
C oj function on ,r;{', for g regular.) Furthermore, E is invar-
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iant in the sense that 

Ad'(g)E (g') i g = f XI (g'.Ad(g)¢ <S /p»w(P) dp 

= Ad(g)Es(g')· 

To prove the conjecture would be to establish the viability 
of the method of *-quantization. Without assuming the truth 
of the conjecture it is in any case possible to use the above 
formula to construct many interesting *-representations. This 
formula is valid in the case of the one-dimensional Kepler 
problem and will be tested in the three-dimensional case. 
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We present a general method for normalizing nontrivial bound-state wave functions. In particular, 
we consider explicit and formally complete asymptotic expansions of the solutions of the wave 
equation for an arbitrary quark confining power potential. The regular solution is identified and 
shown to be continuable to an eigensolution around a local minimum of the associated potential. 
The solutions are then normalized and used to derive explicit series expressions for certain decay 
rates. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The quark model has been so successful as a means of 
interpreting the phenomena of particle physics that it is now 
a generally accepted belief that hadrons are composite struc
tures of some basic quarklike constituents. An important 
aspect of the identification of a newly found hadron is the 
determination of its decay widths. The calculation of these 
quantities is therefore of some interest. It is well known that 
the most straightforward calculation of the leptonic and ha
dronic widths of a hadron requires a knowledge of the value 
of the wave function of the hadron at the origin. The deter
mination of these widths thus reduces to a determination of 
this quantity. 

In spite of considerable interest in decay widths, few 
attempts have been made in order to determine the analytic 
form of the wave function at the origin, except for the trivial 
cases of the Coulomb and harmonic oscillator potentials. 
The reason for this lack of activity is fairly obvious. The 
evaluation of the S-wave wave function at the origin requires 
the normalization of the latter and this is, in general, not a 
simple problem, since in most cases not even the necessary 
solutions are known. The following is an attempt to deal 
with this problem in a very general and straightforward way 
using as solutions the expansions derived in an earlier paper. 1 

Throughout, our main emphasis is on the method rather 
than on specific applications. 

Our procedure is the following: We assume that the 
quarK-antiquark pair of a meson is bound together by a con
finement potential r,t(Il> 1) which at short distances has to 
be corrected by the addition of a weak Coulomb component 
corresponding to exchange of massless gluons. In a previous 
paperl it was shown that the wave equation for such a poten
tial possesses two pairs of solutions which are valid in com
plementary domains. In Sec. 2 we recapitulate these solu
tions and in the Appendix we rederive the WKB-like pair 
since this was given previouslyl only for a vanishing Cou
lomb component of the potential. In Sec. 3 we demonstrate 
that various branches of our solutions can be continued into 

a'A.v. Humboldt foundation fellow on leave from Ramjas College, Univer
sity of Delhi, Delhi, India. 

one another in regions of common validity. In Sec. 4 we 
identify the regular solution. In Sec. 5 we normalize the 
bound-state solution and derive expressions for some decay 
rates. Finally, in Sec. 6 we summarize our conclusions. 

2. RECAPITULATION OF BASIC RESULTS 

We begin by recapitulating some results of previous 
work l which are indispensible for an understanding of the 
present investigation. 

Weare interested in the bound-state eigensolutions of 
the Schrodinger equation for an unscreened power potential 
gr,t which is modified by the addition of a weak Coulomb 
component (corresponding to exchange of massless gluons), 
i.e., 

(1) 

where Il> 1 for confinement of the constituent quarks, 
g 1 > 0, and Vo is a constant. Separating off the motion of the 
center of mass, we obtain the radial equation for the relative 
motion of the two particles of masses m 1 ,m2 , Le., 

d
2

t/J + 2f.l [E- /(/+ 1)~ _ Vcr)] t/J=O (2) 
~ ~ ~~ , 

where, as usual, 

IJI = (1/r) ¢(r) P '!'(cos(}) eim<p , 

f.l = m 1 m2/(m\ + m2) is the reduced mass of the two parti
cles, and r is their separation. Inserting the potential (1) into 
(2) and setting 

r = e'( - 00 <z < 00), t/J = e'12¢ (z), 

we obtain our basic equation 

(d 2¢/dr) + (- L 2 + V(z»1,6 = 0, 

where 

V(z) = a e 2z - f3 e(2 +A)Z + Dez 

is the associated potential and 

a = 2f.l(E - Vo)l~, f3 = 2f.lgl/~' 
() = 2J-Lgo/~, Y = I (l + 1) = L 2 - !. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In Ref. 1 it was found convenient to introduce the following 
quantities: 
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P = [(2~: )pt" , (7) h 2 = 2(all )1/2p [ 1 + (11 + 3) (~A) 

Zo = lnp + In[ 1 + ~ 
2ap/" 

_ (11 + 1)(11 + 5) (_8_)2 + ... J 
2 4apA. ' 

(9) 

zo being defined by V"(zo) = O. Then it was shown! that Eq. 
(2) or (4) possesses two similarly constructed pairs of dis
crete eigensolutions which are asymptotic expansions in 
powersofh. 

(11 + 1)8
2 + (11 + 1)(11 + 2)8

3 
_ ••• J ' 

2(2apll ? 3(2apll )3 
(8) 

and 

h 4 = - 2V(I)(ZO) = 4allpl 
The first pair of solutions involves parabolic cylinder 

functions D(I/z)(q _ I) (aI), where q is an odd integer, and the 
variable aI is defined as 

x [I + (11 + 3) (_8_) + (_8_)2 + ... J ' 
2apll 2apll 

OJ = h (z -zo). 

One of these solutions is 

2 [ 00 1 Ii [q,q+jL 00 1 2i 

rp:rpl(aI,q,h )=N1 rpq(aI) + i~3 h i - 2 j=~2i j rpq+j(aI) + i~3 h i- 1 j=~2i 
/#0 j*O 

[q,q +jL 

} 

X ~ _1 - ~. [q + j,q + j + j 'L ' A. .. + ... ] , 
L.. hi'-z L.. .. , 'f'q+;+; 

i . = 3 j • = _ Zi • } + } 
i+j '7"'0 

(10) 

where rpq = D(q _ 1)/2 (OJ), NI is the appropriate overall normalization constant, and the coefficients [q,q +;1; are given in Ref. 
1. The corresponding linearly independent solution is obtained by changing throughout the signs of aI and h [this change of 
signs leaves the differential equation invariant, i.e., Eq. (17) of Ref. 1, as well as the eigenvalue (as can be verified by reference 
to the explicit expansion given in Ref. 1)]. A further pair of solutions having the same eigenvalue follows in a similar way by the 
interchanges 

and 

aI---+ - ial, q---+ - q, h---+ - ih. (II) 

The connection between these four types of solutions is similar to (though, of course, more complicated than) the connection 
between the corresponding parabolic cylinder functions, i.e., 

D () [!(q-I)]![intq-lj/4D (.)+ -intq-Ij/4D (.)] 
(1/2)(q - I) aI = (217y/2 e - (1/2j(q + Ij Ial e _ (1/2j(q + I) - IOJ • 

The region of validity of the solutions is around z = zo, i.e., 

z - zo = 0 CIa)' 
where a > O. In Sec. 5 we explain a more precise specification of this domain. 

The second type of discrete eigensolutions obtained in Ref. I is WKB-like, and is expressed in terms of the variable 

y = ai/h. (12) 

One of these solution is 

rp:rp2 (y,q,h 2) = N1X(Y) exp { ~ fY (v(y) ]1/2 dY }, 
U 1/2 

where N z is the appropriate overall normalization constant, v(y) is 

U - -
v(y)= V(Il(zO) [V(y+zo)- V(zo)] 

and 

j",~O 

X ~= (q+2},q+2}+2j')X . .. (y)+ ... 
L.. 2 . + 2 ., q + 2; + 2; . 

j' = 2.1, . '.) '.} 

j +/ 1-0 
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Here, 

1 { qli 112 f dy } 
Xq(y) = V1l4 exp - -2- [v(y)] 1/2 

(16) 

(with no further arbitrary constant), and the coefficients (q,q + 2J) are given in the Appendix. The expression for the discrete 
eigenvalue which is obtained together with the solution (15) is the same as the expression obtained in conjunction with the 
solution <PI' The corresponding linearly independent solution ri2 (see the Appendix) is obtained by replacing V 112 by - V

l/2 or 
by making the substitutions q~ - q and h~ ± ih, leavingy unchanged [the relation (12) then requires correspondingly the 
substitution w~ ± iw in conformity with Eq. (11)]. The region of validity of this second pair of solutions <P2' ri2 is the domain 
of large values of y, i.e., 

exp [=F1i 1l2 fY dY ]<!h2. (17) 
[v(y)] 112 

This domain excludes the region around z = zo, where the first pair is valid. 
An additional complication is provided by the Stokes singularities of the factor v - 114 occurring in Eq. (16). It is well 

known from WKB theory2 that these singularities necessitate the derivation of connection formulas if the solution is required 
over the entire domain of the variable. It will be seen, however, that this problem can be circumvented in the present context as 
long as we are concerned only with asymptotic expansions which ignore exponentially decreasing contributions. 

3. LINKAGE OF THE SOLUTIONS IN REGIONS OF COMMON VALIDITY 

We now assume that there is a region in which the two pairs of solutions obtained above have a domain of common 
validity. Our objective here is to determine the constant of proportionality of the two types of solutions in their common range 
of validity. In fact, we demonstrate that rPl and ri2 are both essentially proportional to y(1I2)(q - I) exp( - !h 2y2) and therefore 
represent the same solution in the appropriate domain apart from a multiplying factor which involves q and h. 

We consider first the solution rPl' The large-w asymptotic expansion of rPq(w) is known to be3 

rP (w) = e - (1I4)",ZW(1I2)(q - I) [1 _ (q - 1 )(q - 3) + (q - 1 )(q - 3)(q - 5)(q - 7) _ ... J 
q W ~~ 

for q a positive odd integer. Substituting this expansion in the solution (10), i.e., 

<P =N[rP +.!.{[q,q+6]3A,. [q,q+2]3A,. [q,q-2LA,. + [q,q-6]3A,. } ... ] 
I I q h 6 'f'q+6+ 2 'f'q+2+ -2 'f'q-2 -6 'f'q-6 + 

(from the definition of the coefficients given in Ref. 1, it can be seen that [q,q ± 4h and other coefficients vanish) the 
coefficient of the dominant factor e - (l/4)""W(1I2)(q - I) in the result is seen to be 

A = Nl [1 + _1_{[q,q + 8]4 . (q + 7)(q + 5)(q + 3)(q + 1) _ [q,q + 4]4 . (q + 3)(q + 1) 
h 2 8 27 4 23 

[q,q+6]3 [q+6,q+ 12]3 (q+ 11)(q+9)(q+7)(q+5)(q+3)(q+ I) 
- .----~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

6 12 3.2 10 

+ ([q,q+2]3. [q+2,q+8]3 + [q,q+4]3. [q+4,q+8]3 [q,q+6]3. [q+6,q+8]3) 
2 8 4 8 + 6 8 

X(q+7)(q+5)(q+3)(q+ 1) _ ([q,q+2]3. [q+2,q+4]3 [q,q+4]3. [q+4,q+41 3 

27 2 4 + 4 4 

+ _[q_,q_+_6]_3 . [q + 6,q + 4 L + [q,q - 2L . [q - 2,q + 4 L) . (q + 3)(q + I)} + 0 (_1_)] 
6 4 - 2 4 23 h 3 

= NI [1 + (q :/;~qh -:- 3). { - (Ii + 4)2(q4 - 184q3 + 3614q2 + 15 928q - 3231) + 648(1i + 2) 

X(q2 - 52q - 93) + 2(1i + I) (_8_) 
2apli 

. [(Ii + 4)(q4 - 184q3 + 3290q2 + 32 776q + 26 901) + 162(1i + 5) 

X(q2 - 52q - 93)] + (Ii + 1)(_8_)2 
2apli 

. [ - 2(1i + 2)(1i + 5)(q4 - 184q3 + 3452q2 + 24 352q + 11 835) 

+ (Ii + 3)(q4 - 184q3 + 329Oq2 + 32 776q + 26901)] } + 0 (-&-)] . 
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The calculation of the corresponding factor in ¢2 is more complicated. We consider first the exponential factors. 
Inserting the expansion 

v(y) = lv(2y2 + ~l3)y3 + -p' V(4Y + ... = Ay2 + i.[(11 + 4) - (11 + 1)(-°-) + (11 + 1)(11 + 2) (_0_)2 - ... 1 y3 
3 2apl1 2apl1 

+ ~[(11 2 + 611 + 12) - (11 + 1)(11 + 5)( _0_) + (11 + 1)(11 + 2)(11 + 5) (_0_)2 - ... 1 y4 +... (21) 
12 2apl1 2apA 

into the integrals 

fY v1/2 dy. fY v - 112 dy. 

we obtain series expansions for the exponential factor in Eq. (13) and for Xq [cf. Eq. (16)]. In particular. we have 

Substituting these expressions into ¢l2 [i.e .• Eq. (13)]. we obtain 

tP = N y- (1/2)(q+ 1) e+ (1/4)h'y' 11 - 1I4{1 __ 1_. _V(_3) Y __ 1_ [_6V_(4_) _ 5 (v(3»)2] y2 + ... 
2 2 12 V(2) 25.32 V(2) v(2) 

( 
h 2 {I v(3) 3 1 [ 3V(4) (V(3) )2] 2 })( 2 {(q.q + 4) 1 Xexp +- -_._y +-- --- - y + ... 1+- .-
2 2.32 v(2) 25.32 V(2) v(2) h 2 4 y2 

xexp[ _ 4( __ 1_. _V(_3) Y + ... )] + (q.q + 2) . ~ exp [ _ 2( __ 1_. _V(_3) Y + ... )] + --,-(q!.:..q~-_2-,--) 
12 V(2) 2 y 12 V(I) - 2 

[ ( 
1 V(3) )] (q q - 4) 2 [ ( 1 V(3) )] } ( 1 )) ·yexp +2 - _._y+ ... +' yexp +4 - _._y+ ... + ... +0 - . 

12 V(2) - 4 12 v(2) h 4 

Expanding the exponentials in the last bracket, we can rewrite this factor 

1 + h22 {;2 + ; + c + dy + ey2 + ... } + 0 (h14 ) 

where 

a = iCq,q + 4) = n, (q + 1)(q + 3). 
V(3) 

b = fz (q.q + 4) (2) + !(q.q + 2) 
v 

__ 1_ (q + 1)(3q + 1) [0 + 4) - (11 + 1) (_0_) + (11 + 1)(11 + 2) (_8_)2 + ... J ' 
24.3 2apl1 2apl1 

(q,q + 4) [V(4) (V(3) )2] (q.q + 2) v(3) 
c= 3- + - + .-25.32 V(2) V(2) 12 V(2) 

= (q + 1) {q[ _ 6(2,1 2 + 1711 + 34) + (11 + 1)(2711 + 105)(_b_) 
27 .]2 2apl1 

_ 3(11 + 1)(9A 2 + 5811 + 75) (_8_)2 + ... ] 
2ap;' 

+ [ - 2(U 2 + 25;' + 50) + (11 + 1)(17;' + 59) C~I1) - (;' + 1 )(1711 2 + 10611 + 131) C~11 r + ... ]} . 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Next we expand the exponential factors in Eq. (23) and then express ¢l2 as a series in rising powers of y by multiplying the 
expansion of the factors occurring in tP2 . In this way we obtain 

¢l2 = Nz y-(1I2)(Q+ 1) e+(1I4)h'y';. -114[0 (;2' ;) + r + o (y.y2,y3 .... )] , 

where the coefficient of each power of y is an expansion in descending powers of h 2. In particular we have 

2 _ ~t b(q-l).v(3) a(q-2).v(4) a(q2_ 5q + 5).(v())2] +0(h14) 
r(q.h ) - 1 + h 2 C + 12 v(2) + 25.3 V(2) + 25.32 V(2) 

2236 

= 1 + (q + 1) {(;. + 4)2(q3 _ 23q2 _ 39q - 11) - 6(;' + 2)(q + 2)(q + 3) 
28.32h 2 
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+ 8(A. + 1) [ _ 2(A. + 4)(q3 _ 26q2 - 54q - 29) - 3(A. + 5)(q + 2)(q +3)] 
2apA. 

+ (A. + 1) (~A. r [(A. + 2)(A. + 5)(2q3 - 49q2 - 93q - 40) - (A. + 3)(q3 - 26q2 - 54q - 29] } + 0 (-&-). (27) 

Recalling that y = wlh and that a second solution ¢2 is obtained by changing the signs of q, w 2, and h 2, we see that the 
coefficient of the dominant factor e ~ (1I4)w

2

W (1I2)(q - I) in ¢2 (w,q,h) = tP2 (w-iw,q- - q,h_ih) [see Eq. (11)] is 

N2 h 2) 
B = A. 1I4h (l/2)(q - I) r( - q, - , 

where 

N2(q,h 2) = N2( _ q, _ h 2) 

From (27) we obtain 

B = N2 (1 + (q - l){ [ _ (A. + 4)2(q3 + 23q2 - 39q + 11) - 6(A. + 2)(q - 2)(q - 3)] 
A. 1I4h (1I2)(q - I) 2832h 2 

+ (A. + 1)8 [2(A. + 4)(q3 + 26q2 _ 54q + 29) _ 3(A. + 5)(q _ 2)(q - 3)] + (A. + 1) (-!,)2 
2apA. 2ap/\, 

X [ - (A. + 2)(A. + 5)(2q3 + 49q2 - 93q + 40) + (A. + 3)(q3 + 26q2 - 54q + 29)]} + 0 (h14 )). 

It now follows that over their common range of validity 

tPl = ¢2 , 

with NI and N2 related by A = B, i.e., 

N = N .A. 114·h (1/2)(q - I) [1 + m(q,8) + 0 (h14 )] , 
2 I 3j .2 ljh 2 

where 

and 

m(q,8) = (A. + 4)2C I (q) + 6(A. + 2)c2(q) + (A. + 1) (_8_) [2(A. + 4)c3(q) + 3(A. + 5) C2(q)] 
2apA. 

+ (A + 1) (_8_)2 [(A. + 2)(A + 5) c4(q) + (A. + 3) c3(q)] 
2apA. 

C I (q) = - (q + 1)(q + 3)(q4 - 184q3 + 3614i + 15 928q - 3231) + 3456(q - 1)(q3 + 23q2 - 39q + 11), 

C2 (q) = 108(q + 1)(q + 3)(q2 - 52q - 93) + 3456(q - 1)(q - 2)(q - 3), 

C3 (q) = (q + 1)(q + 3)(q4 - 18~ + 329Oq2 + 32 776q + 26901) - 3456(q - l)(i + 26q2 - 54q + 29), 

C4 (q) = - 2(q + 1)(q + 3)(q4 - 184q3 + 3452q2 + 24 352q + 11 835) + 3456(q - 1)(2q3 + 49q2 - 93q + 40). 

N2 then follows by changing the signs of q and h 2 in N2 . 

4. IDENTIFICATION OF THE BOUND-STATE SOLUTION 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Our aim is to determine explicitly the value of the S-wave bound-state wave function at the origin r = 0 because this 
determines the various decay widths of the hadron. Weare therefore interested in the solution which is regular at the origin. 
Since r = 0 implies z = - r;jJ, this means that, in order to identify the regular solution, we must examine the behavior of tP2 (/), 
¢2 (/) in the limitz- - r;jJ. We now show that¢z ( -/- 1) possesses the required behavior, i.e., that (expressed in terms ofr) 
¢2 ( -/- 1)-1" + (1/2) for r-D, so that [cf. Eq. (3)] ¢-r l + I. For reasons of simplicity we ignore the Coulomb perturbation in 
this identification (note that throughout our procedure is to treat the confinement force as that component which dominates 
the wave function, even at r = 0, so that the limit r-D is to be taken at the very end of a calculation). 

We consider the solution tP2' i.e., Eq. (13), and expand each ofthe factors in powers of e Y• For more transparency we 
quote a few intermediate steps. Thus, expanding in powers of eY and using 

eY = eZ
-

zo = rip, 

we find (apart from a constant) 

2237 

Jy [u(y)] 112 dy = (_A_)112 { ln~ + [(rIPf +A 

A + 2 P A. (A. + 2) 
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Here the dots imply terms containing higher powers of the last term in brackets. Similarly, we have (again apart from a 
constant) 

Jy dy =(A+2)1/2{ln~_[(r/p)2+A _ (A+2) (~)2]+ ... } 
[v(y)] 112 A P A (11 + 2) 4A P 

(36) 

and 

V-
1/4

= C;2}/4{1_[~(;y+A _ AZ2(;Yl + ... }. (37) 

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (13), we obtain 

"'2 (y,q,h 2) = N2 (~)(I/2)hll(A + 2)'/1 ex ( h 2 {[ (r/p)2 + A A + 2 ( r )2] }) oc ( 2 )i -'" 
'I' P p 2( 1 + 2)112 1 (A + 2) - -- - +... I -2L. (q,q + 2J)i 

/l, /l, 411 P 1 ~ 0 h ] ~ 21 

X (11;2yI4{1_[ 2~ (;r+ A 
- AZ2(;Y] + ... }(;)-(1I2)(A+2)IIl(q+2J

) 

X exp (_ !(A + 2)1I2(q + 2J) {[ _ (r/p)2+ A + (A + 2) (~)2] + ... } 
11 (11 + 2) 4A p , 

where we have set 

x (y) = Xq (y) + 0 (~) ito (h22 } j~i (q,q + 2]),. Xq + 2j(y) 

[this defines the coefficients (q,q + 2Jl]. In the limit r-+O, ¢2 is seen to be 

(38) 

(
11 + 2)1/4( r) + (I/2)h '/(A + 2)'/2 - (1/2)(A + 2)'llq 

.00 ( 2)i 0 ( r) - (A + 2)'/2j 
¢2(y,q,h 2)IHo=N2 -1- - L -h

2 
L (q,q+2Jl - . 

/l, P ,~O j~ 2i P 
(39) 

We now recall the eigenvalue expansion derived in Ref. 1, 
i.e., 

h4 
(/ + !f = - !qh 2 + .... 

4(A + 2) 

Taking the square root of this expansion, we obtain 

1+1= + h
2 

=F1(11+2)ll2q + o(q,h2) , (40) 
2 - 2(A + 2)1/2 2 - h 2 

where 0 /h 2 is the remainder of 0 (l/h 2), and we choose the 
upper signs. Thus, inserting Eq. (40) into (39) we have, for 
/'~O, 

2 (A + 2)114 ( r )1 + (1/2) 
¢2 (y,q,h ) Ir->o = N2 -11- P 
and 
- 2 _ - (A+2)1I4(r)-I/+(I!2)] 

¢2(y,q,h ) Ir->o - N2 -11- P , (41) 

provided 

(~){j(q'h 2)lh 2 = .I. (~)i 
p ,~O h 

o ( r ) - (A + 2)I12j 
X j~i (q,q + 2Jl P . (42) 

Weare unable at present to give a proof of the last relation. 
For our purposes it suffices to know the limits (41). Of 
course, without our choice of the upper signs in Eq. (40), the 
left hand side of Eq. (42) could be the combination 

( 
r )!5(q.h 2)lh 2 ( r ) [!5(q.h ')Ih 2J + 21 + 1 

C 1 - +C2 - , 

p p 
where C1 and C2 are constants. However, for h 2-+ IX) (this is 
the asymptotic regime we are interested in), the right hand 
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\ side ofEq. (42) is independent ofr and approaches the value 
1 [from Eq. (38) it can be seen that (q,q)o = 1]. Hence, 
C1 = 1 and Cz = O. We now recall that, given one solution 
of the original wave equation, we can find another by replac
ing 1 by - 1 - 1. Altogether, we then have the following two 
types of regular solutions near r = 0: 

(
A + 2)1/4 ( r )1 + (112) 

¢z(y,q,h 2,l)IHo=N2(l) -11- p , 
(43) 

¢ZR ¢J2 (y,q,h 2, -/- 1) I r->O 

= N2 ( - 1- 1) (11 ; 2}/4 (; Y + (lIZ) . 

We have seen in Sec. 3 that ¢J2 is the solution which goes over 
into the eigensolution ¢1 around a local minimum of the 
potential. We therefore identify ¢2R as that branch of our 
eigensolution which is regular at the origin (this is in fact the 
only possible choice since-as will be seen later-N2 vanish
es for positive integral values of q). 

The continuation of the bound-state wave function to 
infinity is obtained in a way similar to its continuation to the 
origin. Again, ¢J2 is matched to ¢1 , but now at the upper end 
of the region of validity of the latter. The asymptotic behav
ior for r-+ 00 is then obtained by investigating the behavior of 
¢J2 in the limit Z-+ IX) , i.e., 

¢J2 = Nz • X· exp { - ~ fY [v(y)] 1/2 dY} 
U liZ 

for (see the Appendix) 

411 - -
v(y) = - - [V(z) - V(zo)] 

h4 
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~ ~ {3 e(2 + A )z 

h4 

= 4...1. {3r+ A, for z,r-+ + 00 • 
h4 

Considering for simplicity only the first term of the expan
sion of X, we obtain 

¢i N2 h [2{3 112 riA + 2)12] 
2 ~ (4...1.{3)1/4 riA + 2)/4 exp - (A. + 2) 

X ex q , for r-+ 00 • [ 
- h

2 1] 
p 2(...1. + 2){3 1/2 r(1I2)(A + 2) 

This behavior agrees with the behavior derived previously! 
by a different method and agrees in particular with well 
known expressions for the cases A. = 1,2. 

Our bound-state eigensolution therefore consists of a 
central piece ¢I (or pieces ¢I matched together across 
Stokes singularities) and two pieces ¢i2 matched to ¢I at the 
margins of its region of validity, one piece extending to r = 0, 
where it has the behavior of the regular solution, and the 
other piece extending to infinity, where it decreases expon
entially. The behavior at infinity shows in addition that the 
confinement potential possesses only discrete eigenstates. 
Continuum states require the introduction of a cutoff. I 

5. NORMALIZATION AND THE CALCULATION OF 
DECAY WIDTHS 

Weare now in a position to determine the normaliza
tion constants NI and N2 . The normalization constant of the 
overall wave function 1/1 is defined for 

1/1 = ~ tft(r) . [(21 + 1)(1- m)!( - l)m ] 1/2 

r 2(/ + m)! 
1 . X P m( cosO) ___ e'm<p . 

I (217-) 112 
(44) 

The constant of normalization of tft(r) is then determined by 

1"" 1 ¢(r) 12 dr = 1. 

Using Eq. (3), we can rewrite this integral as 

f-+",,"" dze2z 1¢2R(Z) 12 = 1, (4S) 

where ¢2R is the regular solution with appropriate continu
ation into regions where the expansion (13) does not apply. 

We consider first the branch ¢I' i.e., Eq. (to). For ease 
of discussion we rewrite this solution as 

00 6; 1 
¢I(OJ) NI I I j(q,q+J);¢q+/OJ), (46) 

;~Oj~ -6;h 

and the coefficients (q,q + J); follow by comparison with Eq. 
(to). Here, OJ = h (z - zo). We now set 

(47) 

and ask for which values of a and finite values of u is ¢I an 
asymptotically decreasing expansion (i.e., for h-+ (0). The 
ratio of the (i + l)st term ofEq. (46) to the ith term is 
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~6(i + I) ( + rI A. 
R(i+I,O=~. j~ -6(;+1) q,q iJ;+1 'i'q+j. (48) 

h ~J!: - 6; (q,q +}); ¢q+i 

Now, OJ = h (z - zo) = uh I - (l. We allow for large values of 
OJ for h-+oo if a < 1. Next we recall that 

¢q = D(q_ 1)/2 (OJ). 

The asymptotic behavior of the parabolic cylinder function 
for large values of its argument (i.e., h-+ 00 ) is given by2 

D(I/2)(q _ 1) (uh I - (l) 

= (uh I - (lYII2)(q - I)e - (1/4)u'h ,- ,,, 

"" (- l)k [(l/2)(q - l)1zk 
X ~ , 

k~O k !(2 112Uh I - ayk 

where 

[V]2k =v(v-l)(v-2k+ 1), for k>O, 

= 1, for k = 0. 
= 0, otherwise. 

Substituting Eq. (49) into (48), we have 

(49) 

1 6(i + I) 
R (i+ I,t) = _ I (q,q + J);+ I (uh 1- (l)(112)(q+j- I) 

hj~-6(i+I) 

X [1 + O(l/h 2 - 2(l)] (~~ 6; (q,q +}); 

X(uh l-aYIl2)(Q+J- 1)[1 + O(l/h 2-2(l)] ) 

1 (h I - (l)(1I2)(Q + 6; + 5) 

h (h I - u)(I12)(Q + 6; - 1) 

~h 2 - 3(l. 

This ratio decreases for h-+oo if 3a > 2, i.e., a> 1. We have 
therefore 

(SO) 

(SI) 

and 

IOJ 1 S 0 (h 113). (S2) 

We now return to the normalization integral (4S). 
Changing the variable of integration to y = z - zo, we have 

- 2zo _ f"" d 2y 1 A. 12 e - ye 'i'2R 
- 00 

and in terms of OJ = hy, 

h e - 2zo = f: 00 dOJ e2
Q)lh 1 ¢2R (OJ) 12 • (S3) 

The contribution of ¢I (OJ) to this integral is, according to 
Eqs. (31) and (52), 

f~:~/3 e2
Q)lh 1¢1(OJ)1

2
dOJ 

= (f: 00 - f--~ 1/3 - i~J e2
Q)lh 1 ¢I (OJ) 12 dOJ. (S4) 

Now it is clear that the integrand of these integrals can be 
expressed as a sum of terms such as 
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u/ D(I12)(q-I)(w)D(l12)(p_l)(w) 

and the whole sum can be arranged in descending powers of 
h. Recalling the recurrence relation 

wDv(w) = vDv_ 1 (w) + Dv+ I (w), 

we can evaluate the first integral in Eq. (54) with the help of 
the formula2 

f~ 00 [Dv(W)]2 dw = V!(21T)1I2. (55) 

The magnitude of the second and third integrals in Eq. (54) 
can be estimated with the help of the asymptotic expansion 
(49). They are of 0 (h p e - h 2/') for some finite p, and so are 
exponentially small. The contribution 

(56) 

to the normalization integral is exponentially small, i.e., of 
o (h P e - h 21') in view of the exponential factor in the solution 
(13), i.e., 

exp{ - I ~:12 r [V(y)] 1I2dy l} - exp ( _ ~2) 
for h~oo [using the expansion (22)]. Thus, ignoring expon
entially decreasing terms, we have finally 

he-
2zo 

= f~oo e2wlh 1~I(w)12dw. (57~ 
Inserting ~I (w) and proceeding as explained above, we 
obtain 

he -2,,<, 

= (21T) 112 [!(q-1)]!Ni [1+ n(q,8) +O(-h\)] , 
2S,34h 2 

where 

n(q,8) = q{5184 + (41q2 + 133)[(.1, + 4)2 - 20 + 1) 

(58) 

X(.1, + 4) (_8_) + (A + l)(U 2 + 13.1, + 17) 
2ap.1, 

(~.1, r + ... ]) . (59) 

We can now substitute N\ of this expression into Eq. (32) 
and then N2 into Eq. (43) and obtain for the value of the S
wave bound-state wave function at the origin [since 
N2(-1-1)=N2(1)] 

1 1ft (0) 1 2 = _1 (A + 2)112 J..-IN2 12 
41T A P 

(A + 2)1I2h q e( - 2zo) 

(60) 

where m and n are defined by Eqs. (34) and (59), respective
ly. Finally, inserting for Zo the expansion (8), we have 

0+ 2)1I2h q 

11ft (0) 12 = 2(21T)3/2p3 [!(q _ 1)]! 
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(61) 

Since p has the dimension of a length and h is dimensionless, 
this expression is seen to have the required dimension of 
(length) - 3. For the linear potential Eq. (61) becomes 

fJ.2(1I2)(q - 4)3 312 

11ft(0)1
2 

= (21T)312 r [~(q + 1)] 

X { ~ q + [f(q) + fJ~/3 g(q) rT1I2)(q-4) 
X[I+0(8/h2)] (62) 

wherefand g are given by! 

f(q) = 3q2 + 17 
3.23 

3q(19.85186q2 + 0.29640) 

29/1 q + [(1/3.23)(3q2 + 17)] 1/2) 

g(q) = _ 3q + 6 [(1/3.23)(3q2 + 17)]1/2 
2( 1) 1/3 1 ~ q + [(1/3.23

) (3q2 + 17)] 1/2)1;:' 

+ ________ ~(~~~2~+~1~) ____ ~--_ 
6( 1) 1/311q + [1/3.23

) (3q2 + 17)]112)4/3 

Decay widths play an important role in exploring the 
origin of a newly found hadronic state. The leptonic and 
hadronic decay widths of a vector quark-antiquark bound 
state such as l/J and r can be expressed in terms of the S-wave 
bound-state wave function at the origin. Thus,. 

(63) 

and 

r(l/J~ hadrons) = 160(~ - 9) . a; 1 1ft (0) 1 2 • (64) 
81 m~ 

Here, a is the fine structure constant [not to be confused with 
a ofEq. (6)] and eQ is the charge of the constituent qu~.rk of 
l/J and m¢ the mass of l/J. Using Eq. (62), we obtain 2.02 and 
3.28 keY for the leptonic decay rates ofl/J(3.096 GeV) arid l/J' 
(3.684 GeV), respectively. These values have to be compared 
with the experimentally determined5 widths: 4.8 ± 0.6 keY 
for l/J and 2.1 ± 0.3 keY for l/J'. Including the factors 
[1 +0(1/h2)]![1 +0(8)] given in Eq. (61) does not im
prove our prediction. This is due to the fact that the values of 
h 2 involved are not sufficiently large to ensure that 0 (1/ h 2) 
is considerably less than one. It does not suffice, therefore, to 
go only as far as the first nontrivial term in the expansion in 
descending powers of h. In all these calculations we used the 
value of fJ determined previously I by requiring the difference 
ofthe masses of the states l/J(1 3SI ), and l/J'(2 3SI ) to be 0.588 
GeV. This value isfJ = 0.3660 GeV.3 We have also chosen 
the same value of 8 as before, i.e., 8 = 0.1788 GeV. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the foregoing we have developed a general method 
for normalizing nontrivial bound-state wave functions. The 
reader with little experience in handling perturbation expan
sions may think that our expansions are complicated or even 
clumsy. A close look, however, will reveal that our expan
sions are the most natural and direct expansions one can 
derive, and that the notation has been devised in such a way 
that their complexity is reduced to a bare minimum. The 
perturbation method underlying our solutions is the only 
one we know of which places the WKB-like solution on the 
same footing as the Rayleigh-Schrooinger-like perturbation 
solution around a local minimum of the potential, and which 
is shown to yield explicitly one and the same eigenvalue ex
pansion together with both types of solutions. We have dem
onstrated explicitly that various pieces of the overall bound
state solution can be continued into one another in regions of 
common validity. 

In particular, we have shown that the regular solution 
can be identified and that, after matching to other branches, 
it can be continued to the expected exponentially decreasing 
behavior at infinity. We have then shown that as a conse
quence of our eigenvalue condition the dominant contribu
tion to the normalization integral comes from fluctuations 
around a local minimum of the associated potential. The 
explicit demonstration of this connection is the main point of 
this paper and shows the validity of the eigenValue expansion 
used for the calculation of the mass spectrum. Of course, 
since our expansion are asymptotic in h, they are particularly 
useful in cases where the binding energy a is large. The "usu
al WKB approximation" corresponds to the dominant terms 
of our expansions; it is therefore subject to the same restric
tions, although few authors using the WKB approximation 
seem to realize this. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix we give the derivation of the solution 
¢2· Only the special case D = 0 (no Coulomb component) 
has been given in Ref. 1. Our starting point is Eq. (4), in 
which we insert the expansion of V(z) around its maximum 
V (zo) at Zo . Comparing the resulting equation with the equa
tion of parabolic cylinder functions, we obtain (as shown in 
Ref. 1) the secular equation 

- L 2 + V(zo) = !qh 2 + jjh, (AI) 

where q is an odd integer and jj remains to be determined. 
We substitute this relation for L 2 into Eq. (4) and obtain 

~~ + [ - V(zo) + !qh 2 + jjh + V(z)] ¢ = o. (A2) 

Now, 

V (z) = a e2z - (3 e(2 +).)z + De' 

and Zo is given by 

V'(zo) = o. 
Next we change the variable in Eq. (A2) to 

y=Z -Zo 

and recall that [cf. Eq. (9») 
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(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

h 4 = - 2V(2)(ZO). (A6) 

Then, 

d
2
¢ (y) _ ~ v(y) ¢ (y) + (!qh 2 + jjh) ¢ (y) = 0, 
dy2 4,1 

(A7) 

where 

v(y) = U [V(y + zo) - V(zo)]. (A8) 
V(2)(zo) 

We observe that Eqs. (A4) and (A8) imply that 
v(O) = 0, v'(O) = o. (A9) 

The function v therefore has the expansion 

where 

V(I)(z) 
v(l)(O) = U _ 0 

V(2)(zo) 

(A 10) 

=([2(2+AY- I -2i]+(t- I -I). :p ·t-(1+).») 

X[I+ _D_t-(I+).)]-I (All) 
2apA 

and [see Eqs. (7) and (8)] 

t= ~eZo = 1 + _D _ _ (A + I)D2 + .... (AI2) 
P 2aPA 2(2apA )2 

Substituting Eqs. (A12) into (All), we obtain 

V(I)(O) = [2(2 + A Y - I _ 2i] 

+_D_ [2i(A + 1) _ U - 2(2 +AY- I] 
2apA 

+ D2 [2(2+AY-2i(A+I)(A+2) 
(2apA )2 

+ U (A + 2)] + .... (A 13) 

We now proceed along the lines of Ref. 1. Setting in Eq. (A 7) 

¢(y)=x(y)exp{+ ~JY [V(y)]1I2dY} , (AI4) - U 112 

we find that X (y) satisfies 

d2X h 2 1/2 dx h 2 v'(y) 
dy2 ± A 112 V (y) dy ± 4,1 112 . V1l2(y) X 

+ (!qh 2 + jjh) X = o. (AI5) 

From now on we consider only the equation for the 
upper signs. The equation for the lower signs leads to an
other solution which can be obtained from the solution we 
shall derive by replacing v 112 by - V 112 or by changing the 
signs of q and h 2 throughout. Thus, choosing the upper signs 
in Eq. (A 15), we can rewrite the equation in the form 

2 (d 2X 
) Dq X = "h2 dy2 +jjhX , (AI6) 

D - 2 112 dX 1 v' 
q - - A 112 V dy - U 1/2 Vl/2 X - qX· (AI7) 

By construction, jjh is at most of 0 (0) in h 2 for h 2-+00 . 
Hence, to a first approximation we can neglect the terms on 
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the right hand side ofEq. (A16) and write for the solution to 
that order 

X (0) = X
q

, 

where Xq is the solution of 
Dq Xq = 0, 

i.e., 

1 { qA 1/2 J dy } 
Xq(y) = Vll4 exp - -2- [v(y)] 112 , 

(A18) 

(AI9) 

apart from an overall multiplicative constant which we ig
nore in the following except in the context of normalization. 

Proceeding as in previous applications of our perturba
tion method,l we evaluate d 2X q / dy 2 and obtain 

d 2 -¥- +.JhXq 
dy 

( 
5 V'2 qA I12v' q2A VII) 

= .Jh+-·-+--+--- Xq • 

16 v2 2V312 4v 4v 
(A20) 

Looking at Eq. (A19), we observe the following relations 
which will be used in the following: 

Xq+J = (Xq+IY, Xq+J=~. (A2l) 
Xq Xq) Xq Xq-J 

The next step of our procedure is to re-express Eq. (A20) as a 
sum over various X q + J' It is not difficult to convince oneself 
that the series reversion which this step implies is possible 
only if v( y) is expanded around a point y = Yo for which 
both 

v(yo)=O and v'(Yo) =0. 

We have observed earlier [see Eq. (A9)] that this is the point 
y = O. Hence, we now use Eqs. (AlO) and (Al3) in order to 
re-express Eq. (A20) as a sum over various X q + J' We then 
have (apart from an additive constant) 

A 112 JY dy 00 

-~- = !lny + 2: Yi yi , 
2 [v(y)] 112 i= I 

where 

12 V(2) 

__ 1 [(A + 4) _ (A + 1) (_8_) 
12 2apA 

+ (A + 1)(A + 2) (_8_)2 + ... ] , 
2apA 

1 [V(4) (v(3»)2] 
Y2 = - 25.3 V(2) - v(2) 

= _1_ [2(A + 2) _ (A + 1)(A + 3) (_8_) 
25.3 2apA 

+ (A + 1)(A 2 + 611 + 7) (_8_)2 + ... ] , 
2apA 

y, = _1_ (A + 1)(A - 2)(A + 4) + 0 (8). 
- 24 .34 .5 

(A22) 

(A23) 

Expression (A22) can now be substituted into the relation 

Xq-I [A. 112 JY dy ] ---x:- = exp -2- [v(y)] 1/2 (A24) 
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and the resulting expansion in power of y can be reserved. 
We then have 

112 _ ~ d Xq -(2i+ I) 
Y - £.. 2i+ I , 

i=O Xq 

where 

d l = 1, 

d, = - YI = _1 {(A + 4) _ (A + 1) (_8_) 
- 12 2apA 

+ (A + 1 )(A + 2) (~A Y + ... ] , 

d5 = - Y2 + ~ 11 
= + [(5A 2 + 34A + 68) - (A + 1)(7A + 31) 

2 ·3 

(A25) 

+ (_8_)(A + 1)(7A 2 + 4711 + 64) (_8_)2 + ... ], 
2apA 2apA 

d7 = _1_ ~1 + 4)(79A 2 + 44611 + 892) + 0 (8). (A26) 
27.33.5 

Inserting Eq. (A25) into (AlO) and inverting the series, we 
obtain 

_1_ = ~ f 8
2i 

Xq +2i , 

v(y) A i=2.I.O Xq 

where 

84 = 1, 

- j [0 + 4) - (A + 1) (_8_) 
2apA 

+ (A + 1)(A + 2) (_8_)2 + ... ] , 
2apA 

80 = _1_ [2(A 2 + 1 U + 22) 
23.3 

_ (A + 1)(7A + 25) (_8_) 
2apA 

+ (A + 1)(711 2 + 44A + 55) 

X (_8 )2 + ... ] , 
2apA 

(A27) 

(A28) 

8~2= - (A +4) (727A 2 +4718A+19232)+0(8). 
25.33.5 

In a similar way we find 

V'2 - 00 Xq +2i (A29) L 7 2i --, 

v2 
i= 2.1,0 Xq 

where 

74 = 4, 72 = 0, 

70 = (A + 1) [2(A _ 2) + (5A. + 11) (_8_) 
2.32 2apA 

_ (5A 2 + 28A + 29) (_8_)2 + ... J ' (A30) 
2apA 

7_2 = - (A+4) (1495A 2 +9590A+38772)+0(8), 
23.33.5 
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etc., and 

v,. 

v 

where 

E4 = 2, 

El = ~ (A + 4) - (A + 1) (_8_) 
3 2apA 

+ (A + 1)(A + 2) (~AY + ... ] , 

(A3I) 

(A32) 

Eo = _1_ (2(..1, + 1)(..1, - 2) + (A + 1)(5..1, + 11) (_8_) 
22.3 2apA 

- (A + I)(5A 2 + 28A + 29) (z!AY + ... ] , 

E -2 = - (A + 4) (667A 2 + 4778A. + 19352) + 0(8), 
24.33.5 

etc., and finally 

v' 1 ~'" Xq +2i 
3/2 = , 1/2 . L.t K2i -- , 
v /l, 1=2.1.0 Xq 

where 

- ~ (A. + 4) - (A + 1) (_8_) 
3 2apA 

+ (A + I)(A + 2) (_0_)2 + ... J ' 
2apA 

KO =0, 

(A33) 

(A34) 

etc. These expansions can now be substituted in Eq. (A20). 
Then, 

(A35) 

where for j=f=O 

5 q 
(q,q + 2J) = - T 1j + -K1j 

16 2 
(A36) 

andforj = ° 
5 q ql 1 

(q,q) = tlh + - To + -Ko + -80 ---Eo 
16 2 4 4 

= tlh + _1_ ([6q2(A 2 + llA + 22) - 2(A + 1) 
25.32 

2243 

X(A - 2)] + (A + 1)[ - 3q2(7A + 25) 

- (5A. + 11)]-°- + (A. + 1) [ + 3q2(7A 2 
2apA 

+ 44A + 55) + (5A. 2 + 28A + 29)] (~AY + ... J . 
(A37) 
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For use in Sec. 3 we note the particular values 

(q,q + 4) = !(q + l)(q + 3), 

(q,q, + 2) = - i(q + I)2(A + 4) - (A + 1) (_0_) 
2apA. 

+ (A. + 1)(A + 2) (_8_)2 + ... J . (A38) 
2apA 

Having determined these coefficients, we can now proceed 
with the calculation ofthe complete perturbation expansion. 
Thus, the first approximation X (0) = X q leaves uncompen
sated on the right hand side of Eq. (A 16) a sum of terms 
amounting to 

R(O)- 2 ~'" ( p 
q - !;"2 j =+'1,0 q,q + 'dJ X q + 2j • 

(A39) 

Now since 

Dq +j = Dq - j and Dq Xq +j = jXq +j' (A40) 

we see that the terms ofEq. (A39) can be taken care of by 
adding to X (0) the next order contribution 

X (I) - 2 " (q,q + 2]) X. (A4I) 
h 2 L.t 2 . q + 2} , 

j=2.1,-1 'J 
ficO 

excluding, of course, the term in X q' The coefficient of X q in 
Eq. (A39) set equal to zero, i.e., 

(q,q) = 0, 

yields an expression for tl which is identical with the expres
sion obtained in Ref. 1 in connection with our other type of 
eigensoiution. The present calculation therefore provides a 
check not only on the expression for tl (to lowest order), but 
also on the coefficients To, Ko , 80 , and Eo above. 

The complete solution is obtained in our standard fash
ion/leading to the sum 

X = X (0) + X (I) + X (2) + ... 
in descending powers of h 2. The corresponding equation for 
tl and thus the eigenvalues is 

0= (q,q) + h22 . Y (q,q t 2J) (q + 2j,q) + .... 
} == 2.1, .. , '.j 

fi=O 

Successive contribution X (0), X (I), ... of X form a rapidly de
creasing sequence provided that y is large, i.e., z away from 

Zo° 
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The quantum theory of the infinite component SO(4,2) fields is formulated as a model 
for relativistic composite objects. We discuss three classes (timelike, lightIike, and 
spacelike) of physical solutions to a general class of infinite component wave equations. 
These solutions provide a definite physical interpretation to infinite component wave 
equations and are obtained by reducing SO(4,2) with respect to its orthogonal, pseudo
orthogonal, and Euclidean subgroups. The analytic continuations among these solutions 
are established. In the nonrelativistic limit the timelike physical states exactly reduce to 
the Schrodinger solution for the hydrogen atom-the simplest composite object. The 
wave equations for the three classes are studied in two different realizations. In one case 
the equations describe a three-dimensional internal Kepler motion with a discrete and a 
continuous energy spectrum and in the other case the equations describe a four
dimensional internal oscillatory motion with attractive as well as repulsive potentials. It 
is found that the Kustaanheimo-Steifel transformation of classical mechanics exactly 
relates these two internal motions also in the quantum case. Thus a completely 
relativistic theory of composite systems is established for which the internal dynamics is 
the generalization of the nonrelativistic two-body dynamics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
There have been various approaches and attempts to 

formulate a relativistic quantum field theory of composite 
objects. In most of the attempts, models have been con
structed to describe composite objects in terms of pointlike 
or elementary constitutents or fields which carry the basic 
guiding properties of the model. 

In this paper we discuss models based on the concept of 
internal relativistic symmetries l on a representation space of 
G _SO(4,2). We do not assume any detailed internal dyna
mical mechanisms, nor the existence of any constituent 
pointIike objects. The internal dynamical group G and its Lie 
algebra serve the purpose of defining the spin and other in
ternal quantum numbers, ensure relativistic covariance 
through the Lorentz subgroup and specify physical observa
bles such as the mass, currents, etc. One of the reasons for 
seeking a group larger than the Lorentz group such as G is 
that the basis states belonging to the unitary irreducible re
presentations (VIRs) of a group of rank 2 do not contain 
enough quantum numbers to describe a composite object. 
The relativistic theory based on the most degenerate VIR of 
G seems to be sufficient to describe many physical pro
cesses,2 although one may use more general representations 
of G to describe more complex physical processes. 

a)Supported by Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD). 

Here we attempt to give a self-consistent description of 
a quantum theory of a composite object using the SOC 4,2) 
fields and discuss the solutions of a general class of wave 
equations for different regions of the four-momentum space. 
Similar investigations) have been made for the SL(2.C) and 
SO(3,2) fields. The emphasis is on the physical interpreta
tion. The problem of introduction of internal coordinates 
into the infinite-component wave equations, hence, their 
physical interpretation in simpler cases was initiated earlier. 4 

The material of this paper is arranged and summarized as 
follows: In Sec. II we give some general properties of the 
most degenerate VIR's of G that we shall need. We reduce G 
with respect to its orthogonal, pseudo-orthogonal, and Eu
clidean subgroups and give four lemmas, which enable us to 
determine the spectrum of certain generators. For the most 
degenerate VIR of G the generators are realized in terms of 
four real parameters. The choice of these internal param
eters in fact prescribes the internal dynamical motion, e.g., 
Kepler motion, oscillatory motion, etc., in the theory. In 
(11.9) we have given three such realizations. Two of them are 
connected for 10 = 0 by the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel (K-S) 
transformation. In (11.11) we have given two adjoint realiza
tions ofG. 

We decompose G into irreducible components and con
struct orthonormal basis functions by diagonalizing a com· 
plete set of invariant operators. These basis functions are 
given in Table I. We expand all non canonical bases in terms 
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of the canonical one and the expansion coefficients are ob
tained explicity. In Appendix A we give the actions of the 
generators of G on the basis functions constructed in Sec. II. 

In Sec. III we discuss the physical applications of Sec. 
II. We start with a general Lorentz invariant wave equation 
and classify its physical solutions in four-momentum space. 
We obtain the physical states from the basis states in Table I 
by applying the appropriate tilt transformation. The time
like physical solution reduces to the Schrodinger solution for 
the hydrogen atom in a particular limit. 

We express the wave equation in terms of spherical co
ordinates (a,r,e,cp) and four real variables (u" ... ,u,). We find 
that in the first case the wave equation describers a three
dimensional internal Kepler motion while in the second case 
the same wave equation describes a four-dimensional inter
nal harmonic oscillator, as summarized in Table II. It is 
found that these two internal motions are related by the KS 
transformation. Also we establish analytic continuations 
among the physical solutions as shown in Table III. We have 
also calculated in closed form the matrix elements of the 
Lorentz boost between two canonical physical states. Simi
lar matrix elements between noncanonical physical states 
can be found using the expansion coefficients. 

Notation: Small letters are used to denote Lie algebras, 
big letters to denote groups. Example: so(4,2) and SO(4,2). 

II. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE MOST 
DEGENERATE UIR'S OF SO(4,2) 
A. Preliminaries 

The Lie algebra soC 4,2) of the pseudo-orthogonal group 
soC 4,2) contains the fifteen operators LAB' 

LAB = - L BA, 

[LAB,L cD ] = i(gAoLBC + gBcLAD -gAcLBD - gBoLAd, 

A,B,. .. = 1, ... ,6, gA1 = (- - - - + +). (11.1) 

The Minkowski space is! 1,2,3;5 = 0 I. Often we denote 
the set of operators contained in subgroups by subscripts, 
e.g., ! L)5,L J6 ,L56 1 S0(1,2)356' The so(4,2) algebra contains 
the angular momentum vector L(L2],L1hL lz ), the Lenz
Runge vector A(L I"Lz"L34 ), the Lorentz boost vector 
M(L I5 ,L",L3,), the current vector operator r(LI6,L26,LJ6), 
and soC I ,2).,6 = ! ro = L ,6, S = L 46, T = L4l J. 

The eigenvalues of the three Casimir invariants are ex
pressed in terms of three parameters' (/0, PI' pz): 

(11.2) 

14 =! LABL BCLcDLDA -! n - 2/2 , 

= ! [! 5 + p~ + pi - I P - (I ~ pi + 1 ~ pi + pi pD, 

where 10 = O,!,I, ... ;pt.P2EC However, for unitary represen
tations, PI,p2ER. For PI = 0, P2 = 1 (or PI = 1, P2 = 0), one 
obtains a most degenerate VIR. Furthermore, Barut and 
Bohm6 obtained a class of all VIR's, which fulfill the 
restrictions: 
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p~ + p~ = 2(1 + I ~), PI pz = 1 - I~, 

10 = 0 1 2·.. or ~ 2. .... 
, , , 2 ' 2 ' 

These restrictions are equivalent to the "representation 
relation6" 

(L4B,L AC I = - 2(1 -/~) g~ 

and (11.2) becomes 

Iz = - 3(1 -/~), 11 = 10(1 -/~), 

14 = - :1(1 - I ~)2. 

(II.3) 

In general, the basis of a VIR ofSO( 4,2) can be uniquely 
labeled by the eigenvalues of the nine invariant operators. In 
the case of the most degenerate VIR, one needs only one 
Casimir operator and the eigenvalues of the three mutually 
commuting operators to label the basis vectors. This VIR 
satisfies (11.3) and 10 gives the lowest spin of the VIR. The 
choice of these three diagonal operators depends on the par
ticular physical system (cf. Sec. III). 

Considering reductions ofSO(4,2)=G with respect to 
orthogonal and pseudo-orthogonal subgroups and using 
(II. 1) and (11.3), we can prove?: 

Lemma 1: The Casimir invariants of a maximal non
compact subgroup K = SOC 4,1) are 

! L,,~ a(3 = - 2(1 -l~), 

I a(Jybf fi'y'IJ'<'L L T L 12(1 /2) 64 E ~;;. (3J 80'-'(3'1" t/f' = - 0 - 0, (II A) 

a,/3,.·.ElK , 

lx_set of indices for generators of X. 

Lemma 2: The product of the elements of the coset G / K 
IS 

(II. 5) 

Lemma 3: Let Hbe a compact or noncompact stability 
subgroup of G. 

Then 

L Lltl' - L L rT' = - 2(1 -102), 
}It 1"T 

(II.6) 

(u,v)c#{r,r'), f.1.,v,r,r'ElH • 

The algebra of the iso-Poincare subgroup E (3, 1) is ob
tainedB from Ad exp(iaL'S)L AB' In the limit a--+ ± 00 the 
translation operators Fe( ± )-L5e ± L.1e behave as 

Ad exp(iaL3S)Fe (± )--+Fe (±) exp( ± a), Fe (±)EA (±) 

and 

Ad exp(iaL1S)LerLef' L ef Eso(3,1), e,f = 1,2,4,6, 

where 

A ( ± ) al so(3, 1) = e( ± )(3,1) is the Lie algebra of 
E ( ± )(3,1). The operators of e( ± )(3, 1) satisfy the following 
commutation relations: 

[F}±),F/±)] =0, 

[L",Le[] = 0, [L ll , Fe(±)] = ( ± )iF} ± 1, 

[F/ ± l,L [gJ = i[ ge[Fg< ±) - geg F/ ± l], 
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[Fe (+), F/ -)] = - 2i[Lel + gel L3s]' 
[F+(±),F_(±)] =0, (I1.7) 

[L ±,F ± (±)] = 0, [L +,L __ ] = 2L ,2 , 

[L12,L±l= ±L±, [L 12,F±(±)l= ±F±(±), 

[L F (±)] - + 2F (± ) t' ± - - 4 , 

Considering the reduction of E (3, 1) to E (3) or E (2, 1) 
and taking the action of Ad exp(iaL 3S) on (11.6) in the limit 
a-'> =t= 00, we can prove 

Lemma 4: Let E be a Euclidean stability subgroup of G, 
then 

~1I.8) 

F (± )-F ( + ) + 'F (+) L -L 'L ± = 1 - _ I 2 - , ± = 24 ± I 41' The Lemmas 3 and 4 relate the spectrum of the square 
of certain operators LESO(4,2) to the Casimir invariants of 
subalgebras, which commute with L. 

The two Casimir invariants of E (3, 1) are F,Fe and Wewe, 

where We = ! e.,irhFJLgh . 

B. Some realizations of 50(4,2) 

The generators ofSO(4,2) may be realized in terms of six real variables x A as LAB = i[ gAAXA ax" - gBllXBax, ]. In this 
space, the SO(4,2) transformations leave XAXA invariant. However, for the most degenerate UIR satisfying (II.3), four real 
variables (ul, ... ,u,), or two complex variables (ZI,Z2), are sufficient. In Eq. (II.9) we have expressed the generators in terms of 
ZI,Z2, in terms of the three Cartesian coordinates and an angle a, and in terms of spin operators am' bm ; m,n = 1,2, satisfying 
Bose commutation relations [am ,a,,+ ] = [bm ,b ,~ ] = 8",,,: 

with 

Lij = L =! €ijk [a+O'k a + b +O'k b ] = ! €ijk [ZO'kaz - azO'J] = - i(rXVh + TI toSk 
52 

Li4 = A = ! [a+O'ia - b +O'ib ] =! [ZO'iZ - aZO'iaZ] =! [ - Xi V2 - Xi + 2J (r'V) + 2i TI ("XV). _ (- 1)003 I~ X] 

Li5 = M =! [a+O'icb+ - aCO'ib] = -! [ZO'iZ + aZO'iaZ] 
x, 52 '!! I 52 I 

=! [- Xi V2 + Xi + 2Jx (r·V) + 2i TI ("XV). - (- 1){j,,l~ X] 
. '. 52 '!! I 52 I 

Li6 =r= .!..- [a+O'icb++acO'ib] = .!..- [ZO'iaz +azO'iZ] = -ilrla - ~(rx")' 2 2 x; 52 '!! I 

L 4S = T = - ~ [a'cb + - acb] = - ~ [zaz + zaz + 2] = - i(rXV + 1), 

L46 = S=! [a+cb+ + acb] = - Hzz + azaz ] = J.- [- IrlV2 - Irl + 2iz~ (rXV)3 + TI 12] (II.9) 
2 52 52 0 

LS6 = ra = ![a+a + b+b + 2] = Hzz - azaz ] = J.- [- Irl V2 + Irl + 2iz~(rXV)3 + TI I~] 
2 52 52 

Lo= -![a+a-b+b]= -Hzaz-zaz]=iaa 

(al) (b,) . (ZI) _ (Zl) a = a2' b = b
l

' C = 10'2, Z = \z2' Z = \z2' Xi = (x,y,z), i = 1,2,3, Irl = (X2 + y2 + Z2)112, 

0'1 = (~ ~), 0'2 = C -~), 0'3 = (~ _ ~), az = (~z.). az = (~:.). 5; = (x,y,O), 

[Lo,LAB] = O. z, z, 

The Bose realization is related to that in terms of Z"Z2 by 

Z+ =z, a/ = -az' 

in order to satisfy Bose commutation relations! Similarly, the bijective mapping 

-xi=zO'/i, i=1,2,3 -oo<Xi<oo, and a =arg(z,)+arg(z2), 0<a<41T 

relates the realization in (Z"Z2) and in Cartesian coordinates. For 10 = 0 the Cartesian realization becomes the usual Schro
dinger realization. For 10,*0 some operators become singular on the surface X2 + y2 = O. This singularity and the parameter 10 
are related to the Dirac string and the charge quantization condition, respectively. 10 A realization in terms of spherical polar 
coordinate (a,r,e,rp) can be obtained from a Cayley-Klein parametrization: 
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- f) (i ) - f) (i ) 
Zl = V r sin 2: exp 2: (a + ¢), Z, = - V r cos 2: exp 2 (a - ¢) . 

Also, one can obtain a realization in Uh ""U4, using Zl = UI + iu" z, = Ul + iu,. Below we give the operators of soO ,2)456 in 
terms of spherical polar coordinates and real variables, t =2r: 

L56= -t[~at(t'at)- ~k(k-l)-!) = HU"U}L-!a U au], t Z t 2 r-" I' 

-t(~at(tlat)- ~k(k-l)+!] = -![U"U1, + !au au], t 2 t 2 ~ I' " 

L45 = -il(at + +]= - ~[Ullaul,+ll' Lo=iaa= ~[UlaU'-U4aU,+UlaU,-UzC~uJ, 
where 

(11.10) 

is the Casimir invariant of so(1,2) which is equal to the Casimir of the commuting so(3) (II.3). We will often consider this 
SO(l ,2) realization in a Hilbert space of square integrable functionsf(t) with the scalar product 

(fg) = 100 

dtt f*(t )g(t) < 00. 

A realization of Ad SO(4,2) may be obtained from (II.9) using the definition of the translation operators Fe (±). In Eq. 
(11.11) we have given two such realizations, which are, respectively, the generalizations of the Bargmann-Wigner-Foldy
Shirokov realization and the Lomont-Moses realization for the Poincare group. It is known that these two are realted by the 
Coester transformation II: 

L l5 = -i(r'V+l)= -i(roV+l), F;;=xa=x", F6-=lrl=lrj, 

F + = - X V' + 2a (roV) + 2il TI(I:XV) - (- 1)6~.~ 12 
a a a 0 S2 ':t a €2 0 

F 
= -x"V'+2a,,(roV)+2ilo(llXV)a -2fia 0, 

Irl +Z 

Z Irl F 
F6+ = -/rIV2 +2ilo -(rXV).+ -l~ = -l r IV2-2ilo(llXV),-2 0 

g' 52 Irl+z' 

a"B,y= 1,2,4, Xu = (x,y,z), 1]" =CrIX+z' Ir(+z ,1). fia =(0,0,1). 

In the next section we give the mathematical relation between the various coordinates. 

Co Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformation 

(II. I I) 

The bijective mapping (x,a)-..(zlz,)-..(uIJ is a generalized version of the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel (KS) transformation l ' in 
JR'. Let uh".,UnEJR

n be Cartesian coordinates. According to a theorem of Hurwitz, one can construct an n X n linear orthonor
mal matrix A with the norm of each row IHI = u~ + ". + u;' for n = 1,2,4,8. In JR', 

C 
-u, -u, 

U') U2 U l -U, -Ul . A= 
Ul U, Ul U, 

U. -u) U, -UI 

The space JR' is mapped onto JRl 3 (x,y,z) by A with the annihilation condition 

U4 dU I - u)du 2 + U2 dU 3 - UI dU 4 = 0 

which corresponds to 10 = 0 in (11.10). That is, 
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In momentum space p = ( - Ph - pz, - PJ)ERJ and uER4 

where 

UZU1 + u1uz - u4u, - u,u4 
u,u1 + u4UZ + uju, + uzu. ' 

° 
rZ = R 4=[ui + u~ + u~ + U~)2 and 4R zpz = ui + u~ + u~ + u~_ - V~. 

D. The canonical and pseudocanonical bases 
Let Tg be a UR of G on the Hilbert space K. We shall decompose Tg and hence K into their irreducible components and 

construct13 the basis vectors of K. 

Let Hbe a maximal compact [(noncom pact ]] subgroup of G. We diagonalize the invariant operators in the chain of cosets 

!i ~ SO(3) SO(2) 
H ' SO(3) , SO(2) , 

and construct the common eigenfunctions l/>. 

For the most degenerate UIR there is one invariant operator Lo in G / H with (Lo - lo)l/> 10
(.) = ° and Tg reduces to T ~, 

and K to K(/o). In H /SO(3) the invariant operator is L,6' The spectrum of L'6 can be determined from Lemma 3 and is given6 

by the proper eigenvalues ± n 

(!Lf'YU-'" = 16 + nZ - 1, n = 1/01 + no>1, no = 1, ... ,00) 

[[Sp[L46] = ± v, Sp[L'6] = ± p, - 00 < (v, p) < + 00]]. 

Thus the representation T~ decomposes into T~:!nl[[T~':\vl,T~:\ pi]]' K(lo) into K(lo,n)[(K(/o,v),K(lo,p)]], and the basis 
functions satisfy the eigenvalue equations 

(L'6 - n)l/> l'nl("') = 0, [[(L46 - v)l/> l'vl("') = 0, (L'6 - p)l/> l'p\(''') = 0]]. 

Further reductions to SO(3) and decompositions of T ~~! n I and K(/o,n) into irreducible components are well known due 
to the general branching theorem.' The basis functions satisfy the eigenvalue equations 

(L2 -/(1 + l»l/>l'n,lI("') = ° and (LIZ - m)l/>l'n,t.ml("·) = 0. 

Thus Tg and K are decomposed as 

! n:f f T;:\n,',ml' K(lo) = ! Ell nfl Ell ~ EIlK(/o,n,l,m). 
n=I+I/,[/=I/,[ m=-I n=I+[I,[ 1=11,[ m=-I 

T :JTI, = 
g- g 

(!I. 12) 

The Hilbert space K(/o) is spanned by eigenvectors X l'n.l.ml obtained by the Fourier transform of the basis function l/> i'n,I,m I 
( ... ) with respect to the vector/( .. ·)E!iY(lo) dense in K(/o), i.e., 

X l'n,l.ml = f df1-( .. ·)l/> l'n,l,ml ( ... )/( ... ). 

We define the parity operation such that the Casimir invariant I) changes its sign under this operation and this change is 
incorporated into 10 = 0, ± 1, ± 2,. .. or ± l' ± ~ , .... The URextended by parity, T;p and the Hilbert space JY/lo) become 

T I, = T I, = II, I + T I, = - II, I JY (/0) = JY(lo = 1/0 I) Ell JY(/o = - 110 I ). gp g g , p 

Furthermore, considering 

SO(4)~SO(J )(3) ® SOl 1)(3), with !(L ± A)ESOG\3), 

and the reduction to 

SOl I )(2) ® SO' z )(2) with !(L, ± Az)ESOG\2), 

(!I.13) 

one trivially constructs l/>11,,1,.m,,m,I("·)' where Ibl2 are eigenvalues of the Casimir invariantofSO( j )(3) and SO'Z'(3) and m"mz 
are those orSO( 1 )(2) and SO(Z)(2). Similarly I' SO(2,2)~SO( 1)(1,2) ® SO(2)(1,2) with 1(L'6 ± L,.), 1(L.6 ± L36)' 

1(L45 =F L36)ESoG)(1 ,2) enables one to construct a parabolic basis function l/> l'n, ,n"m I ( ... ), which is equivalent to that obtianed 
by diagonalizing L'6,L,4,L lz • 
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T ABLE I. Summary of the SO(4,2) basis states constructed in Sec. II and the corresponding physical states defined in Sec. Ill. 

Stability 
subgroup 

SOO.1 )",," SO(1, 1 L, 

SO(3.1)""" SOl 1,1)" 

Diagonal operators 

L"(i").L,,(P)I,, ,, 'I. JA ),L,,(m) 

L,,(/, ).F,(T).I" " ... J" ),L,,(m) 

L,,(/,,).F .. ( T).I I , ". ,<d,L ,,(m) 

L,,(/,,),F, ( T, ),F( T,),F,( T,) 

Decomposition of 1I (I,) 

! Ell "II Ell "II Ell *' (/"n.l,m) 
I, /,,1 I '/,,1 I>t 

I Ell "I' Ell I Ellll(/,,,n,A,m) 
J'II"I ), /" ,1 

I 
+ /, + I, I Ell I I Ell!f (/,.I"m"m,) 

2/, I , /" 21, /,1 /" ''', /, m, 

I Ell "I' Ell" I '. Ell I( (I",n,.n"m) 
/I I, If" 111 II" II, () 

f
" , ,I 

dll(V)Ell I >j) I Ell1t(/,,, .. .I,m) 
-, I /,,1 '" I 

f ' dll(P) If> I Ell I If> II (I",p,A,m) 
) { !II I 

f " , " 
dll(T)Ell I >j) I Ellll(/,,,T,A,m) 

,. ~ I I '" ~, 

f,' dll(T) Ell f " dll(f) Ell '" I'I Ell lI(lOoT,f,m) 

f' " dll(T,) Ell f' " dll(T,) Ell f': dll(T,)Ellll(l.,T"T"T,) 

Basis state 

1/",n,n,m) 

1/."vlm) 

1",pAm) 

1",TAm) 

Physical state 

exp( - ie" n</> 

exp( - ie" n</> 

exp( - ie.,r)</> 

n=I,+I,+ I 

exp( -- ie.,r)</> 

exp( - ie, n</> 

exp( - ie,A,)</> 

exp( - ie,;f ,)</> 

In Table I we have summarized these decompositions and the basis states for discrete spin case that are relevant to 
physical applications. In the Appendix we have given the actionl5 of the SO(4,2) generators on these basis states. 

We can realize the diagonalized operators as in (11.9) and solve for the basis functions in spherical polar and parabolic 
coordinates: 

t/J l'n I ml (artJ¢) = [ 1 (2
n
l + 11)] (2r)le - r IFI [1- n + 1;21 + 2;2r] Yl'm (a(}¢), 

.. (21 + I)! + 

(t/J;~',I',m",t/Jl'nlm})= f1T da LX> tdt So1T sin(}d(} f1T d¢t/J;~~'m,}(ar(}¢)t/Jl'nlm}(ar(}¢)=DIOIoDn'nDI'IDm'm' t=2r, 

t/J l'n).m' (ar(}¢) = t/J l'nlm' (ar(}¢) II~)" 
1 e1Tvl2 

t/J l'vlm} (ar()¢ ) = V 21T (21 + I)! I (I + iv)! I (2rye - ir IFI [I + iv + 1;21 + 2;2ir] Y l'm (a()¢ ) = t/J l'nlm} (ar()¢ ) I n~T iv' 
r-±ir 

t/JI, (aSTJ¢) = _I_ e- ial, _I_eim; 1 (nl + 2kl - I)!(n2 + 2k2 - I)!Sk. -112 
Imn.n,} \1'4; ~ (2kl - I)!(2k2 - I)! n

l
!n2! 

X TJk
, - 112(5TJ) - 112e - <S + .,,)12 IFI [ - n 1;2kl ;s] IFI [ - n2;2k2;TJ J, k(~) = ! [ I m( ± )/0 I + 1], 

(t/J :~'nln,},t/J l'mn,n,} ) = f1T da ('" S ds ('" TJ dTJ (21T d¢ t/J 11~'n'n'} (aSTJ¢)t/J II'mn n I (aSTJ¢) = DI'I Dm'mD, D, , o Jo Jo Jo I 2 I .2 0 a "I n 1 "2n2 

yl'm(a(}¢)= ~ e-ial'eim;~p~dcos(}), 

wherel6 

2249 

P~I, (z) = ( - 1)1-1'2 -I( (I + m)! )112(1 + z) - (m + 1,)/2(1 _ z) - (m -1,)/2 
(I - 10)!(1 + 10)!(1 - m)! 

d l - m 

X --[(1 -Z)I-I'(1 +zy+l.]. 
dzl - m 

All the basis states in Table I are expanded in terms of the canonical basis states: 
n-1 

I U2ml m2) = L </o;nlm I/J2m l m2) IIo;nlm); m = m l + m2, n = II + 12 + 1, 10 = II -/2' 
1= 11,1 
n-I 

I/o;mn l n2) = L </o;nlm I/o;mn l n2) I/o;nlm); n = nl + n2 + kl + k2, k(21) = H I m( ± )/0 I + 1], 
1= 11,1 
n -I 

I/o;n-tm) = L </o;nlm I/o;n-tm) I/o;nlm), 
1= 1/,1 
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00 n - I 

11oi,Olim) = I ) (lo;nA.m 11o;A,lm) (lo;nlm 11o;nlim) 11o;nlm). 
n = I + 11.1 1:,"i.1 

The expansion coefficients (lo;nlm I Mzm[mz) and (/o;nlm lio;n[nzm) are given by SO(3) C-G coefficients. The coeffi
cients (io;nlm I 10; vIm) and </o;nlim I/oi,Olim) are computed using the S0(1,2) realization (11.10), where we take the scalar 
product of the solutions of the corresponding operator equations. The results turn out to be Bargmann functions. 17 

The expansion coefficient </o,nlm I/o;nlim) is known to be a SO(4) rotation function. Thus, 

[ 
I[ Iz I ] 

</o,nlm Iltlzm[mz) = , 
m[ mz m 

[
len - 1) + l(kz - k[) len - 1) + !(k[ - kz) I ] 

<lo,nlm 11o;mn[nz) = ~(1) , 
2 nz - n[ + 2kz - lent - nz + 2k[ - 1) k[ + kz - 1 

</o,nim I/o;nlim) = D J::'i 1,1.1( - rr/2), <lo,nLm 11o;pLm) = V~I'+ I(i ;); L = ! I,}. l, f-l = ! v, p l, 
(11.16) 

where 

V L + 1(0) = e _ e 1"" (tanhO /2Y + il'(sinhO /2) - 2(L + I) 
i7T/2 - i7T(i1')l2 [( n + L )( ill + L )] 112 

"I' V2 [sin(rrill)][/z n-L-l ill-L-l 

X zF[ [L + 1 - if-l,L + 1 - n;2L + 2; - (sinhO /2tZ]. (11.17) 

E. The Euclidean basis 
We reduce (; = Ad SO(4,2) with respect to its Euclidean and orthogonal subgroups as in the previous section. For the 

maximal noncompact Euclidean subgroup H, H = E(3) ® E(I); 

e(3)[Z43FhFz,F4,L[z,Lz4.L4[; e(I) 3F6' 

The eigenvalue equation of the invariant operator in {; /H, in the most degenerate VIR is given by (Lo - lo)(/> 1,(.) = O. InH /h 
where h = SO(3)[Z4 or E(2)[2 ® E(I)4 or E(2)[4 ® E(1)2' the invariant operator is F6 and by Lemma 4 the Sp(F6) = 7, since 
Fi + F~ + F~ = F~ = r, O«r < 00. The basis function satisfies (F6 - 7)(/> j'rl(''') = O. Further reductions of h lead to the 
eigenvalue equations: 

[L i2 + L ~4 + L ~I - Ii 0 + 1)]tP l'rA 1("') = 0; 1/01 «Ii < 00, [L12 - m](/> j'rAm I ( ... ) = 0; - Ii<;m<; + Ii, 
[Fi + F~ - C]tPl'rE}("') = 0; O<;E"z < 00, [L[z - m](/>l'rEml("') = 0; m = 10'/0 ± 1,. .. , 

[F[-f-l]tPl'ul'}("')=O; O<;f-l<oo, [Fi -7;](/>1'r;k') =0; i=I,2,4, 0<;7;<00, 7z=1'2=ri+~+~· 

In order to obtain explicit expressions18 for the eigenfunctions, we solve the eigenvalue equations in different coordinate 
systems. We find, 

2250 

tPl'r.).ml (arf)¢) = ~J2A+ I (2V;;) Y~m(a,O,¢), 7 ± = Sp(F l), 
2Vr 

1 
tP l'dml (arO¢) = 4 r- ~(r - 7_) Y~m (aO¢), 

2V 7_ 

e- ial, 1 . 
tP f'r, r,r.1 (axyz) = V 41T (2rrY/z e'T'><; l' = (7h'T"z,74); x = (x,y,z), 

(tP~~'r2r'1 ,tP ['r, r,r.1 ) = r da f dxtP~~~r2r'l (ax)tP['r,T,r,1 (ax) = ~lr,Io~(1" -1'). 
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Next we expand the above Euclidean bases in terms of the canonical states as follows: 
00 n-1 

(lo(rAm I = L L (lo,nAm Ilo,TAm) (lo.nlm Ilo.nAm) Ilo.nlm). 
n=I+II.II=II.1 

00 n-l n-l 

(/o,TEm I = L L L (/o;TAm I/o;T€m) (/o;nAm I/o;TAm) (/o;nlm Ilo;nAm) 11o;nlm), 
n= I + 11,1 A= 11,1/= 1/,1 

'" n-I +1 
11o;TIT2T.) = L L L (lo;nlm I/o.TIT2T4) I/o;nlm). 

n = 1 + II, I I = II, I m = - I 

(11.19) 

The coefficient (/o;nlm I/o;T ± Am) can be calculated by finding the solutions from (11.10) and computing the scalar product. 
It turns outl9 to be proportional to the radial part ofthe basis function 4J l'nlmJ(ar()</» (ILl4) with r_T ± . 

To compute the coefficient (lo;T Am 11o;T-E-m) we express the operators of e(3) in spherical polar coordinates20 and take 
the scalar product of the solution of the invariant operator eigenvalue equation of SO(3) and E(2). The final expression turns 
out to be a Jacobi polynomial. To calculate (lo.nlm IloTIT2T4>. we substitute 4J l'.,.., "","".I(axyz) and 4J l'nlml(ar()</» and invert 
(11.19) by using the orthogonality properties of spherical harmonics and Laguerre polynomials. Then using Weisner's formu
la21 we express the result in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials. Thus. 

(lo;nlm I/o;T ±Am) = V2UNM(V 2T ± ). N = n + A, M = n - A-I, UNM(a) = ujfN( - a). 

50
'" da2 * _(M!)1I2 N-M -aal2 N-M - U N'M,(a)UNM(a) = DN,tfiM'M' UNM(a)= - a eLM (all); 

o ff N! 

(lo,TAm I/o;T-E-m) = P~/.(~). k2 = r_ - c_. 

(lo;nlm I/o;TIT2T4) = - - (2/+ 1)/1 . (1 +cos()(2isin()YC~~Ll(-cos() Y1'm«().,...</>.,..), 1 (2 )112 (n -1- 1)1)112 
2ff ff (n + I)! 

cos() = (1 - T2)/(l + r). T = (T.().,..,</>.,..). 

III. PHYSICAL REALIZATIONS OF THE DYNAMICAL GROUP 
A. The wave equation 

(11.20) 

We shall obtain and classify the physical solutions of a class of wave equations using the basis states and their properties 
studied earlier (Sec. II). 

A general wave equation can be constructed on the carrier space of SO( 4.2)<1< T4 22 as 

(IILl) 

The parameters a h a 2.a3,{3,y are assumed to be real constants and they ensure equal dimension of each term in (111.1). In the 
case of the relativistic hydrogen atom al = 1. a2 = - a/2mp. a3 = 1I2mp• (3 = a3(m~ - m;), y = - al(m~ + m;). 

We define an arbitrary Lorentz-boost 

U (Lp) = exp( - i</>L 12) exp( - WL 31 ) exp(i</>L 12) exp(isL3S)' (111.2) 

s>O,O<;()<;ff, - ff<;</><ff such that I/'(p) = U(Lp)I/'R' where I/'R are the physical states with certain restricted momenta-
! p ! = 0 (timelike Pp.pI' = m2 = M2 > 0, Pp.pI' = n 2 - n 2 = 0 or I velocity! = I v ! = 1 (lightlike) and! v I = 00 (spacelike, 
P/l-pI' = m2 = - K2<;O). 

Under (111.2),p/l- can be parametrized as 

pi' = [pO,p cos¢> sin(),p sin</>sin().p cos() 1. po = () (m2)M coshs + () ( - m2)K sinhs + Dm,c/2e5, 

p = () (m2)M sinhs + () ( - m2)K coshs + Dm,c/2e5. 

The rapidity S is defined by t(tanhs)m'/lm'l = p/po. 

In terms of the restricted physical state I/' R (111.1) becomes 

[alrO(po coshs - p sinhs) + a lr 3(PO sinhs - p coshs) + (a3ml + P)S + (a 1m2 + y)] I/'R = 0 

In the next section we diagonalize this equation for different momentum orbits. 

B. Solutions of class I: Timelike particles 

Here with po = M coshs. p = M sinhs. M> O. (111.4) becomes 

[aiMrO + (aMl +P)S + (a 2M 2 + y)]I/'(O) = O. 

Since r o and S cannot be simultaneously diagonalized. we define the physical state 
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(111.3) 

(111.4) 

(111.5) 
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1 1. 
1/1 (0) = - exp{ 0 [S,Fo]) <P (0) = - exp [ - lOT] cP (0) 

N N 
(111.6) 

and rotate out either Fo or Sby appropriately choosing O. cP (0) are the basis states as given in Table I. Because ofEq. (111.6) the 
states 1/1 (0) have been called "tilted states" in the literature. If we choose 0 = On such that 

1(a2M2 + y) cosh On = - alMFo, 

1 (a2M 2 + y) sinhOn = - (a,M2 + {3)Fo, (III. 7) 

with cP (0) = cP l'nlm I ( •.• ), then the diagonalization of (111.4) gives the mass spectrum 

n2 = (a2M2 + y)2/[aiM2 - (a,M2 + {3)2]. (111.8) 

For the hydrogen atom, (111.7) gives 

On -In(n) {using arctanhx = InC ~;) III 
Using spherical polar coordinates, we obtain the physical state (111.6) as 

I/In (0) = [e - 0" 4 (nl + 11)] 1I2e - e"(2re - e,,)1 exp [ _ (re - On)] IF! [ _ n + 1+ 1;21 + 2;2re - On] Y;;" (aO¢», 
n (21 + I)! 2 + 

(111.9) 

where we have used (11.14) and the Bargmann function, (n' I exp( - iOn T) In) = V~:;; I(On)' and Weisner's formula21 

! L ~- l(liJ) 2FI [ - n,/3;y;x] yn = (1 - yf- Y[ 1 + (x - I)y] -/3 exp [ - ~] IF1[{3;y;wxyl{ (1 - y) 
n~O I-y 

X[I+(x-I)y])], lyl<min(I,II-xl-I). 

For On -In(n) and 10 = 0 (111.9) reduces to the hydrogenic solution of the Schrodinger equation. Similarly the parabolic 
solution becomes after appropriate normalization: 

where we have used21 

The matrix element of the Lorentz-boost in the third direction between two physical states is given by24 

Nn,NnGn'n = I/In' (O)eisL"l/In (0) = (/o;n'I'm' I ei()n1eiSL"e-I()"T I/o;nlm) 
= (lo;n'l 'm' I e - iaL"e - i/3L"e - iyL" 11o;nlm) = (lo;n'l 'm' I e - ia, L" - e - i/3,L"e - y,L" 11o,nlm) 

Min(n' - l,n - I) 00 

= Dm'm L D i?~L 1,I,I(a) V;;,;; 1(J3)D t"i 1,I,I(y) = Dm'm L V~:: \al)D 1~/l,1,I(J3I)V:V;; I(YI), 
L~ 11,1 N~ 1 + 11,1 

where we have made use of the 2 X 2 spinor representation of SO(2, 1) with L34 = 1U3, L35 = (iI2)U2' L45 = - (i/2)u1 and 
obtain: 
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2 cosh2 P... = coshOn cosh On' coshs - sinhOn sinhOn, + 1, 
2 

2 sinh2 P... = coshOn coshOn, coshS - sinhOn sinhOn , - 1, 
2 

sina sinh/3 = coshOn sinhS, siny sinh/3 = - coshOn' sinhs, 

cosa sinh/3 = sinhOn coshOn, - cosh On sinhOn, coshs, 

cosy sinh/3 = sinhO" coshOn, coshs - cosh On sinhOn" 

COS(~I) COSh( a
l ~ rl ) = cosh ~ cos( a ~ r) , 

COS(~I) sinh( al ~ YI ) = sinh ~ cos (a ~ y). 
sin(~l) sinh( a l ~ YI ) = _ sinh ~ sin (a ~ y). 
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sin(~I) COSh( al ~ YI ) = cosh ~ sin(a; Y). (111.11) 

Next, if we choose 0 = 0" such that 

1(a1M2 + y) cosb(J" = - (aN 2 + P)S, 1(a~2 + y) sinb(J" = - aiMS, (111.12) 

with lP (0) = lP l'vlml ' then the diagonalization of (111.4) gives the mass spectrum 

-y=(aN2+y)21 [aiM2-(aN 2+p)2]' (111.13) 

And as before we obtain in terms of spherical polar coordinates the physical state 

1 1TV/2 
1[/ (0) = -- e 1(1 + iv)!l2e- 6v(2re- 6vi exp( - ire- 6v

) IFI[I + 1 + iv;21 + 2;2irexp( - OJ] yl;,,(aOtP). 
v \12; (21 + I)! 

(111.14) 

For 0" -Inv and 10 = 0 (111.14) reduces to the Coulomb solution of the SchrOdinger equation. Furthermore, 1/1,,(0) can be 
expanded in terms of canonical basis states as 

I/In(O) = _1_ ! V~~I(Ov +i.!.)lPl·nlml' (111.15) 
Nv n = 1 + 1/,1 2 

In order to obtain an internal dynamical picture, we first express (111.4) in terms of spherical polar coordinates: 

_l_[~ + .3.-!i. + ~ + ~ + V3]lP :'Nlml (a'r0tP) = 0, (111.16) 
21t dr 2 r dr r r 2 

where 

N=norv, rovl= -2a=2nor -2v, V2= -/(/+ 1), 

and ?aVl = - a 2/n 2 or a 2/Y and 2p,E = Vl, the constant ro has the dimension oflength. This equation describes a generalized 
three-dimensional internal Kepler motion with arbitrary lowest spin 10 and total energy SO. 

On the other hand, in terms offour real variables (U tU2UlU.), (111.4) becomes 

( - 2~ Ll i ± !,Lllu2
U

2 
- EN )lP :'Nlm l(UIU2UlU4) = 0, (111.17) 

where It is introduced as a mass parameter, UJ = 2/ ItU~ and EN = Zwn or Zwv, the constant Uo has dimension of length. 
Equation (111.17) describes an internal four-dimensional harmonic oscillator with arbitrary spin 10, For 10 = 0, the K-S 
transformation (Sec. 11.3) connects (111.16) and (111.17). 

C. Solutions of class II: Lightlike states 

In this case, Po = P = [le 5, - 00 < t < 00 and (111.4) 
becomes 

(111.18) 

Here F land S cannot be simultaneously diagonalized and, 
furthermore, the only way to eliminate S is to take /3 = o. So 
the physical states and the basis states (11.18) are identical, 
e.g., 1/1 (I v / = 1) = lP i'TAm I ( ... ). 

In terms of spherical polar coordinates, (111.18) become 

I (d 2 2 d VI V2 ) I. , 
-2 -d 2 + --d + - + - +Vl I/I(T.Aml(ar°tP)=O, 

.J.l r r r r r 2 

(111.19) 

where 

rovi = 'T'., V2 = - A. (A. + 1), Vl = 0 = 2E. 

The first equation describes an internal three-dimensional 
Kepler motion with zero total energy. In terms of the four 
real variables Uh''''U 4 , (111.18) become 
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( - 2~ Ll1- UJ'T'+)l/Il'r.Am l(UIU2UlU4) = 0, 

(:; - 'T'-)l{If'dml(UIU2UlU4) = 0, 

(111.20) 

whereJL is a mass parameter and UJ = 21JLug and the equa
tion describes a free motion in four-space with kinetic energy 
UJ'T'+. The second equations in (111.19) and (111.20) describe 
the position on a three-sphere and a 4-sphere, respectively. It 
is easy to see that the two internal motions (111.19)-(111.20) 
are connected by the K-S transformation. 

D. Solutions of class III. Space like states 

In this case, Po = K sinht, p = K cosht and (111.14) 
becomes 

[alKrl - (- a lK2 + (J)S - (- a2K1 + y)] I{I (I v 1= 00) = O. 
(111.21) 

We define the physical states 

1/1(/,/ = 00) = ~ exp{O [S,Fd )lP(/v/ = 00) 

= ..!.. exp(iOLl4)lP ( I v I = 00) (111.22) 
N 
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T A ALE If, Comrari~on of the three classes of solutions of the infinite component wave equation (111.4) in two different realizations. 

CIa" I 
I v, c 0 

Class II 

Ivl ~ I 

dl\Creh.' 

J/' > 0 

continuum 

JI' > 0 

.14' ~ 0 

Imaginary 

.14 ~. - K' 

Kepler motion 

- + - - + - + ---'- + u, <P = 0 ( 
d ' 2 d u, I', ) 

dr' r dr r r! 

r.l'l = - 2a v! 

211 - f(l + I) 
tl= If,,1 + I. f= 11,,1:··,(11-1) 
- 2" - 1(1 + I) 

'X <l'<oc 1= 11"1,,,.,,,, 

T. -). (A + I) 
- 'XJ < T, < cC ,{= I I" 1,,00 

Position rlr .. = T., - X < L < oc 

- 2p, -. h -). (A + I) 
- x «p,l')< xc -1(1 + I) 

and choose B = Bp such that 

l( - a1K2 + r) cosBp = alKr" 
(111.23) 

l( - a2K1 + r) sinBp = (- a 1K
2 + /3)r,. 

Therefore, cP (I v I = 00) = cP j~Amj ( ••• ) and the mass spec
trum of the tachyons is given by 

- p2 = [az( - K2) + rF/[ai 
( - K2) - (al( - K2) + /3)2]. (111.24) 

The "physical" state If/p (I v I = 00) can be expanded in 
terms of canonical basis states as 

If/ilvl = 00) = _1_ f V~/ I(i!!...) 
Np n = 1+11,,1 2 

n-I 
X L D i::'i 1.1,]( - Bp - 1T/2) 

1= 11,,1 

X cP j'nlmj("')' (111.25) 

If we choose B = B v such that 

Oscillatory motion 

(kinetic energy + potential energy - E)<P = 0 

v\ = 2Ef-l K.E. P.E. E 

a' + !!'w'u 
tl~~ (() = 21f-lu(~1 

a' 
-
v"o 

0 o (1J7, 

a' 

1( - a 2K2 + r) sinBv = aIKS, 
(111.26) 

then cP (I v I = 00) = cP i'vlm j ( ••• ) and, correspondingly, the 
mass spectrum is 

- v2 = [a2( - K2) + rFl[ai (- K2) - (a1( - K2) + /3)2], 

(111.27) 

which is precisely identical to (111.24). 

The solution of (111.21) can be written as 

If/Jlvl = 00) = _1_ f v~t I(i!!...) 
Nvn=I+II,1 2 

n-I 
X L D i~, 1.1,,]( - BJ 

1'= 1/,1 

X cP j'nl'm j("')' (III.28) 

In terms of spherical polar coordinates and the four real 

TABLE III. Analytic continuations among timelike and spacelike solutions. ---- Weyl unitarity rotation; .... SO(4) rotation; upper left to lower right 
diagonal: v ..... v, e, _ - ie,., lower left to upper right diagonal ip-n, - ie".-.e". 

Timelike 
SO(4,2)::JSO(3.1)"15 ® L" 
<P = 1 lo,vlm> 

CJI (I v 1 = 0) = exp( - ie, T)<P 

-oc<1'<oo 

1= 1/,,1, ... ,00 

m = - I, ... ,! 

: l'+--+P 

: e, .... - ie" - i1T/2 

5pacelike 
50(4,2)::J 50(3, I),,,, ® L" 
<P = 1 1,,,p,-1.m> 

CJI ( 1 vi = 00) = exp( + ie" A,)<P 

- 00 <p < 00 

A = 1/"1,, .. ,00 

m = --1., ... ,-1. 
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iv~n 

Timelike 
SO(4,2)::J50(4)"34 ®L" 
<P = 1 lo,nlm) 

CJI(lvl = 0) = exp( - ieJ)<p 

n = \ + 1/0 1, ... ,00 

1= 1/01 , .. ,,(n - \) 
(1l = - I, ... ,! 
I . 
I n~IV 

; e" ...... - ie,. + i1T/2 
I 

5pacelike 
50(4,2) ::J50(3, 1),,33) ® L" 
<P= I/o,vlm) 

CJI(lvl = (0) = exp( + ie,. AJ)<P 

-oo<v<cJ:! 
1= 1/0 1, ... ,00 

m = - I, ... ,! 
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variables, (111.21) becomes 

1 (d 2 2 d VI V2 )m.l ( , ()A.) 0 - - + - - + - + - + V3 '¥ N a r 'f' = , 
2JL dr 2 r dr r r 2 

(111.29) 

( - 2~ L1 ~ - YtW2U2 - EN )(/> ~(UIU2U3U4) = 0, (III.30) 

where N denotes [pAm 1 or [vim l, rOVl = - 2a = - 2p or 
- 2v, V2 = - A (A + l)or -I (I + 1), r02v3 = a2/p20ra2/v2 

and E = v3/2JL. In the second equation, w = 2/JLU~, EN 
= 2wp or 2wv. Equation (111.29) describes scattering states 
of three-dimensional internal Kepler motion and (III. 30) de
scribes a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator with repul
sive potential. As before, the K-S transformation relates 
these two internal motions. In both interpretations the con
stituents do not form bound states. This is in agreement with 
the interpretation of spacelike solutions as a composite sys
tem of two relativistic constituents, one of which has nega
tive energy. 25 

In Table II we have summarized the three classes of 
solutions corresponding to the two types of internal motion. 
We could also establish analytic continuations among these 
solutions and they are detailed in Table III. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Our conclusions are mathematical and physical. On the 

APPENDIX 

mathematical side we have developed a simple prescription 
to construct desired basis states using the most degenerate 
UIR's ofSO(4,2). We have reduced SO(4,2) with respect to 
different subgroups and then constructed the complete set of 
orthonormal basis states as given in Table I. We have then 
expanded all non canonical bases in terms of the canonical 
one. 

On the physical side, we have formulated a relativistic 
quantum theory suitable to describe a composite object. We 
have diagonalized the Lorentz invariant wave operator by 
appropriately defining the physical states, which are the so
called tilted states. The analytic continuation among the dif
ferent physical states have been established in Table III. In 
the nonrelativistic limit, the timelike physical wavefunction 
reduces to the Schrodinger solution for the simple composite 
object-the hydrogen atom. This relativistic theory can be 
used without making assumptions about any internal dyna
mical mechanism, or any internal constituents. However, 
internal pictures can be obtained by using different realiza
tions of the wave operator. We have demonstrated (Table II) 
this for an internal three-dimensional Kepler motion and a 
four-dimensional oscillatory motion. Also we have given the 
matrix element of the boost transformation between two ca
nonical physical states in terms of known functions. Similar 
matrix elements between noncanonical physical states can 
easily be obtained since we have expanded all noncanonical 
bases in terms of the canonical one. 

In this Appendix we are giving the actions of the group generators on the basis states constructed in Sec. II. We give below 
only the independent ones in each case; the rest can be obtained from the Lie product (11.1). 

(a) L12 I/o;nlm) = m I lo;nlm) , L 23 11o;nlm) = ai I/o;nlm + 1) + a 1- m I/o;nlm - 1), 
L34 I/o;nlm) = /3 ':(1 + 1) I/o;nl + 1m) + b ':(1) I/o;nlm) + /3 ':(1) I/o;nl - 1m), 
L46 I/o;nlm) = a~ I/o;n + 11m) + a 1

_ n I/o;n - 11m), L56 I/o;nlm) = n I/o;nlm). 

(b)L35 I lo;vlm) = -i/37:,(/+ 1) I 10; vi + 1m) +b7:,(/) I/o;vlm) -i/37:,(I) I/o;vl-lm), 
L56 I/o;vlm) = a:v I/o;iv - 11m) + a l

_ iv I/o;iv + 11m), 
L46 I 10; vim ) = v I 10; vim ). 

(c) L24 I/o;plm) = aT I/o;PAm + 1) + a,,- m I/o;plm - 1), 
L45 I/o;PAm) = - i/3~(A + 1) I/o;PA + 1m) + b ;(A) I/o;PAm) - i/3~ I/o;PA - 1m), 
L56 I/o;PAm) = a~ I/o;ip - lAm) + a"_ ip I/o;ip + lAm), 
L36 I/o;PAm) = p I/o;pAm). 

(d) LJ4 I/o;nln2m) = (n2 + k2 - nl - k l) I/o;n ln2m), 
L561/0;nln2m) = [(n l + kl + n2 + k2)=n] I/o;nln2m), 
L14 I/o;n ln2m) = H (n2 + k2 - k D(n l + kJ - k ;)}I12 I/o;nl - In2m + 1) 

+ H(n2 - 1 + k2 + k ;)(n l + 1 + kl - k ;}]I12I lo;nJ + In2m - 1) 
- H(n2 + k2 - k D(n l + kJ + k ;)]1I21/0;nJn2 - 1m + I) 
- H(n2 + 1 + k2 - k ;)(n 1 - 1 + kl + k ;)]112 I 10;nJn2 + 1m - I), 

2255 

L46 I/o;n 1n2m) = H(n2 + k2 + k ;)(n2 + 1 + k2 - k ;}]I12 I/o;n ln2 + 1m) 

- H(n1 + kl + k ;)(nl + 1 + kl - k;}]I12 I/o;nl + In2m) 

+ H(n2 + k2 - k ;)(n2 - 1 + k2 + k D ]112 I/o;nln2 - 1m) 

- H(n l + kl - k ;)(nl - 1 + kJ + k ;)]112 I IO;nl - In2m). 
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a~=l[(x-y)(x+y+ 1)]112, 

{J~(y) = ~ ( 1 (x - y)(X + y)(y + lo)(y -lo)(y _ Z)(y + Z»)1I2, 
y (2y + 1)(2y - 1) 

b ;(y) = loXz/y(y + 1). 
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It is shown that there exist only two cohomology classes of Borel multipliers for the 
Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group B when the subgroup of "supertranslations" is the additive group 
of a separable real Hilbert space. This implies that all Borel multipliers for the universal covering 
group jj of Bare coboundaries and so every continuous unitary projective representation of B can 
be obtained from a continuous unitary (ordinary) representation of jj. 

\. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group (BMS 
group) has aroused some interest as a possible candidate for 
replacing the Poincare group in an elementary particle the
ory taking gravity into account. 1-3 The BMS group was ori
ginally obtained as an asymptotic symmetry group of as
ymptotically flat (four-dimensional) space-times. 4-6 Apart 
from its connection with gravitation, the BMS group seems 
to be suited to elementary particle physics mainly because 
the "elementary particles" it defines have only discrete spins 
with a finite number of polarization states and because it 
leaves open the possibility of a coupling, which avoids the 
pitfall ofO'Raifeartaigh's theorem, with an internal symme
try group. 3 

At present, there is some ambiguity in the term "BMS 
group" due to the fact that a definitive choice of the sub
group of the so-called "supertranslations" has not yet been 
made (see Ref. 7 for a discussion of this point). In this paper, 
we shall assume that the subgroup of "supertranslations" is 
the additive group of a separable real Hilbert space (which is 
a fundamental ingredient for the discreteness result quoted 
above). 2,8 

The BMS group B is a topological group which admits a 
universal covering group if. Irreducible continuous unitary 
representations of jj (on separable complex Hilbert spaces) 
have been studied by McCarthy, Crampin, and Piard. 2.8-10 

However, from the viewpoint of quantum mechanics, this 
study is fully justified only when it has been shown that all 
continuous unitary projective representations (CUP-reps) of 
B can be obtained from the (ordinary) CU-reps of if, as in the 
case of the neutral component Po of the Poincare group and 
of its universal covering group. 

The problem is complicated by the fact that B is not 
locally compact, and so many familiar techniques may not 
be applied. Yet, B is a Polish group (see Sec. IIA), i.e., it 
belongs to the class of all second countable metrically topo
logically complete groups (which can be considered as the 
most natural generalizations of second countable locally 
compact groups). Mackey's theory of CUP-reps can be ex
tended from second countable locally compact to Polish 

")Supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation. 

groups, 11 and again Borel unitary multiplier representations 
(BUM-reps) playa prominent role. A generalization of the 
theory to include continuous unitary/antiunitary projective 
representations (CUAP-reps) of Polish groups is also possi
ble. 11 However, since the BMS group is connected, every 
CUAP-rep of B is a CUP-rep. It should be emphasized that 
the problem of obtaining the relevant multipliers for the 
CUP-reps of a Polish group G is completely solved once the 
corresponding multipliers of the BUM-reps ofG (or, shortly, 
the Borel multipliers for G) are determined. This is true, in 
particular, when we consider the symmetric multipliers for 
the subgroup of "supertranslations" (cf. Remark 5). 

Our goal is to find the Borel multipliers for B; we shall 
show that there exist only two cohomology classes of such 
multipliers, as in the case of Po. In turn, this implies that 
there is only one cohomology class (namely, the neutral one) 
of Borel multipliers for if, so that every CUP-rep of B can be 
obtained from a CU-rep of if. McCarthy has tackled this last 
problem and given a partial result. 12 He got stuck trying to 
show that every continuous symmetric multiplier for the 
subgroup of "supertranslations" is cohomologous to the 
trivial one. In the present paper, the multiplier problem for B 
will be completely solved by applying techniques quite dif
ferent from McCarthy's (and which can also be applied to a 
variety of groups other than B). We shall extensively use 
general results of the cohomology theory of Polish 
groups 13.14; this theory has been presented 11 as the natural 
frame for the study of the multiplier problem for Polish 
groups. 

In Sec. II, we shall first define the BMS group and show 
that it is a Polish group. Next, we shall determine the coho
mology classes of Borel multipliers for B and obtain the re
sult quoted above. The relation between this and the exis
tence of a unique cohomology class of Borel multipliers for jj 
will be stressed in Sec. III. In the Appendix we shall prove a 
proposition needed in Sec. II. 

The reader is referred to Ref. 11 (resp. Refs. 13, 14) for 
notation and results concerning CUP-reps (resp. cohomo
logy of Polish groups). Departing from these references, we 
shall use the additive notation (with the neutral element de
noted by 0) for the additive groups of vector spaces and the 
multiplicative notation (with the neutral element denoted by 
I) for any other group considered. The symbol I will always 
stand for the trivial operation (of a group which should be 
clear from the context). We shall use the same character to 
denote a vector space and its additive group. 
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II. THE BOREL MULTIPLIERS FOR THE BMS GROUP 

A. The structure of B 

In this subsection we shall define the BMS group Band 
show that it is a Polish group. 

Let l' be the nonnalized (positive) rotation invariant 
Radon measure on the two-dimensional Euclidean unit 
sphere S2' and let .2"~ (S2,1") be the real vector space of all 
real-valued 1'-square-integrable functions on S2' We shall de
note by f- the 1"-equivalence class offe.2"~(S2,1") and by 
L ~ (S2.T) the real Hilbert space of alIT-equivalence classes of 
elements of .2"~ (S2,1"). Moreover, we shall write.2"2 (resp. 
L 2 h 2 R R) s ort for .2" R(S2.T) (resp. L ~ (S2'1'». For each AeLo 
(the neutral component ofthe Lorentz group) and each 
fe.2"~ we define a real-valued functionfA on S2 by 

/.1 (x) = KA -.(x)f(A - I.X). (11.1) 

Here x denotes a point ofS2, the dot stands for the conformal 
operation ofLo on Sl, 15.16 and 

KA ,(x) = (A - I)~ nJL, (II. 2) 

where n is the lightlike four-vector (I ,x) and summation con
vention is used. 

Remark I: Let (eh e2,e) be the canonical basis of R). By 
means of the stereographic projection with pole ell we identi
fy the unit sphere S2 with the one-point compactification of 
C. 

For each AeLo, we shall denote by y(A)1' the measure 
on S2 which is the image of l' under the homeomorphism 
y(A ):x >---+A·x of S2 onto itself. 17 

Remark 2: Let X be the continuous real-valued function 
on LOXS2 defined by X (A,x) = KA (x). Then, by virtue of 
(II.2), we have X> ° and 

X(A 'A ,x) = x (A,x)X (A ',A·x) (II.3) 

for all A,A , in Lo and all xeS2. It can be easily checked that, 
for each AeLo, 

y(A}r = (lIK~_,}1' (II.4) 

(the measure with density lIK~ .. , relative to 1'). Therefore, 
r is an Lo quasi-invariant measure. 17 

We define a linear operation (/) of Lo on L ~ by 
(/) (A )f- = fA, (II. 5) 

wherefA e.2"~ is given by (11.1) (cf. Ref. IS, Sec. 3). The 
mapping A I-+KA of Lo into the set of all continuous real
valued functions on S2 is said to be the conformal factor asso
ciated with (/). 

Remark 3: Let PLo :SL(2,C)---.Lo be the covering map
ping determined via conformal operation and stereo graphic 
projection. Consider the following closed subgroups of 1.0: 

(a) P= {PLo(A)IA = (~ IjJ a,/3 inC and a:¥=O} , 

(b) N = {PLo(A )IA = (~ !J pec} , 
(c) C= {PLo(A )IA = (~ I~J aeC and a*o}. 

Then P = NC (which is a so-called minimal parabolic 
subgroup ofLo) is the four-dimensional stabilizer of the pole 
e) (Remark 1). We shall denote by 11' p the canonical mapping 
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of 1.0 onto the homogeneous space LoI P of left cosets and 
identify this space with S2 by means of the homeomorphism 
AR--+A·e3 [Ref. 18, 16.1O.8(i)]. We observe that (/) is a (1in
e~r) representation of 1.0 induced by the trivial representa
tIOn of P on R. However, it is not unitary because in (II. I ) we 
haveKA . ,(x) instead of (lIK

A 
_,(x». 

Let (/) d be the contragredient (or dual) representation of 
(/), and let L be the canonical linear mapping of L ~ onto its 
(topological) dual (L ~)'. Then (/) ':A >---+L - IO(/)d(A )OL is an 
operation of 1.0 on L ~ and it is easy to show (cf. Ref. 2, Sec. 
4), using (11.4), that for each AeLa and each! e.2"~ we have 

(/) '(A )f- = f ~ -, (II.6) 

where!~ e2'~ is defined by 
f~(x) = (lIK~ .,(x»f(A -I.X). (II.7) 
Remark 4: Since (II. 2) givesKA (x) = 1 for all AeSO(3) 

and all xeS2, it follows from (11.1) and (II.7) that 
(/) I SO(3) = (/) 'I SO(3) and that (/) I SO(3) is the quasiregular 
real representation of SO(3) [i.e., the one obtained from the 
quasiregular representation (Ref. 19, Chap. IX, § 2,1) by 
restriction to R of the field of scalars]. Therefore, (/) ISO(3)is 
the direct sum of a family (,pj )jEN of irreducible subrepresen
tations such that the dimension of,pj is 2j + 1, with each one 
appearing exactly once (Ref. 19, Chap. IX, § 2,7). 

We shall now define the BMS group B and show that it 
is a topological group (actually a Polish one). A different 
proof of this has been previously given by Cantoni (Ref. 20, 
Appendix A). 

Proposition 1: The operation (/) (resp. (/) ') of La on L ~ 
defined by (II.S) [resp. (II.6)] is topological. 

Proof We shall give a prooffor (/); the prooffor (/) , goes 
along the same lines. Since L ~ is separable, it is enough (Ref. 
21, Lemma 1) to show that all partial mappings determined 
by (A,J-) t---+(/) (A )f- are continuous. Now for eachfE2'~ 
the mapping h: A t---+(/) (A )f- = fA is continuous. For we 
have, by applying (II.3) and (11.4), 

II(/) (A )f -11 2 
= L, VA (x) \2 dr(x) 

and 

= r K~ _t(A.x)!f(x)!2d(y(A -I)r)(x) Js, 
= r (1/K~(x»lf(x)!2dT(X) Js, 

«(/)(A )f-Ig-) = L/A(X)g(X)dr(X) 

= r (1/K~(x»g(A.x)f(x)dr(x) Js, 
for all A eLo and all real-valued continuous functions g on S2' 
It follows that, if (A n ) is any sequence in Lo converging to A, 
then 

lim II(/) (An)!-II = II(/) (A )f -II 
n~oo 

and 

lim «(/) (An)! -I g-) = «(/) (A )f -Ir), 
n~oo 
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by the dominated convergence theorem, whence the con
tinuity of h. Moreover, for each AeLo and eachfei"'~, we 
have 

11<1> (A )f -112'h~[l/K~(x)]}IV -11 2
, 

so that the linear mappingf - ......... <1> (A ) f - is 
continuous. • 

Now let B denote the external semidirect product of Lo 
by the additive group of L ~ relative to <1>; i.e., put 

B=L~X<p L o, 

the set of all ordered pairs (f - ,A ) (fei"'~ ; A eLa) equipped 
with the multiplication defined by 

(f - ,A )(f'- ,A ') = (f - + <I> (A )/,-,AA '). 

By virtue of Proposition 1, the product topology is compati
ble with the group structure and makes B into a topological 
group, the BMS group. Since L ~ is separable, B is Polish. 
We identify L ~ (resp. La) with the closed subgroup of "su
pertranslations" L ~ X ( I) (resp. with the closed subgroup 
{OJ XLo) of B. 

The BMS group admits a universal covering group, 

B- 2 = L R X <po SL(2,C), 
"I.U 

which is obviously Polish. 

B. The Borel multipliers 

Our goal in this subsection is to determine the group 
H ~m (B,U(I)[) of all cohomology classes of multipliers of 
BUM-reps of B. First, let us recollect the meaning of Borel 
multipliers in the theory of CUP-reps of B. 

We know that the study of CUP-reps of B is equivalent 
to the study of its BUM-reps and this, in turn, to the study of 
some (ordinary) CU-reps of groups obtained from topologi
cal extensions of B by U(1)/, 11 More precisely, if.\) is a sep
arable complex Hilbert space and u a CUP-rep of Bon P(.\) 
[namely, a continuous group homomorphism of B into the 
projective unitary group PU(.\)], we can choose a normal
ized Borel section:I associated with the canonical surjection 
J}:U(.\))-+PU(.\)) and obtain a BUM-rep u = .Iou of Bon.\) 
(a lifting of u) with multiplier, say, Ii. From u, We get a CU
rep on .\) 

w:(;,(f -,A » ~;u(f - ,A) [;eU(l);(f -,A )eB] 

of a Polish group B P (the Ii-extension of B). This representa
tion satisfies w(;,(O, 1» = ; Id~, i.e., is a U(I)-split CU-rep. 
Conversely, if we start with w we obtain the CUP-rep U. It 
should be emphasized that it is not really the Borel mapping 
Ii which is relevant in this context but its (Mackey-Moore) 
cohomology class [Ii]. Indeed, the choice of normalized 
Borel sections associated with n and different from .I can 
lead to BUM-reps of Bon.\) different from u, but which are 
allliftings of u with mUltipliers belonging to [Ii]. Moreover, 
every element of [Ii] is a multiplier of a lifting of ii. For this 
reason we also say that ii is a CU[ Ii ]-rep. 

It should now be clear why the first step in the study of 
CUP-reps of B is the determination of H~", (B,U(I)[), the 
subgroup of H~ (B,U(1)[), whose elements are equivalence 
classes of multipliers ofBUM-repsofB (Ref. 11, Sec. IV). To 
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apply the proposition of the Appendix to B, we need the 
following lemmas. 

Lemma 1: Let P, N, C be the subgroups of Lo defined in 
Remark 3. Let ifJ be a nontrivial operation of P on R such that 
ifJ(N) = (IdR ) and ifJ(c) = E(c)IdR for all ceC, where E is a 
mapping of P into the set of all strictly positive real numbers. 
ThenHI(P,R",) = (O). 

Proof Let iiI EZ I (N,R[ ) c, i.e., suppose that 
lilEZ I (N,R[) and satisfies ifJ(c)lil (n) = iiI (cnc - I) for all 
ceC and all neN. Then, if we choose 

we have 

ifJ(c')lil (n) = E(c')lil (n) = - iiI (n) 

for all neN, hence Ii I = O. Since B I(N,R[) = (0 J, it follows 
that H I (N,R] )C = 10). Now, let li2 EZ I(C,R"'ld. As ifJ is 
nontrivial, we can choosecoeC such thatE(coht::l. By the 1-
cocycle identity and the commutativity of C, we have 

li2 (c) = [ - 1 + E(C)J[ - 1 + E(Co)] - lli2(CO ) 

for all ceC, i.e., li2 = 8v, where v = [ - 1 + E(co)] - I li2 (co) 
ER. Therefore, H I(C,R"'ld = {O}. By applying Proposition 
1 (ii) and Remark 2 of Ref. 13, Sec. 4 to the (internal) semidir
ect product P of C by N, we obtain 

The proof of the following lemma is the same as that of 
Ref. 22, Theorem 15.1. 

Lemma 2: If VIis any topological operation ofSO(3) on 
the additive group of L ~, then H 1 (SO(3),(L ~)tp) = {O}. 

Lemma 3: Let X be a real-valued continuous function 
on La X S2 which is everywhere strictly greater than zero 
and satisfies yeA )T = X(A - I")'T for all AeLa, as well as 
X (A ,x) = I for aliA eSO(3) and all xeS2 • Suppose there exist 
a real number a and a topological operation VI of 1..0 on the 
additivegroupofL ~ defined by VI (A )f - =i A-;-a, where, for 
each XES2, 

fA,U(X) = X(A - I,X)Q f(A - I.X) (AeLoifEi"'~). 

Then H 1 (Lo,(L ~)tp) = {OJ. 
Proof This demonstration will be modeled on that of 

Ref. 22, Theorem 14.1. Let P and 11' p be as in Remark 3, let v 
be a Haar measure on La ,and let.d p be the modulus function 
on P. It is well known that La is unimodular (because it is a 
semisimple connected Lie group) and that P is not unimodu
lar (cf. for instance Ref. 17, § 3, Exemple 4). Since 1..0 is 
countable at infinity, there exists a (locally v-integrable) 
real-valued functionp on it, which never takes the value 0, 
satisfying 

X(A ' - \11'p(A » = p(A ' - IA ) p(A ) - 1 V(A )-a.e. 
(11.8) 

for all A 'ELo and 

p(Ap) =.dp(p)p(A) v(A ),-a.e. (11.9) 

for all peP (Ref. 17, Chap. VII, § 2, Lemme 4 and 5; Ref. 23, 
Chap. IV, § 5, Cor. 3 to Prop. 5). Here, "v(A )-a.e." is short 
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for "almost everywhere on Lo with respect to v." By virtue 
of (II.8), we can assume p > 0 because;y > O. 

Now,letA~f~ be a mappingofLo into.2"~ such that 
A ~f ~ - is an element of Z ~ (Lo ,(L ~)tp). By Lemma 2, we 
can find a mapping A r--+fA of I.e into .2"~ such that A ~f A
is a Borel 1-cocycle (actually continuous) cohomologous to 
A r--+f ~ - and satisfyingf A- = o for all A ESO(3). We define a 
real-valued function w on Lo X S2 by w(A,x) = fA (x). By 
virtue of the 1-cocycle identity, w satisfies the relation 
relation 

w(A 'A,x) = w(A ',x) + X(A ,~I,xtw(A,A ,~I.X) 
r(x)-a.e. (II. 10) 

for all A,A , in Lo. 

If 5 is an arbitrary real-valued function on Lo X S2 , we 
shaIl denote by 51 the real-valued function on Lo X Lo de
fined by 51 (A,A ') = 5 (A,1Tp(A '». Since X satisfies the iden
tity (11.3) r(x)-a.e., we have 

X(A '~I,x)=X(A ',A '~I'X)--I r(x)-a.e. 

for all A 'ELo. Moreover, a subset A of S2 is r-negligible if 
and only if 1T P I(A ) is v-negligible (Ref. 17, Chap. VII, § 2, 
Lemme 4). It foIlows then from (II. 10) that 

wl(A,A ,- IA If) = XI(A ',A '~IA ")U[wl(A 'A,A If) 

- Wi (A ',A ")] v(A ")-a.e. (11.11) 

for aIlA,A 'in Lo. Ifwe put A ' -- IA " = A I in (11.11), apply 
(11.8), and take account of a part of Fubini's theorem (Ref. 
24, § 36, Theorem A), we obtain, for some fixed A "ELo, 

wl(A,AI)=p(AI) Up(A ")"[wl(A"A I-IA,A") 

- Wi (A "A I~ I,A ")] v(A )v(A I )-a.e. (II.I2) 

[where "v(A )v(A I )-a.e." is short for "almost everywhere on 
Lo X Lo with respect to the product measure v ® v"]. 

Keeping A " fixed as above, we can define a real-valued 
function fJ on Lo by 

fJ(A)=p(A ")Uwl(A"A - I,A") 

and then write (II. 12) as 

w' (A ,A I ) = peA I ) ~ a (fJ (A ~ I A I ) - fJ (A I » 
v(A )v(A I )-a.e. (II.I3) 

Since, for each pair A,A I of elements of Lo and each pEP, 

Wi (A,A I p) = Wi (A,A I)' (11.14) 

it foIlows that 

Wi (A I,A I p) = peA I) ~ UAp(p) ~ U(fJ (p) - fJ (A I p» 

= wl(AI,AI) = p(AI) ~ a(e (1) - fJ (AI» 
v(AI )-a.e. 

for all pEP, where (11.9) has been used. Therefore, the real
valued function f3 on P defined by 

f3(p) = e(p~ I) -Ap(p)~Ue(l) 

satisfies 

f3(p) = e(AI p~ I) -Ap(p)--ae(AI) v(AI)-a.e., 
(11.15) 

for all pEP. The operation t/J of P on R given by 
t/J(p) = Ap(p) ~ uldR is nontrivial. However, t/J(N) = (IdR J 
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[by Ref. 17, Chap. VII, § 2, Prop. lOeb)] because N is Abe
lian. We check easily that f3EZ I (P,R", ) by reason of (II. 15) 
and infer the existence of a real number; such that 

(II.16) 

for all pEP (Lemma 1). 
Next, letp,p' be arbitrary elements of Pand let;be as in 

(II. 16). By applying successively (11.14), (11.13), (11.9), 
(II. 15), (11.16), and once more (II.9), we have 

Wi (A,A I) = Wi (A,A I p) 

=p(AI p)~U(e(A ~ IAI p) - e(AI p)} 

=p(AI p)~Ue(A ~IAI p) 

- peA IP') ~ UAp(p' ~ I p) -- ue (A I p) 

=p(AI p)~Ue(A .-IA I p) 

- peA I p') ~ ue (A I p') 

+p(A I p')~uf3(p' ~ Ip) 

=p(AI p)~U(e(A -IA I p) + ;) 
- peA I p') ~ U(e (A I p') + ;) 

v(A )v(A I )-a.e. 

On the other hand, by (II.9), (11.15), and (11.16), 

p(AI p)~U(e(AI p)+;) 
= peA I) ~ u(e(A\) +;) v(A I )-a.e. 

(11.17) 

This implies the existence of a real-valued function h on S2 
such that 

h (1Tp(A I» =p(A I p)~a(e(AI p) +;) v(AI )-a.e. 
for all pEP. It follows from (11.17), with the help of (II.8), 
that 

w(A,x) = X(A ~ I,xth (A ~ I.X) - h (x) 
v(A )r(x)-a.e. (11.18) 

We check [by applying (11.10) and (11.3) r(x)-a.e.] that 
the set L ' of all AELo such that 

w(A,x) = X(A ~ i,xth (A ~ I.X) - h (x) r(x)-a.e. 
(11.19) . 

is actually a subgroup ofLo . Since Lo - L ' is v-negligible by 
(II.18) and Ref. 24, § 36, Theorem A, we have L ' = Lo, i.e., 
(11.19) is satisfied for all A ELo. On the other hand, since 
w(A,x) = 0 r(x)-a.e. for all AESO(3), there exists X'ES2 

such that, when AESO(3), we have 

w(A,x') = 0 v(A )-a.e., 

and [by (11.18)] 

h (A - I.X ') = h (x') v(A )-a.e. 

As 

!A- I.x'IAESO(3) and h (A ~ I.X') = h (x')J = S2 
v(A )-a.e., 

we can conclude that h is constant almost everywhere on S2 
with respect to r. In particular hE.2"~, and then (11.19) 
implies 

f A- = - h - + lJI (A )h - = oh - (A ) 

for all AELo. • 
LetA be either U(1) or R. According to Ref. 13, Sec. 4, 

~ 2 2 ) we shall denote by I ~ the operation of Lo on Z b (L R,A I 
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such that 

(g(A )h )(f - ,f'-) 
=h(cP(A -1)f-,cP(A -I)j'-) 

for all AELo' all hEZ ~(L ~,A[) and allf,f' in 2"~. Let 
$" o-/rla (L ~ ,L ~;U(1» be as in the Appendix and define 
$" o-/rl a (L ~ ,L ~ ;R) likewise. Notice that 

$" o-/rl a (L ~ ,L ~;A ) <;;'Z ~ (L ~,A[). 

If $"o-/rla(L ~,L~;A )LcJ stands for the subgroup of all ele
ments of $"o-/rla(L ~,L~;A) invariant under j~(A) for all 
AELo ' we have the following result (cf. Ref. 12b, Appendix 
A for a different proof). 

Lemma 4: $" o-/rla (L ~ ,L ~; U(l)Lu = P J. 
Proof To begin with, we remark that, because of Ref. 

25, Corollary 1, it is enough to show that 

$" o-rna (L ~ ,L ~ ;R)Lu = ! 0 J. For if 1T is the covering map
ping ofR onto U(l), the mapping 1Ta ;{~1Tof 

of $"o-rna(L ~,L ~;R) into $"o-rna(L ~,L ~;U(I» is a 
group isomorphism satisfying 

for all AELa , wherej~.a(A) = j~(A )1$"o-rna(L ~,L~;A) 
(with A as above). Since 

$"orna(L ~,L ~;R) = 2"(L ~,L ~;R) 

(the vector space for all continuous bilinear forms on 
L ~ XL ~), there exists a canonical group isomorphism A. of 
$"om(L ~,L ~;R) onto the additive group of the (complet
ed) tensor product L ~ ;L ~. One checks easily that 

,1a oj~.a(A ) = (cP' ® cP ')(A )O,1a (II. 20) 

for all A ELo , where ,1a = A. I$" o-rna (L ~ ,L ~ ;R). Now, any 
I A 

element/of $" o-rna(L ~ ,L ~ ;R) "satisfiesI1.a(A)f = f for 
all A ELa. By virtue of (II.20), this implies (cP ' ® cP ')(A ) 
X,1u (f) = ,1a(f); thuS,1a(f) belongs to a one-dimensional 
subrepresentationofcP' ® cP' orf = O.Moreover,,1a (f)isan 
antisymmetric tensor. But cP ' ® cP 'I SO(3) has no one-dimen
sional antisymmetric subrepresentation, for its one-dimen
sional sub representations are (unitarily equivalent to) subre
presentations of f/Jj ® f/Jj (j>0), hence symmetric (Remark 
4). Therefore,/ = O. • 

Proposition 2: H~ (B,U(1)[) is a finite group of order 2. 
Proof Since H b (L ~ ,U(I)[) coincides with 

H ~ (L ~,U(l U and is trivially identified with 
z! (L ~ ,U(1)T) (the group of all continuous unitary charac
ters of the additive group of L ~), there exists a canonical 
group isomorphism y of L ~ onto H b (L ~,U(1)T) (Ref. 26, 
23.32). Leti~ be the operation of La onHb(L~,U(lU 
sych that, for each AELo and each VEZ b(L ~,U(1)I)' 
I ~ (A ) [ v] is (identified with) the I-cocycle v A defined by 
vA(f-) =v(cP(A -1)j-)(Ref.I3,Sec.4).Theny 
satisfies 

Y0t/> '(A) = j~ (A )oy 

for all A ELo , i.e., it is an Lo -module isomorphism [with L ~ 
made into a topological Lo -module relative to cP ' (Proposi
tion 1)]. If we topologize H b (L ~ ,U(l)[) by transport of 
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structure via y, the operation j ~ becomes topological and 

H !(La,H l(L ~,U(I)Ih, )zH !(La,(L i)",,)· 
• 

Moreover, the topology so defined is obviously finer than 
that of simple convergence. Therefore, by the proposition of 
the Appendix and Lemma 3, we have 

H~ (B,U(1)[) zH~.s (L ~ ,U(I)[)' 

X Jf"'orna (L ~ ,L ~ ;U(I»Lu 

xH~(Lo,U(l)I)' 

Our thesis follows now from Lemma 4, from Ref. 25, 
Corollary 2, and from the well-known result that 
H ~ (La, U( 1)]) is a finite group of order 2 (this can be proved, 
for instance, by using the inflation-restriction sequence of 
Ref. 27, Chap. I, 5). • 

Remark 5:TherelationHL(L ~,U(l)]) = P J alsoim
plies H~.s(L ~ ,R]) = ! OJ. In fact, 

HL(L ~,U(I)])zH7r,s(L ~,U(I)]) 

by virtue of Ref. 14, Corollary 2; moreover 

H7r,s (L ~,U(l)l )zH7r,s(L ~ ,R1 )zH~,s(L i,R1) 

on account of Ref. 25, Corollary, and of Ref. 14, Remark 5. 
This settles a comment of McCarthy (Ref. 12b, p. 147) on 
Ref. 28 (Sec. 3). 

Remark 6: We can choose the following 2-cocycles as 
representatives of the two cohomology classes belonging to 
H~(B,U(l)T) [cf. Ref. 13, Proposition 1 (iii)]: 

(a) the neutral element 1 ofZ~(B,U(I)[) (i.e" the trivial 
2-cocycle), 

(b) P B defined by 

PB «(f -,A ),(f ,- ,A '» = Ilt,,(A,A ') 

for allf,f' in £'~ and all A,A , in La, where [J.tLu] is the 

element of H! (La, U( 1)[ ) different from the neutral one. It is 
well known that J-LLu (and therefore also P B) can be chosen to 
be locally trivial, i.e., to take the value 1 in some neighbor
hood of 1 X 1 (this follows also from Ref. 14, Lemmas 2 and 
3). 

So far we have determinedH~ (B,U(I)]). However, it is 
obvious from our result that 

H!m (B,U(l)[) = H~(B,U(1)]); 

thus we are done. The physical meaning of LuB J is exactly 
the same as that of the corresponding element of 
H ~ (Po, U( 1) T ): It brings fermions into play. 

III. THE BOREL MULTIPLIERS FOR If 
If we apply the general theory of CUP-reps of Polish / 

groups, II we can now conclude that, by virtue ofProposi¢ln 
2 and Remark 6, all CUP-reps of B arise from U(1 )-split CU
reps of the Polish groups B I and B /LB. Since every U( 1 )-split 
CU-rep of B I is identifiable in a trivial way with a CU-rep of 
B, we have only to deal with CU-repsofBand U(1)-splitCU

reps of B /LB. But, as in the case of Po, for the BMS group we 
have an even better result by considering the universal cover
ing group. 

Proposition 3: H ~ (.8, U(1) T) = 11 J. 
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Proof Let p B :ii-..B be the covering mapping and let 
(E,pl be an arbitrary topological extension of Bby U(I)/' If 
we putp = p BOp, we see that KerpIU(1) is a group of order 2 
and Kerp is Abelian. Let U be a normalized section associat
ed withp and letp':Kerp-KerpIU(l) be the canonical sur
jection. The topological operation 1/1 of Bon Kerp such that, 
for each bER and each kEKerp, 1/1 (b)k = u(b )ku(b) -, is 
trivial. For the operation I/Iq of Bon KerpIU(I) satisfying 
if/q(b )op' = p'oif/(b) for all bER is topological (Ref. 29, 
TGIII, § 2, Prop. 11), hence trivial because B is connected. 
On the other hand, we have Z ~ (B, U(l) I) = ! 1 J by virtue of 
Ref. 13, Proposition 1 (ii) because (L ~)4>' has no nontrivial 
Lo -invariant element. It follows that (E,p) is a topological 
extension of B by (Kerp)/. Moreover, as 

H~(KerpIU(l),U(l)/) = Pl, 
Kerp is the (internal) direct product ofU(1) and a finite 
subgroup C2 of order 2. 

The mappingpq:if IC2-B deduced from~by ,Eassing 
to the quotient is continuous and open; so, if p" :E-E IC] is 
the canonical surjection, then (if IC2 ,Pq) is a topological ex
tension of B by p"(U(l»/. Since p" (U(1» is topologically 
isomorphic to U(1), there exists, by Remark 6 and by a theo
rem of Brown, 30 a normalized Borel section uq associated 
with p whose restriction to some neighborhood of 1 is a 

q --
local group homomorphism. Thus, bt---->-p" - '(uq (PB(b ») is 
a local group homomorphism of Binto if and can be ex
tended in a unique way to a continuous group homomor
phism if:B_E(Ref. 31, Chap. IV, Theorem 3.1, and Ref. 29, 
TGI, § 11, Prop. 11). Moreover, if is a section associated 
withpbecausep(if(b» = b for all bin some neighborhood of 
1 in jj The result follows immediately from the theorem of 
Brown quoted above. • 

Remark 7: Proposition 3 may also be proved directly 
following the same steps of the proof of Proposition 2. Lem
mas 1-4 are still true once we have made the appropriate 
changes [required by the substitution ofLo with SL(2,C)], 
and we have in addition Hi (SL(2,C),U(1)/) = ! 1 J. 

Let .I;J be a separable complex Hilbert space and let p B 

be as above. As pointed out by Bargmann (Ref. 32, 3e), if ii is 
any CUP-rep of Bon P(.I;J), then fioPB is a CUP-rep of Bon 
P(.I;J). It follows from Proposition 3 and from Ref. 11, Re
mark 2' that there exists a CD-rep w of Bon .I;J such that 

iioPn = flOW; (IlL 1) 

this implies 

w(Kerpn)C !Pd(, ISEU(I»). (III.2) 

Conversely, if w is any CU-rep of Bon .I;J satisfying (IIL2), 
the mapping u defined by (IlL 1) is a CUP-rep of Bon P(.I;J). 
In other words, Bis a representation group/or B and is its 
unique one up to topological group isomorphisms [Ref. 33, 
Sec. IV, (A, )].The analogy with Po and its universal cover
ing group is now complete. 

APPENDIX 

Let K be a topological vector group, i.e., an Abelian 
topological group which is topologically isomorphic to the 
additive group of a topological vector space. The group of 2-
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coboundaries B ~ (K,U(l)/) is contained in the subgroup 
Z ~" (K, U(1 U of all symmetric elements of Z i, (K, U(l) I); 
therefore, 

is a subgroup of H i (K, U(1 U. We denote by 
,;Y~()/n(K,K;U(l» the (pointwise) Abelian group of all con
tinuous mappings of K XK into U(l) such that all the partial 
mappings they determine are (continuous) group homomor
phisms of K intoA. Then JY'O/lla (K,K;U(I» is the subgroup 
of all antisymmetric elements of JY' 0/11 (K,K;U(I». 

If K is Polish, the group H h (K, U( 1) [) is trivially identi
fied with Z ~ (K, U( 1) [); we transport on H ~ (K, U( 1) [) the 
topology of simple (i.e., pointwise) convergence (which is 
Hausdorff and compatible with the group structure) and 
write H b (K,U(l)/)"" for the topological group so obtained. 
For each kEK, we denote by ek the continuous mapping 
[h J t--+h (k ) of H h (K, U(1) 1 b into U( 1). The topology of 
H b (K,U(1)1 >c is then generated by the set! ek- leU) I [U 
open set ofU(1); kEKJ. 

In the following proposition, we shall use the particular 
notation of Ref. 13, Proposition 1. 

Proposition: Let G be a Polish group which is the topo
logical semidirect product of a topological group Sby a topo
logical vector group K. Suppose there exists a topology 'r on 
H ~ (K, U( 1) 1 ), finer than that of simple convergence, making 
it into a Polish group such that the operation j ~ of S on it is 
topological. IfthenH1(S,Hb(K,U(I)[)jl) = ! 1 J, we have .. 

H;, (G,U(I)[) ;::::H;'., (K,U(1)/)' XY(om u (K,K;U(1»S 

XH~(S,U(1),), 

where HL(K,U(1)J' = H;'(K,U(l)/)'nH;'., (K,U(IU· 
Proof The result follows immediately from Ref. 25, 

Proposition 2 and from Ref. 13, Proposition 1 (iii) (cf. also 
Ref. 14, Remark 1) once we have identified H ~ (K,U(1)[) 
with H Tr (K, U( 1) I) (Ref. 14, Corollary 2) and made the fol
lowing remarks: 

(a) If [,U JEff ~ (K,U(I)I )', then [}is]Eff ~,-<K,U(1)/)' 
and {1"E,W'()/II a (K,K;U(I»)S, where{1, andflu are defined by 

fl, (k,k ') = fl(k,k ')fl(k ',k ) 

and (k,k' in K) 

{1u (k,k ') = {1(k,k') {1(k ',k) I 

(b) Let H h (K,U(l){) ~ be the group H;, (K,U(I)[) en
dowed with the Polish topology 1:. The identity mapping of 
H ;,(K,U(1)/)' ontoH b(K,U(I)/) is Borel (Ref. 34, TGIX, 
§ 6, Props. 11 and 14), so that the closed sets ofthese two 
topological spaces generate the same Borel structure. Now, 
the mapping hEZ '(S,H;, (K,U(1){) i ~) defined by Ref. 13, 
(4.10), is Borel for the topology of simple convergence be
causeH h (K,U(I){b is Lindelof(Ref. 34, TGIX, Appendice 
I, Cor. to Prop. 1) and, for each open set U of U( 1) and each 
kEK, h - I (e k- I( U» is a Borel set of S. Thus h is Borel for '1. 

• 
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Deformations of gauge groups. Gravitationa) 
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This is a review, and an attempt at completion, of the "Gupta program," the ultimate 
goal of which is either to show that Einstein's theory of gravitation is the only self
consistent field theory of interacting, massless, spin-2 particles in flat space or to 
discover interesting alternatives. It is useful to notice that the gauge group of general 
relativity is a deformation (in a mathematically precise sense) of the gauge group 
associated with the massless, spin-2 free field. The uniqueness of Einstein's theory 
depends on the stability of its gauge group with respect to a class of differentiable 
deformations. A generalized Gupta program for massless fields of arbitrary spins is 
proposed. 

I. HISTORY OF THE GUPTA PROGRAM 
A. Prehistory 

Let us recall, in very brief outline, the main features of 
Einstein's 1915 theory of gravity.' Space-time is regarded as 
a four-dimensional Riemannian space endowed with a dif
ferentiable metric g, specifiable in terms oflocal coordinates 
by componentsgllv ' The metric is interpreted as a dynamical 
variable, to be determined by boundary conditions and a 
principle of least action. The action is required to be the 
integral over all space-time of a "Lagrangian" density con
structed locally in terms of the gill' and their first order de
rivatives. The total Lagrangian density of the world is a sum 
of two terms, 

2'(x) = 2' g [gill' (x) ] + 2' m [gllv(x),cp (x), ... ]. (1.1) 

Here cp, ... stands for matter fields (or, in a particle descrip
tion, some other appropriate variables) and 2' m is the La
grangian density that would have been complete if g would 
have been fixed a priori. This part is not unique although 
general coordinate covariance, the equivalence principle and 
other considerations (less compelling and mostly aesthetic) 
often lead to definite expressions for it. 

The "pure gravitational" part 2' g of the Lagrangian 
density is essentially unique': 

K22'g/Y -g= -gIlv(r~f3r~a -r~vr~f3)-U, 
(1.2) 

where K is a constant subsequently related to the universal 
strength of gravitation, the "cosmological constant" A, is a 
parameter with the dimension of inverse length, g det(gllv) 
and r a are the components of the metric connection. If 

Ill' 

Rllv;'p denote the components of the curvature tensor, then 
R =R;' R -n/1l'R (1 3) 

j.1V- fLAY' -,5 J-lv' • 

The field equations are 
R - 1 R + A, - - 1 2T Ill' 2 gill' gill' - 2K Ill" (1.4) 

where Till' are the components ofthe stress-energy tensor of 
matter in the field g. 

"'Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 

In order to find the physical interpretation of this the
ory, it is necessary to postulate that accessible regions of 
space-time can be endowed with local coordinates in terms 
of which the components gill' are almost constant,2 

g"JX) = 81ll' + Khll,,(x). (1.5) 

Here 800 = 1,8" = 822 = 8)) = - 1, and 8,ll' = 0 for f.1=fcv. 
The second term is regarded as small and treated as a pertur
bation. In an appropriate physical context (slow, massive 
particles) one finds that the component hoo is directly related 
to the Newtonian gravitational potential.' 

B. Preparation 
Strangely, the amazing progress of theoretical physics 

in the years after 1915 owed very little to the general theory 
of relativity. By the end of the thirties it began to be felt that 
this beautiful theory was being left behind by advances in 
quantum mechanics and field theory. The possibility of dis
covering a unified field theory of the kind long sought by 
Einstein seemed to become increasingly remote with the ap
pearance of Lorentz invariant field theories of several new 
forms of matter. Finally, it was suggested that a unified the
ory of matter and gravitation could be achieved only at the 
high price of setting aside the geometrical interpretation of 
gravity. The first published proposal to view Einstein's the
ory as a Lorentz invariant theory of a field in flat space, in the 
manner of electrodynamics and Dirac's electron fields, 
seems to have been made in 1939 by Fierz and Pauli, in a 
paper' that we shall have frequent occasion to refer to. 

Fierz and Pauli) begin by formulating the requirements 
for a self-consistent (or at least not obviously inconsistent) 
field theory of massive particles ofspins, 2s = 0,1,2, .. ·. Brief
ly, they demand that the field equations be derived from an 
action principle and that the solutions carry an irreducible 
representation of the Poincare group4 with mass m and spin 
s. This can be done, even in the case of free fields, only at the 
cost of introducing certain auxiliary fields. In the case s = 2 
the field is a second rank symmetric tensor (with respect to 
Lorentz transformations); no auxiliary fields are needed if 
this tensor field is permitted to have a nonzero trace (that is, 
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one must resist the temptation to impose h ' = ty'vhllv = ° 
from the beginning). The free field equations obtained by 
Fierz and Pauli can be written as follows/ 

(iJ2 + m2)hllV - all~hA" - ay~hllA + alla"h ' 

+ ~,." [~d"hAP - (iJ2 + m2)h'] = O. (1.6) 

Here a" a lax", a2 ty'''a,.a,,-a,.iJ'', h '=ty'''h"y. 

It is interesting to dwell on the extent to which this 
result is unique. In order that a tensor field ¢l be associated 
with an irreducible representation of the Poincare group it 
must be symmetric, traceless, and divergence free. This last 

requirement means that af'¢l/lV = ° and this condition must 
be built into the action principle. To achieve that end, one is 
forced to introduce auxiliary fields besides ¢lIlV' and here am
biguities arise. Economy suggests that the simplest possibili
ties be tried first; namely either a single auxiliary vector field 
or a single auxiliary scalar field. Both attempts suceed, so 
long as meFO, but the first fails to give a satisfactory theory in 
the limit m-O. The second alternative is by far the simplest 
procedure for obtaining a consistent theory for the massless 
case, besides it has a very natural extension to higher integral 
spin values"'? Adopting this scheme, one obtains an action 
that is unique up to a constant parameter that can be ab
sorbed into the auxiliary scalar field, 1/; say. To obtain the 
form (1.6) of the field equations, one sets hllv = ¢lIlV + [)llv1/; 
and chooses the parameter (Le., the normalization of 1/;) so as 
to obtain the simplest possible expression. To recover the 
general form it is enough to substitute 

h,ll.-h,ll. + ~,Hh', (1.7) 

where c is real and, evidently, CeF - i. Thus (1.6) is the sim
plestfarm among a family of eqUivalent wave equations relat
ed to each other by transformations afthefarm (1.7). 

Next Fierz and Pauli' passed with m to zero. In this case 
it is no longr true that the space of solutions of (1.6) carries 
an irreducible representation of the Poincare group. What 
saves the situation is the appearance of a new phenomanon, 
characteristic of massless fields, gauge invariance. We re
write Eq. (1.6) with m = 0, 

a2hW - a/laAhAv 

- a,. ~h'l)' + a,Ia,. h' + [)'l\.(~aPhAp - a2h') = 0. 
(1.8) 

This equation is solved identically by all fields ofthe form 

a,i, + a, S/1' (1.9) 

with no restriction on the S" besides differentiablity. In view 
of the symmetry of the Lagrangian operator, this statement 
is equivalent to the observation that the left-hand side of 
(1.8) is identically divergence free. Let us add a fixed, exter
nal source to Eq. (1.8), 

a 2hll" - all a AhAv - av ~h"A + all a" h ' 

+ [),.v(~aPhAp - a2h') = - Kt,.v· (1.10) 

Since the left-hand side is identically divergence free it is 
necessary to choose t so that 

(UI) 
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The fact that (1.9) solves (1.8) identicaIly is now expressed 
by the statement that (1.10) is invariant under the gauge 
transformation 

(1.12) 

It was pointed out by Fierz8 that, as a direct result of (l.ll) 
and the in variance of (1.10) under (1.12), the outgoing 
spherical waves excited by a point source have helicity ± 2. 
This highly satisfactory result seems somewhat miraculous; 
if one employs an auxiliary vector field instead of an auxil
iary scalar field, then no gauge in variance appears in the 
massless limit and the theory is devoid of physical meaning. 

Finally, Fierz and PaulP calculated the linear approxi
mation to Einstein's field equation (1.4), taking,i = 0. 2 That 
is, they inserted (1.5)into (1.4) and retained the terms linear 
in K. All expansions are regarded as formal series in K, and in 
particular it is supposed that Tllv = t'lv + Ktllv (I) + .... The 
result is in full agreement with Eq. (1.10). U(l.lO) is re
palced by an equivalent form by effecting a transformation 
of the type (1.7), then agreement is restored by appropriate 
modifying (1.5), 

(1.13) 

c. Genesis 
The miraculous agreement between (1.10) and the lin

ear approximation to (1.4) did not dispel the impression that 
these are two entirely unrelated theories. On the one hand, 
Eq. (1.10) is much like Maxwell's equations for massIes!>, 
spin-lor Dirac's equation for massive, spin-~ fields; it be .. 
longs to particle physics and quantum field theory. Ein
stein's theory, on the other hand, is highly nonlinear and 
founded on entirely different principles. In 1940 Rosen9 did 
advocate a non geometrical interpretation of Einstein's the
ory, as a nonlinear theory of a massless, spin-2 field in the fiat 
space of special relativity, but the idea was not weIl received 
at first. In 1952 Gupta!O adopted this interpretation when he 
applied his indefinite metric quantization technique in the 
first attempt to reconcile Einstein's theory of gravitation 
with quantum theory. 

The "Gupta program" saw the light of day in Gupta's 
1954 paper!!: "Gravitation and Electromagnetism." We 
quote the opening paragraph: "Although Einstein's theory 
of the gravitational field is the most widely accepted theory 
of gravitation, it is rather disconcerting to note that Ein
stein's theory appears to be strikingly different from the pre
sent theories of the electromagnetic field and the meson 
fields. In fact, in the formulation of fundamental physical 
laws we always seek for harmony in nature, and we intuitive
ly expect that there should be some uniformity in the de
scription of various fields in nature. Therefore Einstein him
self and others have tried to construct a unified theory of the 
gravitational and the electromagnetic fields, while some oth
er authors have tried to find a linear theory of the gravita
tional field in fiat (Minkowskian) space analogous to other 
existing field theories." 

In a nutshell, Gupta's idea is that the nonlinearities of 
Einstein's theory of the metric field can be understood with-
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out founding it on a geometrical interpretation. Here is the 
argument." Adopting the point of view of Lorentz invariant, 
flat space field theory we have been led to Eq. (1.10), and we 
have discovered the integrability condition (1.11). The 
source t must be constructed from the other fields with 
which we wish our spin-2 field to interact. The only naturally 
available symmetric, divergence free source is the total ener
gy-momentum tensor of a closed system offields, such as the 
fields of Maxwell-Dirac electrodynamics. But such a system 
ceases to be closed the moment it provides the source for our 
spin-2field, unless it includes the spin-2 field itself. There
fore, we must replace the external source t by t + o,t, where 
o,t is the energy-momentum tensor of the spin-2 field. How
ever, this is not enough; we insist on an action principle for
mulation, then the new interaction must be introduced by 
adding a new term to the action, and this leads to an addi
tional term o,t in the expression for the energy-momentum 
tensor. This process appears to be endless and to lead ineluc
tably to a very nonlinear theory. That is, any self-consistent 
theory of an interacting, massless, spin-2 field in flat space is 
just as nonlinear as Einstein's theory. Gupta's own conclu
sion is: "Hence, not only do Maxwell's theory of the electro
magnetic field and Einstein's theory of the gravitational field 
have many similarities, but the dissimilarities between these 
fields are a necessary consequence of the difference in their 
spins." II This is a model of restraint, for the idea that pre
sents itself to the reader is, of course, much more speculative 
and exciting! Here is our interpretation of Gupta's idea: 

Definition 1: The program that aims to classify all phys
ically acceptable sources S}l" for the Fierz-Pauli equation 
(1.10), as a formal power series in K, 

Sill' = Ktll " + f K"0"tlll , 
11 I 

(1.14) 

will be called the Gupta program. (Notation: tl'" and ont,ll" 
n = 0,1"", are polynomials in the hI''' and in their first and 
second order derivatives, with coefficients constructed from 
other fields, The term tl'" is independent of hand O,t,lv has no 
constant term,) 

Later, a more restircted program will be proposed that 
avoids the mathematically iII-defined qualification "phys
ically acceptable." It will also be necessary to introduce a 
notion of equivalence and to caB for the classification of 
equivalence classes of sources, 

The problem evidently calls for an iterative approach, 
Let/o be the Lagrangian density for the free spin-2 field, 

/0 = !(allh "': )(allh"A) - (allh 1l')(JAhAJ 

( 1.15) 

Let!," be the Lagrangian density for a closed system of fields 
(excluding h, and closed only so long as not interacting with 
h), and let t denote the corresponding energy-momentum 
tensor (i,e" any tensor of rank 2 that deserves this name by 
virtue of being symmetric and divergence free), In accor
dance with the requirement of physical acceptability we pos
tulate an action principle. Take the total Lagrangian density 
to be a formal series, 
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fm + /0 - Kh IlVtllv + f KYn f, (1.16) 
n = I 

where fk' k = 0,1, ... are polynomials in the components of h 
and their first order derivatives. [As in (1.14), we distinguish 
between the two terms of order K:j; is assumed to have no 
constant term and no term linear in h,] This gives the field 
equations 

0/0 = -Ktll ,,- f Knolltllv (1.17) 
oh Ill' n=1 

ont,,,, -
ofn 

(1.18) 
oh I'" 

The left-hand side of (1. 17) coincides with the left-hand side 
of Eq. (1.10), and is identically divergence free; whence the 
consistency condition 

all(t!'" + o,t,,,, + f Kn - 10nt,,,') = 0, 
11=2 

(1. 19) 

Here the first term is of order K, since t is divergence free in 
the limit K---+O, by virtue of the matter field equations. It 
foBows that the second term must also be of order K, and thus 
it must have the form 

a"O,t,I ,,= -A,'a{3( bfD) _DvK(b
frn

). 
'oha{3 of/J K 

(1.20) 

Here A ",a{3 and D/ are first order differential operators (in
cluding nonderivative terms) and I f/J Kj, K = 1,2,.·· stands 
for the complete set of matter fields. Thus, in order to deter
minej;, one writes down a very general ansatz for it, with 
undetermined parameters, One evaluates the left-hand side 
of (1.20) and restricts the parameters so as to give it the 
structure of the right-hand side, Using the field equations to 
lowest order one obtains an expression for allt,lv + allO,tl'" 
of order K. Finally, one seeks to have this cancelled by the 
divergence of K'O,tlll" which leads to a partial determination 

off,· 

D. Growing pains 

Kraichnan,12 in 1955, made the bold suggestion that 
implementation of Gupta's procedure may lead directly and 
unambiguously to Einstein's theory, Important advance was 
made by Thirring in 1961 and by Feynman in 1962, but at 
this point it is convenient to depart from the chronological 
ordering of contributions and to discuss the work ofWyss," 
in 1965. We shall review a part of his paper here, but his main 
contribution will be reserved for subsection E. 

Wyss used a simple, field theoretical matter model-a 
massive, free, real scalar field. Thus 

fm = ~(all f/J )«(}Ltf/J) - ~m2f/J >, 

tl" = (all f/J )(a, f/J) - bl"I"'· 

Using the matter field equations one finds, to order K, 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

alltl", = Ka" f/J [(allh ')(allf/J) - 2a,,(h ''''J" f/J )]. (1.23) 

Wyss proved, IJ that in order to cancel this, one needs bothj; 
andj;=f=0. Note that Olt = - oj;loh is divergence free to 
lowest order and can be interpreted as the energy-momen
tum tensor of the free field h. Wyss finds a unique expression 
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for h, bilinear in hllv and bilinear in ¢,all ¢. He does not 
actually calculatej;, but obtains a unique expression for the 
divergence of o,tllv to order K. From this he tries to determine 
the entire structure of Einstein's theory by a beautiful argu
ment that we shall examine later. 

It is necessary to point out the need for a minor im
provement in Wyss' treatment ofj;. First of all, he does not 
seem to have considered the possibility of the appearance of 
the second term on the right-hand side ofEq. (1.20). It is not 
inconceivable that, when such a term is envisaged, a more 
general expression for h might be obtained. We shall disre
gard this possibility for the moment, though it may be im
portant in the wider context of a generalized Gupta pro
gram.'4 Accepting Wyss' formula for h' and thus also that 
D = 0, one finds that A must effectively have the form 

(1.24) 

The qualification "effectively" means "up to terms that 
make no contribution to the problem of consistency of the 
field equations to order K-." As we said, Wyss did not actual
ly use (1.24) to findj; , but Feynman15 had already arrived at 
(1.20), with D = 0 and A given by (1.24), and he had shown 
that these conditions give forj; a unique expression, trilinear 
in the hllv and their first order derivatives. This result is too 
strong. In fact, the expression for j; cannot be unique. To see 
this, let us accept Feynman's expression forj;; it agrees with 
the comparable term in Einstein's nonlinear Lagrangian if 
the metric is related to hllv by gJLv = oJLV + KhJLv' Now make 
the following substitution: 

hllV-hllv + K(C,h 'hJLv + C2o
a (3h allh(3v 

(1.25) 

where the C; are constants of order K". Evidently, the Lagran
gian (1.16) retains its general structure under this replace
ment; the first three terms also retain their explicit form, but 
the expression for j; will be modified. Thus one concludes 
thatj; must contain at least four arbitrary real parameters 
(barrier accidental cancellations that, in fact, do not occur). 
The origin of this contradiction is not hard to find, it is hid
den in the qualification "effectively" of the generality of 
(1.24). This problem will be cleared up in Sec. II. 

Huggins, in his 1962 thesis,'6 attempted to constructj; 
by requiring (as proposed by Gupta) that o,tllv be the energy
momentum tensor of the free, spin-2 field. He concluded 
that this is a highly ill-defined procedure that can succeed 
only when the answer is known in advance. The idea that the 
spin-2 field should be coupled to the energy density is attrac
tive, but "the trouble is that we need an extra condition to 
define the energy."'6 Ambiguities were also emphasized by 
Weinberg. 17 

E. Coming of age 

The work reviewed in the preceding subsection was 
concerned with the problem of consistency of the wave equa
tions. This problem had its origin in the gauge invariance of 
the free Fierz-Pauli wave equation for h, but invariance un
der the !?auge transformations (1.12) is not respected by the 
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interactions. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Wyss, IJ gauge 
in variance is the key to an elegant solution of the problem. 

Fierz and PaulP had already pointed out that the co
ordinate free feature of Einstein's geometrical theory could 
be understood as a type of gauge invariance. The effect on the 
components of the metric field, of an infinitesimal, local co
ordinate transformation, is of the form 

(1.26) 

where 51l are differentiable functions and r ll / are the com
ponents of the metric connection. If the field component hllV 
are defined by gJLV = oJLV + KhJLv' then (1.26) is equivalent to 
the nonlinear transformation '8 

hlll.-+hlll. + aJ,. + a,.5Il - K5A g Ap 

(1.27) 

where g Ap is the formal series defined by g AP(Opll + Khpll) 
= 0 JL A. The full nonlinear field equations of Einstein are in
variant under (1.27), while the linear approximation is invar
iant under (1. 12). Thus gauge invariance is modified but not 
lost; in fact, loss of gauge invariance would signal a change in 
the number of degrees of freedom of the theory, the very 
catastrophy that the Fierz-Pauli program set out to avoid. 

Thirring, in 1961,19 pointed out that the terms of the 
series (1.16) can be calculated from the requirement that the 
sum be invariant under (1.27). Of course, this seems to beg 
the question, but the idea of making use of gauge invariance 
bore fruit later. Wyss, in the 1965 paper already referred to, II 
made the startling suggestion that the structure of the Lie 
algebra of infinitesimal gauge transformations may befixea 
by the requirement of consistency of the field equations to 
lowest order in K. He tried to determine this structure on the 
basis of (1.20), with D = 0 and A given by (1.24). Unfortu
nately, these restrictions on D and on A are, ifnot unjustifia
ble, at least unjustified. In the next section we shall attempt a 
more precise treatment. 

Boulware and Deser20 analyzed the problem by the 
methods of perturbative quantum field theory and S-matrix 
theory. Of course, they recognized that no quantum theory 
of gravity exists, and that even the linearized theory has no S 
matrix. However, all amplitudes that they examined are 
classical, and it would be possible to rewrite every step of 
their development in terms of purely classical concepts. It is 
possible, if all the assumptions made were carefully sorted 
out, and all reference to quantum theory expurgated, that it 
would be found that Boulware and Deser20 anticipated some 
of our results, but to do so is a project in itself. We prefer to 
deal with the classical problem directly, by methods that 
avoid quantum extensions that are irrelevant to it. 

II. A MORE PRECISE FORMULATION 
A. Motivation 

The Gupta program, if it is formulated and carried out 
with precision, should lead to one or the other of two con
ceivable conclusions: (i) Einstein's nonlinear theory of gravi
tation is the only consistent, Lorentz invariant theory of an 
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interacting, massless, spin-2 field in flat space; (ii) there ex
ists one or more such theories, besides that of Einstein, and 
these are possible alternative theories of gravitation. What 
could be gained by establishing the truth of either statement? 
In view of the difficulties of reconciling the general theory of 
relativity with the theory of quantized fields, it would cer
tainly be important to have in hand any viable alternative 
theory of gravitation. But to establish the uniqueness ofEin
stein's theory may be even more fruitful, for the proof (that 
is, the detailed reconstruction of the full nonlinear theory 
from the flat space viewpoint) might serve as a paradigm for 
the construction of other fundamental interactions. Consid-

er the case of interacting, massless, spin- f fields. No consis

tent theory was known until the recent advent of supersym
metry and supergravity.21 Perhaps supergravity could have 
been found by aplying Gupta's idea to the case of massless, 

spin- 2. fields;22 that would almost inevitably have spawned 
2 

the whole of supersymmetry theory. At the present time, 
generalized supergravity23 is limited by the lack of develop
ment of theories of massless fields with spin higher than 2. 

Thus, we propose that a Gupta program for each spin 
may be interesting. 7 Our purpose in the rest of this paper is to 
make quite explicit the assumptions that are needed to carry 
it off in the spin-2 case and to arrive at a formula that is 
abstract enough to be applicable to other spins. 

B. Eliminating the matter model 

It is clearly not quite satisfying to have to base the re
construction of the nonlinear theory on a specific model of 
matter. Ifit is true, as seems generally to be believed, that the 
result is independent of the choice of matter model, then it 
should be possible to eliminate this crutch. Therefore we 
propose a "restricted Gupta program." 

Definition 2: The Gupta program (Definition 1, Sec. 
I C), restricted by the requirement that the sourcesSp,,(x) be 
constructed entirely from the tensor hp,'(x) and its first and 
second order derivatives, will be called the restricted Gupta 
program. 2

' 

We do not attempt to prove that an eventual completion 
of the restricted program automatically solves the general 
problem. However, it will be shown that the restricted pro
gram leads to Einstein's theory just as comfortably (and 
more rigorously) than previous arguments that relied on spe
cific matter models. A priori, it could not have been known 
whether any nontrivial self-interaction exists, and we sus

pect that it does not in the spin-~ case;22 nevertheless we 

propose that the restricted program is a logical, and even 
necessary, starting point. 

C. Determination of '1 
In the absence of matter, the problem of consistency of 

the field equations 

8/0 oc 

-- = " Kn!)nt"", 
{;h I"' n"';'l r 

(2.1) 

to order K, reduces to the requirement that a 11!)dpv vanish to 
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order K; thus, identically,>s 

a pI: - _ A ( 810 ) 
U1 t"v - v.af3 . 

8haf3 
(2.2) 

In order to avoid any fortuitious assumptions on the struc
ture of Av.af3 we prefer to replace (2.2) by 

( {;Io = o]=?[ ap{;ltpv = 0]. (2.3) 
8haf3 

We must use this requirement to determine};. Recall that}; 
is a polynomial in the h"v and their first order derivatives, 
with no constant term. A linear term will have the same 
effect as a cosmological term and will be excluded. Any sec
ond order term that is consistent with (2.3) can be absorbed 
intolo by means ofa transformation of the type (1.7) and may 
thus be ignored. The result that we shall prove is limited by 
the restriction of/I to a homogeneous polynomial of order 3, 
but it is unlikely that any higher order polynomial can satisfy 
(2.3). To state our result we need the 

Definition 3: Two formal series of the type 

/(x) = f KYn(X), (2.4) 
i=O 

where/n(x) is a polynomial in the h
I1V

(X) and their first order 
derivatives, are said to be equivalent to order K n if one can be 
made to agree with the other up to terms of order K n

, and up 
to an exact divergence, by making substitutions of the form 

K-CK, h/1l,-hI1V + I KiH
i
p ", 

i= 1 

(2.5) 

where c=;i:O and H ilLY is a polynomial in the hi'" (with no 
constant terms and no derivatives). 

Theorem 4: Iflo is given by (1.15) and}; is a homogen
eous polynomial of order 3, then Eq. (2.3) is satisfied if and 
only if/is equivalent to order K either to the series defined by 
expanding Einstein's Lagrangian [with vanishing cosmolo
gical constanf and with the identification (1.5)] or to the 
series with}; = O. 

The proof is by direct computation. We begin with the 
most general ansatz for /1 (ignoring exact divergences), cal
culate a 11!)ltl"" eliminate all terms that contains a "al' by 
meanS of the field equations, and require that the resulting 
expression vanish identically. This leaves five undetermined 
constants. Finally, we verify that four of these can be adjust
ed by a substitution of the type (1.25) to turn}; into a con
stant multiple of the corresponding term in the expansion of 
Einstein's Lagrangian. (In other words, to order K and in the 
absence of matter, Gupta's prescription for Olt"" is precise 
enough, any reasonable expression for the energy-momen
tum tensor will do, so long as there exists an}; such that 
!) C/oh I"' = - D,t,ll,.) 

If}; is a homogeneous polynomial of order 3, then there 
is no loss of generality in adopting the form that appears in 
the expansion of Einstein's Lagrangian. This result was ob
tained without relying on a coupling to matter. It means that 
the choice (1.24) for the operators A v •a /3' made by Feynman 
and Wyss and henceforth also by us, is unique up to 
equivalence. 
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D. Structure of the gauge algebra 

It is evident that the Lagrangian that corresponds to the 
formal series (2.4) is not invariant under the gauge transfor
mations (1.12) of the free field theory. since a "(8/18h"v) 
does not vanish identically to order K. We know that the 
complete Lagrangian must admit a gauge algebra, and try to 
determine the transformation law to order K. By (1.18) and 
(2.2), 

(2.6) 

or, to order K, 

(2.7) 

Here S is any differentiable vector field. From (2.7) it follows 
that the action is invariant to order K under the infinitesimal 
transformations generated by 

[.YM,P)h ],,,, = a" S,' + a"s" + KQ"v, (2.8) 

where Q"v is determined by (2.7) to be of the form 

QI'" = - 2A ,1 ,,,vs A + a" Pv + JvP". (2.9) 

Here P is an arbitrary, differential vector field, both sand P 
may depend on h. 

The idea ofWyss is that any complete action, satisfying 
the consistency conditions to all order in K, must be invariant 
under a Lie algebra of infinitesimal transformations. The 
problem is whether the structure of this Lie algebra isdeter
mined by (2.8). Evidently, the question is too vague; we shar
pen it by the following 

Postulate 5: (i) The Lie algebra of infinitesimal transfor
mations that we seek is defined by a formal power series in K, 

given to order K by (2.8), each term being determined by S 
and h. (ii) Its structure is independent of h, 

The first part limits our attention to an algebra "of the 
same dimension" as the gauge algebra of the free field the
ory, without implying that it is in any sense maximal. The 
second part assures the gauge algebra of an existence of its 
own, independently of h. It is easy to see that this postulate 
implies the following: S is independent of h, and P is a fixed, 
bilinear, local function in s,h. 26 The operator Y 1 (5,P) is thus 
determined by S any may henceforth be denoted 2' 1(5). 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) give 

[x 1(1]),.YM)] = KX 1([1],S ]) +K2%(1],5), (2.10) 

where the bracket t "'1 is defined by 

t 1],sl" p/1(Js,1]) + S,1J" 1],1 - (5+->-1]). (2.11 ) 

The requirement of consistency of the field equations, to 
higher orders in K, produces corrections of order K2, K 3, ... to 
(2.8) and (2.9) and to (2.10).27 Thus, (2.8) is replaced by a 
formal power series in K that we denote x "(5 )h. The space 
t .Y K{5 ) 1 (5 in the space N of differentiable vector fields on 
Minkowski space) has a Lie algebra structure with respect to 
the commutator of (formal series of) operators. We can write 

(2.12) 
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Here 11],s 1 K is a formal power series in K, 

11],sIK= 11],sl +! KrCr(1],S), (2.13) 
r = 1 

where Cr is an antisymmetric, bidifferential operator. The 
bracket t .,.j K plays the role of structure tensor for the gauge 
algebra. 

Since we have a Lie algebra structure on the space 
1 ,X' "(5) I, the bracket (2.13) must satisfy the Jacobi identity. 

I 1,p,I1],sjKIK=O (2.14) 
eyel. 

to every order in K. To lowest order in K this means that the 
bracket [.,.j defined by (2.11) must satisfy the Jacobi 
identity: 

I l,p. t 1],SII = 0, (2.15) 
cyd. 

In other words, the bracket t .,. J confers on N the structure of 
a Lie algebra. The exact gauge algebra, defined by (2. 13), is a 
formal deformation of this Lie algebra. Put more simply: 
[·,.1 K is a formal deformation of [·,.1, 

Let us now study the bracket [.,.j. Write 
II 

P(h,5) = I r(h,s), (2.16) 
r "'0 

where P r is a bidifferential operator of total order r. Then 
(2.11) can be written 

II 

[1],SI = I E r(1],5), (2,17) 
r~ () 

whereE r is a bidifferential operator of total order r + I. The 
Jacobi identity (2.15) gives 

I I E r(,p,E'{1],s)) = 0, t = o,1,. ... (2.18) 
eye!. r + s = t 

This implies, in particular, that the bracket defined by 

[1],S] EO(1],S) (2,19) 

satisfies the Jacobi identity and defines a structure of Lie 
algebra on N; thus One sees that I·,.j is a formal deformation 
of [-,.]. 28 This reduces the problem to the study of [-,.] and its 
formal deformations, 

The most general form for po is given by29 

(2.20) 

We insert this expression into (2.11) and determine the first 
term EO(1],s) in (2.17). Direct calculation shows that (2.19) 
satisfies the Jacobi identity ifand only if c = 1, in which case 

[1],s1" =1]).J). S" -s,1J,1 1]". (2.21) 

This is just the familiar Lie bracket for vector fields; thus we 
have proved 

Theorem 6: The gauge algebra defined by (2.12) is a 
formal deformation of the usual Lie algebra of vector fields 
on Minkowski space; that is, /"'1 h is defined by a formal 
power series, 

[1],S I" = [1],S 1 + I K
rD r(1],5), 

r _ 1 
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where the Dr are antisymmetric, bidifferential operators. 

If the gauge algebra is precisely the usual Lie algebra of 
vector fields, then the exact Lagrangian is invariant under 
arbitrary, infinitesimal coordinate transformations. In this 
case, if one makes the usual assumption that no second order 
derivatives occur in the Lagrangian, one is led without fail to 
Einstein's nonlinear theory. 

The deformation may be trivial; that is, an 
isomorphism. 

Definition 730: A deformation [ .,. J K of [.,.] is called triv
ial if there exists a formal power series T K = id. 
+ L:~ I KrT r' where T rareendomorphismsofthespaceN 
of vector fields, such that TK[rg JK = [T K1],TKS]' 

Evidently, if the deformation is trivial, then Einstein's 
theory may be recovered by a simple change of variables, 
given by g K(1],O g(TK1],T KS). 

Lichnerowicz31 has proved that every differential defor
mation of[·,·] is trivial. [In fact, differentiably trivial; that is, 
one can restrict each Tr to be a differential operator.] That is, 
no nonisomorphic deformations exist. We conclude that the 
restricted Gupta program leads unambiguously to Einstein's 
theory of gravitation. 

III. SUMMARY 

In order to arrive at a precise mathematical problem we 
imposed a number of restrictions on the original Gupta pro
gram (Definition I); namely: 

(i) The restricted Gupta program (Definition 2) is con
cerned exclusively with the possible self-interactions of the 
spin-2 field. The self-interaction was assumed to be given by 
a power series in the coupling constant, and the first order 
term was assumed to be a homogeneous polynomial of de
gree three in the components of the spin-2 field and its first 
order derivatives. It was found (Theorem 4) that this first 
order term is unique up to equivalence (Definition 3). 

(ii) The problem of calculating the exact form of the 
interaction was reduced to the problem of determining the 
structure of the gauge algebra of the interacting field theory 
(suggestion ofWyss). This structure was assumed (Postulate 
5) to be independent of the spin-2 field. 

It was shown that the gauge algebra is necessarily a 
formal deformation of the usual Lie algebra of vector fields 
on Minkowski space. But all such deformations are trivial 
(LicherowiczJl

); this means that the interacting theory can 
be transformed, by a redefinition of the field, to coincide 
with Einstein's theory of gravitation. 

It is possible that the uniqueness of Einstein's theory of 
gravitation is provable in a much wider context than con
templated in our work. To begin with, the results ought to be 
improved by enlarging the concept of equivalence; one might 
try to modify Definition 3 by allowing the H ~v in Eq. (2.5) to 
be polynomials in the h"v and in their derivatives of all or
ders. The physical interpretation of a theory with a Lagran
gian that contains higher derivatives is less clear; but one 
should at least allow all Lagrangians belonging to any equiv-
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alence class that contains one conventionally acceptable 
member. The Yang-Mills type of approach to gravitation 
suggests a possible generalization of Einstein's Lagrangian; 
apparently it is not known whether or not this type of gener
alization is trivial. To attack the problem on a still deeper 
level, one could ask for a classification of all possible defor
mation of the original, Abelian gauge group of the linear 
theory, and then study the Lagrangian models associated 
with each. 

It is hoped that our discussion of the Gupta program 
(for spin-2) may stimulate facilitate the search for theories of 

interacting, massless fields of spins '::,~,3, .... Perhaps this will 
2 2 

lead to an understanding of the role played by the enigmatic 
neutrino. 
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The physical properties of the stationary charged C -metric are fully investigated. 
Tetrad components of curvature and Maxwell tensors are studied in a Bondi-Sachs 
coordinate system to show that this solution represents a uniformly accelerating and 
rotating charged particle with magnetic monopole and NUT parameter. The physical 
quantities-news function, mass loss, mass, charge, and muItipole moments-are 
calculated. The different mass loss definitions are compared and it is shown that the 
definition given by Bondi is the more appropriate one. It is also shown that the 
magnetic monopole in the presence of rotation affects the electric charge. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in gravitational radiation has not been ex
hausted by the recent discovery of exact solutions. Most of 
the exact solution have been motivated by mathematical 
simplicity and do not correspond to physically interesting 
sources. The fact that energy acts as the source for gravita
tion makes the study of exact solutions very interesting and 
very difficult to solve. Gravitational radiation carries energy 
and consequently acts back on the field equations to serve as 
part of its own source and makes the field equations highly 
nonlinear. Linearization of the solutions fails to adequately 
describe the coupling between the radiation and the source, 
and consequently necessitates an exact solution. 

A particularly interesting class of exact solutions is the 
type D vacuum metrics, which contain the familiar Kerr and 
Schwarzschild solutions. This class also contains the so
called charged C metric which has not been completely 
investigated. 

Kinnersley and Walker' have shown that the charged C 
metric represents a uniformly accelerating Schwarzschild
like charged particle. Plebanski and Demianskil have gener
alized this solution to include rotation. This solution will be 
referred to as the stationary charged c metric. It is the main 
purpose of this paper to make a further analysis of this solu
tion, and to obtain all the physically interesting quantities. 

In all investigations of general relativity the work can be 
simplified by a suitable choice of coordinate systems. The 
mathematical solutions for a uniformly accelerating particle 
are simplified in an accelerated coordinate system where the 
particle is at rest. This is the case for both the static and 
stationary charged C-metrics. In this time-independent co
ordinate system, the line element can be obtained for a solu
tion of Einstein-Maxwell equations. This line element is 
time independent, and only one of the tetrad components of 
curvature tensor is nonzero, i.e. ¢,. It is in this coordinate 
system that mathematical simplicity is achieved and the for
mal properties of the metric are most easily studied, such as 
horizons, Killing vectors, etc. However, interesting physical 
properties such as the presence of radiation, mass loss, mo
mentum, etc., can not be readily identified. In this paper we 

are not interested in studying the formal properties of the 
geometry but would like to explore physical properties of the 
solution. Therefore, we will transform the line element to a 
Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) coordinate system, which 
will be referred to as the inertial coordinates. It is in this 
coordinate system that radiation, mass loss, and the rest of 
the physically interesting quantities can be readily seen. In 
Sec. II the transformation to this coordinate system is con
structed. Applying this transformation to the tetrad compo
nents of the Riemann and Maxwell tensors, from now on 
referred to as the Riemann and Maxwell scalars, we obtain 
these scalars in the BMS coordinates, which then can be 
interpreted, and consequently give the physical properties of 
the line element. However, it is not necessary to construct 
and make explicit the coordinate transformation in order to 
express the Riemann and Maxwell scalars in the inertial sys
tem for the rotating case. It is much easier and more con
structive to derive these scalars using the asymptotic field 
equations along with some knowledge of the nonrotating 
results. Following this method, we obtain the Reimann and 
Maxwell scalars along with the news function in the inertial 
coordinate system. This is done in Sec. III. 

In Sec. IV these results are discussd. The news function, 
mass loss, charge, linear and angular momenta, quadrupole 
and dipole moments are derived for small acceleration. It is 
shown that among the different definitions given for mass 
loss, Bondi's definition is the most appropriate one. It is also 
shown that in the presence of rotation, magnetic charge 
would affect the electric charge. To lowest order in the accel
eration, the mass loss is proportional toA 'm', where A is the 
acceleration and m is the mass. 

II. THE NONROTATING CASE 
To explore the properties of a rotating, uniformly accel

erating particle, we consider the most general form oftype D 
vacuum metric. Plebanski and DemianskF have shown that 
this line element can be expressed as 

ds2 

= I ( Q (dr _ p'daY _ 1+ (pqi dq' 
(p+q)21+(pq)2 Q 
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P (du + q2dTf - 1 + (pqf d 2) (2.1) 
1 + (pqf P p, 

where 

P = - gi + Yo + 2nrP - ErP2 + 2mrPl - (e~ + Yo)p\ 
(2.2) 

Q = gi - Yo + 2ncll + EcIl2 + 2mcll1 + (e~ + YO)q4. 
The meaning of the parameters introduced in these equa
tions will be made clear later. The non vanishing tetrad com
ponents of the curvature and Maxwell tensors are given by 

¢JI = ~ (eo + igo) (p + q)2 , (2.3) 
v' 2 (1 - ipq)2 

t/h = (mo + ino) (p + q)3 - (e~ + ~ ) 
(1 - ipq)3 

X (p+q)3 p-q 

(1 - ipq)3 1 + ipq 
(2.4) 

It is shown in the Appendix that performing a coordinate 
transformation to the null coordinates, the line element in 
(2.1) transforms to 

ds2 = A 2rl W-I(Fa - a2A 2 y4G )du2 + 2dudr + 2Arldudx 

(2.S) 

and Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) become 

(2.6) 
e 1 ¢J, = ,-2 + O(rl), 

v'"2 (1 + iaAx2)2 

t/!2= 
1 -----Mr-1 + 0(r4), 

(1 + iaAx2)3 
(2.7) 

where 

M m + iaAn + 2A lel
2
x 

1 - iaAx2' 
(2.8) 

G (x) = y - 2Anx - EX 2 
- 2Amx1 

- (lel 2 + a2y)A 2X ', 

(2.9) 

F(y) = - Y - 2Any + Ey2 - 2Amyl + (lel 2 + a2y)A 2y4, 

W 1 + a2A 2x lyl, (2.10) 

1 1 - a2A 2 

y 1 + a2A 2' E- 1 + a2A 2' 

e e + ig, IW=e2 + g2. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

In these equations m is the mass, n is the NUT parameter, e 
and g are the electric and magnetic monopoles respectively, 
a is the rotation parameter,2 and A is the acceleration.' 

As can be seen, everything in this coordinate system is 
time independent. Also, there is only one Riemann scalar, 
"'2' similar to the non radiating Schwarzschild and Kerr so-
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lutions. The reason for this simplicity is that this is a uni
formly accelerated coordinate system in which the particle is 
at rest. In order to identify the radiation and the physical 
properties of the line element, one has to go to the nonacce
lerating BMS coordinate system. 1 

In order to transform to the inertial coordinate system 
we assume the transformation can be expanded in powers of 
r. Constructing this transformation for the nonrotating case, 
we use these results to serve as a guide for the rotating case. 
Guided by this information we solve the asymptotic field 
equations and obtain the rotating results. In principal, the 
coordinate transformation to BMS coordinates could be 
constructed for the rotating case; however, it is easier and 
more constructive to use the asymptotic field equations. The 
solution of these asymptotic equations gives us the Riemann 
and Maxwell scalars along with the news function, which 
otherwise could not have been easily obtained. 

Let us now consider the transformation to inertial co
ordinates for the nonrotating case. This transformation has 
been discussed by Kinnersley and Walker. The nonrotating 
case is obtained by setting a = ° in Eq. (2.S), 

(2.13) 

In order to find an inertial coordinate system, we assume the 
coordinate transformation can be expanded in powers of r as 
follows: 

IU(U x) 
U = °U(u,x) + '+ 0(r-2), (2. 14a) 

r 

y = oR (u,x)r + 'R (u,x) + o(r'), (2. 14b) 

X = oX (u,x) + IX (u,x) + 0(r2), (2. 14c) 
r 

cp = cpo (2. 14d) 

Imposing the asymptotic flatness conditions (Newman
Unti conditions)4: 

lir = 1 + O(y-I), 

g'r = 0(1), 

gIX = 0(y-2), 

gUu=o, 

gUx=o, 

(2.1Sa) 

(2. 1 Sb) 

(2.1Sc) 

(2.1Sd) 

(2.1Se) 

we get a set of differential equations for °U, oX, and OR. From 
Eq. (2.1Sa), (2.1Sb), and (2.1Sc), it follows that: 

°U,u +AGoU,x =oR-', 

°R,u + AG OR, .. = 1AR oG,x' 

°X,u + AG °X,x = 0, 

where "," represents ordinary derivative. 

The solution of (2.16) are 

°X= - tanhx, 

OR = G 1I2coshX' 

H. Farhoosh and R.L. Zimmerman 

(2.16a) 

(2. 16b) 

(2, 16c) 

(2. 17a) 

(2. 17b) 
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1 LX °U = G - 3/2dx + aCt), 
AcoshX 0 

(2. 17c) 

where 

X =Au - f G -IdX (2.18) 

and aCt) is the solution of a homogeneous equation similar 
to Eq. (2. 16c), 

a.u +AGa,x = 0, (2.19) 

so asymptotically we expect it to be a polynomial in X, (cf. 
2.14c). a is the supertranslation introduced by Bondi. 

It also follows from Eqs. (2.15d) and (2.15e) that 

IU = -1, oR (OU,x?G, (2.20a) 

IX= -oRGoU.x °X,x' (2.20b) 

The coordinate transformation given by Eqs. (2.14), 
(2.17), and (2.20) transforms the metric and its tetrads to an 
inertial coordinate system. In the coordinate system in 
which the line element (2.13) is written, one can construct a 
set of null tetrads given by 

II" = (1,0,0,0), II" = (0,1,0,0), 

nl" = (1,1,A zrG(x -A -Iy-I),O,O), 

nl" = ( - !A zrG (x - A -1y-1),I, Ar,O), 

(2.2Ia) 

(2.2Ib) 

I" = (0 __ I_AG 1/2r _1_ G 1/2 _i ___ I_). 
m 'V2 'V2 r 'V2 rG 1/2 

(2.2Ic) 

Applying the coordinate transformation given by Eqs. (2.14) 
and (2.17) on (2.21), we obtain 

I' = axv I = (~ ~ ~ 0) 
I" aX'" v aii ' a, , ax ' (2.22a) 

, axv 

nl" = -nv aX'" 

(
au ar ax au ar = -no + -nl + -n2,-nO + -nl aii aii aii a, a, 

ax au ar ax ) + -nz,-no + -nl+ -nz,O, (2.22b) a, ax ax ax 

where 

~ = OR + 0(,-1) = G 1/2(X) + O(r-I), 
aii sine 

au 
a, 

1 G 5/2 
- ___ (DU y,-z + 0(,-3), 
2 sin3e . 

a G 3/2 
u 0U (--I) -=---_ +or, ax sin3e ,x 

ar 
ali 

!AG]+ 0(1), 

ar = G - 1/2sine + 0(,-1), 
a, 
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(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

(2.23c) 

(2.23d) 

(2.23e) 

ar 
ax 

1 [ -( A G 1/2 ) - -:-= G - 1/2cose 1 + - G,x -:-= (ii - a) 
sine 2 sine 

1 G.x ]_ + - -:-= a,u r + 0(1), 
2 sine 

ax AG 3/2 _ 
- = -- + o(r-I) a- . e- , u Sin 

(2.23f) 

(2.23g) 

ax 
a, 

7/2 [ -I G A -IG-3 . 3e-(1 A z cose (- )2) - ---_ Sin - --_ u-a 
2 sin3e sinze 

+ 2AG-Icosea,x(li - a) -Aa:x]r-Z + 0(y-3
), 

(2.23h) 

ax 
ax 
where 

cose x. 

(2.23i) 

(2.24) 

Although this is a set of null tetrads in the inertial sys
tem, it is not the relevant one. In an asymptotically flat 
space-time one can construct a set of null tetrads given by 

~, = ii.,I = (1,0,0,0), 

iiI' = (q,o,O) + 0(,-1). 

(2.25a) 

(2.25b) 

Null tetrads, on the other hand, are defined through their 
orthonormality conditions which are preserved under Lo
rentz transformations and one can obtain Eq. (2.25) from 
Eq. (2.22) by applying a series of these transformations on 
(2.22). The required transformations are a null rotation 
about I 'I" followed by Lorentz transformation in the (I 'I",n'I") 
plane, followed by a null rotation about nfl". Applying this on 
(2.22) we obtain the desired set of tetrads which satisfy Eq. 
(2.25). The two sets of tetrads are related by the following 
relationss: 

iil"!, = A -I 
I" ' 

iil"n~ =A -11.8l z, 

TI"/~ =A -118I z• 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

(2.26c) 

A corresponds to the Lorentz transformation,.8 to null rota
tion about 1 'I", and 8 to the null rotation about n'I". These 
parameters must be determined in order to transform the 
Riemann and Maxwell scalars to the desirable form. They 
are obtained by substituting (2.22), (2.23), and (2.25) in 
(2.26). The result is 

A -I = oR + 0(,-1), 

.8 = - ~Asiney + 0(1), 
V2 

8 = - ~2 A -IG -l12(S - B - 1)1'1 + o(,-Z), 

where 

H. Farhoosh and R.L. Zimmerman 

(2.27a) 

(2.27b) 

(2.27c) 
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S :=AG 1I2cotOii, (2.2Sa) 

AG 112 _ 

B _ ---- (Ga x + cosOa). 
sinO ' 

(2.2Sb) 

The nonrotating results derived in this section can now 
be used in constructing and desired solution in the rotating 
case. 

III. THE ROTATING CASE 

In this section we will generalize the nonrotating results 
derived in the last section to the rotating case. We do this by 
multiplying the nonrotating results by some unknown func
tions and solving the asymptotic field equations for these 
unknown functions along with the news function which 
would not have been obtained easily if we had continued the 
methods of the last section for the rotating case. 

Therefore, by analogy to (2.27) let 

0= - ~A -IG - I12vr-1 + 0(,-2), 
Y2 

f3*A -I = - ~AG1I2OJ'+0(1), 
Y2 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Vand OJ being the unknown functions to be determined, and 
the asterisk representing the complex conjugate. Also in 
analogy to (2.14b) let 

r = OR -12 -I, + 0(1), 

where 2 is to be determined. 

(3.3) 

Applying (3.3) on (2.7) and (2.6) and using (2. 17a) and 
(2.17b) along with (2.24), we have 

A.' _ G e2 2 
--2 (--3) 

'f'1- r +or , 
Y 2sin2e (1 + iaAx2)2 

(3.4) 

G 3/2 M2 3 

¢~ = - -- ,-3 + 0(;:--4), (3.5) 
sin3e (1 + iaAx2)3 

where M is defined by (2.S) 

Now, the Riemann-Maxwell scalars as expressed by 
the barred tetrads are related to IjJ ; and ¢; by5: 

io = 20(l + 13 * A -IO)1jJ i, 

il = (1 + 213 * A -IO)1jJ ;, 

i2 = 2f3*A -11jJ i, 

¢o = 602(1 + 13 * A -IO)2¢;, 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 

(3.6e) 

(3.6t) 

2~~ + Y2d¢~ - 4 0o-¢~ - 4IjJ ~ IjJ r = 0, 

2;P~ + Y2d¢~ - 2 0o-¢~ - 21jJ~ljJr = 0, 

Y2~g + dljJ7 - Y2 00-1jJ~ = 0, 

2~b + d*31jJ g - 2Y23* (00-1jJ ~ ) = 0, 

Y2~? + 31jJ ~ = 0, 

¢~ = - if'., 

¢~ = 300·, 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 

(3.7e) 

(3.7t) 

(3.7g) 

(3.7h) 

(3.70 

where the dot represents the time derivative a laii and d is 
defined by 

3", = - (smO)' --= + ---;--=--= (smO)-s1]}, . - { a i a}{.-
ao smO aq; 

s is the spin weight. We have used the following 
notation: 

ljJo = IjJ g;:--3 + IjJ 6,-4 + "', 
IjJI = IjJ 7 ;:--2 + IjJ : ;:--3 + "', 
1jJ2 = 1jJ~;:'"1 + IjJ ~,-2 + "', 
¢o = ¢g;:'"5 + ¢b;:'"6 + "', 
¢I = ¢7;:'"4 + ¢: ,-5 + "', 
¢2 = ¢~;:--3 + ¢~;:--4 + "', 
¢J = ¢~;:'"2 + ¢~,-3 + "', 
¢4 = ¢~,-I + ¢!;:'"2 + .... 
Again by analogy to (2.23g) and (2.23i) let 

ax AG 3/2 
- - --I&' aii - sine 11 

a~ = _ G (S - B) I&' 2, 

ao sinO 

(3.S) 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

(3.9d) 

(3.ge) 

(3.9t) 

(3.9g) 

(3.9h) 

(3.lOa) 

(3.lOb) 

Substituting (3.1), (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5) in (3.6), and using 
these results along with (3.S) and (3.10), one can show that 
(3.7) is satisfied, if 

1&'1= 1&'2= W o-
1=(1 +a2A2x4)-I, 

1 
OJ- ----

- 1 + iaAx2' 

V = (S - B ) - (1 + iaAx2), 

~= 1, 

a -
- (Ga x + cosOa) = 0, aii . 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

¢I = 30 [1 + 13 * A -10(3 + 213 * A -10)] ¢;, 

¢2 = [1 + 6f3*A -Lo(1 +f3*A -IO)]¢;, 

¢3 = 313 * A -1(1 + 213 "'A -IO)¢;, (3.6g) and 

¢. = 6f3 *2A -2¢;. (3.6h) 

These scalars have to satisfy the asymptotic field equations 
given by6 (dropping the bars): 

2~g + Y2d¢? - 6 0o-¢~ - 6IjJ gljJ~. = 0, (3.7a) 

Y2~6 - Sd*(°o-¢?) + Y2d*d¢g + SljJrdljJg 

- 16Y2 00-1jJ?1jJ *? - SY21jJ 6¢J r = 0, (3. 7b) 
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A -IG - 112 [ 1 + iaAx2 S - B 
00- = -. G x + 2 --_- + lAG 1/2 

4smO 1 - iaAx2 ' cosO 

x (aao- + tane)(Ga,x + cosea) _ 4iaAXG). 
1 - iaAx2 

(3.16) 
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Sand B are defined by (2.28), and °a is related to the news 
function by N d °a/du, and the news function is then given 
by 

N= 

x {(l - iaAx') [ GG.xx - + (G,X)2] 

+ 2iaAG(xG,x - 2G)}. (3.17) 

Finally, substituting(3.11)-(3.14)togetherwith(3.1)-(3.5)in 
(3.6), we get: 

A. 0_ 
'1'0- (3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

(3.18c) 

o 3A-'G 1I2 [(S-B?-(I+iaAx')2f 
~=--. M , 

4 s1ll 3B (l + iaAx,)5 
(3.18d) 

~ A -1_ M (S - B)[(S - B)2 - (I + iaAx')2) , 

2V 2 sinJB (l + iaAx,)5 

(3.18e) 

I G.l/2 [3(S - B)2 - (I + iaAx')2) 
1/I~=----_M ,(3.18f) 

2 sin3B (l + iaAx,)5 

(3.18g) 

(3.18h) 

We have now accomplished the transformation to the 
inertial coordinate system, and have obtained the Riemann
Maxwell scalars and the news function in this system. One 
can now discuss the physical properties of this metric, which 
will be done in the next section. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 
Equation (3.18) gives the behavior of the field produced 

by the uniformly accelerated particle, as seen from an iner
tial coordinate system. In contrast with the accelerated co
ordinate system, fields are no longer time independent and 
none of the Riemann-Maxwell scalars are zero. The nonvan
ishing components, ¢ ~ and "'~, describe the behavior of the 
electromagnetic and gravitational radiation. The function G 
is similar to a Lorentz contracting factor whose zeros are 
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correspondent to a horizon. This horizon describes a surface 
of infinite red shift beyond which the accelerated particle has 
no casual effect. Rotation, magnetic monopole, and the 
NUT parameter of the particle make the Riemann-MaxwelI 
scalars complex. 

Let us now consider the various physical properties of 
the source which can be defined in terms of these Riemann
Maxwell scalars. The quadrupole moment is defined in 
terms of ",g by' 

Q (U) = - ~ I' ",gp~(cosB)sinBdB, (4.1) 

where P;:' (cosB) are the associated Legendre polynomials. 
The (complex) dipole moment is defined to be' 

D (U) + iL (U) = - ~ IT "'~ P: (cosO)sinBd8, (4.2) 

whereD (U) is the mass dipole moment andL (U) is the angu
lar momentum. 

The mass loss as defined by Newman and Until is 

aMNU 

au = _ ~ f1TIN l'sinBdB +! f" ~ IOal'sinBdB 
Jo Jo aU' 

-4 i" /if ~ /2sinBdB. (4.3a) 

The last term was added in order to take into account the 
electromagnetic radiation. ' Bondi's definition of the mass 
loss is 

aM B 1" -- i" 2 ---_- = - ~ IN l'sinBdB - ~ I ¢ ~I sinBdB. au () 0 

(4.3b) 

The linear momentum along the axis of symmetry is given 
by' 

P(U) = -! f"(",~ + ",~')PI(cosB)sinBdB, Jo 
and finally the (complex) charge is related to if 7 by6 

1 i2"i" --E = ---= if ~ sinBdBd¢. 
V 417 0 0 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Using the results of the last section one can calculate 
these quantities for arbitrary uniform acceleration. Howev
er, this is not necessary nor even advisable, because of the 
mathematical complexity. The relevant behavior can be as
certained from the limit of small accelerations. 

Keeping only the lowest order terms in A, Eq. (2.17c) 
gives 

u=u+ ~{x+A [n(1-(1-x,)112) -mOn(1-x') 
A 

(4.6) 

Although Eq. (2.17) is written for the nonrotating case, it can 
be shown that corrections due to the rotation involve terms of 
the second order in A. Therefore, up to the first order in A, 
(2.17) is valid for the rotating case as well. 
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In Eq. (4.6) we choose a so that 

ii = U + o(A). 

Comparing (4.7) and (4.6) gives 

(4.7) 

a = - J... (x +A [n{1- (I_X2)1I2) - m(ln(1-x 2) 
A 

+ 2 - 2(1 _ P)I12)]j (4.8) 

This choice of supertranslation a does indeed satisfy (2.19) 
and (3.15). This choice of a is also the one that makes the 
results reduce to the familiar form of the Schwartzschild 
case in the limit when A-o and a-o. 

Using (2. 17a) it can be shown that 

x = X + A ii - -- - m -- + In(1 - x 2) [ 
nx 2 (x 2 _ )] 

I-x 2 l-x 2 

Substituting this result in (2.28) we have 

(S - B ) = 1 + o(A 2). 

Using (4.9) and (4.10) in Eq. (3.18) we have 

A. 0 • cos
20 - (A ) 'l'o=ta-.-_-e+o , 

smB 

¢J~ 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11a) 

= e _ (I _ 2AcosOii) - V2eAncosO - ~ iaAecos20 
V2 V2 

+ 2V2eAmcosOln(sinO) + o(A 2), (4.11b) 

¢J ~ = - AesinO (I - 3AcosOii) + 3A 2nesinOcosO + 3ia 

.,.0 - 3 2 cos
40 0 (A 2) 

'1'0 - a - m + , 
sin2B 

• ,.0 3. cos
20 (A ) 

'1'1 = - ----=- la -. --- m + 0 , 
V2 smB 

t/J~ = - m(1 - 3AcosOii) - 2A liWcosO 

- (iaAn - 3AmncosO) - 6iaAmcos20 

- 6Am 2cosOln(sinO) + o(A 2), 

(4.11c) 

(4.11d), 

(4. 11 e) 

(4.11t) 

+ ~AnsinO(iaA - 4AmcosO) - 15_ iaA 2m 
V2 V2 
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+ o(A J), (4. 11 g) 

(4. 11 h) 

. cosO 
00' = la --_ + o(A ), 

sin2B 
(4.lli) 

N = AmcosB I + --_ + --_ + o(A 2). -( 2) iaA 
sin2B sinzB 

(4.11j) 

Equation (4.11) has basically three different types of 
terms as denoted by the parentheses. The first term in the 
brackets on the right-hand side represents the effect of a 
Lorentz contraction term due to the instantaneous velocity 
A ii cosO. The second kind of term represents the effect of the 
charge, rotation, and NUT parameter. The third kind of 
term contains a line singularity along the axis of symmetry. 
This singularity is a result of the force that produces the 
uniform acceleration and feeds energy into the particle. 
These singular terms lead to divergent integrals and conse
quently make an infinite contribution to the mass loss. In the 
complete solution these different terms can't be distin
guished and are contained in the function G. 

In order to get a better feeling for the interpretation of 
these scalars let us compare t/Jz in Eq. (4.1 It) to that for a 
Schwarzschild particle that has been Lorentz transformed to 
a moving frame. BondP has applied a K transformation to 
the Schwarzschild solution and showed that the mass as
pects in the two coordinate systems are related by 

(tiP) = (t/J~)M 
2 r (coshv + cosBsinhv)3 

(4.12) 

(t/J~) r is the mass aspect in a frame which is at rest, and (t/J~) M 

is that in the frame moving with the particle along the axis of 
symmetry with velocity tanhv . 

Ifwe let tanhv = V = Aii and expand Eq. (4.12) for 
small A we have 

(t/J~)r = - m(1 - 3AiicosO). (4.13) 

This is identical to Eq. (4.1 It) if we let n = g = e = a = O. 
Comparison with (3.18t) shows that G is similar to the Lo
rentz contracting factor. This relation between the mass as
pects is called the Doppler shift in the mass aspect. Also 
notice that in the limitA_O and a-O, Eq. (4.11) reduces to 
the familiar Schwarzschild case. 

Substituting (4.11) in (4.1 )-(4.5), we obtain the follow
ing results. The quadrupole moment, mass dipole moment, 
and angular momentum become 

9 Q (ii) = 112m + o(A 2), (4.14) 
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D (U) = -! 1" Ret/!?P 1 (cosO)sinBdB = o(A ), (4.15) 

L ( ;7\ 1 (" 0 1 -. - - 1 
u,= -2Jo Imf/!lPl(cosO)smOdO= - Vl am, 

(4.16) 

respectively. Equation (4.16) shows that the particle is rotat
ing and a is the angular momentum per unit mass. 

We will calculate the mass loss using both definitions in 
Eq. (4.3a) and (4.3b). We will then compare their results. 
From (4.3b) we have 

aMB = _ -l1A 'm' -':'A 'Iep _ 2A 'm 2 (1T c~s'~ 
ali _.1 Jo smO 

( 1) - a'A 2 i" dB x 1 + --_ dO- - --_ + o(A 4). 
sin'O 2 0 sinlO 

(4. 17 a) 
The first term represents the mass loss through gravitational 
radiation, while the second term is the familiar electromag
netic radiated power. The last two divergent integrals are due 
to the line singularity discussed before. The rotation and the 
NUT parameter have no effect up to this order. They contrib
ute to the terms of the order of A 4 and higher. 

On the other hand, using the fact that N a °0/ aii and 

t/!~ = - aN /alithe second term in Eq. (4.3a) can be written 
as 

i1TJ2 -- i1Ta' --! -_-I°O'I'sinOdO = t -_- (O~O'*)sinOdO 
o au' o au' 

[
a --

= t ~ (N°O'* + °O'N *)sinOdO 
o au 

Therefore, Newman-Unti's mass loss is given by 

aMNU 

aii 

(4. 17a') 

(4. 17b) 

The lowest order term in t/!~ is of the order of A 2 and is real, 
while °0 is of the order of 1 and is pure imaginary; therefore 
aside from the electromagnetic part, aM Nu / aii, unlike the 
Bondi's mass loss, has no o(A ') term, i.e., 

aM NU = -':'A 21 el 2 + o(A l). 
ali 3 

(4.17b') 

Therefore, one can conclude that the definition given by 
Newman and Unti is not consistent with the result expected 
from perturbation methods. The Newman-Unti's definition 
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predicts no mass loss for a uniformly accelerated particle due 
to its emission of gravitational radiation up to the order of A '. 

The linear momentum in Eq. (4.4) becomes 

P(U) = Am(ii + n) -':'A (e)2 + 3m2 (1TsinBcos'B 
3 Jo 

X In(sinB)dB. (4.18) 

The first term represents the instantaneous momentum 
of a particle that is undergoing a constant acceleration. The 
last term represents the contribution of the line source. The 
NUT parameter contributes to the retarded time but up to this 
order it does not affect the mass. 

Finally the complex charge is 

E = V 21T[(e + aAg) + i(g - aAe)]. (4.19) 

Equation (4.19) suggests that in the presence of rotation the 
magnetic monopole con tributes to the electric charge through 
a term proportional to aA. Likewise, the magnetic charge is 
influenced by the electric monopole. This is a result expected 
from the electromagnetic theory because a moving or rotat
ing electric charge produces a magnetic field and therefore it 
can serve as a magnetic charge. This may suggest an experi
mental way to see if there exists any magnetic monopole or 
not. Basically what one can do is measure the charge before 
and after the spinning particle is accelerated. If there is any 
difference in these measurements, one can conclude the exis
tence of magnetic monopoles. 

APPENDIX 

In Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) make the following change of 
scale: 

(p,q,O',a)-I-I(q',p',O",a'), 

no-In', £0_1'£', mo_/lm', 

eo + igo-f2(e' + ig'), Yo-y' + 109"~, 
where 

(AI) 

y' 1, £' __ 1_ a' - b', 1-' = ab, (A2) 
a' + b 2 ab a' + b ' 

a being the rotation parameter and b is the inverse of the 
acceleration. Performing another change of scale 
transformation 

1 
b-

A' 
, t 
T-

A' 
, z a-A' p'_-Ax, q'_-Ay, 

P'_A 'G, Q'-A 'F, y'_A 'y, n'-A 'n, 

followed by the coordinate transformation 

Au = t + IF-1(Y)dY, A (x + y) = rl, 

q; = z - aA f/F-1(Y)dY, 

we obtain (2.5). 
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Generalized static electromagnetic fields in Brans-Dicke 
theory 
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A general class of static, axially symmetric solutions of the Brans-Dicke-MaxweIl 
equations is obtained under the assumption - r 2. grr = gil' gq,q,' gzz. These solutions 
have been subjected to conformal transformation and they are found to be new solutions 
of the static, axially symmetric Einstein-Maxwell scalar fields. We have also 
developed a more general set of solutions under the unit transformations given by 
Morganstern. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Brans and Dicke have proposed a new theory of gravita
tion, 1-3 which differs from Einstein's theory by the presence 
of a scalar field f/> in the field equations. One of the important 
consequences of this new theory is that the gravitational 
"constant" G is inversely proportional to the strength of the 
scalar field f/>. This new theory incorporates Mach's princi
ple in contrast to Einstein's theory. 1,4 Einstein's theory is a 
special case of the Brans-Dicke theory, if we let f/> = const 
and let the coupling constant w- 00 • 

According to Dicke, 3 by a proper choice of the confor
mal factor and scaling the metric as well as field quantities 
suitably, the Brans-Dicke coupled scalar electromagnetic 
fields reduce to the coupled zero-mass scalar and electro
magnetic fields of Einstein's gravitation theory. The corre
sponding result for vacuum Brans-Dicke fields have been 
established by Peters sand Tabensky and Taub. 6 Many au
thors have obtained solutions of the Brans-Dicke fields 
coupled to electromagnetic fields. 7-13 Some cylindrically 
symmetric Einstein-Maxwell scalar fields have been dis
cussed by Rao et al., 14,15 and Teixeira et al. 16 In this paper 
we have considered the Brans-Dicke fields coupled to 
source-free electromagnetic fields in a static, axially sym
metric space-time. In Sec. 2 we have written Brans-Dicke
Maxwell field equations for a static axially symmetric line 
element. In Sec. 3 we have obtained the solutions of Brans
Dicke field equations for three types of electromagnetic field 
(i.e., azimuthal, radial, and longitudinal fields). In Sec. 4 we 
have developed a more general set of solutions for the said 
field equations under the unit transformation given by Mor
ganstern. 17 Since the Brans-Dicke scalar electromagnetic 
fields are conformal to the coupled zero-mass and source
free electromagnetic fields of Einstein's gravitational theory, 
an application of this method is made in Sec. 5. 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS 

The field equations of the Brans-Dicke theory coupled 
to electromagnetic fields are 

(2.1) 

and 

(3 + 2uJ)f/> \ = 0 (2.2) 

with 

(2.3) 

where Eij is the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor, 
f/>,i = (af/> lax') and w is the coupling constant. Fij is the 
skew-symmetric electromagnetic field tensor which satisfies 
Maxwell's equations for empty space, 

F[Y;k I =0 

and 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

the semicolon denoting covariant differentiation. In (2.2) we 
take w* - ~ and therefore 

(2.6) 

We take the line element for a static system with axial 
symmetry as 

ds2 = e2T}dt 2 _ eUdr _ re2fJdq; 2 - e2y dzI, (2.7) 

where 17,.-1., /3, and r are functions of r only. It is known 18 

that, for any static, axially symmetric system, the metric 
components can be described by only three functions of radi
al coordinates. So we choose a relation 

(2.8) 

The non vanishing components of the Ricci tensor for the 
metric (2.7) are 

(2.9) 

R i = _e- 2('1+fJ+Y)'[1711 +/311 +YII 

+ (/31 - 171 - rl )Ir - 2(171/31 + 171 YI + /31 YI)]' 
(2.10) 

R~ = _e~2(11+fJ+Y)·(/311 +/3l/r), 

and 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Since the electromagnetic field F;,v depends only on r, from 
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(2.4) we have 

F02 = 1f q,' 

F03 = 1f" 

and 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

where 1f ,p ,1f " and f!1j r are constants, and from (2.5) we get 

and 

FOI = 1f r ·r- l .e2'1, 

FI2 = kf!1j z .re2f3, 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

F k aJ -12y (218) 13 = ;::/eJ </J.r e, . 

where 1f r' f!1j z' and f!1j q, are constants. Also the scalar field 
depends on r only so from (2.6) 

<P = Clogr, (2.19) 

where C is a constant. If we define the constants 
br = 81T(1f; + k 2 f!1j;)/2, (2.20) 

bq, = 81T(1f; + k2f!1j~)/2 (2.21) 

and 

bz = 81T(1f; + k 2 f!1j;)/2, (2.22) 

then the Brans-Dicke equations can be written as 

r1/11 + '1JI 

= _1_[br e
2'1 + bq,e2Y + bz.re2f3] _ '1JI, (2.23) 

Clogr logr 

r(311 + r(31 

= _1_.[ _ b e2'1 + b e2y _ b .re2f3] _ (1 + r(3l) 
r t/J z , 

Clogr logr 
(2.24) 

rrIl + rrl 

= __ 1_. [ _ bre2'1 _ b,pe2Y + b
z 
.re2f3 ] _ rrl , 

Clogr logr 
(2.25) 

and 

r ( 1/ I r I + (1/ I + r I )((31 + + ) ] 
1 ( 0)) rAI 1 

= - logr 1 + 210gr - logr + C logr 

X [ - bre
2'1 + b,pe2Y + bz·re

2f3 ] (2.26) 

3. SOLUTIONS OF BRANS-DICKE FIELD EQUATIONS 

The method for obtaining the solution in all the three 
cases (radial, aximuthal, and longitudinal) is identical. First 
we solve the first three equations and get the values of 1/, (3, 
and r fA is obtained from (2.8)] with a total of six constants of 
integration; then Eq. (2.26) gives a relation which reduces six 
constants to five. 

A. Azimuthal fields 

In this case (br = bz = 0) the field equations are 

.2 1 (b 2 '1JI 
r1/Il + '1JI = ---. ,pe 1) - --, 

Clogr logr 
(3.1) 
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I 2 (1 +r(3l) 
r(311 + r(31 = --.(b,pe 1) - , 

Clogr logr 
·(3.2) 

rrll + rrl = __ 1_.( _ b,pe21) _ rrl , 
Clogr logr 

(3.3) 

and 

r[ 1/1 rl + (1/1 + rl)·01 + +)] 
1 ( 0)) 1 2 rAI = - - 1 + -- + (b.pe 1) - - (3.4) 

logr 210gr C logr logr 

along with (2.19), 
Equation (3.3) gives 

r = -IOg[ 2(;;c)IIToogr)II2Cosh(V:' .10g(lOg,v») 

= - 10gX, (3.5) 

B ' and D being constants of integration. 
The sum of(3.1) and (3.3) gives 

1/ = - r + h 10gCo;r). (3.6) 

where hand d are constants of integration. 
The sum of (3.2) and (3.3) gives 

{ 
r - lip logr } 

(3 = - r + p log ; (3.7) 

with p and f as constants of integration. 
Finally substitution of (3.5)-(3.7) into (3.4) gives 

ph + (p + h) + 0)/2 = (a 2 
- 1)/4 (3.8) 

with a as a constant (VB' = a). 
We thus obtain 

goo = -- .X, ( 
10gr)2h 2 

d 
(3.9) 

-r . -- . -- ·X 
_ 2 (IOgr)2h (IOgr)[(o' - 1)12 - '" - 2h 1/(1 + h) 2 

d f ' 

_ (IOgr) [(0' - 1)/2 - w - 2h 1/(1 + h ).X 2 

g22 = f ' 

and 

g33 = _X-2 

where 

X = [2{;:J 1I2'(logr)1/2,cOSh( ; .10g(lOg,v») l 
B. Radial fields 

In this case (b.p = bz = 0) the field equations are 

.2 1 (b 2 '1JI r 1/11 + '1JI = ---. re 'I) - --, 
Clogr logr 

r(3l1 + r(31 = _1_-< _ bre2'1) _ (1 + r(3I), 
Clogr logr 

_2 + 1 ( b 271) rrl rrll rrl =--. - r e ---, 
C10gr logr 
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(3.15) 
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and 

r[ 1]1 rl + (1]1 + rl )(PI + ~)) 
= __ 1_(1 + ~) + 1 ( _ b e211) _ rAI 

logr 210gr C logr r logr 
(3.16) 

along with (2.19). 
Equation (3.13) gives 

1] = -IOg[ 2(B~~r/2.(logr)1I2,sinh(V2B' .IOg(lOg,.v») ] 

= -logX', (3.17) 

where B ' and D are constants of integration. 
The sum of (3.13) and (3.15) gives 

r = -1] + h 10gC
o
:

r
). (3.18) 

where h and d are constants of integration. 
The sum of(3.13) and (3.14) gives 

(
r- IIP.IOgr) 

P = - 1] + P log f ' (3.19) 

p and fbeing constants of integration. 
Finally substituting (3.17)-(3.19) into (3.16) gives 

{U (a 2 
- 1) 

ph+(p+h)+2= 4 ' (3.20) 

where a is a constant (V1f' = a). 
We thus obtain 

goo = (X,)-2, (3.21) 

_ 2 (10gr)2h 
gll=-r 'd 

._ .(X 
(

10gr)[(Q' - 1)/2 - w - 2h J/(I + h) ')2 

f 
(3.22) 

_ (10gr)[(Q2- 1)/2-W-2h J/(I +h).(X·)2 
gn - - / (3.23) 

and 

g33 = - co
:

r y\X ')2, (3.24) 

where 

X' = [2(~~~ Y12·(10gr)1I2,sinh(; .10g(IOg,.v»)]. 

C. Longitudinal fields 

In this case (br = b4> = d) the field equations are 

r1]ll + T1JI = _1_.(bz re2P ) - T1JI , (3.25) 
Clogr logr 

1 (1 + rPI) 
rPII + rf31 = --.( - bz re2P ) - , (3.26) 

Clogr logr 

rrll + rrl = _1_.(bz re2P ) - rrl , (3.27) 
Clogr logr 
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and 

r[1]lrl +(1]1 +rl)01 ++)] 
= __ 1_(1 +~) _ rA I + 1 (b

r
.,-2e2P ) 

logr 210gr logr C logr 
(3.28) 

along with (2.19). 
Equation (3.26) gives 

P = -IOg[ 2(B~~)'/2·r(logr)I/2.cOSh(V:' .IOg(lOg,.v»)] 

= - 10gX ", (3.29) 

where B ' and D are constants of integration. 

The sum of (3.25) and (3.26) gives 

(
r- lIh.IOgr) 

1] = - P + h log d 

with hand d as constants of integration. 
The sum of (3.26) and (3.27) gives 

(
r- lIP.IOgr) r= -P+plog f ' 

p andf being constants of integration. 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Finally substitution of (3.29)-(3.31) into (3.28) gives 

ph + (p + h) + {U/2 = (a 2 - 1)/4, (3.32) 

where a is a constant and (V1f' = a). 
We thus obtain 

- 2 (IOgr )2h (X ")2 goo =r . d' , 

_ 4 (IOgr)2h 
gil = -r . d 

(
IOgr)[(Q2 - 1)/2 - w - 2h J/(I + h) ,,2 
'/ .(X), 

g22 = - r.(X,,)-2, 

and 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

_ r - 2( 10gr) [(Q2 - 1)/2 - w - 2h l!(l + h ).(X ")2 
g33 = f ' 

(3.36) 

where 

X" = [2(;~ )1/2'r(IOgr)1I2,coSh( ~ 10g(lOg,.v») ]. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SOLUTIONS 

We consider, without loss of generality, the scalar cI> as 
a specific function A, viz., cI> = cl>oA in the original Brans
Dicke equations and subsequently scaling length, time, and 
reciprocal mass by the common factor [A (x)] (I - IJ)/2 as 

follows: 

L-L = A (I - IJ)/2.L, 

M_M = A - (l - (J)!2.M, 

(4.1a) 

(4.1h) 

e being a parameter. Under the transformation (4.1), we 
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have 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

The above transformation can also be considered as a means 
for obtaining new solutions from the old ones. 

We consider a new static, axially symmetric metric 

di- = e2'1 dt 2 - e2)' dr _ re2{J d<fJ 2 - e2y dr (4.3) 

with ij, i, ii, and r as function of r only. Under the unit 
transformation (4.2) we get the values of ij, i, ii, and r. 
A. Azimuthal fields 

When we consider the solution (3.9)-(3.12) and (2.19) 
and apply the unit transformation (4.2), we obtain 

- 8 8 tP-+tP = tPoA = (Clogr) , 

whereA = Clogr and we have assumed tPo = 1 for simplic
ity. Finally, the solution in the present case is given by 

;p = (Clogr)8, 

(4.5) 

- 1 {(2bl'l) I 8 f3 = "210g Be .logr.(Clogr) -

.cosh2 [ (~ ) 112.log(1og,.o) ]} + PIOg( r - 1~IOgr), (4.6) 

- 1 {( 2bl'l ) 8 I r = - "2log BC .logr·(Clogr) -

.COSh2[ (~) 112'IOg(10g,.o)]}, (4.7) 

and 

X = ~ log [ (~~ }IOgr'(CIOgr)1 - 8 

.cosh2 { ( ~) 112 .IOg(10g,.o)} ] 

+ h 10gCo:r) + PIOg( r - 1~IOgr ) (4.8) 

for the metrix (4.3). Clearly ij + ii + r = i + (1 - {J )Iog
(Clogr), i.e. ij + ii + r# unless {J = 1 (1961 form of 
Brans-Dicke theory). 

B. Radial fields 

In a similar manner the solution (3.21-(3.24) after unit 
transformation gives 

;p = (Clogr) 8, (4.9) 

(4.10) 

- 1 {(2b) r = "2log B~ .logr.(Clogr)I-8 
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and 

- 1 [(2br ) I 8 A. = "2log BC .logr.(Clogr) -

,sinh2[ ( ~) 112'IOg(10g,-D)]] 

h I (
IOgr) + 1 (rIlP'IOgr) + og d pog f 

for the metric (4.3). Here again 

ij + ii + r7'~:i. 

C. longitudinal fields 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Through similar steps the solution (3.33)-(3.36) after 
unit transformation becomes 

;p = (Clogr)(Clogr)8-1, 

ii = - +IOg{(:~}(rIOgr)(CIOgrt-1 
'COSh2[ ( ~) 1/2'IOg(10g,.o)]}, 

ij = +log{(:~}(rIOgr).(CIOgr)1 - 8 

'COSh2[ ( ~) 1/2'IOg(10g,.o)]} 

(
r- I/h.IOgr) 

+ h log d ' 

- 1 {(2bz ) r = "2log BC .(rlogr).(Clogr)l- 8 

and 

'COSh2[ (~) 1/2'IOg(10g,.o)]} 

(
r- IIP.IOgr) 

+plog f ' 

i = +log{(:~}(rIOgr).(CIOgr)I-8 
'COSh2[ ( ~) 112'IOg(IOg,.o)]} 

{
r- lIh logr} {r-IIP.IOgr} + h log + plog --~ 

d f 
for metric (4.3). Here again ij + ii + r + #. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTIONS 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

As pointed out in the introduction, the Brans-Dicke 
scalar electromagnetic fields are conformal to the coupled 
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zero-mass scalar and source-free electromagnetic field of 
Einstein's gravitational theory. A similar result in the case of 
vacuum Brans-Dicke fields has been established by Peters5 

and Tabensky and Taub. 6 It has been shown that the confor
mal transformation 

exp{ \1'2 V } = BD<P, 
(w + '::)112 

2 

(S.la) 

(S.lb) 

where BD <P and BD gilt' are the quantities occurring in the 
Brans-Dicke theory, reduces the Brans-Dicke vacuum 
fields to zero-mass scalar fields of Einstein's gravitational 
theory and vice versa. The above transformation works 
again when the source-free electromagnetic field is also pre
sent in addition to the scalar fields. 

In this case we again consider a new static, axially sym
metric metric 

ds2 = e27fdt 2 _ e2A.dr _ re2/3d¢> 2 _ e2'Ydz2 , (S.2) 

with ~,1, p, and r as functions of r ~nlx. ~fter c2nformal 
transformation we get the values of ij, A, iJ, and y. 

A. Azimuthal fields 

We consider the solution (3.9)--(3.12). Applying the 
conformal transformation (S.I), we obtain 

(W+D1!2 
V = loge C logr). 

\1'2 
Finally, the solution in the present case is given by 

(w + ~)1/2 
V = .log(Clogr) 

\1'2 

~ = +IOg[ (2!¢ }(logrf,cosh2{ ( ~) 1/

2
'IOg(lOgr»} ] 

+ h log( lo:r ). 

p = +log[ (2!¢ )(logr)2,cosh2.{ ( ~ Y/2, IOg(lOgr»} ] 

{ 
r - lIP.IOgr } 

+ plog , 
f 

r= - ~log{G~2}COSh2[(~r/2'IOg(logr»]}, 
= 1 {2b} [(B)1/2 ] A = 2 10g -i- .(logr)2.cosh2 2 .log(log,-D) 

I (
r-lIP.IOgr) hI (IOgr) +pog + og--

f d 

(S.3) 

(S.4) 

(S.S) 

(S.6) 

(S.7) 

for the metric (S.2). Here~ + P + Y = 1 + 10g(Clogr), i.e., 

~+p +r*i. 

8. Radial fields 

Similarly for the solution (3.21 )-(3 .24), after conformal 
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transformation we have 

(w + ~)I/2 
V = ·log(Clogr), 

\1'2 
=1 {(2b) [(B)I/.2 ]} Tf = - 2 10g \11;2 ·sinh2 2 .log(log,-D), 

C. Longitudinal fields 

(5.8) 

(S.9) 

(S.lO) 

(5.11) 

(S.12) 

Through similar steps the solution (3.33)--(3.36) after 
conformal transformation give 

(w + n1/2 

V= ·log(Clogr), (S.13) 
\1'2 

p= -+IOg[Gd2}r,cosh2{(~r/2'IOg(lOgr»}], (S.14) 

~ = ~ log {C;z }(rlOgr)2,cosh2[ (~)l/2'log(lOg,-D)]} 

(
r- I/h.IOgr) + h log , 

d 

r = +log{ C;z }(rlogrf,cosh2[ ( ~) 1!2'IOg(lOg,-D)]} 

and 

( 
r- I/P.IOgr) 

+plog f ' 

1 = ~ log{ C;z }(rIOgrf,cosh2
[ (~) 112'IOg(lOgr»]} 

(
r- I/h.IOgr) (r- IIP.IOgr ) + h log + plog -----"-

d f 
for the metric (5.2). Clearly ;j + P + y*1 again. 

(5.1S) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

We observe that the solutions given by (5.2)--(5.17) for 
coupled zero-mass and electromagnetic fields in Einstein's 
theory are different from those of Teixeira et al. 16 Thus the 
solutions for Brans-Dicke-Maxwell fields in the present 
work are new, and they cannot be obtained from the known 
solutions of Einstein-Maxwell scalar fields by conformal 
transformation. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In Secs. 2 and 3 we have found that static cylindrically 
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symmetric systems may contain exclusively radial, azi
muthal, or longitudinal electromagnetic fields and not com
bination of these fields. The choice of coordinates ,-2g" 
= - glt·g~~·gzzhas an advantage over other more frequently 

used such as grr = gzz or g# = ,-2grr in the sense that it gives 
the field equations in a form which is easy to solve. 

Janis et af. 19 have given a method of obtaining some 
Brans-Dicke-Maxwell fields from the Einstein scalar field 
solutions irrespective of any symmetry, but this method does 
not admit combination of electric and magnetic fields. How
ever, our solutions allow combinations of electric and mag
netic fields. 
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Dissipative differential operators for infinite classical systems are characterized and used to 
obtain correlation inequalities for equilibrium states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been intense activity in the context 
of irreversibility of quantum mechanical systems and par
ticularly in the study of semigroups of completely positive 
mapsH to describe irreversible evolutions. In addition to this 
work, these semigroups have been used to construct explicit 
perturbations around the equilibrium states and to formu
late variational principles.6

-
7 Also, from the mathematical 

point of view the generators of semigroups of completely 
positive maps have been characterized completely.2-1 

Much less work has been done for infinite classical sys
tems. In this case the algebra of observables is Abelian and 
the notion of complete positivity coincides with the notion of 
positivity. For convolution semigroups on measures the gen
erators have been characterized by Feller. g In this paper we 
study dissipative operators on the Abelian algebra for infi
nite classical systems and we concentrate on differential op
erators as these seem to be the most relevant ones to physics, 
e.g., the Fokker-Planck equation and the classical limit of 
the quantum mechanical dissipative operators. 9 

In Sec. 2 the dissipative differential operators for these 
infinite systems are characterized and shown to be, as for 
finite systems, of the elliptic and parabolic type, while in Sec. 
3 these operators are used to obtain correlation inequalities 
characterizing equilibrium states. Finally we indicate how 
these correlation inequalities can also be obtained from ther
modynamic stability. 

The algebra of observables of the infinite classical sys
tem is similar to that of Ref. 10. We denote by A a bounded 
open set of R " , V E N. Let Y be the set of infinite countable 
subsets x = (Xi ,iEN) of R "XR" ,Xi = (qi ,Pi)' such that 
X Ii A XR "contains only a finite number of elements. Y is 
called the set of configurations of the infinite system, and % 
is made into a measurable space as in Ref. 11. 

Denote by :;;t the real algebra under pointwise multipli
cation of unbounded observables generated by the functions 
Sf of % into R which are described by a sequence (j(m)),;:, ~ 0 

of C OO-functionsj<m) from (R "XR ,m in R which are sym
metric, have compact support, and with a finite number of 
components different from zero. Then for any XE % and 
SfE c;J, 

(Sf)(x) = ! :2. j<m)(xi, ""'xi) . 
m =0 il.···,im 

For simplicity, if g EC 0' [(R Y X R ,m] then by Sg we denote 
Sfwherej<n) = 0 for n=j=m andf(m) = g. 

We define the Poisson bracket \.,. J as the bilinear map 

of :;;t X:;;t into :;;t given by, for all ¢ and ¢ elements of:;;t , 

{¢,¢}(x) = :2. a¢ . a¢ (x) _ a¢ . a¢ (x) , 
i aqi api api aqi 

where a laqi . alapi stands for the scalar product ofthe 
gradients. 

Furthermore, let JT be the set of states on d, i.e., the 
positive linear functionals on d given by the probability 
measures w on %, such that all elements of:;;t belong to L 1 

(%,w) . 

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF DISSIPATIVE 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

For simplicity of notation we restrict ourselves to one
dimensional systems, i.e., v = 1. 

Let us denote 

at 

and consider the following differential operator..1 from :;;t 
into :;;t defined as follows. For all x = (x;) E % andf Ed, 

N 

(..1f)(x) = :2. (.1(n) f) (x) , (1) 
n=O 

where 

(.1(0) f) (x) = A(o) (x)f(x) , 

(.1(n) f) (x) = :2. i A ~ (x;xi• ,. .. x i) 
it.···.i" t=O 

XDi •.... ,i, Df, ••... J, 
where the functions x - A ~(X;Yl "'Yn) forfixedYl '''., Y" are 
elements of :;;t and the functions (YI ""'Y" )_A ~ (X;YI ,,",Y n) 
for fixed XE% are COO-functions of compact support on 
(R 2," , which are symmetric in the first t arguments and in 
the last n - t arguments. 

Definition 2.1: The differential operator .1 given in (1) is 
called dissipative iffor allfE:;;t, 

!iJ (.1 J) = .1 (f2) - 2f .1f >0 . 

Theorem 2.2: If .1 is a differential operator as in (1), then 
.1 is dissipative if and only if 

(i) .1(") = 0 for n > 2, 

(ii) Ao(x),;;;;O , 

(iii) for any indices r,s 
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;,j = r,s 

+ A ~ (x;x;;x)P;lj J , 

where the Q; and P; are arbitrary numbers. 
Proof Suppose first that (i}-(iii) are satisfied, then since 

o af af 
.fiJ(A,f) = -Ao(x)f(x) + IA 2 (x;xO x j)-a-

;J Bq; qj 

1 Bf af 2 afBf + A 2 (x;xox) - - + A 2 (x;x;,x) - - ,(2) 
Bq; api P; Pi 

it follows that A is dissipative. 
Suppose now that A is dissipative. For N = 2,for any 

fixed x E %, choose first a function g E C O'(R 2) such that 
g(t) = 1 in a neighborhood of x 1 and for i=l= 1 x; is not in 
support of g. In this case, formula (2) reduces to 

.fiJ(A,Sg)(x) = -Ao(x);;,O 

which yields (ii). 
For any pair of points x, ,xs inx, and any choice of real 

numbers Q, ,Qs ,P, ,Ps choose a functiongE CO'(R 2xR 2) 
such that the points (x;,xi) ,i,j =1= r,s are not in the support of 
g, 

Bg(x,,xs) _ P 
a -" 'P, 

Bg(x,,x.) 
---=P, 

Bps s 

and such thatg(x,,xs) vanishes. In this case using formula 
(2), the dissipativity is expressed by (iii). Hence for N = 2, 
(i), (ii), and (iii) follow from dissipativity. Suppose now 
N > 2. We shall prove that AN = 0 A(N _ I) = 0 , ... , up to 
A(3) = 0 consecutively. AsA = .I~=oA(n) , 

N 

.fiJ(A,f) = I .fiJ(A(n),f)· 
n=O 

ToprovethatA(N) = Oweshowthatforeachx E % and for 
each subset of elements (xs, ,···,xs) of x not necessarily 
distinct, 

A ;"(x;xs, ,XS1'···'xs~') = 0 for r = O,···,N. (3) 

Suppose first that r > 0 and that there are k different ele
ments in the set {xs,,··xs,) which we shall denote by YI , ... , 

Yk . Take a function g E Co (R 2k) , such that (x;t , ... ,x;) does 
not belong to the support of g unless x;, = Y"t = l,···,k and 
such that (ag/aqs,)(YI '···Yk) = 1 and the other first deriva
tives with respect to the q's andp's vanish, together with all 
higher derivatives except 

aN-1g(YI , ... ,Yk) 
-----=.~-:.....:.:..:.- = V =1= 0 . 
BqSl···Bqs, Bps, c' • •• Bps, 

Then 

SiJ (.::1(N) ,Sg) (x) = c A ;" (x;xs, ,··,xs)v , 

(4) 

where c is some nonzero integer. The only contribution from 
the t-summation in formula (1) comes from t = r since this is 
fixed by the number ofp-derivatives in formula (4), while the 
other summation gives rise to the constant c. Furthermore, 
.fiJ (.::1(n) ,sg) (x) = 0, except for n = Nand n = 0,2. In par
ticular .fiJ (A (0) ,Sg)(x) = - Ao (x) Sg(x) and hence is in de-
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pendent of v. Since .fiJ (A(2) ,Sg) (x) is also independent of v, 

.fiJ(A,Sg) (x) = - Ao(x) Sg(x) + A ~ (x;xs"xs) 

+ c A;" (x;xs, ,. .. ,xs)v . 

As v is arbitrary (3) follows from dissipativity. The case 
r = 0 can be treated similarly by interchanging the role of 
the p's and q's. By repeating this argument we show that 
.::1 N_ 1 = ... =A 3 =0. 0 

For systems with one degree offreedom the phase space 
is R 2 and we denote its elements by x = (q,p) E R 2 . In this 
case, dissipative differential operators are at most of second 
order, and if 

(.::1f)(x) = a(x}f(x) + (3 (x) af(x) + y(x) afa(x) 
aq 1!) 

B2f(x) a 2f ay + a(x)-- + b(x)-- + c(x)-, (5) 
Bq2 oqop Op2 

the conditions for dissipativity are 

a ..; 0, 0 ;;. a, 0 ;;. c, b 2 ..; 4 ac. 

Equation (5) can be written in terms of Poisson brackets, 
(.::1f)(x) = a(x)f(x) + (3(x) (-p,fl (x) + y(q,fl 

+ a(x) (p,(p,fll (x) + b(x) [ - p,[q,fll (x) 

+ c(x) [q,[q,fll (x). (6) 

For the infinite systems we cannot express the most 
general dissipative operator in terms of Poisson brackets as is 
done in (6). In the next section we discuss dissipative pertur
bations of KMS states. As the KMS equation is usually de
fined through the Poisson bracket we are led to consider only 
a suitable subclass of dissipative differential operators of the 
type, foq6 Ed', x E% , 

(A¢ lex) = A (x) ¢ (x) + i. AJx) (Bi'¢ 1 (x) 
;= J 

+ i. cij(x) [Di,{Dj ,¢ II (x), (7) 
i.j= 1 

where A,A;.B;,Cij,D i , i,j = I,.··,n are all elements of d' . 
The following conditions are sufficient for dissipativity: For 
eachxE% 

(i)A (x)..;O, 

(ii) the matrix (Cix»;,J= I, .. n is positive. 

Before proceeding we want to point out that differential 
operators of the type (7) have been obtained as the classical 
limit of quantum mechanical dissipative generators in Ref. 9 
where as a result a generalized Fokker-Planck differential 
operator is obtained. 

3. KMS AND CORRELATION INEQUALITIES 

Let us first introduce the set of interactions which will 
be considered. Suppose that for all A C R v, the local Ha
miltonian H A with open boundary conditions is given by: for 
any configuration X = (Xl ,··,X.) ,XiE A XR v, 

HA (x) = L da (Sh )(X + a) , 

where 

Sh (X) = (St )(X) + (Sv) (X), 
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t(q,p) = E(q)pl/2m, 

E is a CO' -function on R v which support the unit cube cen
tered around zero and such that, 

f E(q) dq = 1, Sv is some element of :ii. 

The motivation for this form of the Hamiltonian is found in 
Refs. 12 and 13. However, here we have the more restrictive 
condition of finite range interaction. Because of this condi
tion for each local observable c/J E :ii the limit 

lim {HA,c/J I 
A~oo 

exists and is denoted by Lc/J = limA _ 00 {H A'c/J I . 
Definition 3.1: A state wE Y satisfies the static KMS 

condition 14.15 at inverse temperature /3 for a Hamiltonian H if 
for all F,G E :ii 

/3 w(FLG) = w ({ F,G J). 

Theorem 3.2: With the Hamiltonian of above, let w be 
any state of Y, then the following are equivalent: 

(i) w is a KMS state at inverse temperature /3; 
(ii) for all dissipative differential operators.do as in (7) 

with A = 0, Ai ,Bi ,Cij ,Di(i,} = 1, .. ·,n)E :ii: 

(iii) for all dissipative differential operators as in (7) 
with Cij ,D;(i,} = I, .. ·,n) elements of:ii: 

/3 w(.i Cij{DdDj,H ll) > - w (l (Dj,{D;,Cij ll). 
~=l ~ 

(9) 

If these conditions are satisfied, then for all complex 
observables X, Y E :;;J + i:;;J, 

pw«(Y,{Y,HI})w(IXI 2» Iw({X,YDI2. (10) 

Proof(i) implies (ii): Since (Cij);» = I, .. ·,n is a positive 
matrix 

0.;; p 2w CJtl Cij {H,D;! {H,Dj J). 
Applying (i), 

0.;; pw CJtl {Cij {H,Dj J,D;}). 

Hence again using (i): 

0.;; P w CJtl {Cij,D;} {H,Dj I) 
+ pw C:%l Cij{{H,Dj},Dd) 

= w ( i {{ Cij,D;} ,Dj 1) 
IJ= I 

+ /3 w CJtl Cij (D;>{Dj,H ll) . 
Therefore, 

/3wCJtl Cij(D;,{Dj,Hll) 
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> -wCJtl (Dj,{D;,Cijll). 

Also, 

p W ( ~A;{B,,H I) = w (~ {B;.At!) 

yielding (ii). 
That (ii) implies (iii) is trivial by putting A; = 0 

(i = 1, .. ·,n). 
Now (iii) implies (i): Take n = 2 in (iii) and 

(
Cll (x) Cl2 (x») - (0 =C(x) 
C21 (x) C22 (x) - 1 ~) 

where C(x) E:ii, then 

/3 w (C (D) ,{D2 ,H J D + w «(D2 ,{D1 ,C I}) 
- p w (C (D2 {DuH }}) - w ({Dp{D2'C J D > O. 

Using the Jacobi identity for the Poisson brackets, 

P w (C (H,{D),D2 J}) - w ({C,{Dl,D2 J D < O. 

As this inequality also holds for -Dl insteadofD I one 
gets the equality 

pw(C{H,{D I ,D2JD = w({C,{D I ,D2}D· 

This is the KMS equation for the arbitrary observable C and 
the particular ones of the type {D) ,D2 J . From this we will 
deduce that the KMS equation holds for all observables. 
From linearity it is sufficient to prove it for observables of the 
type Sg where g E CO' «R 2vy) . Suppose the compact set A 
contains the support of C and the support of {H,C }. Take 
Dl = Sf,fE C O'(R 21 and such thatf(q,p) = l:~ =) pa for 
(q,p) E A; take D2 = Sh , h E C O'«R 21") and such that 

h (Xl ,,,.,x,,) 

= [00 g(q\ + se,Pl,q2 + Se,P2'·",Qn + se,Pn) ds 

for XI ,. .. ,xn EA , where e = (1,1,,,.,1) E R v. Then on A 

n v ah 
g(xP"',xn) = L L - (Xl '''''X'') 

;=la=laqf 

and therefore, for any A E :ii with support in A, 

A {D\>D2 J = A Sg . 

Furthermore, applying {H,.j to (*) with A = C, 
{H,C I {D I ,D2 J + C {H,{D I .D2 I} 

= {H,CISg + C{H,sgj. 

Using again (*) with A = {H,C J gives 

C(H,{DI,D2lJ = C {H,Sgj 

yielding the KMS equation 

/Jw (C {H,Sgj) = w({C,Sgj). 

(*) 

Finally, we derive inequality (10) from (i). Let (.,.) be the 
inner product on:Jj + j:Jj defined by the state w: for all 

X,YE:Jj + i:Jj, 

(X,Y) = w (X,Y). 

By (i) and Schwartz's inequality, 

Iw ({X,Y J)1 2 = P21(X,{ Y,H DI2 
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<,,{32(X,x) ({ Y,H I ,( Y,H I) 
= {32 w( 1 X 12) W ({ Y,H I (Y,H J) 
={3w(IXI 2w({Y,{Y,Hl}). 0 

At first sight the inequalities (8) and (9) appear funda
mentally different in the sense that (8) contains a terms with 
a single and double Poisson bracket, whereas (9) contains 
only a double Poisson bracket term. However, written out in 
terms of differential operators, both (8) and (9) contain first 
order differential operators, which are essential to establish 
the equivalence with the KMS equation. This can be seen 
clearly in the case of a free system with one degree of free
dom. The inequality containing only second derivatives is 
then, using (5), 

( 
a2H a2H a2H) {3w a-- + b-- + e--
aq2 aqap ap2 

(
a2a a2b a2e) > -w - + -- + - , 
aq2 aqap ap2 

where H = p2/2 . This inequality is clearly satisfied by any 
density matrix state w, given by w (f) = f R,dq dp C, 
e - ap'/2 f (q ,p), where a <" {3 and C is a normalization 
constant. 

Note that inequality (10) by itself does not imply the 
KMS property, e.g., the state with constant density matrix 
satisfies (10), though it does imply time invariance, as is im
mediately seen by putting Y = H. On the other hand, by 
putting X, a constant, in (10), we recover 

w ({Y,{ Y,H I J) > 0, 

which is the condition for energetic stability.16 Therefore, 
inequality (10) supplemented by some cluster property im
plies the KMS condition. 16 

Above we have proved the equivalence between the 
KMS property and the correlation inequalities (8) and (9). 
As in the quantum mechanical case,7 one expects that these 
inequalities are a way of expressing notions of (thermody
namic) stability. In principle we could proceed as in Ref. 17 
and obtain these inequalities from stability, but here the dis
sipative generators are second order differential operators 
instead of first order, and their solutions cannot be approxi
mated by phase space perturbations. This makes it technical
ly much more involved. Therefore, we limit ourselves to fin
ite systems. The method can be generalized to the infinite 
case if enough technical conditions are imposed on the dyna
mical systems, but this does not yield more physical insight. 

For finite systems with n degrees of freedom the phase 
space JY is now R 2n, as algebra of observables we take 
§ (R 2n), and we limit ourselves to the set ~ of density ma
trix states w (-) = S dx p(x) where p(x) > 0, S p(x) dx = 1, 
and I S dx p(x) log p(x) I < 00. Let H be the Hamiltonian of 
the system which is twice continuously differentiable. Let 

F(p) = {3 w (H) + w (logp) 

be the free energy. Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.3: Suppose that Po E ~,and x -+ Po (x) is 

twice continuously differentiable, and Po satisfies the vari
ational principle, i.e., for allp -+ ~,F(p) >F(po). Then, 

(i) for all dissipative differential operators Llo as in (7) 
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withA = O,A; ,B; ,Cij ,D; (i,j = 1, .. ·,n) in §(R 2n), 

{3 wo(LloH) > woCtl (B;,A; I) 
-wo( ~ {Dj,{D;,Cij]}) 

where woO = f dx Po (x) ; 

(ii) for all complex observables X, Y E§ (R 2n) 
+ i§(R 2n), 

{3 Wo ({ Y, { Y,H I })wo (I X 12) > 1 Wo ({ x, Y J) 12 . 

Proof First we prove that any density matrix satisfying 
the variational principle is strictly positive. Suppose that Po 
vanishes at a point, which without loss of generality we take 
as x = O. Let U be the density matrix with support in a 
compact set A containing the origin as an interior point. 

We define now for 1 > E> 0 

PE(X) = (1 - E)Po(X) + E uE(x) , 

where uE(x) = E- 112a(E- 1I(4n)x) . One calculates (put 
{3 = 1), 

F(pJ -F(po) 

E 

f l-Ef = [uE(x) - Po (x) ] H (x) dx + -E- dx Po (x) 

X [logpE(x) - logpo(x)] - f dxpo(x) log Po (x) 

+ f dx uE(x) 10gpE(x). 

Now we consider the limit E -+ O. The first term tends to 

H(O) - f dxPo(x)H(x), 

which is bounded above as a consequence of the variational 
principle and the continuity of H. Using the inequality 
log x <" x-I, the second term is bounded above by zero. 
The third term is bounded. The last term is equal to 

L du a(u) log [(1 - E)Po(EII4nU) + EII2 u(u)] , 

which is bounded above by 

log [sup Po (E II4nU) + EII2 sup a(U)] , 
UEA UEA 

which tends to minus infinity as E -+ O. 
Therefore, for E small enough 

F(PE - F(po) < 0, 

contradicting the variational principle. Hence Po is strictly 
positive. 

Now we proceed with the perturbation of the state Po 
satisfying the variational principle. Suppose that the com
pact setA contains the supports of the functions A; ,B; ,D; , 
and Cij (i,j = l, ... ,n). From above there exists a {j > 0 such 
that p(x) > {j for all x EA. Hence there exists a Ao > 0 such 
that for all A E [O,Ao], 

P}. = Po + ALl ~Po 
is strictly positive, where 

Ll ~Po = L {A;Po,B; I + L {Dj,{D;.C;jPo II . 
j iJ 
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Alsofp..t(x) = 1 and 1 fdxp..t(x) logp..t(x) I < 00 • Hence 
P..t E ~ and therefore 

lim F(p"J - F(po) ;;. 0, 
..t~o A 

yielding 

J dx iJ ~ Po (x) [H (x) + 10gDo(x)] ;;. 0, 

or 

wo(iJoH) + wo(iJo logpo);;' 0, 

wherewo(f) = fdxpo(x)f(x), fE [g. 

Let 

f(x,y) = {p(x) [lnp(x) - lnp(y)] - p(x) + p(y)jIl2 

and consider 

F(x,y) = A ~ f(X,y)2 , 

where A ~ denotes .10 applied to y _ j{X,y)2 . 
Since Ao is dissipative 

A ~ f(X,y)2 ;;. 2f(x,y) A ~ f(x,y) , 

and therefore F(x,x);;. 0 becausef(x,x) = 0, 
and hence fdx F(x,x) ;;. O. 
But on the other hand, 

F(x,x) = -Po (x) .10 log Po (x) + Aop(x), 

so that by integrating 

(a) 

J dx F(x,x) = - wo(Ao logpo) + wo(A ~ 1);;. o. (/3) 

Combining (a) and (/3) one gets (i). 
To derive (ii), use Schwartz inequality to obtain 
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1 f Po (x) { Y,x 1 (x) dk 12 

= ! fpo(X) {Po,YJ X(X)dX!2 
Po (x) 

.;;; fpo(X) IXI 2(x)dxJ {Po,YIIPo,YJ(x) dx 
Po (x) 

= Wo (I X 12) Wo (Xo log Po), (y) 

whereAoI = {y,{Y,j1l = {ReY,{ReY,j}} 
+ {ImY,{ImY,fll. Using (a) and (y) one gets (ii). 
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One particle reduced density matrix of impenetrable bosons in one dimension 
at zero temperature 

H. G. Vaidyaa) and C. A. Tracyb) 
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We compute exactly the one particle reduced density matrix per) of a system of impenetrable 
bosons in one dimension at zero temperature. We do this by relating p(r) to a certain double 
scaling limit of the transverse correlation function of the one-dimensional spin 1/2 X - Y model. 
We study the asymptotic behavior of per) for large r. This expansion contains oscillatory terms 
which arise due to the intrinsic quantum mechanical nature of the problem. We use these results to 
discuss the analytic structure of the momentum density function n (k). 

I. INTRODUCTION where 
One of the model systems that has generated consider

able interest is the system ofbosons in one dimension inter
acting with the potential C~(Xi - x j)' In particular, the limit 
c- 00 corresponds to a gas of impenetrable bosons. The 
ground state many particle wave function of this system of 
impenetrable bosons was first derived by Girardeau. I The 
study of the one particle reduced density matrix (which we 
refer to simply as the density matrix) was initiated by 
Schultz2 and by Lenard. 3 

p", = 11'eIl22- 1
/

3A -6=0.92418... (1.4) 

In this paper, we report an exact calculation of the re
duced density matrix for this system at zero temperature. 
Let tP N.L (x I ,x2 , ... ,x N' T) be the normalized ground state wave 
function of N impenetrable bosons on a chain of length L at 
time T. The density matrix p N.L (x - x', T) is defined by 

PN.L(X - X',T) = N SoL dx .... SoL dxN_ I 

X tPN.L (x. ,x2,,",xN _ • ,x,r) 

X tP~.L (X I ,x2 ,. .. ,xN _ 1,x',0). (1.1) 

In particular, we study P N,L (x - x', r) in the thermodynamic 
limit: N- CXl, L- 00 such thatp = N / L is the constant parti
cle density, and we write 

p(x-x',r) = lim PN.L(X-X',T). (1.2) 
N--co.L-oo 

In the following sections we will derive an exact answer for 
p(r)=p(r,O). In the remainder of this section we will describe 
the main features of the result. 

Let x = kFr (kF = Fermi wave vector). (Note that in 
our paper k F = 1, while in Ref. 3, k F = 11'.) Then p(x) has the 
following asymptotic expansion: 

p(x) = ~ {I + _1_ (cos2x _ J-.) + 3sin2x 
I x 1112 8x2 4 16x3 

+ ~(~ -31COS2x)+O(X- 5
)} (1.3) 

256x 8 

.; AJdress as of 15 September, 78: Department of Physics, Columbia Uni
versity, New York. NY 10027. 

h)Present address: Dept. of Mathematics, Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
NH 03755. 

[in Eq. (1.4), A = 1.2824 ... is Glaisher's constant]. 
Lenard3 derived an expansion of p(x) for small x [see 

Eq. (56) and (57) of Ref. 3]. We have used these results to 
extend the expansion to order x 9 [Lenard expanded p(x) to 
order x 4]. The result is 

_ x2 Ixl 3 
X4 ~ x6 

p(x) - 1 - 6' + 911' + 120 - 13507T - 5040 

p(x) 

t 

+ 1221xl
7 + ( 1 + J-. t.8 

10511' X 7! 24 3Q07r2 9! r 
2531xl9 + O(XI~. (1.5) 

98 000 X 271X 11' 

1.2 r--,.--.--r--~-.,....-"---r-...,....--, 

o. 7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

o.~ 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 

_ x= kFr 

FIG. I. p(x = kFr) as a function of x. The dotted line is a plot of Lenard's 
upper bound. 
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-8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

k / k F ---'" 

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of n(k) as a function of (k Ikj ), showing the k 1/2 

singularity at the origin. The arrows mark the points of nonanalYticity of 
n(k) where a derivative of n(k) diverges. 

We use the expansions (1.3) and (1.5) to plotp(x) as a 
function of x in Fig. 1. We also plot Lenard's upper bound 
p(x)«e/x) 112. 

The expansion of p(x) for large x has the following gen
.eral structure: 

-10.0 -8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 

p 00 (1 ~ c2n 00 cos2mx 
p(x) = -I 1112 + ~ 2n + L 2m 

X n=IX m=1 X 

X( f C;n~~ ) + f Si~::~ (f C~~~ )]. 
n=OX m=IX n=OX 

(1.6) 

This expansion enables us to study the singularity structure 
of the one particle momentum density function n(k). n(k) is 
defined by 

n(k) = (217") - 112 f: 00 dre - ikp(r). (1. 7) 

The 1 x 1 - 112 falloff of p(x) for large x leads to a 
1 k 1 - 112 singularity in n(k ) at the origin. The terms with 
sin2mx and cos2mx in Eq. (1.6) lead to additional points of 
nonanalyticity for n(k) at k = ± 2mkF(m = 1,2, ... ). At 
these points some higher derivative of n(k ) diverges. For 
example, at k = ± 2kF , d 2n(k )/dk 2 is divergent. Note that 
a system of free fermions has a sharp Fermi surface at zero 
temperature, while for the system of impenetrable bosons 
only the second derivative of the momentum distribution 
function diverges at k = ± 2kF • 

In Fig. 2, we show schematically the behavior ofn(k ) as 
a function of (k / k F)' The arrows mark the points of nonana
lyticity of n(k ). Figure 3 shows the branch cut structure of 
n(k ) in the k plane. All the branch points in Fig. 3 are square 
root branch points. 

The full answer for p(r) is written out explicitly in Sec. 
7. The behavior of p(r) for nonzero temperatures and for the 
case when c is finite has been discussed in Ref. 4. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

A. Relation between the boson problem and the X- Y 
model 

Schultz2 approached the boson problem by replacing 
the continuum by a lattice of evenly spaced lattice points, 
with lattice spacing E. He expressed the density matrix on 
this lattice as a determinant. Lenard3 showed that one can 

2.0 

FIG. 3. Analytic structure ofn(k )in the k plane showing square root branch points at k = ± 2mkr , m = 0,1,2, .... 
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take the thermodynamic limit before the continuum limit to 
obtainp(r). Therefore, from Eq. 80 and 87 of Ref. 3 we have 

per) = lim (pE) - Ips, 

where 

E--D.S-OO 

Se = r fixed 

1 
Ps = 2 

Gs 

Gs - I 

G -(s-2) G -(s- I) G1 

with 

{ 

~ sin1T pmE, for m,*O, 
G = 1Tm 

m _ I + 2E p, for m = 0. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

We follow Schultz and computep(r,r) by relating it to a 
certain double scaling limit of the XX correlation function of 
the spin lXY model in one dimension. This model is defined 
by the Hamiltonian 

N 

HN = - I [(1 + y)S:S:+ 1 + (1- y)sfSf+ 1 + hSn, 
i= 1 

(2.4) 

where S f = !01', a = x,y,z, and 01' are the usual Pauli matri
ces. In Eq. (2.4), y(O<y< 1), is the anisotropy parameter and 
h is the magnetic field in the z direction. We impose cyclic 
boundary conditions S N + J =Sl . We denote the ground 
state transverse correlation function in the thermodynamic 
limit (N.- 00) by Pxx (R,t;y) defined by 

PxxCR,t;y)=(S~(O)S~ + 1 (t» . (2.5) 

In Eq. (2.5) the brackets denote the gound state expectation 
value. 

For the anisotropicX-Ymodel, 
Pxx (R,t = O;y)=.pxx (R;y) can be written ass 

0 1 ~ 
1 

PxxCR;y) = 4' Go 0 1 

0 -(R -2) 0 - (R - 1) 

where 

for y = ° this reduces to 

[ 

~ sinm'1'o, for m,*O, 
G = 1Tm 

m 2 
- 1 + - '1'0' for m = 0, 

1T 
where 

cos¢Jo = h. 

OR 

~-l 

Ol 

(2.6) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Comparing Eqs. (2.3) and (2.8), we see that the determinants 
in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) are identical when 
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1 
P = - and E = arccos(h ). 

1T 

Under this identification 

Ps = 2pxx (s;O). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

As E---+O, h.-I - and we can write E = (I - h 2) - 112. 

The equivalence can be established in a similar manner for 
the time dependent case. 

To use Eq. (2.6) we need to evaluate determinants of 
very large dimension. This in general is very difficult to do. 
However, when y=#Q, the determinant (2.6) has been studied 
in great detail in Ref. 6. There it was shown (for the general 
case t,*O) that for h < I 

PxxCR,t;y) = Pxx( 00) exp [ - "tl F(2n)(R,t;y)] , (2.12) 

where 

Pxx(oo) = [2(1 + y)] -l[r(1- h 2)J1/4 (2.13) 

and 

F(2n)(R,t;y) = (2n) - 12 - 2n(21T) - 2n f: 1T d'1'l ... f: 1T d'1'2n 

2n [e - iR<pj - itAj(A . - A . + l) ] 
X II . J J ,(2.14) 

j= I A j sm(l/2)('1' j + '1' j+ d 
with ¢2n + 1 =¢I; Im¢ j < O,j = 1.2, .. ·.2n; and 

A j:=A ('1' j) = [(coSq? j - h)2 + r sin2'1' j ]112. (2.15) 

All reference to the original determinant has been eliminated 
in this formula. 

We define the double scaling limit ofpxx(R,t;y) (denot
ed by lime following Ref. 7) by h.-I -, y-o, R-+ oo , t-+oo 
such that 

and 

r=(I_h 2Y12R, 

r = l(1 - h 2)t, 

are held fixed. 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

(2.16c) 

We now use Eqs. (2.1) and (2.11) to recover p(r,r) as 

p(r,r) = lim lim 2?T(1 - h 2) - l!2pxxCR,t;y). (2.17) 
e g-->O 

The calculation of this paper is based on the assumption that 
the two limits in Eq. (2.17) can be interchanged. We thus 
have 

p(r,r) = lim lim 2?T(1 - h 2) - 112pxxCR,t;y). (2.18) 
g-->O e 

B. Double scaling limit of Pxx (R, t; 1') 

In lime we may expand A (¢ j) around ¢ j = ° and res
cale¢j by 

'1'j = (1- h 2)
1I2k j 

to obtain 

A ('1' j)~ l (I - h 2)E(k j), 

where 

H.G. Vaidya and C.A. Tracy 
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(2.21) 

with 

f.1 = g + i(l - g2)I!2 (2.22) 

and f.1 * is the complex conjugate of f.1, and g is given by Eq. 
(2. 16c). Similarly, 

sin!(tp j + tp j + I )~!(l - h 2)112(k j + k j + I)' (2.23) 

We scale the integrals in Eq. (2.14) using the formulas 
(2.19) - (2.23) and denote the scaled functions by 
h (2n)(r,7, g). Substituting in Eq. (2.18), we get 

(2.24) 

where 

H (z;r,7, g) = ! n - 'z2nh (2n)(r,7, g) (2.25) 
and n~ I 

h (2n\r,7, g) = ~ foo dk , ... foo dk2n 
2 -00 -00 IT [e - irk, - in ,( E j - Ej + I) ] 

X j = I E /k j + k HI) , 

k2n+ I _k, . (2.26) 

We will now restrict our attention to the case 7 = 0 and 
denote the above functions by H (z,r, g) and h (2n)(r ,g), 

respectively. 

III. ANALYSIS OF h (2n)(r,g) 

The integrands in Eq. (2.26) have branch points at k j 
= ± if.1, ± if.1*. Their analytic structure is shown in Fig. 4. 

In the limitg-G the branch points pinch the real axis in pairs 
leading to logarithmic divergences in g. The general struc
ture can be seen to be the following for g<l: 

Im k· 
J 

ifL 
,W 

Re kj 
IfL 

, - , _ ijJ-w 
'+' 

~ -ifL 

FIG. 4. Analytic structure of the integrand in Eq. (2.26) in the kj plane. We 
show the branch cuts + and - around which the contour of integration 
over k

j 
is bent. 
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h (2n)(r, g) 

2n 
= C ~~n)ln2n( gr) + L. C ~~,n~ m (r)ln2n - m( gr) + 0(1) , 

m= 1 

(3.1) 
where C }~n) are constants and C ~n)(r) (m=j:2n) are functions 
of r independent g. It is clear that we need to sum these 
logarithmic divergences systematically to take the limit 
g-G. 

We can show that the constant c~~n) (with the factor 
n - I of 2.25 included) in Eq. (3.1) is twice the constant C2n 
appearing in the small variable expansion of the functions 
hn (t) of the two dimensional Ising model [see Eq. (3.146) of 
Ref. 8]. In the Ising model the coefficients multiplying the 
divergent terms satisfy certain relations so that on summing 
up the divergences to all orders one gets a simple 'lnt ' diver
gence. Something similar has to happen in Eq. (3.1) if we are 
to get a finite result in the g-G limit. The relation between 
the constants multiplying the leading divergent terms sug
gests the possibility of expressing the divergent parts of 
h (2n)(r, g) in terms of the Ising model functions. 

The functionshn (t) and the related functionsg2n + I (t) 
are given by8 

hn(t) = (- I)"n -If'" dy,· .. f" dYn 

2n e - tYj n 

X IT (y2 112 IT (y~j - I), (3.2) 
j~1 j-I) (yj+Yj+l)j~1 

whereY2n + I YI and 

g2n + I (t) = ( - 1)n 1'0 dy, .•. f" dY2n + I 

2n + I e - tYj 2n I 

X JI, (Y]_1)1I2
j
g(Yj+YHI) 

X IT (y~j - I) . (3.3) 
j~ I 

The result which we derive in Sec. 4-6 is, for g< 1, 

H (z;r, g) = 2F(z; gr) + ii[z;r,G (z; gr)] + 0(1), (3.4) 

where 

F (z; gr) = ! Z2hn ( gr) (3.5a) 
n=1 

G (z; gr) = ! Z2n 1 I g2n + I ( gr) (3.5b) 
n=O 

andii[z;r,G (Z; gr)] is given by Eq. (6.43). We assume thatthe 
error estimate remains o( 1) after carrying out the sum over n 
in Eq. (2.25). 

Note that in the right hand sideofEq. (3.4), thegdepen
dence is only through the functions F(z; gr) and G (z; gr). 
These functions can be expressed in terms of Painleve func
tions of the third kind" and their behavior as g-G has been 
studied in detail! In this limit F(rr - I; gr) has the correct 
divergence to cancel out the factor gl12 in Eq. (2.24) and 
limg •o G (1T - 1; gr) = 1. 

Our strategy for deriving Eq. (3.4) is the following: We 
bend the contours of integration in Eq. (2.26) into the lower 
half plane as illustrated in Fig. 4. Each integral now sepa
rates into a sum of two parts, one each around the' + ' and 
• _ ' branch cuts. Now, h (2")(r, g) is a sum of 2 2" integrals. 
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We then separate each integral such that the divergent parts 
are expressed in terms off2n (gr) and g2n + I (gr) with coeffi
cients that are functions of r alone. Then summing up 
h (2n)(r, g) to all orders leads to Eq. (3.4). 

In the next section, we will systematize the evaluation 
of the 2 2n integrals in h (2n)(r, g), using a transfer matrix for
mulation. In Appendix A we give a detailed evaluation of 
h (2)(r, g) as g-<l. A study of Appendix A is instructive in 
understanding the basic strategy involved in the solution of 
the problem. The transfer matrix formulation enables us to 
analyze the 2 2n integrals in h (2n)(r, g) in a systematic 
manner. 

IV. TRANSFER MATRIX FORMULATION 

As illustrated in Fig. 4 and Appendix A, each integral 
separates into a sum of two pieces; one coming from the + 
branch cut and the other coming from the - branch cut. 
We denote this by using a state vector U j _ ± for each "y j " 
variable of integration. [u j + ( - ) implies that the Y j in
tegration is carried out around the + ( - ) branch cut.] All 
the 22n integrals in h (2n)(r, g) can be written out systematical
ly as follows: 

h (2n)(r, g) = L h ~n) (r, g), (4.1) 
p 

wherePisapermulationof(l) + signsand(2n -I) - signs 
1= O,I,2,.··,2n, representing the branch cut around which 
eachy j integral (j = 1,2,.··,2n) is evaluated. 

We introduce the symbol =i= with the following mean
ing: The two sides of =i= are equal only after carrying out 
integrations satisfying the conditions (i) each Y j variable is 
integrated on S; dy je - ry j and (ii) the integrand has an over-

and 

Me (2j,2j + I) 

+ 

+ 
e- ir 

(Y2j + 21)(Y2j + Y2j + I + 21) 

1 

(Y2j - 21)(Y2j + Y2j + I) 

e + ir 

It is clear that in the odd variable integrals we can set 
g = o. The even variable integrals diverge in the limit g-<l. 
The aim is to get enoughY2j's in the numerator to make these 
integrals converge and at the same time factor out integrals 
identical tof2n (gr) or g2n + I (gr) (after rescaling as in Ap
pendix A). 

The matrices in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) have the structure 

[
(11) (12)] 
(12)* (11)* 

and will be denoted by [(11),(12)] for the sake of compact
ness. In this notation 

Mo(2j - 1,2J) 

[ 
e - ir(Y2j _ I + 21) 

- Y2j - I + Y2j + 2i ' 
Y2j- I + 2i ] 

Y2j- I + Y2j 
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(4.5') 

all factor 

II (yJ - g2)112 II (yJ - g2) - 112, 

jodd jeven 

for an integral over YI , Y2 , .... 

We introduce the notation S dy with the following meaning: 

u(r, g) = f dyf(y;r) (4.2) 

means that the equality in Eq. (4.2) holds on integrating over 
all they j variables inf(y,r)(y YI>Y2,.··,Ym) with the con
ditions (i) and (ii) above. 

On changing the integration variables as in Appendix A 
we can write 

h (2n)(r, g) = f dy (T)~ ± (ul IMo(1,2) lu2 ) 

X (u2 IM e(2,3) IU3 ).,,(u2n IMe(2n,l) lUI) 
(4.3) 

= f dy Tr[ ill Mo(2j - 1,2J)Me(2j,2j + 1)], 
(4.4) 

where 2n + I 1 and "Tr" denotes the trace of the 2 X 2 
matrix on the right. Here, 

Mo(2j - 1,2J) 

+ 

+ 

[

e - ir(Y2j _ I + 21) 

Y2j - I + Y2j + 2i 

Y2j-1 -2i 

Y2j- I + hj 

Y2j-1 + 2i l 
Y2j- I + Y2j 

e + 1T(Y2j _ I - 21) 

Y2j - I + Y2j - 2i 
(4.5) 

(4.6) 

We now use the identity 

(Y2j-1 + hj ± 21)-1 

= (Y2j-1 ±21)-I[I-Y2/Y2j_1 +Y2j ±21)-1](4.7) 

to write 

and 

Mo(2j - 1,2J) = Mg)(2j - 1,2J) + M~2)(2j - 1,2J) 
(4.8a) 

Me (2j,2j + 1) = M~I)(2j,2j + 1) + M~2)(2j,2j + 1), 
(4.8b) 

where 

Mg)(2j-l,2J)= [e- ir'(Y2j_1 +21)(Y2j_1 +Y2j)-I], 
(4.9a) 
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Mb2)(2j - 1,2J) = - Y2j [e - ir(Y2j _ I + Y2j + 21) - 1,0] , 
(4.9b) 

M~I)(2j,2j + 1) = [e-ir[(Yzj + 2i)(Y2j+ I + 21)] -I, 

[(Yzj +21)(Y2j +Y2j+I)]-I], (4. lOa) 

and 

M~2)(2j,2j+ 1)= -Y2j[e- ir [(Y2j +21)(Yzj+1 +21) 

X (Yzj + Y2j+ I + 21)] - 1,0]. (4. lOb) 
Hence, 

H (z;r, g) = f n - Iz2nh (2n)(r, g) (4.11a) 
n=1 

(4.11b) 

where G,(1-2n)=G,(YI' Y2 ,"'Y2n) enumerates all possible 
products of2n matrices with 1 M~~/s and (2n -I) M~~) 'so 
In particular, 

2n 
Go(l-2n)=i= II M~l)(2j - 1,2J)M~I)(2j,2j + 1) (4. 12a) 

j~ I 

and 
2n 

G2n (l-2n)=i= II Mb2)(2j - 1,2J)M~2)(2j,2j + 1). (4. 12b) 
j~ I 

InEqs.(4.12)'Y2n+1 YI' 
Separating out Go (2n) and changing the order of sum

mation in the remaining sum, we have 

H(z;r, g) = f dY[ n~1 n - Iz2n TrGo(l-2n) 

+ f f n - Iz2n TrG,(l_2n)] , 
'=ln~[(/+I)/2J 

(4.13) 

where [xl is the largest integer <;;;x. 
Now let us look at the structure ofG,(2n), 1*0. Each 

term has 1 M~~)'s seperated by a string of M~~) 'So There are 
four such distinct strings given by 

FW(2-2k + 1) 

=i= [ :(( M~I)(2j,2j + I)Mb l
) 

X (2j + 1,2j + 2) ]M~\)(2k,2k + 1), (4.14) 

F~~ + I (2-2k + 2) 
k 

=i= II M~I)(2j,2j + I)Mbl)(2j + I,2j + 2), (4.15) 
j= I 

k 

F~~ + I (l-2k + l)=i= II Mb l )(2j - I,2J)M~I)(2j,2j + 1) , 
j=1 

(4.16) 
and 

F~il(l-2k ) 

=i= [ X( M~I)(2j - I,2J)M~I)(2j,2j + 1)] 

XM~\)(2k - I,2k) . (4.17) 

In Eqs. (4.14) and (4.17) the product is replaced by 1 for 
k = 1. In Eq. (4.14) to (4.17), k = 1,2,3, ... and the "r" and 
"g" dependence is understood. In the above equations the 
starting variables is either YI or Yz, but it is understood that 
in the actual product the starting and ending variables are 
chosen so as to match the variables of M(2),S on either side. 
For examples, a typical string involving F~~(y) might be 

M~2)(7,8)F~~(8_2k + 7)Mb2)(2k + 7,2k + 8). 

It is also clear that the value of k inF)j)(y) (j = 1,2,3, or 4) is 
chosen to fit the missing variables between two successive 
M~~) 'So The case where the two M~~)'s are adjacent [either 
M~2)(2j - 1,2j)M~2)(2j,2j + 1) or M~2)(2j,2j + 1) 
X M ~)(2j + 1 ,2j + 2)], is accounted for by choosing 

F\2) = 1, F\3) = 1. (4.18) 

We define the generating functions 

F(j)(y;z) F(;\y,z;r,g) ! rnF~~(y), for j = 1,4, 
11=1 

(4. 19a) 

and 

F (j)( y;z) F (})( Y ,z;r ,g) 

= ~ z2n + IF(}) (y) so • 2 3 - L.. 2n + I , lor J = , . 
n=O 

(4. 19b) 

In Eq. (4.19), Y symbolically represents all the Yj varia
bles appearing in F(J)(y, z;r,g), Fi~(Y), and F~~ + I (y). The 
choice of the Yj 's is determined by factors on either side, as 
illustrated in the discussion following Eq. (4.17). 

Before introducing a transfer matrix notation for the 
second term in Eq. (4.13) let us write down GI (2n) and 
G2 (2n) explicitly: 

GI (l-+2n)=i= i [M~2)(2j - 1,2])F~~(2j-+2n, 1-+2j - 1) 
j~1 

+ M~2)(2j,2j + I)F~~(2j + 1-2n, 1-42])] 
(4.20a) 

=i=n [Mb2)(1,2)F~~(2-2n, 1) 

+ M~2)(2n,I)F~~(l_2n)] (4.20b) 

since in Eq. (4. 19a) all the n terms are identical on integra
tion (they are equivalent to a cyclic relabeling of the varia
bles which does not change the value of the integral). 
Similarly, 

G2 (1-2n)=i= !!-. {nIl [M62)(1,2)FW(2-2k + I)Mb2)(2k + 1,2k + 2)Fi~ _ 2k(2k + 2-2n,l) 
2 k= I 

+ M~2)(2n, I)F~il(l-2k )M~2)(2k,2k + I)F~~ _ 2k (2k + 1-2n)] 

+ i [Mb2)(l,2)F~~ _ I (2-2k )M~2)(2k,2k + I)F~~ 2k + I (2k + 1_2n,l) 
k=1 

+ M~2)(2n, 1)F~~ _ I (l-2k - I)M~2)(2k - 1,2k )F~2j _ 2k + I (2k_2n)]}. (4.21) 
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We now use a transfer matrix notation to enumerate the 
matrix products in G/(2n). G/(2n) has I M(2),S each of which 
is either even (M~2» or odd (M62». We construct the com
pound transfer matrix 

v,y( Y;Z)==,,y( y,z;r,g) 

o 

o 
[

M62)(Y)F(I)(y;Z) 

M~2)(y)F(3)(y;z) e 

Then symbolically 

e 

M62)(Y)F(2)(y;z)] . 

M ~2)( y)F(4)( y;Z) 

GI(1---+2n)~ ~ [Tr(2)ff(y;zY lzn . 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

The sUbscript "2n" denotes the power of z 2n in the expansion 
in power of z in the right hand side of Eq. (4.23). Tr (2) de
notes the trace oveL,y I( y;z) which is treated as a 2 X 2 ma
trix as in Eq. (4.22). For example, 

Tr(2)JV(y;z) = M62)(y)F(I)(y;Z) + M~2\y)F(4)(y;Z), (4.24) 

= M62)(y)F(I)(Y;Z)M~)(y)F(l)(y;Z) 

+ M~2)(y)F(4)(y;z)M~2)(y)F(4)(y;Z) 

+ M62)(y)F(2)(Y;Z)M~2)(y)F(3)(y;Z) 

+ M~2)(y)F(3)(y;z)M62)(y)F(2)(y;Z). (4.2S) 

It can be readily seen that, together with Eqs. (4.19) and 
(4.23), Eq. (4.24) leads to (4.20b) and Eq. (4.2S) leads to 
(4.21) on introducing the appropriate integration variables. 
The notation ofEqs. (4.22) and (4.23) is introduced for book
keeping purposes and it is to be intepreted only in terms of 
sums of the form (4.21). The reader is advised to start with 
Eq. (4.4), substitute Eq. (4.8), and write out some terms ex
plicitly to see that Eqs. (4. 12a), (4.13), and (4.23) generate all 
the contributions to h (2n)(r ,g). 

Thus, we have 

H(z;r,g) = J dY[ ntl n -Irn TrGo(1---+2n) 

+! ! I - Irn Tr[ff(y;z)1 bn]. 
I~ 1 n~ 1(1+ 1)/2] 

(4.26) 

We can do the sum over n in the second term to write 

H(z;r,g) = J dY[ ntl n -Irn TrGo(l---+2n) 

+ It, I -I Trff(y;z)/]. (4.27) 

We write 

limff(y,1T- 1;r,g)=.ff(y;r). 
g-->D 

(4.28) 

It should be kept in mind that Trff(y;z) I has an overall 
cyclic structure, namely, the last variable in the trace = the 
first variable [see for example Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21)]. 

v. ANALYSIS OF %'( y;z) 

A. Factorization of F(j,(y;z), j = 1,2,3,4 

We first introduce the notion of connectedness. Two 
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matrices are connected if they have at least one variable in 
common; otherwise they are disconnected. Thus, if two fac
tors are disconnected in the matrix form, the corresponding 
integral is a product of two integrals. We denote the fact that 
the two matrices are disconnected by introducing a bar (I) 
between them. We will aim to reducep(I)(y;Z) toP(4)(y;Z) in 
a form such that the divergent part (asg---+O) is disconnected 
from the matrices on both sides. We can then integrate over 
the variables of this factor independently of the other varia
bles in the matrix product. 

We now use the identity 

M61)(2j - 1,2l) = M61J'(2j - 1) + Y2jM61)"(2j - 1,2l), 

where 
(S.l) 

MgJ'(2j-1)= [e-ir'Y2j~I(Y2j_1 +21)] (S.2a) 
and 

Mg)"(2j - 1,2j) 

= -Y2j~1 [0'(Y2j_1 +21)(Y2j_1 +Y2j)-I], (S.2b) 

to write 

F~~(2---+2k + 1) 

~M~I)(2,3)M61)'(3)[ X( M~I)(2j,2j + 1) 

X M61)(2j + 1,2j + 2) ]M~I)(2k,2k + 1) 

+ Y4M~I)(2,3)M61)"(3,4) 

X [ )X M~I)(2j,2j + 1)Mg)(2j + 1,2j + 2)] 

XM~I)(2k,2k + 1). 
(S.3) 

The product is replaced by 1 for k = 1,2 and k = 1,2, .... 

Carrying out the same procedure repeatedly and 
defining 

E~~(2---+2n + 1) 

= [)X Y2j+ 2M~1)(2j,2j + I)M61)"(2j + 1,2j + 2)] 
XM~I)(2n,2n + 1), 

(product_1 forn = 1), n = 1,2,3, ... , (S.4) 

we have 

(S.Sa) 

and 

FW(2---+2k + 1) 
k-I 

~ L E~~)(2---+21 + I)M61)(21 + 1) 
I~ 1 

X IFW_2/(21+ 2---+2k + 1) + EW(2---+2k + 1), 
for k = 2,3, .. , , (S.5b) 

In the integrals involving theYj variables of E~~(y), we 
can set g = o. We adopt the notation that we can set g = 0 in 
all the integrals with the E{j)(y)' as integrands, 

Defining the generating function 

E(l)(y;z) E(l)(y,z;r)- f rnE~~(y), (5.6) 
n=l 
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we can write the recursion relations (5.5) in a compact form 

F(1)(y;z)~E(1)(y;z)M~lJ'(y) I F(1)(y;Z) + E(1)(y;z). 

(5.7) 

Matching the power of z on the two sides of Eq. (5.7) 
reproduces Eq. (5.5) for k = 1,2, ... , after introducing the ap
propriate integration variables. Note that we cannot algebra
ically solve Eq. (5.7) for F(1)(y;Z) since it is an equality only 
under the integral sign. 

Next we use the identity 

M~')(2j,2j + 1) = [(Y2j + 21)-1,0]M~1J'(2j + 1) 

M (')"(2' 2' 1) + Y2j e '.j, '.j + , (5.8) 

where 

M (1J'(2'+ 1) [-ir( +2~-' -I ] 
e '.j = e Y2j+1 I, 'Y2j+1 (5.9a) 

and 

M~1)"(2j,2j + 1) 

= -Y2j~I(Y2j +Y2j+I)-1[0'(Y2j +2i)-1]. (5.9b) 

Using this identity repeatedly, we can write 

IF~~(2--2k + 1) 
k· 1 

~ L IF i51_ 2/- 1 (2 __ 2k - 2/) I 
I~O 

XE~~)+ 1 (2k - 21 + 1 __ 2k + 1) 

+ IE~~(2 __ 2k + 1), k = 1,2'00' . (5.10) 

The bars represent the fact that these factors are not 
connected to the matrices on the side of the bar when intro
duced in the integral. In Eq. (5.10) 

F~~ _ 1 (2--2k) 

= [ X( M~1)(2j,2j + I)M61)(2j + I,2j + 2)] 

X [(Y2k + 21)-\0], (product_l for 
k = 1), k = 1,2'00' , (5.11) 

EW~ 1(1--2/+ 1) 

= M~'l'(1)[ Jl
1 

Y2jM61)(2j - I,2j)M~')"(2j,2j + 1)], 
(product 1 for 1 = 0), 1 = 0,1,2,00', (5.12) 

and 

Ei~(2--2k + 1) 

and 

= Y2M~I)"(2,3)( 1!\ Y2jM~)(2j - 1,2J)M~1)" (2j,2j + 1)], 
(product 1 for k = 1), k = 1,2,00' . (5.13) 

Defining the generating functions 

F (5)( )-F(5)( )- ~ 2n + IF(5) () y;z = y,z;r,g = L.- z 2n+ 1 Y, 
n=O 

(5.14a) 

E(2)(y;z)_E(2)(y,z;r) f Z2n+ 'E~~+ 1 (y), (5.14b) 
n=O 

E(3)(y;z)_E(3)(y,z;r)_ f z2nE~~(y), (5.14c) 
n = 1 

and using the recursion relations (5.10) and Eq. (5.7), we can 
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write 

F(1)(Y;Z)~E(1)(y;z)M61J'(y) I F(5)(y;Z) IE(2)(y;Z) 

+ E(1)(y;z)M61)'(y)IE(3)(y;z) + E(1)(y;Z). 

(5.15) 

A similar analysis of F(2)(y;z), F(3)(y;Z), and F(4)(y;Z) re
sults in 

F(2)(y;z)~zE(1)(Y;Z)M~')'(y) IF(5)(y;Z) IE (2)(y;z)M61)(y) 

+ zE(1)(y;z)M61)'(y) IE (3)(y;z)M61)(y) 

+E(4)(y;Z), (5.16) 

F (3)( y;z) ~E (5)( y;Z) IF (5)( y;Z) IE (2)( y;Z) + E (5)( y;Z) I 
XE(3)(y;z) + E(6)(y;Z), (5.17) 

and 

F(4)( y;Z)~ZE(5)( y;z) I F(5)(y;Z) I E(2)(Y;Z)M61)(y) 

+ ZE(5)(y;Z) I E(3)(Y;Z)Mi/)(y) 

+ ZE(6)(Y;Z)M61)(y), 

respectively. 

In Eqs. (5.16)-(5.18) 

E(])(y;z)=E(])(y,z;r) f z2n+lE~~+I(Y)' 
n=O 

j = 4,5,6, 

with 

E\4) = 1, 

E~4j + 1 (2--2n + 2) 

= E~':(2--2n + I)M61)(2n + 1,2n + 2), 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

for n> 1, (5.20) 

E\5) = Mi/)'(1), 

Ei~ + 1 (1 __ 2n + 1) 

= Y2 M 61)"(1,2)E(I)(2--2n + I)M61J'(2n + 1), 

for n> 1, (5.21) 

and 

E\6) = 1, 

E~~ + 1 (1 __ 2n + 1) 

= Y2M~)"(1,2)E~~(2--2n + 1), for n> 1. (5.22) 

On the right hand side of Eqs. (5.15)-(5.18) all the di
vergences (asg--O) are in the F(5)(y;Z) term. F~~:z) is discon
nected from the factors (which are convergent) on either 
side. The integrals over the Yj variables in F~~ + 1 (y) factor 
out, and these can be done independently of the other inte
grations. We will analyze F(S)( y;z) in the next subsection. 

We will summarize our notation here for reference: (1) 
In E~])(y) or F~!)(y),y stands for the n Yj variables appear
ing in E~J)(y) or F~J)(y). (2) In the generating functions 
E(])(y;Z) or F(})(y;z), y stands for an arbitrary number ofYj 
variables. (3) The choice of the y j variables in a factor is 
determined by the y j variables on either side. For examples, 

E ~j)(y)F~ l( y)E ~)( y) 

E~!)(Yl--yn)F~)(Yn--yn + m - 1) 

XE~)(Yn + m -l--Yn + m +p- 2)' 
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DIAGRAM 

+ 
x 

x 

x----x 
j+1 

E xomple 

+ 
X----I( 

4 5 

TERM IN INTEGRAND 

dYj 

[(YJ +2i) for odd 

-I 
(y

J
+ 2i) for even 

[(Yj- 2i) for odd 

( -I fa r j even Yj - 2i) 

FIG. 5. Diagrammatic representation for the different functions ofYj occur
ing in the integrand. 

(4) A bar separating two factors indicates that these factors 
do not have any Y j variables in common. For example, 

E~J)(y) IF~)(y)_E~J)(YI-Yn)F~)(Yn + I-Yn + m). 
(S.24) 

(S) A product of two generating functions is understood in 
the following sense: Let 

F(k)(y;Z) ! znF~k)(y) 
n = 1 

and 

F(m)(y;z)= ! z"F~m)(y). 
n=l 

Then, 

F(k)(Y;Z)F(rn)(y;Z) 
00 n - 1 - L z" L F\k)(YI_YI)F~ml.l(YI_yn_l) 

n= 2 1= I 

and 

F(k)( y;z) I F(m)( Y;Z) 
00 n - 1 

- L Zn L F\k)(YI_YI)F~ml./(YI + I-Yn)' 
n=2 1= 1 

B. Analysis of F(5)( y;z) 

(S.2Sa) 

(S.2Sb) 

(S.26) 

(S.27) 

At this stage we will intorduce the diagrammatic nota
tion of Fig. S to represent the different terms in the inte
grand. We can write F~~ + I (2_2k + 2) in the following 
form by multiplying the pairs of matrices 
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M~I)(2j,2j + I)M~i)(2j + 1,2j + 2) in Eq. (S.II): 
k 

F~~ + I (2_2k + 2) ~ IT [a(2j_2j + 2),b (2j_2j + 2) 1 
j= I 

X [( Y2k + 2 + 21) - 1,0] 

(product= 1 for k = 0) , (S.28) 

where 

a(2j-2j + 2) 

(Y2j+ 1 - 2/) 

(Y2j + 2/)(Y2j + Y2j+ 1 )(Y2j+ I + Y2j+ 2) 
e - 2ir 

+ -----------------
(Y2j + 2/)(Ylj+ I + 2/) 

(S.29a) 

+ 
X ---- X ---- X 
2j 2j + 1 2j + 2 

e- 2ir + 
+ X X X 

(Y2j + I + 21) 2j 2j + I 2j+ 2 

(S.29b) 

and 

+ 
b (2j-2j + 2) = e - ir X X - - - - X 

2j2j+l 2j+2 
+ 

+ e + ir X - - - - X X (S.30) 
2j 2j + I 2j + 2 

In the second term ofEq. (S.29b), we can integrate over 
Y2j + I (and set g = 0). Thus, 

+ + 
a(2j-2j + 2) = X - - - - X - - -. X + e(r) X X , 

2j 2j + 1 2j + 2 2j 2j + 2 

(S.29c) 

where 

e(r) = e- 2ir L= dxe- rxx(x+2/)-I. (S.31) 

We can write Eq. (S.28) in the following form: 

FW+ I (2_2k + 2) 
k 

~F~~ + I (2_2k + 2) + L F~-Z + 1.2/(2-2k + 2), 
1= 1 

(sum ° for k = 0), k = 0,1,2, ... , (S.32) 

where 

F~~ + 1 (2_2k + 2)~ [( IT a(2j_2j + 2») ~ ,0], 
j= I 2k + 2 

(product=1 for k = 0), k = 0,1,2, ... 
(S.33) 

is a diagonal matrix and 

F~-Z + 1,21(2-2k + 2) 

~ [~V: a(2j_2j + 2),0] [O,b (2/_21 + 2) 1 

X L Jil [a(2j_2j + 2),b (2j_2j + 2) 1 } 

X [ ~ ,0], 
2k + 2 

(first product=1 for 1 = 1, second product_l for 
I=k), 

I<k, k = 1,2, .... (S.34) 

Using the identity 
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+ 
b (2j-+2j + 2) = X b l (2j + 1,2j + 2) + b2 (2j,q + 1) X , 

4 4+2 
(5.35) 

where 

b l (2j + 1,2j + 2) = e - ir X - - - - X 
2j+1 2j+2 

(5.36a) 

and 

+ 
b2 (2j,2j+ 1)=e+ ir X ---- X (5.36b) 

2j 2j + I 

we can factorize Fi? + l.2/(2-+2k + 2) as 

Fi? + 1,2/(2-+2k + 2) 
~FW_ I (2-+2/) ISi~ _ 21 + 2 (21 + 1-+2k + 2) 

+ FW(2-+21 + 1) IFi~ _ 21 + 1(21 + 2-+2k + 2) , 

l<.k, k = 1,2,3'00" (5.37) 

where 

Si~(1-+2n) 
n-I 

~[0,bl(1,2)] II [a(2j-+2j+2),b(2j-+2j+2)] 
j= I 

X [ 2 ,0] , 
(product=1 for n = 1), n = 1,2,00', (5.38) 

n-I 
Fi~(1-+2n + 1)~ II [a(2j-+2j + 2),0] [0,b2 (2n,2n + 1)] 

j=1 

(product=1 for n = 1), n = 1,2,00' . (5.39) 

Carrying out a similar factorization for Si~(1-+2n), we 
get the relations 

S il)(1,2)~Fi8)T(I,2) (5.40a) 

and 

Then Eqs. (5.40) imply that 

n-I 

~ L Fif(1-+2J) ISi~ _ 2/2j + 1-+2n) 
j= I 

n-I 

+ L Fi~)+I(I-+2j+ 1)IFi~_2j_I(2j+2-+2n) 

where 

j= I 
(8)T 

+ F 2n (1-+2n), 

n =2,3,00', (5.40b) 

Fi~)T(1-+2J)~ [O,bl (1,2)] Yl [a(2/-+21 + 2),0] [ ~ ,0], 
1= I 2} 

(product=1 forj = 1), j = 1,2,00' (5.41) 

is the transpose of Fi~)(y) (under the integral) and 

(9)' j- 1 
F 2j+ I (1-+2J + 1)~ [O,b l (1,2)] II [a(2/-+21 + 2),0] 

1= 1 

X [0,b2 (2j,2j + 1)], 

(product 1 forj= 1), j= 1,2,00.. (5.42) 

We define the generating functions 

and 

F(6)(Y;Z)=F(6)(y,z;r,g)- f z2n + IFi~ + I (y), 
n=O 

S(l)(y;z)=S(l)(y,z;r,g)_ f z2nSi~(Y), 
n=l 

F(8)(y;z)=F(8)(y,z;r,g)= f rnFi~(Y), 
n=l 

(5.43a) 

(5.43b) 

(5.43c) 

F(9)(y;z)=F(9)(y,z;r,g) f rn + IFi~ + I (y). 
n=l 

(5.43d) 

S(I)(Y;Z)~F(8)T (y;z) IS(I)(y;z) + F(9)(y;Z) IF(5)(y;Z) + F(8)T (y;Z) . (5.44) 

Solving for S(I)(y;Z), we have 

S(1)(y;Z)~ [1 - F(8)T (y;z)] - I {F(8)T (y;Z) + F(9)(y;Z) I F(5)(y;z) J. (5.45) 

Using the relations (5.32) and (5.37), we get 

F(5)(y;Z)~ [1 - F(8)(y;Z) - F(6)(y;Z) [1 - F(8)T (y;Z)] - IF(9)(y;Z)] - IF(6)(y;Z) [ 1 _ F(8)T (y;Z)] - I. (5.46) 

What Eq. (5.46) says is the following: F(})( y;Z) (j = 5,6,8, and 9) are 2 X 2 matrices each term of which is a power series in 
z. The coefficient of z n in the power series is an integrand with n variables. If we evaluate all the integrals and sum up the power 
series, we will get a function of z, r, and g. On substituting these functions in the elements of F(})( y;Z) and carrying out the 
operation on the right hand side ofEq. (5.46) we get an equality. At various stages of the above procedure we have factored out 
integrals so that they can be done for the different F~})(y) s independently of one another. 

Carrying out the matrix multiplications in Eq. (5.33), (5.39), and (5.42), we can write 

f dyF(6)(y;Z) = [q(l)(z),O], (5.47a) 

and 

f dyF(9)(y;Z) = [q(3)*(z),O], 

where 
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and 

and 

q(l)(Z)-q(I)(z;r,g) = f dy nt/2n+lq~~+I(Y)' 

q(2)(Z)-q(2)(z;r,g) = f dy ntl z2nq~~(y), 

q(3)(Z)=q(3)(z;r,g) = f dy ntl z2n + lq~~ + 1 (y). 

In Eqs. (S.48)-(S.50) 

q~~ + 1 (2~2n + 2)~ [lIla(2j~2j + 2)] 2n~ 2' n = 0,1,2, ... , 

q~~(1~2n)~b ~ (1,2)[ X(a(2j~2j + 2)] ~, n = 1,2,3, ... , 

(S.48) 

(S.49) 

(S.SO) 

(S.Sla) 

(S.Slb) 

~31 + 1 (1~2n + l)~b ~ (1'2)L!Xa(2j~2j + 2) ]b2(2n,2n '+ 1), n = 1,2,... . (S.Slc) 

In Eq. (S.Sla) the product 1 for n = 0 and in Eqs. (S.Slb) and (S.Slc) for n = 1. Substituting Eq. (S.SI) in (S.46) and 
carrying out the matrix multiplications leads to Eq. (7.1S), where 

lim q(}YTr-l;r,g)-q(})(r). 
g->O 

C. Analysis of q(j)(z), j = 1,2,3 

We first show that 

(1)( ) _ A (z) q z - , 
1 - ze(r)A (z) 

where 

A (z;r,g):=A (z) = f dy kto z2
k

+
1
a2k+I(Y)' 

with 
+ + 

a 2k + 1 (2~2k + 2) ~ X - - - - X - - - - X," X 
2 3 4 2k + 1 

Clearly, 

q~I)(2)~al (2), 

+ - + + + 

+ 
X k=O,I, .... 

2k+ 2 

q~I)(2~)~ X ---- X ---- X +e(r) X X~a3(2~)+e(r)aI(2)al(4) 
2 3 4 2 4 

and satisfies Eq. (S.S3). 
We will now prove Eq. (S.S3) by induction. Let 

q~~_I(~2k+2)~[ A(z) ] , 
1 - ze(r)A (z) 2k - 1 

(S.S2) 

(S.S3) 

(S.S4a) 

(S.S4b) 

(S.SS) 

(S.S6a,b) 

(S.S7) 

where the subscript 2k - 1 denotes the coefficients of z 2k - 1 in the expansion on the right hand side (without the integration 
over y). Then, 

qW+I(2~2k+ l)~a(2~)q~~_I(~2k+ 1) (S.S8) 

~ [ ~ ----X ----X + e(r) ~ X ] 
2 3 4 2 4 

X{a2k _ 1 + e(r)[A 2(Z)]2k_2 + ... + ek-l(r)aH, 

where inside the curly bracket the variables of integration start fromY4' Therefore, 
k-I 

qW + 1 (2~2k + 2) ~a(2k + 1 (2~2k + 2) + ek (r)a~ + 1 + L el (r) 
1= 1 

x{a l (2)[A /(z)bk_1 + ~ ---- X ---- X [A1+1(z)bk_I+I}' 
234 

Now 
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+ - + - k-I 
X ---- X ---- X [AZ(z)bk_2~ X ---- X ---- x L a2/_1(~2/+2)azk_2/_1(2/+~2k+2) 
2 3 4 2 3 4 1=1 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

+ 

k-I 
~ L a 21 + 1(2-+21 + 2)au _ 2/- 1 (21 + 4-+2k + 2) 

1= 1 

~ [A 2(z)bk - a l (2)aZk _ 1 (~2k + 2). 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

X ---- X ---- X [AI+I(Z)bk-I_I~(AI+I(Z»2k_I+1 -al (2)[A I(z)]2k I' for 1=2,3,···,k-1. (5.64) 
2 3 4 -

Using the relations (5.63) and (5.64) in Eq. (5.60), we get 

qi~ + I (2-+2k + 2)~ [ A (z) ] 
1 - ze(r)A (z) Zk + 1 

Hence, by induction, Eq. (5.53) holds. 

In a 2k + 1 (2-+2k + 2) we use the identity 
+ + 

X ---- X - X ----x + X X 
2j - I Zj 2j-1 2j 2j-1 Zj 

to write 

a 2k + 1 (2-+2k + 2)~( ~ - - - - ~ )a2k _ 1 (~2k + 2) 

+ + 
- X----X----X----X----X· .. X 

2 3 4 6 U+I 

Using the identity (5.66) for j = 3,4, .. ·,k + 1 and defining 
+ 

Yk(2-+k+l)~X----X----X .. ·X---- X, k=I,2''''r 
2 3 4 k k+1 

we obtain the recursion relations 

and 

a 2k + I (2-+2k + 2)~( - l)kYzk + 1 (2-+2k + 2) 
k 

+ 
X 

2k + 2 

+ L (-I)/+IY21(2-+2/+ l)a2k _ 21 + 1(2/+ 2-+2k+ 2), k= 1,2, .... 
1= 1 

We define the generating functions 

r(l)(z)=r(I)(z;r,g) = J dy kto (_I)krk+ Iy2k + I(Y)' 

r(2)(z)=r(2)(z;r,g) = J dy ktl (- W+ Iz2ky2k (y)· 

Then Eq. (5.69) implies that 

r(I)(z) 
A (z) - _---0.,-'--

1 - r(2)(z) 

We can rewriteg2k + 1 (gr) (see Eq. (3.3)] as 

1
00 100 2k+2 2k+1 k (Y~+I _~)1!2 

gZk+l(gr)=(-I)k dyz'" dY2k+2 II e-ry, II (Yj+Yj+I)-I(Y~k+Z-~)-I/2II (J z ...2)1/2' 
g g J = Z J = 2 J = 1 Y2j - 15 

= ( - l)k J dY[ X - - - - X - - - - X .. · X - - - - X ]. 
2 3 4 Zk + 1 2k + 2 

Now in Y2k + 1 (2-+2k + 2) we use the identity 

~ = (2i) - I [ X - Y2 ~ ] 
2 2 2 

to write 

f
dYY2k+I(2-+2k+2)=(2i)-I[(-1)kgZk+l(gr)- fdYYz ~ ---- X· .. X ---- X ]. 

Z 3 Zk + 1 2k + Z 

Next we use the identity 
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x -- -- x = Yz-:- 1 1 [X X - Y2· + 2 X - - - - X ] 
2)+1 2)+2 J+ 2)+12)+2 J 2j+1 2j+2 

(5.76) 

for j = 1,2,.··,k to write 

f dYYI(2)=(20-I[gl(gr)- f dYY2 ~ J (5.77a) 

and 

f dYY2k + I (2--+2k + 2) 

= ( - I)k(2t) - 1 {g2k + 1 (gr) + k I [I Y2· + ] L g2k - 21 + 1 (gr) dy II _1_ X - - - - X - - - - X .. , X - - - - X 
1= 1 j = 1 Y2) + 1 2 3 4 21 21 + I 

J (nk+ I ) + } )= I YZj - dy X - - - - X - - - - X ... X - - - - X , k = 1,2, .... nk Y 2 3 4 Zk + I 2k + 1 j=12)+1 
(5.77b) 

It is clear that in the last term and in the integrals mUltiplying theg2m + I (gr)'s in the second term we can setg = O. We do 
this and define 

e(l)(z;r) = ! zZleW(r) 
1=0 

and 

e(2)(z;r) = ! Z2/+ leW+ I (r), 
1=0 

where 

eg)(r) = I 

and 

e~I)(r) = fX> dYI'" f" dYI(Yl + 21) - I ill e - ryj ;.v: (Yi + Y)+ I) - I, 

Then the recursion relation (5.77) implies that, as g--+O, 

r(I)(z) = (20 - I [G (z;gr)e(l)(z;r) - e(Z)(z;r)] + O~) . 
Similarly, we can show that 

r(2)(z) = I - e(1)(z;r) + r(2)(z)e(3)(z;r) + 0 ~), 

where 

with 

e(3)(z;r) = ! zZl+ leW+ I (r), 
1=0 

L
'" Loa I I-I 

e~3)(r)= dYI'" dYI II e- rYj II (Yi +Y)+I)-I. 
o 0)= I i= I 

(5.78a) 

(5.78b) 

(5.79a) 

/;;d. (5.79b) 

(5.80) 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

(5.83) 

This completes the factorization of q(I)(Z). q(2)(z) and q(3)(z) can be analysed in a similar manner by relating them to q(1)(z) 
and functions of r. These functions are in turn related to e(J)(z;r) (j = 1,2,3). We will not write down the details of this 
calculation. 

Note that the g dependence of the functions q(j)(z) (j = 1,2,3) is only through G (gr;z). We use the fact 

lim G(gr,1T- I
) = 1 

g--Q 

to take this limit in q(J)(z). This leads to Eq. (7.7)-(7.9) on using e (3)(r) = (2r) - I (which is shown later in this section). 
We will next reduce e{J)(1T - I;r) (j = 1,2,3) to their final form [Eqs. (7.3), (7.4) and (5.96)]. The procedure is the same in 

all three cases and will be illustrated for e(I)(1T - I;r). 
Scaling out r in Eq. (5.79b) (r Y r--+Y), we can write ep)(r) in the form of an integral over iterated kernels 

eP)(r) = L" d(TI'" Loa d(TI(YI + 2ir)-IK(1,2)K(2,3) ... K(/- 1,1), t~l, (5.84) 

where 

(5.85) 
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The kernel (Yj + Yj + I) - 1 has been studied in Ref. 9, where the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are explicitly written 
down. We use the results in Sec. E of this reference (for the special case v = 0) 

100 

dt72K (l ,2)Xp (2) = ,,1.pXp(I), (5.86) 

where 

A. p = rr sechrrp 

are the eigenvalues and 

X/x) = (Up) - 112 f" d5" exp[ - (5" - l)xI2)]ipp( n 
are the eigenfunctions of the integral equation (5.86). 

In Eq. (5.86) 

ipp( 5") = CpFO + ip, ! - ip,l;! -! 5") (5.89) 

where 

(5.90) 

and F (a,b ,C;Z) is the hypergeometric function. ¢ p ( 5" ) satisfies 
the integral equation 

roo d5"ipp(5") =,,1.p ipp(X). (5.91) 
)1 5"+x 

Writing the eigenfunction expansion for K (j,j + I) as 

K (j,j + I) = 100 

dp ,,1.p X/f) Xp(j + I) (5.92) 

and doing the integrations over Y2--Y/ in Eq. (5.84), we can 
write 

ep)(r) = 1'" dP,,1.~-I[f" dxe-xx/x)] 

x[lOO dy e- Y(Y+2ir)-lxp (Y)]. (5.93) 

Using Eq. (5.88) and (5.91), we can show that 

L" dxe - XXp(x) = (2p,,1.p tanh1Tp)1!2. (5.94) 

Using this in Eq. (5.92), doing the sum in Eq. (5.78a) (which 
in a geometric progression is z 2,,1. 2p), and setting z = 1T - I, 

we get Eq. (7.3). A similar analysis leads to Eq. (7.4). 
We can similarly show that 

2 100 

e?)(r) = - dpp,,1. ~ tanh1Tp. 
r 0 

(5.95) 

Substituting in Eq. (5.82), summing up the series, set
ting z = rr - I, and doing the final integral over p, we get 

e(3)(1T- \r) = (2r)-I. (5.96) 

This completes our analysis of the second term in EQ. I 

(5.87) 

(5.88) 

(4.26) in the limitg-o. On taking this limit we get the ex
pression for H(I)(r) in the final result (see Sec. VII). 

VI. ANALYSIS OF Go (1-+2nj 

A. Factorization of Go(1-+2nj 

We can write 
n 

Go(I--2n)~ II [a(2j--2j + 2),b(2j __ 2j + 2»). (6.1) 
j= I 

The product in Eq. (6.1) has a cyclic structure, i.e., 
Y2n + I YI and Yzn + 2 Y2' Separating the a's as in Eq. 
(5.32), we have 

Go (1--2n) ~ [JX a(2j--2j + 2),0] 

+ t [Fi~~il(I--2n) + F~~~~1(2 __ 2n, 1)], 
1=1 

(6.2) 

where 

n-I 
~ [O,b l (1,2)] II [a(2j __ 2j + 2),b (2j--2j + 2)] 

j= I 

X j=:f!;+ 1 [a(2j-2j+2),0)[ ~ ,0] (6.3) 

and 
n -I 

F~~~~,(2 __ 2n, I)~ II [a(2j __ 2j + 2),b (2j--2j + 2)] 
j=1 

n-I 
X IT [a(2j __ 2j + 2),0) 

j=n-I+I 

X [0,b2 (2n, l)] (6.4) 

with [<,n, n = 1,2, .... In Eq. (6.2) only the first term has a 
cyclic structure. In Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) the first product=1 
for I = n and the second product-I for I = 1. 

By methods similar to those used in Sec. V we can derive the following recursion relations: 

F~~~~,(1--2n)~F~~nl--2n) + "f' {F~f(l-2k) IF~~o~ 2k.2/(2k + 1--2n) 
k=1 

+ F<i2 + 1 (l--2k + 1) IFi~2~ 2k _ 1.2/- I (2k + 2 __ 2n)} , (6.5)' 

where 

Fi~2~ 1.2/-1 (2-2n)~ X( [a(2j--2j + 2),b (2j __ 2j + 2)] j= :f!:+ 1 [a(2j--2j + 2),0] [ ~ ,0] , (6.6) 

and 
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n-I 
F~~~~1(2~2n, 1)::;::F~~(2--+2n, 1) + L {F~~ _ I (2--+2k) IF~~3~ 2k + 1,21(2k + 1--+2n,l) 

k=1 

+ F~~(2~2k + 1) \Fi~l~ 2k,21(2k + 2_2n, I)}, (6.7) 

where 
n-I-I 

F~~3~ 1,21(1--+2n - 1)::;:: [O,b l (1,2)] II [a(2j~2j + 2),b (2j_2j + 2)] 
j= I 

n-2 
X II [a(2j~2j + 2),O][O,b2(2n - 2,2n - 1)], n;;.l + I, 1;;.1. (6.8) 

j=n-I 

In Eqs. (6.5)-(6.7), I<n and n = 1,2, .... 
Defining the generating functions 

F(k)(z,(t);y)=F(k)(z,(t);y,r,g) ! i rn(t)2IFi:~21(Y)' for k = 10 and 11, 
n= 11= I 

(6.9a) 

F(l2)(Z,(t);y)=.F(12)(z,(t);y,r ,g)= ! i z2n - 1(t)21- IFi~2~ 1.21- I (y), (6.9b) 
n= 11= 1 

and 
00 n-l 

F(13)(z,(t);y)-F(l3)(z,(t);y,r ,g) = L L rn - 1(t)2IFi~3~ l.21(Y)' (6.9c) 
n=2 1= 1 

we have 

F(1O)(Z,I;Y)::;::F(8)T(Y;Z)/F(1°)(Z,I;Y) + +z ! F(8)T(y;Z) +F(9)(Y;Z)/F(l2)(z,I;Y) (6.10) 

and 

(6.11) 

The reason for evaluating these functions at (t) = 1 will be clearlater on. We can now reduce F(l2)(Z, 1;y) and F(l3)(Z, 1;y) by 
deriving recursion relations to get 

and 

and 

F(l3)(z,I;y)::;:: + (z ! - I)F(9)(y;z) + F(8)T (y;Z) IF(l3)(Z, 1;y) + F(9)(y;Z) IF(ll)(z,I;y) . 

Solving for F(l2)(Z, l;y) and F(l3)(Z, l;y) and substituting in Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11), we get 

F(lO)(z,I;y)::;:: ~ [1-F(8)T(Y;Z)-F(9)(Y;Z)[I-F(8)(y;z)]-IF(6)(Y;Z)]-1 

X {z ~ F(8)T(y;Z) +F(9)(Y;Z)[I-F(8)(y;z)] -l(Z ! + I)F(6)(y;z)} 

F(ll)(z,I;y)::;:: ~ [1 - F(8)(y;Z) - F(6)(Y;Z)[1 - F(&)T(y;Z)] -IF(9)(Y;Z)]-1 

x{z ~F(8)(Y;Z)+F(6)(Y;Z)[1_F(8)T(Y;Z)]-l(z! -1)F(9)(y;z)}. 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

F(lO)(Z, 1;y) and F(ll)(Z, 1;y) each have one term without any derivative. On taking the trace the contribution of these nonderi
vative terms to Tr[F(lO)(z,l;y) + F(ll)(z,I;y)] is of the form 

Tr[A -IB - (A T)-lB T] = Tr[A -IB - (A -IBll = 0, (6.16) 

where 

and 

B = !F(9)(y;Z)[ 1 - F(8)(y;Z)] - IF(6)(y;Z) 

since 
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Thus, the nonderivative terms cancel out on taking the trace. 
Substrituting the expressions (5.47) for F(6)(y;Z), F(8)(y;Z), and F(9)(y;Z) in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) and carrying out the 

matrix multiplications, we can show that 

dyTr[F(IO)(z,I;y)+F(Ill(z,I;y)] = - -z-Inq(z), f I d 

2 dz 

where q(z) is given by 

q(z) q(z;r,g) = [1 - q(2)(Z)q(2)·(Z)] 2 - q(1)(z)q(3)·(z) _ q(I)·(Z)q(3)(Z) + q(I)(z)q(l)·(z)q(3)(z)q(3)·(z) 

_ q(l)(Z)q(2)"l (z)q(3)(z) _ q(1)·(Z)q(2)l (z)q(3)·(z) . 

We need to evaluateL:~ 1 n - Iz2n TrGo(1-+2n). Using Eq. (6.2), we have 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

n~1 n -1z2n TrGo(1-+2n)~2 Ren~1 n -1z2n i~II a(2j-+2j + 2) + 2 f ~' Tr[F(lO)(z',l;y) + F(II}(z',I;y)] . (6.21) 

The second term can be evaluated using Eq. (6.19). The first term will be analyzed in the next subsection. 

B. Evaluation of Il'j = 1 a(2j--+2j + 2) 

Because of its cyclic structure this term requires a different factorization than that of q(1)(z). Using the equation (5.29c) 
for a(2j-+2j + 2), we can write 

n n 

II a(2j-+2j + 2) ~ii2n (2-+2n, 1) + e(r) I d 2n _ 1,21- 1 (2-+2n) , (6.22) 
]~ 1 I~ 1 

n ~ 1,2, ... 

where 
+ + + 

ii2n(2-+2n,I)~(YI +Y2)-1 X ---- X ---- X .. , X ---- X ---- X 
2 3 4 2n - 1 2n 1 

(6.23) 

and 

d2n_121_1(2-+2n)~[nffa(2j-+2j+2)] ~ ---- X ---- ~ ... X ----~, 
, ] ~ 1 2n - 21 + 2 2n - 21 + 3 2n - 21 + 4 2n - 1 2n 

(product-l for 1= n). (6.24) 

and 

We can write down the recursion relations 

d 2n _ 1.2n _ 1 (2-+2n)~a2n _ 1 (2-+2n) 

n-I-I 

d2n-I.21-1 (2-+2n)~a2n_1 (2-+2n) + e(r) I a Zm + 1 (2-+2m + 2)d2n_zm_3,21_1 (2m + 4-+2n), 
m=O 

for I <n; n = 2,3, .... 

Define 

D (z,w) D (z,w;r,g) = f dy n~1 It 1 z2n - IW
21

- Idzn - 1,21- 1 (y) . 

Then, 

D (z,w) = f dy n~1 Itl z2n - IW
21 - la2n - 1 (y) + z e(r)A (z)D (z,w) . 

Hence, 

D(z,l) = ..!.!!. [zA (z)] +ze(r)A (z)D(z, 1) . 
2 dz 

Solving for D (z, 1), we get 

D(z,l) = - [2e(r)]-I!!.pn[1-ze(r)A(z)]J. 
dz 

Now we use the identity (5.66), 
+ + 

X ---- X == - X ---- X + X X, 
2] + 1 2] + 2' 2] + 1 2] + 2 2] + 1 2] + 2 

for j = 0,1 , .. ·,n - 1 in Eq. (6.23) to get 
n-I 

ii2n(2-+2n,I)~(-l)n(Yl +YZ)-I X ---- X ---- X .. · X ---- X + I (-1)kP2n.2n_2k(2-+2n,1), 
2 3 4 2n 1 k ~ 0 
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where 

+ + + 
P2n.2k(2---+2n.l)~ X ---- X ---- X· .. X ---- X ---- X ... X ---- X. (6.31) 

2 3 4 2k - I 2k 2k + I 2n I 

In Eq. (6.30) the first term is equal to nhn (gr) (on integrating over y). Define 

P(z.UJ)-P(z.UJ;r,g) + f dy n~1 ktl ( - It + kz2nUJ2kP2n.2k(Y)· (6.32) 

Then Eq. (6.30) leads to 

f dy f n - Iz2na2n = F(z;gr) + 2 (' d~' P(z'.I). 
n ~ 1 Jo Z 

(6.33) 

We now use Eq. (5.66) for} = k - 1 in Eq. (6.31) to get 

P2n.2k (2---+2n.l) ~ - P2n.2k _ 2 (2---+2n.l) + P2k _ 2.2k _ 2 (2---+2k - 1 )Y2n - 2k + 2 (2k---+2n.l) • for 2<k<n. n = 2.3 .... 
(6.34) 

and 

P2n.2(y) = Y2n(y). n = 1.2 ..... (6.35) 

Thus. 

f i (- 1)" + k~nUJ2kp2n.2k(y)~ f i (- It + k~nUJ2k [ - P2n.2k - 2 (y) + P2k - 2.2k - 2 (y)Y2n - 2k + 2 (y)] (6.36) 
n~2k~2 n~2k~2 

Adding and subtracting the missing terms on the left and right leads to 

P(z.UJ)-UJ2r(2)(Z)=UJ2{P(Z.UJ)- [1-r(2)(z)] f dy n~1 (zUJ)2np2n.2n(y)}. (6.37) 

We can show that 

f dy n~1 ~np2n.2n(Y) = r(2)(z)[ 1 - r(2)(z)] -I. 

Substituting Eq. (6.38) in (6.37) and solving for P(z.UJ). we get 

UJ2 [r (2)(Z) - r (2)(ZUJ)] 
P(z.UJ) = (1 _ UJ2)[ 1 _ r(2)(zUJ)] . 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

For UJ = 1. both the numerator and the denominator in Eq. (6.39) are equal to zero. Using L'Hospital's rule. we have 

Z d 
P(z.l) = - - -In[ 1 - r(2)(z)] . 

2 dz 
(6.40) 

Equations (6.22). (6.29). (6.33). and (6.40) lead to 

f dy n~1 n - I~n jtl a(2}---+2} + 2) = F(z;gr) -In[ 1 - r(2)(z) - Z e(r)F(1)(z)] . (6.41) 

Sustituting Eq. (6.41) in (6.21) and doing the integral using Eq. (6.19) leads to 

f dy n ~ 1 n - Iz2n TrGo (1---+2n) = 2F (z;gr) - 2 Re! In [1 - r (2)(Z) - z e(r)F (I)(Z)] I - Inq(z) . 

We can now summarize the results ofSecs. IV-VI to write down jj[z;r.G (z;gr)] [see Eq. (3.4)] 

jj [z;r.G (z;gr)] = f dy It I I - 1 Trff' (y;z) - 2 Re In [1 - r (2)(Z) - Z e(r)F (I)(Z)] - Inq(z) . 

(6.42) 

(6.43) 

The lower limit of integration in the first term ofEq. (6.43) is now zero. We have shown that in all the terms on the right hand 
side of Eq. (6.43) the g dependence is only through G (z;gr). 

We can now use Eq. (2.23). (2.26). and (2.32) of Ref. 7. 
which say that 

lim (gr)1I2 exp[ - 2F(1T- t,gr)] = 1T- Ip. (6.44) 
g~ 00 

where we have expressed the constants in Eq. (2.32) in terms 
of p 00 given by Eq. (1. 7). This completes the analysis of the 
g---+O limit ofg 1/2 exp[ - H(1T -I;r.g»). Setting 

lim r(I)(1T- \r.g) = r(I)(r). (6.45) 
g--O 
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we get the final answer for q(r) which is written out in detail 
in the next section. 

VII. RESULTS 

Using the results ofSecs. IV-VI. we can write down the 
final formof p(r): 
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per) = ~ (q(rHe(l)(r) - [(2r)-1 + 1T-Ie(r)]F(l)(r)J 
r ll2 

X (e(I)*(r) - [(2r) - I + 1T - l e*(r) ]F(I)*(r»)) 

x exp[ - H(I)(r)]), (7.1) 

wherep= is given by Eq. (1.4) and 

e(r) = e - 2ir i= dx e - r-'x(x + 2/) - 1 , (7.2) 

e(l)(r) = 1 + (~ )112 roo dP( . P )112 
1T Jo smh31Tp 

X roo dye - Y X/Y~ , (7.3) 
Jo Y + 21r 

e(2)(r) = (~)112 roo dP( P sech1Tp )112 
1T Jo tanh31Tp 

x 100 

dye- Y Xp(Y~ . (7.4) 
o y + 21r 

Xp (y) satisfies Eq. (S.86) and is explicitly written down 
in Eqs. (S.88) and (S.89): 

(7.S) 

and 

q(r) = [1 - q(Z)(r)q(2)*(r) p _ q(I)(r)q(3)*(r) 

- q(I)*(r)q(3)(r) + q(1)(r)q(I)*(r)q(3)(r)q(3)*(r) 

- q(l)(r)q(2)*l (r)q(3)(r) _ q(l)*(r)q(2)1 (r)q(3)*(r), (7.6) 

with 

r(1)(r) q(1)(r) = ______ --"--'-____ _ 
e(1)(r) - [(2r)-1 + 1T- 1e(r)]F(ll(r) , 

(7.7) 

eir { (2r) - I - 1T .. le(r)[e(1)(r) - 1] 1 (I) 

e(1)(r) q (r) 

eir [e(1)(r) - 1] 

e(l)(r) 
(7.8) 

and 

where 
1 [q(1)(r) [1 - q(l)*(r)q(3)(r)] + q(1)*(r)q(2)1 (r) 

F(5)(r) = --
q(r) q(l)(r)q(2)*(r) + q(l)*(r)q(2)(r) 

E(1·l)(y;r) = E(2.1)(y;r) = E(1)(y;r)M61J'(y;r), 

eir { (2r) 1 - 1T - le(r) [e(I)(r) - 1] J 
q(3)(r) = q(2)(r) 

e(l)(r) 
+ eZir [e(1)(r)] -- 1 [(2r) ... 1 + 2ie(Z)*(r) 

-1T -Ie 2ire*(r)e(1)*(r)]. (7.9) 

In Eq. (7.1), H(1)(r) is given by 

H(I)(r) = I H~I)(r), (7.10) 
n=2 

where 

H~l)(r) = L" dYl'" i oo 
dYn 

n 

X II e-ryj IIY2j+1 IIYz71n(y;r) (7.11) 
j~1 j~O j~l 

and 

!n(y;r) fn(Yl'YZ"',Yn;r) 

= [ Itl I -1 TrA/(y;r)Y L ' (7.12) 

where ff( y;r) is a 4 X 4 matrix of functions of Y and r. The 
summation inside the bracket on the right hand side of Eq. 
(7.12) generates terms with m y/s (m = 2,3,4 ... ). The sub
script n denotes that we keep all the terms with exactly n Yj 's 
in!n (y;r). The discussion following Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) 
explains the method of generating these terms in detail. 

In Eq. (7.12) 

. [M6Z)(y;r)F(1)Chr) M62)(y;r)F(Z)(y;r)] 

A/(y;r) = M~2)(y;r)F(3)(y;r) M~2)(y;r)F(4)(y;r) , 

(7.13) 

where M6Z)(y;r) and M~2)(y;r) are given by Eqs. (4.8b) and 
(4. 9b), respectively: 

F(J)(y;r) = E(J·l)(y;r)F(5)(r)E(J·2)(y;r) + E(J·3)(y;r), 

j = 1,2,3, and 4, (7.14) 

q(l)(r)q(2)*(r) + q(1)*(r)q(2)(r) ] 

q(1)*(r)[ 1 - q(l)(r)q(3)*(r)] + q(l)(r)q(2)*1 (r) , 
(7.1S) 

[M61J'(y;r)is given by Eq. (S.2a) and E(ll(y;r) by Eqs. (S.4) and (S.6)], (7.16) 

E(3.1)(y;r) = E(4.1)(y;r) = E(5)(y;r), [E(5)(y;r) is given by Eqs. (S.19) and (S.21)] , 

E(I.2)(y;r) = E(3·2)(y;r) = E(2)(y;r), [E(2)(y;r) is given by Eqs. (S.12) and (S.14b)] , 

E(2,2)(y;r) = E(4,2)(y;r) = 1T- IE(2)(y;r)M61)(y;r), [M61)(y;r) is given by Eq. (4.8a)], 

E(1,3)(y;r) = E (l)(y;r)MgJ'(y;r)E(3)(y;r) + E(1)(y;r) , [E (3)(y;r) is given by Eqs. (S.13) and (S.14c)], 

E(2,3)(y;r) = 1T- lE(1,3)(y;r)M6l)(y), 

E(3.3)(y;r) = E(5) (y;r)E (3)(y;r) + E(6)(y;r), [E(6)(y;r) is given by Eqs. (S.19) and (S.22)], 

and 

E(4.3)(y;r) = E(3.3)(y;r)M6l )(y;r). 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

The 2 X 2 matrices E(;) have functions oftheYk 'So Substituting these in Eq. (7.13), we carry out the trace in Eq. (7.12) and 
pick up all the terms with n variables to obtain,f" (y;r). In Eq. (7.16)-(7.29) 

E(;)(y;r) E(;l(1T- \y;r), for j = 1,2,3,S, and 6. (7.24) 
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VIII. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF p(r) FOR LARGE r 
All the functions inside the curly bracket in Eq. (7.1) 

can be expressed in terms of e(I)(r), e(2)(r), and e(r). It may be 
shown that, for r> 1, 

e(r) = -- 1 - -:- - - + OCr - 3) . e - 2ir [ 1 3 ] 

2i? zr 2? 
(8.1) 

To expand e(l)(r) [Eq. (7.3)] and e(2)(r) [Eq. (7.4)], we 
expand the (y + 2ir) - I factor in the denominators in pow
ers of r - I to write 

e(l)(r) = 1 + I C~I)r-n (8.2a) 
n=l 

and 

e(2)(r) = I C~2)r- n, (8.2b) 
n=l 

where 

C~I) = ( _ It - 1(21) - n( ~ )112 ("" dP( . p )112 
rr Jo smh3rrp 

X l"" dye-y-lxp(Y) (8.3a) 

and 

C~2) = ( _ It - 1(21) - n( ~ )112 ("" dP( p sechrrp )112 
rr Jo tanh3rrp 

xl"" dye-yyn-lxp(Y). 

Using Eq. (5.88), we can write 

100 

dye-yyn-lxp(Y) 

= (n - 1)!2n (''' dg <pp(S) , 
(2Ap)1I2 JI (g + It 

(8.3b) 

(8.4) 

where <pp (g) is defined by Eq. (5.89). Using Eq. (5.91), we 
have 

where, in Eq. (8.5b), r(z) is the gamma function. Substitut
ing in Eqs. (8.4) and (8.3) and doing the final integration over 
p, we can evaluate C ~I) and C ~2). We write down the first few 
terms in Eq. (8.2). For r> 1, 

e(l)(r) = 1 + _1_ + _3 ___ 1_5_ 
8ir 128? 1024i? 

525 + 0 (r - 5) (8.6a) 
2x47r4 

and 

(8.6b) 

Using the expansions (8.1) and (8.6), we can derive an 
asymptic expansion for large r for the curly bracket in Eq. 
(7.1). The expansion of H(I)(r) is more difficult. We first note 
the following: An integral of the form 

1"" d 1"" d lIn - ry In(Y) YI'" Yn e J 

o 0 j = ' II (Yj + Yj + I ) 

falls off as r - m, where 

m = n + number of Yj factors in the numerator of In (y) 

- number ofYj factors in the denominator of In (y) 

- number of (Yj + Yj + I) factors in the denominator. 
(8.7) 

For example, 

1"" d 100 

d - r(y,y,) YIY2 
YI Y2 e 

o 0 (YI +Y2) 
(8.8) 

A study of the matrices in ff(y;r) shows that 

for I odd, f dy lrff(y;r)/- e= ::- 1 (8.9) 
for I even. 

Thus, to obtain the expansion to O(x - 4) in the Intro
duction, we only need to study Trff( y;r) and Trff( y;r) 2. 

( ( g) The first term needs to be evaluated to the leading and next 
JI

OO 

dg CPp leading order in x - I, while the second term needs to be 
I (g + It evaluated only to the leading order. Now, 

(-It-lAp dn-Icpp(x) I 
(8.5a) Trff(y;r) = Tr[M62)(y;r)F(I)(y;r) + M~2)(y;r)F(4)(y;r)] . 

(n - 1)! dxn - I x = I (8.10) 

21 - nApCp r(n - ! + ip)r(n - ! - ip) (8.5b) I We can use the expressions (7.14) for F(I)(y;r) andF(4)(y;r) 
[en - I)W rn + ip)r(! - ip) to write out the ri$ht hand side ofEq. (8.10). 

------~--~------~~~--~~----------~ 

We will illustrate the method of deriving the asymptotic expansion by a typical term in Eq, (8.10), namely, 

T M (2)( . )E(I)( .) - T ~ - 2nM(2)( )E(I)( ) r 0 y,r y,r - r L.. rr 0 YI'Y2 2n Y2 ,Y3 ,""Y2n 'YI . 
n=l 

Expanding the (YI + Y2 + 2z) - 1 term in M62)(YI 'Y2) [see Eq. (4.8b)], we have 

M~2)(YI'Y2)= -Y2e-ir[(2z)-I+t(YI +Y2),O] + higher order terms, 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

where the higher order terms contribute to 0 (x - 5) and higher. Next we multiply out the matrices in E ~~( Y2 -Y2n JlI ) [see Eq. 
(5.4)] keeping the terms only to leading and next leading order. This leads to 

E (2)(2--+2n, I) = {e - ir[ YI (YI + 21) - Iti~ _ I (2--+2n) - :~II ti~ _ 1 (2--+2m)t~~~ 2m + I (2m + 1--+2n,I)], 

t?~(2--+2n,I)} + higher order terms, (8.13) 
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where 

ti~_1(2_2k)=(-I)k+I( ITY2i /"ff Y2i+ l ) ~ ---- X ---- ~ ... X ---- ~, k= 1,2, ... , 
i = 2 i = 1 2 3 4 2" - 1 2k 

(8.14) 

t}~ + 1 (l-2k + I) = ( - I)k + IYZk + 1 ( fr Y2j / fr Y2j + I) X - - - - ~ - - - - X .. · X ----~ ---- X , k = 1,2, ... , 
j = 1 j = 0 I 2 3 2k - I 2k 2k + I 

and 

t~-;:(1-2k+ l)=(-l)k+IYzk + 1 fr (~)~ ---- X ---- ~ ... X ---- ~ ---- X , 
j = I YZj + I Z 3 4 2k - 1 2k 2k + I 

k = 1,2, .... 

Substituting in Eq. (8.11) and making use ofEqs. (7.10) to (7.12), we see that 

Contribution from TrM ~2)( y;r)E (1)( y;r) to H (I)(r) = f 217' - 2n Re (I i~(r) + 1 i~(r) ] + 0 (r - 5), 
n=1 

where 

and 

1~Z;(r) = ( - I)ne - 2ir 1'" dYI ,,·1'" dYzn JX e - ryJYI [(2l) - 1 + HYI + Y2)J 

X n:f { ~ ----X ---- ~... X ----~ } { X - - - - X ---- ~ ... ~ ----X ---- X } . 
m = 1 2 342m - 1 2m In + 1 2m + I 2m + 3 2n - 1 2n 1 

Expanding the (Y2j+ 1 - 2l) and (Y2j + 21) factors in Eq. (8.18) and making use ofEq. (8.7), we see that 

li~(r) = 4
1 

e(r)(l + 21. dd )[ ('" dh'" ('" dYInIT e -- rYj 2n 1 (Yj + Yj + I) -I] 
1 r Jo Jo J = 2 J = Z 

e - Zir (00 roo 2n. 2n - 1 

+ 1"6'" Jo dYI'" Jo dYIn JII e - rYJ YI (YI + Y2) JIIz (Yj + Yj+ I) - 1 + OCr 5) . 

Using the expansion (8.1) for e(r) and scaling r in the integrals in Eq. (8.20) (r Yj _Yj)' we can write 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

The integrals in Eq. (8.21) can be analyzed by techniques similar to those used in the analysis of e(l)(r) and e(I)(r). In 
particular, we can show that 

n~11T-2n Loo dyz .. · Loo dYzn jD2 e- YJ ~tr (YJ + Yj+ 1)-1 = 2i1T-
1
Ci2) = 217' (8.22) 

and 

00 _ 2n lOO 100 In _ Yj In - I _ 1 _ 1 (2) 3 L 17' dyz .. , dYzn II e II (Yj + Yj+ I) Y2 = 417' C 2 = -. 
n = 1 0 0 j = 2 j = 2 817' 

(8.23) 

Thus we have 

! 1T-2n/~~(r)= e-2i~ (-i+ ~)+0(r-5). 
n = 1 161Tr 8r 

(8.24) 

The integral in 1 ~Z;(r) factorizes into two factors, each of which can be analyzed in a similar manner. Adding the two 
contributions and using Eq. (8.17), we get 

(2) (I) (I) _ 3 sin2r + 63 cos2r + 0 (r - 5) . contribution from TrM 0 (y;r)E (y;r) to H (r) = 64r 512 r4 
(8.25) 

The remaining terms in TuV(y;r) and Trff(y;r) 2 can be analyzed similarly. The calculation is tedious but straightfor
ward on using the integral equation techniques developed in the analysis of e (1)(r). The final result is 
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H (I)(r) = _ sin2r __ 1_ + (~ _ 119 cos2r) + 0 (r - 5) . (8.26) 
32~ 1024r4 8 

SubstitutingH(l)(r) and the expansion for the curly bracket in Eq. (7.1) and identifying r=x (since kf = 1), we get the large x 

expansion in Eq. (1.3). 
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APPENDIX A: FACTORIZATION OF h(2)(r,g) 

In this Appendix we will carry out a factorization of h (2)(r,g) as g-D in terms off2 (gr), g 1 (gr), and factors that are 
functions of r alone. 

Along the branch cut -, we make a change of variables 

kj = - V 1 - ~ - iYj' g<Yj < 00 , 

so that 

[(k J + ,u2)(k J +,u*2)r12~(Yj - 2/)(yJ - ~)l/2 + o (.f), as g-D. 

Along the branch cut + 

kj = V 1 - ~ - iYj' g<h< 00, 

so that 

[(k J + ,u 2)(k J + ,u *2) r12 ~(Yj + 2/)( yJ - gl) 112 + 0 (.f), as g-D. 

Thus, using the obvious notation, as g-D 

h (2)(r,g) = Hh (~ + (r,g) + h (~ _ (r,g) + h (:> + (r,g) + h (:> _ (r,g)] + 0(1), 

where 

and 

h (:> + (r,g) = h (~ _ (r,g), h (:> _ (r,g) = h (~.+ (r,g). 

Therefore, 

h (2)(r,g) = Reh (~ + (r,g) + h (~ _ (r,g), 

l
oo loo e -!{ y, + Y2)( 2 - ...2)1/2 

h(2) (r,g)=2e- 2ir dy dy Yl .., 
+ + I 2 (2 ...2)112 

g g Y2 -.., 

[ 
(YI + 2i) I 

X - + 
(Yl + 21)(YI + Y2 + 2if 2i(Yl + 21) 

(Ala) 

(Alb) 

(A2a) 

(A2b) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

In the second integral we can set g = O. In the first integral in the YI integration we can set g = 0, and in the Y2 integration we 
rescale Y2 ~gy2 to get, for g-D, 

(A 10) 
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Now 

Rescaling and setting g = 0 wherever allowed, we have 

(2) 1"" 1'" e-
g
t{YI+Y2)(Yi_l)112 L'" L'" e-t{Yt+Yl)Yl 

h + _ (r,g) = - dYI dY2 2 + dYI dh . 
I I (Y2 - 1)1I2(YI + Y2)2 0 0 (YI + Y2)(y~ + 4) 

We identify the first term withj2 (gr), and substituting in Eq. (A 7) we get the result, as g-D, 

h(2)(r,g) = 2J;(gr)+gl(gr)Re( e-.
2ir 

('" dxxe-.'x )+2 ('" dYl ('" dY2 e-t{Yt+Y2)YI 
1 )0 x + 21 )0 )0 (YI + h)(y~ + 4) 

_ Re{ e-
2ir 

('" dYI ('" dY2 e-t{YI+Yl) [ YI + Y2 + YI + Y2 ]}. 
i)o )0 (YI + Y2 + 2t) (YI + Y2 + 2t) 2(Y2 + 2t) 2(YI + 2t) 

Thus, our objective of expressing the g dependence only through the functionsj2 (gr) and g I (gr) is achieved. 
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The Green's function approach which was formulated by Case is used to obtain the reflection and 
transmission coefficients for slab geometry in the slowing down region using the 
Greuling-Goertzel approximation for the scattering kernel. We obtain a set of linear equations 
for the coefficients using the principles of in variance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we derive a set of linear algebraic equa
tions whose solution provides the energy dependent reflec
tion and transmission coefficients for a slab under the as
sumption that the energy transfer kernel is given by the 
Greuling-Goertzel approximation. [ The method of compu
tation is based on the Green's function approach introduced 
by Case2 and utilized by other authorsJ

-
6 for different prob

lems in transport theory. In addition to the Green's function 
technique, the invariant embedding principles of Ambarzu
mian 7 and Chandrasekhars are used. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 the time 
dependent integrodifferential Boltzmann equation is trans
formed to a time independent equation by Laplace transfor
mation. The solution of this equation can be expressed in 
terms of the infinite medium Green's function by adding a 
surface distribution on the boundary of the medium. 2 This 
surface distribution can be obtained from the volume flux by 
X-Xs (wherexs is a point on the boundary of the medium). 
In Sec. 3 these equations of the surface distribution as ex
pressed in terms of the infinite medium Green's function, are 
converted to a set of equations for the angular distribution on 
the surface of the medium, at the same time, we introduce 
the relation between the angular distribution on the surface 
and the reflection and transmission function of the medium. 
In Sec. 4 we calculate the infinite medium Green's function 
in the slowing down region by using the Fourier transforma
tion and the technique quoted from Ref. 9. The calculated 
Green's function can now be used in the equations for the 
angular distribution. However, to facilitate numerical com
putations, it is rather convenient to transform these equa
tions in matrix form by expanding the angular distribution 
and the Green's function in orthogonal sets with respect to 
lethargy u and angular dependence,u. We use the Laguerre 
polynomial for lethargy and half range Legendre polynomial 
for angular dependence. The resulting equations for the re
flection and transmission matrices are expressible in terms of 
the matrix elements of the infinite medium Green's function 
and the incident intensity. If one uses for the incident density 
an azimuthally symmetric delta function, the equations re
duce to a relation between the reflection and transmission 

"Present address: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061. 

matrices and the Green's matrix. The reflection and trans
mission coefficients for other incident distributions S (u"u) 
can be obtained by integrating the result of delta distribu
tions over S (u,,u). Finally in Sec. 6 we calculate the matrix 
elements of the Green's function by the contour integration 
method. to 

2. FORMULATION OF THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 

The time dependent slowing down equation for plane 
geometry asssuming isotropic scattering is written as: 

(~ ~ +,u ~ + 1) 1/J(x,u,,u,t) 
v at ax 

1 fl iU 
= - du' d,u' c(u')f(u'-u) 

2 - I Uo 

x 1/J(x,u', ,u',t) + q(x,u,,u,t), (1) 

where 1/J(x,u,,u,t ) is the angular flux in lethargy domain, i.e., 
1/J(u) = 1/J(E) I dE Idul, andf(u'- u) is a rotationally invar
iant scattering kernel, q(x,u,,u,t) is a given neutron source, 
and c(u) = o(u)/al(u) is the mean number of secondaries 
per collision. In the above equation the distance is measured 
in units of mean free path. 

Define the Laplace transform of 1/J and q by 

1/J(x,u,,u,s) = LX> e - Sl 1/J(x,u,,u,t) dt (2) 

and 

q(x,u,,u,s) = 1''' e - sl q(x,u,,u,t) dt. 

Then Eq. (l) becomes 

( B +,u ~) 1/J(x,u,,u,s) 

1 iU 

= - du' c(u')f(u'- u) 
2 U o 

X f I I/J(x,u' ,,u' ,s) d,u' + q(x,u,,u,s) 

(3) 

(4) 

with B = slv + 1. The solution of this equation in terms of 
the infinite medium Green's function is2: 

1/J(x,u,,u,s) = Iv f G (x,u,,u,sl x',u',,u') 

Xq(x,u',,u') dx' du' d,u' 
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+ i I G(x,U,jl,sj X;,U',jl') 

Xjl't/!(x;,U',jl',s) dS' du' djl', (5) 

where V is the volume in which the angular density is to be 
determined, S is the boundary of V, and Xs varies over the 
surface of the medium. The integral equation for the surface 
distribution t/J(xs ,U,JL,s) is obtained from Eq. (5) as x_ Xs 
from within (without). The result is 

(
t/!(Xs ,U,jl,S») (I ( , , ') ° = JI' G Sx ,U,jl,S/X ,u ,jl 

xq(x',U',jl',s) dx' du' djl' 

+ iI G'F(XS ,U,jl,S/X; ,jl',u') 

Xjl't/!(x, ,U',jl',s)du' djl' ds', (6) 

where G (x,U,JL,s/x' ,u' ,jl') is the infinite medium Green's 
function satisfying the equation 

(B + jl !)G (x,U,jl,s/xo ,Uo ,jlo) 

= c5(x - xo) c5(u - uo) c5{JL - jlo) 

+ - du' c(u')f(u'- u) I iU 

2 Uo 

X I~ \ G(x,U',jl',S/Xo ,Uo ,jlo) djl' (7) 

and the jump condition 

jl[G + (x, + €,u,jl,slxo'uo,JLo) 

- G _ (xs - €,u,jl,s/xo,Uo,jlo)] 

= c5(u - uo) c5(jl - jlo)' (8) 

Equation (6) can be used to calculate the surface angular 
distributions once the infinite medium Green's function is 
known. We shall next reformulate this equation in order to 
obtain from the infinite medium Green's function, the angu
lar distribution at the boundaries of the medium. These in 
turn will be related to the reflection and transmission coefn
cients. For the remainder of this paper we will restrict our 
calculations to slab geometry. 

3. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS 
OF SLAB GEOMETRY 

Consider a homogeneous, source-free, slab of thickness 
L. For a given angular distribution I + (O,u,jl,t ) incident 
from the left-hand side of the slab, the reflected and trans
mission angular distributions I - (O,U,jl,t) and I + (x,U,jl,t) 
respectively can be related to the infinite medium Green's 
function by use ofEq. (6); namely, 

I - (O,u,jl,s) 

= f du' f G (€ - O,U,jl,s/O,u',p,') I + (O,u',jl',s) jl' djl' 

+ (U du'l G (€ _ O,u,jl,s/O,u',jl')I - (O,u' ,jl',s) jl' djl' 
Jo -\ 

-f du' fG(€-O,U,JL,s/L,U',JL')I +(L,u',jl',s)jld'jl', 
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(9) 

0= f du' f G (€ + O,U,jl,S/O,u' ,u')I + (O,u' ,p,' ,s) jl' djl' 

+ (U du' I G (€ + O,U,jl,S/O,u' ,jl')I- (O,u' ,jl' ,s) jl' djl' Jo J - \ 

-f du' fG (€ + O,U,jl,sIL,U',jl')I + (L,u',jl',s) jl' djl' 

jl > 0, (10) 

atx = 0, and 

0= i U 

du' f G (L + €,U,jl,S/O,u' ,jl') ! + (O,u' ,jl' ,s) jl' djl' 

+ (U du' I G(L,U,jl,s/O,U',jl')! -(O,u',JL',S)jl' djl' Jo J - \ 

-f du' f G (€ - O,U,jl,sIL,U',jl')I + (L,u',jl',s) jl' djl', 

p, <0 (ll) 

I + (L,u,jl,s) 

= f du' f G (L - €,u,jl,s/o,U',jl') I + (O,u',jl',s) jl' djl' 

+ f du' f G (L - €,U,jl,S/O,u' ,jl')I - (O,u' ,jl' ,s) jl' djl' 

-f du' f G (€ - O,U,jl,S/O,u' ,jl')! + (L,u' ,jl' ,s) jl' djl', 

jl>o (12) 

at x = L. 
The reflection function of the slab R (x,u,jl/u' ,jl' ,t - t ') 

is defined as the probability density of a neutron incident on 
the slab at time t ' in the state (u' ,jl') to be reflected at time t in 
the state (u,jl). Likewise, the transmission function 
T (x,u,JLlu' ,t - t ') is defined as the probability density for the 
same neutron to be transmitted by the slab in state (u,jl) at 
time t (see Fig. I). These functions are related to the reflected 
and transmitted angular distribution by the equations 11 

! (O,U,jl,t) = L dt' f du' f R (x,U,jl/u',jl',t - t') 

XI+(O,u',jl',t')dp,', jl<O (13) 

1+ 
o --+--

o 

r+ 
---i-+- X 

x =L 

FIG. 1. The reflection and transmission distribution. 
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and 

I + (x,u,p,t ) = L dt' lU du' f T (x,U,fl/u',fl' ,t - t ') 

XI+(O,u',p',t')dp', p>O. (14) 

By taking the Laplace transform ofEqs. (13) and (14) one 
gets: 

I - (O,u,p,s) = f du' f R (x,u,p/u' ,p',s) 

Xl + (O,u',p',s) dp', p <0 (15) 
and 

I + (x,u,p,s) = lU du' f T(x,u,p/,u',p',s) 

Xl + (O,u',p',s)dp', p>O. (16) 

The Eqs. (9)-(12) and (13)-(16) represent two different sets 
of equations for the surface angular distributions. By substi
tuting (l5)-(16) into (9)-(12) the surface angular distribu
tion can be eliminated and we get equations for the transmis
sion and reflection coefficients in terms of the infinite 
medium Green's function. In Sec. 4 we will compute the 
infinite medium Green's function by using the Fourier trans
form method and the method adapted from Ref. 9. 

4. CALCULATION OF THE GREEN FUNCTION 

Let us define the Fourier transform of G by: 

G (x - Xo ,u,p;uo,po;S) 

=J:ao e-ik(X-Xo)G(k,u,p;uo,flo,s)dk, (17) 

then Eq. (7) gives 

[B - ikp] G(k,u,p,s/uo,flo) 

= 8(u - uo) 8(p - 1"0) + ! i U 

du' c(u')f(u'- u) 
u. 

x J~ I G(k,u',p',s/uo,p,o)dp'. (IS) 

A simple calculation shows that 

G (k,u,p,,sluo'p,o) 

8(u - uo) 8(p - Po) 1 1 1 
= +-. .--

B - ikp 2 B - ikp, a(k,B ) 

B \ (B - ikp,o) t/J(k,u,s/uo,flo) - 8(u - uo) (19) 
- I f-lo 

with 

a(k,B) = J.. JI dp = /.lk Qo (B lik ) (20) 
2 -I B - ikp 

and ifJ is the solution of 

ifJ (k,u,sluo'Po) = a(k,B) 1: du' c(u')f(u'- u) 

, 8(u - uo) 
xifJ (k,u ,sluo'Po) + . (21) 

B - ik/lo 

In order to solve Eq. (21), the G-G approximation for 
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f(u'- u) is used 

f(u'-u) = ~e(U'-U)/Y + (1- ;)(U'-U) (22) 

and we use a method adapted from Ref. 9 to get 

t/J (k,u,s/uo ,uo) 

cslya(k,B) 

[1 - c(1 - sir) a(k,B)F 

1 ( - lIr[ 1 - ca(k,B)](u - Uo») 
- exp 

B - ik/lo 1 - c(1 - sir) a(k,B) 

8(u - uo) 1 + '. (23) 
[1 - c(1 - sir) a(k,B)] B - ik/lo 

Upon neglecting the contribution from the delta sources, the 
Green's function is obtained from Eqs. (23) and (19) as 

G (x,u,p,sluo ,Po) 

_ 1 J + ao dk ik (x - Xo) 1 1 -- e .---
41T - ao B - ik/l B - ik/lo 

cslY 
[1 - c(l- sir) a(k,B)f 

( 
- lIr[ 1 - ca(k,B )](u - Uo») 

Xexp . 
1 - c(1 - sir) a(k,B) 

(24) 

In principle Eq. (24) may be put into Eqs. (9)-(12) to com
pute the angular distribution on the surface, then using (15) 
and (16) to calculate the reflection and transmission coef
fiients. By expanding the angular densities and the Green's 
function to orthogonal sets with respect to both lethargy u 
and angular dependence p we get a set of equations which 
give the reflection and transmission coefficients. 

5. EXPANSION IN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 

Let us return to Eqs. (9)-(12), (15), and (16) and expand 
the angular distribution into Laguerre polynomials with re
spect to lethargy u 

N 

I + (O,u,/l,s) = M (u) L I l (O,/l,s) Lj(u)Iiu), (25) 
j=1 

N 

1+ (L,u,p,,s) = M (u) L 1/ (L,p,s) Lj(u), (26) 
j= I 

and 

G (x,u,/l,slx',u',/l') 

= M (u) L Lp(u) LI(u') Gp/(x,p,slx',/l'), (27) 
pi 

where M (u) = u e - u, is the Maxwell's distribution. Insert
ing these expansions into Eqs. (9)-(12), (15), and (16) and 
using the orthogonality behavior of Laguerre polynomials, 
the resulting equations can be put in a matrix form as 

1- (O,u,s) 

= f G(E - O,p,sIO,p,') J+ (O,/l' ,s)/l' d/l' 

+ f G(E - O,/l,sIO,p,') 1- (O,p,' ,s)p' dp' 
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-f G(O,p,s/L,p') J+(L,p',s)p' dp', p <0, 

° = f G(E' + O,p,s/O,p') 1+ (O,p' ,s)p' dp' 

+ f G(E' + O,p,s/O,p') 1- (O,p' ,s)p' dp' 

-L G(E' + O,p,s/O,p') J+(L,p',s)p' dp', 

° = L G(L + E',p,s/O,p') 1+ (O,p',s)p' dp', 

+ [1 G(L,p,s/O,p') 1- (O,p',S)p' dp', 

(28) 

p > ° (29) 

-f G(E'-O,p,S/O,p/)I+(L,p',s)p'dp', p<0(30) 

1+ (L,p,s) 

= L G(L - E',p,S/O,p') 1+ (O,p' ,s)p' dp' 

+ [1 G(L - E',p,S/O,p') 1-(O,p',S)p/ dp', 

-f G(E' - O,p,s/O,p') 1+ (L,p',s)p' dp', p >0 

(31) 

1- (O,p,S) = L R(x,p/p',S) J+ (O,p',S) dp', p < ° (32) 

and 

1+ (x,p,s) = L T(x,p/p',s) dp', p > 0, (33) 

where I - and I + are column matrices, and G(x,p; x/ ,p') is 
a square matrix satisfying the equation 

(B + p ~) G(x,p; Xo ,Po) 

= c r G(x,p',s/xo,Po) dp' + L5(x - xo) 8(p - Po)· 

1 0~ 

This equation is obtained from Eq. (7) upon using the kernel 
(22) and the expansion (27). The matrix c is given by, 

_ ( _ .t) 8. r(2 + J) r(2 + 1) 
cjf - 1 Jf + 2 ~ I 'b 2 Y 'J. . a 

x.t F ( - j,I,2,l/b) F( -1,2,2,l/b), (35) r 
where F is the hypergeometric function b = l/yand 
a = (1 - l/y). Expanding R, T and I ± into half range Le
gendre polynomial for p < ° and p > ° gives 

1- (O,p,s) =! f dmn 1,;- (O,s) Rmn(O,s) Pm _ 1 (2p + 1), 
m.n ~ 1 (36) 

1+ (L,p,s) = ! L d mn In+ (O,S) T mn (L,s) Pm _ 1 (2p - 1), 

m.n (37) 
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where dmn = v(2m - 1)(2n - 1). 
Substituting in Eqs. (28)-(31), and using the orthogon

ality behavior of Legendre polynomial one gets 

(
2n-l)1/2 L l,t (O,s) R llm , (O,s) 

II 2m-l 

= 2 ! (2j - 1) 1/ (O,s) G,;;/ (O,s/O) 
j~ I 

+ ! dm " 1,,+ (O,s) Rmn (O,s) G n~n'- (O,s/O) 
m.n = 1 

- L dmn 1/; (O,s) TIIlII (L,s) G"m'+ (O,s/ L), p < 0, 
m,t! 

(38) 

° = 2 f (2j - 1) 1/ (O,s) G';;:j + (L,s/O) 
j~ I 

+ ! d mn In+ (O,s) Rmn (O,s/O) Gn~'- (O,s/O) 
m,n= 1 

! d mn In+ (O,s) Tnm (L,s) Gn~'+ (O,s/L), 
m,n = 1 

p>o, (39) 

° = 2 ! (2j - 1) 1/ (O,s) G';;'j + (L,s/O) 
j~ 1 

+ f dmn In+ (O,S) Rmn (O,S/O) G';;'n - (L,s/O) 
m,n = 1 

- f dmn In+(O,s)Tmn(L,s)G';;'n+(O,s/L), p<O, 
m,n = I 

"'( 2n - 1 ) 1/2 T nm' (L,s) In+ (O,S) 
~ 2m'-1 

= 2 L (2j - 1) 1/ (O,s) G';;'j + (L,s/O) 
j=1 

+ ! d mn In+ (O,s) Rmn (O,s) G n~'- (L,s/O) 
m,n= 1 

- ! dmn In+ (O,S) T mn (L,s) G';;'n + (O,S/O), 
m,n = I 

where 

i
1(0) 

G';;=n ± (x,s/x/) = Pn _ 1 (2p =F I) dp 
0(-1) 

i
l(O) 

X G (x,p,s/x/,p') 
O( -I) 

xP m _ 1 (2p' =F I) p' dp'. 

(40) 

p > 0, 

(41) 

(42) 

The set of Eqs. (38)-(41) can now be used to calculate the 
reflection and transmission matrices, in terms of G ± ± and 
the given distribution. However, if the incident distribution 
is chosen to be an azimuthally symmetric angular flux in the 
form 

(43) 

then 

I - (O,u,p,s) = R (0; u,p,!uo ,Po ,s), p < 0 (44) 
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and 

I + (x,U,J..L,s) = T (x,U,J..L,/uo,J..Lo OS), p, > o. (45) 

These equations may be considered as boundary conditions 
on the surface of the medium. 12 If this representation of I ± 

is used, and Rand T are expanded into Laguerre polynomial 
with respect to lethargy U and half range Legendre polyno
mials for p, > 0 and p, < 0, i.e., 

R (O,u,p,/uo,J..Lo,s) 

= 1M (u) ~ I dmn R ;In(o,s) Pm _ I (2p, - 1) 
PJ m,n 

and 

T(L,u,J..L/uo,J..Lo's) 

= 1M(u) ~ I dmn T,;·n(L,s) Pm _ I (2p, - 1) 
PJ m,n 

(46) 

(47) 

Then Eqs. (28)-(31) and orthogonality of both the Laguerre 
and Legendre polynomials may be used to obtain: 

1 
-----;:===== Rmn (O,s) 
v' (2m - 1)(2n - 1) 

= G;;;n + (0,s10) + I (2k - 1 )112 
k 2n-l 

. G;;;k - (0,s10) R kn (O,s) 

- I(2k-l)1I2 G;;;k+(0,sIL)Tkn (L,s), 
k 2n-l 

0= G;;;n + (0,s10) + I (2k - 1)1/2 G;;;k -(O,sl 0) 
k 2n - 1 

(48) 

(
2k - 1)112 ·Rkn (O,S) - I -- G;;;k + (O,sl L) T kn (L,s), 

k 2n - 1 

0= G';;-n + (L,sIO) + I (2k - 1 )1/2 G';;-k - (L,sIO) 
k 2n - 1 

(49) 

(
2k - 1 )112 .Rkn(O,s) - I -- G';;-k + (O,sl L) Tkn(L,s), 

k 2n - 1 

and 

v' (2m - 1)(2n - 1) Tmn(L,s) 

= G';;-n + (L,sIO) + ~ G~ = ~y/2 
X G';;-k - (L,sIO)Rkn (O,s) _ I (2k - 1 )112 

k 2n - 1 
X G';;-k + (O,SI 0) T kn (L,s), 

(50) 

(51) 

where G,;on ± is given by Eq. (42) and may be evaluated by 
contour integration. 

6. EVALUATION OF THE GREEN'S MATRIX G';;n± 

The evaluation of reflection and transmission coeffi
cients has been reduced to the calculation of the Green's 
function matrix G;;n ± . In this section we will obtain an inte
gral representation for G;;n ± using the contour integral 
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method. Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (27), transforming 
the variablesp,,J..L' in order to extend the range of integration 
to [ - 1,1], and utilizing the recurrence relation of Legendre 
polynomial and using the equation 

II Pn(V) 
Qn(x) = --dv 

-I z-v 
(52) 

for the second kind Legendre polynomial, then Eq. (42) 
becomes 

Bf 1 f-;'" H ± ±(z)dz 
--G n±+'1 = -. 2 

2c m+1 2m;", [(l-vzQo(z)] 

X So'" du f du' M(u') Lp(u) Lj(u'). (53) 

In the above equation we put Z = B /ik, v = (c/B) 
(1 - 5/Y), and 

H ± ± (Z) = e - BIZ(x-xo) 

( 
- lIy[l- cBZQo(Z)](u - uo») 

Xexp ----~------~~~--~-
1 - ZQo(Z) 

. Qm(2Z=F1)'Qn(2Z =Fl)Z. (54) 

The function under the integral sign is analytic in the com
plex plane cut from - 1 to 1 along the real axis except for 
poles of the second order at ± ko where ko is the positive 
solution of 

(55) 

For x > 0, we evaluate the integration along the imaginary 
axis by extending the integration around the closed contour 
C = l:~ = I C; as shown in Fig. 2. Let 

1 r H ± ±(Z)dZ 
rfJ(x) = 21Tdc [l-ZQo(Z)]2 

- lim ...!!.....- (Z - k - I) ( H ± ± ) (56) 
- Hko I dZ 0 [1 - ZQo(Z)f 

which is, of course, the residue at Z = k 0- I. Since this resi
due is equal to zero, therefore 

1 r H ± ±(Z)dZ 
rfJ(x)= 21TiJ [l-ZQo(Z)f =0. (57) 

Also the integral over C6 approaches zero as the contour 

v 

---+-----+---J-.:...--+--+----s 

FIG. 2. Contour integration path. 
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aproaches infinity, accordingly 

Ii", H±±(Z)dZ ( H±±(Z)dZ 

-'''' [l-ZQo(Z)]Z = - J2 +C3 +C4 [l-ZQO(Z)]2 
(58) 

Since Qn (Z) is discontinuous on the branch cut ( - I, + I), 
then 

Qn (s ± Ot) = Qn (s) =f' i~1TPn (s), with Z = s + iv, 

and 

= _ 2ct ('" du (U du'M (u') Lp(u) Lj(u') Br Jo Jo 

xL sdse-B1S(X-XO)(H + +H -), (59) 

where 

H± 

=exp ( 
- I1y[1 - (cs/B) Qo(s) ± iCS1T/2B ](u - uo») 

1 - vsQo(s) ± iVS1T/2 

. [Qm(2s=f' 1)=f'i1T/2Pm(2s + I)] 
X [Qn (2s=f' I) =f' i1T12Pn (2s=f' 1)]/ [I - vsQo (s) ± i1TVS/2 P . 

(60) 

We have used the fact that the limit of the integral over C3 is 
zero, since Z = 1 is a branch point but not a pole. For x < 0 

Gnm ( -x,xo) = (- I)" + mGnm(x,XO )' 

It is found that 

G n-+;" - (x; x) = G n-;" + (x; x). 

7. CONCLUSION 

(61) 

(62) 

The time dependent Boltzmann integrodiiferential 
equation is transformed to an integral form by using the 
boundary source method developed by Case. This method 
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permits one to solve the finite medium problems in terms of 
the infinite medium Green's function. The reflection and 
transmission functions are calculated in the slowing down 
region. The G-G approximation is used for the scattering, 
and the energy dependence is separated by expansion in La
guerre polynomial. The Green's function is calculated by 
Fourier transform and by a method adapted from Ref. 9, and 
the Fourier inverse is calculated by a contour integration. A 
set of algebraic equations for the reflection and transmission 
coefficients are obtained by use of the invariant embedding 
principles. If the incident distribution is assumed to be a 
delta function then the resultant set of equations is consider
ably simplified. 
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With the help of the generalized Slavnov identities in a spontaneously broken gauge 
model, we compactly and explicitly prove renormalized 't Hooft identities which lead to 
the unitarity of the renormalized S matrix. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unitarity in a pure Yang-Mills field was first investi
gated by 't Hooft 1 by proving ('t Hooft) identities [i.e., (6.18) 
in Ref. 1] on the perturbational ground. Furthermore, his 
perturbational method has been applied 2 to a spontaneously 
broken gauge theory, without taking account of the mass 
renormalization effect. However, it is difficult in this ap
proach to compactly and explicitly show the validity of't 
Hooft identities to any order of coupling constants. In this 
paper, we give nonperturbational proof of renormalized 't 
Hooft identities. In order to show our method concretely, we 
consider a spontaneously broken gauge model 

2'(x) = -! [/J,,,(x) P - 4 [~ ,p Y(x) + gEy& A ~ (x) 

X ,p E(X)]2 - :!Jt2[,p Y(x)p - (A 14){[,p Y(X)P}2, 

with 

f;v(x)=~ A ~(x) - if:, A; (x) + gEy& A! (x)A ~(x), 

which has been quantized 3 in a gauge-independent path-de
pendent formalism. 4-5. [Hereafter, we refer various equa
tions in Ref. 3 with a prefix R, i.e., (1.1) will be referred to as 
(Rl.1).] 

We give Sec. II as a preliminary to Sec. III; We intro
duce in Sec. II Faddeev-Popov ghosts' operators acting on 
linear space of covariant Green's functions, and we give par
tial differential equations satisfied by covariant Green's 
functions in the spontaneously broken case. These differen
tial equations are used for obtaining generalized Slavnov 
identities and for constructing an effective Lagrangian 
which can be quantized in a canonical formalism. Further
more, we give commutation and anticommutation relations 
among asymptotic quantum fields. With the help of results 
in Sec. II, we give in Sec. III a nonperturbational proof of 
renormalized 't Hooft identities (which lead to the unitarity 
ofthe S matrix); this proof is more compact and explicit than 
our previous proof[cf. (3.23) in Ref. 6]. In the Appendix, we 
give pole structures of two point Green's functions. 

II. GENERALIZED SLA VNOV IDENTITIES AND 
ASYMPTOTIC FIELDS 

In this section, various relations (which are in need for 
Sec. III) will be derived in our formalism. 3-6 

In order to introduce Faddeev-Popov ghosts' operators 
c, d acting on a linear space of covariant Green's functions, 
we replace X af3 (x, y) in Ref. 3 with ic a(x)J f3( y), so that we 
find [from (R4.14), (R5.6), (R4.19), and (R4.20)] 

[OXca(x) + gEaf3y A ~(x)~cY(x) + (lis) gEaf3y (¢f3(x) 

+ V (3)gEy&VIiCE(X) + iO~(x) ]IG) = 0, (2.1) 

(H 10 ~(x) = 0, (2.2) 

[OX Ja(x) + gEa/1y ~ (A ~(x) J Y(x» + (lI5)gEa /1y V f3 g 

X EYOE (cP Ii(X) + vli)cl E(X) - iO ~(x)] IG) = 0, (2.3) 

(H 10 ~(x) = 0, (2.4) 

[OxA ~(x) - (1 - S)if:,~A ; (x) - gEaf3y vf3 

XgEy;." v'" A; (x) + gJ";,(x) 
- gEaf3y ¢ f3(x) if:, ¢ Y(x) - gEaf3y 

X ¢ f3(X)gEY;ll A €(x) ¢ ll(x) - gEaf3y (if:, cf3(x» 
X cl Y(x) - gEaf3y vf3 gEY;ll A €(x) ¢ ll(x) - gEaf3y 

X ¢ f3(X)gEY;71 v ll A€(x) - i7J~(x)]IG) = 0, (2.5) 

(H 17J~(x) = 0, (2.6) 

and 

[OX ¢ "(x) - (lIS) gE" {J y vr gEf3b< Vb ¢ «x) + gEa IJr 

X (~A ~(x» ¢ Y(x) + 2gEa{JY A ~(x) a;: if; Y(x) + g 

X Eo i;f3 A £ (x) gE/31lb A ~ (x) if; O(x) - A (¢ Y(xW ¢ "(x) 

+ gEai.;f3 A £ (x) gEf31/b Vb A;; (x) _ j.t2 if; "(x) - j.t2 va 

_ A « if; Y(x) + vy)2( if; "(x) + va) - (if; Y(xW if; a(x» 

- (liS) gEyaf3 gE (31)!; vbc:; (x)d l'(x) - ib' a(x)] IG) = 0, 
(2.7) 

(H I b'a(x) = o. (2.8) 

Bose-like operators [A ; (x), 7J;(x), if; a(x), b'a(x)] and 
Fermi-like operators [ca(x), () ~(x), cl a(x) () ~(x)] in (2.1)
(2.8) satisfy the foHowing commutation or anticommutation 
relations: 

[ - f3] 4 A ; (x), 7Jv(y) = oaf3 0/1,,0 (x - y), 

[if; a(x), b' f3(y)] = {ca(x), O~(y)} = {d a(x), ()~(y)} (2.9) 

= 0" f3 04(X - y), 
and all other commutators or anti commutators vanish iden
tically provided anticommutators are to be used between 
two Fermi-like operators and commutators are to be used 
otherwise). By comparing (2.1) and (2.3) with (R4.14) and 
(R5.6), ica(x)J f3(y) and Xaf3(x,y) are found to be the same 
in the absence of external c and d fields, as it should be. This 
correspondence between X a f3 (x, y) and ic a(x)d f3( y) is very 
useful in deriving generalized Slavnov identities. In Ref. 3, 
generalized Ward-Takahashi identities (R4.18) have been 
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derived by the following calculations: 

J d 4y [71~ (y)(8ID 1~lr) + ; 8(y) g€,sq ¢ E(y)] Xa y(x, y)IG) 

(2.10) 

= -i fd4YXa/X,y)[(rID~18)71~(y)+g€YE/i 

X ¢E(y);/i(Y)]IG)+i fd 4y [-Xa'1(x,y) 

X (711 D ~ 18) g€/iyt/> (a:. Xt/>y(z, Y»z ~Y + Xa'1(x, y) 

X g€'1y/i«8ID~ I¢) a:. Xt/>y(z,y»z~y ]IG) 

- i f d 4y g€YE/i ¢ E(y) Xa'1(x,y)( - lis) g€'1/is 

X g€;/3t/>v/3Xt/>y(y,y)IG) (2.11) 

= i f d 4y Xa '1(x,y) g€'1 y/i «81E (z)l¢ ) Xt/>y(z,y»).~y IG) 

f 4 [( D - /3 - /3 - d y 8Y/i y - g€y/3/i a;. A /l(y) - g€y/3/i A /l(y) 

-E s 
X a;. -(lIs)g€YEo ¢ (y)g€O/is V )Xay(x,y)] 

X (Sa: A ~(y) + g€/i/3y v/3 cp Y(y»IG) (2.12) 

= (S~ A ~(x) + g€a/3y vI1 cp Y(x»IG), (2.13) 

where we have used 

¢a= ¢ a(x) + va. 

In transforming (2.10) [(2.12)] into (2.11) [(2.13)], we have 
used (RS. 1}-(RS.3) [(R4.14) and (RS.6)]. On the other hand, 
in transforming (2.11) into (2.12), we have only used 
(R4.19), (R4.20), (RS.4) and (RS.S), which are valid even if 
we replace Xa/3(x, y) with iea (x)d /3(y). Therefore, we have 
the equality between (2.11)' and (2.12)', where the math
ematical expression (2.11), [(2.12)'] is to be obtained from 
(2.11) [(2.12)] by replacing Xa/3(x, y) with iea(x)d /3(y). 

Thus, we find 

(S a; A ~(x) + g€af3y vf3 ¢ Y(x»IG) 

= f d 4 Y[71~(y)(8ID :Ir) + ;/i(y)g€/if3Y¢ f3(y)] 

xd Y(y)e"(x)IG) + f d 4y e~(y)(sa;. A ~(y) 

+ g€,s f3yv f3cp Y(y»ea(x)IG) +! f d4ye~(y) 
X g€{) f3y d f3(y)d Y(y)ea(x)IG) 

f d 4y [71~(Y) ..f~(y) + ;b(y) ,,{8(y) 

+ e~(y)rb(y) + e~(y),:p(y)]ca(x)IG), (2.14) 

where we have used (2.1), (2.3), (2.9), and (R4.11). As em
phasized in Ref. 3, it should be noticed that generalized Slav
nov identities (2.14) have been proved by using differential 
equations (2.1}-(2.8), and we did not need to use boundary 
conditions in the spontaneously broken case [i.e., (R4.21)]. 
In Sec. 3 we shall extensively use generalized Slavnov identi
tites (2.14) in proving renormalized 't Hooft identities which 
lead to the unitarity of the S matrix. In that proof, the follow
ing separability property of (2.14) plays essential roles: The 
variables (x, a) which appear in the l.h.s. of (2.14) appear 
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o!lly in ~e term ca~. Furthermore, the operators I~ (y), 
A /i(y), r/i(y) and L1 /i(y) depend only on the attached indi
ces (P,8) and the space-time variable y. 

In order to obtain S matrix elements by using Leh
mann-Symanzik-Zimmerman (LSZ) formalism, 7 it is con
venient to introduce quantum field opertors 
[A ~, ¢ /3, e Y, d /i) which are obtained by quantizing the Lan
grangian system, 

2"(x) = - Hf~Y(x) J2 - Ha;¢ Y(x) + g€y.5E A :(x) 

r(x)P -!Jl2[¢ Y(x)P - til [(¢ Y(xWP 

1 - - [s a; A J(x) + g€y.5E v/i¢ E(X)]2 2s 
- a; d Y(x)a; eY(x) 

+ dY(x) [g€ybE A :(x)a; + (lIs)g€yb'1¢ /i(x) 

X g€'10EVO ]eE(x), (2.1S) 

in the canonical formalism. The quantum system corre
sponding to (2.1S) is described by the Bose fields (A /la, ¢ a) 
and the Fermi fields (e a

, d a
) together with their canonical 

conjugates (n~", n~) and (n~, n~). In order to investi
gate our quantum system, it is more convenient to treat the 
(covariant) T· products (among A ~,n J" ¢ Y, n~, eE, nL 
d'1, n~) than the (noncovariant) time-ordered products. 
(We shall not discuss anti-time-ordered products in detail, 
since they can be treated in similar fashion to time-ordered 
products). The general definitions of T· products in terms of 
T products may be easily imagined from the following spe
cial examples: 

(Olr· [n~,<x)n ~4(Y) ]1 0 ) 

(OIT [n~4(x) n ~4(Y) ]10) - iS8a/3 84(x - y), 
(2.16) 

where we have taken account of an equal-time commutation 
relation, 

[A ~(x), n ~4 (y) ]xo ~ Yo = 8u f3 8 3(X - y), (2.17) 

and an equation of motion, 

n ~4 (y) = S~ A f(x) + Sa: A f(x) + g€PybVY¢ b(X). 
(2.18) 

Since T· products are easily proved 3 to satisfy the same dif
ferential equations as (2.1 }-(2.8), we have identities 

(H I A ;:(s) if ~,(t)¢ Y(u) if ~ (v)eE(w)if f(x) 

xd'1(y) if J(z)"'IGL 

-(01 T· [A ;:(s) n ~v(t)¢ Y(u) n ~(V)cE(W) n f(x) 

Xd '1(y)n J(x) ... ] 10). (2.19) 

Operators if's in the l.h.s. of (2.19) have been defined by 

corresponding to quantum equations (2.18), etc. As well as 
identities (2.19), we can derive other identities between I G). 
and anti-T· products, where states I G) ± are obtained from 
(R4.22) and (R4.23) by specifying Feynman propagators 
D ~(! and D a P: For example, 

D JL±"ll(X - y) = D /l±y22(X - y) 
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(2.20) 

with 

_ l)p.v 
(.ulg ± (p;5)IV)= 2 2...2 • 

P + V 15 ± IE 

+ (~- 1) Pp.P" 
S (p2 + U2~/S ± iE)(P2 + V2~ ± iE) 

Finally, we shall give commutation and anticommuta-
tion relations among asymptotic fields, by using the pole 
structures of the covariant two-point Green's functions in 
the special gauge Z~ (So) = lIso [cf. (AI) in the Appendix). 
Since the renormalization S matrix elements among physical 
particles have been proved 3 to be independent of S, unitarity 
proof in the special gauge is sufficient for physical purposes. 
For simplicity of notations, various constants Z~ (So),," in 
the Appendix will be referred to as Z~ , .... 

Assuming LSZ asymptotic conditions 

(2.21) 

in the sense of weak convergence, we shall derive commuta
tion or anticommutation relations between creation opera
tors [c~) and annihilation operators [a~] for asymptotic 
fields .,p, where .,p denotes anyone of A p'a, rp a(= r/> a - va), CU 

and d u; First, c~ 's and a", 's are given by 

1J13(X;) 

(2.22) 

and 
r/J ± (x;) 

J d31 
= [e -lix c;(/;) + eilx al (I;)], (2.25) 

(21T)3V2i; 

where the symbol 1/1 (r/J) denotes any one of A 1" c, andd (rp,c, 
and d) and energies are given by 

ko = (k2)1I2, qo = (q2 + ll~y/2, 
Po = (p2 + M2)l/2, 10 = (f + m 2)1I2. (2.26) 

Then applying the Greenberg-Robinson theorem 8 to 
clothed two-point Green's functions (Al)-(AS) in the Ap
pendix, we obtain the following commutation and anticom
mutation relations among a~ 's and c~ 's: 
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[a~(q;),c~(q';)] = Z~ (21T)W(Q - q'), 

{a~(k;),c~(k ';)} = - {a~(k), c~(k ')} 
= ZO(21T)3l)3(k - k'), 

[a ~,. (p;), d, (p';) J = Z~(l)I''' + PI' p, / M2) 

X (21T)W(p - p'), 

{ac± (/;), Cd± (/ ';)} = - {al (l;),cc± (l;)} 
= Z C(21T)\5\1 - I'), 

[ax± (/;), cx± (I ';)] = a(21T)3l)3(1_I'), 

[a~(/;), c~(/';)] = [a~(l;), c~(l';)] 
= =F {3(21T)\5\1-1'), 

[a ~ (I;), c ~ (I';)] = r(21i)W(1 - 1'), 

(2.27) 

and all other commutators or anti commutators vanish identi
cally (provided anticommutators are to be used between two 
Fermi fields and commutators are to be used otherwise). In 
contrast to (2.21), we have not explicitly written "in" or 
"out" in (2.22)-(2.27), and we shall use these abbreviated 
expressions, unless we want to explicitly distinguish "in" 
from "out." 

III. UNITARITY AND PROOF OF RENORMALIZED 
't HOOFT IDENTITIES 

S matrix elements are defined by 
S /3a = ({3 outla in), (3.1) 

where "in" and "out" are, respectively, "in" and "out" 
states in which there exist nonphysical particles as well as 
physical particles. Then unitarity relations are expressed in 
the form 

(a outl {3 out) = I (a outlPn (in) I {3 out), (3.2) 
n 

where Pn (in) is the projection operator onto the subspace 
containing n-particle "in" states. If PI (in) is obtained in the 
form 

PI (in) = Ic y (;in)iO) fY8 (Oia8 (;in), (3.3) 
y8 

Pn (in) is given by 

P (in) = ~ '" ... '" '" c (·in) .. ·c (-in)c (-in)/O) n nf ~ £.", £..t Y" , Yl ~ Yr' 
. 1'"8,, y,5, y,8, 

X /1'" 6" "Jy , 6, /y, 8, <Ola8, (;in) 
X a8, (;in)··. a8" (;in). (3.4) 

An explicit expression for (3.3) is found by using (2.27) to be 

PI (in) = [J d 3
k

3 
c~ (k;)IO) 

(21T) ,. 

(l)p.v -kp.kJk2)(l-l)p.4)(1-l)v4) 
X ~----~--------~-------

Z~ 
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-"--1--1--

1 J d 3

1 X - (OlaJ (p;) + --3 cl (1;)10) 
z~" (21T) 

X ( s -:; )2 (Olaf (I;) ] 
- 0 m + vgr 

[ J d3k ik* 
+ (21T)3 e~(k;)IO) 2k2 v (OlaAv(k;) 

+ f~ef(/;)IO} 'Fj 
(21T)3 - to m2{J + vgr 

X (Ola<p± (/;) ] 

+ d k3 e~ (k;)IO) -I ; (Ola~(k;) [ f 3 'k* 

(21T)" 2k 

J d31 ±(/)IO) ± i + (2 )3 ell'; £- 2{J 1T - ~o m + vgy 

X (Olaf (I;) ] 

[ + J d 3

k) e~(k;)IO) _1_ (Ola~(k;) 
(21T) Zo 

+ f ~ eJ (1;)10) _1_ (Olaf (I;)] 
(21T)3 zc 

[ + J d 3
k

) e~(k;)IO) --=..! (Ola~(k;) 
(21T) ZO 

J d31 - 1 ] + --ce±(I;)IO) - (Olal(l;) 
(21T)] zC 

=QI +RJ +SI + Tl + VI' (3.5) 

Operators e~ and a~ [cst and af] in (3.5) are defined by 
(2.22) [(2.25)], provided S3(X;)=to~ A ~ (x;) 
[S ± (x;)=So ~ A I'± (x;) 'F ivg ({J ± (x;)]. In deriving (3.5), 
we have used (anti) commutation relations (2.27) and the 
relation (A10). As shown in Ref. 3, physical particles in our 
quantum system are massless transverse vector particles, 
massive particles of spin one and massive Higgs' scalar parti
cle. Therefore, QI represents (except for the last term in QI) 
the projection operator onto the subspace containing one 
physical particle. 

For later convenience, we graphically represent QI' 
R \> S1' T!, and VI by Fig. 1 [(Q!), (R!), (SI)' (TI ), and 
(VI)' respectively). Furthermore, we represent the sum of 
QI' R I , and SI by Fig. 2. 

In the unitarity relations (3.2), there appear terms 

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of Q, + R, + S, defined in (3.5). 
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- -<- -1- - '"- FIG. I. Graphical representa
tion ofQ,. R" S,. T,. and U, 
defined in (3.5). 

(Ola (·Out)···a ('out) c (·in) ... c ('in)IO) a, , at' I'll ' y,' 

X (Olal>, (;in) ... a,s" (;in)e (3, (;out) ... C (3, (;out)IO), (3.6) 

Hereafter. quantities (3.6) will be graphically represented by 
Fig. 3. 

With the help of (3.3) (Figs. 1,2) and (3.6) (Fig. 3), we 
can represent n!(Olaa; (;out) ... aa, (;out) P" (in) 
e {:1, (;out)· .. e {:1, (;out)IO) graphically by Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, we 
have used notations drawn in Fig. 5. 

Hereafter we shall always investigate the physical case 
when all external a's and {J 's in Fig. 4 are physical particles, 
so that they will not be explicitly drawn hereafter. Corre
sponding to shorthand notations used in Fig. 4, we introduce 
the following shorthand notations drawn in Fig. 6. 

In the following, we can prove the identities drawn in 
Fig. 7. In other words, we shall prove 
(a outlQ" (in)I{J out) = (a outlPn (in)1 (J out), (3.7) 

where Q" (in) and P" (in) are projection operators onto n
particle states given by Q! (in) and PI (in) [cf. (3.5)]. 

In order to prove Fig. 7 by mathematical induction, we 
first assume that Fig. 7 is valid for n. Then we obtain Fig.8. 

In order to investigate the r.h.s. of Fig. 8, we use LSZ 
formulas 7 giving S matrix elements in terms of covariant 
Green's functions [i.e., (2.19) with (2.16)]. Then we can ap
ply the generalized Slavnov identities (2.14) to the bottom 
line S ± (3) in the l.h.s. of Fig. 9. By moving the term in the 
r.h.s. of (2. 14) to the left ofall factors in e blob, operators 1], 
;, (}c' and (}d disappear on account of (2.2), (2.4), (2.6), and 
(2.8). 

We indicate by the graphs (a), (a)', (b), and (c) in Fig. 9 
the special case when 1],;, ()e' and ()d in (2.14) do not com
mute or anticommute with the top line of each graph. As an 
illustration, we shall prove that the l.h.s. of Fig. 9(a) is given 
by the r.h.s. of Fig. 9 (a). For this purpose, we derive the 
following identities, with the help of which we can calculate 
the third term in the l.h.s. of Fig. 9(a): 

lim k 2 fd4xe(±)ikx Y!(x)IG)('J'} 
k '--.0 

(3.8) 

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of (3.6). [Since Faodeev-Popov 
ghosts' operators c and dare anticommuting. the ordering of creation 
and annihilation operators in (3.6) is important.] 
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[n/2J n' 
I 2 

i~O (n-2i)!(i!) 

FIG. 4. Graphical representation of n!(Olaa, (;out) ... aa, (;out) 

Po (;in) c~, (;out)···c fl. (;out)IO). 

and 

lim (/2 + m 2
) fd 4X e(±)ilx A ±(x)IG)(,<,) 

12+m2~ 

"f'i( - Som 2 {J + vgr) 
lim 

/' + m'-.O zc 
x(/2+m2) fd4xe(±)ilXti±(x)IG)(,<,), (3.9) 

In order to show the equalities (3.S) and (3.9), we have used 
the separability of generalized Slavnov identities, i.e., the 
fact that the factors in the l.h.s. of(3.S) and (3.9) appear also 
in applying the generalized Slavnov identities to 
(H 1 A ~ (x)S3(y)IG)(,<,) and (H 1 ¢ ±(x)S ±(y)IG)(,<,)' On 
the other hand, these Green's functions can be calculated by 
(AI) and (A6) (A7). Since the l.h.s. of(3.S) [(3.9)] is easily 
found to be proportional to the r.h.s. of(3.S) [(3.9)], propor
tional constant can be determined by using (A2) [(AS)], so 
that we obtain (3.S) [(3.9)]. In much the same way, the first 
and the second term in the l.h.s. of Fig. 1 (a) can be investigat
ed and they are found to vanish by using following three 
properties (1)-(111): 

(I) There do not exist pole terms in the Green's func
tions among S particles [cf. (A9)]. 

(II) Transition between particle A ! and physical parti
cle cp 3 does not occur [cf. (A3)]. 

__ (k)_ (a) 

4 - -; - -"' 

- , . - (0 - ~ -- (b) 

-~ -1---<--

- _(_ -1- -(- _ 

(c) 
_-c-(m)-

FIG. 5. In the r.h s. of (a), (b), and (c), there are k lines (drawn in Fig. 
2),lIines [drawn in Fig. I(T,)] and m lines [drawn in Fig. I (U,») 
respectively. 
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FIG. 6. The number n in the I.h.s. represents that in the r.h.s. there exist n 
lines drawn in Fig. I (Q, ). 

(III) For massless (massive) physical particles 
A ~, [A fJ.± ], polarization vectors EfJ. (k) [EfJ. (p)] are required 
to satisfy 

kfJ.EfJ.(k) = 0, [cf. (3.5)] PfJ.EfJ.(p) = 0 [cf. (2.27)]. 
(3.10) 

In conclusion, we have obtained Fig. 9(a). Similarly, we ob
tain Fig. 9(a)' by using (3.S) and (3.9) for IG) •. Graphical 
notations (VI)' (WI)' (XI) and (YI ) in Fig. 9(a) and (a)' 
represent respectively VI' WI ,XI and YI , which are defined 
by 

VI + WI + XI + YI 

= [f d 3k c~(k )10) - i (Ola~(k) 
(217)3 Zo 

+ f~Cl(/)IO) - i (Olal(l)] 
(217)3 zc 

[ + f d 3k c~(k )10) -,-' (Ola~(k) 
(217)3 ZO 

+ f~Cl(/)IO) -,-' (Olal(l)] 
(211Y zC 

[ + f d 3k c~(k )10) - ~ ~ (Ola~ (k) 
(217)3 2k v 

+ f~C±(I)IO) ± 1 
(211Y c - Som 2 {J + vgr 

X (Ola:(1) ] 

[ + f d
3
k c~ (k)IO) - k! (Ola~(k) 

(217)3.. 2k2 

+ f~C'P±(l)IO) "f'l 
(211Y - Som2 {J + vgr 

X (Olac±(l) ], (3.11) 

respectively. {Hereafter we shall not explicitly give results 
for Ell blob [like Fig. 9 (a)'], since they are the ones obtained 
by reflecting results for e blob [like Fig. 9(a)] with respect to 
vertical bars.J In the similar fashion, we can prove Fig. 9(b) 
and Fig. 9(c), where we have used 

O~ 
FIG. 7. The I.h.s. (r.h.s.) of Fig. 7 is defined by Fig. 6 [Fig. 4]. We shall 
prove that these identities hold in the case when all undrawn external 
lines represent physical particles or S particles. 
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Fig. 8. Mathematical identities obtained by assuming Fig. 7 is valid for 
n [cf. Fig. 2]. 

lim (/2 + m2
) Jd 4x eilxLi 6(x)IGL = O. 

/1 + m2-----.() 

(3.12) 

In Fig. 9(a), (a)', (b) and (c), it should be noticed that the 
positions of c lines are different from the original positions of 
S lines. In moving c lines to their original positions, we must 
take account of the anticommuting property of clines. 

Applying the generalized Slavnov identities (2.14) to 
the left bottom line and moving the term in ther.h.s. of(2.14) 
to the left of all factors in 0 blob, we obtain Fig. 10, where we 
have used (3.8) and (3.9) together with (3.5), (3.11), and Fig. 
9. 

Furthermore, the last graph in Fig. 10 can be similarly 
calculated and we obtain Fig. 11. By using anticommuting 
property of Faddeev-Popov ghosts'S operators, the second 
graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 11 is found to be of opposite value of 
the graph in the l.h.s. of Fig. 11. Then we find Fig. 12(a) from 
Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and the definition in Fig. 4. Similarly we find 
Fig. 12(b). Then Fig. 8, Fig. 12(a), (b) and the definition in 
Fig. 4 lead to the result that we obtain Fig. 7 for n + 1, 
provided Fig. 7 is valid for n. On the other hand, Fig. 7 is 
valid for n = 1 on account of the properties of external phys
ical particles [Le., (II) and (III) in (3.10)]. Therefore, we 
conclude by the mathematical induduction that Fig. 7 [Le., 
(3.7)] is valid for general n. 

In order to prove the unitarity of the renormalized S 
matrix by using Fig. 7, we split Q\ in (3.5) into two terms, 
i.e., into the projection operator onto one physical particle 
states and into the projection operator onto one S particle 
states. Correspondingly to this splitting, we shall use graphi-

(a) 

Fig. 10. Identities obtained by_ applying the generalized Slavnov identities 
(2.14) to the left bottom line S. 

cal notations in Fig. 13(a) and (b), and then we obtain identi
ties drawn in Fig. 14 by using properties (1)-(111) in (3.10) 
and Fig. 7. Thus we have proved the unitarity of the renor
malized S matrix among physical particles, especially in a 
spontaneously broken case. 

APPENDIX 

With the help of the generalized Slavnov identities 
(2.14), we find the following pole structures of two point 
Green's functions: 

(H 11 ;,(x) 1 ~(y)IG) ± 

1 J 4 "p( - )[Z~(5)8I'V = =F -- d pe' x Y 

(21Tti p2 ± i€ 

(
1 ZO(f:») PI'PV 

X + T - A ~ (P2 ± i€)2 

+ (regular terms at p2 = 0)], (AI) 

which will be expressed hereafter as 

- - Z~(5)8 (1 ) (HIA;,(x)A~(y)IG)±-+ .I'V + 7-Z~(5) 
p2 ± U: ~ 

X P"PV 
(P2 ± i€)2 

+ (R.T. at p2 = 0). 

In the same notation, we have 

Q
<-_I_~> q: c· 

- = J = - >.+--

- ~J 

Fig. 9. Lines with (V,), (WI), (X,) and (Y, ) in (a) and 
(a)' represent respectively V" W" X" and Y

" 
in 

(3.11). Identities (a)-(c) will be used in deriving Fig. 10 
and Fig. 11. 

(a) , (b) (c) 
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r<:~~~~-~~~ U-.. (i+1)-t--V 
"--I-~-

FIG. II. Identities obtained by applying the generalized Slavnov identities 
(2.14) to the right bottom line S. 

(H IA ~ (x) ¢ 3(y)IG) ± -0 (from charge conjugation in-
variance), (A3) 

(H I¢ 3(X) ¢ 3(y)IG) ± ~ Z~(5). 
p2 + #1 ± IE 

+ (R.T. at p2 + #1 = 0), (A4) 

_ _ {j +p P 1M2 
(H I A + (x) A - ( ) I G) ~ Z C (r) fI. y fI. y 

fI. y y ± A~ 2 M2 . 
P + ±IE 

+ Pfl. Pv a(5) + (R.T. at p2 + M2 = 0 
p2 + m2(5) ± iE 

and p 2 + m 2(5) = 0). (AS) 

(HI AfI.-(x)¢ +(Y)IG)± -(HI AfI.+(x)¢ -(y)IG)± 

Pfl. (3(5) 
~ +(R.T.at p 2+ m 2(5)=0). 

p2 + m2(5) ± iE 
(A6) 

(HI¢ + (x)¢ -(y)IG)± 

~ y(5) + (R.T. atp2 + m 2(5) = 0), 
p2 + m2(5) ± iE 

(A7) 

(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 13. The first (second) graph in the r.h.s. of (a) represents projection 
operators onto physical particles (nonphysical particles S). The number n in 
(b) represents that there exists n lines representing physical particle states. 

and 

(H Ic- (x)lj + (Y)IG) ± ~ ZC(5) 
p2 + m2(5) ± iE 
+ (R.T. atp 2+ m 2(5)=0), 

(AS) 

where masses # H in (A4) and M in (AS) have been proved to 
be gauge-independent 3 and fields like A ; (x) are defined by 

AfI.±(x)= ~ [A~(x)±iA!(x)], etc,. 

Applying identities [which can be derived from (2.14) and 
(2.3)] 

(H I [s~ A ~(x) + gEapy v P ¢ y(x)] [sa: A ~(y) 

+ gE{;E!; vE ¢ !;(y)]IG)± = - is{jap {j4(X - y) (A9) 

to (A6), (A 7), and (AS), we find the important relation 

S 2m4(5)a(5) - 2sm2(5)v g (3 (5) + v2 g2 y(5) = O. (A 10) 

The expression (AS) means that there do not appear scalar 
particles having gauge-invariant mass M. This interesting 
fact of Rs gauges results from calculations which are some
thing like 

(H I A fI.+ (x) A y- (y)IG) ± 

~ (;ilg(p;s) + g(p;s) ll(p;s) g(p;s) + "'Iv) 

n 

U~ 
[n/2J n! 
L 

i=O (H1)! i! (n-2;-1)! 

r-<: (n-2i-l) 

V-·-(i+1.)-tB 

-"-(H1 )-~~ 

2325 

n -o:n J. (a) 

[n/2J n! 
L 

i=O (i+1)! i! (n-2i-l)! 

n 

o:
(n-2i-1)~ 

- :-f-(i+1)-~: + 
,o--(i+1 )_. 

~ 
\J-'--I-_-V 

(b) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No. 11, November 1979 

FIG. 12. Renormalized 't Hooft 
identities. 
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FIG, 14. These identities show that only physical particles contribute to 
unitarity relations. 

= (DIll' + PI' Pv [lit - 1 + B (p2;t)/t 11 {P2 

+ [v2 g2 -A (p2;O - p2 B(p2;O] It ± id) 
X [p2+V2g2_A(p2;t)±id- 1

, 

where (J.tlg(p;t)lv) is defined by (2.20), while (pIll (p;Olo) 
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is the proper self-energy part 

(pIll (P;Olo) 0PCT A (P2;t) + Pp PlY B (p2;t)· 
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Electromagnetism without monopoles is possible in nontrivial U(1)-fibre 
bundlesa) 
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If the first homotopy group of a spacetime manifold M is p cyclic with p > 1, we prove that there 
exists (p - 1) nontrivial and nonequivalent fibre bundles on M with gauge group U(I) in which 
all the connections describe electromagnetic gauge fields without monopoles. Some spacetimes 
verifying this condition are introduced. This stresses the physical relevance of the difference 
between the first Chern classes with integer coefficients and those with real coefficients. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years principal fibre bundles and their connec
tions became a useful and powerful tool for the study of 
gauge fields. In a famous paper Wu and Yangl established a 
clarifying table of correspondence between the most impor
tant elements of gauge field theories and the differential geo
metric concepts related with them. From the publication of 
this table it has been used as a dictionary by the growing 
number of people working on gauge field theory. 

The main aim of this paper is to analyze the character of 
the relation established in that table between electromagnet
ic gauge fields without monopoles and connections defined 
in trivial principal fibre bundles with structural group U(1). 
In Sec. 2 we prove that when the spacetime manifold M has 
its first homotopy group p-cyclic with p=/= 1, there are elec
tromagnetic gauge fields without magnetic charges defined 
in nontrivial principal bundles on M with structural group 
U(I), which implies that in this case the relation between 
trivial principal fibre bundles and electromagnetism without 
monopoles is not so direct as the Wu-Yang's dictionary 
seems to indicate. In Sec. 3 we find some examples of space
time manifolds with the topological conditions studied in 
Sec. 2. We see in Sec. 4 that the phenomenon found in Sec. 2 
is a direct consequence of the non-one-to-one character of 
the correspondence between the first Chern classes with in
teger coefficients and those with real coefficients. We finish 
the paper by setting the main conclusions in Sec. 5. 

2. NONTRIVIAL U(1)-FIBRE BUNDLES WITH 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS WITHOUT MONOPOLES. 

In a previous paper2 we have seen that in quantum me
chanics the electromagnetic field is described by equivalence 
classes of gauge fields with gauge group U(1) which are de
fined on the maximal, open, and connected submanifold M 
of the spacetime manifold in whose points there are not mag
netic sources or singular electric sources. 

In that paper we have proved also that fixing a point 
XO EM, each electromagnetic field d defined on M is univo
cally characterized by the H-homomorphism A from the H
group ilMxo (ofloops beginning and ending at xo) into U(l) 

a)With partial financial support ofI.E.N. 

which maps each yEflMxo in its correspondent element of 
the holonomy group of any gauge field belonging to the class 
d. Therefore the map K from the set of electromagnetic 
fields defined on Minto H-Hom(ilMxo,U(l» given by 

K(d) =A 

for each d, is one-to-one. 
On the other hand KonstantJ has proved that the image 

through K of the electromagnetic fields having the same 
strength F on M is an orbit for the action of Hom(1T\ (M), 
U(l» on H-Hom(ilMx ,U(l» defined by 

o 

III (y) = I (y)ll ([yD 

for every IEH-Hom(ilMxo ,U(l)),llEHom(1T\ (M),U(I» and 
yEflMxo' Hence, since this action is free, there is a biunivocal 
correspondence between the electromagnetic fields defined 
on M which give rise to the same field strength, and the 
group Hom(1T\ (M),U(l)). Now, we have the following 
lemma: 

Lemma: For any gauge fields rand F defined in the 
same principal fibre bundle P (M, U (1» with the same field 
strength, there exists a homomorphism h from 1T \ (M) into R 
such that 

K([FD = K([rDe - 2rrih, (1) 

where e - 2rrih is the homomorphism from 1T\ (M) into U(I) 
defined by e - 2rrih (7]) = e - 2rrih('1) for every 7]E1T\ (M). 

Proof Since U (1) is an Abelian group, if liJ and ware the 
connection forms of rand r. there will be on M a realI-form 
a such that 

liJ = liJ + (ll pa)x, (2) 

where II p is the projection from P on M, and X is the element 
of the Lie algebra ofU(I) which is defined by the tangent 
vectors to the closed curve c of U (1) with c( 0) = e2rriIJ for all 
OE[O,I]. 

On the other hand, since dw = dliJ + (ll pda)x and be
cause U (1) is Abelian, for the curvatures il and ii of rand r 
the equality ii = il + (llpda)x holds. But, since rand F 
have the same field strength F,il = if = e/hc(ll pF)X, and 
therefore da = 0; i.e., the I-form a is closed. Now, this im
plies that the map associating the real number S ya to each 
closed curve y in M, only depends of the homotopy class of y, 
because S ya = S ya for every y' with [y] = [y']. 
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Ifwe call h the homomorphism from 1TI (M) into H in
duced by this map, we shall see that h verifies equality (1). Of 
course, it suffices to prove that for each closed curve yin M, 
if cY is an horizontal lift of y with respect to r, the curve cr 
defined by eY(t) = cY(t) exp! - 21TiSba(y,) dt 1 for each 
tE[O, 1] [where y, is the tangent vector at yin y(t)] is an hori
zontallift of y with respect to r. According with Leibniz's 
formula for all tE[O,1] 

c; = e; exp{ - 21Ti L a(y,) dt } - a(y, )X~(') , 

where X * is the vector field associated to Xby the V(I) action 
on P, and c; exp! - 21Tifba(y,) dt J is the image of e;by the 
action of exp! - 2m"fb a(y, )dt 1 on P. Therefore, since 
w(X *) = X and w(e;) = 0, it follows that 

wee;) = 0; 

i.e., e Y is an horizontal lift of y with respect to r. 
When Mhas 1TI (M) = 'l..p withp> 1, since 

Hom('l..p,V(l)} = 'l..p' only p different electromagnetic fields 
exist having the same field strength F: In particular p differ
ent electromagnetic fields exist having null field strength, 
and therefore having no monopoles, because the magnetic 
charge enclosed by any closed spacelike surface (T is given by 
S aF, which is always null in this case. 

On the other hand, we have Hom(Zp ,H) = 0, which im
plies, by the lemma, that all gauge fields defined in a princi
pal fibre bundle P (M,V(l» having null field strength are 
equivalent; i.e., they represent the same electromagnetic 
field. Hence, there arep nonequivalent V(1)-fibre bundles on 
M having a gauge field with null field strength, and such that 
every other V(1 )-fibre bundle on Mhaving such a gauge field 
is equivalent only to one of them. In particular, because the 
trivial V(1)-fibre bundleM X V(I) has the standard flat con
nection (which obviously has null curvature), it is equivalent 
to one of those principal fibre bundles, but not to the others, 
which hence are nontrivial. Furthermore, each one of those 
nontrivial fibre bundles P (M, V (1» verifies that if w is the 
connection form of one of the gauge fields defined in P with 
null F, equality (2) holds for every gauge field r defined in P 
which connection form is w, and therefore 

F=da, 

which implies that neither has monopoles, because f ada 
= ° for each closed surface (T in M. Summarizing, the fol

lowing theorem holds. 
Theorem: If M has 1T I (M) = Zp with p > 1, there are 

(p - 1) nonequivalent and nontrivial U(I)-fibre bundles on 
M such that all electromagnetic gauge fields defined in them 
do not have monopoles. 

3. SOME SPACETIME MANIFOLDS WHOSE FIRST 
HOMOTOPY GROUP IS 'lp (p#1) 

Most of the spacetime manifolds considered in general 
relativity are connected and simply connected [1TI (A") = 0], 
but if we give a free action of'l..p (p > 1) on them, the quotient 
manifolds M = A" /'l..p have 1T I (M) = 'l..p. Indeed, in this 
case we have the following short exact sequence of homo
topy groups [note that here 1To (A"),1To (M), and 1To('l..p) are 
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also groups] 

'''---+1TI (A")---+1TI (M )---+1To ('l..p)---+1To (A")---+ ... , 

and since 1TI (A") = 1To(A") = O,1TI (M)Z1To('l..p) = 'l..p. If 
such an action on A" exists, according with the theorem 
there are electromagnetic fields without monopoles defined 
in nontrivial U(l)-fibre bundles on M. 

The simplest 4-manifold where such a 'l..2 -action exists 
is S 4, because the 'l..2 -action defined by the antipodal map is 
obviously free ('l..2 is the unique compact Lie group acting 
freely on even spheres'). But, since S4/'l..2 = RP4 is com
pact, for every Lorentzian metric defined in RP4 the causal
ity condition does not hold, because there always exists 
closed nonspacelike curves. Hence RP4 is not physically ac
ceptable as a spacetime manifold. Furthermore RP 4 is not 
orientable because its Euler characteristic is 2, and therefore 
no spacetime structure defined on it exists. 

In general relativity a very usual 4-manifold where 
there is also such a 'l..2 -action is H2 X S 2. Indeed, the 'l..2 -
action induced by the antipodal map of S 2 is free. In this case 
it is easy to define a Lorentzian metric on H2XS2/'l..2 
ZH2 X RP2 not having closed nonspacelike curves; e.g., 
since this 'l..2 -action on H2 X S 2 is isometric with respect to 
internal and external Schwarzchild, Kruskal, and singular
ity free Reissner-Nordstrom metrics defined in H2XS2, 
each one of these metrics induces on H2 X RP 2 a Lorentzian 
structure without closed nonspacelike curves through the 
canonical projection from R2XS2. But, because the mani
fold R2 X RP 2 is not orientable, there is no spacetime struc
ture on it. 

The two previous cases are examples of 4-manifolds 
with 1TI (M) = 'l..2' but without any spacetime structure. We 
shall see that there exist four-dimensional manifolds with 
1TI (M) = 'l..p for every integer p > 2 and with spacetime 
structures. In order to find them let us consider the 4-mani
fold RXS 3

• This is a very usual manifold in relativistic cos
mology, because there are many cosmologically interesting 
spacetimes defined on it: Einstein's static universe, de Sit
ter's, Friedmann's (or Robertson-Walker's) with positive 
spatial curvature, etc. For each p > I we define the action of 
'l..p = !a,a2, ... ,aP = eJ on RxS 3 induced from the action of 
'l..p on S 3 given by 

(xl,x2,x\x4)a r = (Xl cos21Tr/p - x 2 sin21Tr/p, 

Xl sin21Tr/p + x 2 cos2m/p,x3 cos21Tr/p - X4 sin21Tr/p, 

x 3 sin21Tr/p + X4 cos21Tr/p), 

for r = 1,2, ... ,p and for all (XI,.x2,X3,X4)ES3CR4. Let us ob
serve that when p = 2 this action is that induced by the an
tipodal map of S 3. For eachp > 1 this action is obviously free 
and therefore the first homotopy group of its quotient mani
fold R X S 3/'l..p is 'l..p. This manifold is the lens space desig
nated by L (p,I). Now, since that 'l..p-action preserves any 
orientation on R X S 3, and is isometric and isochronous with 
respect to Einstein static universe, de Sitter, and Friedmann 
(with positive spacial curvature) metrics ofRXS \ each one 
of this metrics induces on L (p, 1) a spacetime structure veri
fying the causality condition. The structures induced in that 
way by the de Sitter spacetime are elementary spacetime 
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forms according to Calabi and Markus.5 The ones induced 
from the Friedmann metric have spatial anisotropy when 
p>V 

According to the theorem, on all the spacetimes built 
above there exist nontrivial U(I)-fibre bundles in which 
there are electromagnetic gauge fields not having magnetic 
charges. 

4. INTEGRAL VERSUS REAL CHERN CLASSES 

Another important characteristic which have those 
manifolds with tTl (M) = Zp (p> 2) is that the first Chern 
classes of the U(1 )-fibre bundles defined on them with inte
ger and real coefficients are not in one-to-one correspon
dence. Indeed, the exact sequence of Abelian groups 

~Z-R-U(IH 

induces the following commutative diagram of hom om or
phisms of Cech cohomology groups whose rows are exact 
sequences 

~ ~ ! ! ~ 

·.·-.H I(M:T:~H I(M,~~H I (M, U(!»-.H 2(M,?:~H 2(M,~) ... 

(3) 

where~, ~ and U(!) are, respectively, the sheaves of germs 
oflocal Z, R, and U(I) valued functions (differentiable). 
Since Z is discrete and M connected, the homomorphisms 
'V 'V' 

H q(M,'l)-H q(M,~) of diagram (3) are isomorphisms. Now, 
since M is ~ spacetime manifold, it is paracompace and 
therefore H q(M,JI!) = 0 for every!} > I. This implies that the 
homomorphism H I(M,U(1»~H2(M,'l) of diagram (3) is 
an isomolJ?hism, and therefore we have also an isomorphism 

"" 'V' V' 

between H I(M,U(l» and H2(M,Z). SinceH I (M,U(l» can 
be identified with the classes ofU(I)-fibre bundles onM, the 
latter isomorphism established another isomorphism be-

'V' 'V 

tween these classes and H 2(M,l). The element of H 2(M,Z) 
associated in this way to each principal fibre bundle 
P (M,U(I» is its first Chern class with integer coefficients. 8 

Therefore first Chern classes with integer coefficients classi
fy completely the U(1)-fibre bundle classes. 

On the other hand, because M is paracompact, the first 
Chern class with real coefficients of a principal fibre bundle 
P (M, U(l» is the element of H 2(M,R) -zH ~R (M) (second de 
Rham cohomology group) corresponding to the class of the 
closed 2-form F of M such that (ll 'f,F)X is the curvature of 
any connection in P. This class is not dependent on the cho
sen connection and is the image of the first Chern class of P 
with integer coefficients through the homomorphism 
P:H 2(M,Z~if 2(M,R) of diagram (3).3.9 Therefore when 
this homomorphism is non-one-to-one, the correspondence 
between the first Chern classes with integer and with real 
coefficients ofU(I)-fibre bundles is not one-to-one, i.e., few 
U(I)-fibre bundles can be the same first Chern real class and 
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different int~ral class. Now then, when tTl (M) = Zp with 
p. > 2, since H I(M,R) -zH ~R (M) = 0 and 
if '(M,U(1» = lp, we have Ker;2 = lp' which implies that 
P is not one-to-one. 

This result provides us with other proof of the theorem 
of Sec. 2, because if Ker ;2 = Zp' there are p nonequivalent 
U(l)-fibre bundles in which all gauge fields give a strength 
that is an exact 2-form, and hence do not have magnetic 
charges. 

Furthermore, this result implies that the Chern-Weil 
construction of the first Chern class of an U (1 )-fibre bundle10 

builds its first Chern class with real coefficients, but does not 
determine that with integer coefficients. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Consequently, we might assure that the relation be
tween electromagnetic fields without monopoles and trivial 
U(l)-fibre bundles is not so simple as Wu-Yang's dictionary 
of equivalences seems at first sight to indicate, because al
though all electromagnetic gauge fields defined in trivial 
U(l)-fibre bundles do not contain monopoles, also it is true 
that when the topology of the spacetime manifold is too com
plicate (and we have analyzed some concrete such cases) 
there can be nontrivial U(l)-fibre bundles in which all elec
tromagnetic fields also have no monopoles. 

On the other hand, we have seen that this result is a 
consequence ofthe existence ofU(l)-fibre bundles having 
different first Chern classes with integer coefficients but the 
same with real ones, which implies the uselessness of the 
Chern-Wei! method for building the first Chern class with 
integer coefficients of those fibre bundles. 
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The second part of the present series is devoted to the rearrangement of the Born series 
in the model space. An application is found in pion-nucleus scattering. We present a 
generalization of the "extended schematical model" suggested recently by Hirata et al. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inversion of a linear operator which is not necessarily 
Hermitian is a typical mathematical operation used in the 
scattering theory. The well-known Born expansion of a re
solvent operator being not applicable in the whole region of 
energies, other approximation methods should be used in the 
intermediate energy region. In the present paper, we are in
spired by the recent development in pion-nucleus scattering 
physics and describe the method which, within a model 
space, performs an efficient analytic continuation of high 
energy expansion by representing it in an equivalent matrix 
continued fraction form. 

The method is obtained from the abstract parametric 
expansion of a resolvent R (E) = (E - Htl as described in 
Ref. I (denoted I). As a new feature, the knowledge of the 
matrix elements of powers of H (moments) is required be
tween the bra and ket vectors of the model spaces de V' and 
DC V, respectively. This enables one to calculate explicitly 
the input parameters for definition of the expansion I. 

In Sec. 2, we define the basis in the whole Hilbert space 
by applying the general parametrization I to Hand H' sepa
rately and requiring block biorthogonality. In the special 
one-dimensional case, the resulting biorthogonal basis coin
cides with the one often used in numerical practice (Lanc
zas2) and physical calculations (Haydock and Kelly'). 

Although the whole resolvent expansion I may be writ
ten immediately, the knowledge of scalar product (not em
ployed in I) makes possible an efficient approximation tech
nique. Due to the variability of the model spaces and their 
dimension M, all the necessary matrix elements of R (E) may 
be taken between d and D without loss of generality. All the 
remaining basis vectors if. d, D are eliminated in Sec. 3, and 
their use is replaced by the knowledge of moments. This 
algebraic rearrangement leads to an efficient algorithm re
presenting R (E) between d and D by the matrix continued 
fraction formula. In the special case M = I, we obtain the 
classical continued fraction results.' 

The physical and numerically tested example of appli
cability of the present method is the extended schematical 
model (ESM) of the elastic 17-4He and 17_'60 scattering given 
by Hirata et al.'·6 It is described in Sec. 4 and shown to be 
equivalent to the one-dimensional version of the present 
method. This is the heuristic basis for the coupled channel 
generalization ofESM: We suggest that due to the analogy of 

the physical (isobar doorway) picture, the similar cutoff 
(N - 3-4) of the continued fraction (with M> 1) should 
work in the description of inelastic pion-nucleus scattering, 
with new indices representing the different coupled chan
nels. The detailed numerical calculation should be given 
elsewhere, as it may vary in dependence on additional phys
ical assumptions. 

2. GENERALIZED LANCZOS BASIS 

We shall work in the vector space Vand its dual V' and 
employ small or capital letters for denoting bras « yIEV') or 
kets (I Y)E V), respectively. The kets (bras) will always occur 
in groups numbered by a pair of indices, e.g., IX ~), 
i = 1,2 ... ,Mk (iE I,Mk ), k = 1,2,. ... The standard matrix 
conventions with respect to these indices will be accepted 
(kets or bras being ordered in rows or columns, respectively) 
so that we shall be allowed to omit either upper indices or 
both of them [compare respectively Eqs. (2) and (3) or Eqs. 
(3) and (4) below). 

Let us consider a linear operator H on V. We shall for
mulate our task as the evaluation of the matrix elements of 
the type 

T'i= <x'\IR (E)IXJ\), 
(1) 

R (E) = (E - Ht', i,jEI,MI 

for some arbitrarily chosen finite set of bras <x\ I and an 
independent set of kets IX J\) spanning the model spaces 
de V' and DC V respectively, d '=I=D in general. In the pre
sent section we describe the introduction of the block-biorth
ogonal basis generated from <XII and IXI). 

We employ the formalism for expanding the resolvent 
operator R (E) as described in Ref. I. First, the two sets of 
groups of vectors 

iX):= lIIX~), iEI,Mk j, k= 1,2,. .. ) 

and 

<xi:=!!<x~l, iEl,m k J, k=1,2,. .. l 
will be defined in a recurrent way from the initial groups IX,) 
and <XII. According to I, the group IX, -+ J ) will be deter
mined for any k> I by the k-fold action of H on iX,). The 
partial subtraction of the linear combinations of "old group" 
vectors is also allowed by the corresponding recurrent defi-
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nition (we slightly change the notation of!) 

MJ.. I M/.. 

HIX~)= L IX{_I)Cj~+ L IX{)Aj~ 
j=1 j=1 

M"I' 
+ L IX{+ I)Bj~ (2) 

j=1 

with arbitrary groups of parameters A, B, C. The shortened 
notation enables us to abbreviate Eq. (2) as 

HIXk)= IXk-I)Ck + IXk)A k + IXk+I)Bk (3) 

or even 

HIX)= IX)Q. (4) 

The same sort of parametrization will be used for the 
action of the Hermitian conjugate operator H+ (=foH in gen
eral) on another initial group IXI)EV, H+lx) = Ix)q+, i.e., 

<xlH = q<xl, i.e., 

(5) 

Employing formulas of I, we shall be able to write formally 
the expansion of R (E) or R +(E). Once the scalar products 

<x~ IX ~) = D %1 are known, both parametrizations of Eqs. 
(4) and (5) are not independent and may be used together as 
an input for I due to the identities 

<xlH IX) = DQ = qD. (6) 

In our paper, we reduce the complexity of the general 
expansion by demanding the block-diagonal form of D: 

<x~ IX~) = D%, k = I, m k = M k , 

= 0, k=fol. (7) 
This assumption (block-biorthogonality) will naturally re
strict the freedom in the parametrizations (4) and (5) since 
Eq. (6) implies 

<xk _ IIH IXk) = Dk _ ICk = bk _ IDk' 

<xk IH IXk) = D0k = a~k' (8) 

<xk+ IIH IXk) = D k+ IBk = Ck+ IDk' 

This is very analogous to the one-dimensional case? (M = 1) 
where the sets IX) and <x I will form the well-known Lanczos 
biorthogonal basis. 2 

To restrict the freedom in the parametrizations (4), (5) 
allowed by Eq. (8) and hidden in the arbitrary decomposi
tion of the linear superposition b k (x k + I I and IX k + I ) B k , 

the modified vectors may be introduced in the form 

IEk + I) = IXk + 1).Ll k, 

.Llk = B~k _ 1···BI, .Ll o = I, 

(Sk+11 =8k (xk + l l, 
15k = blb2• .. bk , 80 = I. 

Assuming 

detB k=fo0=fodetb k' O=fodetDk , 

Mk =M, k= 1,2, ... 
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(9) 

(10) 

the vectors ofEq. (9) are defined uniquely by the recurrences 

H IEk) = IEk - I)gk - IPk + IEk)g,pk + IEk+ I)' 

<5kIH=P~k-l<5k-11 +a~k<5kl +<5k+ll, 

Pk=8k_ID~k_1 = (gkt l, go=O, 

a k = 8k_Ia~~k_I' 

(11) 

which follow from Eqs. (4), (5), (10). From the formal point 
of view Eqs. (11) may be considered to be special cases of 
parametrization (4), (5) with B = I = b. The resolvent oper
ator expansion formulas I may thus be summarized by the 
expression 

(12) 

where [ ... ] = I for k = / or / = m and the backward matrix 
recurrence 

rpk = (Egk - g,p~k - g".f{Jk + 19ktl
, rpN + 1= 0, (13) 

defines the auxiliary sequence rpk in terms of a,p and N~ 1 
(N---+ ao). 

3. MODEL SPACE DEFINITION OF 
PARAMETERS 

In this section, we shall generalize some relations 
known for M = 1 in the classical theory ofmoments.4 We 
shall eliminate the higher groups of vectors (k> 1) from the 
definitions of type (8) and arrive at analogs of the classical 
relations expressing, e.g., B k of the one-dimensional case as a 
square root of the ratio of determinants formed from the 
Hankel matrices ofmomenta.4 

By inserting the vectors (9) given by Eq. (11) into the 
matrices 

/J: IHII':' )- [I] /J: IHII':')- [I] ~k+l ~k+1 -ak + 1, ~k+1 ~k -rk , 
/J: IHII':' )_a[/] 
~k -k+l -f.Jk+I' (14) 

we obtain the recurrence relations for matrices (14) initia
lized at k = ° by the (generalized) moments (Ml XMl matri
ces) all] denoted as 

<5IIHIIEI)= <xIIHIIXI) = <l), /=0,1,2,. ... (15) 

Hence the two sets of matrices ak = alIl,Pk = P P] = rll}. I 

are uniquely defined by H and by the choice of groups IXI ) 

and <XII spanning model spaces D and d, respectively. It is 
not surprising, since the simple expansion of R (E) within the 
model space [_rpl(E)] into powers of H provides the same 
conclusion. 

The insertion of ak,Pk into Eq. (13) defines rph i.e., the 
rearrangement of the standard power series in form of the 
matrix continued fraction. Although the convergence is not 
investigated now, we shall assume that it is sufficiently quick 
in the practical calculations (cf., e.g., Sec. 4 or Ref. 8). 
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The recurrences resulting from Eq. (14) do not give the 
optimal form of the desired matrices since many cancella
tions occur. In spite of the cancellations, they may be used 
for k = 1,2, and 3, given 

131=g.I=D, =(O), al=(l), 

132 =g2- 1 = (2) - (l)gl(1), 

a2 = (3) - (2)g,(1) - (l)g,(2) + (l)gl(1)gl(l), 

133 = (4) - (2)g,(2) - «3) - (2)g,(1) 

Xgl(3) - (l)g,(2», 

a3 = (5) - (2)g,(l)g,(2) - [«3) - (2)g,(l»g2«4) 

- (l)g,(l)g,(2)] - [h.c.] + «3) - (2)g,(1) 

xgl(3) - (1)gl(l)gl(l)g2«3) - (l)g,(2». 

(16) 

Because of the rapidly increasing complexity of these expres
sions, we prefer to simplify them by introducing some auxil
iary subexpressions for higher k. 

We start with the definition of projectors and operators 

P, = 1=, )g,(t, I, s, = S, - I - P" 

k = 1,2,.··, So = J, 

il" = 1-1=,+ I)g,~ l(t,IH', 

OJ" = I-Hkl=,)g,+ I(t, + II. 

(17) 

Exploiting the block tridiagonality of Q in Eq. (4) and em
ploying the obvious properties 

S H "-II-) == J... -- 1 ~I , 

(18) 

S" , I = il,S" = S,(tJ", 

we arrive at the fundamental implicit form of the recurrent 
definitions of parameters 

f3, = (t" 1=,) = (tdH"- IS, _ IH" - 11=1), 

(19) 

S" _ 1= S" ___ 2 - S, _ 2H" - 21=1) g, l(tdH" - 2S" - 2' 

To derive the explicit algorithm which should give an iterative 
definition of f3" , based on the initialization (15), we intro
duce the auxialiary sequence 1]i"~]I' /,r>-k>-I, defined by the 
recurrence 

1]i'·~11 = 1]i"r l -1]1"" - Ilg,1]l" - I.rl, 1]\,.r] = (I + r), 
(20) 

which coincides with the required sequence 13" + I for 
1 = r = k since 1]l"~]1 = (tIIH'S,Hrl=I), k>-O, 
1] i "i" II = f3 k , I' Thus, Eq. (20) is the first part of the desired 
algorithm. 
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The form of a" will be more complex since the defini
tion (19) containes two projectors. By the explicit use of the 
projection properties of ilk and OJ, , it is a rather trivial 
block-matrix multiplication manipulation to show that the 
ansatz 
ak_1 = (t,IHk-2ilk_3Zk_3 

Zo = H, ZI = H - P,HP
" 

.. , 

implies 

a k + 1 = (tl!Hkilk _ 1 [ilk _ 3Z k - 30Jk - 3 

- Pk_1HPk_ 1 ]OJk_1Hk !=I), k = 3,4, ... 

It enables us to write 

a k + 1 

(21) 

= «tdH k - (t,IHkSk_IHk-I!=,)gk(t,!Hk-I)Zk_1 

[cf. Eq. (21), k> 1] and derive the recurrence for operators Z 
Zk =ilk _ 2(Zk_2 -Sk_2Hk - I !=I)gk 

(23) 

From this we define the matrices t'J i/.r] = (t,IHIZ"Hr!=,), 
/,r>-k which, due to Eq. (23), satisfy the recurrent definition 

t'J 1/,r] = ",1/,,:.\ - 1]1/.~ 1 2]gk _ 1",1k_-/,r] 

where ",11'~]2 = t'J 11'~]2 - 1]11,~ 11]gkakgk 1]1k_-I I,r] and the ini
tializations are 

t'Jg,r] = (l+r+ 1), 

t'J \I,r] = (I + r + l) - (l)gla.gl (r), 

t'J~I.r] = (tl!HISRS1Hr!=I) -1]~/,I]g2a~21]~I,r]. 

From Eq. (22) we obtain the definition 

ak+ 1 = t'J 1k~ I - 1]lk ,k - I]gk t'J 1k_-I I,k] 

(25) 

(26) 

of the parameter matrices a" + I , i.e" the second part of the 
algorithm based on the second auxiliary sequence t'J l"r] de
fined by the recurrence (24). Thus, Eq. (13) with k = N, 
N - 1, ... ,1 and Eqs. (20), (24), and (26) define the matrix 
elements of R (£) between the vectors from d and D model 
subspaces in terms of moments (I), / = 0,1 , ... ,2N - 1. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION: ESM 
EXTENDED 

The role of relativistic effects in the pion-nucleus scat
tering is probably not negligible, and some of the recent at
tempts try therefore to introduce the isobar degrees of free
dom into the nucleus and employ the dominant role of the 'fr

N(1232) resonance in the microscopic description ofthe 'fr-

4He 5,9 and 'fr_160 6 elastic scattering at intermediate energies. 
We shall briefly review the algorithm suggested by Hirata et 
al. 6 (ESM) since it considers the pion-nucleus transition op
erator just in the form of Eq. (1) with M = 1. The 
IXI) or (XII state is assumed to be a coherent superposition of 
the isobar-hole (.:1h ) states representing the response ofthe 
nuclear ground state to the incoming pion of momentum k, 
IXI) = .I l.:1h ) (.:1h IH Ik,K), K = 0, or outgoing pion of 
momentum k', (XII = .I (k',K IH l.:1h ) (.:1h I, K = 0, re
spectively. We might therefore apply our method with 
M = 1. In Ref. 6 the equivalent numerical evaluation is ful
filled along the standard lines: The complete basis 
lel),le2),leJ), ... ,leN )inVis constructed by using the Lanczos 
method' and diagonalizing the realistic semiphenomenolo
gical Hamiltonian H. The inversion (Green function) is then 
given by summing all the contributions from the N separate 
states. 

The numerical conclusions of Ref. 6 are surprising and 
nontrivial: The cutoff parameter N <N sufficient to accurate 
description of 'fr_160 elastic scattering turned out to be as low 
as 3. This defines ESM and restricts strongly the necessary 
number N of collective doorway states lek ) (linear combina
tions of IXI), IX2 ) , ••• , IX N )!) belonging to the whole isobar
hole space V. 

The same result has been obtained for different nuclei. s 

This inspires us to the assumption that also the nonelastic 
scattering may be considered along the same lines. Using the 
same physical picture of the isobar excitations in the reso
nance region, the adequate method should be based on our 
matrix continued fraction formula (13) with k = 1 which is 
entirely equivalent to diagonalization due to the use of the 
same truncated part of the vector space V spanned by the 
groups IXI), ..• , IX/V). 

Even in the simplest one-dimensional version, our 
method represents further simplification of ESM since we 
have eliminated the redundant intermediate step of diagona
lization which is an infinite numerical process in principle.' 
Using M> 1, we may take into account the possibility of 
channel coupling reflected by interaction within the k th 
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group IX k), k> 1, with the upperindex numbering the chan
nels. Assuming that the physical mechanism (isobar cre
ation) is not modified too much in the inelastic processes, we 
are entitled to use even the same level of approximation 
(N = 3-4), although more involved physical structure is de
scribed by more states, channel coupling, and M> 1. The 
algebraic utilization of the block tridiagonality of H in block
biorthogonal basis is related also to certain numerical advan
tages of the continued fraction form.' The detailed evalua
tions of the pi-nucleus cross sections are to be published else
where after clarifying the problems connected with the 
proper choice of the effective interaction H. 5

.9 This is out of 
the scope of the present paper. 

5. SUMMARY 

While in I the series expansion ofthe vectors R (E) IX;) 
in terms of the expansion set IXk)~Hk ~ llXI ) + "', 
k = 1,2,.··, was derived, the present paper is oriented to the 
expansion of the model space matrix elements 
<xi IR (E)IX~> into the matrix continued fraction by elimi
nating all the groups of vectors <x k I, IX k> with k > 1. The 
recurrences are given which define the parameters of the 
continued fraction in terms of moment matrices 
<xi IH 'IX jl> in the most compact way. The groups of M> 1 
vectors <x II and IXI) span two independent bra and ket mod
el spaces d and D, respectively. This guarantees the broad 
and flexible applicability of the method which was illustrat
ed by simplifying and generalizing ESM6 in pion-nucleus 
scattering. 
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We study the problem of a charged particle affected by an external electromagnetic field, 
adopting the point of view that its evolution is governed by an autonomous ordinary second order 
system of differential equations on M4 whose acceleration can be expanded into a power series of 
the charge e and assuming the acceleration satisfies the Lorentz-Dirac equation. Thus, we locate 
the dynamics of the system in a symplectic structure up to order e3 for external fields satisfying 
certain weak conditions. This is applied to obtain conserved quantities associated to symmetries of 
the external field that are also isometries. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important and interesting problems in 
classical electrodynamics concerns the equations of motion 
of a single charged particle moving in an external electro
magnetic field. The usual Lorentz force represents a direct 
action of the field on the particle and does not contain the 
action of the charge on itself (self-action). When this self
field is taken into account one can derive as equations of 
motion of a charged particle the well-known Lorentz-Dirac 
equation] (LDE) which contains the Lorentz force and a 
radiation reaction term involving derivatives of the 
acceleration. 

There are many difficulties involved in the LDE if one 
attempts to consider it as an exact equation of motion of 
third differential order in the position ofthe particle: (i) there 
is no "Newtonian causality" in the sense that initial position 
and velocity do not suffice to predict the motion; (ii) there 
exist the so-called "runaway solutions," i.e., exact solutions 
such that the acceleration increases without limit. To avoid 
this type of unphysical solution, one can assume that the 
initial acceleration must be such that the acceleration, in the 
limit as time approaches infinity, must remain finite. Thus, 
one arrives at an integro-differential equation whose kernel 
contains the external forces in such a way that the particle 
experiences the unphysical phenomenon of preacceleration. 
Moreover, "Newtonian causality" is not included in this ap
proach because the usual constraint on the acceleration al
lows two or more solutions to some problems. 2 

A different approach can be followed in order to elimi
nate these unphysical results: one can consider the radiation 
reaction force as a perturbation compared with the usual 
Lorentz force, following the suggestions of some authors. J 

More precisely, we shall assume that the evolution of a 
charged particle affected by an external electromagnetic 
field is governed by an autonomous ordinary second order 
system of differential equations on M4 ; in this sense, the 
LDE needs to be viewed as a condition that must satisfy the 
acceleration. We also assume that these functions can be 
expanded into a power series of the electric charge e. These 
assumptions incorporate "Newtonian causality," eliminate 
the "runaway solutions," and also the possibility of "ad
vanced effects" (preacceleration) and furnish a recurrent 
method to calculate the acceleration to any order. 

We define the notions of "Hamiltonian form" in the 
past (resp. future) and give a proof of a formal theorem stat
ing the uniqueness of the Hamiltonian form in the past (resp. 
future) by assuming its existence at any order in the pertur
bative framework we have adopted. We also give the explicit 
analytical form of both "Hamiltonian forms" up to order e 3 

for external electromagnetic fields satisfying certain weak 
conditions and obtain the exact analytical form of the gener
ating function associated to both "Hamiltonian forms." 
Summing up, we locate the dynamics of the single charged 
particle in a symplectic structure up to order e 3. 

There are physical reasons, not only mathematical 
ones, for introducing this symplectic structure: In this paper 
we show an application concerning the construction (with
out any ambiguity) of conserved quantities associated to cer
tain symmetries of the external electromagnetic field. In 
fact, we give the general form of the conserved quantity asso
ciated to a symmetry of the field that is also an isometry. 

II. THE LORENTZ-DIRAC EQUATION (LDE) 
A. The covariant formalism4 

Consider the autonomous ordinary second order sys
tem of differential equations on M4 

(la) 

where the uU>s satisfy 

(lb) 

Its general solution depends on six essential parameters. In 
the framework of special relativity, this covariant formalism 
is frequently used to study the nonisolated systems which are 
constituted by one structureless point particle. t U is the so
called acceleration of the particle and may depend on certain 
characteristic parameters of the particle (e.g., the mass m, 
the charge e, etc.); we shall write the explicit dependence on 
the mass of the particle: tU(xfi,uY;m). The following system 
onM4 , 

(2a) 
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where 

()a(XP,1TY) = ~sa(xP,uY 1T- I1TY;m-1T), 

1T + [ - (1T1T)] 112, ~ (1T)2, (2b) 

has the same integral curves as Eqs. (1). The geometrical 
view ofthe mass in this formulation is clear. Hereafter, we 
shall call the function () a the dynamics which, obviously, 
satisfies (1T() = O. The dynamic system (2) can be represent
ed by the vector field on M4 

(3) 

B. The Lorentz-Dirac equation 

If Fap(xA) is the external electromagnetic field acting 
on a particle with electric charge e and mass m, it is usually 
assumed that the motion of such a particle is governed by· 
theLDE 

(4) 

where· d Idr, y 2/3, l?-(UU). The second term in the 
rhs is due to radiation reaction, and it represents an action of 
the particle on itself. We have remarked in the Introduction 
some nonphysical phenomena involved in the LDE: exis
tence of "runaway solutions" and violation of "Newtonian 
causality" if one attempts to consider it as an exact equation 
of motion of third differential order, existence of "advanced 
effects" (preacceleration) and violation of "Newtonian cau
sality," if one attempts to consider it as an exact integro
differential equation. Thus, we shall follow another ap
proach to eliminate these nonphysical results, adopting the 
assumptions: 

(i) The equations of motion of the charged particle con
stitute a dynamic system on M4 of type (1), 

(5) 

(ii) The acceleration S a must satisfy the LDE in the 
sense that 

msa = eFap(x~u + ye2[u PJ sa + s P Jsa 
P P Ju p 

- (s5)ua
]. (6) 

(iii) The functions S a can be expanded into a power 
series of the charge e, 

sa = ! ers(r)a, (7) 
r= 1 

where the function S (r)a are charge-independent. 
Thus, we have incorporated "Newtonian causality," 

i.e., the system possesses three degrees offreedom, and we 
eliminate unphysical results because the previous assump
tions constitute the basis of a recurrent method which allows 
us to compute the acceleration to any order as a function of 
the corresponding one to lower orders. The introduction of 
expansion (7) in (6) yields 

2335 

s(l)a = m -IFap(x~up, s(2)a = 0, 

s(r)a = ym - l{uPJps(r- 2)a 
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(8) 

+ L 
P.q ~ I •...• r- 3 

[ 

J~(q)a 

s(p)p-~--

Ju p 

- s(p)ps~q)ua n, r> 2. 

The problem regarding con vergence of the series obtained by 
this method remains unsolved. In particular, we have up to 
order e 3 

sa = em - IUp {Fap(x~ + ye2m - luaJaFap} + 0 (e4) 

(9) 

and the dynamics, according to (2b), is 

()a = e1Tp {Fap(x~ + ye21T- 2rJaF ap} + o (e4
). (10) 

It is evident that the e3 -term vanishes in the particular case of 
a constant external field and thus radiation reaction does not 
appear until order e4 

sa = em - IUp {Fap + ye3m - 2(r(A + uauA)FAaFap} 

+ 0 (e7
), Fap = CtaP' (11) 

III. SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE ASSOCIATED TO THE 
DYNAMICS 
A. The antiquity condition 
1. Definitions 

(i) Consider a tensor function/on M4 • We shall say that 
this function approaches zero in the infinite past (resp. fu
ture), and we shall write limx -€oo / = 0 with E = - 1 in the 
past and € = + 1 in the future, if the following is satisfied 

/'.. 

lim /(x P + fL1TP,r) = 0 V(x,1T)EM4 • (12) 

The physical idea leading to the preceding concept is:/van
ishes at XO t = - 00 (resp. t = + 00) in the rest frame of 
the observer 1T- I~. 

(ii) Let us assume that the tensor function/ on M4 ap
proaches zero in the infinite past (resp. future). We shall say 
that the "antiquity index" of/is s:>O, and we shall write 
ind€ (I) = s, if s is the smaller of the superior bounds of the 
numbers p such that 

lim fLPf(XP+fL1TP,r) =0 V(x,1T)ili4 • (13) 
J.L-EOO 

The physical idea leading to this antiquity concept is the 
following:! decreases like t - S at t = - 00 (resp. t = + 00) 
in the infinite past (resp. future), in the rest frame of the 
observer 1T - I~. 

(iii) We shall say that jj is a regular dynamic system in 
the past (resp. future) if 

lim ()a = O. (14) 

(iv) Consider a I-form on M4 
(/J = (/Jadxa + (/J(!.d~ (a = q numerically) (15) 

where (/J. are vector functions onM4 . We shall say that (/Jis a 
regular I-form in the past (resp. future), and we shall write 
limx_€OO «(/J + 1d~) = 0, if 

lim (/Ja = lim «(/J(!. - 1Ta) = O. (16) 
x -Eoo X -Eoo 
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'" (v) Consider a 2-form on M4 

a = laapdxa /\dxP + aapdxa /\d1T P + laajLd~ /\d1T P 

(17) 
'" where a·· are tensor functions on M4 and u pa = - a pa , 

a r:Ul- = - a &. We shall say that a is a regular 2-form in the 
past (resp. future), and we shall write 
limx_.oo (a - dxa /\d1Ta) = 0, if 

lim aap = lim (aaP -1JaP) = lim ar:Ul- = O. (18) 
X -£00 x -£00 - X _E'oo 

2. Lemma 1 

Consider the differential systemsS 

£(D)f=O, £(D)cJI=O, £(D)w=O (D=1T PJp ), 

(19a,b,c) 

where/. ~ and ware a tensor function, a I-form and a 2-
form on M4 , respectively. Then, the general solution of 
(17a), (17b), or (17c) satisfying the condition limx_. oo f = 0, 
limx_.oo cJI = 0 or limx _ Eoo W = 0 (E = - lor + 1), re
spectively, is 

f = 0, cJI = 0, or W = o. (20a,b,c) 

Proof (i) The general solution of the homogeneous sys
tem 1T p J p f = 0 is an arbitrary function of seven independent 
solutions, for example, (h i,1f'): h i==xi + 1T - 2(X1T)1f. By 
considering the corresponding limit condition 
o = limx -Eoo f(h i,1f') = f(h i,1f')~f-O. 

(ii) Adopting the general form (15) for cJI, we can obtain 
from £(13)cJI = 0 

1TPJpcJla = 0, 1TPJpcJla. = - cJla' 

Taking into account the limit condition on cJI and applying 
the first part of the lemma repeatedly, we obtain cJI -0. 

(iii) Adopting the general form (17) for w, we can obtain 
from £(.o)w = 0 

1T PJpWap = 0, 1T PJpWaf!. = - wap , 

1TPJpW~ = - waf!. + wPa.· 

Taking into account the limit condition on wand applying 
the first part of the Lemma repeatedly, we obtain W O. 

3. Regularity of the dynamics 

The external electromagnetic field Fap(x") that we are 
considering must satisfy the Maxwell equations. Moreover, 
in all practical physical situations the field acts on the test 
charge in a certain region of space-time. We shall impose in 
this sense, the following weak conditions on the field and 
derivatives, 

ind. (Fap) > 1, ind. (JpFap) > 1 (E= -1 or + 1), 
(21) 

that express the physical idea: the field and derivatives de
crease faster than t - 1 in the infinite past (resp. future). 

If we also assume that the field derivatives of any order 
approach zero in the infinite past (resp. future), 

lim Jp, ... p •... FaP = 0, (22) 
x __ £00 
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a close study of Eq. (8) yields limx _Eoo () a = 0, i.e., H is a 
regular dynamic system in the past (resp. future). 

B. Hamiltonian forms 
1. Definitions 

Let us consider the dynamic system constituted by a 
sin~le charged particle, whose acceleration is Rve~ by the 
senes (8), represented by the vector field on M 4 : H = ~Ja 

+ () a J a' We shall assume that the external field F ap (X") 
satisfies the weak conditions (21) and also (22) (i.e., H is a 
regular dynamic system in the past or in the future). 

A "Hamiltonian for~." associated to the dynamics () a is 
a symplectic6 form a on M4 that satisfies: 

(i) It is invariant under H, 
£(H)a= 0; (23) 

(ii) a can be expanded into power series of the electric 
charge e, 

a = f ercfr>, (24) 
r=O 

where cfr
) are e-independent; 

(iii) it is a regular 2-form in the past (E = - 1) or in the 
future (E = + 1), 

(25) 
X -+£00 

2. Theorem 1 (on the uniqueness of a) 

Let us assume that there exists a a satisfying properties 
(23), (24), and (25) in the past case [or (25) in the future 
case]. Then, a is unique. 

Proof Let us assume the existence of two symplectic 
forms a 1 and a2 possessing properties (23)-(25). It is clear 
that w=al - a2 must satisfy 

£(ii)w = 0, W = f erw(r), lim w = 0 
r=O X __ £oo 

(E = - 1 or + 1). 

By introducing the developments for Hand w into the first 
equation and proceeding inductively, i.e., supposing w(p) 0 
't/ p < r, one obtains up to order er: £(.0 )w(r) = O. Then taking 
into account the limit condition limx -Eoo w(r) = 0, we can 
apply Lemma 1 to obtain w(r) _0; hence we have proved the 
uniqueness of a. 

In the past case (resp. future caseJwe shall call a the 
"Hamiltonian form" in the past and write a_I (resp. the 
"Hamiltonian form" in the future and write a + 1 ); in general 
a_I=I=a+ l · 

3. Construction of a 
• 

Let us consider the two approximated symplectic forms 

a. = cf°) - eF - ye3G
E 
+ 0 (e4

), (26a) 

where 

cf°) dxa /\ d1T a' F = lFap (x")dxa /\ dx P, 

GE dxa /\d(1T- 21T PFap ) + d (1T- 21T P foo dYFap ) /\d~, 
(26b) 
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Fa{:J(xp,,,,.u;y)=Fa{:J(X P + Y1T P,,,,.u). 

After a lengthy but easy calculation, one can prove that 
O"€ defined by (26), satisfies (23)-(25) identically up to order 
e3

• Therefore, according to Theorem 1, 0" E is the "Hamilton
ian form" in the past (E = - 1) and the "Hamiltonian form" 
in the future (E = + 1) up to order e3

• 

Let us assume that e = O. In this case we have a free 
particle «(}a = 0) and O"E = dO), which is the simplest ofthe 
symplectic structures that can be associated to that 
dynamics. 

4. The generating function associated to H 
As 0" satisfies (23), there exists a function H such that5 

i(H)O" = - dH. (27) 

... 
H is the generating function associated to the generator H 
and is defined only up to an additive constant. 

Theorem 2 (on the exact form of H): Let us assumelhat 
there exists a 0" satisfying properties (23)-(25) and that H is a 
regular dynamic system in the past (or in the future). Then, 
the generating function associated to H by means of (27) is 
H = l1T2 + ct. 

Proof By defining cJ> = - dH we have 
£(H)cJ> = - d £(H)H = 0 and, if we use (15) and (17) as ex
pressions for cJ> and 0", (27) yields 

and the regularity of Hand 0" furnishes the limit condition 

lim. -E<x> (cJ> + ldr) = O. 
Next we shall prove the uniqueness of cJ> satisfying 

£(H)cJ> = 0, limx_E<x> (cJ> + !dr) = O. Let us assume the ex
istence of two I-forms, cJ>1 and cJ>2' possessing those two 
properties; then it is clear that t/J=cJ>1 - cJ>2 must satisfy 

£(H)t/J = 0, t/J = f ert/J(r), 
r=O 

lim t/J = 0 (E = - 1 or + 1). 

By introducing the developments for Hand t/J into the first 
equation and proceeding inductively, i.e., supposing t/J(p)=O 
'tip < r, one obtains £(13 )t/J(r) = 0 up to order er. Taking into 
account the limit condition limx _E<x> t/J(r) = 0, we can apply 
Lemma 1 to obtain t/J(r)=o; hence the uniqueness of cJ> =dH 
has been proved. 

Let us consider the I-form cJ> = - !dr that obviously 
satisfies 

£(H)cJ> = - !d£(H)r = (1T()) = 0 

and 

x __ ~oo 

Then, according to the uniqueness of cJ>, H = !1T 2 + ct is the 
exact analytical expression of the generating function associ-... 
ated to H in the two cases (past and future). 
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IV. SYMMETRIES AND CONSERVED QUANTITIES 
A. Conseved quantities associated to Isometrles 

Let Gr (r< 10) be an r-parameter &roup of motions of 
M 4 , i.e., each infinitesimal generator E of the group leaves 
the Minkowski metric 'TJ invariant: 

£(E)'TJ = 0, E = E'a(x'1<1a 

(<;=::::}JaE'{:J + a{:JEa = 0). (28) 

Obviously Gr must be a subgroup of the Poincare group, 
possibly this group itself. Gr induces a natural realization on 

A 

M4 defined by 

:: - :;,aa + 1T pa :;,aa (29) 
- - - a -+p- «. 
Theorem 3: LetHbe a dynamical system onM4 and O"a 

A .. 

symplectic form on M4 invariallt under H such tha~ the gen-
erating function associated to H by means of (27) IS H -+ 

= H (1T 2). Let 0" be invariant under the natural realization E' 
of a group of motions of ¥4 . Then, the fUl1ctions E' associat
ed with each generator E'by means of i(E')O" = dE' are con
served quantities. 

Proof As 0" is symplectic, according to the Darboux 
theorem,7 coordinates (qa,p{:J) exist such t~at 0" can be writ
ten 0" = dqa 1\ dP . Then, by developing i(H)O" = - dH and .. a 
i(E)O" = dE one obtains 

£(H)qa = _ aH, £(H)Pa = aH, 
aPa aqa 

£(E)qa = aE', £(E)Pa = aE 
apa aqa 

It is clear that £(H)E = - £(E)H, and on the other hand, 
(26) gives 

£{E)H = aH £(E)r = - 2 aH 1T a 1T papEa = 0; 
ar ar 

hence £(H)E' = 0, and the theorem is proved. 

B. Construction of conserved quantities 

Let Fbe an external electromagnetic field invariant u .. n
der a group of motions (isometries) of M4 generated by E'a 
(a = 1, ... ,r< 10): 

£(Ea)F=O, F=!Fa{:J(xu)dxal\dx{:J. (30) 

As F satisfies the equation dF = 0 there exists a I-form A 
(defined only up toA~A + dS) such that F= dA. Thus, 
from (30) we conclude the existence of r functions X a on M4 
such that 

(31) 

A = Aadxa, Aa(x") being the electromagnetic potential. In 
general, the ambiguity in A is not sufficient for the elimina
tion of all the X a's, but in the particular case of r = I, ~r 
example, an electromagnetic potential invariant under E' can 
always be found. 

Theorem 4: Let O"E be the "Hamiltonian form" in the 
past (resp. future) up to order e3 given by (26). If Ea are the 
generators of isometries of M4 that leave the external elec
tromagnetic field F invariant, then 
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Sa{€) = (Sa 1T) + e[ (Ea A ) - Xa J 

+ ye31T -- 21T P { - S ~ Fap 

+ (1T"a"S~) [00 dYFap } + o (e
4
), (32) 

are the conserved quantities associated to the symmetries 

=--a' 

Proof We can apply Theorem 3 because 
i(H)CT€ = -d(41T2)and£(Ea)F =~£(Ea)CT€ =Oatleast 
up to order e3

• An easy calculation of i(Ea )CT€ yields (32). 
Note that there is no contradiction between the exis

tence of some conserved quantity and the fact that the 
charged particle radiates energy. The action of this loss is to 
modify the equations of motion through a radiation rection 
term, and then the new equations of motion including this 
self-action admit conserved quantities that are associated 
with the symmetries of the external field. Of course, these 
conserved quantities differ from those that are obtained if 
the Lorentz force is the only one acting on the particle (Ea 
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= (Sa 1T + e! (EaA ) - X a J ); they include corrective terms 
due to the radiation reaction force. Finally, it is clear that in 
the particular case Fa (3 =0 we reobtain the well-known ex
pression E" = (Sa 1T). 
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A general scheme is given to determine the matrix representation of the differential operator of 
the kinetic theory of gas mixtures, i.e., the streaming operator in the one-particle phase space. 
The matrix elements are evaluated explicitly for the Burnett basis functions and a Lorentz type 
external field. The density, temperature, and mean velocity are treated as field quantities in order 
to assure the applicability of the results to inhomogeneous problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The velocity distribution functions of the components 
of a gas mixture or a plasma are determined by a system of 
"kinetic equations," which-under certain assumptions 1_ 

may be considered as Boltzmann type integrodifferential 
equations. A generalized moment method can be introduced 
by representing the kinetic equations algebraically as sys
tems of "balance equations" for the generalized moments, 
which similar to quantum mechanics form a vector in a func
tion space. 2 

There are two operators involved in the system ofkinet
ic equations, the nonlinear collision operator describing the 
influence of the molecular interactions, and the differential 
operator containing the streaming terms in the phase space 
under the influence of external fields. So both types of opera
tors have to be represented algebraically. While the collision 
terms have been discussed extensively,l-6 general expressions 
for the differential operators are rarer.' However, they are 
necessary with respect to a more general formalism for the 
solution of the transport equations. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the procedure of 
evaluating the differential matrix elements under the as
sumption that the external force is of the Lorentz type. Our 
general results, given at the end of Sec. III, are suitable for 
treating all kinds of problems of transport theory; in Sec. IV, 
we restrict ourselves, however, as a special example to the 
case of drift tube experiments, as there are already compara
ble expressions for the differential matrix elements. 8 

The evaluation is based upon the choice of the Burnett 
basis functions, Sec. II. In comparison with other possible 
systems of basis functions, e.g., the Hermite functions in the 
tensorial' or scalar10 notation, they have a rather involved 
algebraic structure. The diagonality properties, however, of 
the linearized collision matrix show the advantages of the 
Burnett basis functions as irreducible representations of the 
group of three-dimensional rotations. On the other hand, the 
differential matrix elements for the system of Hermite func
tions can easily be evaluated, since the general method, de
scribed in this paper, and their algebraic properties are 
given. ll 

Subsequent papers will show some special examples for 
the use of the differential matrix elements. Therefore, here 

"On leave at Department of Chemistry. Brown University. Providence, 
Rhode Island. till September 1979. 

we restrict ourselves to a purely formal deduction of the gen
eral results without further applications. 

I. GENERAL FORMALISM 

Consider a mixture of gaseous components of species 
i,},.··, which is sufficiently dilute so that only simultaneous 
two-particle collisions have to be taken into account. Then 
the velocity distribution functionf(i) for a component i is 
determined by the "kinetic equation" 

D(i)[f(O] = IB(i,})[f(i),J(])]. (1.1) 

The bilinear collision operators B (i,}) describe the influence 
of the molecular interactions; a special example is the Boltz
mann operator. The differential operator D (0 depends on 
the external fields and can be written as the total time 
derivative: 

d 
D(l) -

dt 

a a. a 
- +C'- +C'-at 1 ax 1 ac; , (1.2) 

where we assume that the distribution functionf(i) depends 
on the particle velocity c;, the spatial coordinate x, and the 
time t. 

It is convenient to introduce a generalized moment 
method by passing from the kinetic equation (1.1) to its alge
braic representation. 5.' For that reason, we consider a system 
of basis functions f qJ" (i) 1 and expand the distribution func
tion as 

(1.3) 

which determines the "generalized moments" a/,. (We use 
the summation convention to sum over indices appearing 
once and only once as super- and subscript.) The index A 
stands for an n- tuple of indices, where n is the number of 
variables taken into account for the algebraization. In our 
case [cf. Eq. (1.2)] we have n<7; actually we will restrict 
ourselves to n = 3 as only the velocity dependence is alge
braized. Moreover A can contain continuous indices so that 
the sum of Eq. (I. 3) may turn into an integral. 

We introduce the system of dual basis functions 
I qJ" (i) 1 by the requirement 

(qJ A . (0 I qJ A (i) = 8 ,/, (1.4) 

provided the "scalar product" ( ) is defined. By means of 
the dual basis functions we express the generalized moments 
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as 

(1.5) 

We insert the expansion (1.3) in the kinetic equation (1.1) 
and obtain 

which in the case of B (i,]) being local operators yields 

D (I) [cp A (I)a /' ] 

(1.7) 

because of their bilinearity. We multiply by the dual basis 
functions cP A '(I) and obtain 

(cpA'(1) I D(I)CPA(I)a/' = I (cpA '(I) I B(i,]) 
j 

X [cpA (i),cp/l(])])a/'a/', (1.8a) 

or abbreviated as 

DA A '(I)a; A = I B 1.;, (i,j)a; Aa /'. 
j 

(1.8b) 

We recall the fact that in general the differential matrix 
D A A' (i) still contains differentiations with respect to the var
iables, which the generalized moments depend on. 

While the matrix representation of a linear operator is 
well known from quantum mechanics, the "collision ele
ments" B 1,~ (i, j), which represent the bilinear collision op
erator, can be considered as elements of a third-order 
tensor. 2 

In this paper, we are especially concerned with the dif
ferential matrix elements. Consider the differential operator 
on the left-hand side of the kinetic equation (1.1) acting upon 
the expansion (1.3), We have 

D [I] 
d A Add A 

_-CPAa =a -CPA +CPA -a, 
dt dt dt 

where we omitted the index i. Equation (1.9) yields 

DAA'aA 

( A'I d ) A (A'I d) A = cP dt cP A a + cP cP A dt a, 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

showing the separation of the differential matrix into a pure
ly multiplicative matrix, and a part which effects additional 
differentiations of the generalized moments. Further evalua
tions require the specification of the basis functions. 

In the following section we omit the particle species 
index i, because it is redundant in the context of this paper. 

II. BURNETT BASIS FUNCTIONS 

We choose a space- and time-dependent vector field 
co(x,t), the "reference velocity," and a temperature field 
T(x,t), and define the "peculiar velocity" C 12 shifting the 
particle velocity C by CO 

C: = C - Co. (2.1) 

By means of the temperature field the peculiar velocity can 
be normalized to the physically dimensionless quantity 

c: =Clr (2.2a) 
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with 

(2.2b) 

f.l being the mass of a particle of the species under consider
ation. To facilitate the notation we define a normalized ki
netic energy 

,c. = lC'V2 
c. 2 . (2.3) 

Then the special system of basis functions that we want to 
use can be written as 

cP A CPn.l,m 

: = ( _ l)(n -1)/22(1 + 1)/2 (21 + 1)112 ____ _ 

21T (n + I + I)!! 
X r - n- 3t l12L (I + 112) (c)e -- <Y ({J .1,) 

(n -1)/2 I,m ,or' (2.4) 

The spherical harmonics YI,m depend on the direction ({J,t/!) 
of the peculiar velocity and are defined in the quantum me
chanical way as the eigenfunctions of the squared angular 
momentum operator and its projection onto the 3-axis.ll 

We define the "scalar product" as 

(2.5) 

and obtain, by means of the orthogonality relations of the 
Laguerre polynomials14 L i~ -t:.. 1h% (c) and the spherical 
harmonics, 

cP A cP n,l,m 

: = (_ l)<n -1)/22(1+ 1)12 (n _/)!!( ~ )1/2 

21 + 1 
X y"tl 

12L i~ -t:..lh~2 (t)Ytm ({J,t/!), 

which indeed yields the duality relation 

( cp n',r,m' I cP ) = t) n'/j I't) m'. 
n,/.m n I m 

The generalized moments 

A n.l,m = (CP n,I,m I j) 

(2.6) 

(2,7) 

(2.8) 

are the spherical components of a completely symmetric nth 
order tensor.15 Consistently the definition (2.4) yields the 
restriction 

O<n -I even, (2.9) 

and the spherical properties imply the familiar inequality 

-1<m<l. (2,10) 

For n' = I' = 0 we have cP 0,0,0 = 1, hence the only nonvan
ishing zeroth-order moment is 

A 0,0,0 = (II I) = n(x,t), (2.11) 

provided the distribution function is normalized to the parti
cle density n(x,t). For n' = 1 we obtain, with 

cP 1,I,m = rG1TC)I12 Y~,m ({J,t/!) (2.12) 

the spherical components of the diffusion flux vector J, 

A 1,I,m = (cml I) = Jm. 

For n' = 2, /' = 0 we have 

cp2,O,0 = _ 2rL \1!2)(t) = C 2 - 3r. 

The related generalized moment is 

A 2,0,0 = (C 2 
- 3kB T If.ll I). 

Ulrich Weinert 
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If we specify the temperature by the definition A 2,0,0 = o. (2.17) 

!fLC2 =: J.kBT, 

we obtain in equivalence to the ideal gas law 

(2.16) For further discussions of the generalized moments re
lated to our Burnett basis functions, we refer to a previous 
paper. II 

III. EVALUATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL MATRIX ELEMENTS 
V' 

The Burnett basis functions (2.4) actually depend upon the normalized peculiar velocity C and the temperature factor y. 
So the total time derivative is 

~ <I> - dy ~ <I> + ( ~ c). -i- <I> dt n,l,m - dt ay n.l,m dt ac n,l,m' (3.1) 

According to Eq. (1.2) the total time derivative on the right-hand side can be written as 

~ = ~+(C+co)'~ + [¢+OX(C+co)]'~' 
dt at ax. ac 

(3.2) 

provided a particle of the species under consideration is accelerated by a Lorentz type force 

fLC = fL¢(x,t ) + fLO(x,t ) X c, (3.3) 

where in general ¢(x,t ) and O(x,t) are space- and time-dependenct vector fields. 
For the further evaluation of Eq. (3.1), we write 

~c= ~~C= ~~C- ~C~lnT, 
dt dt y y dt 2 dt 

(3.4) 

where we used the definition (2.2b), and obtain, by means of the relation 

~C= -(~+(C+Co)'~)Co + [¢+OX(C+co)], 
dt at ax. 

(3.5) 

the total time derivative of the basis functions, 

- !(n + 3)<1> n 1m ( a InT + (C + co), a lnT ) - ( ~ Co + (C + co), ~ Co)· ~ <I> n 1m 
"at ax. at ax. ac" 

d <I> _ 
dt n,l,m-

a 1 (a InT a InT) a + [¢ + OX(C + co)], -<I>H 1m - - -- + (C + Co), -- C. -<I>n 1m' 
ac"" 2 at ax. ac" 

(3.6) 

We insert this relation in the general expression (1.10) and obtain 

'I" I ( a a } 'I" ( 'I" I ) a I Dn .. mAn"m= _ +c.- n, ,m + <l>n, ,m C<I> ._An"m_l(n'+3) n,l,m at 0 ax. n,l,m ax. 2 

x ( a InT + c . a InT \ A n',l',m' _ 1 "" (n + 3)(<1> n',l',m' I C<I> ). a InT A n,l,m 
at 0 ax. r 2 ~ n,l,m ax. 

- (~ + c . ~)Co'(<I>n"I',m'l ~<I> )A n,l,m - (~c )- : (<I>n',l,.m"C~<I> )A n,l,m at 0 ax. ac n,l,m ax. 0 ac n,l,m 

+ (_I, + Oxc )'(<I>n',I',m', ~<I> )A n,l,m + OX(<I>n',l',m"c.~<I> )A n,l,m 
'I' 0 ac n,l,m ac n,l,m 

_ ~ ( a InT + c . a InT )(<1> n',l',m" C. ~<I> )A n,l,m _ ~ a InT .(<1> n',l',m" CC. ~<I> )A n,l,m 
2 at 0 ax. ac n.l.m 2 ax. ac n,l.m , 

where the tilde indicates that the tensor has to be transposed before the scalar multiplication. We use the identity 

OXC' ~ = O-CX ~ 
ac ac 

and define, in analogy to the angular momentum operator of quantum mechanics, 

L:= -iCX ~ 
ac' 

which enables us to write 

nX (<I> n',l',m' , c. ~<I> )A n,l,m = iO.(<I>n',l',m'/L<I> )A n,l,m. ac n,l.m n,l,m 

Now we are left with a set of "elementary" matrix elements, 

(<I>n',l',m'IC<l> ) 
n,l,m , 
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( cIJ n',/',m' I ~cIJ ) ac n,/,m , 

( cIJ n',/',m' I c ~cIJ ) ac n,/,m , 

(cIJ n',I',m' I LcIJ ) 
n,/,m , 

( cIJ n',/',m' I C· ~cIJ ) ac n,/.m , 

and 

( cIJ n',/'.m' I CC ~cIJ ). ac n,/,m 

(3, lIb) 

(3.11c) 

(3.11d) 

(3.11e) 

(3.11t) 

The most convenient way to evaluate these matrix elements is to express the scalar products, which each of them is part 
of, in terms of spherical tensors, i.e., the matrix elements (3. 1 la)-(3.1 It) are represented in their spherical components. If this 
has been done, we can choose the simplest one for explicit evaluation and then use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to express the 
whole set. 

To begin with the simplest nonscalar case, we discuss the right-hand side ofEq. (3.10) or the matrix elements (3.11d) of 
the operator L. Because of the eigenvalue equations of the scalar spherical harmonics we have 

L3 clJn,/,m = mcIJn.l,m· 

Expressing the scalar product of fi and L in terms of their spherical components we have 

fi.L=flML M 

or 

ifi.(clJn',I',m'ILcIJ )=iflM(clJn',I',m'IL cIJ ) 
n,/,m M n.l,m , 

respectively. Now we can apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem and obtain 

(cIJ n'.I',m' ILMclJn,/.m) = !£~{ (/',m' Il,M;/,m), 

(3.12) 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.14) 

where because of LM ~ 0 = L3 the "reduced matrix element" !£~{ can be obtained by choosing M = ° and for example 
m=m'=l: 

(p' '1'(' 1 ) I' , oZ~,1 1,11,0;1,1 =81 8n
n

• (3.15) 

Thus Eq. (3.13b) becomes 

ifi.(clJn',I',m'ILcIJ )=ifl M8 1'8 n' (/',m'll,M;I,m) 
n,l,m I n (I' 1 1 1 0'1' 1) 

, '" 
(3.16) 

For the evaluation of the other elementary matrix elements we need the following algebraic relations for the Burnett basis 
functions: 

a 1+1 I 
--cIJ 10 = - ---(n+I+3)clJn+ll+10 - --(n-I+2)clJn+ll_IO' 
aC3 n, , 21 + 3 " 21 - 1 ' , 

(3.18) 

C· :C cIJ n,l,m = - (n + 3)cIJ n.l,m - (n + I + 3)(n - 1+ 2)ycIJ n + 2,I,m' (3.19) 

and 

c}-- - -c- cIJ 10= - (n+I+3)[(n+I+5)r cIJn+21+2o+ clJnl+20 ( a 1 a) (I + 2)(/ + 1) • .2 ] 

aC
3 

3 ac n" (21 + 3)(2/ + 5) " ., 

_ ~ /(/+1) [(n+/+3)(n-/+2)ycIJn+210 +(n+ ~)clJnIO] 
3 (21 + 3)(2/- 1) "" 

I (I - 1) • .2 ] ---'------"--(n-I+2)[(n-I+4)r clJn+21-20 +clJnl - 20 . 
(2/-1)(21-3) " " 

(3.20) 

These relations can be deduced straightforwardly by means of several algebraic properties of the generalized Laguerre and 
Legendre polynomials. 16 

By means of Eq. (3.17) we have for the spherical components of the matrix elements (3.11a): 

(clJn''/',m'IC cIJ )= (/',m'11,M;I,m) [ I' 81'-I!(n'+I'+I)y8 n'-1+8 n'+l) 
M n,/,m (1',01 1,0;/,0) 2/'+1 Inn 
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+ 1'+1 til'+I[n'-I')A.2ti n'-l+ti n'+IJ]. 
2/' + 1 I r n n 

(3.21 ) 

Here we again used the Wigner-Eckart theorem. Similarly, Eq. (3.18) yields the following expressions for the matrix elements 
(3.11b): 

<p n • • m <p 
( 

'I' 'I a ) ac M n,l.m 

= _0 n'_I(I',m'll,M;I,m)( I' (n'+I'+l)til'-I+ 1'+1 (n'-I')til'+I). 
n (1',011,0;1,0) 2/'+1 I 2/'+1 I 

Equation (3.19) yields the scalar matrix elements (3.11e), 

(<p n .. I',m·1 C· :C <Pn,l.m) = - ti/tim m' [en' + I' + 1)(n' -I ')ftin n' - 2 + (n' + 3)tin n'], 

and by straightforward application of the relations (3.19) and (3.17) we obtain 

( <p n',I"m,' C (c. ~ + n + 3)<P ) 
M ac n,l,m 

_ f (I ',m' 11,M;I,m) ( I' (n' + I' + l)ti I' - 1 [(n' + I' _ 1)(n' -I ')fti n' - 3 + (n' -I' + 2)0 n' - Ij 

(/',01 1,0;1,0) 2/'+1 Inn 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

+ ;;': \ (n' -I')ti/+ I[(n' + I' + 1)(n' -I' - 2)ftin n'-3 + (n' + I' + 3)tin n'-IJ) (3.24) 

Now we are left with the matrix elements (3.11c); their evaluation requires a short discussion, because they are elements 
ofa second-order tensor, which has to be decomposed into its parts of rank 0 (trace), rank 1 (antisymmetric part), and rank 2 
(symmetric and traceless part).l7 Consider the double scalar product of two dyads ab and cd. Denoting by "~o,, the symme
trized and traceless tensor we can write 

ab: cd = (abf" : (cd)" - ~(axb).(cXd) + t aob cod. 

Identifying ab with 

and cd with 

C~ 
ac 

we thus have 

( a )- a (a )" ( a )-" a -Co : c- = -Co : c- + F(curlCo)oL + t(divCo)C--, 
~ ac ~ ac ac 

(3.25) 

(3,26) 

where we used Eq. (3.9). Hence the matrix elements (3.11c) consist of the three parts mentioned above. The parts of rank 0 and 
of rank I are already known, so we have to evaluate the rank 2 part, which may be represented in terms of its spherical 
components 

( <p n',I',m" [c :c LM <I> n,l,m ) 

= _ (/',m'12,M;I,m) [ 1'(/'-1) (n'+I'+I)OI'-2[(n'+I'-I)fti n'-2+ti n'J 
(1',01 2,0;1,0) (2/'-1)(21'+1) { n n 

+ ~ I '(I' + 1) ti 1'[ (n' + I' + 1)(n' _ 1 ')A.2ti n' - 2 + (n' + J)ti n'J 
3 (21' + 3)(21' _ 1) I r n 2 n 

+(n'-I') (1'+2)(/'+1) 0I'+2[(n'_I'_2)A.2ti n'-2+ti n'J] 
(21' + 3)(21' + 1) I r n n' 

(3.27) 

where we made use of the algebraic relation (3,20). 

As now all the elementary matrix elements are evaluated, we can proceed to write down the general result for the 
differential matrix by substituting in Eq. (3.7): 

D ~)~m'A n,l,m = (i.. + co. ~ '\ A n'.I',m' + len' + 3)(divc )A n',l',m' + (I ',m' 11,M;I,m) [ I' t5 I' - 1 

at ~ r 3 0 (/',011,0;/,0) 21' + 1 { 

x{(n'+I'+I)kBT ti n'-I+ti n'+I}+ /'+1 {jI'+I{(n'_I,)kBT {j n'-I+ o n'+I}] 
fl n n 21' + 1 I fl n n 
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x(~)MAn,l.m+ ~kBT(alnT)M(/',m'll'M;I,m) [en' [' 1) I' 01'-1 
ax 2 f.J. ax (1',011,0;1,0) + + 2/' + 1 I 

x{k
B
T(n'+I'_I)(n'_I')O n'-3+(n'_I'+2)8 n'-I}+(n'_I') /'+1 0/+1 

f.J. n n 2/' + 1 

X { k;T (n' + I' + l)(n' -I' - 2)On n'-3 + (n' + I' + 3)on n'-I}]A n.l.m 

+[(!... +Co'~)Co-("'+nXCo)]M (/',m'll,M;I,m) 0 n'-I[ I' (n'+I'+I)o"-1 
at ax (/',01 1,0;1,0) n 2/' + 1 I 

+ 1'+1 (n'-I')0,'+I]An.,.m+i[n-1CUrlCo]MO n'ol' (/',m'll,M;I',m') An,l.m 
2/' + 1 I n I (/',011,0;1',0) 

+[ 1 (alnT alnT) 1 d' ] kBT(, I' 1)(' 1')An'-21'm' [a ]2.M - -- + Co' -- + - IVCo -- n + + n - .. + - C 
2 (t ax 3 f.J. ax 0 

X (/',m'12,M;I,m) [(n' +1' + 1) 1'(/' -1) 0 1'-2{ kBT (n' +1' -1)0 n'-2+ 0 n'} 
(1',012,0;/,0) (2/' - 1)(2/' + 1) I f.J. n n 

+ 2 /'(1'+1) o,,{kBT(n'+I'+I)(n'_I')O n'-2+(n'+1\J; n'} 
3 (2/'-1)(2/'+3) I f.J. n 2JVn 

+(n'-I') (/'+2)(/'+1) 0"+2{kBT(n'_I'+2\J; n'-2+ 0 n'}lAn."m. (3.28) 
(2/' + 1)(2/' + 3) I - f.J. JVn n 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The general result (3.28) includes all kinds of applications ofthe kinetic theory. The discussion therefore requires a 
restriction to a special field. So let us consider a system that has already reached a steady state. Moreover let Co =0. Then Eq. 
(3.28) is reduced to 

Dn',1'.mAn.',m= (/',m'll,M;I,m) [ /' o"-I{(n'+I'+I)kBT 0 n'-I+ o n'+I}+ 1'+101'+1 
n,l.m (1',011,0;/,0) 2/' + 1 I f.J. n n 2/' + 1 I 

X {en' -I') kBT on n' - I + On n' + I}]( ~ )MA n,l.m + ~ kBT ( a InT)M (I "':z' 11,M;I,m) 
f.J. ax 2 f.J. ax (I ,011,0;1,0) 

X [en' + I' + 1) 2/~ 1 o/-I{(n' + l' - 1)(n' -l') k:T On n'-3 + (n' -I' + 2)on n'--I} 

+ (n' - I') ;;': \ 0/+ I{(n' + l' + 1)(n' -I' - 2) k:T On n'-3 + (n' + I' + 3)on n'-I}JA n,l.m 

_1JI M (/',m'll,M;I,m) 0 n'-I[(n' + I' + 1) I' 0 1'-1 + (n' -I') I' + 1 0 1'+ I]A n.l.m 
(/',011,0;1,0) n 2/' + 1 I 2/' + 1 I 

+ if}M (/',m'll,M;I',m') A n',1',m'. (4.1) 
(/',111,0;1',1) 

If the system is completely homogeneous, we are left with 

D n',l'.mA n.l.m = _ '/1 M + C m' (I ')(n' -I') l' + 1 An' - 1,/' + I.m 
n.l.m M.m 21' + 1 

-'/IM-C ::,m(l')(n'+I'+ 1) 2/~ 1 An'-I,I'-I,m+if}MC O ::.m(/')An'.l'.m, (4.2) 

where the ratios of Clebsch Gordan coefficients, which can be taken from standard literature,18 have been abbreviated by the 
coefficients C, which are listed in the following table. 

TABLE I. Ratios of the Clebsch Gordan coefficients for I = I' ± 1 ( t C) and I = !' (DC) 

M 

-1 

o 

+1 

2344 

.-!. (I' - m')(/' - m' - 1) )'12 
/' 2 
1- (/.2 _ m'2)'12 
I' 
.-!.( (I' + m')(/' + m' - I) )'/2 
/' 2 

((I' - m')(/~ + m' + I) t2 
m' 

_ ((I' + m')(I~ - m' + I) t2 
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__ 1_( (I'+m'+ 1)(I'+m'+2) )'/2 
/' + 1 2 

_1_ «(I' + 1)2 _ m'2)112 
I' + 1 
~(/'-m'+ 1)(/'-m'+2) )'12 
[' + 1 2 
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Taking the 3-axis along the field \II, 

I[! M = I[!oo M, 

omitting the gyrofield fl, and restricting ourselves to the homogeneous moments 

A 3.1: =A n,l,O, 

we obtain the simple differential term 

Dn',I',mA n,l,m = _ om' I[! [ __ 1'_ (n' + I' + 1) A n'- 1.1'-1 + l' + 1 (n/ -I')A n'-I,I'+ IJ, 
n,l,m 0 21 / + 1 0 21 / + 1 ° 

which has been used already,8 

(4,3) 

(4,4) 

(4,5) 

We can take into account an inhomogeneity caused by the particle density n(x) as a function of the spatial coordinate, 
The ansatz 

A n,l,m(x) = n(x)an,l,m (4,6) 

enables us to rewrite the expression (4,1) with a vanishing temperature gradient and without the gyrofield as 

d n'.I',m'an.l,m = [ 1/+ 1 + e m' (I '){ kB T (n/ _ I /)an' -- 1,1' + I,m + an' + 1.1' + I,m} 
n,/,m 2/' + 1 M,m p 

+ 2/~ 1 -e ~,m(l'){ k:T (n/ + 1/ + l)an' -1,/' - I,m + an' + 1.1' -I,m}]( J~n )M 

_I[!M( //+1 +e m' (I')(n'_l')an'-I,/'+I,m+ /' -em' (1')(n'+I'+I)an'-I,1'-I,m) (4,7) 
21 / + 1 M,m 21 / + 1 M,m 

with the abbreviation 

d ~:/~m': = n - l(x)D ~:/~m'n(x), (4.8) 

Finally we discuss the normalization of the differential term (4.7) to dimensionless quantities. By means of the ansatz 

an,l,m = : (kB T Ipy12;;n,l,m 

and the abbreviation 

d n',I',m' = (k Till) - n'/2n - l(x)D n'.I',m'(k T III)n12n(x), 
n,l,m B r- n,l,m B r-

the expression (4.7) can be written as 

dn',I',m'iin,I,m = (kBT )112( Jlnn(x) )M[ I' + 1 +e ~,m(/'){(n' _1')iin'-I,1'+ I,m + iin'+ 1.1'+ I,m} 
n,l,m p ax 2// + 1 

+ I' - e m' (l'){(n/ + I' + l)iin' - 1,/' - I,m + iin' + 1,/' - l.m}J _ (~)112I[!M 
2/' + 1 M,m kBT 

x[ 1'+1 +C m' (/')(n'_I')iin'-I,l'+I,m+ 1/ -em' (l')(n'+I'+l)iin'-I,l'-I.mJ. 
U'+l ~m U'+1 ~m 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The matrix elements involved in this expression are frequencies, as is the omitted gyrofield fl M. On the other hand the 
collision terms [cf., Eq. (1.8b)] balancing the expression (4.11), can be written as 

" (k Tim .)(n -- n')l2(k Tim .)N 12n . (x)B n',!',m' (i jrloii~.I·miiN,L,M 
~ B I I B J J ) n,I,m;N,L,M' '} I J ' 

(4.12) 
j:n • .'V 

where now the particle species indices i,j had to be taken into account again. The collision elements Bin (4.12) are expressible 
as "reduced collision elements" multiplied by Clebsch Gordan coefficients, which determine the dependence on m, m/ and 
M.'9,20 So the expression (4.12) can be written in terms of collision frequencies 

n',!' (. rio. - (k TI )(n-n')12(k T I )N12 ()Bn'.I',O Wn.l;N,L I,j" - B i m i B j m j n j x n,l.O;N,L.O (4.13) 

as 

"Wn'.I' (i rio (I ',m' I/,mjL,M) ;;n,l,miiN,L,M (4.14) 
f.- n,I;N.L ,h (1/ 0l/O'L 0) / J • 

J,l,L , ,,' 

In the special case of the drift-tube situation the small ratio n;lno.( 1 of the ion and neutral densities causes the ion-ion 
interaction term in the expression (4.14) to be neglegible, and we are left with the ion-neutral collision term. Moreover, 
looking at the Maxwell interaction as a guiding case, we haves n';;.n + Nand hence for n' = 1 the expression (4.14) degener
ates to 

wUo,o(i,0)ii!·1.0 + W6:6;1.1 (i,0)ii6' 1,0, (4.15) 

where we may neglect the second term, as the neutrals are nearly in perfect equilibrium. So in the case under consideration the 
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collision frequency 

lU: = lU:: Lo,o (i,O) (4, 16) 

can serve as a normalizing quantity. Dividing the expression (4.11) by lU, we obtain the dimensionless differential term 

( Jlnn)M[ 1'+1 +Cm' (/'){(n'_I')an'-I,l'+I,m+an'+I,l'+I,m}+ I' -CZ',m(/') 
J~ 21' + 1 M,m 21 ' + 1 

X (n' + I' + l)an'-1. / ' - I,m + an' + 1,/' -I,m)] _ f/>M I' + 1 + C Z',m(l')(n' -I')an' -- 1,1' + I,m 

2/' + 1 

1 ' _f/>M __ _ 

2/' + 1 
-C Z',m(l')(n' + I' + l)an'-I,I'-I,m (4,17) 

with the spatial coordinate 

(4.18) 

and the field 

~: = (~)l/2\f1llU. 
kBT 

(4.19) 

Both are dimensionless quantities and have been used in the context of drift-tube calculations. Obviously the normalizing 
collision frequency lU can be used to scale the omitted gyrofrequency as well as the collision frequencies, which appear for n';;;. 2 
and for interactions different from the Maxwell case. 

CONCLUSION 

In Sec. IV, it is shown how the general result of this 
paper, Eq. (3.28), can be simplified to obtain familiar expres
sions, used for drift-tube calculations. As mentioned, how
ever, this is only a small field of application. For example, if a 
reference velocity c is taken into account, we are able to 
evaluate the fourth-order viscosity tensor. Moreover, the 
convergence of the basic series expansions (1.3) of the distri
bution functions is improved by inclusion of c. On the other 
hand, the results of Sec. III should be extremely useful to 
handle time-dependent problems as for instance the applica
tion of ac electromagnetic fields or the approach to the 
steady state, and provide basic partial differential equations 
in the case of spatially inhomogeneous moments. Both fea
tures point to an application in the field of plasma physics. 

In the context ofthis paper, we have restricted ourselves 
to the general expressions for the differential matrix. Only in 
Sec. IV do we briefly derive formulas for the calculation of 
mobility and diffusion, special "transport coefficients." 
Some more of them will be given subsequently as special 
applications of our formalism. 
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After briefly discussing systematic ways of studying inhomogeneous cosmologies, we propose the 
technique of "intrinsic symmetries," in which restrictions are placed on sub manifolds of 
space-time. This leads to a broad classification of inhomogeneous cosmologies, and to an 
associated specialization diagram. By enforcing additional restrictions we obtain a further useful 
specialization. . , 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The universe is inhomogeneous. Is spite of this obvious 
fact, nearly all theoretical investigations in general relativis
tic cosmology to date have involved models that are spatially 
homogeneous (and possibly isotropic): Universe models are 
homogeneous. 

There is considerable justification for this situation. On 
a sufficiently large scale (;;:; 50-100 Mpc.) the universe ap
pears to be roughly homogeneous, for, if it were not, then 
large clumps of matter would produce anisotropies in the 
microwave background radiation in excess of those observed 
today ( S 0.1 %; Sachs and Wolfe l

, Rees and Sciama2
). 

From a mathematical point of view, the study of spatial
ly homogeneous universes ("Bianchi" and "Kantowski
Sachs" models) has enormous advantages. This is because 
the field equations become much more tractable (reducing 
from partial to ordinary differential equations), and because 
a "Bianchi-Behr" classification scheme has been devised 
that indicates which (of the Bianchi models) are the most 
general (see, e.g., Ellis and MacCallum3

). 

On the other hand, spatially homogeneous cosmologi
cal models have several defects. For instance, they may not 
be sufficiently general for problems where generality consid
erations are of prime importance (e.g., in the study ofsingu
larities). They seem incapable of explaining phenomena such 
as the homogenization and isotropization of the universe, as 
required in the chaotic cosmology program of Misner' (see, 
e.g., MacCallum/ Collins and Hawking,6 and references 
cited). Moreover, it seems that spatially homogeneous mod
els do not provide a suitable background for the formation of 
galaxies from small inhomogeneous perturbations (see, e.g., 
Ryan and Shepley,7 and references cited). In order to study 
questions such as these, it will probably be necessary to con
sider inhomogeneous cosmologies, with all their associated 
mathematical problems. 

">Supported in part by Operating Grant #A3978 from the National Re
search Council of Canada, and by a University of Waterloo Research 
Grant. 

b>Supported by a Postgraduate Scholarship from the National Research 
Council of Canada. 

c)Permanent address. 

Bya "cosmological model," we shall mean 

(i) a solution of Einstein's field equations, 

Rij- !Rgij + Agij = Tij' 

in which the distribution of matter is approximated by a 
smeared-out fluid whose total energy density is nonzero. We 
do not therefore regard the "Gowdy universe"8.9 as being a 
cosmological model, although it might naturally represent 
one in some approximation. Possibly the best-known inho
mogeneous cosmologies are the spherically symmetric 
"Bondi-Tolman" models 10.11 and the plane-symmetric mod
els ofTaub. 12

,13 More recently, Szekeresl4 examined a class of 
inhomogeneous models by starting from the somewhat un
satisfactory premise that the metrics have a particular diag
onal form; he then discovered that this led in a remarkable 
way to a very tractable system of field equations, which he 
solved to obtain a useful and fairly wide set of cosmologies. 

The main stumbling block to the development of inho
mogeneous cosmologies has been the need to impose, in a 
covariant way, symmetries which are sufficiently strong to 
render the field equations tractable, while not being so strong 
that they require spatial homogeneity. Spatial homogeneity 
is specified mathematically by requiring that the space-time 
admit an r-parameter group ofisometries, Gr , acting transi
tively on spacelike hypersurfaces (thus r;>3; for details of 
terminology, see, e.g., Ellis and MacCallum3

). The simplest 
spatially homogeneous cosmologies are the isotropic models 
of Friedmann, Robertson, and Walker (FRW), while the 
simplest spatially homogeneous anisotropic models are the 
(perfect fluid) Bianchi I models, which have flat ("Euclid
ean") sections, and a metric of the form 

ds2= -dt 2+X2(t)dx2 + P(t)df+Z 2(t)dz2. (1.1) 

This allows the possibility of varying rates of expansion in 
different directions, yet, because of the homogeneity, denies 
any variation of conditions from point to point on each (flat) 
hypersurface (t = constant). 

Perhaps the most obvious way of introducing inhomo
geneity is to require that the space-time still admit a group of 
isometries, but that the (spacelike) orbits of the group not be 
three-dimensional. The simplest situations occur when a G3 

acts on two-dimensional spacelike orbits. In these cases, the 
orbits of the group are spaces of constant curvature, which 
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can be positive, negative, or zero. When the curvature is 
positive, the models are spherically symmetric, and when the 
curvature is zero, they are plane symmetric. All such models 
are fairly well known, and form a particular subset of the 
"locally rotationally symmetric" (LRS) modelsl"l", in which 
the space-time is invariant under a spatial rotation about a 
spacelike axis of symmetry at each point. Another fairly 
symmetric case occurs when the space-time admits a 2-pa
rameter group (e.g., the Gowdy universe). However, with
out further symmetries, even this case appears to be very 
intractable (for a perfect fluid). In view ofthis impasse, some 
investigators have sought alternative means of imposing 
symmetries. The most popular way of doing this appears to 
be by using conformal motions ("consometries"), particu
larly homothetic motions("homothesies"), and other "cur
vature collineations" (see, e.g., Katzin, Levine, and Davis l) 
and YanolR), in place of the isometries employed in the ho
mogeneous models. The use of homothetic motions leads to 
a classification similar to the Bianchi-Behr classification of 
spatially homogeneous models. l9

,2o However, in order for a 
homothetic vector not to degenerate into a Killing vector, 
either the fluid must obey a Zeldovich ("stiff matter") equa
tion of state (p = fl), or the flow is necessarily not orthogonal 
to the group orbits,2l i.e., these models are necessarily "tilt
ed. "22 Little work has been done on the examination of these 
"self-similar" cosmologies, presumably because of the com
plicated features of tilted models. 

As an alternative approach to space-time symmetries, 
we suggest in the present article a general technique which 
may be much more valuable. Instead of placing conditions 
(such as isometries) on the full space-time manifold, we shall 
impose restrictions on certain submanifolds. For instance, 
one could postulate that the matter flow be irrotational, and 
that the hypersurfaces orthogonal to the fluid flow, when 
considered as 3-manifolds, admit symmetries which are not 
necessarily symmetries of the full space-time (we shall 
henceforth call these "intrinsic symmetries"), The simplest 
situation would occur when these hypersurfaces are flat. In 
this case, each hypersurface orthogonal to the fluid flow is a 
Euclidean 3-space, admitting the maximal number (6) of as
sociated Killing vectors, which generate the familiar transla
tions and rotations of rigid body motion. However, none of 
these Killing vectors is necessarily a Killing vector of the full 
space-time, so the model is not necessarily spatially homo
geneous. For example, the particular Taub plane-symmetric 
model with metric, 

ds' = - dt ' + t -213[t + C (x)]'dx' + t 413(dy' + dz'), 

where C (x) is arbitrary, describes incoherent matter 
("dust") flowing orthogonally to flat hypersurfaces 
(t = constant), but the model is spatially homogeneous if 
and only if C (x) is constant [Ellis"; cf. Eq. (Ll) above]. 

Just as in the full space-time case, there is a variety of 
ways of imposing intrinsic symmetries, such as by "intrinsic 
isometries," by "intrinsic consometries," or by requiring the 
Ricci tensor of the submanifolds to have certain properties. 
In the present article we shall exhibit a general classification 
scheme for all cosmological models (in fact, our classifica-
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tion is even independent of Einstein's field equations being 
valid, although we shall always assume this to be the case). 
We then consider a subclass of models satisfying the addi
tional conditions 

(ii) the cosmological constant, A, is zero, 

(iii) the matter content is a perfect fluid, whose flow
lines form a geodesic congruence orthogonal to a family, .'f, 
of spacelike hypersurfaces, ./. 

In subsequent articles, we shall impose further condi
tions, such as 

(iv) each spacelike hypersurface, J', in the family.7 is 
a conform ally flat 3-manifold, 

As an alternative to condition (iv), we could instead 
invoke other symmetries, such as 

(va) each hypersurface .if is a 3-space of constant 
curvature, 

(vb) the Ricci tensor, R ;i' of each hypersurface .Y is 
isotropic, i,e., R ~ = +R *h ij, where hu is the metric induced 

on .'/ by the space-time metric, 

(vc) each hypersurface.Y admits a maximal group of 
isometries, i.e., a 6-parameter intrinsic isometry group, or 
we could impose the condition 

(vi) each hypersurface .Y is flat. 

Clearly condition (vi) is a particular case of (va), and, in fact, 
conditions (va, vb, vc) are all equivalent, as follows from 
well-known theorems in differential geometry." However, 
conditions (v) imply (iv) (Ref. 23), and so 
(vi)=>(va)¢:>(vb)¢:>(vc)=>(iv). Another symmetry which we 
shall invoke from time to time is 

(vii) both the second fundamental form and the Ricci 
tensor of the hypersurfaces .5" possess two equal eigen
values, This condition imposes further symmetry on the in
trinsic and extrinsic properties of the hypersurfaces in the 
family. '7. When it holds, we shall take a basis vector el to be 
the "preferred" spacelike eigenvector. 

In general, the validity of our results will be indepen
dent of any energy conditions. Some or our later results will 
require either 

(viii a) fl + P > ° and fl + 3p > 0, 

or 

(viiib) an equation of state, p = p{f1), where dp/ dfl >0, 
conditions which relate the energy density, fl, to the fluid 
pressure, p. 

Cosmological models satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) gen
eralize almost all of the well-known inhomogeneous models 
mentioned above (i.e., Bondi-Tolman, Taub, Szekeres, and 
many LRS models), and, as we shall show in a subsequent 
article, they also generalize some of the spatially homogen
eous models (viz. the isotropic FRW models, the anisotropic 
Bianchi I models, some of the Bianchi-Behr type Vlh mod
els with h = - 1 (Bianchi type III), and all of the Kan
tow ski-Sachs models). 
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Models in which condition (vi) holds are particularly 
interesting from a physical point of view. Much of the analy
sis of conditions near the cosmological singularity centers 
around the "velocity-dominated" case, in which the "3-
Ricci" curvature terms are unimportant (the term "velocity
dominated" was coined by Eardley, Liang, and Sachs,24 who 
had in mind the case when the characteristic length scale of 
inhomogeneities was very much greater than the particle ho
rizon; this case was in fact treated earlier, though less rigor
ously, by Lifschitz and Khalatnikov2s • The velocity domi
nated case contrasts with the Newtonian approximation, in 
which wavelengths of inhomogeneous perturbations are in
significant compared with the particle horizon; for this rea
son, it is sometimes known as the "anti-Newtonian" ap
proximation, and as such it is used in problems relating to 
the formation of galaxies out of chaotic initial conditions 
(see, e.g., Tomita26

). Inhomogeneous models satisfying con
dition (vi) are therefore ones for which the velocity dominat
ed approximation is exact to all orders (cf. comments in Ref. 
27). 

In Sec. 2 we introduce the general formalism involving 
orthonormal tetrads with the timelike vector aligned along 
the fluid flow. We then obtain a classification and associated 
specialization diagram for all (fluid-filled) space-times. In 
Secs. 3 and 4 we impose the restrictions (i)-(iii) and obtain a 
number of results which lead to a further specialization 
diagram. 

2. FORMALISM 
We shall begin by considering space-times containing a 

fluid with 4-velocity u, where u is normalized so that 
u·u = - 1. We shall use the notation of Ellis28 in which the 
metric tensor gij has signature ( - , + , + , + ); Latin indi
ces range from 0-3 (with i,j,k ... denoting coordinate indices 
and a,h,c ... denoting tetrad indices), Greek indices range 
from 1-3, partial differentiation is denoted by a comma, and 
covariant differentiation by a semicolon. 

The tensor h ij is defined as the projection tensor into the 
instantaneous rest space of the fluid by 

hij = gij + UjUj . 

We now introduce the standard decomposition (cf. Ref. 28) 
of ui;) into 

Uj;j = eij + (J)ij - UPj' 

where the "expansion tensor," e,j , is the symmetric part 
orthogonal to u, the "vorticity tensor," (J)ij' is the antisym
metric part orthogonal to u, and Ii is the "acceleration vec-

tor." In the special case when u is hypersurface orthogonal, 
the vorticity vanishes and the tensor h is the induced metric 
on the hypersurfaces orthogonal to u. 

We now introduce the orthonormal tetrad formalism (a 
more detailed description is given in MacCallum29

). We 
choose an orthonormal tetrad! ea I with the timelike basis 
vector eo aligned along the fluid flow, i.e., eo = u. Since the 
tetrad! ea I is orthonormal, the tetrad components of the 
metric tensor are 

ea ·eb = gab = diag( - I, + I, + I, + 1), 

with 

(2.1) 

Given any function rP, the directional derivative of rP along ea 
is defined to be 

BarP = rPolla . 
The "Ricci rotation coefficients," rabe' are defined by 

rabe = ea·Vbee = eaieei;je/. 

In general, the directional derivatives do not commute, so we 
obtain the "commutation functions," 1'" be , defined by the 
Lie bracket 

(2.2) 

The commutation functions are related to the Ricci rotation 
coefficients by 

r" ab = r e ab - reba . 
The quantity r" {;l,t is decomposed into its symmetric and 
antisymmetric parts 

(2.3) 

Since eo = u, the remaining y a be'S can be expressed in 
terms of kinematical quantities 

Yoo\' = - U,., Yl'ov = - €I've],(fl C7 + (J)C7) - 0I'V' 

The "vorticity vector," (J) a, is defined by 

(J)Q= !l1abedU b(J) ccP(J) ab = 11 abcduc (J)d 

(2.4) 

is orthogonal to u and contains all the information that (J)ed 

does. The vector 

fl a=!l1abCdui~c·ed 

is the angular velocity of the triad {ea I with respect to a set 
of Fermi-propagated axes along eo = u. In Appendix A, we 
write out Eqs. (2.2) in full, using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). Follow-

T ABLE I. The relationship between the invariants (J,17,7 and the canonical form of (Jar]' From Eq. (2.5), we see that 17 = ° implies 7 = 0, so there are no 
canonical forms for 17 = ° and 7c;icO. Where suitable, the e, vector is taken to be preferred. 

(J177c;icO 

(J"rJ diag((J,,(J,,(J,) 
t/, ,(J,,(J,distinct 
(J, + (J, + (J,*O 

diag((J,,(J,,(J,) 
(J,*(J, 

(J*o, 17 = 7 = ° 
diag( (J,,(J,,(J,) 
(J,c;icO 
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(J=0,177*0 (J= 7=0, I7c;icO 

diag«(J"(J,, - ((J, + (J,» diag( - 2(J,,(J,,(J,) diag(O,O,O) 
((J, - (J,)(2(J, + t/,)«(J, + 2(J,)c;icO (J,*O 
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TABLE II.Algebraic classification of fluid-filled space-times, according to the vanishing of the quantities B,a,T,R *,5, T. Note that in each case there is 
the possibilIty of having the acceleration, ii, and the vorticity, w, zero or nonzero. 

I. O(TrR' STrO 
lIa. R • = (] 

lIla. R • = r = 0 
IVa.R·=T~T=O 

lIb. T~O 
IIIb. R • = T = 0 IlIe. T = T = (] 

IVb. () = R • = T = 0 

lie. ,.~O 
IIId. II ~ R • = 0 IlIe. II = T = 0 

IVe. II = R • = T = () 

lid. II = () 

IlIf.{)=T~O 

IVd.{)=T=T~O 

V.(}=R·=T-T~() 

VIa. S = 0 Vlb. a = 0 
VIla. S = R • = 0 
Villa. S = R • ~ T = 0 

VIlb. S = ,. = 0 VIle. S = () = 0 VlId a = R • = 0 VIle. (J = T = 0 VIlf. (J = II = 0 
VIlIb. S = T = II = () VIlle. S = R • = II = () VlIId. (J ~ () = R • = () VIlle. a = T = R • = () VIllf. a ~ II = T = 0 

IXa. S = R • ~ () ~ T ~ () lXb.a ~ Ii ~ R • = T = 0 
X (J=S=O 

Xla. S = a = R • ~ 0 Xlb. a = S ~ 0 = () 

Xll.lI=a=T=R·=S~T~O 

ing MacCallum,29 we define a quantity R :(3 by 

R * =a . atJ y 2 y is 2 y "fJ- (,,G(3) - tby(ft n(3) - tYb<an{3) G + n (an,,)y 

_ 8 ( 2 r rtJ J 2 a I' nn a(3 - a" GyG + n nyl> - 2,n - )fl), 

where n=nCt". 

This quantity is defined so that when the vorticity is 
zero, it is the 3-Ricci tensor of the hypersurfaces orthogonal 
to u. Notice, however, that R ~{3 depends only on the n a{3,a A. 

and their spatial derivatives, but not on liJ a, so it is well de
fined, regardless of whether or not ro = O. We define the 
"shear tensor" a ij' the "shear scalar" a;;;'O, the trace free "3-
Ricci" quantity Sa{3 and the scalar S;;;.O by 

atj = 8tj - t8hij' Sa{3 = R ~{3 - tR ~g, 

2~ = atjdi , 2S 2 = Sa{3 S,,{3, 

where the "expansion," 8, and the "3-Ricci" scalar R * are 

8 = 8 ii' R * = R * a Ct. 

We define two additional scalars l' and T by 

l' = 40" - 3 (aij ajkak i)2, 

T= 4S 6 - 3 (SCt{3 s{3ysya)2. 

Note that 

(2.5) 

a = O<=>aij = O=?T = 0, S = O<=>Saf3 = O=?T = 0. 

In Table I, we express the relationship between the algebra
ically independent quantities 8, a, l' and the canonical forms 
of 8af] (i.e., with respect to an eigenframe of 8ij)' A similar 
relationship exists between the invariants R *, S, T and the 

canonical forms of R ;". 

In a general space-time we would expect the six alge
braically independent quantities 8, a, 1', R *, S, and Tto be 
nonzero on an open set. However, there would also be "spe
cial" space-times in which at least one of these six quantities 
vanished on an open set. We therefore obtain an algebraic 
classification, based on the vanishing of all possible combi
nations of 8, a, 1', R *, S, and T (see Table II; the labeling of 
the various types has been done in such a way as to obtain as 
much symmetry as possible between 8 and R * and between l' 
and T). 

In each case, there is the possibility of having the fluid 
acceleration, iI, and vorticity, ro, zero or nonzero. Note, how-
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ever, that we do not at present require the field equations of 
general relativity to be satisfied, nor the matter to be a per
fect fluid. Restrictions such as these could conceivably re
quire that certain subcases in our classification must be void 
in any open region of space-time. 

3. PHYSICAL RESTRICTIONS 

In this section we shall investigate the consequences of 
imposing conditions (i)-(iii), (vii), and (viii) onto the classifi
cation given in Table II. The Einstein field equations for a 
perfect fluid are 

Rij - ~Rgtj +Agij =/-luiUj +phtj. (3.1) 

The tetrad form of these equations, in the special case 
ro = iI = 0, is given in Appendix B, along with the Jacobi 
identities 

[[eu,eb ],ec] + [[ec,eu],eb] + [[eh,ec],e u ] = ° 
(cf. Ref. 29). (3.2) 

The vector u is a timelike eigenvector of aab and R ~b' 
with zero eigenvalue. Henceforth when we refer to eigenvec
tors and eigenvalues of aab and R ~b' we shall be considering 
spacelike eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues. 

Proposition 3.1: In any space-time satisfying conditions 
(i), (iii), and (vii), any shear eigenframe is necessarily an ei

genframe of R :b' If a=;t'=O, then the Fermi propagation vec
tor, n, is paraI\el to the preferred eigenvector of aab and 

R~). 

Proof If a _0, then Eq. (A3) shows that R ~f3 is isotrop

ic, and so any frame in which eo = u is an eigenframe of R ;{3' 
Henceforth, we assume a~O. We consider the Jacobi and 
field Eqs. (A 1 )-(A6) in a shear eigenframe (because of the 
equality of two eigenvalues of a a(3' this eigenframe is not of 
course unique, but, at each point in the hypersurface, there is 
the freedom to rotate the "2" and "3" axes about the" 1 " 
direction). 

It follows immediately from Eqs. (A3) that in this frame 

R ~\ = 0 and R i2 = R i" i.e., with respect to the shear eigen

frame, R ;(3 is of the form 

(

R'I'I 
R * 12 

R * 13 

R'I'2 R'I'3) 
R i2 ° . 
o R i2 

(3.3) 
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T ABLE III. Algebraic classification of space-times satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) and (viiia). 

lIa. R * = 0 lIe. 7 = 0 
IlIa. R * = T = 0 

1. ecrrR *SFfoO 
IIb. T= 0 

IIIb.R • = 7 = 0 
VIa. S = 0 

IIlc. T= 7 = 0 

VIla. S = R • = 0 VlIb. S = 7 = 0 
VIlla. S = R • = 7 = 0 

X. (}"=S=O 
XIa. S = ()" = R • = 0 

Our condition (vii) requires that R :f3 possesses two equal 
eigenvalues. The characteristic equation for the matrix (3.3) 
IS 

where 

Q(;1 )=.,1' -;1 (R il + R i2) + (R ilR i2 - R i} - R ii)· 

Hence either R f2 is a repeated eigenvalue, or Q (;1 ) has two 
equal roots. In the former case Q (R f2 ) = ~R t2 = R t3 
= 0; on the other hand, Q (;1 ) has two equal roots if and only 

if(R tl - R f2)2 + 4(R ti + R tn = ~R t2 = R t3 
= R tl - R!2 = O. Thus, in either case, R t2 = R t3 = 0, 

and the orthonormal tetrad is an eigenframe of both U ab and 
R :b' Equations (A3) now show that il, = ill = 0.0 

Corollary: Under the conditions of the lemma, 
S,,(] a:. UaB . 

Proof If u~O, the result follows immediately. If U 0, 
the space-time is FRW, so Saf3 0.0 

Proposition 3.2: In any space-time satisfying conditions 
(i), (iii), and (vii), if the hypersurfaces Y have 3-Ricci scalar 
R * 0, then these hypersurfaces are fiat. 

Proof The contraction of Eq. (A3) together with Eq. 
(A I) yields the two algebraically independent equations 

R * - 2u2 = 2(;1 + A) - ~e' (3.4) 
3 

and 

e = ~(R * - 6u') - ~(;1 + p). 
2 

(3.5) 

Using Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), and (A 7) we obtain 

ao(R * - 2u') = - ~e (R * - 6u'), 
3 

(3.6) 

which is due to Raychaudhuri. 1o The trace-free part of (A3) 
contracted with u af3 yields 

(3.7) 

(this is most readily seen using either a Fermi-propagated 
tetrad or a shear eigenframe). 

With R * 0, Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) require 

u"f3S af3 = O. 

By the Corollary to Proposition 3.1 we obtain Saf3 = o. 

Thus, R ;'B = Saf3 +:"'R *8aB = 0, and the hypersurfaces are 
3 

flat. 
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Proposition 3.3: In any space-time satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) and (viiia), e~o. 

Proof If conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied, along 
with e -0, then Eq. (AI) becomes 

2u' + ~(;1 + 3p) = O. 

But this requires (;1 + 3p)<;0, which contradicts condition 
(viiia) Thus we must have e~o.D 

Using Propositions 3.1-3.3, the algebraic classification 
of space-times satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) and (viiia) is giv
en in Table III. Those cases arising from Table II which are 
void are omitted. 

4. FURTHER INVARIANTS 

Some classes of space-times from Table II or Table III 
may contain additional invariants. When this situation 
arises a subclassification scheme can be introduced. We il
lustrate how this can be done by examining those space
times from Table III which are in class I1Ie, i.e., T = T = O. 
We first determine the additional invariants. 

Lemma 4.1: If four quantities x, y, z, and w undergo a 
transformation T: 

x' = xcostj; + ysintj;, 

y' = - xsintj; + ycostj;, 

z' = zcos2w + wsin2w, 

Wi = - zsin2tj; + wcos2tj;, 

there are in general exactly three independent algebraic in
variants, viz. x' + y', z' + w' and [z(x' - y') + 2xyw]/ 
[w(x' - y2) - 2xyz]. 

Proof Clearly x' + y' and Z2 + w' are independent in
variants. Consider the effect of the transformation T on the 
points PI = (x,y) and P2 = (z,w) in a plane. If a is the origin 
and OX is the horizontal axis, the line OPI is rotated through 
an angle tj;, while OP, is rotated through an angle 2tj;. Since 
(P,OX), = p,OX + 2tj; and (P10X), = PIOX + tj;, the angle 
P20X - 2P10X is invariant. But, 

P,OX = tan'l(z/w) and 

2P[OX = tan'l( 2(y/x) ), 
(1 - (Y/X)2) 

whence tan(P,OX - 2PIOX~ [z(x' - y') + 2xyw]/[w(x' 
- y') - 2xyz] is invariant.U 

Remarks: Since this proof depends on geometrical intu
ition, we present an alternative proof which is more system
atic, and so is more easily generalized to other situations. 
The technique is to change from variables x, y, z and w to a 
set of four variables, two of which are the invariants 
J I = x' + y' and J, = Z2 + w', already found, the other two 
being u = y/x and v = zlw. Then J I , J" u and v are four 
independent variables which transform under the transfor
mation T as follows: 
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J'I =Jh 

J~ =J2, 

, U - tant/! 
u = , 

1 + utan1/l 

, v - tan21/1 
v = , 

1 + vtan21/1 

where a prime denotes new values. The problem of determin
ing further invariants reduces to one of finding all indepen
dent functions of u and v invariant under the transformation 
T. This is equivalent to eliminating 1/1 in the above equations, 
Writing tan1/l = (u - u')/(1 + uu') and tan2t/! = (v - v' )/ 
(1 + vv'), we obtain 

v - Vi 2(u - u')(1 + uu') 

1 + vu' 1 + U2U'2 + 4uu' - u2 
- U'2 

It follows after straightforward computation that 

[v(1 - u2
) - 2u][1 - U '2 + 2U

I
U' ] 

= [u' (1 - U '2
) - 2u'][1 - u 2 + 2uu], 

from which 

J
3 

= 1 + 2uu/(l - u2
) 

V - 2u/(l - u2
) 

is invariant. Clearly, there can be no further independent 
invariants. 

Note also that if z=w=O the only independent invar
iant is Xl + yl, 

Theorem 4,2: In any space-time satisfying conditions 
(i), (iii), and (vii), the following quantities are invariant un
der a rotation of the triad I ca J about the "1" direction: 

14 = (nn - n33)2 + 4ni3' 

I, = I (nn - n3)l(n'2 + a))2 - (n31 - a2)") + 4n2ln'2 + aJ 

together with B, and B2• If 0"*0, there are no further indepen
dent algebraic invariants (cf. Ref, 15), 

Proof: With the change of basis Co = Co, c; = ell 
c2 = e2cos 1/1 + e3sin 1/1, e~ = - c2sin 1/1 + c, cos t/!, we obtain 
from the commutation relations of Appendix A: 

2352 

il; =il, +001/1, 

B ; = B" 

B 2 = Bz, 

n;1 =nll , 

n22 = nncos2t/! + nJ Jsin2t/! + n23sin21/1 + c1,1/1, 

nJ3 = nnsin21/1 + n3,cos21/1- n23sin21/1 + 0,1/1, 

n23 = n23cos21/1 - !(n" - n3,)sin2t/!, 
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and 

nJI = n3]cos1/l- n12sin1/l + !(sin1/l0,1/I- cos1/l0,t/!), 

n;2 = n12cos1/l + n3,sin1/l- !(COSJ/lJ21/1 + sin 1/1031/1) , 

We have chosen the sheareigenframe of Proposition 3. I, The 
five quantities 1/1, oow, a,l/J, a21/1, and a3l); are regarded as being 
arbitrary and independent, since we are concerned here only 
with an algebraic classification, in which we consider condi
tions at any chosen point of the space-time, and ignore (for 
the time being) the variation of quantities in the neighbor
hood of the point. 

It follows immediately that I" I" B" and B2 are invar
iants. The only other independent algebraic invariant is I,. 
This can be seen from the way in which the above transfor
mations "decouple." Out of the eight quantities ill> nn, n)), 
n2J, n J" n'2, a2, and a3, the quantities ill and (n22 + nJJ) are 
"translated" through arbitrary amounts oot/! and 0,1/1, respec
tively (i.e., no invariants). The quantities 2n23 and (nn - n33 ) 
transform as under a rotation through 2t/!, while the quanti
ties (n3' - a2) and (n'2 + a3) transform as under a rotation 1/1; 
it follows from Lemma 4.1 that associated with these trans
formations are exactly three independent algebraic invar
iants, viz., 14 = 4n~3 + (nn - n33)2, 12 = (n), - a2)2 
+ (n12 + aJ)2, and I, = [z(x2 - y2) + 2xyw]!(w(x2 

- y2) - 2xyz], where x = (n'2 + aJ), Y = (n3' - a2), 

z = (nn - nJ3), and w = 2n2J . Finally, the quantities n 31 + a2 
and n IZ - a, transform as under a combination of a rotation 
through 1/1, together with translations,&9verned by arbitrary 
amounts 021/1 and oJ1/I (no invariants).U 

In Proposition 3.1 we found that if O"~O, fl2 = il3 = O. 
Naturally, we cannot obtain any similar restriction on ill' 
this being a reflection of the fact that we have not yet used up 
the freedom of rotation of the shear eigenframe about the 
"I" axis. In fact, we have 

Proposition 4.3: In any space-time satisfying conditions 
(i), (iii), and (vii), the shear eigenframe may be chosen to be 
Fermi-propagated. In general (O"~O), the remaining free
dom of choice is an arbitrary rotation about the "I" direc
tion at each point in an initial hypersurface, In 0"-0, the 
frame may be chosen arbitrarily in an initial hypersurface. 

Proof: Choose a shear eigenframe everywhere in an ini
tial hypersurface ,Y'. Fermi-propagation of this eigenframe 
off.Y requires, from Proposition 3. I and Eqs, (A3), that 

R ;;(J = O<;:::;>ooa,,(3 + Ba,,(3 = 0, ac/=f3, 

and hence 0",,(1 = ° (a*f3) on f implies 0" a(3 ° (a*f3) ev
erywhere in the space-time, 

One still has the full freedom to choose the shear eigen
frame everywhere in .Y, which O"¥=O, is a rotation about the 
"1" direction, and when 0"=0 is an arbitrary rotation.D 

Remark: Equivalently, we can prove Proposition 4.3 by 
using a result obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.2, namely 
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that one is free to rotate the shear eigenframe through an 
angle t/; about the" 1" direction, in which case fl, changes to 

fl ; = fl, + Jot/;. By choosing the scalar t/; to satisfy 
fl, + Jot/; = 0 we obtain a Fermi-propagated shear eigen
frame. The rotation angle would henceforth be constrained 
to satisfy Jot/; = 0, in order to maintain the condition fl, = O. 

In subsequent papers, we will examine the conse
quences of imposing the condition (iv) of conformally flat 
comoving slices, in addition to some of the constraints con
sidered in the present article. 
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APPENDIX A: COMMUTATION FUNCTIONS IN 
TERMS OF KINEMATICAL QUANTITIES 

The commutators (2.2), using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), are: 

[eo,e,] = ti'e" - e,e, - (a" - w, - flJ)e, 

[eo,e,] = ti'eo - (a" + w, + fl,)e, - e,e, 

- (a2) - W, - fl,)e" 

[eO,e l ] = ti'eo - (al , - w, - fl,)e, 

- (an + {v, + fl,)e, - eJe" 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

[e"el] = - 2w,eo + nile, + (n" - a,)e, + (n" + a,)eJ, (A4) 

[el,e,] = - 2w,eo + (n" + a,)e, + n22e, + (n" - a,)e" (AS) 

[e"e,] = - 2w 1eO + (n" - a,)e, + (n,] + a,)e, + n"e,. (A6) 

APPENDIX B: FIELD EQUATIONS AND JACOBI 
IDENTITIES IN AN ORTHONORMAL TETRAD 

The field equations (3.1) in tetrad form for the special 
case Ii = w = 0 are: 

B + e a{3ea{3 +!(P + 3p) = A, (Bl) 

¥Jae - J{3 aa{3 + 3aa{3a{3 - €a{3ynYliar/ = 0, (B2) 

- R ~fl = Joertfl + ee,,(3 + 2e Y«l€(3 )by fl {, 

(B3) 

Jacobi identities: The Jacobi identities (3.2) for the spe
cial case Ii = w = 0 are: 

=0, (BS) 
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Jon"f3 - €h y 'aJ
y

el;f3) + Jlrtflf3) 

- 2n y(aefi ) fl 8 _ 2n (ae (3)y 
y8 y 

+ naf3e - 8a (3J y fl y = O. 

The contracted Bianchi identities are: 

iL + (P + p)e = 0, 

JaP = O. 
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A new approach to inhomogeneous cosmologies: Intrinsic symmetries. II. 
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We continue our analysis of space-times with intrinsic symmetries, by specializing to the case 
where the matter moves orthogonally to a family of conformally flat hypersurfaces. In so doing, 
we obtain a characterization of the Szekeres inhomogeneous cosmological models as being those 
(perfect fluid) solutions of Einstein's equations with conformally flat comoving slices whose 
second fundamental form and Ricci tensor possess two equal eigenvalues. An invariant 
characterization of these models is thereby obtained, and they are then classified in an invariant 
way. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Having established a broad classification of inhomo
genous cosmologies in a previous article l (hereafter referred 
to as I), we now specialize to the case where the fluid flow is 
orthogonal to a family of conform ally flat hypersurfaces. 

Szekeres2 recently examined a class of inhomogeneous 
dust models in which it was assumed that the metric could be 
written in the form 

(1.1) 

where A = A (t,x, y,z), B = B (t,x, y,z), and where the fluid 
flow vector u = a lat. Szafron3 later extended this study to 
the perfect fluid case, in which the pressure, p, necessarily 
satisfies p = p(t) (cf. the generalization by Bondi' of the 
spherically symmetric dust solutions ofTolman5 and Bondi'. 
We shall henceforth call all space-times with metric (1.1) 
"Szekeres models." All Szekeres models have the property 
that the matter is flowing orthogonally to the [t = constant J 
hypersurfaces, which are conformally flat (see Theorem 2.4 
of Sec. 2). This result leads to an invariant characterization 
of the Szekeres models, in terms of the fluid congruence. 
Moreover, we can subclassify these models according to the 
vanishing of various invariants, and from this we obtain a 
detailed hierachy of all Szekeres space-times. 

In I, we considered the progressive imposition of var
ious symmetries, which, for convenience, we repeat here. We 
use the notation and conventions of I throughout. A "cos
mological model" is a model satisfying condition 

(i) a solution of Einstein's field equations 

Rij - ! Rgij + Agij = Tij, 

alSupported by a Postgraduate Fellowship from the National Research 
Council of Canada. 

blPermanent address. 
clSupported in part by Operating Grant #A3978 from the National Re

search Council of Canada, and by a University of Waterloo Research 
Grant. 

in which the distribution of matter is approximated by a 
smeared out fluid whose total energy density is nonzero. 

We shall consider in the present article cosmological 
models satisfying the additional conditions 

(ii) the cosmological constant, A, is zero, 

(iii) the matter content is a perfect fluid, whose flow
lines form a geodesic congruence orthogonal to a family, ff, 
of spacelike hypersurfaces, 

and 

(iv) each spacelike hypersurface, y, in the family ff is 
a conformally flat 3-manifold. 

Later, we shall specialize condition (iv) to either of con
ditions (v) or (vi) below: 

(va) each hypersurface Y is a 3-space of constant 
curvature, 

(vb) the Ricci tensor, R ;» of each hypersurface Y is 
.1 h h h'h .. isotropic, i.e., R ij = 3" R * ii' were ij IS t e metrIc lO-

duced on Y by the space-time metric, 

(vc) each hypersurface Y admits a maximal group of 
isometries, (i.e., a 6-parameter intrinsic isometry group, 

and 

(vi) each hypersurface Y is flat. It was pointed out in I 
that condition (vi)=>(va)¢:::=?(vb)<===? (vc)=>(iv) (see, e.g., 
Ref. 6). 

Many of our results will be subject to the further 
condition 

(vii) both the second fundamental form and the Ricci 
tensor of the hypersurfaces Y possess two equal eigenva
lues, and for some of our results to hold we require either 

(viiia),u + p> 0, ,u + 3p> 0, 

or 

(viiib) an equation of state, p = p(P), with dpld,u > 0, 
relating the energy density,,u, to the fluid pressure, p. 
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In Sec. 2 we show that cosmological models satisfy con
ditions (i)-(iv), and (vii) if and only if they belong to the 
Szekeres class. These models are then subdivided into invar
iant subclasses. 

2. CONFORMALL Y FLAT SLICES 

We shall be concerned with a subclass of those models 
in Table II ofl, namely, those which belong to type HIe in 
our classification, for which the invariants 7' = T = 0 and for 
which the hypersurfaces Yare conformally flat. The condi
tion 7' = 0 is equivalent to requiring that the shear tensor, 
u ij ' have two equal eigenvalues, whereas the condition 
T = 0 is equivalent to requiring that the 3-Ricci tensor R ;j 
have two equal eigenvalues, where in each case the eigenva
lues are associated with spacelike eigenvectors (the timelike 
vector u is an eigenvector of U jj and R ;j' with zero eigenva
lues; when in the future we refer to eigenvalues of tensors 
orthogonal to u, we shall have in mind those associated with 
eigenvectors orthogonal to u). The subclass of models we 
consider therefore consists precisely of those models satisfy
ing conditions (i)-(iv) and (viz) o/Sec. 1. In the particular case 
where u= 0, these conditions imply that the models are iso
tropic,7 and we shall frequently ignore this case. Thus we 
shall often require u~ 0; then the expansion tensor () a{3 will 
have the canonical form «()1,()2,()2) of Table I in I, where 
()1*()2~ u* O. 

The Jacobi and field equation (I,B1)-(I,B8) are now 
specialized to the situation where conditions (i)-(iii) and 
(vii) (i.e., T = T = 0) hold, and where the orthonormal tet
rad is a Fermi-propagated shear eigenframe [Le., n = 0 and 
()a{3 = diag (OI,()2'()2); cf. I, Proposition 4.3]. From I, Propo
sition 3.1 it follows that, in this frame, R :{3 

= diag (R ~ I , R ;2' R ;2 ). The equations are written out ex
plicitly in Appendix A. 

We shall find it convenient to introduce an algebraic 
classification of our models, based on the vanishing on an 
open set not only of the invariants R * and S (we shall have 
()u ~ 0 and 7' = T = 0), but also of the other algebraically 
independent quantities that are invariant under a spacelike 
rotation about the "1" direction. In fact, from I, Theorem 
4.2, we find that there are five algebraic invariants II-Is asso
ciated with the intrinsic curvature of the hypersurfaces Y, 
together with two invariants, ()I and ()2' associated with the 
extrinsic curvature. We shall base the classification on the 
vanishing on an open set of the invariants R *, S, II> and 12, 

This is because the field equations of general relativity will 
require I) =14 = o (see Theorem 2.3 below),in which easels 
is not defined and the only algebraically independent invar
iants associated with the intrinsic curvature are II and 12 (see 
remark after I, Lemma 4.1). The classification is simplified 
somewhat by the results of I, Proposition 3.2, which shows 
that the case R * = 0, S* 0 is inadmissible, and by the Cor
ollary of Lemma 2.1, which shows that U = 0, if S = 0 and 
R * * O. We also choose to classify not according to the van
ishing of the invariants 01 and ()2' but according to the van
ishing of the algebraically dependent quantities () = ()I + 2()2 

and U = OM )181 - 821. Since for reasonable matter 
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content we have ()~ 0 from I, Proposition 3.3, and since we 
assume u~ 0, no further specializations occur. 

Lemma 2.1 :In any cosmological model satisfying con
ditions (i)-(iv) and (vii), either the invariants I) = 14 = 0, or 
the spacelike hypersurfaces Yare flat, or the model is FR W. 

Proof: The hypersurfaces Y satisfy condition (iv) (i.e., 
are conformally flat) if and only if the tensor 

C'jk - R ;j!k - R;k [j - * (hjjR ik - h'k R i) = 0, 
(2.1) 

where I denotes covariant derivative with respect to the met
ric induced on Y (Ref. 6). Using the terminology of I, Eq. 
(2.1) becomes 

nil (R;I - R;2)= 0, 

(n)J-.n 22 -nll)(R;1 - R;2) = 0, 

a2(R~1 -!R*) + (nlJ-a2)(R~1 -R;2) 

aJ (R;2 - 1 R *) = 0, 

0, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

al(R;2 -1 R *) + (at - n2l)(R ~I - R ;2) = 0, (2.6) 

aJ(R;1 -1R*) - (n12+aJ)(R;1 -R;2) = 0, (2.7) 

a2 (R;2 - 1 R *) = 0, (2.8) 

and 

al(R;2 -1 R *) + (at + n2l) (R;I - R ;2) = O. (2.9) 

Ostensibly Cjjk = C,ljk ) has nine independent components. 
··k . 

However 11 I} Cjjk = 0, and C;j = 0 by the contracted 
Bianchi identities, and so there are essentially only five inde
pendent equations in (2.1). YorkS (cf. Ref. 9) has elegantly 
expressed the five independent components of C j jk in terms 
of of a tracefree symmetric tensor, Yij; this is done by em
ploying a decomposition analogous to that of rP..< in [I, Eq. 
(2.3)], where we now have that the analog of aa =1Y,!{3 is 
zero, and that the analog of n a{3=1 fa v..< ~)v"< is tracefree. 
However, we shall not use this result, and instead we find it 
more convenient to use Eqs. (2.2)-(2.9). 

The proof now divides into two parts, depending on 
whether or not R ;j is isotropic. 

Case 1. R ~ I*R ;2: By Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), it follows 
that nil = n22 - nll = O. Equations (2.6) and (2.9) require 
n2) = O. Thus we have I) = I. = O. 

C 2 R • - R' . I h' R' - I R * ~ . ase. II - 22' ntis case a{3 -"3 u a {3' I.e., 

R :{3 is isotropic. If R * = 0, the hypersurfaces are flat (since 
their Riemann tensor vanishes). We shall therefore assume 
R ** 0, and we will show that the model is FRW. Equations 
(2.2)-(2.9) are equivalent to 

(2.10) 

A straightforward computation gives an evolution equation 
for R *, 

R * = - ~ R * «()I + 2(2), 

Equation (2.11) is obtained using (A22) in the form 

f1 = O2(281 + ( 2) + ! R *. 
Substituting (2.12) into Eq. (A13), we obtain 
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P= - +[2(0,+20,)] +20i+20,O,+50~+!R*. 
(2.13) 

By differentiating Eq. (2.12) along eo, and using the energy 
conservation equation (A24) in conjunction with (2.13) and 
the shear propagation equation (A23), we finally obtain 
(2.11). 

The [eo, ea ] commutation relation (I, A I-A3), together 
with (2.10), show that JaR * = 0, so from (2.11), 
J" (0, + 20,) = O. The same commutation relations now 
show that Ja (e, + 2e,) = O. Differentiating (2.13) along ea , 

and recalling the momentum conservation equations (A25), 
we obtain (0, - 0,) Ja 0, = O. The case 0, = 0, corresponds 
to a FRW solution.7 On the other hand, ifO,=¥=02> then 
J a 0, = J a 0, = O. The field equations (A IS) and (A 16) show 
that nl, = a, and n" = - aJ, and consequently, using (A22),. 

- R'" = - 4(J,a, + J,a, + J3aJ + 6a~ + 8(a~ + a~) 
+ 4 (nfl + n~2 + n~3) - nl1(nn + n33) - nnnJ] + 2n;3' 

(2.14) 

Differentiation of this along eo, using (2.11), the evolution 
equations (A4}-(AIO) for nafJ and aa' and substituting 
(2.14), gives, on division by 0, - 0" 

- i R'" + SJ,a, - 12ai + nil - (nn - nJ])' - 4n~3 = O. 
(2.15) 

Repeating this process of differentiation, substitution of 
(2.15), and division by (0, - 0,), we obtain 

R'" = - !nfl' (2.16) 

Differentiation of (2.16) yields R ... = 0, which contradicts 
our assumption. Consequently the only cases to arise when 
R :fJ is isotropic occur when the hypersurfaces Yare flat or 
when the model is FRW. 0 

Corollary: Any cosmological model satisfying condi
tions (i}-(iii), (v), and (vii) either admits flat hypersurfaces 
Y, or is FRW. 0 

Proof If condition (v) holds, then (iv) is necessarily true. 
The proof of the Lemma shows that in the case where condi
tion (v) is satisfied (i.e., R :fJ is isotropic), either 0, = 0, or 
R~=Q 0 

Remarks: Note that Lemma 2.1 and its Corollary hold 
regardless ofthere being energy restrictions or an equation of 
state on the matter. 

Lemma 2.2: In any cosmological model satisfying con
ditions (i}-(iii), (vi), and (vii), either ()" 0, and the model is 
FRW, or (}"~O, and the invariant 13 = O. 

Proof Either 0, = 0" and the model is FRW,7 Or06t:O" 
which we shall henceforth assume. We start with the equa
tion obtained by eliminating J,a3 between Eqs. (A2) and 
(A20), in the form 

J,n ll = - J,(nn - nJJ) - 2J3(a, + n'J) 
- 2n ll(n 3, - a,) + 2(n" - nJ3) (n" + a,) 
- 4n'3(n" - a3). (2.17) 

The technique we shall use is an extension of that used in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1 We repeatedly differentiate (2.17) along 
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eo. Second derivative terms are eliminated by applying the 
commutation relations (I,AI-A3) and the Jacobi identities 
(AI}-(AI2), and as many first derivative terms as possible 
are eliminated, again using the Jacobi identities. Then, sub
stituting the original equation (2.17), we eliminate one of the 
terms. Thus, differentiating (2.17), we obtain 

2(0, - O,)J,(nn - n3J) + (n2' - nJ])J,(O, - 20,) 

+ 2(0, - O,)JJ(a, + 2n'3) + 2(a, - 2n23)JJO, 

+ 2n2JJ30, - 4(0, - 0,) (n" - nJ3) (n" + a,) 

+ S(O, - O,)n,ln" - a3) - nIlJ,(30, - 20,) = O. 
(2.1S) 

Eliminating J,(n" - nJJ ) between (2.17) and (2.IS), and di
viding by (0, - 0,) yields 

2(0, - O,)JJa, + 2a,J30, - 6n 21J,O, + 2n23JJO, + (n22 - nJJ) 

XJ,O, - 3(nn - nlJ)J,O, - 3n Il J,O, + 9n ll J,O, = O. 

(2.19) 

Differentiation of (2.19) along eo, elimination of JJa" and 
division by (0, - 0,) gives 

4n"J,0, + 2n 21J,O, + (n" - nJl)J,O, + 2(nn - n]])J,O, 

+ 7n ll J,O, = O. (2.20) 

Finally, differentiation of(2.20) along eo, elimination of JlO" 
and division by (0, - 0,) gives 

(2.2Ia) 

In a similar manner, repeated differentiation of the equation 
obtained by eliminating J,a, between Eqs. (A3) and (A21) 
gIves 

(2.2Ib) 

This can be recognized immediately by rotating the 
frame at each point about the (e, + eJ)-direction: er- - e" 
er-~el,el-~e, and observing the transformation laws of the 
commutation functions, nc. Thus, each Eq. (2.7)-(2.21b) 
will have a counterpart under this rotation. 

We now show that Eqs. (2.21a) and (2.21b) imply 
nil = O. If this were false, i.e., if nl1=¥= 0, we have 
J,O, = alO' = O. Then [e" el]O, = O=?nIlJ,O, = O=?J,O, = O. 
Now Eq. (A14) implies a l = 0, in which case Eqs. (2.19) and 
(2.20) require a,o, = O. Similarly, the equations resulting 
from differentiation ofEqs. (A3) and (A21) require alO, = 0, 
and then [e,. eJ]01 = O=?JIO, = O. By Eq. (2.12) in the case 
R ... = 0 it follows that aal1 = 0 (a = 1,2,3). and we already 
have a uP = 0 (a = 1,2,3), by Eq. (A25). It follows from Pro
position 2.2 in a subsequent article in the present series that 
this model is spatially homogeneous of Bianchi type I, and is 
necessarily LRS. '0 Since for a Bianchi I model there is a Fer
mi-propagated shear eigenframe in which nil = 0 (Ref. 10) 
and since nil is invariant, it follows that nil = 0 in our tetrad, 
which contradicts our assumption that nl1=¥=O. Consequent
ly either the model is FRW or 1, = nil = O. 0 

Remark: The repeated differentiations leading from 
(2.17) to (2.2Ib) were checked using a REDUCE program, 
written by J. Wainwright. 

Theorem 2.3: In any cosmological model satisfying con-
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ditions (i)-(iv) and (vii), eitheru 0, and the model is FRW, 
or u~o, and 13 = I. = 0. 

Proof By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, either the model is 
FR W, or 13 = I. = 0, or the hypersurfaces Yare flat and 
13 = 0=1=1 •. We show that the last possibility is untenable. We 
first prove that with R :f3 = 0, 13 = 0=1=14::::::;'1, = 0, and de
duce that I, = 13 = 0=1=1. implies a contradiction. 

(i) R :f3 = 0,13 = O,I.=I=~I, = 0: The sum of Eqs. 
(2.18), (2.20), and 2(el - e,) X Eq. (2.17) gives, on compari
son with Eq. (2.19) 

a la3e, = 0, 

and, by symmetry, 

ala,e, = 0. 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

By a suitable rotation, we can choose a shear eigenframe on 
an initial hypersurface with the property that n'3 = ° (see I, 
Proposition 4.3 and the proof ofI, Theorem 4.2). The Jacobi 
Eq. (A 10) shows that n23 0, in which case we obtain from 
Eq. (2.20) and its counterpart 

a,(2el + e,) = a3(2el + e,) = 0, (2.24) 

recalling that now 14=1=~nn - n33=1=0. If al=l=O, then 
(2.22)-(2.24) show that a,el = a3e l = a,e, = a3e, = 0. If, on 
the other hand, al = 0, we obtain from Eq. (2.19) and its 
counterpart that 

a,(3el - e,) = a3(3e l - e,) = 0. (2.25) 

Now Eq. (2.24) and (2.25) require a,el = a3e l = a,e, 
=a/J, = O. 

Consequently, in either case 

a,el = ale I = a,e, = a,e, = 0, (2.26) 

and now Eqs. (A15) and (A16) imply n31 - a, = n 12 + a3 = 

0, i.e., I, = 0. 

(ii) R :f3 = 0, I, = I) = ~14 = 0: Assume that 1.=1=0. 
Choosing a frame in which n23 0, we have from part (i) of 
the proof that (2.26) holds. The commutators [eh e,] and 
[e), el] acting on e" together with Eq. (A14), require 

a,a l = a,al = 0; (2.27) 

application of the same commutators on a I gives, on using 
(2.27), 

a,(ala l) = a)(ala l) = 0. (2.28) 

From Eg. (A 17) we obtain 

R ~ I = ~Ial = a~ + !(nn - n,,),. (2.29) 

The derivatives of (2.29) along e, and e) give, using (2.27) and 
(2.28), 

(n" - n,,) a,(n" - n,) = (nn - n,,) a3(n" - n33) = 0. 
(2.30) 

Moreover, subtracting Eqs. (A18a) and (A18b), and recall
ing I, = 0, we find that 

(2.31 ) 

Recall 1.=I=O¢=:::::;>(n" - n,,)=I=O, Then Eq. (2.31) requires 
n" = - n,,=I=O, and so, from (2.30) 

(2.32) 
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Equation (2.17) shows that a, = 0, and by symmetry we ob
tain the counterpart, a3 = 0. Substituting into Eqs. (A17) 
and (A18a), and eliminating alah we obtain 

al = ± n,,=I=O. (2.33) 

In order for Eq. (2.33) to be valid for all time, Eqs. (A4) and 
(AS) require ale, = O. But then Eq. (A14) requires a l = 0, 
which contradicts (2.33). It follows that I. = O. 0 

We can extend the result of Theorem 2.3, and so obtain 
a characterization of the Szekeres models. 

Theorem 2.4 (Characterization of the Szekeres models: 
cf. Refs. 3,11,12): For models satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) 
and (vii), with u=l=O, the following are equivalent: 

(a) Condition (iv), i.e., conformally flat hypersurfaces 
Y· , 

(b) 13 = I. = 0; 

(c) The model is of the Szekeres class. 

Proof Theorem 2.3 has shown that (a)=>(b). We com
plete the proof by showing that (b)=>(c) and that (c)=>(a). 

(i) (b)=>(c): We choose a Fermi-propagated shear ei
genframe for which nil = nn - n" = n23 = 0. By I, Proposi
tion 4.3, and the proof of I, Theorem 4.2, we can arrange for 
n" = ° everywhere on an initial hypersurface Y, and by 
(A8) it follows that n" 0, and hence n J3 =O. From the com
mutation relations (I,A1-A6), we find that the integral 
curves of eo, e l, e" and e3 are each orthogonal to hypersur
faces, which we label with coordinates t,x, y, and z respec
tively. It follows that ea (Xi) a: o~, and hence 

1 a 1 a 1 a 
eo = T at' el = X ax' e, = y ay' 

and 

1 a e,= --, 
Z az 

where T ,x, Y, and Z are, a priori, functions of all four coordi
nates. From the fact that eo = u is geodesic, we obtain 
eo . [eo, ea ] = 0 <==> T = T (t ); by suitably redefining the co
ordinate t we obtain T = 1. The metric in these coordinates 
is obtained from (I, 2.1) and is thus of the form 

(2.34) 

Using the commutation relations (I, Al)-(I, A6) again, we 
see that: n2l = O<==>e,. [el> e,] = e3• [eh e3]<==> YxlY 
= ZxlZ (where a SUbscript denotes differentiation). The 

condition that the shear tensor have two equal eigenvalues 
becomes: e" = e 3l¢:::::::>e,. [eo, e,] = e3· [eo, ell<==> YtlY 
= ZJz. Thus Z = Yf(y,z), for some functionf(y,z), and 

(2.34) becomes 

ds' = - dt' + X'dx' + Y'(dy' + f'(y,z) dz'). (2.35) 

Since any 2-metric is conformally flat, there is a transforma
tion of coordinates y' = y'(y,z), z' = z'(y,z) such that dy' 
+ f'(y,z) dz' = P(y' ,z') (dy" + dz"); absorbing F(y' ,z') 

into Yin (2.35), and dropping the primes, we see that the 
metric is of the Szekeres form 

(2.36) 
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whereX eA, Y _eB, A =A (t,x,y,z), and 
B = B (t,x, y,z). 

(ii)(e)=>(a): We use the orthonormal tetrad eo = a lat, 
e, = e - A alax, ez = e - B a lay, and e, = e - B alaz.In this 
tetrad, nil = nn = nn = nJ' = 0. The necessary and suffi
cient conditions for the slices (t = constant} to be confor
mally flat are given by Eqs. (2.2)-(2.9) With our tetrad spe
cialization, Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are identically satisfied, and 
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.9) are equivalent. We must therefore verify 
the remaining equations (2.4)-(2.8). In doing so, we shall use 
a result ofSzekeresz and ofSzafron' that (in our notation) 
with conditions (i)-(iii) and (vii) in force, 

By = Bz = 0¢=;~;llJ2 = a/Jz = 0. (.2.37) 

Moreover, from Eqs. (AIS) and (AI6) 

(2.38) 

and 

a/J, = (e, - ez) (a, + n 12). (2.39) 

It follows from the field equations that 

R;, -!R· = - 8, - e~ - e,ez + te~ - !p, (2.40) 
and 

R;2 - !R • = - 82 - ! e; - !p. (2.41) 

The derivatives ofEq. (2.41) along e2 and e, give (2.5) and 
(2.8), on using (2.37), (A2S), and the commutation relations, 
(I,A 1 )-(I,A6). The derivative of (2.40) along ez gives Eq. 
(2.4), on using Eqs. (2.37), (2.38), (AS), (All), (A23), (A2S), 
and the commutation relations (I,A 1. I-A 1.6). Equation 
(2.7) is similarly verified [it is the counterpart of (2.4) under 
the rotation e,_ - e" e2-e" e,-ez], by differentiating 
(2.40) along e, and using Eqs. (2.37) (2.39), (A6), (A12), 
(A23), (A2S) and the commutation relations (I,AI)-(I,A6). 
Finally, the derivative ofEq. (2.41) along el gives Eq. (2.6), 
on using Eqs. (A4), (AI4), (A23), (A2S), and the commuta
tion relations (I,AI)-(I,A6). D 

Corollary 1: In the case where a:;i:O, the freedom of 
choice in the Szekeres coordinates (t,x, y,z) of (2.36), and in 
the associated orthonormal shear eigenframe 

a -A a eo = -, e, = e -, 
at ax 

-B a e2 =e -, 
ay 

-B a e,=e -, 
az 

is as follows: 

e,_ - ezsin¢ + e, cos¢, 
t-t+to, X-C(x), y_g(y +iz) +g(y-iz), 
z- - i[g(y + iz) - g(y - iz)], 

where C and g are arbitrary functions satisfying 
C'(x)g'(y + iz):;i:O, to is an arbitrary constant, and 
¢ = ¢(y,z) = n1T - arg(g'(y + iz) J, n being an integer. The 
metric functions A and B transform as 

A-A -lnIC'(x)1 and B_B -lnI2g'(y + iz)l· 
Proof Using the results in the proof of I, Theorem 4.2 

together with the preservation of a2' = ill = nZ2 = 0, we find 
that the allowable freedom in the tetrad is a rotation through 
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¢ about the I-direction and that ao¢ = a,¢ = 0. Consider 
now a general simultaneous change of coordinates 
Xi' = x i·(X.!), and of tetrad, er = L/e., subject to the condi-

• hOI J 
hons t at eo = 1, e l *0,e2

2 = e3
3*0, all other 

ei a ea (Xi) = 0, both before and after the transformations. 
Then eo' 0' = 1, ea' 0' = 0=> xO' = XO + constant while 

I' , 

ea' = ° (a = O,2,3)=>x" = XI'(X') (and e l '*O<;:::::::::::xx"ldx' 
*0). Also eo' a' = e l , a' = ° (a = 2,3) requiresy' = y'(y,z) 
andz' = z'(y,z), where we have writtenx2 = yandx' = zand 
the Jacobian a (y' ,z')1 a(y,z)*O. The constraints 

2' 3' . 
e3' = e2 , = ° reqUIre 

and 

. ay' ay' 
-sm¢- + cos¢- =0. 

ay az 
(2.43) 

Finally, e2,2' = e3 , 3' requires 

cos¢ L - - + sin¢ L + - =0. (2.44) (
a' az' ) (a ' az' ) 
ay az az ay 

Adding Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43), and eliminating ¢ with (2.44), 
we obtain 

ay' 

ay 

az' 

az 

ay' 
and 

az 

az' 
- ay' (2.45) 

which are the Cauchy-Riemann equations obtained in a gen
eral ( analytic) transformation of the complex variable y + iz 
into y' + iz' = g(y + iz), where g is arbitrary. Thus 
y' = g(y + iz) + g(y - iz) and z' = - i[g(y + iz) 
- g( Y - iz)] ! Alternatively we can obtain from Eqs. (2.45) 

that 

a2y' a2y' a2z' azz' 
-+-=-+-=0, 
ayz azz ayZ az2 

hencey' =g(y + iz) + h (y - iz) andz' = - i[g(y + iz) 
- h (y - iz)] + e, where the functionsg and h and the con

stant e are arbitrary. For real coordinates y' and z', h is the 
complex conjugate of g, and e is real. The constant e may be 
made zero by means of the transformations 
g(;)-g(;) + iel2, h (() = g({)-g({) - iel2.} The Jacobi
an a (y',z')la (y,z) is nonzero ifan only ifg'(; )~O. The only 
equation that remains to be satisfied is (2.42), which be
comes Ig'(y + iz)lsin(¢ + arg[g'(y + iz)]) = 0, i.e., 
¢(y,z) = n1T - arg[g'(y + iz)], where n is an integer. 

The transformations of the metric functions are most 
readily calculated directly from the metric (2.36) D 

Corollary 2: The subclassification of the Szekeres me
trics, employed by Szekeres2 and Szafron/ into Class I 
(B x =1=0) and Class II (B x = 0) is an invariant classification 
in the case a~O. It is not invariant in the FRW case a 0. 

Proof In the orthonormal tetrad of Corollary 1, we 
find, using the commutation relations (I, Al)-(I,A6), that 
I, = al = - Bx e - A. The result follows in the case a~O, 
using I, Theorem 4.2 and I, Proposition 4.3. The result for 
a _0 follows by observing that both Class I and Class II 
admit the same FR W metrics. [In the notation of Szafron,' 
Class I metrics are FR W if k = constant and if; = if; (t ) and 
Class II metrics are FR W irA. = 0; in each case R • = 6k /¢ \ 
and this can be positive, negative, or zero.] D 
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TABLE I. Specialization diagram for anisotropic cosmological models with conditions (i)--(iv), (vii), and (viiia) in force. Algebraic dimension is assigned on the 
left. Arrows denote specialization to models oflower dimension, a solid arrow denoting a reduction of one dimension, and a broken arrow denoting a reduction 
of more than one dimension. 

Dimension 

10 
-I 

- - - - -/ -8 
/ ....... 

/ 

/ / 

/ / 

/ 
/ 

/ ) ./ 

./ / 

- /' 
./ 

/ 
4 - ./ - / -- -.....Y - - * = S = 12 = 0; CFVIIIaiii / - R - I-- -...... ~ 

* = 12 = 0; CFVIIlaiii! R = S = 11 

Remarks: An invariant classification of the Szekeres 
line element (2.36) was first given for dust by Wainwright,12 
in terms of the principal null congruences. Szafron 3 general
ized this result to the case of a perfect fluid. Berger, Eardley, 
and Olsonll proved that the Szekeres dust models of Class I 
admit conformally flat comoving slices, and that the "mar
ginally bound quasispherical" subset (Class CFVIIIaii in 
Table I above) have flat comoving slices. Wainwright and 
Szafron later proved that in all perfect Szekeres metrics, the 
comoving slices are conformally flat. Their proof essentially 
consisted of checking the validity of Eqs. (2.2)-(2.9) using a 
REDUCE program, written by Wainwright; it preceded our 
analytic proof. 

The Petrov classification of the Szekeres models follows 
immediately upon using Eqs. (2.37) in conjunction with the 
tetrad components of the "electric" and "magnetic" parts of 
the Weyl tensor, Eap and H afJ , respectively (cf. Theorem 2.4 
of a subsequent article in this series). Following Ellis,7 the 
Weyl tensor Cabcd may be decomposed into the "electric" 
part, Eab , with 

Eac-CabcdUbUd, E -E ab - (ab)' Ea a = 0, and 

and the "magnetic" part, H ab , with 

Hac=!1JabghCghcd UbUd, Hab = H(ab) , Haa=o, 
and 
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MacCallum13 has expressed the components of Eab andHab 
in a general orthonormal tetrad. In the Fermi-propagated 
shear eigenframe of Corollary 1, we obtain E afJ 
= diag( - 2E,E,E) and HafJ = 0. By evaluating the eigen

values and eigenvectors of EafJ + iHafJ (cf. Ref. 14), we find 
that the models are of Petrov type D if E=/=O, and of type 0 
(i.e., conformally flat, and hence FR W7) if E = 0. This result 
is in agreement with those ofWainwrightl2 in the dust case, 
and of Szafron3 in the perfect fluid case. 

In Appendix B, we give the commutation functions, 
Jacobi identities, and field equations for the Szekeres class in 
the orthonormal tetrad of Corollary 1. 

We now classify those space-times satisfying condi
tions (i)-(iv), (vii), and (viiia), with a~O. This classification 
is based on the vanishing of the invariant quantities R * ,S,!!> 
and 12, bearing in mind the results ofthe Corollary to Lemma 
2.1 and of!, Proposition 3.2. The results of this are given in a 
"specialization diagram," Table I. 

The tensor R :fJ possesses 5 algebraically independent 
components, since it has two equal eigenvalues. Since 
IJ = 14 = 0, and since we can make n22=O (see I, Proposition 
4.3 and the proof of I, Theorem 4.2), there are five algebra
ically independent quantities amongst naP and ap . Conse
quently we can ascribe a dimension of 10 to the most general 
case. The vanishing of R * or II alone reduces the dimension 
by 1, the vanishing of 12 alone reduces the dimension by 2, 
and the vanishing of S alone reduces the dimension by 4. We 
have used the notation of!, Tables II and III to describe each 
type of model. This is prefixed with the letters "CF" (to 
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denote conform ally fiat comoving slices), and suffixed with 
the numbers i, ii, and iii to denote the vanishing of II> 12> and 
both II and I" respectively. 

In a subsequent article, we shall carefully investigate 
the members of each subclass in Table I, and relate them to 
known space-times, in the case where the matter either is 
dust (p = 0), or it obeys an equation of state P = PVt) with 
dpldIJ4=0. 
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APPENDIX A: SPECIALIZATION TO THE CASE 
WHERE CONDITIONS (i)-(iii) AND (vii) PERTAIN, 
IN A FERMI-PROPAGATED ORTHONORMAL 
SHEAR EIGENFRAME 

Ba (3 = diag (BI>B"B,) 

Jacobi identities: 

Jln ll + J,n l, + Jlnll + J,a l - Jla, - 2(n llal 

+ nl,a, + nlla) = 0, 

J,n" + J)n,) + J ln 12 + J)a l - Jla) - 2(n"a, 

+ n'lal + nl,a l) = 0, 

J)n JJ + Jlnll + J,n'l + J,a, - J,a l - 2(nJJa J 

+ n)la l + n2Ja,) = 0, 

and 

JoGl + JIB, + alBI = 0, 

2Joa, + J,(e l + e,) + 2a,B, = 0, 

2JoG) + J)(e l + e,) + 2alB, = 0, 

JOnll - nll(BI - 2B,) = 0, 

Jon" + n"Bl = 0, 

Jon)) + n))Bl = 0, 

Jon,) + n'Jel = 0, 

2JOn)1 - J,(BI - B,) + 2n)IB, = 0, 

2JOn l, + Jl(BI - e,) + 2n 12e, = 0, 

Field equations: 

81 + 28, + B i + 2B ~ + 1Vt + 3p) = 0, 

JIB, + al(BI - ( 2) = 0, 

J,(BI + (2) + (nJI - a,)(BI - ( 2) = 0, 

JJ(BI + B,) - (n l , + aJ) (B, - B,) = 0, 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(A 10) 

(All) 

(AI2) 

(A 13) 

(AI4) 

(AIS) 

(AI6) 

+ (2a ar + nrfJn fJ - ~ - Jar) (AI8a) r r 2 r 

= 8, + B,(BI + 2B,) - !(.u - p) 

- 2(n l,n ll + nnn" + n'lnn) + nn,) 

=0, 

- 2(n21n12 + n"n 31 + nlln lt ) 

+ nn)l = 0, 
and 

- R ~2 

(AI8b) 

(A19) 

(A20) 

- ~(Jla2 + J,a l) + ~(J,n'J + JJ(n ll - n,,) - Jln)l) 

+ n"a) - n,)a, + nlJa l - nltaJ 

- 2(n 1ln" + n lln l2 + nl,n,,) + nn l, = 0, (A21) 

when n n~. 

It will be convenient to express Eqs. (A 17) and (A 18) in 

terms of the trace of e a(3 and R :(3' and their trace free parts, 
a 0(3 and So(3: 

n' 
_ R *= - R '(1= - 4J a" + 6a aO + na (3n -- a- a a a(3 2 

= 2B,(2Bl + B,) - 2/1 (A22) 
and 

- (R ~ I - R ;2) = (Bl - B,) + (el - B,) (Bl + 2e,). (A23) 

The contracted Bianchi identities, under which the above 
equations are compatible, become 

it + (J.l + p) (Bl + 2B,) = 0, (A24) 

and 

(A2S) 
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APPENDIX 2: COMMUTATION FUNCTIONS, 
JACOBI IDENTITIES, AND EINSTEIN FIELD 
EQUATIONS FOR THE PERFECT FLUID 
SZEKERES METRICS (2.36) IN THE 
ORTHONORMAL TETRAD eo = «}fat), 
e1 = e - A (Max), e2 = e - B (alay), and 
e3 = e - B (alaz) (with A = 0) 

Commutation functions: 

and 

U = W = n = 0, ell = A, e22 = en = E, 
ea (3 = ° (a=f=f3),n ll = n22 = n33 = n23 = 0, 

1 B(A B) _1 -B(A -B) n l2 = - 2e - z - z' n31 - 2e y y , 

a l = -Bxe- A, 

a2 = -!e-B(Ay+B), 

a 3 = -!e - B(A z + B). 

Jacobi identities: Equations (Al)-(A12) are identically 
satisfied. 

Field equations: 

A' + 2E + A 2 + 2E 2 + !(u + 3p) = 0, 

Ex - B x (A - E ) = 0, 

Ay +Ey +Ay(A -E)=O, 

A z +Ez +Az(A -E)=O, 

+ 2B ;e - 2A = A' + A (A + 2E ) - !(u - p), 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(BS) 

-R;2 =e- B [e-B(Ay + By)]y +e-B(Bze-B)z +2B; 

X e - 2A + e - A (Bx e - A)x + e - 2B (A ~ 

+AzBz+B~+B;) 
= E + E(A + 2E) -!(u - p) (B6a) 

= -R;3 
=e- B [e-B(Az +Bz)L +e-B(Bye-B)y 

+2B;e- 2A +e-A(Bxe-A)x 

+e-· 2B (A; +Ay By +B~ +B;), (B6b) 

-R;3 =e- 2B (Ayz - ByAz -BzAy +AyAz)=O, (B7) 

- R;1 = e-A-B(Bxz -Az Bx) = 0, (B8) 

-R;2 =e-A-B(Bxy -AyBx)=O, (B9) 

Equations (Bl)-(B9) are equivalent to (A 13)-(A2 I). 

APPENDIX C: CLASS II SZEKERES METRICS 
We use the notation of Szafron. 3 Let L denote the 

operator 
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a2 • a .. L ,p - + ,p - + (,p + ,pp)I. at 2 at 
Then ,p satisfies 

L,p = - k, 

and A satisfies 

LA = U+kW. 
Let J-t denote the general solution of 

LJ-t = 0. 

Then, using (C I), the general solution of (C2) is 

A = _!t (U + kW) + J-t, 
k 

whenever k=f=0. Thus, 

a = In(A + ,po) 
= In(u + ,po-). 

In (C4), 

and 

0-= 2 [ Ut€" + vt + vt + W] 
1 + ktt 

0-=0- - ~(U+kW) 
k 

2 rUt€"+ vt+ V€"+ W]' 
1 + ktt 

where 

U = U - !( U + k W), V = v, 
and 

w= W- _l_(U+kW). 
2k 

(Cl) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4a) 
(C4b) 

Thus the term in (C3) that involves,p can be absorbed into 
the term in a involvin~ 0-, in such a way that the functions U 
and W satisfy fj + k W = 0. 
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A new approach to inhomogeneous cosmologies: Intrinsic symmetries. III. 
Conformally flat slices and their analysis 

c. B. Collinsa) 

Department 0/ Applied Mathematics, University o/Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1 

D. A. Szafronb
) 

Department 0/ Applied Mathematics, University o/Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1 
and Department 0/ Mathematics, Portland State University, P. 0. Box 751, Portland, Oregon 97207 c) 

(Received 13 October 1978) 

We have already obtained an invariant characterization and classification of the Szekeres 
inhomogeneous cosmological models. In the present paper, we present a detailed study of the 
hierarchy of solutions. The approach adopted suggests simple generalizations of the Szekeres 
models, and we present a number ofresuIts and ideas for further study. 

1. CONFORMALLY FLAT SLICES WITH AN EQUATION 
OF STATE 

We continue our investigation (see Refs. 1 and 2, here
after referred to as I and II, respectively) of space-times in 
which the fluid flows orthogonally to conformally flat space
like hypersurfaces. We shall be discussing models subject to 
various conditions. These were listed in I and II, and, for 
brevity, are not repeated here. We shall investigate exhaus
tively the contents of each subcase in the classification of II, 
Table I, when the matter obeys an equation of state of the 
form p = p( f.1); the discussion naturally divides into two pos
sibilities, depending on whether or not dp/df.1_0. If 
dp/df.1_0,p is constant, and then we consider the only phys
ically realistic case of dust (p-O). We shall also obtain nec
essary and sufficient conditions on the variables A and B in 
the Szekeres line element (11,2.26) for our models to be any 
of the familiar ones (e.g., spatially homogeneous, LRS, 
Taub, Bondi-Tolman, flat slices, R ;43 isotropic, etc.). We 
shall assume a=EO throughout, i.e., we ignore the isotropic 
(FR W) solutions. 

A direct calculation (cf. II, Appendix B) shows that 
I, = a I = - B, e 1 (1.1) 

and 
I2=(nl,-a,)2+(n'2+al)2=e 2B(A.~ +A;). (1.2) 

Einstein's field equations impose restrictions on the metric 
functions A and B [see (II, B1)-(II, B9)]. With these restric
tions in force, we now give conditions for the Szekeres metric 
to satisfy various specializations. The space-times satisfy 
condition (v) of I and II, i.e., the hypersurfaces It = con
stant 1 have isotropic R ;,(1' if and only if R ~ I 
= !(R ;, + R~l )¢=:::> 

2e 'I (B ,., - A X B,) + e 211 (A v,' + A zz + A .~ + A ; 

"Supported in part by Operating Grant #A3978 from the National Re
search Council of Canada. and by a University of Waterloo Research 
Grant. 

"'Supported by a Postgraduate Fellowship from the National Research 
council of Canada, 

"Permanent address: Department of Mathematics. Portland State Univer· 
sity. 1'.0, Box 751. Portland, Oregon, 97207, 

(1.3) 

while 
R* =O¢=:::>R~I +R;, +R;, =0 

¢=:::>e 21 (3B: - 2A, B, + 2B,J + e 211 

(1.4) 
Moreover, the hypersurfaces It = constant 1 are fiat if and 
only ifboth (1.3) and (1.4) hold, i.e., ifand only if 
B~e 21+e 211(Bvv+BzJ=0 (l.5a) 

and 
2e 2f(B: -A,B, +B,,)+e 2I>(A,,, +A zz +A;, +A;) 

= O. (l.5b) 

The Szekeres space-times are locally rotationally symmetric 
if and only if there are no preferred directions in the 2-plane 
spanned by e2 and e,1' This is so if and only if 12 = O¢=:::> 

A = A (t,x) (1.6) 

(and since nil = w, = 0, the LRS models necessarily belong 
to case II of Refs. 3 and 4). Of the inhomogeneous LRS 
cosmological models, two are historically important: the 
Bondi-Tolman spherically symmetric models and the Taub 
plane-symmetric models. In the spherically symmetric mod
els, the surfaces It = constant, x = constant 1 are 2-spheres, 
while in the plane-symmetric models they are 2-planes. Thus 
the Szekeres models are spherically symmetric if and only if 
(1.6) holds and 

e 211 (B" + B zz ) = - r'(t,x), (r:EO), (l.7a) 

and they belong to the Bondi-Tolman class if and only if, in 
addition, 

B,:EO and p = O. (l.7b) 

The models are of the Taub plane-symmetric class if and only 
if (1.6) holds and 

B'T + Bzz = O. (1.8) 

Finally, the Szekeres metrics are spatially homogeneous if 
and only if 

A = A (t) and i3 = i3 (t ). (1. 9) 
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This is seen by employing Eqs. (II, B2)-(II, B4) to show that 
without loss of generality, A = A (t) and B = t/J(t) + v(y,z) 
(cf. Refs. 5 and 6) where the metric e2v(Y.z)(dy 2 + dz2

) is that 
of a 2-space of constant curvature. The line element (11,2.36) 
then clearly admits four independent spacelike Killing 
vectors. 

We investigate each subcase occurring in the specializa
tion diagram (II, Table I), determining the associated re
strictions on the solutions as given by Szekeres5 for dust and 
Szafron6 for perfect fiuid. This is done using Szafron's,·nota
tion. We prove in II, Appendix A that in the Class II models 
(defined by the condition B x = 0), without loss of genetality, 
k~U + kW = 0, and we take this to be the case hence
forth (in the particular form of the dust solutions as given by 
Szekeres)/ U and Ware necessarily so related. 7 We take this 
opportunity to point our further typographical errors on p. 
61 of Ref. 5 (cf. Refs. 7 and 8): If k = 0 and ¢ = t 213, then 
J.L = ibu(r)t 413, while if k = 0 and ¢ = 1, then J.L = ~u(r)t 2. 

1. Type VIlla models (S = R * = 0, and specializa
tions): In these models, the hypersurfaces {t = constant I are 
fiat. With an equation of state p = p( J.L), with dp/ dwl=O, it 
follows from Proposition 2.2 of Sec. 2 that the models are 
spatially homogeneous of Bianchi type I, so II = 12 = 0, and 
the models are necessarily of type VIllaiii (they admit a G4 

isometry group, multiply transitive on the hypersurfaces 
{ t = constant I, i.e., they are LRS, belonging to case IIa of 
Ref. 4). If the pressure is zero, then there are models in each 
subclass of type CFVIII. We now discuss each subclass in 
turn, when the matter content is dust. 

(a) Type CFVIllaiii (S = R * = II = 12 = 0): The Sze
keres metrics are of this type if and only if A = A (t,x), Bx 
= 0, and Byy + Bzz = 0, as follows from (1.1), (1.5), and 

(1.6). Since (1.8) then holds, these models belong to the Taub 
plane-symmetric subclass of the LRS models. The 2-surfaces 
It = constant, x = constant) are therefore fiat. This means 
that the (dust) models belong to case IIbiii of Ref. 3, in 
which, without loss of generality, the functions A and Bare 
given by 

e-< = r 1/3 [1 + C(x») 

and 

~ = 1213. 

This is the generalized Bianchi I metric discussed in I, Sec. I 
(the expression for e-< corrects that given for X by Ellis3

; it 
also corrects the expression for X given by Szafron and 
Wainwright9

). The space-time is in general invariant under 
an Abelian G3 acting multiply transitively on the 2-surfaces 
{I = constant, x = constant J; in the special case where C (x) 
is constant, the space-time is invariant under a G4 multiply 
transitive in the hypersurfaces [I = constant J, i.e., a spatial
ly homogeneous model of Bianchi type I. In the notation of 
Szafron,6 all these models are of Class II with 
k = U(z) = V(z) = O(withoutlossofgenerality,u = 0). The 
models are spatially homogeneous of Bianchi I if and only if 
in addition [In(A. + ¢u)y . = O. 

(b) Type CFVllIaii (S = R * = 12 = 0): The Szekeres 
metrics are of this type if and only if(1.5) and (1.6) hold, and 
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B x =1=0. The only models are a subset of those given by Ellis,3 

of case IIaii, in which the hypersurfaces [ t = constant I are 
constrained to be fiat. With Ellis's tetrad choice 
(nl2 = a3 = 0) this requires alai = ai = 2a2a2 - 4a~, as fol
lows from (II, A17) and (II, AI8a). Consequently a~(x) 
= k> Oin (4.32a) of Ref. 3 [cf. his Eq. (4.19)]. These models 

are particular examples of spherically symmetric Bondi
Tolman dust solutions (cf. Ref. 5) and they are the ones de
scribed as being "marginally bound" by Berger, Eardley, 
and Olson.1O In the notation of Szafron, 6 these models are of 
Class I with k (z) = 0 and A (z), B (z), and C (z) all constant. 
Equations (1. 7) are satisfies with r _¢ -I (cf. Ref. 10). 

(c) Type CFVIllai (S = R * = II = 0): The Szekeres 
metrics are of this type if and only if Bx = 0, Byy + Bzz = 0, 
and Ayy + Azz = - (A; + A ;)=1=0. The solutions are of 
Class II with k = U(z) = 0 in Szafron's notation.6 

(d) Type CFVllIa (S = R * = 0): The necessary and 
sufficient condition for the metric (11,2.36) to belong to this 
subclass is that Eq. (1.5) hold, with Bx (A; + A ;)=1=0. This 
subclass consists of all remaining Class I (dust) Szekeres me
trics which have fiat slices and yet are not LRS. In Szafron's 
notation,6 the models are of Class I with k (z) = 0, and with at 
least one of A '(z), B '(z), and C '(z) nonzero. 

The above discussion of the type VIII models exhausts 
all our models in which R ~ is isotropic; this is because, in 
that case, by the Corollary to II, Lemma 2.1, all anisotropic 
models have R:tJ = O. We now turn our attention to those 
models for which R ~ is anisotropic, considering first the 
subset which is LRS. 

(2) Type Illcii models (12 = 0 and specializations): 
With an equation of state p = PVt), where dp/ dJ.L=I=O, these 
models are of case II of Ref. 4, being of case IIa if II = 0 (type 
CFllIciii) and of case lIb if 11=1=0 (type CFllIcii). However, 
such case lIb models are necessarily isotropic: Moreover, 
the case lIa models are spatially homogeneous, and admit a 
G4 acting multiply transitively on the hypersurfaces 
It = constant J ; if a2a2 - a~ < 0, there is a G3 subgroup of 
Bianchi type III (case II of Kantowski and Sachs II) acting 
simply transitively on the hypersurfaces I t = constant J [us
ing Eq. (4.19) of Ref. 3], whereas if a2a2 - a~ > 0 there is no 
such subgroup, but there is a G3 subgroup acting multiply 
transitively on the 2-surfaces [I = constant, x = constant J , 
and the space-time geometry is that of case I of Kantowski 
and Sachs. II (If a2a2 - a~ = 0, the space-time is of type 
CFVllIaiii. ) We now discuss each subclass of type CFlllcii 
and CFllIciii models, when the matter content is dust. 

(a) Type CFlllciii (II = 12 = 0): The Szekeres metrics 
belong to this subclass if and only if A = A (t,x) and Bx = 0 
[and R **0, i.e., (1.4) false]. The (dust) models consist of 
case IIbi of Ref. 3, and in general admit a multiply transitive 
G3 acting on the 2-surfaces (I = constant, x = constant J. If 
A = A (1), the space-times admit a group, G4 , multiply transi
tive on the hypersurfaces {t = constant I, and belonging to 
case I of Kantowski and Sachs II if aZa2 - a; > 0, and to Bian
chi type III (case II of Kantowski and Sachs II) if a;a2 - a~ 
< O. In the notation of Szafron, 6 all these models are of Class 
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II with k*O and U (z) = V (z) = W (z) = 0 (cf. II, Appendix 
A). The (generalized) Bianchi III metrics have k = - 1, and 
then (1.7a) is satisfied with r-rp -I; the (generalized) Kan
towski-Sachs metrics have k = + 1 (cf. Refs. 5 and 12). The 
models are spatially homogeneous if and only if in addition 
[In(A + rpo))' = O. 

(b) Type CFIIIcii (I2 = 0): These models are the re
maining LRS models with conform ally flat (but not flat) 
sections. The Szekeres metrics are of this subclass if and only 
if A = A (t,x) (and Bfi *=1=0). The solutions are the remain
ing (dust) models in case lIaii of Ref. 3, excluding the mar
ginally-bound case where aMx) = K (which is of type 
CFVIIlaii). These metrics are "generalized Bondi-Tolman" 
solutions, admitting a multiply transitive G1 on the 2 sur
faces It = constant, x = constant I. When the (constant) 
curvature of these 2-surfaces is positive, the metrics are 
spherically symmetric (Bondi-Tolman), and when the cur
vature is zero the metrics are plane symmetric (Taub). (In 
the case when the curvature is negative, Szekeres' describes 
the solutions as "pseudospherically symmetric," and re
marks that this class is previously unexplored. However, El
lis' has investigated it fairly extensively.) In the notation of 
Szafron,6 the metrics are of Class I with A (z), B (z), and C (z) 

linearly dependent functions and k (z):i::O. The models are 
Bondi-Tolman spherically symmetric if a,a, - a~ > 0 
[<==>k (z) > - 1; cf. Ref. 5], and then Eqs. (1.7) are satisfied 

withr [1 + k (z)r/2(b -I. ThemodelsareTaubplanesymmet
ric if a2a2 - a~ = 0 [¢=:::::?k (z) = - 1; Szekeres' ascribes this 
type of solution to Eardley, Liang, and Sachs, IJ although it 
occurs as a special case of a general class of solutions studied 
earlier by, e.g., Taub 14

·1\ and Ellisl]. 

3. Type IIIc and Illci models (general case and II = 0): 
The remaining models are those which are not LRS and for 
which R :fJ is anisotropic. We show first that the only possi
ble models are those with dust matter content (cf. the argu
ment in Ref. 12). If p = pep) and dp/dp=f:=O, then Eq. (II, 
A25) shows thatp = pet )andp = p(t). By the energy conser
vation Eg. (II, A24), ()t + 2(), depends on t only. Now Eq. 
(II,A 13) requires that () T + 2() ~ depends on t only, hence 
()I = ()t(t ) and (), = (),(t). Using Szafron's notation,6 if the 
metric is of Class I, this requires ~ / rp and (~ I + ~Vl)/ 
(rp 1+ rpv') to depend on time only, hence rp (t,z) is separable 
and then the model is FRW (which we assume not to be the 
case). If the metric is of Class II, we find that 
(A + ~u)I(A + rpu) depends on time only, so, differentiating 
with .respect. to sand [, we o?tain (~rp - A~ )us 
= (Arp - Arp )uf = O. Since Arp=l=Arp (otherwise the metric is 

FRW), it follows that Us = uf = 0, and so Eq. (1.6) is satis
fied and the space-times are LRS, which is again a contra
diction. We now discuss each subclass of type CFIIIc and 
CFIIIci models, when the matter content is dust. 

(a) Type CFIIIci (II = 0): The Szekeres metrics are of 

Table I. Content .. of each suhcase III II. Tahle I. \ .. ,hell the matter eJlhef j-. du\t or it ohcy<; an equation of state p = p( IJ), with dpldf.l*O. We assume condition (vilia) of I and Jl hohh 

Dimen- Flal R:", 
J"ype "Ion R'=~OS~() I, - 0 I. _ 0 slices l"otroplC LRS 

CFVIIaiii Ii V \' V 

CFVIlla,i J \ ~' V 

CFVIllal 4 \ v 

CFVIlla V 

CFIIIclIl \' \' 

CFIIlcil ': 

CFlIki 

CFllk 10 
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ContalIls 
Tolman-Bondi Contaln~ Taub 
spherically plane-symmetric 

~Jmmetric m()del~ models 

Bianchi I I 
Generalized 
BianchI 
l(fnr p _. 0 only) 

Marginally bound 
(for p -- () only) 
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this type ifand only if Bx = ° [and (A ; + A ;)R *=#)]. This 
means that, in the notation of Szafron,6 the metrics are of 
Class II with [k 2 + U2(Z)][U2 + VV + W2]*0. The solutions 
were discovered by Szekeres. 5 

(b) Type CFlIIc: This is the most general class, in 
which Bx(A; + A ;)R **0. In the notation ofSzafron,6 the 
metrics are of Class I with k (z):i:O and with A (z), B (z), and 
C (z) linearly independent. These solutions were discovered 
by Szekeres. 5 

Table I summarizes the results of the foregoing 
analysis. 

Clearly, some ofthese results have been previously ob
tained by a variety of authors, and we have endeavored to 
acknowledge this in the text. We should point out that as a 
consequence of our scrutiny of the Szekeres models, we have 
rediscovered a result of Wainwright, 16 that the Szekeres 
models are necessarily LRS if the matter obeys an equation 
ofstatep = pep,) with dp/dp,=#). This result was also dupli
cated, and extended, by Spero and Szafron,12 who found that 
such models are not only LRS, but also spatially homogen
eous, being FRW, Kantowski-Sachs, or Bianchi types I or 
III. Again this is clear from our table. 

Finally, we make some remarks concerning the two so
lutions of Stephani. 17 These belong to the Szekeres class, and 
were obtained by Stephani in his search for Petrov type D 
models of imbedding class I. In general, II = ° and 
12SR **0. In Stephani's first solution, the matter content 
cannot be dust; ifit satisfies an equation of state of the form 
p = pUt), then II = 12 = S = R * = O,i.e., the metric belongs 
to type CFVlIIaiii and is spatially homogeneous of Bianchi 
type I [it may also be a FRW(k = 0) model]. In Stephani's 
second set of solutions, the only solutions in which p = p( p,) 
and dpldf1*O are LRS (12 = 0), and then SR **0, i.e., they 
are of Bianchi type III or Kantowski-Sachs [or they may 
also be FRW(k = ± 1) models]. We have found that in the 
dust solutions, the function dl(x) given by Stephani17 is not 
arbitrary (as he has claimed) but that dl(x) ex:: coshx. By rede
fining his variable r, we can arrange for dlr) = 1, without 
loss of generality. The models are then LRS if and only if 
dl(x) = 0. Thus the dust solutions in Stephani's second set 
are in general of type CFlIIci, but they can also be of type 
CFIIIciii. Relating these solutions to those obtained by Sze
keres/ we see thatf2 = I 21b requires b > 0, so k = - 1, and 
¢ lifJ = VI requires ifJ ex:: I. By Eq. (8) of Ref. 5, ¢ 2 = 1 + IlifJ 
requires ifJ = t and I = 0. In fact, the Stephani dust solutions 
form only a small subset of those Class II Szekeres solutions 
for which k = - 1 and 1= 0, since, in the notation of Sza
fron,6 the Stephani dust solutions are restricted by the re
quirement that V = 0. 

2. FLAT SLICES AND ACCELERATING LRS 
METRICS 

In this section, we obtain a number of results pertaining 
to space-times with flat comoving slices. We also examine 
the LRS models in more detail. 

Theorem 2.1: Let M be a space-time with a C 3 metric. 
Suppose that M is foliated by a family of flat spacelike hyper-
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surfaces. Then there exists locally a set of coordinates in 
which the metric has the form 

ds2 = - A 2dt 2 + 2Aadxadt + Oatftxa dxf3, (2.1) 

whereA =A (t,xa)andA a = A a(t,xf3 ). The flat spacelike hy
persurfaces are then specified by [t = constant ]. 

Proof We may choose comoving coordinates [ya] so 
that the line element has the form 

ds2 = - B 2(dyOr + gaf3 dya dy f3, (2.2) 

with B = B (y") and gaf3 = ga(3 (ya). The flat hypersurfaces 
are given by [yO = constant} . Consider the curve, r, defined 
by y (3 = 0. For each point p on this curve, let ea (P) denote 
those elements of the tangent space of the hypersurfaces 
[yO = constant} throughp, whereea(p)·e(3(p) = fla(3' i.e., at 
each point pEF, the vectors ea (p) are orthonormal. We first 
construct vector fields [Y a} which are parallel on each flat 
hypersurface [yO = constant] , and which agree with the vec
tor fields [ea } along the curve r [i.e., Ya(P) = ea(p) for all 
pEF ]. These vector fields [Y a} are determined by parallel 
propagation of the fields [ea } in each submanifold 
[yO = constant} , and therefore satisfy the equations 

aYa (3 f3 (3 (3 0 ay' = - r AI" Yal", Ya (p) = ea (p), Ya = 0. 

(2.3) 

For each Ya , (2.3) is a system of differential equations with 
independent variables y', and parametrized by yO. The inte
grability conditions of this system are clearly satisfied, since 
the hypersurfaces [yO = constant] are flat [i.e., the integrabi
lity conditions are R ;:,1.1" YyA = 0, where R ;:,1.1" is the (zero) 
Riemann tensor of the hypersurfaces [yO = constant) ; cf. 
Appendix II of Ref. 18]. Furthermore, since the quantities 
r 11" are C 2 in the coordinates ya, so also are the components 
Ya (3, as follows from the proofs of the theorem in Appendix 
II of Ref. 18. Note also that since parallel propagation pre
serves scalar products, Ya • Y (3 = fl a(3 everywhere. 

We now seek a new coordinate system (t,xU), where 
t = yO and XU = xa(yj, with respect to which Ya = al axa in 
some open region of space-time through which r passes. 
This will be possible if and only if we can determine suitable 
solutions of the equations 

(2.4) 

Since the components Ya (3 are locally C 2 functions of the 
coordinatesya, and since the vectors Ya are linearly indepen
dent on r, it follows that the inverse, yP y , of Ya A exists and 
is a C 2 function of the coordinates ya in some open region 
through which r passes. Equations (2.4) are therefore equiv
alent to the equations 

aJ!l = yf3A • (2.5) 
ay' 

By Eqs. (2.3) it follows that the inverse, yPy , satisfies 

aYPy _ f3 U 

ay' - Y yr AY' 

from which the integrability conditions for (2.5) are seen to 
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hold (i.e., the integrability conditions are yp u rAy 
= ypur~A ,whicharetruesincetheconnectionissymmet

ric). Thus Eqs. (2.5), and hence Eqs. (2.4), possess a solution 
XU = xu(ya) which is C 2 in the coordinatesya. Moreover, with 
this choice of coordinates (t,xU) the line element (2.2) be
comes (2.1), where Au = gp/ay Plat) Ya rand 
A 2 = B 2 - AaAptSap. 0 

Corollary 1: Let M be a space-time with a C 3 metric. 
Suppose that M is foliated by a family, Y, of flat spacelike 
hypersurfaces. Then there exists locally an orthonormal tet
rad for which eo is orthogonal to the family Y, and in which 
the commutation function rfi r = 0 (¢::=:}nap = 0 and aa 
=0). 

Proof Choose the coordinates of Theorem 2.1 with 

eo = B -1( i. - tSaf3 A ~) 
at f3 axel 

and 

where B 2 = A ' + A~tJ5ar3=;F0. o 
Remark: We shall refer to the tetrad of Corollary 1 as 

the "Cartesian tetrad." 

Corollary 2: Let M be a space-time with a C J metric. 
Suppose that M is foliated by a family, Y, of flat spacelike 
hypersurfaces. Suppose further that the normal congruence 
of L7 is geodesic, and that Cartesian tetrad of Corollary 1 is 
Fermi propagated. Then there exists a function ¢ (t,xa

) such 
that Af3 = ¢.f3 in (2.1), and the line element is expressible in 
the form 

ds' = - (1 - '" '" J;ll(3)dt' + 2'" dxu dt + tS dxa dxf3. 'P,no/.fP 'P,er a/3 

(2.6) 

Proof The condition that the normal congruence of.7 
is geodesic means that B = B (yO) in Eq. (2.2). By a transfor
mation of the form yO' = yO' (yO) we can then arrange for 
A = 1, without loss of generality. From the tetrad of Corol
lary 1 and (1,2.4), we find that 

Consequently n = 0 implies that A [/i.,'1 = 0, where a comma 
denotes partial derivative. Thus there exists locally a func

tion ¢ (t,xel) such that A/I = ¢./i' and the result follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 

Remarks: the coordinates (t,xa
) obtained in Theorem 

2.1 and Corollary 2 are not in general comoving with the 
normal congruence of the family Y [in fact they are comov

ing in Theorem 2.1 if and only if eo(xa
) = O¢::=:?A" = 0, and 

they are comoving in Corollary 2 if and only if ¢ = ¢ (t ), 
which generates Minkowski space-time]. However, the 
transformation between these coordinates and comoving 
ones can be written down explicitly in some special cases. 
The spatially homogeneous perfect fluid Bianchi type I solu
tions have a metric of the form 

ds' = - dt' + X'(t)dx' + Y'(t)dy' + Z'(t)dz' 

[cf. I, Eq. (1.1)], and satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2.19 If 
we define functions t, x, y, and z by 

t = i, x = xX (h y = yY(h and z = zZ (t), 
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and write 

where' d I di, then the metric has the form of Eq. (2.6) in 
the coordinates (t,x,y,z). 

We shall now show that for certain cosmological mod
els, spatial homogeneity of the fluid's energy density f.1 re
quires the model to be spatially homogeneous in the conven
tional sense of Lie group theory. 

Proposition 2.2: Suppose that a cosmological model sat
isfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (vi) of I and II, that the 
fluid's expansion tensor possesses two equal eigenvalues 
(7 = 0), and that the energy density f.1 is constant on each of 
the flat hypersurfaces .Y'. Then necessarily the model is spa
tially homogeneous, and admits a group of Bianchi type I. 

Proof We choose the Fermi-propagated shear eigen
frame of I, Proposition 4.3. The contracted Bianchi identi
ties (II, A24) and (II,A25) yield 

aa()1 = aa()' = 0, 

for all a. Field Eqs. II, (AI4) - (AI6) now require that ei
ther ()1 = ()" and then the model is FRW20 or 

If the model is FR W, then it is spatially homogeneous, and it 
admits a group of Bianchi type I since R :p = 0. 19 Assume 
then that the model is not FRW. The definition of R ~ I , Eq. 
(II,A 17), becomes 

~(n~2 + n;3 - nil) + 2n~3 - n22 n33 = O. (2.7) 

Differentiation of (2.7) along eo, using Eqs. (II,A 7)-
(II,A 1 0), and substituting (2.7) yields 

(2.8) 

and then the model is LRSY Substitution of Eq. (2.8) into 
(2.7) implies that 

(2.9) 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) now allow us to choose coordinates 
(as in the proof of II, Theorem 2.4) so that the line element is 
of the Szekeres form [II, Eq. (1.1)]. Now from Theorem 2.3 
of Ref. 12, or alternatively from the results of Ellis, MacCal
lum, and Stewart,3.4,19 the model is spatially homogeneous 
and admits a group of Bianchi type I, since R :p = 0. 

Remark: Instead of requiring f.1 = f.1(t) we could alter
natively demand an equation of state [i.e., condition (viiib) of 
I and II] with dpldf.1=;FO, and appeal to Eq. (II,A25) to de
duce that f.1 satisfies the conditions of the proposition. We 
note also that the proof of Proposition 2.2 does not require 
that the cosmological term be zero. We therefore obtain 

Corollary: Proposition 4.2 is valid when condition (ii) of 
I and II is relaxed. 

In general the Cartesian tetrad of Corollary 1 of Theo
rem 2.1, in which naP = aA = 0, is not a shear eigenframe. 
We now determine circumstances in which the two frames 
agree. 
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Theorem 2.3: Suppose that a cosmological model satis
fies conditions (i), (iii), and (viiia) of I and II. Suppose fur
ther that there is a shear eigenframe with respect to which 
na[3 _aA O. Then the model is either spatially homogeneous 
(and admits a group of Bianchi type I), or it is a spatially 
inhomogeneous LRS model belonging to case lIa of Ref. 4 if 
p=l=D, and to case IIbiii of Ref. 3 ifp = O. With the additional 
condition (viiib) ofI and II, the only inhomogeneous model 
is the "generalized Bianchi I" (case I1biii) dust solution of 
Ellis' (or an unrealistic generalization in which the pressure 
is a nonzero constant). 

Proof The field Eqs. (I,B3) in a shear eigenframe with 
R ;X{J = 0 imply that if 8" 8" and 8, are distinct, 

n a = 0 (2.10) 

[if Oh O2, and 03 are not distinct, then a shear eigenframe can 
be found in which (2.10) is true]. The Jacobi identities (I,B5) 
and (I,B6) then imply that 

aa8{3 = 0 (a=l={3). (2.11) 

The commutators (I,Al)-(I,A3) are given by 

[ eo,ea ] = - 0 a ea (no sum). 

Applying these commutators to O{3 - OA (a,/3')' all distinct) 
and using Eqs. (I,B3) and (2.11) yields 

(a,(),)(02 - ( 3) = (a202)(OI - ( 3) = (a3()3)(OI - ( 2) = 0. 

(2.12) 

The argument now divides into two cases, depending on 
whether all aa Oa terms vanish in Eq. (2.12) (case 1), or not 
(case 2). 

Case 1: aJ)1 = a202 = a3()3 = O. then we have r'f,c 
= r'f,c (t ), so Lemma 2.1 from Ref. 19 implies that this model 

is spatially homogeneous. Since R :{3 = 0, it admits a group 
of Bianchi type I. 

Case 2: there exists at least one nonzero aa()a (no sum). 
Without loss of generality, let aIOI=l=0. Then, Eq. (2.12) 
implies 

from which, using (2.11), 

J20, = J,O, = O. (2.13) 

Equations (2.11) and (II,A22) then imply that 

al/-l = a"" = O. 

We shall show that JI/1=1=0. Assume that JI/1 = D. The com
mutator (I,AI) then requires J,JrI1 = D. Using the contract
ed Bianchi identities (II,A24) and (II,A25) this requires 
(j1 + p)J/J, = D which is impossible, by virtue of our as
sumptions. Consequently, 

(2.14) 

so these solutions do not admit a group of Bianchi type I. By 
Eq. (II,A25), however, p is constant on the flat hypersur
faces. These solutions are LRS and belong to case IIa of Ref. 
4 if p=l=D, and to case IIbiii of Ref. 3 if P = D. With condition 
(viiib) ofI and II in force, Eq. (2.14) requiresdp/dp = D, and 
hence p is constant throughout space-time. The only phys-
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ically relevant case then occurs for dust (p = D), and the 
models are the "generalized Bianchi I" (case IIbiii) solutions 
of Ellis. 3 

We shall now discuss the Petrov classification of some 
of the cosmological models with flat slices. 

Theorem 2.4: Suppose we have a cosmological model in 
which conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (vi) of! and II are satis
fied. Suppose further that the Cartesian tetrad (see Corollary 
1 of Theorem 2.1) is Fermi-propagated. Then this model is in 
general of Petrov type I. The following special cases occur: 

(i) Petrov type D if and only if the expansion tensor has 
two equal eigenvalues (r = 0,0'=1=0) or a zero eigenvalue 
(± [l/3(4-di - r)]112 - Ocr2 + ()3/9 = 0, 0'=1=0), 

(ii) Petrov type 0 (conformally flat) if and only if the 
model is FRW. 

Proof Since (J) = U = 0, a solution is Petrov type 0 
(conformally flat) if and only ifit is FRW (cf. Ref. 20). 

We decompose the Weyl tensor into its electric and 
magnetic parts, as in II, Sec. 2. In the Fermi-propagated 
Cartesian tetrad, with (J) = U = 0, the components of Eab 

and Hab are21 

Ea{3 = - a08a{3 - ~()Oa/3 - O'~O'/3Y + !ba/3 

Ha/3 = - E(f3Y8aI810'a)y' 

However, in this tetrad, the Jacobi identity (I,B6) becomes 

r8J - 0 E(f3 11>100a)y - , 

so that 

Ha{3-D. 

The matrix E"B + iHa{3 is now real and symmetric, so it has 
three real eigenvalues. ThusoursolutionisofPetrovtypeI,D, 
orO (cf. Ref. 22). SinceE~ = Owe may write Ea[3in the form 

Ea/3 = - JOO'a/3 - j()O'a/3 - O'ayO'b + ~8a/3' 
The trace free part of the field equation (I,B3) is 

aoO' a{3 + 00' a/3 = 0, 

so EaB becomes 
E - Ie y 2 ,,;, a/3 - -;- O'U/3 - O'ayO'{3 + -0' Uu{3' ., 3 (2.15) 

We now restrict our attention to those solutions which are 
not FRW, so that EaffO and O'affD. A necessary and suffi
cient condition for the space-times to be Petrov type D is for 
E u{3 to have two equal nonzero eigenvalues, i.e., 

1 3 
- 6.1' = 0, 

where 

1=E u{3Ea --+D d J E 1<'/3YEu-+D {:Jr an - uri'-" y-r-. (2.16) 

Substitution of Eq. (2.15) into Eq, (2.16), using Eqs. (1,2.5), 
yields, after a lengthy calculation, 

1 3 
- 6J2 = ~ r( ± [l/3(4-di - r)]112 - Ocr2 + () 3/9j2. 

q 
(2.17) 
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The vanishing of T is equivalent to demanding that the ex
pansion tensor Bab have two equal eigenvalues. The vanish
ing of the second factor in (2.17) is equivalent to demanding 
that the expansion tensor possess a zero eigenvalue. 

In Sec. 3, we shall consider possible ways of generaliz
ing our results. The class of inhomogeneous cosmological 
models we consider in the present article includes all the 
well-known ones (such as those of Bondi and Tolman, of 
Taub, and ofSzekeres, and most LRS models). However, 
there is a more obscure class ofLRS models, case IIc of Ref. 
4, in which the acceleration, Ii, does not vanish, and in which 
the fluid flow is orthogonal to conformally flat slices. What 
we shall now in effect show is that, if the fluid's expansion, B, 
is nonzero, this class of LRS models admits no members in 
which either the slices are flat or the fluid density is constant 
on each slice. 

Theorem 2.5: Any perfect fluid LRS cosmological mod
el, in which conditions (i) and (viii) of I and II hold, satisfies 
at least one of the following conditions: 

(a) it is not expanding (B = 0), 

(b) it is spatially homogeneous, 

(c) the fluid flows orthogonally to conformally flat 
hypersurfaces. 

Proof Stewart and Ellis4 (cf. Ref.3) have divided all 
LRS perfect fluid solutions withll + p*o into three mutally 
exclusive classes. In case I, B = 0. In case III, the solutions 
are either spatially homogeneous or they belong to case lIla 
of Ref. 4, in which case B = ° (since dp/dll>O by condition 
viiib of! and II). All solutions in case II have a metric of the 
form 

ds2= _ -dt
2 

+X2(t,x)dx2+P(t)[dy2+P(y)dz2], 
P(t,x) 

where T = T(y) is a solution of T"(y) + KT(y) = ° (K is a 
constant). The! t = constant 1 sections (which are ortho
gonal to the fluid flow) are shown to be conformally flat by 
verifying that, in a suitable orthonormal tetrad, Eqs. 
(II,2.2)-(II,2.9) are satisfied. 0 

Theorem 2.6: Any perfect fluid LRS model in which 
conditions (i), (vi), and (viiia) of! and II hold satisfies at least 
one of the following conditions: 

(a) it is not expanding (B = 0), 

(b) the acceleration, Ii, is necessarily zero. 

Proof The (dust) solutions of Ellis l have Ii = 0. Since 
the fluid flow is hypersurface orthogonal, ro = 0, and so the 
case I solutions of Stewart and Ellis4 are excluded. The only 
remaining solutions with iI*O are those of case IIc of Ref. 4. 
Using the expression for R :f3 given in I, Sec. 2, the con

straints R ~ 1 = R ;2 = ° imply 
(2.18) 

wheres = 2n" and we have chosen the tetrad of Stewart and 
Ellis: in which naf3 and aa are of the form aa = (a,s/2,O) and 

na"~l~2 ~ 'D 
2368 J. Math. Phys .. Vol. 20, No. 11, November 1979 

Using the commutator Eq. (I,A2) and the equations of Ap
pendix A in Ref. 4, the derivative of Eq. (2.18) along eo re
sults in auB2 = 0, where ua = (u,O,O). Since au*O in case 
lIe, this requires that O2 = 0, and then the (01) field equation 
yields a = 0, in which case 0 = a + 2{3 = 0. 0 

Corollary 1: Any LRS model satisfying conditions (i) 
and (viii) of I and II with dp/dll > 0, in which the matter 
content is a perfect fluid whose congruence has nonzero ex
pansion and flows orthogonally to flat hypersurfaces is spa
tially homogeneous of Bianchi type I. 

Proof Since the flow is hypersurface orthogonal, the 
only candidates belong to case II or case III of Ref. 4. How
ever, in case III the solutions are either not expanding (case 
IlIa) or admit spatially homogeneous hypersurfaces, Y, 
orthogonal to the flow (case IIIb). Since in case IIIb the 
hypersurfaces Yare not flat, the only allowable LRS models 
belong to case II. By Theorem 2.6 the matter flow must be 
geodesic, and the result now follows from our analysis in Sec. 
1. 

Corollary 2 (cf. Ref. 10) Any spherically symmetric 
model satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (viii) of! and II with 
dp/dp > 0, in which the matter content is a perfect fluid 
flowing orthogonally to flat hypersurfaces is a FR W (k = 0) 
model. 

Proof The contraction of (I,B3) yields (1,3.4) which 
shows that e*o. By Corollary 1, the only possible solutions 
are spatially homogeneous of Bianchi type I. With the addi
tional requirement of spherical symmetry the models must 
be FRW models, in which k = 0, since the spatially homo
geneous hypersurfaces are flat. 0 

Remark: Corollary 2 shows that the result of Berger, 
Eardley, and Olson'o can be proved without their assump
tion of regularity at the center of symmetry. 

Theorem 2.7: Suppose that a perfect fluid LRS model 
satisfies conditions (i)and (viii) of! and II, and that the fluid 
flow is orthogonal to hypersurfaces of constant energy densi
ty. Then the fluid flowlines are geodesics. 

Proof The only LRS models in which the matter is a 
perfect fluid satisfying conditions (i) and (viiia) of! and II, 
and in which the fluid flowlines are hypersurface orthogonal 
but not geodesic are those of case IIc of Ref. 4. But the con
tracted Bianchi identities together with condition (viiib) of I 
and II then yield (p, + p)u = - alP = (- dp/dll)a,u = 0, 
whence p + p = 0, which violates condition (viiia) of I and 
II. 0 

3. CONCLUSION 
We have extensively examined space-times satisfying 

our conditions (i)-(iv) and (vii) of I and II. That is, we have 
considered space-times in which the matter content is a per
fect fluid (satisfying Einstein's field equations with A = 0), 
whose flowlines are geodesics orthogonal to conformally flat 
hypersurfaces Y, and for which the fluid shear tensor, O'ij' 

and the Ricci tensor, R;j of the hypersurfaces have two equal 
eigenvalues. We have shown that these space-times consti
tute the class of inhomogeneous cosmologies examined by 
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Szekeres5 and Szafron. 6 We have specialized to the case 
where the matter either is dust or it obeys an equation of state 
p = p( f.J.,) with dp/ dwl=O, and we have carefully investigated 
every subcase in our classification. 

The next step is to generalize our models by relaxing 
some of the conditions (i)-(iv) and (vii) ofI and II. It seems 
likely that the "next most tractable" subset will be the gener
alizations of our models either to the accelerating case 
(u*O) or to the case when at least one of a ij of Rij possesses 
distinct eigenvalues. We have made several unsuccessful at
tempts at the latter generalization, imposing the more re
strictive condition (vi) of I and II in place of condition (iv). 
One would perhaps expect that Lorentzian 4-manifolds with 
flat spacelike hypersurfaces would be "few and far between," 
and that the imposition of Einstein's field equations for a 
perfect fluid would create further drastic restrictions. Never
theless, the solutions appear to be rather elusive. We have 
attempted to analyze models satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) 
and (vi) (but not (vii)] of! and II, by examining the propaga
tion of constraints, thereby generalizing the argument of the 
proof of Lemma 2.2. However, this rapidly becomes very 
complicated. We have even used a computer to facilitate the 
differentiation, substitution, and elimination.. procedure. 
While this enabled us to achieve a larger number of steps in 
the argument, we did not find it possible to proceed suffi
ciently far to reduce the problem to manageable proportions. 

The alternative of introducing acceleration [i.e., relax
ing condition (iii) ofI and II, while retaining (viO] may also 
lead to tractable sets of models. We are aware of certain 
inhomogeneous cosmological models satisfying conditions 
(i) and (viii) of! and II, in which U*O. These are the acceler
ating perfect fluid locally rotationally symmetric models 
(case lIc) of Stewart and Ellis: Some exact solutions in this 
class are known. For instance, the set of nonrotating tilted 
LRS Bianchi type V models lie in this class, where the hyper
surfaces of homogeneity do not coincide with the hypersur
faces orthogonal to the fluid flow (in fact, these are the only 
spatially homogeneous tilted LRS models23

), These models 
have been obtained in exact form by FarnsworthZ4 in the case 
of dust (p = 0), and by Maartens and Neps for Zel'dovich 
stiffmatter(p = f.J.,). The proof of Theorem 2.5 shows that in 
all case lIc models the comoving slices are conformally fiat, 
i.e., condition (iv) of I and II is necessarily satisfied. On the 
other hand, Theorem 2.6 shows that there are essentially no 
case IIc models in which the comoving slices arejiat, i.e., in 
which condition (vi) ofl and II holds. 

Another possible way of generalizing our models is to 
obtain a means of weakening condition (iv) ofI and II. Math
ematically, this condition is expressed by the vanishing of the 
"York curvature tensor," Yij (see e.g. Refs. 26 and 27). Since 
this tensor is symmetric and tracefree, it seems natural to 
define scalars Y,?O and Y, by 

and 

yZl = YYlj 
lj 

y, = 4Y~ - 3(Yijyiky~)" 

in much the same way as the scalars a and r are defined for 
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the symmetric tracefree tensor aij [see I, Eq. (2.5)]. Then 
Y1 = 0 ¢:::=::? Y;j = 0 ::::} Y, = O. We can therefore devise an al
gebraic classification of the York curvature tensor, accord
ing as Y,Yz=FO, Y1*Yz = 0, or Y\ = Y, = 0. This classifica
tion can then be combined in an obvious way to subclassify 
the various cases arising in Table II of I. 

Wainwright (private communication) has recently con
sidered the intrinsic properties of a class of space-times pre
viously discovered by Oleson'8.'9 and Wainwright 30; we dis
cuss some of his results below. The models satisfy conditions 
(i), (ii), and (viiia) ofI and II, and condition (iii) is relaxed, in 
the sense that while the matter content is still a perfect fluid 
whose flowlines form a congruence of curves orthogonal to a 
family of spacelike hypersurfaces, this congruence is not in 
general geodesic. Moreover, condition (iv) of I and II is no 
longer necessarily valid: The hypersurfaces .Y are not in 
general conformally fiat, and Yj Y,*O. In general, the expan
sion tensor possesses three distinct eigenvalues, so condition 
(vii) ofI and II no longer holds, and also condition (viiib) is 
generally violated. Imposing the condition that the flowlines 
be geodesics reduces the models to either LRS or spatially 
homogeneous space-times (whilst those ofOleson29 become 
FRW). Conditions (v) ofl and II are satisfied in the Petrov 
type II models of Oleson,9 only if they degenerate to FR W 
(k = 0) solutions. Imposing an equation of state, as in condi
tion (viiib) ofl and II, requires that it be the stiff matter 
(Zel'dovich) equation of state p = f.J." and that the Ricci ten
sor of';;' has two equal eigenvalues. Finally, solutions in a 
subclass of the (Petrov type N) models of 0leson'8 have the 
peculiar property that if they admit at least one Killing vec
tor, then Y, and Y, are connected by the algebraic constraint 
Y = 4Y~, i.e., the determinant of the York tensor Yij 
vanishes. 

Despite the various obstacles to generalization that we 
have so far encountered, we are optimistic that the novel 
technique of imposing restrictions on the spatial geometry 
will be of great use in classifying and analyzing inhomoge
neous cosmological models in general relativity. In examin
ing inhomogeneous cosmologies, mathematical intractabili
ties abound, and one is constrained by a lack of technique. 
We submit that this "constraint" is so restrictive that, with
out the use of intrinsic symmetries, the "future develop
ment" of in homogenous cosmologies will remain somewhat 
obscure, in more ways than one! 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: Generalized C metric 
[J. Math. Phys. 19, 1986 (1978)] 

Frederick J. Ernst 
Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616 

Equations (3) and (4) should both have a factor p on the 
right hand side. 

Erratum: Coping with different languages in the null tetrad formulation of 
general relativity 
[J. Math. Phys. 19,489 (1978)] 

Frederick J. Ernst 
Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616 

A number of misprints have been discovered in Appen
dix B. In the first term on the right hand side ofEq. (Ic) the 
complex conjugate w* should appear instead ofw. In the last 
term on the right hand side of Eq. (4c) B ~ should appear 

instead of B ~. In the last term on the right hand side of both 
Eqs. (8b) and (8c) Ii + should appear instead of Ii _ . Finally, 
in the third line of the text the word "frequently" should 
appear instead of "frequency. " 
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Erratum: Representations of a para-Bose algebra using only a single Bose 
field 
[J. Math. Phys. 20, 390 (1979)] 

R. Jagannathan and R. Vasudevan 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 

The non vanishing elements of matrices F2 and F3 in 
Eq. (23) are incorrect. The correct values are given by 

Fis = -F~4 = -1, Fj4 = -F~s =!. 
Then the GSO(2, 1) considered is seen to be semisimple with 

detllh II~O, detll gll~O, 

and hence not satisfying the C-theorem of Pais and Ritten-

berg, 1 i.e., there does not exist an antisymmetric matrix C 
relatingFandSmatricesasS m = CFm,Vm = 1,2,3. Hence, 
some of the statements regarding GSO(2, 1) occurring in the 
penultimate paragraph after Eq. (27) of the text need to be 
reexamined. 

lAo Pais and V. Rittenberg, J. Math. Phys. 16,2062 (1975). 

Erratum: Linearized analysis of inhomogeneous plasma equilibria: General 
theory 
[J. Math. Phys. 20, 413 (1979)] 

H. Ralph Lewis and Keith R. Symon 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, P. O. Box 1663, M. S. 642, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

1) The sen tence beginning in the fourth line after Eq. (11.21) 
should read "See the note added in proof, Ref. 12." 

2) Equation (IV.23) should read 

J':rn' = f dQdPr(C)/s(Q,P,Pk)o(Hs -Es) 

Xz~,(Q)usr(Q,P) IPk~p7' (IV.23) 

3) Equation (IV.24) should read 

K ( )J* H' 
(n'ID In) =,.{nonn' -0"", I sr (j) srn' srn, 

s(r) f-l sr - (j) 

(IV.24) 

4) Equation (IV.25) should read 

(IV.25) 

5) In the sixth line following Eq. (V.6), "amplitudes and 

6) In the third line before Eq. (AI), cP (r) should read cP (r). 

aHs (aHs aH, ) 
oH, = Ior.(VCPi)- + ~ oqjT + oPJT ' 

I aCPi' q, 'P, 

7) The equation following Eq. (AI2) should read 

8) In Ref. 2, "D.C. RD. C. Robinson" should read "D.C. 
Robinson." 
9) In Ref. 10, "K.R." should read "K.R. Symon." 

10) In the seventh line of the right-hand column of p. 423, 
"indeces" should read "indices." 
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